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Editor's Prefa e

The Report of the Ameri an Physi al So iety Study Group on Boost-Phase Inter ept (BPI)
Systems for National Missile Defense, appearing in this spe ial issue of Reviews of Modern
Physi s, represents an e ort of the APS that is both normal and extraordinary. The APS
has periodi ally produ ed reports on matters of publi interest that require te hni al understanding, and for whi h an impartial and authoritative analysis would be of parti ular
use to the publi and to poli y makers. The BPI Study, as it is informally alled, represents
the latest in this series of te hni al studies.
The extraordinary part of the e ort is the extended ommitment of time and energy that
the Study Group applied to its work. Considerable original resear h was required to explore
some aspe ts of the issue. Great are was taken to make the study broadly omprehensible
to an audien e of non-experts.
In view of the pro edures for review and approval of an APS Study, the report has
not been subje ted to the usual review pro ess employed for RMP. Instead the Study was
examined by a Review Committee haired by James Langer, University of California, Santa
Barbara (Chair), and in luding Thomas Appelquist, Yale University; Will Happer, Prin eton University; Claire Max, Lawren e Livermore National Laboratory; Burton Ri hter,
Stanford Linear A elerator Center; and James Tsang, IBM T.J. Watson Resear h Center.
We thank the members of the Review Committee for their helpful and timely ritiques.
The APS released an earlier version of this report to the press in 2003. That version
appeared on the APS web site and in a limited number of printed opies. This Reviews of
Modern Physi s version, supported nan ially by the Ameri an Physi al So iety, ontains
orre tions and revisions for larity with respe t to the July 2003 version. There are no
major hanges.
The a knowledgments se tion ontains thanks to many individuals and institutions that
have ontributed substantially to the report and I add my thanks to them here.
Martin Blume
Editor in Chief
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Exe utive Summary

Boost-phase inter ept systems for defending the United States against ballisti missile atta k
are being a tively onsidered as a major part of a national missile defense strategy. Spending
on su h systems by the U.S. Department of Defense is growing, and there is a prospe t
of mu h larger expenditures in the future. Boost-phase inter ept weapons would seek to
disable atta king missiles during the rst few minutes of ight, while the missiles' boosters
are still burning and before they have released nu lear, hemi al, or biologi al munitions.
The te hni al aspe ts and feasibility of su h weapons are the subje t of this report.
In spite of the growing interest in boost-phase inter ept systems and the in reasing resour es
being ommitted to developing them, little quantitative information about their te hni al
feasibility, required performan e, and potential advantages and disadvantages is available
to the publi . Consequently, the Ameri an Physi al So iety (APS) onvened a study group
of physi ists and engineers, in luding individuals with expertise in sensors, missiles, ro ket
inter eptors, guidan e and ontrol, high-powered lasers, and missile-defense-related systems,
to assess the te hni al feasibility of boost-phase inter ept systems.
The Study Group has based its assessments solely on information found in the open literature about ballisti missiles and missile defense. We have supplemented this information
by our expertise in s ien e and engineering and have on ned the assessments reported
here to those that an be made with on den e by applying the fundamental prin iples of
ro ket propulsion, signal dete tion and pro essing, guidan e and ontrol, and laser beam
propagation. In many instan es, as do umented throughout this report, we have performed
our own analyses to address important issues and to assure ourselves of the validity of our
on lusions.
Our main on lusions are the following:
1. Boost-phase defense against inter ontinental ballisti missiles (ICBMs) hinges on
the burn time of the atta king missile and the speed of the defending inter eptor
ro ket. Defense of the entire United States against liquid-propellant ICBMs, su h as
those deployed early by the Soviet Union and the People's Republi of China (China),
laun hed from ountries su h as the Demo rati People's Republi of Korea (North
Korea) and Iran, may be te hni ally feasible using terrestrial (land-, sea-, or airbased) inter eptors. However, the inter eptor ro kets would have to be substantially
faster (and therefore ne essarily larger) than those usually proposed in order to rea h
the ICBMs in time from international waters or neighboring ountries willing to host
the inter eptors. The system would also require the apability to ope with at least
the simplest of ountermeasures.
2. Boost-phase defense of the entire United States against solid-propellant ICBMs,
whi h have shorter burn times than liquid-propellant ICBMs, is unlikely to be pra ti al
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when all fa tors are onsidered, no matter where or how inter eptors are based.
Even with optimisti assumptions, a terrestrial-based system would require very large
inter eptors with extremely high speeds and a elerations to defeat a solid-propellant
ICBM laun hed from even a small ountry su h as North Korea. Even su h highperforman e inter eptors ould not defend against solid-propellant ICBMs laun hed
from Iran, be ause they ould not be based lose enough to disable the missiles
before they deployed their munitions.
3. If inter eptor ro kets were based in spa e, their overage would not be onstrained
by geography, but they would onfront the same time onstraints and engagement
un ertainties as terrestrial-based inter eptors. Consequently, their kill vehi les (the
nal homing stage of the inter eptors) would have to be similar in size to those of
terrestrial-based inter eptors. With the te hnology we judge ould be ome available
within the next 15 years, defending against a single ICBM would require a thousand
or more inter eptors for a system having the lowest possible mass and providing
realisti de ision time. Deploying su h a system would require at least a ve- to
tenfold in rease over urrent U.S. spa e-laun h rates.
4. The Airborne Laser now under development ould have some apability against liquidpropellant missiles, but it would be ine e tive against solid-propellant ICBMs, whi h
are more heat-resistant.
5. The existing U.S. Navy Aegis system, using an inter eptor ro ket similar to the
Standard Missile 2, should be apable of defending against short- or medium-range
missiles laun hed from ships, barges, or other platforms o U.S. oasts. However,
inter eptor ro kets would have to be positioned within a few tens of kilometers of
the laun h lo ation of the atta king missile.
6. A key problem inherent in boost-phase defense is munitions shortfall: although a
su essful inter ept would prevent munitions from rea hing their target, it ould
ause live nu lear, hemi al, or biologi al munitions to fall on populated areas short
of the target, in the United States or other ountries. Timing inter epts a urately
enough to avoid this problem would be diÆ ult.

The Charge
Boost-phase missile defense systems would disable atta king missiles while their ro ket motors are burning by hitting them with an inter eptor ro ket or a laser beam. For ICBMs,
this phase of ight typi ally lasts 3 or 4 minutes. Boost-phase defense has been proposed
as a way to avoid the problems fa ed by mid ourse defense systems, whi h are intended to
disable the atta king missile's warheads after they have been deployed. The mid ourse approa h is ompli ated by the need to ounter multiple warheads, submunitions (\bomblets"),
lightweight de oys, and other ountermeasures.
The Study Group was asked to evaluate boost-phase inter ept systems that would defend the United States using land-, sea-, air-, or spa e-based inter eptor ro kets or an
airborne laser now being developed. Spa e-based laser systems were not in luded be ause
the te hnology needed for su h systems would not be ready within the 10- to 15-year period
onsidered. The Study did not onsider the feasibility of the ommuni ations, ommand,
ontrol, and battle management that would be required. Nor did it onsider poli y issues,
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su h as the arms ontrol, strategi stability, or foreign poli y impli ations of testing or
deploying a boost-phase defense.

The Fo us
Developing and deploying a reliable boost-phase missile defense would be a major undertaking likely to require a de ade or more to omplete. We therefore onsidered missiles
that might be developed or a quired by North Korea and Iran during the next 10 to 15
years. These ountries were the fo us of the Study be ause the U.S. government has expressed on ern spe i ally about them. A ording to U.S. intelligen e estimates, neither of
them urrently has a redible ICBM apability but they are proje ted to develop or a quire
ICBMs within the next 10 to 15 years. The Study Group also onsidered defense against
ICBMs laun hed from Iraq. With the hanged politi al situation arising from the events of
the Spring of 2003, an ICBM threat from Iraq appears unlikely for the foreseeable future.
We have nevertheless retained the analysis of the Iraq threat in the body of our report, to
illustrate the requirements for defending against ICBMs from a ountry that is intermediate
in size between North Korea and Iran.
We began by identifying boost-phase inter ept systems that ould work in prin iple and
then determined the system performan e that would be required to defend the entire United
States, the ontiguous 48 states, or only the largest U.S. ities. The atta king missiles were
assumed to be similar to the rst ICBMs developed 30 to 40 years ago by the United States,
the Soviet Union, and China. Both liquid- and solid-propellant missiles were onsidered,
be ause either type might be developed or a quired within 10 to 15 years and the Study
Group therefore on luded that it would be imprudent not to onsider both in evaluating
the feasibility of boost-phase defense.
Key Issues

An important question in boost-phase defense is whether the kill
vehi le arried by the inter eptor ould a tually hit a long-range missile, given the inherently
unpredi table a eleration that is normal for an ICBM in powered ight and the possibility
of programmed traje tory-shaping or evasive maneuvers. Assuming inter eptors an rea h
the missile during its boost phase, we nd no fundamental obsta le to homing on the missile
a urately enough to hit it. To do so, however, the kill vehi le would have to be very agile
and would need to arry enough fuel to ontinue adjusting to the missile's a eleration
until the moment of impa t. We determined that kill vehi les apable of meeting these
requirements would be substantially heavier than those that some have suggested for boostphase inter ept. Our analysis of this agility requirement and its impli ations for the weight
of the inter eptor are key new aspe ts of this study.
Time. Time is short for boost-phase defense be ause ICBMs burn out qui kly: in
roughly 3 minutes for solid-propellant missiles and 4 minutes for liquid-propellant missiles.
But the time a tually available is substantially shorter than the duration of the burn. Even
systems with state-of-the-art tra king sensors would require 45 to 65 se onds or longer to
dete t the laun h of a potentially threatening ro ket and determine its dire tion of ight
well enough to re an inter eptor (that is, obtain a ring solution).
Additional time must also be allowed for the de ision to re. We have analyzed the
de ision times that would be provided by various boost-phase defenses. \De ision time"
as used here also in ludes any additional time required for ommuni ation between system
Hitting the Missile.
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elements, estimating the performan e hara teristi s of the atta king missile and its traje tory, resolving un ertainties in the performan e of the defense system, and other operational
fa tors.
To be su essful, the inter ept would have to o ur before the missile gives its munitions
the velo ity needed to rea h the United States. This velo ity ould be attained as early as
40 se onds before the missile would normally burn out.
Due to the potentially similar ight pro les of ICBMs and spa e laun hers, in many
ases the defense system would not be able to distinguish a pea eful spa e laun h from an
ICBM atta k. In these ases, the defense would have to shoot at every ro ket, unless it had
been established as nonthreatening before it was laun hed.
Extending the time for inter ept beyond the boost phase into the as ent phase (de ned
here as the period after the missile's nal stage has burned out or its thrust has been
terminated but before it has deployed all its munitions and de oys) would not in rease the
available time signi antly. The reason is that on e the missile's thrust has been terminated,
it ould deploy its munitions and any de oys or ountermeasures qui kly, possibly in less
than a se ond.
With so little time available, inter eptors would need to rea h high speeds very qui kly.
Taken together, the short time available for inter ept and the size of the kill vehi le needed
to hit an unpredi tably a elerating ICBM would require large inter eptors. In some ases,
they would have to be larger and faster than the ICBMs themselves and would have to
a elerate four times more qui kly. Su h inter eptors have never been built and would push
the state of the art.
Range. The useful range of inter eptor ro kets is restri ted by pra ti al limits on ro ket
speeds and by the short time available for inter epting the atta king missile. The range of
the Airborne Laser is also limited, both by onstraints on its power and by the distan e
its beam an propagate through the atmosphere and remain fo used. Consequently, boostphase defense would be possible using inter eptor ro kets only if they ould be positioned
lose enough to the required inter ept lo ations, generally within 400 to 1000 kilometers.
Defense would be possible using the Airborne Laser only if it ould be stationed within
300 to 600 kilometers of the inter ept points. The required inter ept lo ations are typi ally
hundreds of kilometers downrange from the missile laun h site, whi h would further restri t
inter eptor basing options.
In general, boost-phase defense using terrestrial (land-, sea-, or air-based) ro ket intereptors or the Airborne Laser requires that the missile's ight path during its boost phase
be a essible from international waters or from neighboring ountries willing to host U.S.
inter eptors. The feasibility of boost-phase defense therefore depends not only on the performan e of the atta king missile and the speed of the inter eptor, but also on the size of
the ountry that laun hes the missile, the dire tion of the missile's ight, the distan e to
its target, and the lo al physi al and politi al geography.
Shortfall. If a missile were hit during its boost phase by an inter eptor, it would
probably lose thrust qui kly, but the missile (perhaps in fragments) and its munitions would
not fall straight down. Instead they would ontinue on ballisti traje tories, falling to Earth
short of their target but possibly on populated areas. Thus, unless the missile's munitions
were disabled by the ollision|whi h annot be assumed be ause they are loosely oupled to
the missile and hardened to withstand re-entry at hypersoni speeds|a su essful inter ept
ould ause live munitions to fall on populated areas. These areas would not be in the
atta king ountry but might well be in ountries friendly to the United States or in the
United States itself.
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This problem is inherent in boost-phase inter ept. Our analysis indi ates that it would
be extremely diÆ ult to time inter epts to avoid ausing live munitions or debris to hit
populated areas. This problem would be eliminated if the inter eptor ould reliably destroy
the missile's munitions, but doing so would be mu h more diÆ ult than simply disabling
the missile's booster ro ket.
Spa e-Based Inter eptor Requirements. Boost-phase inter eptors red from orbiting satellites ould in prin iple defend the United States against ICBMs laun hed from
anywhere on Earth. While their overage would not be onstrained by geography, spa ebased inter eptors would have the same time onstraints and engagement un ertainties as
terrestrial-based inter eptors. As a result, their kill vehi les would have to be at least as
massive as the kill vehi les of terrestrial-based inter eptors. Be ause a satellite orbiting at
low altitude spends so little time over a single spot on Earth, many inter eptor- arrying
satellites would be needed to defend against even a single missile. The pre ise number of
satellites and the total mass that would have to be pla ed into orbit would depend on the
type of ICBM as well as the speeds, a elerations, and masses of the inter eptors and their
kill vehi les, whi h would in turn depend on the te hnology available. Based on the te hnology that ould, in our judgment, be developed within the next 10 to 15 years, we nd that
a thousand or more inter eptors would be needed for a system having the lowest possible
mass and providing a realisti de ision time. Even so, the total mass that would have to
be orbited would require at least a ve- to tenfold in rease over urrent U.S. spa e-laun h
rates, making su h a system impra ti al.
The Airborne Laser's Performan e. A laser weapon now in development has also
been proposed for boost-phase defense. The Airborne Laser is being developed to disable
short- or medium-range ballisti missiles by illuminating them with a powerful laser beam
from distan es of several hundred kilometers, heating them suÆ iently to ause the stru ture of the missiles to fail. In prin iple, this weapon ould also disable long-range missiles
during their boost phase. Be ause the laser beam ould rea h an ICBM within a fra tion
of a se ond, its speed is not an issue. However, the range of the Airborne Laser is limited
by the distan e its beam an propagate through the atmosphere and remain fo used. Assuming that it works as planned, its useful range would be about 600 kilometers against
a typi al liquid-propellant ICBM. This range would be suÆ ient to defend the United
States against su h ICBMs laun hed from North Korea but insuÆ ient to defend against
su h missiles laun hed from Iran, unless the laser ould be stationed over the Caspian Sea
or Turkmenistan. Be ause solid-propellant ICBMs are more heat-resistant, the Airborne
Laser's ground range against them would be only about 300 kilometers, too short to defend
against solid-propellant ICBMs from either Iran or North Korea.
Countermeasures. While boost-phase inter ept would not be sus eptible to some of
the ountermeasures to mid ourse inter ept that have been proposed, there is no reason
to think it would not fa e any ountermeasures. E e tive ountermeasures to boost-phase
inter ept by inter eptor ro kets ould in lude laun hing several ICBMs at nearly the same
time or deploying ro ket-propelled de oys and jammers. Furthermore, ICBMs ould be
programmed to y evasive maneuvers that might overwhelm the agility and guidan e and
ontrol apabilities of the inter eptor or exhaust its propellant. Shortening the boost phase
would also be an e e tive ountermeasure: it would be pra ti ally impossible for any inter eptor ro ket to rea h an ICBM with a boost phase of 2 minutes or less, even if it were
laun hed from a very small ountry. Countermeasures against the Airborne Laser ould
in lude applying ablative oatings or rotating the ICBM to redu e the amount of heat the
missile absorbs, laun hing multiple missiles to overwhelm the Airborne Laser's apabilities,
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or atta king the air raft arrying the laser.

Defending the United States
We onsidered the e e tiveness of boost-phase inter ept for defending the United States
against ICBMs from the two spe i ountries of on ern, North Korea and Iran, using
appropriate physi al laws and engineering prin iples to ompute the feasibility of parti ular
inter epts. The results summarized here are based on a series of generally optimisti , spe i
assumptions. For example, we have made optimisti assumptions about the missile dete tion
and tra king apabilities available to the defense. Moreover, we did not a ount for many
of the real world fa tors that would have to be onsidered to make a realisti assessment
of the apability of su h a system. This in ludes un ertainties about the performan e of
the atta king missile and its traje tory, ignoran e of the missile's target, the unpredi table
nature of variations in any missile's ight, and un ertainties in how qui kly an inter ept
would terminate an ICBM's thrust. Nor did we a ount for possible operational delays
in pro essing and transmitting information. All of these fa tors would make boost-phase
inter ept more diÆ ult than our simulations suggest. Consequently, our results re e t the
theoreti al possibility of an inter ept, but this annot be equated with ertainty.
We found that terrestrial-based inter eptors that burn out in 40 to 50 se onds and rea h
speeds of 6.5 to 10 km/s would generally be required to defend against ICBMs laun hed
from North Korea or Iran depending on the type of ICBM. In many ases, inter eptors with
signi antly longer burn times are likely to be ine e tive. As noted above, su h inter eptors
would have to be substantially larger and apable of higher performan e than any that have
yet been built or deployed. In a few situations, a 5-km/s inter eptor would work against
slow-burning liquid-propellant ICBMs. The time available would be signi antly greater
for very slowly burning liquid-propellant ICBMs having burn times of 5 minutes or longer,
but a defense that would work only against su h missiles, whi h would be as slow as the
slowest-burning missiles ever built, would risk being ine e tive.
North Korea. Defense of all 50 states against typi al liquid-propellant ICBMs laun hed
from North Korea would require inter eptors with speeds of 6.5 km/s (almost as fast as
ICBMs) based in Russia or the Sea of Japan and red within about 40 se onds of obtaining
a ring solution. The inter ept lo ations for most ICBM traje tories from North Korea
would be over China, hundreds of kilometers inside its border. Su h inter eptors would
have ranges as long as ICBMs. Consequently, ring them toward China to inter ept a
North Korean missile ould be mistaken for an atta k on China, Russia, or other ountries.
The Airborne Laser might provide an alternative defense against liquid-propellant ICBMs.
To defend against typi al solid-propellant ICBMs and provide more than a few se onds
of de ision time would require inter eptors that ould rea h speeds of about 10 km/s,
50 per ent faster than a typi al ICBM, in one-quarter of the time it would take an ICBM
to rea h its maximum speed. Su h inter eptors would push the limits of what would be
pra ti al and should be onsidered a bounding ase. The inter eptors would have to be
based in Russia or the Sea of Japan and red within 30 to 40 se onds after a ring solution
was obtained. Su h inter eptors ould be mistaken for o ensive weapons.
Iran. To defend the entire United States against liquid-propellant ICBMs laun hed
from Iran using inter eptors based in onventional lo ations would require basing 10-km/s
inter eptors in the Persian Gulf, and even this deployment would provide only about 15 se onds of de ision time. More de ision time would be possible only if inter eptors ould be
based in un onventional lo ations, su h as Turkmenistan or the land-lo ked Caspian Sea. A
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system with 6.5-km/s inter eptors based in either of these lo ations ould provide a de ision
time of about 30 se onds.
Defense of the entire United States against solid-propellant ICBMs laun hed from Iran
appears impra ti al; even a system with 10-km/s inter eptors based both in the Caspian
Sea and in Turkmenistan or Afghanistan would provide less than 10 se onds of de ision
time, whi h is unlikely to be adequate for an operational system.
Defending Only a Portion of the United States. We also onsidered the feasibility
of defending only the ontiguous 48 states or only the largest U.S. ities against ICBMs
laun hed from North Korea or Iran. In most ases, this would be no easier than defending
all 50 states. If, however, a boost-phase defense were not solely responsible for inter epting
all missiles from these ountries, the required system performan e would be less demanding.
Inter eptors ould hit liquid- or solid-propellant missiles laun hed from these ountries
toward some U.S. targets. Su h a system ould provide a partial defense; for instan e, for
one U.S. oast but not the other. Coupled with an e e tive mid ourse system, a partially
e e tive boost-phase defense ould improve prote tion of some targets by hitting missiles
before they deploy de oys that ould overwhelm the mid ourse layer. This possibility,
however, depends on the mid ourse system's being able to handle the unpredi table debris
generated by a boost-phase inter ept while engaging the warheads, whi h most likely would
survive the inter ept. Su h a apability would be diÆ ult to a hieve.
Defending Against Short- or Medium-Range Missiles Laun hed from O shore. Missiles that ould be used for a sea-based atta k probably are already available to nations of
on ern to the United States. The Aegis radar system is adequate for tra king su h missiles
provided it is within a few tens of kilometers of the missile laun h lo ation, and a missile similar to the Navy's Standard Missile 2 is adequate for su h an engagement without
signi ant modi ation.

Findings

The Study Group analyzed boost-phase defense against liquid-propellant ICBMs, whi h
the United States may fa e initially, and against solid-propellant ICBMs, whi h the nation
may fa e later. The basi parameters of systems that ould ounter these threats in a
variety of geographi al situations were identi ed. In the ourse of analyzing these systems,
the Study Group identi ed many signi ant limitations to boost-phase inter ept, espe ially
when onfronting solid-propellant ICBMs. However, it made no judgment as to whether
any or all of these limitations would rule out deployment of su h systems on operational,
politi al, or e onomi grounds. The analysis in the main body of this report supports the
following ndings. A number (or letter) in parentheses indi ates the relevant hapter (or
appendix), se tion, or subse tion of the supporting material.
1. Inter epting missiles during their boost phase presents major hallenges not fa ed
by mid ourse-inter ept systems.

 Mid ourse systems have 20 to 25 minutes to observe and inter ept threatening

warheads (A.2); boost-phase inter ept systems ould have 4 minutes or less to
dete t, tra k, and inter ept potentially threatening missiles (4.4, 5.4{5.6, 10.4, 15).
 In mid ourse ight, the traje tory of a warhead is ballisti and highly predi table
(B); in powered ight, the traje tory of a missile is inherently unpredi table. This
unpredi tability results from un ertainty about the intended target, the e e ts of the
missile's maneuvers to manage its energy, shape its traje tory, or evade inter ept,
and its unpredi table thrust variations (4, 12.4, 15.2).
2. The e e tive ranges of boost-phase hit-to-kill inter eptors, whether land-, sea-, air-,
or spa e-based, are limited by the short duration of ICBM boost phases and pra ti al
limits on inter eptor y-out velo ities. The range of the Airborne Laser is limited
primarily by the distan e its beam an propagate through the atmosphere while
remaining fo used, and to a lesser extent on its power.

These limitations have the following onsequen es:
 In a hit-to-kill boost-phase defense, the time remaining after an inter eptor is red
is so short|less than 170 se onds for a liquid-propellant threat missile and less than
120 se onds for a solid-propellant threat missile|that the defense ould re only
on e, either a single inter eptor or a salvo of inter eptors red virtually simultaneously. There would be no opportunity to re over from a mis re or failure of an
inter ept attempt (5.4{5.6).
 Boost-phase defense with inter eptor ro kets would be possible only if the ro kets
ould be positioned lose to the intended inter ept point. The inter ept point is
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typi ally 400 to 500 kilometers from the missile laun h point. The inter eptors
typi ally must travel at least 500 kilometers from the inter eptor base to rea h the
inter ept point (5.4{5.6).
 Terrestrial-based boost-phase defense|both by inter eptors and airborne lasers|
also depends on the size of the ountry that laun hes the missile, the dire tion of
the missile's ight, the distan e to its target, and a ess to areas adja ent to that
ountry, determined by lo al physi al and politi al geography (5).
 Boost-phase defense using terrestrial-based inter eptors ould not defend the United
States against a idental or unauthorized laun hes of ICBMs from the interiors of
large ountries su h as Russia or China (5).
3. The large and unpredi table variations of ICBM boost-phase traje tories and the
short time available for engaging them drive the requirements for any boost-phase
kineti kill inter eptor.

Fa tors ontributing to un ertainties in the inter ept point in lude:
 Random and systemati errors in the defense dete tion and tra king system's measurement of position and velo ity and estimate of a eleration of the atta king
missile (10.1.4, 12.3.1).
 La k of knowledge of the missile's target (15.2).
 Normal or indu ed thrust-time variations of the threat booster (15.2).
 Intentional traje tory shaping, in luding lofting or depressing the traje tory and
maneuvering to manage energy (15.2).
 Intentional evasive maneuvers, su h as dog-legs or other maneuvers (12.4).
 La k of knowledge of the potential type or hara teristi s of the threat (3.3).
 Un ertainties in the method and times at whi h the missiles' warheads or submunitions would be deployed (15.2, A.2.2).
These un ertainties redu e the time available for the engagement and require kill-vehi le
maneuver velo ity and a eleration substantially greater than is generally re ognized.
These e e ts are dis ussed in Chapters 5 and 12.
4. The only way a boost-phase defense an assure that lethal warheads will not strike
a defended area is to disable the atta king missile before the earliest time it an
a hieve the velo ity needed to arry its munitions to that area, be ause the defense
does not know the parti ular target. This time is un ertain be ause the missile may
y various traje tories and exe ute a variety of maneuvers to manage its energy or
evade the defense (4.1, 5.1.3, 5.2.1, A.2).
5. A robust boost-phase defense against ICBMs would require modern spa e-based
sensors to dete t laun hes and provide initial tra king information needed to laun h
inter eptors. Even so, it would take at least 45 to 65 se onds to dete t the laun h of
an ICBM and establish a tra k of its traje tory a urate enough to laun h an intereptor. Su h sensors would also be needed to provide ontinually updated tra king
information to the inter eptors as they y to the target. A system su h as the
high-altitude Spa e-Based Infrared System (SBIRS-High) now under development
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ould perform these fun tions if the boost-phase defense requirement is in luded in
its design (10.4).

 While radars with suÆ ient sensitivity exist, for early dete tion and initial tra k-

ing, horizon limitations, lutter problems, and geographi onstraints that require
stand-o distan es greater than 300 km would pre lude their use. Consequently,
a modern spa e-based missile warning and tra king system, su h as the planned
SBIRS-High system, would be needed in order to a hieve the earliest dete tion and
initial tra king (10.4). The existing Defense Support Program (DSP) system ould
provide laun h dete tion and initial tra king, but it would take 30 se onds longer
to obtain a ring solution than a system su h as SBIRS-High (10.4). Consequently
DSP would be useful only against slow missiles, and only if the fastest inter eptors
were used (5.9.2).
 Additional time margin would be required to allow for the de ision to re and any
other intentional or system delays. We use the term \de ision time" to en ompass
any time required beyond the zero de ision time ase (5.1.3).
6. While boost-phase defense against slow-burning liquid-propellant ICBMs not employing ountermeasures appears te hni ally feasible in prin iple for some geographi
s enarios, the mu h shorter burn times typi al of solid-propellant ICBMs using even
40-year-old te hnology all into question the fundamental feasibility of boost-phase
inter ept of su h threats at useful ranges|no matter where or how the inter eptors
are based|even with very optimisti assumptions about dete tion and tra k times
(5.3, 6.11).

 While liquid-propellant ICBMs typi ally have powered ight times of 4 minutes or

more, solid-propellant missiles typi ally have three boost stages that burn a total
of 3 minutes or less (3.4). This di eren e is ru ial.
 No matter where or how they are based, inter eptors would typi ally have to travel
500 kilometers or more in about two minutes to rea h solid-propellant ICBMs before they have a hieved the velo ity required to deliver their payloads to the United
States (5.3{5.6). This would require inter eptors with extremely high yout velo ities (in ex ess of orbital velo ities and as high as 10 km/s) and very high a elerations. Su h inter eptors would push the state of the art and may not be feasible.
 By omparison, against liquid-propellant ICBMs, small two-stage terrestrial-based
inter eptors having modest burnout velo ities of only about 5 km/s, su h as the
largest-sized inter eptor that ould meet the onstraints of the Aegis ruiser verti al
laun hers or deployment by bombers, ould marginally engage threats at about 500
kilometers (5.3). Inter eptors having velo ities similar to those of ICBMs would
provide greater de ision time and range for this ase but still ould not engage
solid-propellant ICBMs.
7. Based on un lassi ed summaries of U.S. intelligen e estimates, the Study Group
on luded that ountries of on ern might a quire or develop solid-propellant ICBMs
within the next 10{15 years and that it would be imprudent not to onsider them in
evaluating the feasibility of boost-phase defense systems (3.4).

 Proliferation of solid-propellant te hnology has been rapid (3.3).
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 A boost-phase defense would reate in entives to develop or a quire solid-propellant

ICBMs (3.4).
 Boost-phase defenses not able to defend against solid-propellant ICBMs risk being
obsolete when deployed.
8. The time onstraints imposed on any boost-phase defense system by the short duration of ICBM boost phases would pose signi ant real-time de ision issues.

 In most situations, inter eptors would have to be red within a few se onds after

on rmation of the laun h of a large ro ket to inter ept it in time to defend the
United States (5.3). The de ision to re inter eptors would have to be almost
automati (5.3{5.6).
 Be ause of the potentially similar ight pro les of ICBMs and spa e laun hers, in
many ases the defense system would have diÆ ulty distinguishing a spa e laun h
from an ICBM atta k. In these ases, the defense would have to shoot at every
ro ket, unless it had been identi ed as non-threatening before it was laun hed (10.4).

9. Despite the variations and un ertainties inherent in the boost-phase traje tories of
ICBMs, our analysis indi ates that a kill vehi le in orporating urrent sensor and
guidan e te hnology ould home on ICBMs in powered ight with a pre ision ompatible with dire t hit-to-kill requirements, assuming the kill vehi le's booster ould
pla e it on a traje tory that would take it within homing range of the ICBM. The
kill vehi le would also have to meet ertain riti al performan e requirements.

Criti al kill-vehi le performan e requirements in lude:
 Capa ity to shift from guiding on the ro ket's exhaust plume to guiding on the
ro ket body. The Study Group believes this requirement in parti ular requires
more investigation (10.4).
 Ability to a quire and tra k the ro ket body within the plume at ranges of at least
200 kilometers and with suÆ ient pre ision, using sensors on board the kill vehi le
(12.3).
 SuÆ ient kill-vehi le a eleration (7{8 g initially and 15 g in the end game), velo ity
for maneuvering (2 km/s for terrestrial-based and 2.5 km/s for spa e-based kill
vehi les), and guidan e system response (0.1 se ond or less) (12.5).
These requirements would result in kill vehi les with masses substantially greater than
is generally appre iated. In our judgment, kill vehi les using te hnology that would
be available in the next few years would have masses on the order of 90 kilograms to
140 kilograms: 90 kilograms for the total divert velo ities of 2 km/s that would be
required for most ground- and air-based inter eptors and roughly 140 kilograms for 2.5km/s divert velo ities that would be appropriate for spa e-based inter eptors and the
fastest ground-based inter eptors (14.4).
10. Although a su essful inter ept would prevent munitions from rea hing their target,
live nu lear, hemi al, or biologi al munitions ould fall on populated areas short
of the target, in the United States or other ountries. This problem of shortfall is
inherent in boost-phase missile defense.
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 Warheads and submunitions are loosely oupled to the nal stage of the ICBM and

annot be assumed to be destroyed by an inter ept that destroys or disables the
ICBM booster, as borne out by numerous destru t events during ight tests (13.1).
 After an inter ept, the munitions and debris will ontinue on a ballisti traje tory,
albeit one that is shorter than intended by the atta ker (5.8).
 The warheads or munitions and debris of an inter epted missile will not fall on the
ountry that laun hed it (5.8).
 Preventing warheads or submunitions and debris of inter epted missiles from hitting
the territory of U.S. friends and allies would sometimes require the defense to interept missiles within a time window as small as 5 to 10 se onds, greatly ompli ating
the already daunting inter ept management problem (5.8.1).
 Given the unpredi table variations in traje tories and thrust that hara terize
ICBMs in powered ight, it is not lear that the inter ept an be timed to o ur
within the narrow window required (5.8.2).
The problem of ontrolling shortfall ould be avoided if the boost-phase defense system
ould destroy the missile's warheads or submunitions during boost, rather than simply
disabling the booster. This is a mu h more diÆ ult task, and it has not been established
that it an be a omplished (13).
11. Airborne inter eptors o er some unique advantages for boost-phase defense, but
they also have signi ant limitations in defending against ICBMs. They ould be deployed more qui kly than land- or sea-based inter eptors in response to new threats,
but several ba kup air raft equipped with inter eptors, as well as refueling air raft
and defensive air over, would be required for every airborne-inter eptor air raft on
station (16.5.3).

 An inter eptor of any given size has a slightly greater range if laun hed from a high-

altitude platform, be ause it uses less energy to over ome gravity and aerodynami
drag as it ies out toward its target. However, the onstraints on the size and weight
of missiles that an air raft an arry limit the yout velo ity of high-a eleration
airborne inter eptors to about 5 km/s (16.5.3).
 Be ause of their limited yout velo ity, airborne inter eptors ould engage ICBMs
only in situations omparable to the situations in whi h a 5 km/s surfa e-based
inter eptor ould engage them. Consequently, using airborne inter eptors to defend
the United States against long-burning liquid-propellant ICBMs would be possible only if the required inter ept lo ations are within about 500 kilometers of the
inter eptor- arrying air raft (5.5.1).

12. A onstellation of spa e-based inter eptors (SBIs) ould, in prin iple, over ome the
geographi limitations of terrestrial-based inter eptors and inter ept ICBMs laun hed
from mu h of the Earth's surfa e. However, they would be subje t to range and time
onstraints similar to those that onstrain terrestrial-based systems. Consequently
a hieving reasonable overage between latitudes 30 degrees and 45 degrees North
would ome at a very high ost.

 Be ause a satellite in low-Earth orbit spends so little time over a single spot on

Earth, a system having the minimum mass-in-orbit and providing a realisti time
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to onstru t a ring solution would require a thousand or more inter eptors to
inter ept even a single liquid-propellant ICBM 5 se onds before it burns out (6.6).1
The SBI kill vehi les would be similar to those of terrestrial-based inter eptors.
Be ause of the high losing velo ities of SBI engagements, spa e-based kill vehi les
would require divert velo ities of about 2.5 km/s (14.1). Su h a kill vehi le would
have a mass of roughly 140 kilograms (6.11, 14.4). We estimate that an inter eptor
that ombined the kill vehi le with a two-stage booster to impart the required yout
velo ity of 4 km/s in 30 to 40 se onds would have a mass, in luding its on-orbit
support systems, of about 1200 kilograms (6.11).
To inter ept a solid-propellant ICBM laun hed from North Korea or Iran 5 se onds
before burnout, at least 1600 inter eptors would be required for a system having
the lowest possible on-orbit mass and providing an optimisti ally short time to
onstru t a ring solution (6.11). Su h a system would have a mass in orbit of at
least 2000 tonnes. To deploy it would require at least a ve- to ten-fold in rease in
the urrent annual U.S. laun h apa ity.
In pra ti e, more inter eptors and mass would be required in orbit be ause solidpropellant ICBMs laun hed from North Korea or Iran would usually have to be
inter epted before 5 se onds prior to their burnout. The number of inter eptors
would also in rease if the system were designed to assure that two inter eptors ould
be red against ea h ICBM, provide more de ision time, or have the apability to
defend against ICBMs laun hed nearly simultaneously from losely spa ed laun h
sites (6.6, 6.11).
Defending against a liquid-propellant ICBM would ut the number of inter eptors
required to about 700, with a orresponding redu tion in the mass of the system,
be ause su h missiles burn mu h longer (15.2.1). However, a system designed to
ounter only liquid-propellant ICBMs ould be ome obsolete qui kly, given the time
that would be required to develop and deploy an SBI system (Finding 15), the
in entives it would reate for emerging missile states to build or pro ure solidpropellant missiles, and the rate at whi h solid-propellant te hnology is proliferating
(3.4.2).

13. Although boost-phase missile defense systems using hit-to-kill inter eptors ould
avoid some of the ountermeasures to mid ourse inter ept that have been proposed,
there are e e tive ountermeasures to su h boost-phase systems. Many of them
have been demonstrated in past U.S. programs for other purposes (5, 9, 12, 15).

 Shortening the boost phase of ICBMs. Swit hing from liquid-propellant to typi al

solid-propellant ICBMs would ut the boost phase by a minute or more (Finding 6).
Boost phases as short as 130 se onds are ertainly possible; su h missiles would be
pra ti ally impossible to inter ept (5.1.1).
 Maneuvering the ICBM (15.2).
 Fra tionating the payload during nal-stage boost (9.1.2, 9.1.5).
Inter eptors in low-Earth orbits revolve around Earth at high speeds while the Earth rotates beneath
them. As a result, at any instant almost all the inter eptors in a spa e-based system would be too far away
to engage a ro ket from any parti ular laun h site. A onstellation of a thousand or more inter eptors would
therefore be required to ensure that at least one would always be within range of a hostile laun h.
1
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 Deploying small, ro ket-propelled de oys from the missile designed to mask or mimi

the radar and ele tro-opti al hara teristi s of the booster (9.1.3).
 Laun hing multiple missiles within a short time. Laun hing ta ti al ballisti missiles
before laun hing ICBMs ould exhaust the defense's supply of inter eptors (9.1.6).
14. The Airborne Laser (ABL) has been designed to inter ept theater ballisti missiles
and is s heduled to a hieve initial operational apability in about 10 years. It ould
o er some apability for inter epting ICBMs, but would have less range than large
ground-based hit-to-kill inter eptors. ABL air raft ould be rapidly deployed, but
several ABL air raft, as well as tanker support air raft and defensive air over, would
be required to maintain one ABL air raft ontinuously on station. While the ABL
has some self-defense apability, without supporting ta ti al air over ABL air raft
would be vulnerable to atta k by enemy air raft or surfa e-to-air missiles.

 Performan e requirements for the ABL are driven largely by the onstru tion ma







terials of the missile and the distan e to the target missile|engagement time and
un ertainty about the target's traje tory are not issues (21).
The laser uen e needed to disable ICBMs is urrently rather un ertain, making it
diÆ ult to estimate a urately the ABL's range if used against ICBMs. The ABL's
range is expe ted to be roughly similar to that of the modest-sized inter eptors
that ould be arried by air raft (21.5). If so, it ould engage only long-burning
liquid-propellant ICBMs laun hed from geographi ally small, a essible ountries
(8.3{8.5).
Defense would be possible using the ABL only if it an be stationed within 600 kilometers of the inter ept point of a liquid-propellant missile or within 300 kilometers
of the inter ept point of a solid-propellant missile. The ABL's laser beam would
have to heat an ICBM for several se onds to disable it; hen e ABL engagements
would have to be timed to avoid the brief periods during whi h one stage burns out
and is dis arded as the next ignites (8.7).
The ABL would have substantial ability to defend the U.S. against liquid-propellant
ICBMs laun hed from North Korea; however, it would have no utility in defending
the U.S. against these missiles laun hed from geographi ally large, less-vulnerable
ountries su h as Iran. Be ause of the greater heat resistan e of solid-propellant
missiles, the ABL ould not defend against these missiles laun hed from either North
Korea or Iran. (8.3{8.5).
The ABL ould not disable nu lear warheads or biologi al or hemi al submunitions
that have been hardened to survive re-entry at ICBM speeds (20.1).

15. Few of the omponents that would be required for early deployment (i.e., within
5 years) of a boost-phase defense urrently exist. Moreover, we see no means for
deploying an e e tive boost-phase defense against ICBMs within 10 years. Several
key omponents are la king and are unlikely to be developed in mu h less than a
de ade.

 Large, high-a eleration inter eptors (5, 16) having the physi al hara teristi s and

performan e that would be needed for a surfa e-based boost-phase inter ept system
have never been built. To ounter short- or medium-range missiles laun hed from
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platforms o U.S. oasts a missile similar to the U.S. Navy's Standard Missile 2 ould
be used (5.7.1). We know of no other booster in existen e or under development
that o ers any utility for boost-phase inter ept of ICBMs.
No kill vehi le urrently under development has the a eleration and maneuverability required for ICBM boost-phase inter ept (11.6, 12.5).
While radars with suÆ ient sensitivity exist, su h as the THAAD ground-based
radar and the Aegis AN/SPY-1 radar, their horizon limitations and geographial onstraints would require spa e-based infrared sensors for dete tion and initial
tra king of threatening missiles (10.2). If SBIRS-High were available and had sufient apability, it ould perform this fun tion (10.4); however, re ent reports
indi ate that SBIRS-High is unlikely to be deployed before 2010 (10.1.2).
The ABL is urrently not expe ted to be ready for deployment against theater
ballisti missiles before 2012 (18.3). Testing and evaluation of the ABL against
ICBMs probably would not o ur until after it has been tested for its intended
mission, inter epting theater ballisti missiles.
Given the U.S. spa e laun h apability and the high ost of putting mass in orbit,
spa e-based inter ept is not pra ti al be ause small, lightweight sensors, inter eptors, and kill vehi les are not urrently available (6.11).

16. Mu h of the publi dis ussion of missile defense has fo used on ICBM atta ks,
but the threat posed by existing short- or medium-range ta ti al ballisti missiles
laun hed from ships or other platforms positioned o U.S. oasts is more immediate.
It appears that a missile similar to the existing U.S. Navy Aegis Standard Missile 2
ould engage short- or medium-range ballisti missiles laun hed from sea platforms
without signi ant modi ation, provided that the Aegis ship is within a few tens of
kilometers of the laun h platform (5.7.1).

 A ording to the U.S. intelligen e ommunity, laun hing short- or medium-range

ballisti missiles from platforms a few hundred kilometers o U.S. oasts would
be mu h less demanding te hnologi ally than laun hing ICBMs. The missiles that
would be needed for su h an atta k are already available (A.1).
 Many of the hallenges that make ICBM defense diÆ ult|su h as geographi onstraints that prevent the defense from positioning inter eptors lose to the missile's
boost traje tory, delays in dete ting and tra king the target missile, un ertainties
about the exa t target, and the problem of ontrolling shortfall|are absent when
the threatening missile is laun hed from a ship near the United States.
 The Airborne Laser might also be able to ounter this threat, but the Study Group
did not analyze this possibility.
17. In our view, there are many issues for a boost-phase inter ept system that require
further study before the true apabilities and deployment timelines of boost-phase
missile defense an be determined.

These issues in lude:
 The ommuni ations, ommand, and ontrol networks and systems that would be
required for a boost-phase inter ept system to fun tion with the reliability required
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under the extreme time pressures that a defense system would fa e, parti ularly
one using spa e-based inter eptors.
The apability for transferring the inter eptor's guidan e from tra king the missile's luminous plume to tra king the missile itself (\plume-to-hardbody handover")
(10.4). This task is te hni ally hallenging and not well understood. More realisti
modeling, testing, and evaluation would be required to demonstrate that it an be
done reliably under all engagement onditions.
The e e ts on liquid- and solid-propellant boosters of a body-to-body ollision with
a kill vehi le need more extensive modeling and realisti testing (13).
The realisti apabilities that would be needed to deploy, maintain, and ontrol a
spa e-based system must be understood before an informed de ision an be made
about the feasibility of su h a on ept. Given the extreme sensitivity of system
osts to hanges in the mass of spa e-based inter eptors, a areful assessment of the
e e ts of ountermeasures should be in luded (6).
The lethality of the ABL when used against ICBMs, espe ially solid-propellant
ICBMs. Further modeling and realisti testing are needed under the wide range
of onditions that would be en ountered in inter epting ICBMs during their boost
phase (20).

Con luding remarks

In assessing the feasibility of boost-phase missile defense using hit-to-kill inter eptors or
the ABL, we attempted to make optimisti assumptions to bound the performan e of su h
systems. In some ases we made assumptions that appear te hni ally possible but may
not be realisti on other grounds. An important example is the assumption in some of our
analyses that inter eptors ould be red as soon as a target tra k has been onstru ted,
without allowing additional time for de ision or assessment. In other ases we simply
examined the performan e that would be required to make the system workable, without
making any judgment about whether su h omponents ould realisti ally be deployed. An
example of this kind is our onsideration of an inter eptor apable of rea hing a yout
velo ity 40 per ent higher than an ICBM's velo ity in only 45 se onds. Consequently,
with those optimisti assumptions our results re e t the theoreti al possibility, rather than
the ertainty, of an inter ept. Real-world fa tors would make boost-phase inter ept more
diÆ ult than our results suggest. Moreover, the hoi es made in this study were used to
obtain upper bounds on performan e; their use does not ne essarily imply that the Study
Group judged these hoi es to be realisti .
Given the results that follow from our assumptions, we on lude that while the boost
phase te hnologies we studied are potentially apable of defending the United States against
liquid-propellant ICBMs in ertain geographi s enarios, at least in the absen e of ountermeasures, when all fa tors are onsidered none of the boost-phase defense on epts studied
is likely to be viable for the foreseeable future to defend the 50 states against even rstgeneration solid-propellant ICBMs (5, 6.11, 8.6).
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1.1 Boost-Phase Inter ept
Boost-phase inter ept systems for defending the United States against ballisti missile atta k
are the fo us of in reasing publi dis ussion [1, 2, 3, 4, 5℄, and Department of Defense
spending on su h systems is growing, with the prospe t of mu h larger expenditures in the
future. 1 Boost-phase weapons would seek to destroy atta king missiles while their boosters
are still burning and before they have released nu lear, hemi al, or biologi al munitions.
The te hni al aspe ts and feasibility of su h weapons are the subje t of this report.
For more than four de ades, the United States has invested substantial resour es in
developing anti-ballisti missile systems [7℄. During most of this period, the fo us of the
e ort was on developing weapons and systems that ould defend against the thousands
of inter ontinental ballisti missiles (ICBMs) elded by the Soviet Union. In response to
the end of the Cold War and other hanges in the international situation, the emphasis of
the U.S. program to defend against long-range missiles shifted rst to systems that ould
ounter a idental or unauthorized laun hes of a few ballisti missiles against the United
States and, more re ently, to systems that ould ounter missiles that might be deployed
by ountries that have missile development programs and with whi h the nation does not
urrently have friendly relations.
The U.S. intelligen e ommunity has identi ed several ountries of on ern that are
developing long-range missiles [8, 9℄. Although the intelligen e ommunity judges that U.S.
territory is urrently more likely to be atta ked by nu lear, hemi al, and biologi al weapons
1

The budget request for boost-phase inter ept systems for FY 04{FY 05 is $12.6 billion [6℄.
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delivered by means other than missiles, it is the assessment of most of the intelligen e
ommunity that the United States is likely to fa e ICBM threats from some of the ountries
of on ern during the next 15 years [8, 9℄. The growing sale and transfer of ballisti -missilerelated te hnologies, materials, and expertise has generated on ern that some unfriendly
ountries might be able to deploy full-range ICBMs, in luding solid-propellant ICBMs, with
little warning [10, 11℄. The U.S. intelligen e ommunity has judged that several ountries of
on ern are te hni ally apable of developing within the next de ade the ability to laun h
short- or medium-range ballisti missiles against oastal regions of the United States from
ships or other platforms positioned hundreds of kilometers o shore [12, 13, 14℄. To ounter
these potential threats, the United States is a tively pursuing a variety of missile defense
options.
The prin ipal fo us of the nation's urrent national missile defense program is on
weapons that would destroy warheads after they have been laun hed by ICBMs but before they re-enter the atmosphere.2 During this so- alled mid ourse phase of ight, whi h
lasts approximately 25 minutes, warheads follow predi table ballisti traje tories outside
Earth's atmosphere. Using ground-based inter eptors lo ated at only a few sites, a midourse inter ept system potentially ould defend the United States from missiles laun hed
from almost anywhere on Earth.
Mid ourse-inter ept systems, however, must ontend with two hallenges. A single missile ould laun h multiple warheads or even dozens of hemi al or biologi al submunitions,
thereby overwhelming the defense. In addition, many argue that the system ould be
defeated by ountermeasures and penetration aids, in luding large numbers of lightweight
de oys that would be diÆ ult to dis ern from real warheads outside the atmosphere [15, 16℄.
For a ontrary view, see [17℄.
The diÆ ulty of meeting these hallenges has led to growing advo a y of boost-phase
inter ept as a possible alternative [18, 19, 20℄. Boost-phase systems potentially o er three
important advantages: the possibility of destroying missiles before they an deploy multiple
warheads or submunitions, the presumed diÆ ulty of developing ountermeasures, and the
ease of tra king the bright exhaust plumes of ICBMs in powered ight. A boost-phase
defense that used surfa e- or air-based inter eptors or the Airborne Laser (ABL) would
also be attra tive, some argue, be ause their limited ranges would not threaten Russian or
Chinese land-based nu lear missile for es. Spa e-based boost-phase weapons have also been
proposed as the rst layer in a layered defense system [21, 22, 23℄.
The boost phase of an ICBM typi ally lasts no more than 3 or 4 minutes. Consequently,
even fast inter eptor missiles would have to be red from bases lose to anti ipated ICBM
inter ept points [24℄. Therefore, surfa e- and air-based inter eptors would be apable of
ountering only those missiles laun hed from ountries that are suÆ iently small geographi ally, and on boost-phase ight paths that are within range of inter eptors stationed in
international waters or in neighboring ountries willing to host them. The Airborne Laser
is similarly onstrained be ause of its own engagement range limitations.
We use the phrase \national missile defense" to indi ate a defense system intended to defend the national
territory of the United States rather than, for example, U.S. allies or troops based outside the United States,
be ause it des ribes the goal of su h a defense on isely. We note, however, that the present administration
no longer uses this terminology.
2
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1.2 The Ameri an Physi al So iety Call for the Study
In spite of the government's growing interest in boost-phase inter ept systems and the
resour es being ommitted to developing them, little quantitative information on the te hni al feasibility, required performan e, and potential advantages and disadvantages of su h
systems is available to the publi . To in rease publi understanding of these matters, the
Ameri an Physi al So iety onvened a study group of physi ists and engineers, in luding
individuals with expertise in sensors, missiles, ro ket inter eptors, guidan e and ontrol,
high-powered lasers, and missile-defense-related systems, to assess the te hni al feasibility
of boost-phase inter ept systems.
Many of the key questions on erning the te hni al feasibility and required performan e
of boost-phase inter ept systems an be answered by onsidering basi physi s and engineering prin iples. The Ameri an Physi al So iety therefore asked the Study Group to
produ e an un lassi ed report based on publi ly available information. The intention was
to provide the membership of the So iety, other s ientists and engineers, poli y makers, and
the publi with basi information about the s ien e and te hnology of boost-phase interept systems. The Ameri an Physi al So iety hopes that this report, whi h des ribes the
te hnologies and te hni al requirements of these systems, their advantages and limitations,
and the te hnologi al hallenges in developing and deploying them, will help in evaluating
proposals to build su h systems.
1.3 S ope of the Study
The Study Group was asked to onsider primarily boost-phase inter ept systems that ould
defend the United States from atta k by ballisti missiles of inter ontinental range. In
parti ular, the Study Group was asked to evaluate the potential of systems using terrestrialbased or spa e-based hit-to-kill ro ket inter eptors, or the ABL, for this purpose. Spa ebased laser systems were not onsidered be ause the te hnology that would be required
for su h systems is at a mu h earlier stage of development. We also onsidered brie y the
feasibility of defending against atta ks by ship-based ballisti missiles laun hed o U.S.
oasts using short-range inter eptor ro kets. The Study fo used on te hnology that ould,
in prin iple, begin to be deployed in about 10 years.
1.4 Issues Not Addressed
A number of important te hni al issues were identi ed but not analyzed in detail, either
be ause the ne essary information was not available to us or be ause they lay outside the
s ope of the Study. These in lude the feasibility of building and deploying long-range,
high-a eleration inter eptors; the beam quality and ertain other performan e hara teristi s of the ABL; the e e tiveness of kineti -energy weapons or laser beams in disabling
boosters, warheads, and submunitions; ommuni ations, ommand, ontrol and battle management; survivability; and system omplexity. Nor did the Study onsider nu lear-tipped
inter eptors for boost-phase defense, or mid ourse or terminal inter ept systems.
Finally, the Study did not onsider poli y issues, su h as the e onomi , arms ontrol,
strategi stability, or foreign poli y impli ations of developing, testing, or deploying boostphase inter ept weapons [25, 26, 27, 28℄.
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1.5 The Varieties of Boost-Phase Inter ept Systems
The Study examined systems that would use inter eptor missiles based either on land, on
ships at sea, on air raft, or on satellites in spa e. Small inter eptors ould be arried by
satellites in low-Earth orbits. Somewhat larger inter eptors ould be arried by large air raft
or bombers. Still larger inter eptors ould be based on ships or on land. The range of an
inter eptor is limited by the highest speed that is te hni ally feasible and the time available
to omplete the inter ept. Systems that utilize surfa e- or air-based inter eptors ould
potentially defend against missiles laun hed from limited geographi al areas. In ontrast,
a spa e-based system ould in prin iple defend against missiles laun hed from anywhere on
Earth. However, due to Earth's rotation and the motions of orbiting satellites, a system of
thousands of satellites armed with inter eptors would be required to defend against missiles
laun hed from a single laun h site.
The Study also onsidered the Airborne Laser, whi h was originally planned as a weapon
for theater missile defense but is now also being onsidered for national missile defense. It
uses a high-powered hemi al laser beam. Mirrors dire t the beam toward the target missile.
The beam travels at the speed of light and would therefore rea h the target in a fra tion of
a se ond. Su h a beam ould potentially disable a missile in powered ight by heating its
body long enough (at least several se onds) to ause stru tural failure. The e e tiveness
of the ABL against ICBMs would depend on the power and quality of its beam and the
degree to whi h the beam ould be fo used on the target in the presen e of the atmospheri
turbulen e at the altitudes at whi h it would operate.
1.6 Requirements for Su ess
In a boost-phase inter ept, the largest and most fragile targets are the ICBM's boost stages.
Moreover, a boost stage that is burning produ es a bright exhaust plume that is easily
spotted by sensors in orbit or on the inter eptor, although the inter eptor must eventually
home on the body of the booster and not its plume. If a burning boost stage were hit by
an inter eptor, it would qui kly lose thrust, but the ollision would not ne essarily disable
all the missile's munitions, and the missile (perhaps in fragments) and its munitions would
not fall straight down. Instead, they would ontinue on ballisti traje tories, falling to
Earth short of the intended target. Consequently, to ensure that a missile's munitions do
not strike the United States, a boost-phase defense must disable the missile before it has
rea hed a speed suÆ ient to arry its munitions to the United States. Later inter eption
may be too late, be ause the munitions may have already separated from the missile. The
system would then have to ontend with the problems of a mid ourse inter ept.
Unless the boost-phase inter ept system is able to destroy the missile's munitions, they
will strike somewhere outside the boundaries of the ountry that laun hed the missile. Consequently, an inter ept ould ause live nu lear warheads or biologi al or hemi al munitions
to fall on populated areas of the United States or other ountries. This risk is inherent in
boost-phase defense.
1.7 Challenges
The greatest hallenge for a boost-phase defense system is the very short time within whi h
the inter ept must be ompleted. The boost-phase of a liquid-propellant ICBM typi ally
lasts about 4 minutes. (Five-minute burn time missiles are also onsidered, though these
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are regarded as a less likely threat.) The shorter duration of the boost phases of solidpropellant ICBMs|typi ally about 3 minutes|is even more daunting. The narrow time
window dominates every aspe t of boost-phase inter ept, driving the required performan e
of the dete tion and tra king systems, the inter eptors, and the kill vehi le. About 1 minute
is required to on rm the laun h of a potentially threatening ro ket, leaving slightly less
than 3 minutes to de ide whether it is an atta king ICBM and if so, to re an inter eptor
and disable or destroy the ICBM. The inter eptor must give its kill vehi le a velo ity that
will arry it suÆ iently lose to the expe ted inter ept point, and the kill vehi le must then
be able to home on the missile and maneuver to ollide with it. The missile would be
destroyed or disabled by the kineti energy of the ollision. (The kineti energy released in
the ollision of an inter eptor with an ICBM is greater than the hemi al energy that ould
be released by explosives arried by the inter eptor.)
While it delivers energy at the speed of light and is therefore not onstrained by yout
time, the ABL has engagement range limitations aused by atmospheri e e ts and the
durability of the target. The hallenges are to preserve the fo us of the high-energy beam
on the target after propagation through the atmosphere and to maintain the beam on the
target long enough to disable the missile. The time required varies greatly depending on
the stru tural material used in the target missile.

1.8 A Guide to the Report
Part A of the Report provides an overview of boost-phase missile defense and ompares
it with other approa hes to missile defense in the ontext of the anti ipated threat. It
rst des ribes the analyti al approa h and key assumptions made in our analysis of boostphase inter ept systems that would use terrestrial-based or spa e-based inter eptor ro kets
employing the kineti energy of a ollision to disable or destroy the target missile. It then
des ribes the analyti al approa h and key assumptions made in our analysis of potential
utility of the Airborne Laser for boost-phase inter ept of ICBMs. Part A analyzes the
performan e ea h of these three types of systems would require to defend the United States
against missiles laun hed from three geographi al lo ales and ends with a dis ussion of
possible ountermeasures to these approa hes to boost-phase missile defense.
Chapters 2 and 3 frame the boost-phase defense problem in relation to alternative approa hes to missile defense and des ribe the rationale for the missile models used in the
Study. Chapters 4 and 5 analyze the basi requirements for engaging a missile in time to
defend the United States and then examine the relationship between target missile hara teristi s, inter eptor performan e, and allowable basing areas for surfa e-based inter eptors.
Chapter 4 des ribes the engagement assumptions and analyti al methods we adopted and
develops the approa h we used to simulate engagements. Chapter 5 uses these results to determine where the di erent inter eptors would have to be based to defend the United States
against ICBMs laun hed from North Korea, Iran, or Iraq.3 This hapter also dis usses
whether it is possible to avoid ausing possibly live munitions to strike other ountries.
In Chapter 6, the methods developed and some of the previous results are applied to
analyze the feasibility of a global missile defense system employing spa e-based boost-phase
inter eptors. Here, the methodology previously used in analyzing terrestrial-based inter ept
As explained in the Exe utive Summary, although Iraq is not onsidered likely to pose an ICBM threat
to the United States in the foreseeable future, the Study Group has retained the analysis of defense against
ICBMs from Iraq to illustrate the requirements for defending against a ountry that is intermediate in size
between North Korea and Iran.
3
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systems is applied to analyze the required performan e and size of a system of spa e-based
inter eptors intended to defend the United States against ICBMs. This analysis shows
how the total mass that must be laun hed into orbit depends on the number and size of
inter eptors required for overage, whi h in turn depends on the burn time of the atta king
missiles, the yout apability of the inter eptors, and the mass of the kill vehi le.
In these analyses, we assumed that if the kill vehi le ould rea h the target missile in
time, the inter ept attempt would su eed, deferring to Part B of the Report the question
of the apabilities the kill vehi le would require to home on the inter eptor and hit it,
and resulting size and mass of the kill vehi le. This \best ase" approa h allowed us to
determine the minimum requirements for inter epting di erent types of missiles and to
establish the tra king geometri and measurement un ertainties and geographi onstraints
on engagements, in luding possible inter eptor basing lo ations for spe i s enarios.
Chapter 7 introdu es the methodology for analyzing boost-phase engagements of liquidand solid-propellant ICBMs by the ABL. The performan e parameters and their relationship to the engagement are dis ussed. Chapter 8 analyzes the missile-defense apabilities of
the ABL in a tual geographi al s enarios omparable with the approa h used for surfa ebased inter epts in Chapter 5.
Part A on ludes with Chapter 9, a dis ussion of ountermeasures to boost-phase interept likely to be en ountered by kineti -kill inter ept systems and the ABL.
Part B addresses what it would take for a kineti -kill boost-phase defense|regardless of
its basing mode|to a quire, tra k, hit, and destroy a target missile. Chapters 10 through 14
summarize the sensor and kill-vehi le yout and homing performan e that would be required
for terrestrial- and spa e-based inter eptors to have a high probability of hitting an ICBM
during its boost phase. Chapter 10 analyzes the potential performan e of missile a quisition
and tra king sensors. We estimated the un ertainties in determining the traje tory of an
atta king ICBM aused by tra king system limitations and variations in the traje tory of
the ICBM|both intended and unintended|when the kill vehi le relies on data from o board and on-board sensors to maneuver to hit the target. We then analyzed the kill-vehi le
performan e|in luding divert velo ity, a eleration, and guidan e-and- ontrol system response time|that would be required to hit a maneuvering ICBM. The issues asso iated
with on dently disabling an ICBM are examined in Chapter 13. Based on these results,
we were able to estimate the mass of a kill vehi le with the required performan e. The mass
of the kill vehi le ultimately determines the total mass of any hit-to-kill inter eptor system.
In Part C, we des ribe our modeling of illustrative threat missiles in Chapter 15 and
inter eptors to defend against them in Chapter 16. These models were used in the analyses
presented throughout the Report.
Part D of the Report explores the physi s and te hnology requirements for su essfully
utilizing the ABL to disable ICBMs during their boost phase. The analysis of the ABL
des ribed there relies on some of the assumptions and portions of the analysis in Part A.
Part D analyzes propagation of high-power laser beams through the atmosphere, lasertargeting issues, and the e e tive range of the ABL when used against various types of
ICBMs, assuming that the planned performan e of the ABL is a hieved. An overview to
the analysis of the ABL for boost-phase defense is presented in Chapter 17. Chapter 18
des ribes the operation of the laser itself, and Chapter 19 dis usses the propagation of
the laser beam through the atmosphere. The fa tors involved in disabling a missile using
the ABL are des ribed in Chapter 20, and ABL engagements are dis ussed in Chapter 21.
Deployment issues are des ribed in Chapters 22.
Appendi es provide supporting information on the ategories and hara teristi s of bal-
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listi missiles, how the missile and inter eptor traje tories used in the Study were omputed,
the tra king of missiles during boost-phase engagements, and the propagation of the ABL's
beam through the atmosphere. Glossaries of a ronyms and te hni al terms are provided at
the end of the Report.
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This hapter provides an overview of the boost-phase inter ept problem and outlines the
methods that the Study Group employed to analyze boost-phase inter ept systems. This
hapter also summarizes the assumptions made by the Study Group in its analysis, to
fa ilitate omparisons with other studies that might arrive at di erent on lusions based
upon di erent assumptions.

2.1 Boost-Phase Inter ept Compared to Alternative Approa hes
An ICBM is a multi-stage ro ket having a payload that in ludes the missile's weapons and
may also in lude devi es intended to help the weapons penetrate any defenses. The weapons
may onsist of one or more nu lear warheads or dozens of submunitions (\bomblets") lled
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with hemi al or biologi al warfare agents. The ICBM a elerates its munitions until they
are moving in the proper dire tion with the speed required to rea h the target. The total
duration of an ICBM's boost phase is typi ally 3 or 4 minutes.
When the nal stage of a full-range ICBM shuts down or burns out, its altitude is
typi ally 150 to 200 km. At this altitude the missile is well outside the atmosphere, and
aerodynami for es are negligible. If it has only a single warhead, the warhead is usually
deployed when the nal stage shuts down or burns out, but it ould be deployed before the
missile's boost phase ends. If the ICBM arries multiple warheads, these ould be deployed
when the nal stage shuts down or burns out, or by a post-boost vehi le that separates
from the nal stage and then maneuvers using small, on-board thrusters. Single or multiple
warheads or munitions ould also be deployed while the nal stage is still in powered ight.1
From the time an ICBM's munitions are deployed until they re-enter the atmosphere,
the only for e a ting on them is gravity, and thus they travel through spa e on ballisti
traje tories. During this so- alled mid ourse phase, whi h typi ally lasts about 25 minutes,
they an be tra ked and their future positions predi ted a urately. The terminal phase of
their ight begins when the munitions re-enter the atmosphere at an altitude of roughly
100 km. The terminal phase lasts only a minute or two.
Ea h of the three phases of missile ight|boost, mid ourse, and terminal|is best addressed by di erent types of missile defense systems, ea h of whi h has advantages and disadvantages. In re ent years the fo us of the U.S. program has been on mid ourse inter ept.
The major advantages of mid ourse inter ept are that the mid ourse lasts a relatively long
time, and the mid ourse traje tory of the warhead or other munitions an be determined
and predi ted a urately. In addition, the long time available to mid ourse inter eptors to
engage their targets allows them to y long distan es. Consequently mid ourse inter eptors
sited at just a few lo ations ould defend the entire nation. However, mid ourse-inter ept
systems fa e several serious hallenges. An atta king missile ould deploy dozens of separate submunitions arrying hemi al or biologi al weapons apable of surviving re-entry,
whi h would overwhelm the defense. An atta king missile ould also deploy de oys and
other ountermeasures to onfound the defense.
Inter epting warheads or other munitions during the terminal phase of their ight has
the advantage that aerodynami for es qui kly separate light de oys from heavy munitions.
A terminal defense system ould defend a very small area against munitions laun hed from
anywhere in the world, but every defended area would require its own system of radars and
inter eptors. And, as with mid ourse inter ept, deployment of multiple warheads by the atta king missile would ompli ate the task of the defense, while deployment of submunitions
would require an una eptably large number of inter eptors.
The major attra tion of boost-phase inter ept is that it ould in prin iple avoid the
problems posed by multiple warheads, submunitions, and de oys by inter epting the missile
before it deploys them. In ontrast to a terminal defense, a boost-phase defense ould
defend the entire United States against atta k from ea h missile laun h area overed by the
defense.
2.1.1 Boost-phase defense using hit-to-kill inter eptors

Be ause of the short time between dete tion of the laun h of a potentially threatening ro ket
and the end of its powered ight, the inter eptors of a hit-to-kill boost-phase defense sys-

The warheads of one of the earliest U.S. long-range missiles, the Polaris A3, were deployed during
powered ight.
1
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tem would have to be based lose to the powered ight portion of the missile's traje tory.
Consequently, unless they were spa e-based, inter eptor ro kets ould inter ept only those
missiles laun hed from relatively small ountries that border international waters or have
neighbors willing to host inter eptor bases. Some view this requirement as a signi ant advantage of systems that use terrestrial-based inter eptors, be ause these would not threaten
the land-based nu lear missile for es of Russia and China. On the other hand, su h systems
ould not defend against a idental or unauthorized laun hes of Russian or Chinese ICBMs.
2.1.2 Boost-phase defense using the Airborne Laser

The Airborne Laser was originally designed for defense against theater ballisti missiles, but
it is now being onsidered for use in defense against ICBMs. Be ause it delivers its energy
at the speed of light, the short time available to inter ept a missile during its boost phase|
whi h is a serious hallenge for ro ket inter eptors|is not an issue. Instead, the hallenge
is to deliver suÆ ient energy to disable the missile. Whether this is possible depends on
the laser's performan e and the ability of the beam to propagate through the atmosphere.
The ABL's ability to re at a missile soon after it has been laun hed provides options for
defense not available to hit-to-kill systems. However, the relatively modest range of the
ABL limits its e e tiveness against ICBMs.
2.1.3 Criteria for su ess

The primary riterion for su ess of a boost-phase inter ept system is whether it an prevent
live munitions from falling on the area to be defended. A se ond riterion, whether the
defense an avoid ausing live munitions to strike other areas of the United States or on
U.S. friends and neighbors, may also be important. Thus, the riteria for su ess depend
on what areas the system is supposed to defend. We onsidered four possible obje tives for
a U.S. boost-phase defense system, and the performan e required to a hieve ea h obje tive:
 Defense of all 50 states.
 Defense of the ontiguous 48 states.
 Defense of major ities within the ontiguous 48 states.
 Defense of Hawaii.
We turn now to a des ription of the analyti al pro ess we used to evaluate both hit-to-kill
systems and the ABL for boost-phase inter ept of ICBMs.

2.2 Overview of the Analysis of Hit-to-Kill Systems
We des ribe here the elements of a hit-to-kill boost-phase defense system and the methods
by whi h we analyzed its essential elements. To provide a ontext for the des ription, we
start with a walk-through of a hit-to-kill boost-phase engagement.
2.2.1 Walk-through of a hit-to-kill boost-phase engagement

The elements of a boost-phase inter ept system an be des ribed by onsidering a hypotheti al engagement by a defense system that utilizes hit-to-kill inter eptor ro kets. In the
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following a ount, a single inter eptor hits a single target missile. In reality, an atta ker
would probably laun h several missiles at on e. To in rease the han e of su ess, the
defense would probably re two or more inter eptors at ea h missile.
The boost-phase defense system would normally be in a standby mode in
whi h the system is \ o ked", but the inter eptor is not \aimed". Earth would be under
ontinual surveillan e by infrared sensors on early-warning satellites. These sensors would
ontinuously sear h for a bright spot that might indi ate the exhaust plume of a large ro ket
rising through the upper atmosphere.
Standby mode

Current spa e-based missile-warning sensors monitor Earth
in spe i infrared wavelength bands, where infrared radiation is strongly absorbed by water
vapor in the atmosphere. This absorption prevents the sensors from \seeing" the heat of
res on land, glints of sunlight o o ean waves, and sunlight that is re e ted from most loud
tops. Consequently, urrent early warning satellites usually do not dete t the radiation from
the exhaust of a ro ket rising through the atmosphere until it has rea hed an altitude of
about 10 km. Future spa e-based early-warning sensors may monitor Earth in wavebands
where they ould see to the ground on a lear day. However, the loud over over midlatitude laun h sites is suÆ iently frequent and heavy that su h sensors would not see the
exhaust of a large ro ket with high probability until it had rea hed an altitude of about 7 km.
Liquid-propellant ICBMs attain this altitude about 40 to 50 s after laun h; solid-propellant
ICBMs, whi h rise more qui kly, attain this altitude about 30 s after laun h.
A bright spot is not ne essarily the signature of a missile; it might, for instan e, ome
from the afterburner of a jet airplane. The unique signature of a ro ket is its high speed.
By analyzing for about 15 to 20 s the data on the motion of the bright spot that ould be
provided by a modern spa e-based infrared missile-tra king system, the existen e of a large
ro ket in powered ight ould be on rmed and the ro ket's dire tion of motion ould be
roughly estimated. However, in some situations it would not be possible to determine from
the tra king data before an inter eptor would have to be red whether the ro ket indi ated
by the bright spot was an inno uous spa e laun h or was instead an atta king missile.
Dete tion of a ro ket laun h

The last moment for inter epting an ICBM aimed at the
United States during its boost phase depends on the hara teristi s of the ICBM, its target,
and its traje tory. Inter eptors must be based lose enough to the missile's expe ted ight
path to rea h the missile before its munitions have suÆ ient velo ity to rea h the area
to be defended, regardless of the traje tory the missile follows. The possible lo ations
for inter eptor bases are determined by this onstraint, the known performan e of the
inter eptors, and the earliest time after the missile has been laun hed that an inter eptor
ould on dently be red.
From the moment the signature of a potentially threatening ro ket was dete ted, data
from spa e-based sensors and possibly from ground- or air-based radars would be a umulated. The ro ket's traje tory up to its urrent position and velo ity would be repeatedly
updated with in reasing re nement as new data were re eived. Before inter eptors ould
be red, suÆ ient tra king information would have to be olle ted to onstru t a ring
solution.
A ring solution tells the inter eptor how to y from its base to rea h the potentially
threatening ro ket at the desired time by estimating the future behavior of the ro ket during
Deadline for the inter ept
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the remainder of its powered ight and the un ertainty in this estimate. The inter eptor
must be red at a time and in a dire tion that will permit it to rea h the target ro ket no
matter what path the ro ket follows. For a large ro ket, the earliest a ring solution may
be available is 15 to 20 s after the ro ket has been dete ted.
Firing the inter eptor Firing an inter eptor the instant a ring solution is obtained is the
fastest response possible. In most situations, inter eptors are unlikely to be red until the
situation has been assessed for some additional time, whi h we refer to as the de ision time.
As the required de ision time in reases, the possible inter eptor basing lo ations rapidly
de rease, but the defensive system's knowledge of the nature of the threat improves. In
determining possible inter eptor basing lo ations for a given boost-phase defense system, we
onsidered the limiting ase of ring inter eptors with zero de ision time and, alternatively,
ring them with a de ision time of 30 s. From the results for zero and 30-s de ision times,
we were able to estimate the de ision time that would a tually be available in various
geographi al s enarios.

The inter eptor is a multi-stage ro ket that rst a elerates and then
deploys its kill vehi le, whi h ies onward to inter ept the target ro ket. As the inter eptor
ies out toward the predi ted inter ept point, it is guided by its inertial guidan e system
and possibly also by an on-board Global Positioning System (GPS) re eiver. In addition, it
re eives regular updates from remote sensors that tra k its position and that of the target
ro ket. Using these updates, the inter eptor ontinually revises the predi ted inter ept
point, taking into a ount the hanges in the traje tory of the target missile, and adjusts
its ourse a ordingly, until its nal stage burns out.
Inter eptor boost

Flight of the kill vehi le The kill vehi le is a small, highly maneuverable ro ket-propelled
stage that would have a sophisti ated guidan e system and sensors that would enable it
to home on a target ro ket. The sensors might in lude infrared and ultraviolet dete tors,
whi h would dete t and tra k radiation from the target's plume, and LIDAR, a radar-like
system that would employ a laser beam to enable the kill vehi le to home on the body of
the target ro ket. At the altitude at whi h surfa e-based boost-phase inter eptors typi ally
burn out, the atmosphere is still too dense for a kill vehi le to begin operating. As they
oast upward, the inter eptor and its kill vehi le would ontinue to re eive updates from
remote sensors on the position of the target, in luding hanges in its traje tory. However,
the kill vehi le annot adjust its traje tory until it has rea hed a suÆ iently high altitude
(typi ally 80 to 100 km) to begin to operate autonomously. At this point, it would separate
from the nal stage of the inter eptor and begin maneuvering to try to ollide with the
target ro ket.
The kill vehi le would use the information provided by its homing sensors to re ne its
estimate of the position of the target ro ket and determine what maneuvers would be needed
to inter ept it. By the time it has losed to within several hundred kilometers of the target
ro ket, the kill vehi le must dete t the ro ket's body (as distinguished from its mu h larger
plume) and begin to home on it. A missile in powered ight is not easy to hit be ause its
a eleration hanges abruptly as ea h stage burns out and the next ignites. Furthermore, the
a eleration and velo ity of a missile an vary greatly as it performs traje tory-shaping or
energy-management maneuvers. A missile an also maneuver as a ountermeasure, hanging
its a eleration in the nal se onds before ollision would have o urred. To assure a high
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probability of su ess, the kill vehi le must be able to a elerate at 15 g or more in the nal
moments. The required performan e of the kill vehi le determines its size and mass, whi h
in turn determines the size and total mass of the entire inter eptor.
2.2.2 Analyti al pro ess: Hit-to-kill systems

To gain insights into the dynami relationships involved in hit-to-kill boost-phase engagements and their impli ations for system requirements, we ondu ted an end-to-end analysis
of representative engagements, from the laun h of a threatening ICBM until the kill vehi le
either hit the ICBM or missed it. The analysis began with the sele tion of illustrative s enarios based on re ent National Intelligen e Estimates (see Chapter 3), namely, the laun h
of an ICBM from one of the three ountries onsidered: either North Korea, Iraq, or Iran.
From these s enarios, we derived top-level assumptions about the obje tives and ta ti s of
o ense and defense to the extent they would in uen e the engagements. These are dis ussed
later in this hapter.
Using the illustrative s enarios and related assumptions, we developed a global geographi al pi ture that re e ted possible ICBM laun h areas and the lo ations of their potential
targets. Next, we established the ranges and ring azimuths asso iated with ballisti missile threats for ea h s enario. Figure 2.1 illustrates possible traje tories from North Korea
and the Middle East to ities in the United States. In both ases, the laun h azimuths of
traje tories to major U.S. ities span about 40 degrees of ar .
Modeling of representative threat missiles Representative missiles with ranges great
enough to rea h the United States and similar to those that might be deployed in the future by ountries of on ern were modeled and their ight simulated in suÆ ient detail
to establish realisti spatial and temporal traje tory hara teristi s under varying onditions during their boost phases and ballisti ight. The rationale for the sele tion and
modeling of these missiles is dis ussed in detail in Chapters 3 and 15. The target missiles
that were modeled have the hara teristi s that missiles based on 30- or 40-year-old te hnology would have. We in luded missiles utilizing liquid propellants, whi h are likely to
be used in the rst long-range missiles deployed by the ountries of on ern. Be ause it
would take approximately 10 years to deploy boost-phase inter ept systems, and the U.S.
intelligen e ommunity has on luded that North Korea and Iran ould develop or a quire
solid-propellant ICBMs within the next 10 to 15 years, we also in luded solid-propellant
missiles. Most of our analysis onsidered defense against long-range missiles, but we also
modeled short-range ballisti missiles, whi h have also been judged to be a potential threat
to the United States if laun hed from an o -shore ship.

With these models of notional threat
missiles in hand, we synthesized several preliminary on eptual ar hite tures of boost-phase
defense systems utilizing terrestrial-based inter eptors. A similar approa h was used to
formulate the spa e-based ar hite tures studied in Chapter 6. The system ar hite tures
we studied generally re e t on epts that have been proposed by advo ates of boost-phase
inter ept. In analyzing the performan e of these systems, we assumed they would have
a quisition and tra king sensors similar to those known to exist or that are in the pro ess
of being developed.
We reated omputer models of inter eptors having a variety of speeds and sizes to
investigate di erent s enarios. These ranged in size from an inter eptor judged to be have
Synthesis of preliminary defense ar hite tures
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Figure 2.1. Great ir les from North Korea (top) and Iraq or Iran (bottom) to Boston,
Washington, D.C., Dallas, San Fran is o, Fairbanks, and Honolulu.
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the highest performan e that ould be deployed in an existing ship-based laun hing system
or in an air-based laun her, to one larger than an ICBM with a yout velo ity of 10 km/s,
greater than the velo ity required to a hieve orbit (see Chapter 16). The 10-km/s inter eptor
was in luded to explore the upper bound on the feasible performan e of boost-phase systems
using inter eptors.
In addition to these inter eptors, we onsidered an inter eptor similar to the U.S. Navy's
existing Standard Missile 2 as a possible ounter to medium- or short-range ballisti missiles
laun hed from ships or other platforms o U.S. oasts.
Using these threat obje tives, traje tories, and rst-order physi al onstraints on sensors, su h as radar horizons and loud over, we studied the kinemati requirements for an
inter eptor to engage the notional threat missiles at various times during their boost phase.
To establish when an inter ept should o ur during the boost traje tory of the threat missile, the impa t range as a fun tion of uto time was determined for ea h of the threat
traje tories modeled. The earliest and latest desired inter ept times were determined for
ea h s enario and threat missile, based on assumptions about areas to be defended and
areas where munitions and debris from the inter epted missile should not fall (Chapter 5).
From this preliminary analysis, we were able to hoose a range of inter eptor yout
apabilities based on our initial estimates of the performan e required to meet the geographi al onstraints of ea h s enario, as well as the performan e requirements that have
been suggested by advo ates of spe i boost-phase inter ept on epts. We then onsidered
a variety of engagement s enarios for the target missiles and inter eptors laun hed from geographi ally reasonable laun h sites that re e ted the ranges and viewing apabilities of the
dete tion and tra king sensors. The outputs of this initial analysis were (1) nominal timelines for engaging the various threats, (2) engagement geometry variations, and (3) expe ted
losing velo ities. This analysis is dis ussed in Chapter 4.
Up to this point the engagement analysis assumed a perfe t endgame|the kill vehi le
had suÆ ient sensor and maneuver apability to a hieve an inter ept when pla ed on a
ballisti path to the predi ted inter ept point. It also initially assumed that perfe t threat
a quisition and tra king sensors would a quire the threat after physi al viewing onstraints,
su h as those imposed by radar horizons and loud over, were met. The inter eptors were
given a nominal kill vehi le size and mass at this point to allow a hara teristi area for
drag al ulations to be established for simulating realisti onstraints on inter eptor yout
traje tories. The inter eptor performan e apabilities were later adjusted if ne essary as the
engagement analysis pro eeded. The inter eptor sizes were also adjusted later to re e t the
results of the kill vehi le analysis summarized in the next se tion and detailed in Chapter 12.
Using the results of this initial investigation as input, we divided the further analysis
into three parallel tra ks to estimate the basi requirements for ea h element of the system:
1. The o -board sensor performan e required for a quisition and tra king.
2. The inter eptor rea h and basing required to meet the geographi onstraints imposed
by ea h s enario.
3. The on-board sensor, guidan e, ontrol, and maneuver apability required for the kill
vehi le to deal with tra king and threat un ertainties and su essfully inter ept the
target.
The speed with whi h missiles an be identi ed and
the pre ision with whi h they an be tra ked are riti al to the e e tiveness of any boost-
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phase inter ept system. Thus, dete ting and tra king sensors play essential roles at every
stage of the inter ept. The a quisition and tra king analysis, therefore, provided key inputs
for the other two parts of the analysis. From the initial analysis, we ould model the
evolution of the engagement geometry in time, and knowing this, we ould evaluate the
systemati and random measurement un ertainties expe ted from representative sensors.
We determined the minimum inter eptor ring time that is required for the geographi
analysis by examining dete tion thresholds for the notional spa e-based infrared sensors
and the minimum time needed to establish an a eptable tra k for ea h ICBM type.
Based on initial estimates of the engagement geometry and postulated sensor hara teristi s for ea h s enario, we made estimates of a number of key parameters, in luding tra king
pre ision and un ertainties for threat state-ve tors.2 The resulting measurement un ertainties for the traje tory were then used in the third portion of the analysis|examining the
kill vehi le mid ourse and endgame requirements, whi h depend on the ombined e e ts of
measurement un ertainties and a tual threat traje tory variations.
Constant surveillan e of all potential laun h areas is essential for dete ting the laun h
as early as possible. We onsidered two types of surveillan e sensors for dete ting missile
laun hes: short-wavelength infrared sensors based high in spa e and on air raft, and radars
based on the ground and on air raft. We analyzed the apabilities of urrent and possible
future spa e-based sensors for dete ting and tra king ICBM exhaust plumes (Chapter 10).
We also onsidered the missile-tra king apabilities of a variety of land-based, ship-based,
and airborne radars and analyzed the likely near-term performan e of passive infrared and
a tive LIDAR seekers on the kill vehi le. For the ranges likely to be required for boostphase inter eptors to defend the United States against long-range missiles, we on luded
that spa e-based sensors are the only viable option for dete ting the laun h qui kly; the
horizon would blo k the view of the other three sensor options until too late in the threat
missile's ight.
The existing DSP (Defense Support Program) surveillan e system was examined. However, the low s an rate, on e every 10 se onds, dis ourages its use in a boost-phase inter ept
system. A repla ement for DSP is planned, the SBIRS-High system. Be ause the properties of SBIRS-High are not in the publi domain, we onstru ted a notional spa e-based
sensor system based on te hnology that is urrently available or that seems plausible for
deployment within a few years. The analysis is based on this system, whi h was found to
provide about the same a ura y as a radar on e the threat was above the horizon.
A riti al part of the tra king problem is the nal stage of the engagement when the
kill vehi le has separated from its booster. In addition to the tra king data provided by
o -board sensors, the apabilities of the kill vehi le's own sensors, whi h may in lude infrared dete tors, opti al-imaging systems, and LIDAR-ranging systems, are important in
analyzing the kill-vehi le guidan e and ontrol problem. Several possible kill-vehi le homing
sensors were onsidered (Chapter 10) and their apabilities used in analyzing kill-vehi le
performan e requirements (Chapter 12).
Geographi analysis for these s enarios We used the results of our analysis of engagements (Chapter 4) to examine the geographi al onstraints in our illustrative s enarios.
Engagements of ICBMs laun hed from North Korea, Iraq, and Iran were analyzed to determine the geographi al areas within whi h inter eptors would have to be based to disable
a missile before it ould give its munitions suÆ ient speed to rea h the United States. We
2

The state is spe i ed by the ve tor omponents of the missile's position, velo ity, and a eleration.
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onsidered potential ICBM laun h sites and examined the e e ts of spe i geographi onstraints on the feasibility of using ea h of the model inter eptors in ea h s enario. As part
of this analysis, we examined the e e ts of key assumptions, su h as the time delay before
ring the inter eptor, areas to be defended, and inter ept debris impa t onstraints. We
also varied these key assumptions to explore the sensitivity of our results to hanges in our
baseline assumptions about all phases of the engagement and to assist in understanding
the e e ts of potential ountermeasures. Chapter 5 derives and summarizes the on lusions
of the Study on erning the feasibility of boost-phase inter ept utilizing terrestrial-based
inter eptors.
Kill-vehi le requirements for boost-phase engagements The kill-vehi le analysis examined what would be required of the kill vehi le to handle the two primary un ertainties:
measurement errors from the o -board and on-board sensors and unexpe ted variations in
the traje tory of the target missile. Together, these un ertainties establish the maneuverability the kill vehi le would require during the divert and endgame phases of an engagement
to inter ept the target missile. The key parameters are the kill vehi le's velo ity hange
apability, a eleration, and response time.
Estimates of losing geometries and velo ities derived from the engagement analysis
provided the initial onditions for the kill-vehi le performan e analysis. This part of the
Study explored parametri ally the relationship between the velo ity hange and a eleration
apabilities of the kill vehi le and the resulting miss distan e, for di erent guidan e s hemes.
We analyzed the performan e requirements for the kill vehi le and the o -board and onboard sensors by rst modeling the errors expe ted in tra king large ro kets using spa ebased infrared sensors, surfa e- and air-based radars, and passive infrared and a tive LIDAR
sensors on the kill vehi le, based on the analyses of these sensors (Chapter 10). Using these
error models, we numeri ally simulated a variety of engagements to explore the dependen e
of the required total kill-vehi le velo ity hange on the pre ision of the o -board missiletra king sensors, and the dependen e of the miss distan e (relative to the aim point) on
the pre ision of the on-board homing sensors, the losing velo ity, and the kill vehi le's
agility. The model of the kill vehi le in orporated the guidan e algorithm, the laten y in
the kill vehi le's information about the target missile, the delay in its dynami al response to
the a elerations ommanded by the guidan e system, and its maximum a eleration. We
studied the e e ts of typi al traje tory-shaping and evasive maneuvers by the target missile.
Performan e requirements for the o -board sensors and the kill vehi le were estimated by
requiring the miss distan e to be small enough to ensure a ollision of the kill vehi le with
the ro ket body. This analysis is des ribed in Chapter 12 and Appendix C.

The size of the kill vehi le is driven by two sets of parameters:
rst by the total velo ity hange apability required during the homing phase and the a eleration required during the endgame, and se ond by the te hnology that an be on dently
brought to bear in the on-board sensors and avioni s. We determined the size of the kill
vehi le that would be required by utilizing our analysis of kill-vehi le performan e requirements (Chapter 12), estimating the mass of ea h required omponent, and ombining them.
This analysis is des ribed in Chapter 14.
Size of the kill vehi le
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2.3 Overview of the Analysis of the Airborne Laser
The Airborne Laser is a dire ted-energy weapon that delivers its energy at the speed of light.
In analyzing the possibilities for boost-phase defense against ICBMs using the ABL, we used
many of the same elements employed in the analysis of hit-to-kill inter eptors, in luding the
suite of model ICBMs and the times by whi h their a eleration would have to be terminated
to prote t the United States. However, the ru ial issue of whether an inter eptor ould
rea h the missile within the required time is not relevant to an ABL defense. Instead, the
key issue is whether the ABL an deliver enough energy to the target missile to disable
it. A target ICBM ould be engaged any time after it has risen suÆ iently high in the
atmosphere until the latest time to inter ept. The su ess of an ABL engagement depends
on the power of the laser, the properties of the laser beam, the distan e to the target, the
energy required to disable the target, and the ability of the ABL to fo us its energy on the
target for the required time in the presen e of atmospheri u tuations. An overview of the
analysis of the ABL is presented in Chapter 17.
2.3.1 Walk-through of an Airborne Laser boost-phase engagement

The s enario for dete ting a ro ket's laun h and establishing its traje tory with suÆ ient
a ura y to support an ABL engagement is similar to that of a hit-to-kill engagement. One
di eren e is that the ABL ould either a quire this information itself or re eive it from
external sour es. The ABL's sensors may be able to a quire tra king information earlier
than the spa e-based surveillan e system, but doing so would not a e t the engagement
time, be ause the ICBMs onsidered in the Study ould be engaged only when the missile
has risen to an altitude of at least 30 km.
The ABL uses three lasers|the tra king illuminator laser (TILL), the bea on illuminator laser (BILL), and the high energy laser (HEL). On e a missile is dete ted, the TILL
would be dire ted to the nose of the missile to establish a geometri referen e point. The
images produ ed by the TILL and the BILL would be used for adaptive opti s orre tions
to the HEL beam. The HEL beam is fo used onto the target and dwells on the designated
aim point for several se onds, until the energy density (the energy per unit area or uen e)
that has been deposited on the missile body is great enough to ause stru tural failure.
2.3.2 Analyti al pro ess: Airborne Laser defense

In analyzing the ABL, we adopted ABL performan e hara teristi s based on the best publi ly available information. However, be ause some of the
te hni al spe i ations of the ABL are lassi ed, a number of important parameters were
unknown. These in lude the laser's power and the amount of energy required to disable a
missile. Consequently, we made what we onsider to be reasonable estimates and show the
sensitivity of our results to hanges in these estimates. In ases of doubt, we adopted the
best- ase s enario. The properties of the ABL are des ribed in Chapter 18.
Airborne Laser properties

As noted above, the performan e of the ABL for
boost-phase inter ept of an ICBM would be insensitive to the time required to dete t the
missile and determine its dire tion of ight. To analyze the possibilities for boost-phase
inter ept by an ABL air raft stationed at a given lo ation, we omputed the range from
the ABL to the missile at whi h the ABL ould be e e tive against both liquid- and solidpropellant missiles. Basi issues related to ABL engagements are des ribed in Chapter 7.
Airborne Laser engagement analysis
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Our assessment of energy delivery by the Airborne Laser
rests on theoreti al analyses of beam propagation through the atmosphere and of the performan e of adaptive opti s. These issues are losely oupled to the problem of tra king
the missile so that the laser beam ould fo us ontinuously on one spot. As the missile
gains altitude early in its ight, the density of the air through whi h the beam must pass
de reases, and atmospheri e e ts be ome less important. As the distan e to the missile
in reases, the energy delivery is limited by the fallo of beam power density on the target.
At large distan es, the nite propagation time must be taken into a ount and an limit
the apability of the adaptive opti s system. Beam propagation is analyzed in Chapter 19,
the requirements for disabling the missile are des ribed in Chapter 20, and the interplay of
missile position and energy delivery is analyzed in Chapter 21.
Airborne Laser energy delivery

Analyzing a real ABL engagement involves rst al ulating the energy density delivered to the target by the laser as the missile a elerates along
its traje tory. With this information, the maximum slant range from the ABL air raft to
the target missile an be determined throughout the engagement. From the slant range,
the distan e on the ground between the ABL and the missile, whi h is important for geographi al onsiderations, an be omputed. For the ABL performan e we assume, the time
the ABL beam must dwell on an ICBM to disable it is estimated to vary between 5 and
20 s, depending on the missile's type and the distan e from the ABL to the missile. The
dwell time must be taken into a ount, be ause the target would move a signi ant distan e
during the engagement.
Airborne Laser engagements

The area within whi h the ABL must be ying
throughout the engagement is alled the ABL ying area and is analogous to the inter eptor
basing area for a hit-to-kill engagement. Be ause an ICBM ould be engaged any time after
it has risen to an altitude greater than 30 km and the laser's range would vary with the
altitude of the ICBM, the allowed ying areas would be oblong in shape even for a single
ICBM traje tory, in ontrast to the ir ular shape of the allowed inter eptor basing area of a
ro ket inter eptor for a single ICBM traje tory. ABL ying areas for ICBMs laun hed from
North Korea, Iraq, and Iran are displayed in Chapter 8. Based on these ying areas, the
possibilities for defending the United States against ICBMs laun hed from these ountries
are des ribed.
Geographi analysis of an ABL defense

2.4 Key Issues

2.4.1 Hit-to-kill engagement timeline

The pressure of time is the overriding onsideration for any boost-phase inter ept system
that utilizes ro ket inter eptors. The time available for the inter eptor to rea h the target
is determined on the front end by how qui kly a ring solution an be generated. It is
determined on the ba k end by the latest time at whi h the inter eptor must hit the missile
to ensure that its munitions annot strike any point in the defended area, no matter whi h
of its many potential traje tories the missile follows.
Based on our tra king analysis, we on luded that an adequate ring solution for the
inter eptors ould be onstru ted on e the dire tion of the velo ity ve tor of the target
ro ket is known to within 7 degrees, provided in- ight updates were ontinued during the
inter eptor's boost phase. Using estimates of the possible apabilities of the next generation
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Timelines for intercepting ICBMs launched from Iran against east coast
cities of the United States
fire interceptor immediately
after obtaining firing solution
rocket detect
launch rocket

solid-propellant ICBM 0

30 45

liquid-propellant ICBM 0

45

last chance
to intercept (burnout)

fire interceptor
30 s later

75
65

165 170
95

235 240

Maximum time available to achieve intercept
solid-propellant ICBM

120 s
90 s

fire immediately
fire after 30 s

liquid-propellant ICBM

170 s
140 s

fire immediately
fire after 30 s

0s

60 s

120 s

180 s

240 s

Figure 2.2. Top: Timelines for engaging liquid-propellant ICBM model L and solid-propellant ICBM
model S1 when laun hed from Iran against ities on the East Coast of the United States. Bottom:
Maximum times available to omplete the inter ept. All times are rounded to ve se onds.

of missile warning and tra king satellites, we al ulated the time that would be needed after
the infrared signal of a ro ket had been dete ted to determine that the signal indeed ame
from a large ro ket that ould be a long-range missile, and to estimate the ro ket's dire tion
of ight with this pre ision, i.e., within 7 degrees. These times are 20 s for the liquid- and
15 s for the solid-propellant missiles under onsideration. We took the sum of the dete tion
time and the additional time needed to onstru t a ring solution as the earliest possible
time that an inter eptor ould be red. This time would be 65 s after the liquid-propellant
ICBM was laun hed or 45 s after laun h of either solid-propellant ICBM.
In most ir umstan es the defense is likely to want additional time to assess the situation
before ring. (At the minimum ring time, the defense might not be able to determine
whether the ro ket that had been laun hed was an ICBM, a spa e laun h, or a theater
ballisti missile, or even whether it was a liquid- or a solid-propellant ro ket, di eren es
that would strongly a e t the predi ted inter ept point.) To investigate the e e ts of
delaying the de ision to re an inter eptor, we also analyzed system performan e for a 30se ond de ision time that would, for example, allow the defense to see the burnout of the
rst boost stage of most solid ICBMs and would therefore help in typing the target missile.
Within the available time, the inter eptor would have to y toward the proje ted inter ept point and deploy the kill vehi le, whi h would then have to y onward toward the
proje ted inter ept point, home on the body of the missile using its on-board sensors, and
hit the missile. During its y out, the inter eptor and then the kill vehi le would have to
respond to maneuvers of the target missile using data from o - and on-board sensors. Figure 2.2 shows the timelines for defending the United States against a notional liquid- and a
notional solid-propellant ICBM laun hed from Iran against ities on the East Coast of the
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United States. The entire East Coast is within range of the three model missiles, whi h all
have ranges of 12,000 km, and, as dis ussed in Chapter 5, is a likely target. Timelines are
shown for both zero and a 30-se ond de ision time.
2.4.2 Airborne Laser energy delivery

A key issue for the ABL is the energy per unit area that must be delivered to the target
ICBM to ause stru tural failure. The energy density required to disable a solid-propellant
ICBM is onsiderably greater than that required for a liquid-propellant ICBM, be ause of
their di erent me hani al onstru tion. A se ond key issue is whether the ABL an deliver
suÆ ient power, fo us it on the target, and maintain fo us on the aim point long enough
to indu e failure. The a tual laser power the ABL an produ e is lassi ed, but we have
made a reasonable estimate of it. The ability of the ABL to fo us the beam depends on
how lose the beam is to its di ra tion limit and the ability of the ABL to orre t the beam
for distortions indu ed by atmospheri inhomogeneities. We have estimated the dwell time
that is possible, whi h is set by pra ti al onsiderations.
We analyzed the sensitivity of our results to variations of these parameters and nd our
results to be robust.
2.4.3 Shortfall

With respe t to defending the United States, it makes no di eren e whether inter ept merely
auses the target missile to lose propulsion or also disables its munitions: in neither ase will
munitions strike the United States. However, if the missile's munitions are not destroyed,
the inter ept would have to be arefully timed to avoid ausing potentially live munitions
to strike other nations. This problem is dis ussed in Chapter 5. To avoid ausing munitions
to strike other ountries, inter epts may have to be timed to o ur with in a time window
as narrow as 10 to 20 s, and in some ases even less. It is un lear whether this is possible,
given the diÆ ulty of predi ting the exa t future position of an ICBM as a fun tion of time
during its boost phase, even if the ICBM does not exe ute any traje tory-shaping or evasive
maneuvers.
Giving the kill vehi le the apability to hange its yout speed enough to delay or hasten
an inter ept would improve the ability of the defense to time an inter ept but ould signifi antly in rease the kill vehi le's size, and thus the size of the entire inter eptor. Without
a detailed analysis of the un ertainties in generating a ring solution and predi ting the
target missile's traje tory, there is no way of determining whether there is a solution to
this problem. We are not aware of any systemati analysis of this problem in the publi ly
available literature.
Boost-phase inter ept using the ABL has the same problem, but for a di erent reason.
The dwell time of the laser on an ICBM that would be required to disable it is long|
se onds|and it is diÆ ult to know exa tly when during the dwell the missile would lose
thrust.
2.4.4 Disabling the booster or the warhead

As explained above, having the ability to disable an atta king missile's warheads or submunitions would be ru ial if a goal of the boost-phase inter ept system is to avoiding ausing
possibly live munitions to strike ountries other than the United States. Having the ability
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to disable an atta king missile's munitions would also be desirable if the boost-phase interept system is the rst segment of a layered missile defense system, provided this an be
done in a way that de reases the burden on the su eeding layers of the system.
It is mu h more diÆ ult for hit-to-kill inter eptors to destroy a missile's warheads or
submunitions than to disable its booster. La king a ess to any data on tests that might
have been arried out on ollisions between kill vehi les and missiles in spa e at the high
losing speed|typi ally 10 km/s|of an inter ept, the Study Group was unable to analyze
the likelihood that su h a ollision would destroy a missile's warheads or submunitions.
However, a missile's warhead is mu h more durable than its booster, to whi h it is usually
oupled only loosely, and there is ample eviden e from intentional and a idental destru tion
of missiles during testing to support the view that the warheads will survive atastrophi
booster destru tion. The Airborne Laser would have no ability to destroy warheads or
submunitions.
If ausing live warheads to strike other ountries is a on ern, the defense has three
hoi es: design the boost-phase inter ept system to destroy the warhead with high on den e, build a mid ourse defense to inter ept warheads and submunitions that would be
apable of handling the possibly unpredi table nature of the debris loud produ ed by a
boost-phase inter ept, or time the boost-phase inter ept arefully so that the debris lands
in the o ean, a problem that is dis ussed in Chapter 5.
2.4.5 Countermeasures

As with every defense system, ountermeasures to a boost-phase inter ept system ould be
developed. In the ourse of its analysis, the Study Group identi ed several sensitivities of
boost-phase inter ept systems that ould potentially be exploited to degrade the e e tiveness of su h a defense. In addition, the Study Group identi ed several ountermeasures
that ould be adapted from existing te hnologies and must be seriously onsidered. These
are dis ussed in Chapter 9.

2.5 Summary of Assumptions
The on lusions of the Study follow from assumptions made by the Study Group. Be ause
these are s attered throughout di erent se tions of the Report, we summarize here those
assumptions we judge to be most ru ial to our ndings. In the ourse of the Study, our key
assumptions were revisited to investigate the sensitivity of our results to hanges in them.
Our prin ipal assumptions are dis ussed below.
The defense is on full alert and its missile warning sensors are operating
in their surveillan e mode, with the DSP early warning system or a modern spa e-based
infrared sensor system tasked to dete t laun hes from the geographi al areas of on ern.
Defense posture

The obje tive of the adversary is to use his weapons to deter
the United States from taking some a tions against his interests or to retaliate if the United
States is not deterred. Consequently the adversary's targeting obje tive is to in i t large
numbers of asualties without parti ular regard to where in the United States the asualties
o ur. Implied is the use of nu lear, hemi al, or biologi al weapons without requiring that
the delivery system strike a parti ular target with high a ura y. The defense therefore
Obje tive of the adversary
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annot presume to know a missile's target beyond what an be inferred from tra king data
obtained during the early part of its boost phase.
The defense's knowledge is not perfe t. Other than general intelligen e information it may have, it knows only what its sensors tell it about the nature of
the atta k and the atta king missiles. Be ause the atta ker's obje tive may be to strike
anywhere within the United States, the defense annot presume to know a missile's target,
beyond what an be inferred from tra king it during the early part of its boost phase. If
the atta king missiles have been tested many times, as U.S. and Russian missiles have, the
defense may know some of their performan e hara teristi s, su h as their average thrust
pro les, but not the spe i details of the atta k.
Defense knowledge

Su ess requires that the defense prevent any munitions from striking
the defended area. If the additional goal of avoiding ausing munitions to strike other
nations is adopted, the hallenges for the defense would in rease signi antly.
Criteria for su ess

Guided by re ent assessments by the U.S. intelligen e ommunity and
other experts, the Study Group sele ted four geographi s enarios to frame the Study:
 A small ountry situated near international waters, using North Korea as the model.
 Two mid-size ountries, using Iran and Iraq as the models.
 An atta k by a short- or medium-range ballisti missile laun hed from a ship o a
U.S. oast.
S enarios analyzed

We examined the requirements for defending four areas: (1) all 50
states, (2) only the ontiguous 48 states, (3) only major ities within the ontiguous 48
states, and (4) only Hawaii.

Area to be defended

Laun h dete tion times Geographi al areas of on ern are ontinually monitored by modern, spa e-based see-to-the ground sensors. Given the loud over over mid-latitude laun h
sites, these sensors would have a high probability of dete ting the exhaust of a large ro ket
only after it rea hes an altitude of about 7 km. We assume that any potentially threatening ro ket is dete ted as soon as it rea hes this altitude. The liquid-propellant ICBM
rea hes this altitude 45 s after laun h; 20 more se onds are required to determine that the
signal dete ted is being produ ed by a large ro ket and estimate its dire tion of ight. The
solid-propellant ICBMs, whi h a elerate more qui kly, rea h 7 km 30 s after laun h; only
15 more se onds are required to determine that the signal dete ted is being produ ed by a
large ro ket and estimate its dire tion of ight.
Inter eptor ring time The earliest time an inter eptor an be red (zero de ision time) is
65 s after the liquid-propellant ICBM has been laun hed and 45 s after the solid-propellant
ICBMs have been laun hed. These are the bounding ases. If the defense requires 30 more
se onds to de ide whether to re, the earliest time an inter eptor an be red is 95 s after the
liquid-propellant ICBM has been laun hed and 75 s after the solid-propellant ICBMs have
been laun hed. No approval from the National Command Authority (with its asso iated
time delay) would be possible in either ase.
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Criti al performan e parameters of the ABL are lassi ed,
but we have made assumptions|based on un lassi ed des riptions|that we believe are
redible, although possibly optimisti . In parti ular, we have assumed a beam power of
3 MW, and that the adaptive opti s system will perform as well as in the laboratory tests
of s ale models. We onsidered laser dwell times ranging from 5 to 20 s. To determine the
energy per unit area the ABL would have to deliver to the target missile to disable it, we
have made simple estimates.
Airborne Laser performan e

A body-to-body hit on a booster is assumed to
disable the missile but not its warheads or submunitions. The ABL is assumed to be apable
of disabling the booster of a missile, but not its warheads or submunitions, by supplying a
suÆ iently large amount of radiant energy to the missile's body.

Criterion for disabling a target missile
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This hapter summarizes assessments by the U.S. intelligen e ommunity of the ballisti
missile threat that the United States ould fa e within the next 10 to 15 years and explains
how these assessments were used by the Study Group in its analyses. Se tion 3.1 summarizes brie y the ballisti missile programs of North Korea, Iran, and Iraq. More detailed
dis ussions of the status of these programs and those of other ountries of on ern may be
found in the un lassi ed summaries of re ent National Intelligen e Estimates [29, 30℄ and
in oÆ ial statements to the U.S. Congress [31, 32℄ and private organizations [33, 34℄. The
histori al evolution of the performan e hara teristi s of the rst long-range ballisti missiles deployed by the ountries that have deployed su h missiles is des ribed in Se tion 3.2.
The hanged ontext within whi h ountries of on ern are urrently developing long-range
S29
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ballisti missiles is dis ussed in Se tion 3.3. Se tion 3.4 explains how this information was
used by the Study Group in its analysis of boost-phase missile defense systems.
Russia and China are the only potential adversaries of the United States that possess
long-range ballisti missiles apable of striking the United States. The U.S. intelligen e
ommunity judges [34℄ that an unauthorized or a idental laun h of a Russian or Chinese
strategi missile is highly unlikely, as long as urrent se urity pro edures and systems are
in pla e. (Russia employs an extensive array of te hni al and pro edural safeguards, and
China keeps its missiles unfueled and without warheads mated [34℄, although this may
hange as it deploys solid-propellant ICBMs.)
Among the ountries that have programs to develop long-range missiles, the U.S. intelligen e ommunity has expressed spe ial on ern about North Korea and Iran [30℄. 1
The Study's emphasis on these ountries re e ts this on ern; the Study Group itself has
made no judgment about whi h ountries or missile programs pose a risk to the United
States. None of these three ountries presently have an overt, redible, ICBM apability.
However, as their missile programs advan e, they may develop or a quire long-range ballisti missiles that ould threaten the United States with nu lear, biologi al, or hemi al
weapons [30, 35℄. A ording to the most re ent U.S. National Intelligen e Estimate of the
ballisti missile threat to the United States [30℄, most U.S. intelligen e agen ies proje ted
that before 2015, the United States most likely will fa e ICBM threats from North Korea and
Iran, and possibly from Iraq|barring signi ant hanges in their politi al orientations|in
addition to the longstanding missile for es of Russia and China.
A fundamental di eren e between the approa h that emerging missile states are urrently using to eld ballisti missiles and the approa h taken by the Soviet Union and the
United States during the Cold War is that the new omers are not as likely to pla e a high
priority on a ura y, safety, reliability, survivability, and numbers [29℄. Consequently, ountries of on ern may not ondu t a series of tests before deploying a missile, but may instead
deploy after as little as one ight test, as North Korea did with its No Dong missile [31℄.
Deployment times are being shortened substantially by foreign assistan e and te hnology
transfer. Eviden e suggests that Russia, China, and North Korea are providing assistan e
to states of on ern. Foreign assistan e an play a pivotal role in the development of
ballisti missiles [30, 35, 36, 37℄. Ballisti missile systems ould also be a quired by pur hase
and laun hed with little or no warning, a ording to the intelligen e ommunity and the
Rumsfeld Commission [30, 36, 37℄. The potential for signi antly shortened development
times and the possibility of little or no warning means that to be e e tive, a defense must
be robust when onfronted with missiles that have hara teristi s that di er signi antly
from the hara teristi s of previous missiles tested or deployed by a parti ular ountry.
This study fo uses on the feasibility of boost-phase defenses against ICBMs that might
be deployed by ountries that have relatively new missile development programs and do not
presently have friendly relations with the United States. As explained in Chapters 2 and 15,
any analysis of the feasibility of su h a defense must onsider the performan e hara teristi s
of the missiles it is expe ted to onfront. The Study Group used the information summarized
in Se tions 3.2 and 3.3 to guide its analysis of possible ballisti missile threats, the e e ts
of un ertainties, and the e e ts of possible ountermeasures to boost-phase defenses. The
As stated in the Exe utive Summary, the Study Group also onsidered defense against ICBMs laun hed
from Iraq. With the hanged politi al situation arising from the events of the spring of 2003, an ICBM
threat from Iraq seems unlikely for the foreseeable future. Nevertheless, we have retained the analysis of
the history of Iraq's ballisti missile programs to illustrate the path to ballisti missiles it had taken and the
types of threats that ould emerge from other ountries.
1
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basis for the hoi es made by the Study Group is explained in detail in Se tion 3.4. Here
we summarize these hoi es and the reasons for them.
Development and deployment of a boost-phase missile defense system would be a major
investment and would probably take a de ade or more to omplete. The Study Group therefore onsidered long-range missiles and ountermeasures that might be elded by ountries
of on ern during the next 10 to 15 years, in luding missiles that might be a quired in response to prospe tive or a tual deployment of a boost-phase missile defense by the United
States.
Guided by the assessments summarized in Se tions 3.2 and 3.3, the Study Group hose
a liquid-propellant model ICBM having a 240-se ond boost phase as its baseline liquidpropellant threat missile. This omputer model is similar to the rst liquid-propellant
ICBMs deployed by the Soviet Union and China. The Group also onsidered a liquidpropellant ICBM having a 300-se ond boost phase to fa ilitate omparison with the results
of previous studies.
The Study Group on luded from the assessments summarized in Se tions 3.2 and 3.3
that solid-propellant ICBMs may be deployed by ountries of on ern within the next
10 to 15 years, partly as a response to U.S. missile defense programs, and that solidpropellant ICBMs should therefore be onsidered in the analysis of boost-phase defense
systems presented in this report. The Study Group onstru ted detailed omputer models
of two solid-propellant ICBMs, ea h with a boost phase of 170 s. These omputer models
are based on 1960s missile te hnology and are similar to the rst solid-propellant ICBMs
deployed by the United States and the Soviet Union. The Study Group also onsidered
brie y a solid-propellant ICBM having a burn time of 130 s, to explore the impli ations for
boost-phase defense systems of faster-burning ICBMs.
As dis ussed in Se tion 3.3, the U.S. intelligen e ommunity estimates that many ountries of potential on ern have onsidered ballisti missile defense ountermeasures and
that some of these ountries will develop ountermeasures to U.S. national missile defense
over the next 15 years. Therefore, the Study Group explored possible ountermeasures to
boost-phase defense in addition to deployment of solid-propellant ICBMs, whi h is a natural ountermeasure. The Group identi ed several ountermeasures that ould be developed
and deployed using te hnologies or te hniques that have already been used.
The U.S. intelligen e ommunity has judged that ountries of on ern may arm the
long-range missiles they are developing with biologi al or hemi al munitions, in luding
submunitions (\bomblets"), as well as nu lear weapons (Se tion 3.3). The Study Group
therefore onsidered missiles armed with hemi al, biologi al, and nu lear warheads, inluding submunitions.
The U.S. intelligen e ommunity has expressed on ern that it is be oming in reasingly
diÆ ult for the United States to gather detailed information about the physi al hara teristi s and performan e of missiles that may threaten the nation, as summarized in Se tion 3.3.
The Study Group therefore onsidered the e e ts on the performan e of boost-phase defenses of un ertainties about the physi al hara teristi s and performan e of the atta king
missile as well as its intended target and traje tory.
The U.S. intelligen e ommunity has judged that several ountries of on ern are te hnially apable of developing within the next de ade the ability to laun h short- or mediumrange ballisti missiles against oastal regions of the United States from ships or other
platforms positioned hundreds of kilometers o shore. The Study Group therefore onsidered brie y the feasibility of ountering this potential threat using shorter-range, ship-based
inter eptor ro kets.
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3.1 Ballisti Missile Capabilities of Sele ted States
This se tion reviews publi ly available information about the ballisti missile programs of
North Korea, Iran, and Iraq.2 These ountries are not the only ones that ould develop
and deploy ballisti missiles that threaten the United States. As noted earlier, the Study
Group has made no judgment about whi h ountries or missile programs pose a risk to the
United States. The Study's emphasis on these ountries simply re e ts the on erns that
have been expressed by the U.S. government.
North Korea and Iran have tested or deployed short- and medium-range ballisti missiles [29, 30℄; Iraq had deployed short-range ballisti missiles [29, 30℄ and had retained some
despite disarmament e orts by the United Nations [30, 38℄. These missiles ould be adapted
to atta k the United States from ships or other platforms positioned o -shore [29, 30℄. Flight
testing from ships of su h missiles ould be diÆ ult to dete t, making it harder for the
United States to know whether a state had developed a sea-laun h apability [39℄. North
Korea and Iran also have a tive programs to develop long-range ballisti missiles [29, 30℄.
For these reasons, their missile programs have attra ted attention and on ern (see, for
example, Refs. [29, 30, 36℄). The missiles dis ussed in this se tion, their basi physi al
hara teristi s, and some sour es of information about them are listed in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1. Ballisti Missiles of Sele ted States of Con ern
State Missilea
Rangeb
Fuel Booster Payloadd Burn Statuse
(km)
Type Stages
(kg)
Time (s)
North No Dong [40℄
1,300
L
1
1200
110 [41℄
D
Korea Taepo [42℄
2,000{2,200
L
2
750{1,000 266[43℄
T
Dong-1 [44℄ (2,500{3,000) (S)
(3) (290{500) (293)
Taepo [45, 34℄ 4,000{6,000
L
2
700{1,000 < 230[46℄ R&D
Dong-2
Iran Shahab-3 [47℄
1,300
L
1
1,200 110 [48℄
T
Shahab-4f [47℄ 2,000{3,000
L
1
<1,500
266?[46℄ R&D
Iraq Al Hussein [38℄
630
L
1
500
|
|g

Primary referen e for ea h missile; supplemental referen es are listed in other olumns.
Number in parentheses is the estimated range for the three-stage variant of the missile.
L: liquid; S: solid. Parentheti al fuel type refers to the third stage of the missile.
d Number in parentheses is the estimated payload for the three-stage variant of the missile.
e R&D: resear h and development; D: deployed; T: ight tested.
f Some reports dis uss development of Shahab-5 [49℄ and Shahab-6 [50℄ missiles, but little information is
available to on rm the existen e of these programs.
g Some reports suggest that 15 to 50 Al Hussein missiles may not have been reported to U.N. inspe tion
teams; Iraq may have overtly retained these missiles [30, 38℄.

a
b

As mentioned above, Iraq is in luded for what it reveals about how ountries in the developing world
have mounted ballisti -missile programs.
2
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3.1.1 North Korea

North Korea probably has the most advan ed ballisti missile program of the ountries
the United States onsiders to be of on ern [51, 34℄. North Korea is believed to have
bene ted|perhaps substantially|from foreign assistan e by Russia and possibly China [52,
53℄. However, sin e 1999, it has observed a voluntary moratorium on missile ight tests,
although it has ontinued to work on its Taepo Dong-2 ICBM (see below) [30, 32℄. North
Korea extended the moratorium in September 2002 [54℄.
North Korea's No Dong, whi h is a medium-range ballisti missile having a range of
1,300 km, is an extensive redesign of S ud missile te hnology [36℄. It is the longest-range
ballisti missile that North Korea has so far deployed. The Rumsfeld Commission [36℄
judged that \. . .the No Dong was operationally deployed long before the U.S. government
re ognized that fa t. There is ample eviden e that North Korea has reated a sizable missile
produ tion infrastru ture, and therefore it is highly likely that onsiderable numbers of
No Dongs have been produ ed." A key reason North Korea's No Dong apability was not
re ognized earlier by the United States was its limited ight testing. North Korea ondu ted
only one ight test before the missile was onsidered operational; the missile has also been
tested by Pakistan and Iran. [41, 31℄.
In August of 1998, North Korea laun hed a Taepo Dong-1 missile with a solid-propellant
third stage on gured as a spa e-laun h vehi le (SLV) [29, 33, 34℄. Although the third
stage failed, a three-stage version of the missile ould hypotheti ally rea h parts of the
United States with a very small payload. The possibility that North Korea might add a
third stage was not appre iated by the United States until the August 1998 spa e laun h
o urred [29, 31, 32℄.
North Korea's Taepo Dong-2, urrently under development, is a multiple-stage ICBM
that in some on gurations would be apable of rea hing parts of the United States [30℄. It
is estimated that in its basi two-stage on guration, the missile ould deliver a payload of
700{1000 kilograms to a range of 4,000{6,000 km, suÆ ient to strike Alaska and Hawaii [45℄.
With a smaller payload, the missile ould have a range as long as 10,000 km, a ording to
the intelligen e ommunity, allowing it to rea h some of the ontiguous 48 states [30, 32℄.
With a third stage similar to the one used on the Taepo Dong-1 for the 1998 spa e-laun h
attempt in a ballisti missile on guration, it ould deliver a smaller payload of at most a
few hundred kilograms up to 15,000 km, suÆ ient to strike all of North Ameri a [30, 32℄.
The Taepo Dong-2 has not yet been ight tested; a ight test would probably be ondu ted
with it on gured as an SLV [30, 32℄.
One of the most detrimental aspe ts of North Korea's missile program has been its e e t
on attempts to limit the spread of ballisti missiles and missile te hnologies [36℄. North
Korea has be ome the missile and manufa turing te hnology sour e for the ballisti missile
programs of many other ountries, espe ially Iran and Pakistan [30, 32℄. The willingness
of North Korea to sell omplete systems and omponents has enabled other ountries to
a quire longer-range apabilities sooner than they otherwise would have [30℄.
3.1.2 Iran

Iran's ballisti missile program has relied extensively on foreign assistan e, parti ularly
from Russia, China, and North Korea [30, 32℄. Iran has depended parti ularly on te hni al
expertise from Russia to advan e its missile programs [30, 37, 50℄. The most advan ed
ballisti missile tested by Iran is the Shahab-3, a medium-range ballisti missile based on
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the North Korean No Dong [30, 32℄. It was rst ight tested in July 1998 [47℄ and was
de lared ready for servi e in July 2003 [55℄.
Some reports indi ate that Iran is also pursuing development of the Shahab-4 and possibly the Shahab-5 [47, 56, 49℄. Little is known about these missiles. A ording to one
sour e, the Shahab may be based on the North Korean Taepo Dong [56, 49℄, although that
onne tion is not a widely held view [47℄. In addition to North Korean assistan e to the
Shahab program, Iran may have bene ted from te hni al information provided by Russia
about the Soviet SS-4 [47℄, parti ularly its mobile laun her [56℄. Iran is also known to have
re eived solid-propellant te hnology from other ountries [36℄.
3.1.3 Iraq

Iraq worked for de ades to establish an indigenous apability to produ e ballisti missiles.
In 1974, Iraq imported the S ud B from the Soviet Union. In 1987, Iraq began to reverseengineer the S ud B to reate a longer-range missile, although it is still not lear how
su essful they were. The results of these e orts were the Al Hussein and Al Abbas [38℄.
The Al Hussein had a range of 600 km and was used extensively during the 1991 Persian Gulf
War. The Al Abbas was an attempt to extend the range of the Al Hussein to 950 km [57℄,
but this program is believed to have been terminated to on entrate e orts on improving
the Al Hussein [38℄. Iraq also began development of the Al Aabed SLV, but it was never
tested [58℄.
Sin e the Gulf War, Iraq's ballisti missile development program had been hindered by
U.N. resolutions and monitoring. However, Iraq ontinued attempts to gain omponents,
su h as gyros opes from dismantled Russian missiles [59℄. It also ontinued working on
missiles su h as the S ud and the Al Samoud, whi h were laimed to have ranges less than
150 km and were thus allowed under U.N. resolutions, to maintain the te hni al expertise
and infrastru ture for missile produ tion [57℄. Presumably, Iraq's ballisti missile program
ended with the fall of the Hussein regime.

3.2 Histori al Patterns of ICBM Development
Histori al patterns of ICBM development and deployment may be useful in estimating the
likely hara teristi s of the rst long-range missiles that would be deployed by North Korea
or Iran if they ontinue their programs to develop su h missiles.
Countries beginning development of ICBMs have all used liquid propellants initially,
be ause liquid-propellant ro ket te hnology is easier to master than solid-propellant te hnology. There has been a steady de rease in the total burn time of the rst liquid-propellant
ICBM deployed by a given ountry during the past 45 years; ea h new ountry that elded
a liquid-propellant ICBM deployed a missile with a shorter burn time for the same payload mass and range than the rst missile deployed by the ountry that pre eded it (see
Table 3.2).
The United States was rst to eld an ICBM, deploying the Atlas D in 1958. It had a
payload of roughly 1.5 to 2 tonnes and a total burn time of 309 s [60℄, longer than any of
the missiles in its lass that ame after it. The mu h larger Titan II, whi h was deployed by
the U.S. in 1962, had a payload of 3.5 tonnes and a total burn time of 331 s [61, pp. 456{
458℄, longer than any other missile in its payload lass and the longest of any rst- or
se ond-generation ICBM.
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Table 3.2. Chara teristi s of Early ICBMs
ICBM
Deployed Country
Range
(year)
(km)
Atlas D [60, 62℄
1958
US
12,000
Titan II [61, 63℄
1962
US
10,000
SS-6 (R-7) [60, 64, 65℄
1960
USSR 8,000(10,000+a )
SS-7 (R-16) [66, 65℄
1961
USSR
11,000
SS-8 (R-9A) [65℄
1965
USSR
12,000
SS-9 (R-36) [67, 65℄
1967
USSR 10,000{15,000
SS-11 (UR-100) [65℄
1966
USSR 11,000{12,000
DF-5 [69℄
1981
China
12,000

Range and payload for a longer-range missile.
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Payload
(tonnes)
1.5{2
3.5{4
5.4 (3a )
1.5{2.2
1.7{2.1
4{5.8
0.8{1.5
3

Boost
Phase (s)
309 [60℄
331 [61℄
286 [60℄
{
{
280 [60℄
267 [68℄
231 [61℄

The Soviet Union was the se ond ountry to eld long-range missiles. Its rst ICBMs had
total burn times 20 to 50 s shorter than the rst U.S. ICBMs, for missiles with omparable
ranges and payloads. The long-range version of the Soviet SS-6 was deployed in 1960, had a
payload of roughly 3 tonnes, and burned out in 286 s, more than 20 s faster than the Atlas D,
even though the SS-6 arried a larger payload. The SS-11, whi h was elded in 1966 and
arried a 0.8- to 1.5-tonne payload, had a 267-se ond boost phase, a full 40 s shorter than
the boost phase of the Atlas D. Larger Soviet missiles followed the same trend. The Soviet
SS-9 had a payload and range omparable to those of the Titan II, but ompleted its boost
phase in 280 s, 50 s faster than the U.S. Titan II. After the Titan II, the United States
deployed only solid-propellant ICBMs, whereas the Soviet Union ontinued to develop and
deploy liquid-propellant ICBMs.
China was the third ountry to deploy an ICBM. Its DF-5 (CSS-4) was tested in 1971,
but was not elded until 1981, roughly 20 years after the Soviet Union deployed its rst
ICBM [70℄. The DF-5 had the same range (12,000 km) and twi e the payload (3 tonnes)
of the SS-11 but ompleted its boost phase in only 231 s, 36 s faster than the Soviet SS-11
and nearly 100 s faster than the U.S. Titan II.
To date, no other ountry has deployed an ICBM. Several have tested or deployed SLVs
that arry only small payloads to ICBM ranges, too small to be onsidered militarily useful.
The losest that any of the three ountries onsidered in this study has ome to testing an
ICBM was when North Korea attempted to laun h a satellite using its Taepo Dong 1 in
1998. The ore two-stage liquid-propellant missile used in this spa e-laun h attempt had a
range of only about 2,000 km, but it arried a small solid-propellant third stage to pla e a
small satellite into orbit. The attempt failed. The total burn time of this obbled-together
ro ket was 293 s, in luding substantial time between stages 1 and 2, when the missile was
oasting [44℄.

3.3 The Changing Context of Missile Development Programs
The ontext in whi h ountries of on ern are urrently developing ballisti missiles di ers
signi antly from the ontext in whi h they were developed by the United States, the Soviet Union, and China. The ountries of on ern enjoy a mu h wider a ess to te hnology,
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information, and expertise that an be and is being used to speed the development and
deployment of nu lear, hemi al, and biologi al munitions, as well as long-range ballisti
missiles apable of delivering them to targets at inter ontinental distan es [30℄. This a ess
is also being used to develop denial and de eption te hniques that ould impede U.S. intelligen e gathering about the development and deployment programs of these ountries [36℄.
The hange in ontext in reases the importan e of several fa tors related to boost-phase
defense, whi h we summarize here.
3.3.1 Di eren es in possible goals

The motives that North Korea and Iran may have for developing and possibly using ICBMs
and the goals they may hope to a hieve ould be signi antly di erent from the motives and
goals the United States, the Soviet Union, and China had when they developed and deployed
su h missiles [39℄. For example, what is required te hni ally for a rude terror weapon is very
di erent from what is required for a weapon that is militarily useful. A ura y requirements
would be mu h less, as would the numbers needed. Safety and reliability might be less
important. Consequently there is a possibility that North Korea or Iran might deploy or
even, in some ir umstan es, laun h long-range ballisti missiles against the United States
that had been tested very little, if at all [30, 39, 36℄.
3.3.2 Transfer of ballisti missile te hnology and systems

The in reased transfer of missile te hnology to and among states that are urrently beginning to develop long-range missiles has several important onsequen es:
 Countries that are just beginning to develop long-range missiles now have easier
a ess to the te hnologies that were used in early generations of U.S. and Soviet
missiles [36℄.
 Proliferation of ballisti missile-related te hnologies, materials, and expertise has
enabled emerging missile states to a elerate the development timelines for their
existing programs, deploy missiles with little, if any, ight testing, a quire turnkey
systems to gain previously non-existent apabilities, and lay the groundwork for the
expansion of domesti infrastru tures to potentially a ommodate even more apable
and longer-range future systems [30, 37℄.
 Commer e in ballisti missile and warhead te hnology and hardware has been growing, whi h may make proliferation self-sustaining among ountries of on ern to the
United States [36℄. North Korea has be ome the manufa turing and te hnology
sour e for many missile programs [30℄. North Korea has helped ountries a quire
te hnologies to serve as the basis for domesti development e orts [30℄. Iran is expanding its e orts to sell missile te hnology [30℄.
 North Korea has been willing to sell omplete systems as well as omponents and
has re eived help from Russia and probably China [30, 53℄. Iran has re eived ru ial
assistan e from Russia and China, as well as North Korea [30℄. Some experts believe
there is a possibility that omplete, long-range ballisti missile systems ould be
transferred from one nation to another and that su h missiles ould be equipped
with nu lear, hemi al, or biologi al warheads [36℄.
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3.3.3 Spread of solid-propellant te hnology

Sin e the 1960s, the trend in ballisti missile programs has been toward development and
deployment of solid-propellant systems be ause of their redu ed logisti al requirements and
simpli ity of operation. The spread of ballisti missile-related te hnologies, materials, and
expertise has led to in reasingly widespread development of solid-propellant missiles:
 Beginning in the mid-1960s, China fo used its missile programs on large solidpropellant missiles [37℄. It is urrently developing three solid-propellant ICBMs: the
CSS-X-10 (also alled the DF-31), whi h is now being ight tested; a longer-range version of the DF-31; and the JL-2 submarine-laun hed ballisti missile [30, 32℄. In 2003,
China also ight tested a 4-stage version of its solid-propellant ICBM [71℄. A ording
to the U.S. intelligen e ommunity, China has arried out extensive proliferation of
liquid and solid SRBM and MRBS ballisti missiles te hnology and has provided omplete missile systems to ountries of on ern, in luding Iran and Pakistan [72℄. Some
believe China has sought to ompete with Russia, whi h has dominated ommer e in
liquid-propellant missiles and te hnology, by marketing solid-propellant te hnology
and missiles [37℄.
 Iran, with China's assistan e, has developed a solid-propellant ro ket infrastru ture
for building short-range missiles. It is able to produ e short-range ro kets on its own
and is seeking long-range solid-propellant missile te hnology from outside sour es [36℄.
 Pakistan has developed a two-stage, solid-propellant medium-range ballisti missile,
the Shaheen II, whi h reportedly ould arry a 1,000-kilogram payload to a range
of about 2,500 km [30, 32℄. (The various types of ballisti missiles are des ribed in
Appendix A.) Some experts argue that missiles with signi antly in reased performan e ould be based on the more modern, all-solid design of the Shaheen II, or on
older liquid-propellant te hnologies [37, p. 8℄.
 There has been onsiderable ommer e in medium- and short-range solid-ro ket te hnology from supplier nations parti ularly Russia, China, and North Korea to Iran,
Iraq, Pakistan, and possibly others [30, 72℄. A ording to the intelligen e ommunity, the Chinese, who have developed or a quired this te hnology and are using it
in their spa e and military ro ket programs, are providing it to several ountries
of on ern [72, 36, 37℄. It is possible that the several de ades that it took Russia
and China to develop reliable ICBM- lass solid ro kets ould be shortened for those
ountries if they re eive te hni al assistan e.
 The North Korean Taepo Dong 1 was laun hed with a solid-propellant third stage
in 1998, although it failed [30℄.
Based on these developments and intelligen e estimates, the Study Group on luded that
ountries of on ern might deploy solid-propellant ICBMs within 10 to 15 years, if they were
able to pur hase or otherwise a quire solid-propellant missiles or te hnology from ountries
with more advan ed missile programs.
3.3.4 Munitions

Countries that are developing long-range ballisti missiles ould arm them with biologi al
or hemi al weapons [52℄. These weapons ould take the form of a single, large warhead or
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dozens or hundreds of bomblets [36℄. The knowledge needed to design and build a nu lear
weapon is now widespread [73℄, and emerging ballisti missile powers may gain a ess to
the needed ssile material through domesti e orts and foreign hannels [36℄.
The U.S. intelligen e ommunity judged in the mid-1990s that North Korea had produ ed enough plutonium for one or possibly two nu lear weapons [73℄. The status of North
Korea's nu lear program remains an open question. North Korea also has hemi al and
biologi al weapons programs [30℄.
The U.S. intelligen e ommunity judges that Iran does not yet have a nu lear weapon [30℄.
Most agen ies assess that it ould have one by the end of the de ade; the time required ould
be redu ed by several years with foreign assistan e [30℄. Iran has biologi al and hemi al
weapons programs [30℄.
Prior to 1990, Iraq had a rash program to develop a nu lear weapon for delivery by
ballisti missiles, but bombing by oalition for es during the 1991 Gulf War and subsequent
disarmament a tivities by the International Atomi Energy Agen y (IAEA) and the United
Nations Spe ial Commission (UNSCOM) set ba k the e ort signi antly [30℄. In 2001, the
U.S. intelligen e ommunity estimated that, if unrestrained, Iraq would have been able to
produ e within a few years enough ssile material to make a nu lear weapon [30℄. Iraq
admitted to having biologi al and hemi al weapons programs before the 1991 Gulf War
and was thought to have maintained those programs [30℄. However, all of Iraq's nu lear,
hemi al, and biologi al weapon programs presumably ended in 2003 with the se ond Gulf
War and the fall of the Hussein regime.
3.3.5 Countermeasures

The U.S. intelligen e ommunity judges that many ountries with ballisti -missile programs,
in luding North Korea, Pakistan, Iran, India, and China, probably have onsidered ballisti missile-defense ountermeasures [29℄. Histori ally, the development and deployment of
missile-defense systems has been a ompanied by the development of ountermeasures and
penetration aids by potential adversaries, either in rea tion to the threat or in anti ipation
of it [29℄. The Russians and Chinese have had ountermeasures programs for de ades and
may be willing to transfer some related te hnology to others [29℄. The U.S. intelligen e
ommunity expe ts that ountries of on ern that are developing long-range ballisti missiles will respond to the U.S. national missile defense program by deploying penetration
aids and ountermeasures [29℄.
3.3.6 Un ertainties

A ording to re ent reports [29, 30, 36℄, the U.S. intelligen e ommunity's ability to provide
timely and a urate estimates of ballisti missile threats to the U.S. is eroding. As a result,
the prospe ts that the U.S. will have advan e knowledge of the detailed hara teristi s and
performan e of newly deployed threatening ballisti missiles are being redu ed. This erosion
of warning time has several impli ations.
 De eption and denial e orts are intense, and U.S. olle tion and analysis assets are

limited. These fa tors reate a high risk of ontinued surprise [36℄. There are plausible
s enarios that ould result in an in reased missile threat to the United States for
whi h there would be little or no warning [34℄.
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 In parti ular, the U.S. intelligen e ommunity judges that it may not be able to

provide mu h warning if a ountry pur hases an ICBM or already has a spa e-laun h
apability [29, 34℄. In some s enarios|in luding re-basing or transfer of operational
missiles, sea- and air-laun h options, shortened development programs that might
in lude testing in a third ountry, or some ombination of these|the U.S. might
have little or no warning of an operational deployment [36℄. The U.S. intelligen e
ommunity may not be able to provide mu h, if any, warning of a forward-based
ballisti -missile threat to the United States, su h as would be posed by forward seabasing of short-range ballisti missiles or medium-range ballisti missiles [29℄.
 The U.S. intelligen e ommunity has more on den e in its ability to warn of e orts
by ountries to develop ICBMs than to des ribe a urately the missile on gurations
that will omprise the threat [29℄. For example, North Korea test red the Taepo
Dong-1 missile roughly on the timetable proje ted by the U.S. intelligen e ommunity, but with a ompletely unanti ipated vehi le on guration that in luded a third
stage [29℄.
3.3.7 Forward-based sea-laun h of Short-Range Ballisti Missiles (SRBMs) or
Medium-Range Ballisti Missiles (MRBMs)

A ording to the U.S. intelligen e ommunity, several ountries of on ern have the te hni al
expertise required to develop ballisti missiles laun hable from a forward-based platform,
su h as a surfa e ship positioned o a U.S. oast [29, 30, 34℄. Forward-basing on dedi ated
vessels or freighters ould pose a new threat to the United States in the near term|well
before 2010 [34℄.
An SRBM or MRBM ould be laun hed against the United States from a forward-based
sea platform positioned in international waters within a few hundred kilometers of U.S.
oastal regions. A ording to the U.S. intelligen e ommunity [29, 30, 32℄, using su h a sea
platform would not pose major te hni al problems and would be mu h less te hnologi ally
demanding than laun hing an ICBM atta k. Although the a ura y of the missile probably
would be redu ed signi antly be ause of the movement of the o ean's surfa e, it would
probably still be better than that of some early ICBMs [29, 30℄. Adapting missiles for
laun h from a ommer ial ship ould be a omplished overtly, and probably with little or
no warning [34℄. Mu h of the population, ommer e, and infrastru ture of the United States
is lo ated within 100 km of its East and West oasts and would therefore be vulnerable to
su h an atta k.
Sea laun h of shorter-range ballisti missiles ould enable a ountry to pose a dire t
territorial threat to the United States sooner than it ould by developing an ICBM for
laun h from its own territory [36℄. Sea-laun hing ould also allow a ountry to target a
larger area of the United States than it ould with a missile red from its home territory [36℄.

3.4 Impli ations for the Study
The Study Group used the information summarized in Se tions 3.2 and 3.3 to de ne (1) the
hara teristi s of the ballisti missiles onsidered in the Study, (2) possible ountermeasures
that might be employed by states of on ern, and (3) the un ertainties a missile defense
would likely en ounter. This se tion summarizes these de isions and the basis for them.
The Study Group de ided to model a spe trum of ICBMs that might be developed
or a quired by ountries of on ern during the next 10{15 years, in luding solid-propellant
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ICBMs that might be deployed in response to prospe tive or a tual elding of a boost-phase
inter ept missile defense system by the United States.
3.4.1 Liquid-propellant ICBMs

The rst ICBMs that might be deployed by ountries of on ern are likely to use liquid
propellants, be ause this te hnology is easier to master. The Group hose a liquid-propellant
model ICBM with a 240-se ond boost phase as its baseline liquid-propellant long-range
threat missile. This model is similar to the rst liquid-propellant ICBMs deployed by the
Soviet Union and China 20 to 40 years ago.
To fa ilitate omparisons with previous studies, the Study Group also onsidered a
liquid-propellant ICBM with a 300-se ond boost phase.
These hoi es were made for the following reasons:
 Ea h new ountry that has elded a liquid-propellant ICBM has deployed a missile
with a shorter burn time for the same payload mass and range than the ountry that
pre eded it (Se tion 3.2).
 The boost phases of the rst liquid-propellant ICBMs deployed (in the mid-1960s)
by the Soviet Union lasted 265 to 285 s (Se tion 3.2). The boost phase of the rst
liquid-propellant ICBM tested (in 1971) and deployed (in 1981) by China lasted only
about 230 s (Se tion 3.2).
 The transfer of ballisti -missile te hnology from Russia and China is playing an
important role in the development of missiles by states of on ern (Se tion 3.3).
 The histori al trend toward faster-burning liquid-propellant ICBMs ombined with
the ongoing transfer of ballisti -missile te hnology from Russia and China to ountries
of on ern suggests that the next new ICBM is likely to have a boost phase no longer
than the rst ICBMs deployed by Russia and China.
 The studies of boost-phase inter ept that have been published in the open literature [74, 75, 76℄ onsidered liquid-propellant ICBMs and examined missiles with
boost phases as long as the 330-se ond boost phase of the U.S. Titan II.
 The boost phase of the Titan II is substantially longer than that of any other rst- or
se ond-generation liquid-propellant ICBM (Se tion 3.2). Su h a long boost phase redu es signi antly the performan e requirements for any boost-phase missile defense
system (Chapter 5). It therefore seemed imprudent to base the Study's analysis of
liquid-propellant ICBMs on su h an extreme example.
 Comparing results with previous studies is useful. Consequently, the Study Group
onsidered|but did not analyze in detail|a liquid-propellant model ICBM with a
300-se ond boost phase, even though the Group judged that deployment of a new
liquid-propellant ICBM with su h a long boost phase is unlikely.
3.4.2 Solid-propellant ICBMs

Based on un lassi ed intelligen e ommunity statements, the Study Group on luded that
ountries of on ern might develop or a quire solid-propellant ICBMs within 10 to 15 years
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and that it would therefore be imprudent not to onsider su h ICBMs in evaluating the feasibility of the boost-phase defense systems. The Study Group onstru ted detailed omputer
models of two solid-propellant ICBMs having 170-se ond boost phases. These omputer
models are based on 1960s solid-propellant missile te hnology and are similar to the rst
solid-propellant ICBMs deployed by the United States and the Soviet Union.
The Study Group also onsidered|but did not analyze in detail|a solid-propellant
ICBM with a burn time of 130 s, to explore the impli ations of faster-burning ICBMs for
boost-phase defense systems.
These hoi es were made for the following reasons:
 Although they are somewhat more te hni ally hallenging than liquid-propellant missiles, solid-propellant missiles are inherently attra tive be ause of their redu ed logisti al requirements and simpli ity of operation.
 The short durations of solid-propellant missiles' boost phases in rease the performan e required of a boost-phase defense system (Chapter 5).
 Solid-propellant ICBMs have shorter boost phases than liquid-propellant ICBMs
for the same payload mass and range. Hen e a quisition and deployment of solidpropellant ICBMs is an e e tive ountermeasure to boost-phase defenses.
 Countries of on ern may seek to deploy solid-propellant ICBMs in response to
prospe tive or a tual deployment of a boost-phase inter ept missile defense system
by the United States, just as all previous ountries with ICBMs have developed
ountermeasures when fa ing the possible deployment of a ballisti -missile defense.
 China has for more than 30 years on entrated its long-range missile development
e orts on solid-propellant ballisti missiles, has tested su h ICBMs, and has been
a provider of solid-ro ket te hnology to ountries of on ern (Se tion 3.3). It is
now ight testing the CSS-X-10 ICBM (also alled the DF-31) and has re ently
ight tested a four-stage solid-propellant ro ket apable of orbiting a 100-kg payload
(Se tion 3.3).
 The transfer of ballisti -missile-related te hnologies, materials, and expertise has led
to the spread of solid-propellant missile te hnology (Se tion 3.3).
 North Korea, Iran, and Iraq have re eived solid-propellant missile te hnology for
short-range missiles from supplier nations (Se tion 3.3). North Korea and Iran have
developed and tested su h ro kets (Se tion 3.3).
 Pakistan has developed a two-stage, solid-propellant medium-range ballisti missile,
the Shaheen II, whi h reportedly ould arry a 1,000-kilogram payload to a range of
about 2,500 km (Se tion 3.3).
 Pakistan has re eived solid-propellant ballisti missile te hnology from supplier ountries and has an extensive short- and medium-range solid-propellant ballisti missile
program(Se tion 3.3).
 Countries of on ern ould deploy solid-propellant ICBMs within the next 10{15
years if they were able to pur hase or otherwise a quire solid-propellant missiles or
te hnology from ountries with more advan ed missile programs (Se tion 3.3). It
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is possible that a omplete, long-range ballisti missile system ould be transferred
from one nation to another (Se tion 3.3).
 The a elerations of the upper stages of solid-propellant ICBMs may vary signi antly (Chapter 15). It therefore seemed prudent to analyze the impli ations for
boost-phase defenses of two di erent upper-stage designs.
3.4.3 Countermeasures

In addition to deployment of solid-propellant ICBMs, whi h is a natural ountermeasure
to any boost-phase defense, the Study Group identi ed several other ountermeasures that
ould be developed and deployed using te hnologies or te hniques that have been already
implemented for one reason or another (Chapter 9).
Illustrative ountermeasures were identi ed for the following reasons:
 It has been laimed that there are no ountermeasures to a boost-phase defense. The
ountermeasures identi ed by the Study Group show that this statement is in orre t.
 The U.S. intelligen e ommunity estimates that many ountries of potential onern have onsidered ballisti -missile-defense ountermeasures and that some of these
ountries will develop ountermeasures to national missile defense over the next 15
years (Se tion 3.3).
3.4.4 Munitions

The Study Group onsidered missiles armed with hemi al and biologi al warheads, in luding submunitions (\bomblets"), as well as missiles with nu lear warheads.
These di erent types of munitions were onsidered for the following reason:
 The U.S. intelligen e ommunity judges that ountries of on ern that are developing
long-range missiles may arm them with biologi al or hemi al munitions, in luding
bomblets, as well as nu lear weapons (Se tion 3.3).
3.4.5 Un ertainties

The Study Group onsidered the e e ts on the performan e of boost-phase defenses of
un ertainties about the physi al hara teristi s and performan e of the atta king missile,
as well as its intended target and traje tory.
The e e ts of su h un ertainties were onsidered for the following reasons:
 Su h un ertainties an signi antly degrade the performan e of a boost-phase interept system (Chs. 4 and 5).
 Some ountries of on ern appear willing to deploy a missile after just a single test
ight, whi h makes it more diÆ ult for the United States to gather detailed information about the physi al hara teristi s and performan e of the missile and its possible
ountermeasures (Se tion 3.3).
 The U.S. intelligen e ommunity has expressed on ern that testing may o ur in
a third ountry, that operational missiles may be transferred, and that the United
States might therefore not know of a deployment mu h before a missile is laun hed
(Se tion 3.3).
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3.4.6 Forward-based sea-laun h of SRBMs or MRBMs

Motivated by the assessment of the U.S. intelligen e ommunity that an atta k on U.S.
territory by sea-based SRBMs or MRBMs is more likely than an atta k by ICBMs (3.3),
the Study Group examined the possible role of shorter-range boost-phase inter ept systems
in ountering this threat (Chapters 15 and 5).
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Inter epting a ballisti missile during its boost phase requires, rst, an inter eptor that
an deliver a kill vehi le lose to the target qui kly enough, and with a velo ity that is
adequate in both speed and dire tion, to permit the kill vehi le to maneuver to hit the
target. Se ond, it requires a kill vehi le that an home on and hit the target, disabling or
destroying it, even as the target a elerates unpredi tably.
This hapter explains how the inter eptor performan e and basing required to a omplish the rst task|getting to the target in time| an be determined. We do this by analyzing engagements of the model ICBMs (Chapter 15) with the model inter eptors (Chapter 16), and using the results from the analysis of missile warning and tra king systems
(Chapter 10). The traje tories of the missiles and inter eptors were omputed as des ribed
in Appendix B. The sensor and kill-vehi le performan e, kill-vehi le sizes and masses, and
inter eptor masses needed to a omplish the se ond task|homing on and disabling the
target|are investigated in Chapters 11, 12, and 14. The methods des ribed here are used
in the next hapter (Chapter 5) to explore the possibilities for terrestrial-based inter eptors
to prote t the United States in various geographi al s enarios, and to analyze the problem
of debris from an inter ept harming other ountries. Chapter 6 examines the unique requirements and trade-o s between system performan e and requirements for spa e basing
of boost-phase inter eptors.
The purpose of the engagement analysis presented here is to determine the spatial
and kinemati relationships between the threat traje tories with their variations, inter eptor laun h-time onstraints imposed by threat dete tion and tra king, inter eptor y-out
S47
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performan e, and threat impa t onstraints that determine when during threat burn the
inter ept must o ur to prote t the defended area. This analysis provides a method for
determining the inter eptor \rea h"|the distan e that the inter eptor an travel within
the time available|needed for any ombination of inter eptor, ICBM, impa t onstraint,
ring time, and geography. Inter eptor ground range|the proje tion of inter eptor rea h
on Earth| an then be used to al ulate basing areas, i.e., the area in whi h an inter eptor
must be lo ated to inter ept an ICBM in time to prevent it from hitting a defended area.
The engagement analysis starts with the models of traje tories for the postulated ICBMs
(Chapter 15) and shows how the impa t ranges of those missiles are a e ted when thrust
is terminated early. Next it introdu es a simpli ed geometri model of an engagement
where the ICBM and terrestrial-based inter eptor are in the same plane to demonstrate
how inter eptor ground range (the distan e from the inter eptor laun h point to a point on
Earth dire tly beneath the inter ept point) and target ground range (the distan e from the
threat missile laun h point to that point on Earth dire tly beneath the inter ept point) are
developed for any engagement. Applying this model, the hapter then illustrates, for any
set of geographi al onstraints, how to al ulate the ground ranges of the inter eptor and
the target for di erent inter ept times with several engagements, using the model ICBM
traje tories and the inter eptor yout envelopes or \fans" developed in Chapter 16. Then,
a more generalized model is developed for al ulating inter eptor ground ranges and basing
areas for non-planar engagements, whi h is applied to postulated geographi s enarios in
the next hapter.
Many of the engagement issues are ommon to all inter eptors, but spa e basing requires
a separate dis ussion of the engagement issues unique to that basing mode. This hapter
on ludes with a dis ussion of the methods used to analyze those spa e-basing issues.
The engagements in this hapter assume that the time delay from threat laun h until
inter eptor laun h provides exa t information about the threat missile traje tory and that
onstraints on the lo ation of inter eptors relative to the threat are parametri rather than
geography-spe i . The parametri s must eventually take into a ount the geographi s enarios used later. In Chapter 5, the pro edures developed here are applied to real situations
and those assumptions are dropped. Other simpli ations used in this hapter, in luding
the assumption that the inter ept is su essful if the inter eptor rea hes the target missile, are valid for these analyses, as long as the inter eptor kill vehi le has the apabilities
des ribed in Chapter 12.

4.1 ICBM Chara teristi s Key to This Analysis
In arrying out this analysis, we used three di erent models of o ensive missiles (Chapter 15). These in lude a two-stage liquid-propellant ICBM that burns for 240 s maximum,
and two solid-propellant three-stage ICBMs that burn for a maximum of 170 s. The boost
traje tory pro les for these three missiles are shown in Figs. 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3.
4.1.1 Traje tory variation

Boost-phase defense systems are sometimes analyzed assuming that atta king ICBMs y
their maximum-range traje tories. Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 show the boost-phase traje tories to burnout. However, a given ICBM model laun hed from a parti ular laun h site
against a target at less than its maximum range generally ould terminate its thrust early
or y any of a broad range of boost-phase traje tories. The latter ould in lude traje tories
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Figure 4.1. Liquid-propellant ICBM model L maximum-range boost-phase traje tory in the altituderange plane. The rst- and se ond-stage boost-phase traje tories are shown respe tively by the heavy
and light lines. Inset: A eleration pro les of the two stages. The a eleration of the se ond stage
rea hes 12 g before it burns out.

that are lofted or depressed relative to the maximum-range traje tory and traje tories that
have in-plane or out-of-plane dog-legs. Su h traje tories may be own to expend ex ess
energy to hit a parti ular target.1
Evasive maneuvers may be employed to a hieve either or both of two basi goals: (1) to
for e the defensive system's inter eptors to travel farther in essentially the same time,
restri ting the areas where inter eptors ould be based and/or (2) to ause the inter eptors'
kill vehi les to exhaust their propellant without a hieving inter ept. The e e t of evasive
maneuvers on the rea h of inter eptors is onsidered in this hapter; the e e t of su h
maneuvers on the ability of the kill vehi le to hit the target ro ket is analyzed in Chapter 12.
As shown in Fig. 4.4, an atta ker ould program the ICBM to maneuver after it is out of
the atmosphere to y any traje tory within a fairly large oni al volume in spa e entered
on the maximum-range traje tory, with only a modest redu tion in the missile's range. For
example, any of the model ICBMs onsidered here ould easily hange its azimuth by  10
degrees without hanging the range to defended area targets dramati ally. Consequently,
there an be a total un ertainty of 20 degrees in the azimuth of the intended target.
From North Korea, Iran, or Iraq, the azimuth spread for traje tories to the U.S, East
and West Coasts is approximately 40 degrees. This means that missiles apparently aimed at
the eastern half of the United States ould divert to U.S. and Canadian population enters
anywhere within that 20 degrees. Similarly a missile aimed at the western half of the nation
ould divert to within that 20 degree un ertainty to anywhere in the western United States
and in addition ould divert even more to threaten most of Alaska.
Solid-propellant ro ket motors normally burn until the propellant is exhausted but to hit a target loser
than its maximum range, the thrust of a solid-propellant missile would have to be terminated while its
propellant ontinues to burn. Alternatively, it ould y dog-legs or exe ute other maneuvers designed to
expend ex ess energy during its boost phase (see Chapter 15), to obfus ate a missile's intended target or
ight path, or to evade inter eptors.
1
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Figure 4.2. Solid-propellant ICBM model S1 maximum-range and lofted boost-phase traje tories in
the altitude-range plane. The traje tories during rst-, se ond-, and third-stage boost are indi ated
by the heavy, light, and dotted lines, respe
tively. The ight-path angle at the time of burn-out
measured from the horizon at laun h is 19Æ for the maximum-range traje tory and 27Æ for the lofted
traje tory. Inset: A eleration pro les of the three stages.
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Figure 4.3. Solid-propellant ICBM model S2 maximum-range and lofted boost-phase traje tories in
the altitude-range plane. The traje tories during rst-, se ond-, and third-stage boost are indi ated
by the heavy, light, and dotted lines, respe
tively. The ight-path angle at the time of burn-out
measured from the horizon at laun h is 19Æ for the maximum-range traje tory and 27Æ for the lofted
traje tory. Inset: A eleration pro les of the three stages.
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Figure 4.4. Examples of the variety of planar traje tories that are possible for solid-propellant ICBM
model S1 by lofting it slightly at laun h or by hanging its ight path angle after the aerodynami
shield that prote ts the warhead is eje ted. (The numbers for the traje tory are keys for the text in
Chapter15.) The large-s ale traje tory variations shown redu e the range of the missile by at most
12 per ent of its maximum range. Out-of-plane deviations by similar distan es redu e the range by
a similar amount. Traje tory variations like these are also possible for the liquid-propellant ICBM
model L and solid-propellant ICBM model S2, with similar range penalties. The volume in spa e
that these traje tories span represents the volume that inter eptors must be able to over to ensure
that a boost-phase inter ept is possible.

The point to be made here is that this un ertainty must be onsidered in the required
time of inter ept. (A 50 per ent redu tion would still allow any of the model ICBMs used in
the Study to atta k targets anywhere in Alaska from laun h sites in North Korea.) Dog-legs,
like any unpredi ted maneuvers, must be dealt with by the kill vehi le's own apability to
hange its velo ity (see Chapter 12).
4.1.2 Payload deployment

An ICBM's munitions and devi es to aid in penetrating any defenses (\penetration aids")
an be deployed in a variety of ways (see Chapters 15 and 9 and Appendix A). The simplest
is to release the payload after the propellant of the missile's nal boost stage has been
exhausted or its thrust has been terminated, but while its attitude is still under ontrol.
However, it is also possible to deploy multiple warheads and penetration aids while the
ro ket motor of the nal stage is still burning. Histori ally this has been done by eje ting
warheads from the a elerating nal boost stage. Consequently, when determining the latest
time a given missile an be inter epted, we assume its warheads ould be deployed at any
time during nal-stage boost, as well as at burnout.
No matter how a missile's munitions are deployed, the only way to be ertain of prote ting the defended area is to inter ept the missile before it has a hieved a velo ity that
would arry its munitions to that area.
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4.2 E e t on Impa t Range of Terminating Missile Thrust
The fundamental prin iple of boost-phase defense is that missiles inter epted before they
a hieve their intended nal velo ity will fall short of their intended targets. The degree to
whi h a missile's range will be shortened depends on the spe i design of the missile and
how soon before burnout it is inter epted. For hit-to-kill inter eptors, longer threat missile
burn times translate into greater inter eptor rea h and more exibility in where they an
be based.
Figure 4.5 shows the e e t on range for our three model missile types as a fun tion of
the time when the thrust is ut o , expressed as the time before normal burnout. The range
of liquid-propellant ICBM L is mu h more sensitive to terminating thrust than either of the
solids, whi h is a dire t result of the large a eleration that it re eives near the end of the
se ond-stage burn, as shown in Chapter 15. For example, terminating the thrust of ICBM
L only 20 s before burnout uts the range of the missile by 70 per ent. In ontrast, the
range of solid-propellant ICBM S1 is redu ed by less than 50 per ent.
The urves in Fig. 4.5 are used for the analysis in this hapter and the next to determine
when a spe i type of missile must be inter epted before it an rea h the defended area.
The uppermost shaded areas on the right shows when the missiles must be disabled to defend
the eastern or western portions of the United States from missiles laun hed by North Korea
or the Middle East. Other shaded areas show when the missile must be disabled to avoid
falling on other ountries. The darkest areas on the right-hand side of the gure indi ate
\safe" impa t zones where disabled missiles would fall in the open o ean. These safe impa t
zones an be easily related to inter ept times for ea h threat missile type on the left portion
of the gure.
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Figure 4.5. Payload range of the missiles modeled in this study as a fun tion of the number of
se onds before burnout that their thrust is terminated. The full burn range is 12,000 km. The
full burn range for lofted traje tories is 11,000 km (shown for the solid-propellant missiles). Full
burn for ICBM L is 240 s; full burn for ICBMs S1 and S2 is 170 s. Geographi impa t onstraints
for laun hes from North Korea, Iraq, and Iran against the western and eastern ontinental United
States are also shown. The darkest shaded regions are safe zones where inter epts will ause the
threat missile debris to fall into open o ean.
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Table 4.1. Model Inter eptorsa
Model Vbo
tb Length Diameter Mass
(km/s) (s) (m)
(m) (tnb )
I-1
1.7
47
7.9
0.34
1.6
I-2
5.0
47
6.4
0.53
2.3
I-3
6.7
75 16.5
1.25 14.6
I-4
6.5
40 15.5
1.6
16.9
I-5 10
45 20
3
65.6
a
tb is the total duration of the boost phase. Vbo is
the burnout velo ity if the missile were red verti ally,
taking into a ount the e e ts of gravitational and
aerodynami drag for es (see Appendix B). For further
details, see Chapter 16.
b tn= metri tonne = 1.1 ton.
It should be noted that the gure assumes defense knowledge of the a eleration pro les
and staging of the atta king missile. In reality, there is un ertainty in that knowledge. For
example, the two solid-propellant ICBMs modeled in the gure, S1 and S2, have the same
maximum range (12,000 km) and total burn times (170 s), yet their impa t ranges di er
signi antly for the same uto time before burnout. The reason for this di eren e is that
the missiles have di erent staging ratios, parti ularly for the third stage, from whi h S2 gets
more of its a eleration. Se ondly, normal variations in propellant burn rates an easily be
 10 per ent. The defense must provide margin in rea h to a ommodate su h variations.
These onstraints are onsidered in detail in Chapter 5 for terrestrial-based engagements
and must also be onsidered for spa e-based engagements.

4.3 Surfa e-Based Inter eptors
Five di erent omputer models of inter eptor missiles were developed by the Study Group
(see Chapter 16). The basi physi al and performan e hara teristi s of the inter eptors
are listed in Table 4.1. The models were onstru ted to explore the range of apabilities
required in several proposed system ar hite tures. The physi al sizes of these inter eptors
are illustrated in Fig. 4.6. Figure 4.7 shows a yout fan of planar traje tories and the
a eleration pro le al ulated using the omputer model of the 6.5-km/s inter eptor I-4.
The engagements we analyzed were sele ted to illustrate the sensitivity of the out ome
to the performan e of the ICBMs and inter eptors, as well as the ring do trine adopted.
We also investigated engagements of shorter-range ballisti missile models M-1 and M-2
by inter eptor I-1 to understand the potential of an existing air-defense inter eptor against
medium-range missiles laun hed o U.S. oasts (Chapter 5).
In this hapter, we illustrate our analyti al approa h with two engagements: inter eptor model I-4 against liquid-propellant ICBM model L, and inter eptor I-5 against solidpropellant ICBM model S1.
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4.4 Engagement Timelines
Our analysis assumes that the missile laun h is dete ted by spa e-based infrared sensors
after the missile a hieves an altitude of 7 km whi h is above almost all of the water vapor
in the atmosphere (see Chapter 10). The liquid-propellant ICBM modeled in this study
rea hes that altitude 45 s after laun h. The solid-propellant missiles S1 and S2 rise faster,
rea hing 7 km in about 30 s. After about 15 s of tra king the solid-propellant missile,
the defense is assumed to have the minimum amount of information to determine the rst
predi ted engagement point and laun h an inter eptor. (This assumes that the United
States has deployed a system similar to the SBIRS-High, as dis ussed in Chapter 10.) The
liquid-propellant ICBM requires 20 s of tra king, longer than the solid-propellant ICBM,
be ause at an altitude of 7 km, it is moving more slowly and on a more verti al traje tory.
For the most optimisti ase, we assume that the inter eptors are red as soon as the
missile dete tion and tra king system has enough information to on rm that a potentially
threatening ro ket is in ight and to onstru t a ring solution. We refer to this as the
\zero de ision time" ase. Under this optimisti s enario, the ring time for an inter eptor
is 65 s after laun h for the liquid-propellant missile (45 s to dete t and 20 s to establish
a preliminary tra k) and 45 s after laun h for the solid-propellant missiles (30 s to dete t
and 15 s to tra k). This ring do trine would give the inter eptors the greatest possible
opportunity of a hieving an inter ept, but provides no margin, or \battlespa e," that would
allow repla ing inter eptor failures. In the next hapter we onsider both the zero-de isiontime ase, as well as the e e t of delaying the de ision to re by 30 s.

I-2

I-3

I-4

I-5

5 km/s

6.7 km/s

6.5 km/s

10 km/s

Figure 4.6. Inter eptor models used in the Study. The basi physi al and performan e hara teristi s
of these inter eptors are listed in Table 4.1. Further details are given in Chapter 16.
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Figure 4.7. Flyout fan of traje tories and the a eleration pro le for the 6.5-km/s inter eptor I-4.

4.5 Terrestrial Planar Engagements
To inter ept an ICBM during boost, the inter eptor and the ICBM must arrive at the same
point in spa e at the same time, and that point must be on the threat boost traje tory
before the ICBM a hieves the velo ity ne essary to hit a defended area. Modeling this
engagement requires solving the omplex simultaneous traje tory equations for missile and
inter eptor in the same referen e frame.
The easiest way to both model and visualize the ability of our model inter eptors to rea h
the a elerating target is by simulating a series of planar engagements in the on guration
illustrated in Fig. 4.8. These planar engagements allow understanding the engagement
spa e as a fun tion of the distan e of the inter eptor laun h platform and the lo ation of
sensors relative to the target missile laun h sites, as well as the dete tion and tra king times
required for an initial inter eptor ring solution, assuming perfe t kill-vehi les performan e.
In Fig. 4.8, the threat missile is laun hed from point M. The inter eptor is subsequently
red from the inter eptor-basing point, F. If the inter ept is su essful, the inter eptor and
the threat missile arrive simultaneously at the inter ept point IP. The ground inter ept
point P is the point on Earth's surfa e dire tly below IP. The threat missile's ground range
(TGR) is the distan e it moves over the surfa e of the Earth to the inter ept point, and the
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IP

F

IGR

P

TGR

M

M target missile launch point
F
interceptor firing point
IP intercept point
P
ground intercept point
TGR target ground range
IGR interceptor ground range

Figure 4.8. Geometry of a planar engagement.

inter eptor ground range (IGR) is the orresponding distan e for the inter eptor.
The engagement analysis provides input values for the tra king sensor analysis presented
in Chapter 10. It also provides the maximum losing velo ity and range to the predi ted
inter ept point as a fun tion of time essential for establishing the requirements for the kill
vehi le performan e, as dis ussed later in Chapter 12. In this hapter, however, we are
interested only in whether the inter eptor is apable of rea hing the predi ted inter ept
point in the required inter ept time.
Two examples of the engagement simulation output are shown in Fig. 4.9. We used the
inter eptor and ICBM yout traje tories des ribed above to model planar engagements.
Those planar engagements display the yout fan (range and altitude as a fun tion of time)
of andidate inter eptors generated with the simulation models. Ea h is plotted on the
same display with an opposing threat traje tory positioned at any stando range desired.
(The stando range is the distan e between the threat missile laun h point and the basing
lo ation of the inter eptor. In the planar ase it is simply IGR + TGR.) By adjusting
this stand-o range, we an evaluate the ability of any andidate inter eptor to inter ept a
threat at any spe i time on the threat traje tory by omparing the 5-se ond time ti ks
on the threat traje tory with the time ontours of the inter eptor yout, allowing for the
delay in inter eptor laun h from threat laun h.
In Fig. 4.9, the traje tories of the target missile start from their laun h point at the
right-hand side of the gure and urve upward to the left. The ICBM laun h point is at an
arbitrarily hosen inter eptor stando distan e of 1,000 km. The inter eptor is red from
the origin. \Fans" of possible yout traje tories for the inter eptor are shown rising from
the lower left-hand orners of the gure. The ar s that traverse the inter eptor traje tories
are ontours of onstant elapsed time from the moment the inter eptor is red.
In the parti ular example shown in Fig. 4.9, top, a 6.5-km/s inter eptor (I-4) is laun hed
against a 240-se ond, liquid-propellant ICBM model L from a stando distan e of 1000 km.
The inter eptor is red 65 s after the missile is laun hed, onsistent with the zero-de isiontime ase for liquid-propellant ICBM L, as des ribed in the previous se tion. The yout fan
is shown having 10-se ond ontours. Figure 4.9 an be used to determine graphi ally the
earliest inter ept that is possible by mat hing target missile time ti ks to inter eptor time
ontours for the desired rea h to the inter ept point, a ounting for the time delay from
target missile laun h to inter eptor laun h.
This pro ess an be demonstrated by al ulating the earliest inter ept point for the set
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Figure 4.9. Engagement diagrams for planar engagements, 1000-km stando distan e. Top:
liquid-propellant ICBM model L engaged by the 6.5 km/s inter eptor I-4 red 65 s after
missile laun h. The ICBMs are laun hed from 1000 km, and the inter eptors are red from
0 km. A series of possible inter eptor traje tories is shown. The ti k marks on the ICBM
traje tory are at 5-se ond intervals. The earliest possible inter ept point is en ir led. The
urves show the inter eptor positions at the times indi ated, measured from the time the
inter eptor is red. The shaded regions along ea h traje tory orrespond to \safe" zones
depi ted for the North Korean laun hes shown in Fig. 4.5 Bottom: solid-propellant ICBM
models S1 and S2 engaged by the 10-km/s inter eptor I-5 red 45 s after missile laun h.
of parameters in the gure. This point is where the time ontour of the inter eptor plus
the ring delay time rosses the equivalent time ti k on the ICBM traje tory. In Fig. 4.9
(top), they are roughly equivalent 210 s into the ICBM's powered ight and 145 s after
inter eptor laun h (210 s minus the 65-s ring delay). The earliest inter ept point for ea h
ICBM traje tory is en ir led and o urs about 30 s before the propellant of the ICBM's
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se ond stage would be depleted. A ording to the gure, the earliest inter ept would be
at an inter eptor ground range (IGR) of about 620 km. The orresponding target ground
range at inter ept would be about 380 km.
If inter epting the ICBM 30 s before burnout is not soon enough to prevent debris and
warheads from striking the defended area, the inter eptor must be lo ated loser to the
ICBM laun h point. Graphi ally, the ICBM laun h point would be moved to the left until
the equivalent time ontours and ti ks orrespond to the inter ept time required to prote t
the defended area. Conversely, the inter eptor ould be moved farther away (the ICBM
laun h point slid to the right in the gure) if the inter ept ould o ur later and still drop
the missile debris short of the defended area.
In short, Fig. 4.9 graphi ally solves the two omplex sets of simultaneous equations for
the inter ept time for a planar engagement. Using this basi approa h, a straightforward
method for determining the e e t of hanging the time between target missile laun h and
inter eptor laun h will be shown in Chapter 5. Su h a hange ould re e t either an earlier
or later dete tion of the target missile, or a longer de ision time. Moreover, by sliding the
inter eptor yout fan to greater or lesser distan e, approximate inter eptor ground range
required to inter ept this target missile at an earlier or later time an be determined. Note
that Fig. 4.9 shows the ICBM traje tory to burnout. In most ases, however, a missile
would have to be inter epted before burnout to assure that debris from the ollision does
not strike the United States. With a suitable map or globe, the ountry and lo ation from
whi h an ICBM is laun hed, the missile's azimuth, and traje tory pro le and the area to
be defended, one an determine when inter ept must o ur to prote t a defended area, and
from this one an determine both the TGR and the IGR. By examining the traje tory in
detail, one an also determine what inter ept times should be avoided to prevent a disabled
missile from striking other territory. (These times an be found graphi ally from the shaded
zones in Fig. 4.5).
In general, and inter eptor traje tory will not lie in the same plane as the missile traje tory, so that the o-planar geometry is a spe ial ase. However, from an analysis of
o-planar engagements, it is a straightforward matter to analyze non-planar engagements.
Knowing the required ground ranges, we an use the planar engagement simulation to
determine what size inter eptor an meet the requirement for andidate defense-basing loations at sea, ashore, or in the air. While inter eptor rea h is two-dimensional in range and
altitude, it is onvenient to use IGR and TGR as key engagement measures of inter eptor
rea h and threat position, as illustrated in Fig. 4.8, be ause ground range an be dire tly
related to basing areas onstrained by a tual geography in any s enario. A look at any
of the inter eptor youts shows that at the altitudes where boost-phase inter epts o ur,
the inter eptor yout time ontours hange very little with altitude, making IGR a valid
measure of rea h.

4.6 Non-planar Engagements and Inter eptor Basing Areas
Up to this point we have onsidered only planar engagements; that is, engagements in whi h
the planes of the target missile and inter eptor traje tories oin ide. In most ases, however,
the traje tories of the target missile and inter eptor will lie in di erent planes.
Fortunately, the planar ase an be easily generalized to the non-planar ase be ause
the IGRs are the same, de ned only by the hara teristi s of the inter eptor and the time
available to inter ept the missile and independent of the relationship between the traje tory
planes of the inter eptor and the target. In other words, the inter eptor ould be rotated
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Figure 4.10. Geometry of a non-planar engagement. The stando distan e has its maximum value
Dmax when the traje tories are in the same plane. The ir le entered on P and passing through F
de nes the inter eptor basing area.

around the inter ept point and still rea h the missile at the same time, as long as it remains
within the IGR of the ground inter ept point. Figure 4.10 shows this basi geometry of su h
a non-planar engagement. This onstru tion shows that an inter eptor based anywhere on
or within the ir le entered on the ground inter ept point, whose radius is the inter eptor
ground range, an inter ept the missile within the required time. This area is alled the
inter eptor basing area. Figure 4.11 shows this same geometry proje ted onto Earth. Both
the threat missile TGR and the IGR depend on the time within whi h the missile must be
inter epted to prevent it from striking the United States. This time depends on the missile
type and its intended target. The non-planar model developed here is used extensively in
Chapter 5.
Figures 4.10 and 4.11 illustrate the ase for whi h the IGR is greater than the TGR,
sin e inter eptors are generally faster than ICBMs in early ight. The reverse ould o ur
if there were a signi ant delay in the inter eptor laun h or if the inter eptor were slow. In
su h ases, the missile laun h point would lie outside of the inter eptor basing area.
The situation des ribed here is highly idealized. In reality, un ertainties in the missile
type and traje tory, normal variations in missile performan e, the possible need to defend

IGR
P
TGR
M

Figure 4.11. Proje tion of the traje tories of the non-planar engagement shown in Fig. 4.10 onto
the Earth's surfa e. The target missile is laun hed from M, TGR is the target missile ground range,
and IGR is the inter eptor ground range. The permitted inter eptor basing area for this engagement
is the shaded area entered on the ground inter ept point P.
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Figure 4.12. Coverage provided by a single spa e-based inter eptor. The height of the inter ept is
determined by the altitude at whi h the inter eptor is based and the distan e it an y out in the
time that is available to inter ept the target.

targets on several azimuths from a single inter eptor base, and other fa tors all serve to
redu e the area available for e e tive inter eptor basing. These issues are addressed in
Chapter 5.

4.7 Spa e-Based Engagement of ICBMs
Spa e-based hit-to-kill inter eptors share many of the same te hni al issues as terrestrial
engagements. However, while the basing of land-, sea-, and air-based inter eptors is determined by the geography near the threat ICBM laun h points, spa e-based inter eptors
(SBIs) are free of this onstraint. Instead, spa e basing is governed by orbital me hani s
and the mass of the onstellation of inter eptors that must be pla ed in orbit. Spa e-based
inter eptors are still subje t to two onstraints that depend upon the geography|the last
time to inter ept a missile before it an rea h the United States and the time window for a
safe impa t of the missile's munitions with respe t to other ountries. The number of SBIs
and the rea h of ea h SBI in the time available determine the overage over the latitudes
of interest. A large number of SBI satellites would be needed to ensure that at least one
satellite would always be lose enough to every potential boost-phase ICBM traje tory to
inter ept ICBMs during the 100 or so se onds available.
We approa hed the SBI engagement analysis by reating a \baseline" system that ould
inter ept a single, solid-propellant ICBM 5 s before burnout with zero de ision time. Like
terrestrial-based inter eptors, the overage of an SBI is determined by the distan e it an
y from the time t0 when it is red to the time when it must inter ept the target missile.
The hange in the distan e of a spa e-based inter eptor from the enter of Earth during
an engagement is generally very small ompared to the radius of its orbit. In this limit,
the position at time tn of an SBI red at an earlier time t0 is displa ed from the position
it would have o upied had it not been red by the distan e r yout it has own in the time
interval tn t0. Consequently, the volume it ould over at tn is approximately a sphere
entered on the position it would have o upied at tn, with its radius equal to r yout . This
is illustrated in Fig. 4.12. Assuming that the altitude of the satellite's orbit is horbit and
that the inter ept o urs at altitude hinter ept , a given SBI ould inter ept a ro ket that
rises through this altitude anywhere within the ir ular area of radius
q
a = r2yout (horbit hinter ept )2
(4.1)
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shown in Fig. 4.12.
The yout distan e depends on the a eleration pro le and the terminal velo ity of the
inter eptor. Both are important for yout times in the range 100 s to 150 s, whi h are
typi al for this appli ation, and both are key fa tors in the size of the SBI. In addition, the
inter eptor would need to use some of its range in diving down from its parking altitude to
the inter ept altitude, and this requirement must be onsidered in overage al ulations. In
any ase, the range would be measured in hundreds rather than thousands of kilometers,
so a large number of inter eptors would be needed.
For a given performan e, SBIs an be smaller than their terrestrial-based relatives beause they are already at high altitude and are not subje t to aerodynami drag or gravity
drop as they y out to their targets. The penalty for over oming drag and gravity has
already been paid by the ro ket that put them in orbit. Furthermore, the ro ket nozzle on
the inter eptor an be tuned for a single external pressure (i.e., zero), and no aerodynami
stru ture, su h as a shroud, is needed. On the other hand, a SBI would need life-support
(i.e., system support) and station-keeping systems during its multiyear lifetime on orbit
that terrestrial-based inter eptors do not. These issues are dis ussed in Chapter6.
On e the inter eptor has been boosted toward the intended target missile, the kill vehi le
requirements are virtually the same for SBIs and terrestrial-based inter eptors, and the same
kill-vehi le sizing methodology is used.

4.8 Summary
The time at whi h a given threat missile must be inter epted to prevent it from hitting
the United States an be found by al ulating how its range varies with inter ept time.
Given this inter ept time plus an estimate of the time required to on rm the missile's
laun h, the remaining time available for an inter ept an be determined. The area where
an inter eptor would have to be based to inter ept an ICBM is de ned by the inter eptor
ground range, whi h is the distan e over the ground that an inter eptor an travel in the
available time. The analyti al methods derived here provide the essential tools needed to
analyze engagements in geographi s enarios of interest, whi h is the subje t of Chapter 5.
The unique aspe ts of spa e-based engagement issues and the methods used to examine
them summarized here are dis ussed in depth in Chapter 6.
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Defending the United States Using Surfa e-Based
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This hapter analyzes the feasibility of preventing munitions laun hed by atta king missiles
from landing on U.S. territory by inter epting the missiles during their boost phase using
terrestrial (land-, sea-, or air-based) inter eptors. In a ordan e with the stated poli y of
the urrent U.S. administration, we take as our baseline goal the defense of all 50 states.1
We also onsider the e e ts on inter eptor performan e and basing requirements if only
the ontiguous 48 states or, alternatively, only a few major U.S. ities were defended. The
defense of Hawaii is treated as a spe ial ase. Finally, we dis uss the problem of managing
inter epts so that munitions do not fall on populated areas short of the target.
We investigate the inter eptor performan e and basing that would be needed to defend
the United States against ICBMs laun hed from North Korea, Iraq, and Iran. The U.S.
intelligen e ommunity has judged these ountries to be of on ern and to be apable of
developing or a quiring ICBMs within the next 10 to 15 years (see Chapter 3). These
three ountries also have dimensions and geographies that illustrate the range of problems
a boost-phase defense system might have to over ome.
Toward the end of this hapter, we dis uss brie y boost-phase defense of the United
States against short- or medium-range ballisti missiles laun hed from ships or other seabased platforms positioned o U.S. oasts. It is the judgment of the U.S. intelligen e
ommunity that some ountries of on ern are likely to develop and deploy su h systems
before 2015 (see Chapter 3). Spe i ally, we examine the boost-phase inter ept apability
of the existing Aegis air-defense system in this role.
The following material underlies the dis ussion in this hapter: the threat missiles and
the rationales for their hoi e that are des ribed in Chapter 15, the speeds and yout
properties of the inter eptors that are des ribed in Chapter 16, and the times for dete ting
a ro ket laun h and generating a ring solution that are des ribed in Se tion 10.1.
Also underlying this dis ussion is the assumption that if the inter eptor an rea h the
threat missile, it an destroy the missile. The analysis that supports this assumption forms
Part B of the Report. Its impa t on this hapter is indire t: given the assumed inter eptor
yout pro le and tra king apability, the mass of the kill vehi le is established (Chapter 14),
and the kill-vehi le mass then determines the total mass of the inter eptor. The inter eptor
masses listed in Chapter 16 were determined by this pro edure. However, inter eptor masses
are not of primary importan e in this hapter, only their yout properties.
\Our missile defense must be designed to prote t all 50 states|and our friends and allies and deployed
for es overseas|from missile atta ks by rogue nations, or a idental laun hes", G. W. Bush, spee h at
the National Press Club, Washington, D.C., May 23, 2000; see also President G. W. Bush's spee h at the
National Defense University, Washington, D.C., May 1, 2001.
1
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Table 5.1. Model ICBMs Considereda
Model tb (s) Vbo (km/s) Payload (kg)
L
240
7.2
2545
S1
170
7.2
918
S2
170
7.2
1040
a All

these models have nominal ranges of 12,000 km. For
further details, see Chapter 15. We also dis uss, but do not
onsider in detail, a liquid-propellant missile with a 300 s
boost phase (ICBM L2) and a fast-burn solid-propellant
missile with a 130-se ond boost phase (ICBM S3). The
duration of the boost phase is tb, and Vbo is the burnout
velo ity

5.1 Key Assumptions for the Basing Analysis
This se tion dis usses various key assumptions whi h are part of the analysis. The e e t of
relaxing these assumptions is dis ussed in Se tion 5.9.
5.1.1 ICBM models, basing, and ight

Sin e the three states onsidered in this study do not urrently have inter ontinental ballisti missiles, our analysis fo used on the three illustrative ICBM models
developed in Chapter 15: liquid-propellant model L, whi h has a total boost time of 240 s,
and solid-propellant models S1 and S2, both of whi h have total boost times of 170 s (see
Table 5.1).2 All three have nominal non-rotating-Earth maximum ranges of 12,000 km.
Their di eren es illustrate the di erent performan e hara teristi s that are possible even
for ICBMs having identi al maximum ranges.
We onsider only brie y liquid-propellant ICBMs with the very long burn times (300 s
or more) used in some previous studies. Obviously an additional 60 s of burn time would
allow a mu h more optimisti view of boost-phase inter ept. We note, however, that all
the ICBMs that have been developed during the past three de ades, in luding the rst
liquid-propellant ICBM developed by China more than 30 years ago, have had boost phases
signi antly shorter than 300 s (see Chapter 3). At the other extreme, we dis uss only
brie y defense against \fast-burn" solid-propellant ICBMs, su h as model S3, whi h has a
130-se ond boost phase. No terrestrial-based inter eptor ro kets ould rea h su h an ICBM,
even if it were laun hed from a very small ountry, whi h would allow loser basing of the
inter eptors to the laun h point.
ICBM models

To redu e the number of ases analyzed, we fo us on the laun h sites
in ea h ountry that would be most advantageous for an atta ker, but without onsidering
ease of a ess or the lo al topography. We generally pla e laun h sites at least 100 km inside
a ountry's border, to make them less vulnerable to preemptive atta k. The ex eption is
North Korea, where we onsider a laun h site loser to its border with China, be ause of
ICBM laun h sites

2

The reasons for our fo us on these three models are explained in more detail in Chs. 2 and 15.
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China's histori al support of North Korea's missile program and the advantage su h a site
would have for evading inter ept by a boost-phase defense system.
We assume that inter eptor bases and air raft must be at
least 100 km from the borders of potentially hostile ountries, or, in the ase of sea-based
inter eptors, at least 100 km from the oasts of potentially hostile ountries, so that ships
are beyond the horizons of land-based radars and have adequate room for maneuvering.
Basing inter eptor batteries at a single site or at multiple sites are both onsidered.
Lo ation of inter eptor bases

ICBMs laun hed from a given site in North Korea or the Middle East
ould atta k a variety of targets in the United States. Missiles ying to di erent targets
would y outward from their laun h site along di erent azimuths, as illustrated by Figure 5.1
for missiles laun hed from North Korea and Iraq or Iran. The ground tra ks shown are great
ir les from the laun h sites to the targets and negle t the e e t of the Earth's rotation
on the missile's ight path.3 Table 5.2 lists the great- ir le distan es from laun h sites in
North Korea, Iraq, and Iran to various ities in the United States and the azimuths of these
great ir les at the laun h sites. The spread of possible initial azimuths is about 40 degrees
for ICBMs ying from any of these ountries to targets in the 48 ontiguous states.
It is important to re all that all of these ICBMs an easily hange their azimuths during
late boost (after inter eptor booster burn-out) by 10 degrees with little degradation in
range. Thus, a North Korean missile initially on an azimuth to Los Angeles ould easily
divert to Seattle, or from Dallas to Seattle.
The traje tory4 that an ICBM would follow from a given laun h site to a spe i target depends on the missile's type and performan e hara teristi s. In parti ular, solidpropellant ICBMs typi ally a elerate mu h faster and burn out mu h sooner than liquidpropellant ICBMs, even if their maximum ranges are the same (see Chapter 15). For
example, the boost phase of the solid-propellant ICBM model S2 is 70 s shorter than the
boost phase of the liquid-propellant ICBM model L. Moreover, when both are ying their
maximum-range traje tories, ICBM S2 burns out 100 km loser to the laun h site but 50 km
higher than ICBM L. Their traje tories are so di erent that a boost-phase defense might
have to re two or more inter eptors at ea h potentially threatening ro ket, unless the defense knows in advan e or an determine within a few se onds after the ro ket has been
dete ted whether it is powered by a liquid- or a solid-propellant motor. Even two ICBMs
with the same type of propulsion and the same maximum range an have signi antly di erent ight pro les. As an example, solid-propellant ICBM model S1 burns out 50 km further
downrange than model S2, when both are ying their maximum-range traje tories. Consequently, in analyzing inter eptor basing areas, laun h engagement areas, and the feasibility
ICBM traje tories

The most important e e ts of the Earth's rotation on a missile's ight are the eastward velo ity at laun h
ontributed by the motion of the laun h site and the motion of the target relative to the point from whi h
the missile was laun hed during the missile's ight. We have in luded the Earth's rotation when omputing
the initial azimuths of traje tories from North Korea to targets in North Ameri a and from Iraq and Iran
to Hawaii, be ause Earth's rotation has a signi ant impa t on the feasibility of boost-phase inter ept of
ICBMs ying these traje tories. We have negle ted Earth's rotation when omputing other traje tories,
be ause the rotation does not have a signi ant impa t on the feasibility of boost-phase inter ept in those
ases.
The term \traje tory" is sometimes used to denote the path followed by a missile. Here we use it to
denote the path of the missile as a fun tion of time. Time is important, be ause missiles may follow similar
paths but arrive at the same position at di erent times after they have been laun hed. The time dimension
is riti al for inter epting them.
3

4
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Figure 5.1. Great ir les from North Korea (top) and Iraq or Iran (bottom) to Boston,
Washington, D.C., Dallas, San Fran is o, Fairbanks, and Honolulu.
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Table 5.2. Great-Cir le Ranges and Azimuths to Various U.S. Citiesa
From North Korea
From Iraq
From Iran
Range Azimuth Range Azimuth Range Azimuth
City
(km)
(deg)
(km)
(deg)
(km)
(deg)
Portland, Maine
10,500
11
9,000
319 10,000
324
Boston
10,700
13
9,400
319 10,200
324
Washington, D.C. 10,900
18 10,300
319 10,800
325
Dallas
10,800
36 12,000
328 12,300
336
Fairbanks, Alaska
5,900
32
9,300
6
9,000
10
Seattle
8,000
42 11,000
345 11,300
360
San Fran is o
8,900
49 12,100
351 12,300
360
Los Angeles
9,400
51 12,400
340 12,900
355
Honolulu
7,300
82 13,700
27 13,050
36
Spread of azimuthsb
 40
 40
 40

a Ranges

are approximate great- ir le distan es from the ountry listed to the U.S. ity. Azimuths
are relative to lo al north at the laun h site. The pre ise distan es and azimuths would depend on
the
assumed lo ation of the laun h site.
b Not in luding Alaska or Hawaii.

of inter ept, we onsider both ICBM models S1 and S2, as well as model L.
We assume for this part of the analysis that all ICBM
models would atta k targets loser than their maximum range by one or a ombination of
three alternatives: (A) by shutting down the nal stage early; (B) by traje tory-shaping,
su h as dog legs or lofting; and (C) by eje ting the payload on the y during boost. In
later hapters where the kill-vehi le requirements are dis ussed, we also onsider that solidpropellant missiles ould also redu e range by exe uting energy-management maneuvers. In
the latter ase, the nal stage would ontinue burning until burnout (i.e., for 170 s).
Threat missile range ontrol

5.1.2 Inter eptor models, ring, and ight

For this analysis we employed the model inter eptors onstru ted in
Chapter 16, fo using on the three inter eptors listed in Table 5.3. Inter eptor I-2 is small
enough to be red either from the existing Verti al Laun h System of Aegis- lass ships or
from a large air raft, but it has a relatively low burnout velo ity. Inter eptor I-4 has a
higher burnout velo ity, but it is also mu h larger and heavier. Comparable in size to the
Spartan inter eptor deployed in North Dakota in the early- to mid-1970s, it is too large to be
red from an air raft but ould be red from a ship. Inter eptor I-5 has a high a eleration
and a very high burnout velo ity, but it is larger and heavier than most ICBMs (its laun h
weight is more than twi e that of the U.S. Minuteman III, and it is 25 per ent longer). It is
too large to be laun hed from an air raft or existing ships. We did not analyze the basing
options for an 8-km/s inter eptor. Su h an inter eptor would be more manageable than
the 10-km/s inter eptor, though still massive. In situations where the 10-km/s inter eptor
Inter eptor models
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Table 5.3. Inter eptors Considereda
Vbo Burn time Mass
(km/s) (se onds) (kg)
I-2 5
47
2,300
I-4 6.5
40
16,900
I-5 10
45
65,600
a For further

details, see Chapter 16.

would provide more than adequate battlespa e,5 using a smaller inter eptor ould naturally
be onsidered.
For simpli ity, we analyze one-on-one engagements: a single potentially threatening
ro ket by a single inter eptor.
In this hapter we assume that if an inter eptor is able to rea h the target missile, its
kill vehi le will home on and disable or destroy the missile. The kill-vehi le performan e
that would be needed is onsidered in Chapters 11 to 14.
In analyzing the e e tive range of an inter eptor when red against a spe i ICBM, we
assume the defense has knowledge of the traje tory that will be own by the ICBM. This
sidesteps the problems involved in tra king, homing on, and hitting the target booster.
The sensor and kill-vehi le performan e needed to arry out these tasks is analyzed in
Chapters 10 and 12 and in Appendix C. This assumption is valid as long as suÆ iently
frequent and pre ise data on the position of the target are available to the inter eptor during
its yout and as long as the kill vehi le is sized to handle the large un ertainty remaining
after inter eptor boost.
5.1.3 Margins for un ertainties

In reality, the United States annot know in advan e the intended target of ea h missile or
the pre ise traje tory ea h has been programmed to y. It also may not know the pre ise
laun her lo ations.
These un ertainties, together with tra king un ertainties, the variability of boost traje tories, and maneuvers during ight make it more diÆ ult for the defense to predi t the
inter ept point for a parti ular missile. Therefore, when estimating the basing requirement,
the defense must in lude a margin of safety large enough to ensure that its inter eptors an
get to the atta king missile at the desired time, despite these un ertainties. The un ertainties also make it more diÆ ult for inter eptors to home on and hit atta king missiles; this
problem is analyzed in Chapter 12 and Appendix C.
The defense is able to predi t only roughly where and when inter ept might
be a hieved at the time it must laun h an inter eptor. Therefore, the inter eptor must be
apable of re eiving ontinued tra king data while it is in its own boost phase. It must
also be apable of altering its traje tory during yout as additional information about the
behavior of the target be omes available. The boost burntime for our andidate inter eptors
Firing solution

As used here, battlespa e is the volume in spa e and time within whi h a defense system an engage the
target su essfully.
5
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is optimized at 40 to 45 s after the inter eptor is ommitted. After inter eptor booster burn
out, the kill vehi le must be apable of over oming the remaining un ertainties.
We refer to the time interval between the moment an a eptable ring
solution is rst obtained and the moment an inter eptor is red as the de ision time. At
best, the de ision time ould be essentially zero, with the system ring an inter eptor the
moment a ring solution is available. However, more time is likely to be required, given the
omplexity of a boost-phase inter ept system and the onsequen es of ring an inter eptor.
If the de ision time is in reased, the yout time available for the inter eptor is de reased,
with a orresponding de rease in the rea h of a given inter eptor and the size of the area
where inter eptors ould be based. On the other hand, waiting another 30 s, for example,
before ommitting the inter eptor would allow observing a staging event from most solidpropellant ICBMs. This delay in turn ould help in typing the missile and potentially
avoiding having to re two inter eptors to bra ket the large di eren es between liquid- and
solid-propellant threats. Therefore, in our geographi analysis, we present two ases|a
de ision time of zero and a de ision time of 30 s|to show the sensitivity of the engagement
to this parameter.
De ision time

Any robust defense system seeks to have suÆ ient time margin or
battlespa e to permit repla ement in ase of an inter eptor laun h failure, provide additional
de ision time, or even a se ond-shot opportunity. We refer to the time interval between
the moment an a eptable ring solution has rst been obtained and the last moment an
inter eptor an be red and still a hieve inter ept soon enough to prote t the defended area
as the available de ision time. We use the available de ision time as a gure of merit for
boost-phase inter ept systems intended to defend against ICBMs laun hed from the three
ountries of on ern, estimating it for the liquid- and solid-propellant ICBM models and
the three inter eptor models we onsider.

Available de ision time

5.2 Analysis of Options for Basing Inter eptors
As noted earlier, the missile must be inter epted before it has a hieved the velo ity needed
to arry its munitions to the defended area. Here we show how to apply the methodology
developed in Chapter 4 to a tual geographi situations. We rst show how to determine the
last safe inter ept time for a given ICBM traje tory and then use this time to determine
the inter eptor ground range|the maximum distan e an inter eptor an travel to rea h
the missile in time for a su essful engagement. We then show how the results for a single
traje tory an be ombined to determine the basing area to over a range of laun h sites,
targets, and traje tories.
5.2.1 Determining the latest time to inter ept safely

The a eleration of an ICBM's nal stage in reases as it approa hes burnout, ausing the
payload impa t range to lengthen rapidly but idiosyn rati ally for the di erent models of
ICBM. This phenomenon is illustrated by Figure 5.2, whi h shows the payload impa t range
for the three model ICBMs as a fun tion of the time before burnout at whi h the thrust is
terminated. In this plot, the liquid-propellant ICBM model L is on the boost segment of its
maximum-range traje tory, while the solid-propellant ICBM models S1 and S2 are either
on the boost segments of their maximum-range traje tories or on lofted traje tories having
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Figure 5.2. Payload range of the missiles modeled in this study as a fun tion of the number of
se onds before burnout that their thrust is terminated. The full burn range is 12,000 km. The full
burn range for lofted traje tories is 11,000 km (shown for the solid-propellant missiles). Full burn
for ICBM L is 240 s; full burn for ICBMs S1 and S2 is 170 s.

Table 5.4. Range and Velo ity for Early Thrust Terminationa

ICBM S1, Solid

ICBM S2, Solid

ICBM L, Liquid

t Range
Vf
Vd
Range
Vf
Vd
Range
Vf
Vd
(s) (km) (km/s) (km/s)
(km) (km/s) (km/s)
(km) (km/s) (km/s)
0 12,000 7.20
0 12,000 7.20
0 12,000 7.25
0
5 9,980 6.98 0.22
8,780 6.72 0.48
7,740 6.71 0.54
10 8,450 6.73 0.47
6,800 6.31 0.89
6,982 6.26 0.99
15 7,310 6.51 0.59
5,400 5.94 1.26
4,500 5.87 1.38
20 6,430 6.30 0.90
4,580 5.62 1.58
3,730 5.53 1.72
25 5,730 6.12 1.08
3,900 5.32 1.88
30 5,160 5.94 1.26
40 4,290 5.63 1.67
a t is the time before normal burnout, when the thrust of the nal stage is terminated by
shutting down its ro ket motor (ICBM L), blowing thrust-termination ports (ICBMs S1 and S2),
or ollision with a kill vehi le. The ICBMs are assumed to be ying their maximum-range
traje tories. ICBMs S1 and S2 would normally burn out after 170 s, whereas ICBM L would
normally burn out after 240 s. Vf is the velo ity of the nal stage at thrust termination; Vd 
Vbo Vf is the velo ity de rement relative to the normal burnout velo ity Vbo aused by early
thrust termination.
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a normal impa t range of 11,000 km. Table 5.4 lists the payload ranges for the ICBMs as
a fun tion of the time before burnout t, at whi h the thrust is terminated. Also listed
are the velo ity Vf when the thrust is terminated and the velo ity de rement Vd relative to
the normal burnout velo ity Vbo of the nal stage. This velo ity de rement is potentially
available for exe uting a dog-leg or other maneuver, as des ribed in Se tion 9.1.4. Note that
the last 10 s of nal-stage burn in rease the impa t range of the payloads of ICBMs L, S1,
and S2 by 6,000 km, 3,500 km and 5,000 km, respe tively.
Using results presented in Figure 5.2 and Table 5.4, we omputed the impa t range
ontours orresponding to inter epts at 5-se ond intervals for ea h model ICBM. These
ontours are shown for ICBMs red from North Korea toward the United States in Figure 5.3
and later in the hapter for missiles laun hed from Iran and Iraq.
5.2.2 Determining required inter eptor performan e

Figure 5.4 shows that the maximum feasible stando distan e D between the inter eptor
base and the missile laun h site is greatest for the planar ase. The feasible inter eptor
basing area for a parti ular target missile, target-missile traje tory, and inter eptor under
onsideration is the shaded ir ular area entered on the ground proje tion P of the inter ept
point IP; its radius is equal to the inter eptor ground range for the engagement.
It is helpful to plot inter eptor ground range (IGR) and threat or target ground range
(TGR) vs. time after target laun h as shown in Figure 5.5. The 1000-km stando range
used in this example is a nominal value that happens to be about the right value to get
the desired IGR for solid-propellant missile laun hes from North Korea to the U.S. East
Coast, where a minimum IGR of about 550 km is needed. The plot an be adjusted for any
s enario or andidate inter eptor-threat ombination to get the IGR desired for the sele ted
inter ept time along the threat traje tory. In this display, it is easier to see the onsequen es
of hanging the de ision time or inter eptor yout hara teristi s. By shifting the threat
urve to the left, the maximum possible inter eptor ground range an be estimated if the
inter ept is onstrained to o ur at any earlier time.
These plots an be used to determine whi h inter eptor an be used in various situations.
For example, onsider the engagement of the liquid-propellant ICBM model L by the 10km/s inter eptor shown in the top panel of Figure 5.5. The dark solid ontinuous urve
rising from the right at a ground range of 1,000 km is the ICBM time history, (1,000 kmTGR). The light dotted urve rising from the left is the IGR time history of the 10-km/s
inter eptor when red with zero de ision time. It interse ts the ICBM traje tory at 171 s,
when the inter eptor's ground range is 775 km. For this engagement, the target missile's
ground range at the inter ept point is (1; 000 775) km, or 225 km.
Now suppose the defense requires 30 s after a ring solution is rst obtained to de ide
to re at the missile. We an make a good estimate of the inter ept point for a 30-se ond
de ision time by shifting the inter eptor urves for zero de ision time (the light dotted urve
in the top panel of Fig. 5.5) upward by 30 s. The result for the 10-km/se inter eptor is
the dark dotted urve rising from the left, whi h begins at 95 s and interse ts the ICBM
traje tory at 196 s, when the inter eptor's ground range is 690 km. The target missile's
ground range at the inter ept point is 310 km.
Inter ept times and inter eptor and target missile ground ranges an be estimated for
other ring times in the same way. As another example, note that the 6.5-km/s inter eptor
would inter ept the liquid-propellant ICBM model at a ground range of about 550 km, at
225 s, or 130 s [(225 30) s de ision time 65 s ring-solution time℄ after the inter eptor was
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Figure 5.3. Ground tra ks of illustrative traje tories of the liquid-propellant ICBM model L (top)
and the solid-propellant ICBM models S1 (middle) and S2 (bottom) from North Korea to four ities
in North Ameri a. These traje tories were omputed negle ting Earth's rotation, the mid-se tion of
the a tual traje tories would be shifted somewhat farther north. The ontours that ross the ground
tra ks show where the munitions of the missiles would fall if their nal stages burned normally until
the time in se onds after laun h that their thrust was terminated, as indi ated by the numbers. For
omparison, the full burn times of the liquid- and solid-propellant ICBMs would be 240 and 170 s,
respe tively.
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Figure 5.4. Planar missile and inter eptor traje tories and the feasible inter eptor basing area for
an idealized boost-phase engagement.

red. This inter ept would o ur 15 s before the missile's nal stage burnout. However,
with this de ision time, the 6.5-km/s inter eptor would be unable to rea h either of the
solid-propellant ICBM models before their nal stages burned out (see the bottom panel
of Fig. 5.5), making it unable to defend the United States. If red with zero de ision time,
the 6.5-km/s inter eptor ould inter ept ICBM S1 at a ground range of about 550 km a few
se onds before burnout but would be unable to rea h ICBM S2 before burnout and ould
not rea h ICBM S1 if it were on a slightly lofted traje tory.
To inter ept a solid-propellant ICBM and allow 30 s of de ision time, the 6.5-km/s
inter eptor would have to be based loser to the threat traje tory plane and red on a
di erent traje tory.
5.2.3 Determining inter eptor basing areas

For ea h geographi al situation onsidered in this hapter, we determined the last safe
inter ept time for a given ICBM, traje tory, and defended area. We then omputed the
orresponding IGR and TGR for an inter ept at that time with an algorithm equivalent to
the graphi al method des ribed above. These results were then used to determine feasible
basing areas by the method we now des ribe.
The inter eptor basing area is the area within whi h inter eptors of a parti ular type an
be laun hed to inter ept in the required time an ICBM ying out on a spe i traje tory.
This ir ular area has a radius equal to the inter eptor's ground range at the inter ept point
and entered on the point on the ground dire tly beneath the inter ept point, shown as the
ir ular shaded area in Figures 5.4 and 5.6-a.
Defending against missiles on
either of two azimuths by inter eptors at a single lo ation results in the almond-shaped area
shown in Figure 5.6-b.6 If lo ating inter eptors within that area is pre luded by geographi
or operational onsiderations, that range of azimuths an be overed only by inter eptors
lo ated in two di erent pla es, one anywhere in the left-hand ir le in Figure 5.6-b, and the
other anywhere in the right-hand ir le. Su h positioning is possible in some geographi
lo ations, but not others.
Defending against missiles laun hed on di erent azimuths

The shaded area is symmetri in the gure be ause the IGRs for traje tories on the two azimuths are
assumed to be identi al. However, this would not generally be the ase. If additional azimuths between the
two extremes are to be defended, the bottom of the almond would be rounded o or possibly indented.
6
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Figure 5.5. Plots of ground range vs. time for the liquid-propellant ICBM model with andidate
inter eptors (top panel) and the two solid-propellant ICBM models with the same inter eptors
(bottom panel), at a representative stando distan e of 1000 km. Light urves: zero de ision time;
dark urves: 30-se ond de ision time. The results an be generalized to other stando distan es and
inter ept times.
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Figure 5.6. a) Ideal inter eptor basing geometry; b) area for defending against missiles laun hed on
two azimuths with a single inter eptor base; ) redu tion in area due to un ertainty r in lo ation of
missile base; d) redu tion in area due to normal un ertainties in missile youts and possible tra king
un ertainty.

The a tual inter eptor basing areas would be
smaller than those we show in this hapter for zero de ision time, whi h assume knowledge
of the ICBM traje tories. As noted earlier, the defense may not know the lo ations of all
ICBM laun h sites or the performan e hara teristi s of the ICBMs that ould be laun hed
from ea h site, and almost ertainly would not know the intended target of ea h missile or
the exa t traje tory it had been programmed to y. To ensure that its boost-phase defense
system would be e e tive, the defender would have to ompensate for la k of knowledge
and un ertainty by pla ing the system's inter eptors lose enough to all possible inter ept
points to be ertain that the system ould inter ept ICBMs of any plausible type laun hed
from any possible laun h site ying out on any possible threatening traje tory before their
munitions ould rea h the United States. Figure 5.6- and -d illustrate how the defense
would be a e ted by those un ertainties. If the laun h point is un ertain by distan e r,
the radius of the inter eptor basing area is also redu ed by r (Fig. 5.6- ). In addition to
target laun her lo ation, un ertainties in the inter ept point aused by normal variations
in missile youts and possible tra king un ertainty result in a total un ertainty of R. Thus
the radius of the inter eptor basing area must be redu ed by R (Fig. 5.6-d).
Redu tions to inter eptor basing areas

5.2.4 Determining the available de ision time

For ea h geographi s enario we onsidered, we rst determined the boundaries of the
feasible inter eptor basing area for zero de ision time and for a 30-s de ision time. In general,
the possible lo ations for inter eptor bases do not lie on either of these boundaries. If a
lo ation lay between the boundaries, then the available de ision time would be somewhere
between zero and 30 s. If the lo ation lay inside the 30-s boundary, the available de ision
time would be greater than 30 s. Using the basing area map for the geographi s enario
of interest, the available de ision time for ea h inter eptor basing lo ation of interest was
estimated from its position with respe t to the zero and 30-s de ision-time boundaries, using
linear interpolation. In doing this, we rounded the available de ision time to the nearest
5 s.
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Defending the entire United States We nd in Se tions 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6 following this
summary that defending the United States against liquid-propellant ICBMs laun hed from
ountries su h as North Korea, Iraq, and Iran to be te hni ally feasible. Defending against
the liquid-propellant missiles with more than 30 s of de ision time appears pra ti al against
laun hes from North Korea and Iraq although not from Iran. Furthermore, defending the
United States against solid-propellant ICBMs laun hed from Iran is unlikely to be pra ti al,
when all fa tors are onsidered. Even defense against solid-propellant ICBMs laun hed from
North Korea would require inter eptors having y-out velo ity in ex ess of 8 km/s. To
a hieve a de ision time of 30 s would require using 10-km/s inter eptors, whi h we judge to
be a limiting and perhaps impra ti al ase in a hievable speed and a eleration. All things
onsidered, we on lude that defending against typi al solid-propellant ICBMs with burn
times of 170{180 s is unlikely to be pra ti al.
The analysis of boost-phase engagement fundamentals in Chapter 4 shows that the
short duration of ICBM boost phases limits the maximum inter eptor stando distan e
(the distan e from the ICBM laun h site to the inter eptor base) to less than approximately 1,000 km, for typi al ICBMs and inter eptor speeds. Consequently, a boost-phase
inter ept defense system that employs terrestrial-based inter eptors generally would not be
e e tive against ICBMs laun hed from the interiors of ountries having dimensions greater
than 1,000 km. Unless violation of the adversary's sovereign airspa e by airplanes arrying inter eptors were to be ontemplated, airborne inter eptors also would not be e e tive
against missiles laun hed from su h ountries, whi h in lude Russia and China.7 A system
using terrestrial-based inter eptor ro kets would be most e e tive against missiles laun hed
from small ountries that border international waters or that have neighbors willing to host
inter eptors.
The available de ision times for inter epting missiles from North Korea, Iraq, and Iran to
defend all 50 states are summarized in Table 5.5, based on the results of analyses presented
in Se tions 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6. Whether an inter ept is feasible requires making a judgment
as to whether the de ision time is adequate.
Defense of only the 48 ontiguous states, or of
only the major ities, is not signi antly easier than defending the entire United States.
Defending only the 48 ontiguous states

Unless the warhead an be on dently destroyed in a boost phase inter ept,
whi h seems improbable, we know of no way to adequately ontrol where the warheads or
munitions of an inter epted threat missile would land, other than short of the defended
area.
Shortfall

The ability to destroy the warhead or munitions would not extend the time
in whi h the defense must a hieve an inter ept, though it would eliminate on erns about
live munitions falling to Earth.
Warhead kill

Theater ballisti missiles
red from ships at sea present a potential threat to the United States. A boost-phase

Defense against sea-laun hed medium-range ballisti missiles

In ontrast to terrestrial-based inter eptors, spa e-based inter eptors ould, in prin iple, provide global
overage. The advantages and disadvantages of spa e-based inter eptors are analyzed in Chapter 6.
7
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Table 5.5. Available De ision Times for Defending All 50 Statesa
ICBMb Inter eptor Time (s) Comments
N. Koread
Liquid I-2 (5-km/s)
0 For inter eptors in the Sea of Japan
"
I-4 (6.5-km/s)
40 "
"
"
50 For inter eptors near Vladivostok
"
I-5 (10-km/s)
>100 Inter eptors this fast are not required
Solid I-2 (5-km/s)
| Inter ept not possible
"
I-4 (6.5-km/s)
 0 For inter eptors in the Sea of Japan
"
I-5 (10-km/s)
30 For thrust termination or warhead deployment at 137 se
Iraqf
Liquid I-2 (5-km/s)
| Inter ept not possible
"
I-4 (6.5-km/s)
40 Provides some exibility in basing
"
I-5 (10-km/s)
100 Inter eptors this fast are not required
Solid I-2 (5-km/s)
| Inter ept not possible
"
I-4 (6.5-km/s)
| Inter ept not possible
"
I-5 (10-km/s)
30 For inter eptors in extreme southeastern Turkey
"
"
10 For inter eptors in the Persian Gulf
Irang
Liquid I-2 (5-km/s)
| Inter ept not possible
I-4 (6.5-km/s)
| Possible only from un onventional bases
I-5 (10-km/s)
15 For inter eptors in the Persian Gulf
Solid I-2 (5-km/s)
| Inter ept not possible
I-4 (6.5-km/s)
| Inter ept not possible
I-5 (10-km/s)
| Inter ept not possible

a Assumes

that missiles are laun hed from the lo ation that would be most hallenging for the
defense and that inter eptors are stationed in or over a essible international waters or the territory
of traditional allies and at least 100 km from the borders of potentially hostile ountries. Defense of
the United States by systems with inter eptors based in other, un onventional lo ations and options
for partial defense of the United States are dis ussed in Se tions 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6.
b The liquid-propellant ICBM is model L; the solid-propellant ICBM is model S1.
This is the time interval between the moment a ring solution has rst been obtained and the
last moment an inter eptor an be red and still inter ept the ICBM early enough to defend all 50
states. Un ertainties in ICBM laun h times, performan e hara teristi s, and traje tories have been
ignored; they would redu e the available de ision time.
d For details, see Se tion 5.4.
e Based on impa t on Fairbanks, Alaska.
f For details see Se tion 5.5. Potential basing sites onsidered here are in Turkey and the Persian
Gulf.
g For details, see Se tion 5.6. Potential basing sites onsidered here are in Turkey and the Persian
Gulf. For a dis ussion of boost-phase defense options using inter eptors stationed in un onventional
lo ations, su h as in or over the Caspian Sea, Turkmenistan, and other ountries to the east and
north of Iran, see Se tion 5.6.
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Figure 5.7. (left) North Korea and adja ent ountries. (right) Azimuths for missiles laun hed from
North Korea to targets in the United States. These di er from great ir le azimuths be ause of the
e e t of the Earth's rotation. The great ir le azimuth for Boston is shown dashed to illustrate the
magnitude of this e e t.

defense appears readily a hievable by an inter eptor similar to a Standard Missile 2, red
from a ship within a distan e of about 40 km of the threat laun h platform.
In the following three se tions, we estimate the de ision time available to boost-phase
defense systems that use the three model inter eptors we onsider to inter ept ICBMs
laun hed by the three ountries of on ern.

5.4 Defending Against ICBMs Laun hed from North Korea
Defending against ICBMs laun hed from North Korea would be easier than defending
against ICBMs laun hed from other ountries of urrent on ern, be ause North Korea
is relatively small and borders seas that ould be a essible to ship-based inter eptors.
Figure 5.7 illustrates the Korean peninsula and its immediate surroundings and also the
azimuths of ICBM traje tories to targets spanning the United States. Figure 5.3 shows the
ground tra ks (the proje tion on the ground verti ally below the position of the missile)
of traje tories of liquid-propellant ICBM model L and solid-propellant ICBM models S1
and S2 from North Korea to Boston, Washington, D.C., Dallas, and San Fran is o.8 The
defense of Hawaii is a spe ial ase that will be examined separately in Se tion 5.4.1.
The U.S. ity losest to North Korea is Fairbanks, Alaska (Table 5.2). In general,
the loser the target the more diÆ ult the inter ept, a lose target permits a relatively

These maps, and the similar maps below that show the ground tra ks of ICBM traje tories from Iraq
to North Ameri a, are in the orthophani or ÆRobinson proje tion. The s ale is uniform with longitude
but varies with latitude; it is true along the 38 parallels. This proje tion is not equal-area, onformal, or
equidistant, but is onsidered to \look right" for world maps and is used by Rand M Nally, the National
Geographi So iety, and others. The traje tories are great ir les; taking Earth's rotation into a ount would
shift the entral regions of the tra ks slightly to the North.
8
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Timelines for intercepting ICBMs launched from North Korea to Alaska
fire interceptor immediately
after obtaining firing solution
rocket detect
launch rocket

solid-propellant ICBM 0

30 45

liquid-propellant ICBM 0

45

last chance
to intercept

fire interceptor
30 s later

75
65

137

(burnout)
170

95

227 240

Maximum time available to achieve intercept
solid-propellant ICBM

92 s
62 s

fire immediately
fire after 30 s

liquid-propellant ICBM

162 s
132 s

fire immediately
fire after 30 s

0s

60 s

120 s

180 s

240 s

Figure 5.8. Timelines for engaging liquid-propellant ICBM model L and solid-propellant ICBM
model S1 when laun hed from North Korea toward the middle of the United States on a traje tory
over Alaska.

short burn time, thus limiting the yout distan e of the inter eptor. However, the ease
or diÆ ulty of any parti ular inter ept also depends on lo al geography. In the ase of
missiles laun hed from North Korea, it will be shown that missiles to the East Coast of
the United States, whi h require almost the maximum burn time, an be more diÆ ult to
defend than the Alaska traje tory, be ause their boost-phase traje tories lie far to the west
of the Sea of Japan and require relatively long IGRs. For the same reason, the northwest of
the United States is relatively easy to defend, in spite of the relatively short range, be ause
the boost-phase traje tories of these missiles lie lose to the Sea of Japan. Consequently,
we shall onsider two baseline ases: defense against missiles headed toward Fairbanks (or
the enter of the United States) on a traje tory toward Alaska, and missiles headed to the
East Coast, on a traje tory toward Boston.
From Figure 5.3, we take the latest time to safely inter ept a missile on the Alaska
traje tory to be 227 s for the liquid-propellant missile ICBM L, and 137 s for the solidpropellant ICBM S1. (Requirements for defense against ICBM model S2 are less stringent
than S1 and will not be analyzed separately.) The timelines for the Alaska traje tory are
illustrated in Figure 5.8. The timelines for the Boston traje tory with zero and 30-se ond
delays are illustrated in Figure 5.3|239 s for the liquid-propellant ICBMs and 167 s for the
solid-propellant ICBMs.
The inter ept times and the orresponding TGRs are shown in Table 5.6. The TGRs
were obtained from the traje tory al ulations for the missiles (Appendix B). For ea h of
the inter ept times determined above, we al ulated inter eptor ground ranges (IGRs) for
inter eptors I-2, I-4, and I-5 for zero de ision time and 30-se ond de ision time, using the
methods des ribed in Se tion 5.2. These IGRs are listed in Table 5.7.
Using the values of target missile and inter eptor ground ranges from Tables 5.6 and 5.7,
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Table 5.6. Inter ept Timesa and ICBM Ground Ranges from North
Korea
Fairbanks Boston Seattle
ICBM model Lb inter ept time(s) 227
239
235
TGR (km)
460
539
500
ICBM model S1b inter ept time(s) 137
167
158
TGR (km)
320
492
430
a Times are latest time for safe inter ept to target shown.
b Properties of the missiles are des ribed in Chapter 15.

we onstru ted inter eptor basing areas for defense against the liquid- and solid-propellant
ICBMs and plotted them for the two baseline traje tories (Fairbanks and Boston). The
results are shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10. These gures provide the key information for
understanding the options for defending the ontinental United States from ICBMs laun hed
from North Korea. The ground tra ks for ea h traje tory are shown in the gures; the last
han e to inter ept the missile is indi ated by an \x" on ea h ground tra k. The inter eptor
must be based inside the shaded ir le for it to rea h the missile with at least 30 s of de ision
time. It must be based on the dashed ir le to rea h the missile in the limiting ase of zero
Table 5.7. Ground Ranges of Inter eptors Fired Against ICBMs
Laun hed from North Korea to the United Statesa
ICBM De ision Inter eptor Nominal Range IGR (km)
Model Time (s) Modelb Fairbanks Boston Seattle
Liquidb
0
I-2
530
570
570
0
I-4
740
800
750
0
I-5
1,220 1,330 1250
30
I-2
410
460
450
30
I-4
570
640
600
30
I-5
950 1,060 1000
Solid 1b
0
I-2
260
380
350
0
I-4
350
530
470
0
I-5
590
880
800
30
I-2
140
270
230
30
I-4
190
370
300
30
I-5
310
600
530

The latest times to inter ept safely and the orresponding TGRs are
listed
in Table 5.6
b The basi hara teristi s of these model inter eptors are listed in
Table 5.3.
Values obtained from Fig. 16.5 for I2, and Fig. 4.9 for I4 and I5. The
minimum required ground range an be seen in Figs. 5.9 and 5.10.
a
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de ision time.
Defense against liquid-propellant ICBM model L

Figure 5.9 (bottom) reveals that the most diÆ ult traje tory to defend against for ICBM L
is the traje tory to the northeastern United States|the Boston traje tory. To defend this
traje tory, the 5-km/s inter eptor would have to be red with zero de ision time. However,
this inter eptor ould defend the Alaska traje tory with about 40 s of de ision time and
still remain based 100 km o the oast. The 5-km/s inter eptor ould be deployed by the
Navy's Aegis system, based on ships near the oast. A 5-km/s inter eptor ould also be
laun hed from air raft, but its operational area would be subje t to essentially the same
restri tions as the surfa e-based 5-km/s inter eptor.
The 6.5-km/s inter eptor ould provide about 40 s of de ision time, if based at sea. If
it were ground-based at Vladivostok, the de ision time would be about 60 s.
Defense against solid-propellant ICBM model S1

Defense against the solid-propellant missile ICBM model S1 is onsiderably more hallenging
than for the liquid-propellant missile. Figure 5.10 reveals that, for the solid-propellant
missile, the most hallenging traje tory is to Boston. The 5-km/s inter eptor (not shown)
ould not be used. The lower-left panel of Figure 5.10 reveals that even the 6.5-km/s
inter eptor ould be used to defend Boston only if it were red very lose to the oast with
zero de ision time. The giant 10-km/s inter eptor (Fig. 5.10, lower right) ould be used
with about 30 s of de ision time. Deploying su h a large missile at sea ould present a
hallenge, but it might be possible to land-base it in Vladivostok, whi h would permit the
de ision time to be in reased by about ve se onds.
5.4.1 Defending Hawaii

Hawaii lies 7300 km from North Korea at an azimuth of 82Æ . For the solid-propellant missile
S1, the TGR at latest inter ept is 435 km, putting the inter ept point well o the oast.
The inter ept point would lie in the Sea of Japan at a lo ation that is well suited for a
boost-phase defense. Figure 5.11 shows that even for the most stressing ase|atta k by a
solid-propellant missile|a defense would be possible with the 5-km/s inter eptor red from
a ship or plane.
5.4.2 Defending against missiles from North Korea with multiple ground sites

For the liquid-propellant missile, a single 6.5-km/s inter eptor ould defend both the ontinental United States and Hawaii (See Figs. 5.9 and 5.11). For the solid-propellant missile,
defense of the ontinental states would require the apability of the 10-km/s inter eptor.
This same inter eptor easily defends the Hawaii traje tory, though a smaller missile might
provide operational advantages. Nevertheless, employing a se ond basing site would not
o er any essential advantage for a boost-phase defense system to defend against missiles
from North Korea.
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liquid ICBM, 6.5 km/s interceptor

Figure 5.9. Inter eptor basing areas for defending the ontiguous United States against the liquidpropellant missile ICBM model L laun hed from North Korea. The position of the missile at the
last han e it an be inter epted su essfully is indi ated by the \x" on the traje tory line. The
dashed outer ir les are the areas within whi h the inter eptors must be based for the limiting ase
in whi h they are red the instant a ring solution is onstru ted. The shaded inner ir les are
the areas within whi h the inter eptors must be based if they are red with a 30-se ond de ision
time. Top: traje tory toward Fairbanks, Alaska. (left) The model 5-km/s inter eptor. (right) The
6.5-km/s inter eptor. Bottom: same, but for a traje tory to Boston.
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Figure 5.10. Inter eptor basing areas for defending the ontiguous United States against the solidpropellant missile ICBM model S1 laun hed from North Korea. The position of the missile at the
last han e it an be inter epted is indi ated by the \x" on the traje tory line. The dashed outer
ir les are the areas within whi h the inter eptors must be based for the limiting ase in whi h
they are red the instant a ring solution is onstru ted. The shaded inner ir les are the areas
within whi h the inter eptors must be based if they are red with a 30-se ond de ision time. Top:
traje tory toward Fairbanks, Alaska. (left) The model 5-km/s inter eptor. (right) The 6.5-km/s
inter eptor. Bottom: same as above but for a traje tory to Boston.
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Figure 5.11. Basing areas for defending Hawaii from the solid-propellant missile model S1 laun hed
by North Korea. (left) 5 km/s inter eptor. (right) 6.5 km/s inter eptor.
5.4.3 Possibility of an inter eptor being mistaken as a threat

Inter eptors having a velo ity of 5 km/s or more would have suÆ ient speed and range to
be mistaken for a threat. The inter eptor traje tories from North Korea are generally to
the northwest and head a ross China to Russia. Thus, an inter eptor red in defense runs
the risk of triggering retaliatory a tion by China or Russia.

5.5 Defending Against ICBMs Laun hed from Iraq
We turn now to the defense of ICBMs laun hed from Iraq and Iran. These nations are mu h
larger than North Korea, and the onsiderations for siting have little in ommon with those
for North Korea. Figure 5.12 shows how Iraq and Iran are situated with respe t to nearby
ountries and bodies of water.
5.5.1 Defending the ontiguous states

The latest time that the defense ould safely inter ept missiles from Iraq to the ontiguous
states an be found from Figure 5.13, whi h shows the ground tra ks of traje tories of ICBM
models L, S1, and S2 from Iraq to Washington, D.C., Dallas, and San Fran is o.
As before, the numbered ontours that ross the ground tra ks show where the missiles'
munitions would fall if their nal stages terminated at the time indi ated after laun h. The
liquid-propellant ICBM L would have to be inter epted no later than 237 s after laun h,
3 s before nal stage burnout, at whi h point its ground range would be 520 km. The
solid-propellant ICBM S1 would have to be inter epted no later than 161 s after laun h,
8 s before burnout, at whi h point its ground range would be 460 km. The IGRs for these
inter ept times are displayed in Table 5.8. For a 30-se ond de ision time, the IGRs for
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Figure 5.12. Map showing Iraq and Iran and nearby ountries and bodies of water.

inter epting ICBM model L vary from about 450 km to about 1050 km; for inter epting
ICBM model S1, they vary from about 250 km to about 550 km.
The possibilities for defending the ontinental United States are shown in Figure 5.14,
whi h displays the initial portions of planar traje tories from southeastern Iraq to Washington, D.C. (or Boston) and San Fran is o; the last safe inter ept points on the Washington,
D.C. and San Fran is o traje tories; and the feasible basing areas for four ICBM-inter eptor
ombinations and two de ision times. The ICBM laun h site hosen is one of the most hallenging for a boost-phase defense. The inter eptor basing areas are almond-shaped, be ause
they indi ate where a single inter eptor base must be lo ated to over all possible traje tories. Defending with inter eptors based at more than one lo ation is dis ussed below.
Defense against liquid-propellant ICBM L

The top left-hand panel of Figure 5.14 shows that a boost-phase inter ept system based in
southeastern Turkey employing 5-km/s inter eptors ould defend the ontiguous 48 states
from atta k by Iraq with a liquid-propellant ICBM like model L, with a de ision time of
30 s. However, the inter eptors would have to be based loser than 100 km from the Iraqi
border. The top right-hand panel shows that the 6.5-km/s inter eptors would provide up to
60 s of de ision time and would allow the inter eptors to be based omfortably away from
Iraq.
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Figure 5.13. Ground tra ks of illustrative traje tories of the liquid-propellant ICBM model L (top)
and the solid-propellant ICBM models S1 (middle) and S2 (bottom) from Iraq to San Fran is o,
Dallas, and Washington, D.C. These traje tories were omputed negle ting Earth's rotation. The
e e t of Earth rotation would shift their mid se tions slightly further south. The ontours that ross
the ground tra ks show where the munitions of the missiles would fall if their nal stages burned
normally until the time in se onds after laun h that their thrust was terminated, as indi ated by
the numbers. For omparison, the full burn times of the liquid- and solid-propellant ICBMs would
be 240 and 170 s, respe tively.
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Table 5.8. Ground Ranges of Inter eptors Fired
Against ICBMs Laun hed from Iraq or Iran to the
United States
ICBM De ision Inter eptor Nominal
Model Time (s) Modela Ranged (km)
Liquidb
0
I-2
570
0
I-4
790
0
I-5
1,310
30
I-2
450
30
I-4
630
30
I-5
1,040
Solid 1
0
I-2
350
0
I-4
490
0
I-5
800
30
I-2
230
30
I-4
310
30
I-5
530
a The

basi hara teristi s of these model inter eptors
are
listed
in Table 5.3.
b The latest time to inter ept safely liquid-propellant
ICBM model L is 237 s after laun h.
The latest time to inter ept safely solid-propellant
ICBM model S1 is 161 s after laun h.
d The required ground ranges an be seen in Figs. 5.14
and 5.15.
Defense against solid-propellant ICBM S1

The lower left panel of Figure 5.14 shows that defending the United States from atta k
by solid-propellant ICBMs like model S1 laun hed from Iraq with the 6.5-km/s inter eptor
would have a de ision time of zero. The very large 10-km/s inter eptor, based in the
southeastern orner of Turkey near the Iraqi border, ould over all potential laun h sites
with a de ision time of about 30 s.
5.5.2 Defending Alaska and Hawaii

The range from Iraq to Fairbanks is about the same as its range to Boston, and the target
ground ranges would be similar. The Fairbanks azimuth is east of the azimuth to San
Fran is o. Hawaii's azimuth is even further to the east. Thus, if Hawaii an be defended,
so an Alaska. Consequently, we turn our attention to the defense of Hawaii.
The range to Hawaii|13,700 km|is larger than the range of the ICBMs we have studied,
and so we an only roughly estimate what might be possible. Hawaii's great ir le azimuth
is 27Æ , or 36Æ east of the San Fran is o azimuth. The stress of defending this traje tory
is somewhat redu ed by the e e t of the Earth's rotation on the traje tory. We have
determined the rotating Earth azimuth to be approximately 15Æ west of the great ir le
azimuth of 27Æ , or 12Æ .
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Figure 5.14. Inter eptor basing areas for defending the ontiguous United States against ICBMs
laun hed from Iraq. The liquid-propellant ICBM is model L (above); the solid-propellant is model S1
(below). Shown are the ground tra ks of planar traje tories to Washington, D.C., Dallas, and San
Fran is o. The last han e to inter ept missiles to Washington, D.C. and San Fran is o is shown
by an \x" on their traje tories. (The traje tories negle t Earth's rotation, whi h would rotate them
slightly ounter lo kwise.) Feasible basing areas for 30-se ond de ision time are shaded, and for zero
de ision time are outlined by dashed urves. In the bottom panels, the ICBM laun h site has been
taken to be further south than in the top panels, where it is more hallenging for the defense. The
dotted urves show the western boundaries of the redu ed basing areas if Alaska and Hawaii are
in luded in the defense.
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By inspe ting the basing areas whose western borders are limited by the dotted urves
in Figure 5.14, it an be seen that, for a liquid-propellant missile, both Alaska and Hawaii
might be defended by a 5-km/s inter eptor sited in extreme southeast Turkey. However,
for sites at least 100 km from the border with Iraq, the de ision time would be no more
than about 20 s. The 6.5-km/s inter eptor ould provide about 45 s of de ision time. For
the solid-propellant missile, the 10-km/s inter eptor, based in southeast Turkey, would be
required and ould provide about 30 s of de ision time.
5.5.3 Defending against missiles from Iraq with multiple inter eptor sites

The dis ussion of defending against missiles from Iraq has been limited until now to intereptors based at a single site. We now examine how the results might hange if a se ond
site were employed.
The defense of the entire United States against the liquid-propellant missile by a single
5-km/s inter eptor in Turkey would require a site very lose to the borders of Iraq and
Iran. A se ond site ould potentially ease the tight time onstraints and vulnerability of
the defense by permitting the inter eptor base to be moved further from these borders.
The possibilities are shown in Figure 5.15 (left), whi h displays the extreme azimuths for
defending all of the United States: from Washington, D.C. to Honolulu (whi h also overs
Alaska). It is evident that the se ond site must be in the Caspian Sea lose to the oast of
Iran, a less attra tive alternative than arrying out the defense with a 6.5-km/s inter eptor
at a single site.
Figure 5.15 (right) shows the possibilities for defending against the solid-propellant
ICBM S1 from Iraq using 6.5-km/s inter eptors based at two sites. However, the only
sites to the east would be in Iran, and ould not be employed. Thus, there would be no
alternative to using a faster inter eptor, for instan e the 10-km/s inter eptor I-5, and there
would be no advantage to employing a se ond site.

5.6 Defending Against ICBMs Laun hed from Iran
The large size of Iran poses a serious hallenge for a boost-phase defense system. Potential
basing sites for defending against ICBMs laun hed by Iran that are easily a essible in lude
the Persian Gulf and Turkey. We des ribe su h lo ations as \ onventional", for they are
in a essible international waters or within the borders of traditional allies. For purposes
of ompleteness, however, we have also onsidered sites that are attra tive geographi ally
but problemati be ause of operational or politi al on erns. These in lude the land-lo ked
Caspian Sea. Other sites would be in Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Afghanistan,
or Azerbaijan. We des ribe su h sites as \un onventional".
The traje tories from Iran to U.S. targets are similar to those from Iraq, and the ranges
and inter ept times from Iran are taken to be the same as for Iraq (see Table 5.8).
5.6.1 Defending the ontiguous states

Figure 5.16 shows the initial portions of planar traje tories from entral Iran to Washington,
D.C. and San Fran is o; the last safe inter ept points for defense on the Washington, D.C.,
and San Fran is o traje tories; and the feasible basing areas for four ICBM-inter eptor
ombinations and two de ision times.
The most desirable lo ations for a defense are in the Caspian Sea or Turkmenistan.
Be ause the Caspian is land-lo ked, it is questionable whether su h a site is pra ti al. For
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Figure 5.15. Defending all of the United States against missiles laun hed from Iraq, using inter eptors based at two sites.

politi al reasons, it is questionable whether basing inter eptors within Turkmenistan would
be pra ti al. Be ause of the problemati nature of these lo ations, we shall in lude them
in our basing analysis only in parentheti al omments.
The top left-hand panel of Figure 5.16 shows
that, for 6.5-km/s inter eptors and 30-se ond de ision times, the only options for defending
the ontiguous United States from atta k by a liquid-propellant ICBM like model L would
be the un onventional lo ations of the Caspian Sea or Turkmenistan. The top right-hand
panel shows that the very large 10-km/s inter eptor ould be based in the Persian Gulf with
a 30-se ond de ision time. However, this lo ation would be vulnerable be ause it ould be
defeated by ICBMs laun hed from areas further to the east. Basing in southeast Turkey
would provide about 15 s of de ision time with the 10-km/s inter eptors. The inter eptors
ould also be lo ated in the Caspian Sea or Turkmenistan, or other un onventional lo ations
su h as Afghanistan or Azerbaijan. Armenia is a possibility for the inter eptor laun h
lo ation, but it would be ine e tive if the ICBM laun h site were moved slightly to the
east. Basing in the southern tip of the Russian Cau asus would be similarly vulnerable.
Defense against liquid-propellant ICBM L

The bottom panels of Figure 5.16 show
that the 6.5-km/s inter eptor ould not defend the United States from atta k by a solidpropellant ICBM like model S1 laun hed from southern Iran. For the 10-km/s inter eptor,
the only basing options would be in un onventional lo ations: the southern end of the
Caspian Sea or Turkmenistan. These basing areas would permit a de ision time of up to
30 s, though this ould be redu ed if Iran lo ated its laun h site further to the south.
Defense against solid-propellant ICBM S1
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Figure 5.16. Inter eptor basing areas for defending the ontiguous United States against ICBMs
laun hed from Iran. The liquid-propellant ICBM is model L (above); the solid-propellant is model S1
(below). Shown are the ground tra ks of planar traje tories to Washington, D.C., Dallas, and San
Fran is o. The last han e to inter ept missiles to Washington, D.C. and San Fran is o is shown
by an \x" on their traje tories. (The traje tories negle t Earth's rotation, whi h would rotate them
slightly ounter lo kwise.) Feasible basing areas for 30-se ond de ision time are shaded, and for zero
de ision time are outlined by dashed urves. In the bottom panels the ICBM laun h site has been
taken to be further south than in the top panels, where it is more hallenging for the defense. The
dotted urves show the western boundaries of the redu ed basing areas when Alaska and Hawaii are
in luded in the defense.
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Figure 5.17. Defending all of the United States against missiles laun hed from Iran, using inter eptors based at two sites.
5.6.2 Defending Alaska and Hawaii

The onsiderations for defending Alaska and Hawaii from Iran are similar to those dis ussed
above for defense against Iraq. The great- ir le range and azimuth from Iran to Hawaii are
13,050 km and 36Æ . We have taken the rotating Earth azimuth to be 21Æ .
By inspe ting the basing areas whose western borders are limited by the dotted urves
in Figure 5.16, it an be seen that basing in the Persian Gulf or southeast Turkey would
no longer be options for the liquid-propellant missile. Defense against the solid-propellant
missile appears not to be feasible.
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5.6.3 Defending against missiles from Iran with multiple inter eptor sites

The pre eding dis ussion has fo used on nding a single site that ould defend the entire
United States. Using a se ond lo ation ould in rease exibility but would still require
inter eptors to be based in un onventional lo ations. Figure 5.17 shows the possibilities for
defending all of the United States against the liquid- and solid-propellant missiles from Iran
using two inter eptor sites.
Defending against the liquid-propellant missile by the 6.5-km/s inter eptor with a single
site would require the site to be lo ated in the Caspian Sea or Turkmenistan (Fig. 5.16,
upper left). As Figure 5.17 (upper left) shows, the only new opportunity that would be
o ered by employing a se ond site would be the possibility of lo ating one site in Azerbaijan
and a se ond site in Afghanistan. However, a single site lo ated in Azerbaijan ould provide
a omparable defense
Figure 5.17 (upper right) reveals that employing a se ond site for the 10-km/s inter eptor
would permit one inter eptor to be based in Turkey or the Persian Gulf, provided that the
se ond ould be based in Pakistan or one of the other ountries to the east of Iran. However,
a single inter eptor base lo ated in Afghanistan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan,
or the Caspian Sea, would suÆ e.
Figure 5.17 (lower left) shows that for defense against a solid-propellant missile from
Iran, a se ond site would not make it possible to employ the 6.5-km/s inter eptor. In
Figure 5.17 (lower right), it appears that by basing a 10-km/s inter eptor in the Caspian
Sea and a se ond one in Afghanistan or Turkmenistan, all 50 states ould be defended.
However, if the laun hing site for solid-propellant missiles destined for the East Coast (the
Washington, D.C. traje tory) were moved about 200 km to the southeast, this defense would
be pre luded.
In summary, employing a se ond base would not permit defense of all 50 states from a
solid-propellant missile laun hed from Iran.
5.6.4 Possibility of an inter eptor being mistaken as a threat

Inter eptors having a velo ity of 5 km/s or more would have suÆ ient speed and range to
be mistaken for a threat. The inter eptor traje tories from Iran ould be to the north, over
Russia, or to the southeast, towards Pakistan and India. An inter eptor red in defense
runs the risk of inadvertently triggering a retaliatory a tion by these ountries.

5.7 Other Engagements Considered

5.7.1 Defending against sea-based medium-range ballisti missiles

So far we have been on erned with the feasibility of defending the United States from
atta k by ICBMs. However, as dis ussed in Chapter 3, the U.S. intelligen e ommunity
judges that an atta k on the United States by medium-range ballisti missiles (MRBMs)
laun hed from platforms su h as ships, barges, or submarines positioned o the oasts of the
United States is a more serious threat. Consequently, the Study Group also analyzed the
requirements for a boost-phase inter ept system that ould defend the United States against
su h an atta k using ship-based inter eptors. In this parti ular s enario, the dete tion and
tra king time is only a few se onds sin e the Aegis radar an see a ta ti al ballisti missile
pra ti ally at laun h. We believe the total tra k and engagement de ision time ould be as
little as 10 s, sin e any missile laun h ould be presumed to be hostile.
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Table 5.9. Model Medium-Range Ballisti
Missilesa
Model tb (s) Vbo (km/s) Range (km)
M1
65
2.2
600
M2
95
3.2
1300
a
tb is the total duration of the boost phase and
Vbo is the burnout velo ity. For further details,
see Chapter 15.
The Chinese M-9 missile, whi h is estimated to have a total burn time of about 65 s
and a range of 600 km, and the Shahab or No Dong missiles, whi h are estimated to have
burn times of about 95 s and a range of 1,300 km, were hosen as representative examples
of missiles that ould be laun hed against the United States from a sea-based platform.
Their hara teristi s are summarized in Table 5.9. Models of these two missiles, denoted
M1 and M2 respe tively, were onstru ted as des ribed in Chapter 15. As an example of
a ship-based missile that ould be used as an inter eptor, we hose inter eptor model I-1,
whi h is similar to the U.S. Navy's existing Standard Missile 2 and is small enough to t
in the existing Verti al Laun h System of Aegis- lass destroyers and ruisers.
Figure 5.18 shows illustrative engagements of these MRBM models by inter eptor I-1
lo ated 40 km down range from the missile laun h point. (We assume that the Aegis ship is
trailing the suspe ted hostile ship and is lose enough to dete t the MRBM with its radar.)
This inter eptor uses aerodynami for es to maneuver and onsequently must inter ept the
target missile while it is still in the atmosphere. The two model MRBMs would have to be
inter epted within about 45 s after they were laun hed, or they would be above the altitude
where the inter eptor ould maneuver e e tively. A detailed analysis of su h engagements
is outside of the s ope of this study.
5.7.2 Defending against a 300-se ond burn-time missile

The possibilities for a boost-phase defense are obviously sensitive to missile burn time. For
the reasons dis ussed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 15, we have hosen to base our analysis
on a 240-se ond burn time liquid-propellant missile. However, sin e some prior work was
based on a 300-se ond liquid-propellant missile it may be of interest to note approximately
how the results would hange for defense against su h an ICBM.
As might be expe ted, the in reased burn time of a 300-se ond missile would make the
defense mu h easier. For any given basing area, the de ision time would be in reased by
60 s. Or, for a given de ision time, the basing area would be signi antly in reased. To
a good approximation, the additional in rement in ground range for the extra burn time
an be estimated by taking the produ t of the in reased time and the ground speed of the
missile, whi h is somewhat less than its yout speed be ause of its angle of in lination.
Table 5.10 gives values for three inter eptors.
For the 5-km/s inter eptor, it an be seen from the lower left panel of Figure 5.9 that
an in reased range of 230 km would extend the basing area for North Korea far out to sea.
For the other missiles, the de ision time ould be further in reased.
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Figure 5.18. Illustrative planar engagements of medium-range ballisti missiles by inter eptor I-1,
whi h is similar to the U.S. Navy's Standard Missile 2, shown in the altitude-range plane. The
inter eptor stando distan e is 40 km. The dark ontinuous urves rising from the right at a range
of 40 km are the traje tories of MRBM models M1 and M2, whi h have total burn times of 65
and 95 s, respe tively. The dots along their traje tories show the missiles' positions at the time
in se onds after laun h as indi ated by the number in the adja ent gray box. A fan of inter eptor
yout traje tories rises from zero range. The inter eptor was assumed to be red 10 s after the
missile was red. The numbered ontours that ross the inter eptor traje tories show the positions
of the inter eptor at the indi ated time in se onds after the MRBM was laun hed. The inter eptor
uses aerodynami for es to maneuver; the dashed horizontal line shows the altitude above whi h it
would be unable to do so.

5.8 Avoiding Harming Other Countries
The dis ussion in this hapter has so far fo used on defending the United States against
ICBMs laun hed by North Korea, Iraq, and Iran. We turn now to the question of what
further steps would be needed to prevent possibly live munitions|nu lear, biologi al, or
hemi al|that survive an inter ept from harming other ountries. This is the problem of
ontrolling shortfall. There would be no shortfall problem if the munitions ould be reliably
destroyed in the inter ept. However, destroying the munitions is mu h more diÆ ult than
hitting the booster (see Chapter 13), and in this se tion we assume that the munitions have
a good han e of surviving the inter ept.
In general, ontrolling shortfall requires inter epting a missile within a narrow window
in time: not too late for the munitions to fall on the United States (or on Canada, whi h we
have not onsidered so far), and not so early that they fall on other ountries. Ideally, the
munitions would fall into the sea. Note that the munitions would almost never fall within
the threat ountry itself.
All traje tories to the ontiguous states from North Korea pass over Canada and Russia,
so that these nations are potentially at risk. Traje tories from Iraq and Iran pass over
Europe and Canada, putting many nations at risk. Traje tories from Iran and Iraq to
Alaska and Hawaii pass over entral Asia and Russia.
We dis uss here the problem of timing an inter ept so that it o urs within a given
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Table 5.10. Ground Speed and In rement in Range
Inter eptor V yout (km/s) Vground (km/s)a In rement in Range (km)b
I-2
5.0
3.8
230
I-4
6.5
5.5
350
I-5
10
9.1
560
a

The ground speed depends on the angle of in lination, whi h depends in turn
on the range and altitude of the inter ept. The ground speeds are for inter epts
analyzed
in this hapter.
b In rease in range for a booster with 300 s of burn time, whi h would provide an
additional 60 s relative to the 240-s liquid-propellant missile.

window and does not ause harm to other nations. We on lude that ontrolling shortfall
to avoid damage to other ountries would be diÆ ult and perhaps even impossible.
5.8.1 Controlling shortfall for North Korea and Iraq or Iran

Assuming for the moment that the inter ept ould be timed pre isely, let us examine what
would be required to ontrol shortfall in defending against missiles laun hed by North Korea
and Iraq or Iran. Figures 5.3 and 5.13 provide a helpful orientation for this dis ussion. Of
the three s enarios studied for defending the United States, North Korean laun hes pose
the most diÆ ult shortfall problem.
Managing shortfall for a missile from North Korea would require timing the
inter ept so that munitions do not fall on Canada or Russia. The situation varies with
azimuth, and so we will dis uss traje tories to the West Coast, interior, and East Coast of
the United States.
U.S. West Coast Shortfall for these traje tories would generally ause the munitions to fall
in the o ean, and so these need no further onsideration.
North Korea

These traje tories generally pass over Alaska. We assume that
the latest inter ept time would prevent munitions from rea hing Alaska. For su h traje tories, Russia is highly vulnerable to shortfall. To avoid munitions from falling in Russia,
they would have to be dropped into the sea. Figure 5.13 shows that the window for this
s enario is extremely short, 10 s or less. A hieving su h ontrol would be problemati . It
should be noted, however, that these traje tories ross over a great deal of wilderness area,
and the window ould be expanded somewhat if it were deemed a eptable.
Interior of the United States

Be ause the rst landfall for East Coast traje tories is northern Canada, the
major problem in ontrolling shortfall is to avoid hitting Canada. For the liquid-propellant
missile on a traje tory to Washington, DC, the rst landfall would o ur at a burn time of
about 233 s. The basing areas des ribed in Se tion 5.4 are for a burn time of 239 s. Su h a
de rease in the inter ept time would not alter the basing area enough to require abandoning
the 6.5-km/s inter eptor for defense.
The earliest inter ept time is set by the requirement that the munitions not fall on
U.S. East Coast
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Russia. The liquid-propellant missile leaves Russia territory after a burn time of about
220 s, and a elerates for 10 to 15 s more before a hieving a velo ity that would arry it to
Canada. Thus, the timing window for the liquid-propellant ICBM is about 10 to 15 s.
The solid-propellant ICBM on the traje tory to Washington, D.C. would have to be
inter epted at a burn time of 155 s to avoid hitting Canada. The inter ept time used in
Se tion 5.4 was 167 s. The di eren e made by this 14-se ond de rease in the radius of the
basing area in Figure 5.10 (lower right) would be about 125 km, thus making defense by
the 10-km/s inter eptor even more diÆ ult.
The situation for these ountries is straightforward. The de rease in interept times to avoid hitting Canada is about 5 s for the liquid-propellant ICBM and 10 s
for the solid-propellant ICBM. Su h inter epts would signi antly redu e the inter eptor
basing areas. Avoiding Greenland and I eland would be diÆ ult. Many of the traje tories
pass over western Europe. The window for an inter ept that avoids western Europe is about
10 s for the liquid-propellant ICBM, and 20 s for the solid-propellant ICBM.
In summary, the inter ept time windows for safely ontrolling shortfall are only 10 to 20 s
in duration|only slightly more than the un ertainties surrounding the threat traje tories.
Controlling the time of inter ept in the fa e of these un ertainties would be diÆ ult.
Iraq and Iran

5.8.2 The problem of timing an inter ept

In an idealized situation, the ro ket is known to be a threat missile and its properties and
laun hing time are pre isely known. Initially, however, there is some un ertainty in the
missile's traje tory. The ring solution must allow for the possibility of inter epting the
missile on a traje tory to any of the potential targets in the defended area, and it will
generally all for laun hing the inter eptor early enough to inter ept the missile if it is on
the most stressing traje tory.
As the inter eptor ies out and the missile's traje tory be omes better known, it may
turn out that the missile is not on the most stressing traje tory. Alternatively, the missile
may undertake a maneuver, su h as a dog-leg, that puts it on a new traje tory. To avoid
shortfall, the inter ept time must now be delayed. It might seem that delaying the inter ept
would make it easier, but that turns out not to be the ase.
The best way to time an inter ept pre isely would be to hoose the orre t ring time
and inter ept point, but be ause of the un ertainties in the missile's traje tory, that is
not possible; a se ond-best approa h would be to ompensate for the error in the ring
time by ontrolling the inter eptor's traje tory during its boost phase. (The a eleration
of a solid-propellant inter eptor annot be ontrolled but it an be e e tively redu ed by
traje tory maneuvers.) However, that ontrol is possible only until the inter eptor's boost
it terminated, some 40 to 45 s after its laun h. Be ause the threat missile ontinues to
a elerate and maneuver after the inter eptor boost has ended, a signi ant burden for
ontrolling the exa t time of inter ept will be pla ed on the kill vehi le's guidan e and
divert systems.
Delaying the inter ept time requires nding a guidan e strategy for timing the interept. Guidan e algorithms, su h as Proportional Navigation or Augmented Proportional
Navigation (des ribed in Chapter 12), are designed to assure that an inter ept will o ur,
but the a tual time of the inter ept is not ontrolled. We have not examined this issue in
detail, but our preliminary analysis suggests that the guidan e laws generally used in the
homing phase of a kill vehi le, whi h keep the line-of-sight to the missile onstant, will in
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the best geometry generally ompensate for about half of the variation and might in some
ases a tually worsen the problem of ontrolling shortfall. We on lude that a strategy for
timing an inter ept pre isely is mu h more demanding than a strategy for merely assuring
that it o urs. Signi ant analysis would be needed to understand this issue.

5.9 Sensitivity to Other Assumptions
So far in this hapter, we have examined the e e t of varying ICBM types, inter eptor
types, and de ision time on our results. We dis uss here the impli ations of hanging
other assumptions: defending less than all 50 states, relying on existing early-warning
systems, a ounting for dog-leg maneuvers, hitting the warheads and not the boosters, and
inter epting during the missile's as ent phase.
5.9.1 Redu ing the defended area

As des ribed at the beginning of this hapter, the stated poli y of the urrent U.S. administration is the prote tion of all 50 states. However, the short time for boost-phase inter epts
stresses every aspe t of a boost-phase defense system, and redu ing the goals of the defense
ould make it easier to deploy a system. Su h a system might onstitute the initial phase of
a more extensive boost-phase system or an in omplete rst layer of a layered defense. We
dis uss here whether a boost-phase system designed to defend only a portion of the United
States, or some of the major ities, would be easier to deploy than a system that ould
defend the entire United States.
Defense of the ontiguous states only For North Korea, an inter eptor that ould defend
the 48 ontiguous states against the liquid-propellant ICBM L ould defend also Alaska and
Hawaii. For the solid-propellant ICBM S1, Alaska is slightly more diÆ ult to defend than
the ontiguous states be ause of the shorter burn time. However, the 10 km/s inter eptor
would be needed in any ase, and it ould defend either traje tory. Thus, for missiles
laun hed from North Korea, limiting the defense to the ontiguous states would not o er
an advantage.
For Iraq, Figure 5.14 shows that if the ontiguous states an be defended, so an Alaska
and Hawaii, though the inter eptor site would have to be in extreme southeast Turkey. For
Iran, however, Figure 5.16 shows that, although the ontiguous states ould be defended
against the liquid-propellant missile by the large 10 km/s inter eptor lo ated in the Persian
Gulf (or possibly in southeast Turkey), the Hawaii traje tory ould not be defended unless
an un onventional site to the east of Iran were employed. Be ause the distan e from Iran to
Hawaii is longer than to any of the other states, Hawaii is an unlikely target. Consequently,
defending the ontiguous states annot be regarded as signi antly easier than defending
the entire United States.

The major ities in the United States tend to be near
the nation's borders. Furthermore, the inter ept times for ities a ross the United States
di er by only a few se onds. Thus, defending any of the major ities is equivalent to
defending the ontiguous states, as Figures 5.3 and 5.13 reveal.
Defending only some major ities

Finally, defending only those parts of
the ontiguous United States that were easiest to a hieve might be onsidered. This ould be

Partial defense of the ontiguous United States
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done by attempting to inter ept only those missiles with traje tories that take them within
rea h of inter eptors, or by inter epting missiles too late to defend the losest targets but
soon enough to defend targets farther away. A defense ould use both approa hes. An
example of the rst would be a defense only against North Korean ICBMs headed to the
West Coast. Su h an approa h would be possible, but would leave the interior and the
East Coast undefended. The se ond approa h|arriving too late to defend the targets on
the losest oast| ould, in prin iple be useful against laun hes from the Middle East. In
pra ti e, however, no more than about 5 s of burn time would separate the losest targets
from the farthest. Given that the un ertainties in the missile traje tories are likely to be
larger than 5 s, it would be diÆ ult to plan on defending only a portion of the ontiguous
states by arriving late.
5.9.2 Using the existing early-warning satellite system

The timelines used in this hapter presume the ability to on rm a ro ket laun h by a system
with the apability of the notional spa e-based system (NSBS) des ribed in Chapter 10.
The NSBS is intended to illustrate the apabilities that a modern, spa e-based missile
early-warning and tra king system, su h as the high-altitude Spa e-Based Infrared System
(SBIRS-High) ould have. The SBIRS-High, whi h is urrently under development, is
intended to repla e the existing Defense Support Program (DSP) system.
We note here that if a system like SBIRS-High is not available and the early-warning
system does not have the apabilities assumed for the NSBS, then any boost-phase interept system would have to rely on the DSP for early warning and tra king of potentially
threatening ro kets. A ording to the analysis in Se tion 10.1.2, however, this system would
need to be supplemented by a higher-sample-rate, o -board sensor, su h as radar. La king
su h a sensor, the time required to onstru t a ring solution would be extended by a few
tens of se onds, and the system's performan e would be orrespondingly diminished. The
e e t would be to require a faster inter eptor for a given ground range. However, su h an
inter eptor ould be suited only for use against long-burning liquid-propellant ICBMs.
5.9.3 E e t of dog-leg traje tories on basing

In prin iple, a dog-leg maneuver might stress the defense by moving the last point where the
missile ould be su essfully inter epted away from the inter eptor's base or station. For
instan e, the liquid-propellant ICBM ould exe ute a 10Æ out-of-plane dog-leg on the NorthKorea-to-Boston traje tory that would shift the last point where it ould be su essfully
inter epted 60 km to the west, away from the Sea of Japan. However, the additional time
required to exe ute this dog-leg maneuver would allow the inter eptor to y farther. The
net additional distan e the 5-km/s inter eptor I-2 would have to travel would be only about
35 km. The net additional distan e for I-4 would be only about 25 km, and for I-5, only
about 6 km.
For the solid-propellant missile S1, whi h has a lower-a eleration nal stage than the
liquid-propellant ICBM, a dog-leg would a tually be ounterprodu tive: the inter eptor
would be able to y farther during the dog-leg than the inter ept point would be displa ed.
5.9.4 A hieving warhead kill

Our analysis assumes that the inter eptor aims for and hits the nal stage of the ICBM,
not its warheads. Having the ability to home on and hit the missile's munitions while they
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are atta hed would have no e e t on where a given inter eptor ould be based. It ould,
however, redu e the risk of a su essful inter ept ausing live munitions to strike other
ountries.
To defend the United States, the nal stage of the atta king missile must be disabled
before its munitions have a hieved the velo ity needed to arry them to any part of the
ountry. If the inter eptor an disable the missile before this happens, having the ability
to home on and hit the missile's munitions would provide no additional prote tion of the
United States. If the inter eptor annot disable the missile before this happens, being
able to destroy later any munitions that are still atta hed to the missile would not reliably
defend the United States, be ause some munitions ould already be separated from the
missile. On e the missile's munitions have been deployed, destroying them would require
the apabilities of a mid ourse defense system, whi h are very di erent from those of a
boost-phase defense system.
There would, however, be one real advantage to having the ability to destroy a missile's
munitions while they are still atta hed: it would prevent an inter ept that su essfully
prote ts the United States from ausing possibly live munitions to strike other ountries,
in luding U.S. friends and neighbors. The diÆ ulty of avoiding this with an inter eptor
that is not able to destroy the target missile's munitions is dis ussed in Se tion 5.8. The
hallenge of warhead kill is dis ussed in Chapter 13.
5.9.5 Inter epting the missile during its as ent phase

During a missile's as ent phase|the period shortly after the motor of the missile's nal
stage has burned out, or its thrust has been terminated|it might be possible to home on
and hit the body of the nal stage using a tive homing te hniques, su h as LIDAR (see
Chapter 10). Although this would extend the time available to hit the missile's body, it
would not be useful for the following reason.
As has been noted, a missile an deploy its munitions at any moment after it has
a hieved the velo ity needed to arry them to the target area. The missile's munitions
ould be deployed while the missile is still in powered ight but would likely be deployed no
later than immediately after the nal stage has burned out or its thrust has been terminated.
Homing on and hitting the body of the missile after it has deployed its munitions would
not help the defense. Consequently, an inter eptor's ability to home on a missile body after
its boost phase has ended would be of no use.
5.9.6 Defending by slower inter eptors

Others have suggested a possible role in boost-phase defense against ICBMs for slower
inter eptors su h as inter eptor model I-1, whi h is similar to the 1.7-km/s Standard Missile SM-2, or a 3-km/s inter eptor similar to the Standard Missile SM-3 that is urrently
under development by the Navy. However, be ause we found the 5-km/s inter eptor I-2 to
be only marginally useful in the most favorable engagement we onsidered|defending the
United States against the liquid-propellant ICBM model L laun hed from North Korea|we
judge that slower inter eptors would not be useful in defending against ICBMs even if they
have the ability to home on and hit a missile outside the atmosphere.
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Basing inter eptors or lasers in spa e is sometimes suggested as a way to ir umvent the
geographi onstraints that limit the appli ations of boost-phase defense systems that utilize
terrestrial-based inter eptors. The freedom to operate around the globe in spa e means
that ountries annot use their size or ina essibility to shield themselves from boost-phase
defenses. This was one of the original on epts behind the Strategi Defense Initiative
(SDI) program that President Reagan initiated in 1983, and the Brilliant Pebbles spa ebased inter eptor program of the early 1990s. A further attra tion of a spa e-based system
is that it would be on station ontinuously.
Spa e-based hit-to-kill inter eptors (SBIs) raise many of the same te hni al issues as the
terrestrial-based inter eptors that have been dis ussed in pre eding hapters. But operating
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in spa e also presents some unique hallenges. In parti ular, be ause of the rotation of
Earth and the orbital motion of the satellites, a large number of satellites (hundreds or
thousands) would be needed to ensure that at least one satellite were always lose enough
to every potential boost-phase traje tory to inter ept missiles during this phase of their
ight. Also, the limited apa ity of laun hers and the high ost of pla ing mass in orbit
(on the order of $10,000 per pound to low-Earth orbit) puts a penalty on size and weight,
pushing designers to make the inter eptors as small and light as possible.
Spa e-based inter eptors were not the entral fo us of this study, but given the renewed
attention they are re eiving, the Study Group applied the methodology and relevant results
from its analysis of surfa e-based hit-to-kill boost-phase inter eptors to illuminate some
of the te hni al issues that would be involved in a spa e-based system. Spe i ally, we
examined the performan e that SBIs would require to defend the United States against the
suite of target missiles that are presented in Chapter 15. We also examined the required
sizes of kill vehi les and inter eptors based on the analysis in Chapter 14, as well as likely
engagement timelines based on the geographi overage analysis presented in Chapter 5.
Our approa h was to illustrate the issues asso iated with SBIs by ondu ting a parametri
analysis that highlighted the trade-o s that a system designer would fa e.
We approa hed the analysis by reating a \baseline" system that ould inter ept a single,
solid-propellant ICBM 5 s before burnout with zero de ision time. This baseline approa h
made for easy omparisons a ross parameters, but negle ted some of the s enario-spe i
requirements that we applied to the ground-based inter eptors in Chapter 5, spe i ally
that the inter ept had to o ur earlier than 5 s before burnout to defend the United States
and that some de ision time might be required to provide operational margin. As a result,
the baseline ase is optimisti , underestimating perhaps by a fa tor of two or more the
number of satellites that ould be required for the more stressing s enarios.
For the baseline ase, our analysis suggests that the yout velo ity of the inter eptors
should be about 4 km/s, and the yout a eleration should be about 10 g to minimize the
overall system mass. At that velo ity, roughly 1,600 inter eptor satellites at an altitude of
300 km would be required for a minimum of one (and an average of two) to be in position
to inter ept a single, solid-propellant ICBM laun hed from North Korea, Iraq, or Iran 5 s
before burnout. The analysis presented in Chapter 12 indi ates that, for the high losing
velo ities that o ur when inter epting ICBMs from spa e, the kill vehi les should have a
minimum divert velo ity of 2.5 km/s, a total inter eptor response lag of 0.1 s or less, and
an a eleration apability of 15 g during the endgame. These minimum requirements result
in a kill vehi le with a fully fueled mass of 136 kg and a total inter eptor mass of 820 kg.
Altogether, this 1,600-SBI system would have a total mass of about 2,000 tonnes (1 tonne =
1000 kg  1.1 ton). Deploying this system in orbit would require a ve- to ten-fold in rease
in urrent U.S. spa e-laun h apability.
The sizes and masses of onstellations of SBIs ould be signi antly greater than the
baseline ase suggests if less optimisti assumptions were made. For example, defending the
entire United States against ICBMs laun hed by Iran would require inter epts at least 12 s
before burnout, whi h would drive up the number of inter eptors required by 25 per ent.
Providing the system with 30 s of de ision time would more than double the number of
inter eptors required.
Defending against a single liquid-propellant ICBM (as ontrasted to a solid-propellant
ICBM) would require less than half the number of inter eptor satellites (roughly 700) required for the baseline ase. However, a system designed to ounter only liquid-propellant
ICBMs runs the risk of be oming obsolete qui kly, given the long time that it would take to
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deploy the system and the in entives that the development and deployment of that system
would reate for emerging missile states to build or pro ure solid-propellant missiles.
The estimates presented here for onstellation size, kill-vehi le mass, and inter eptor
mass are signi antly higher than those of other authors, even for the baseline ase, be ause
of our more onservative assumptions regarding a number of fa tors, in luding warning time,
duration of ICBM boost phases, divert velo ity and a eleration of the kill-vehi le, tankage
mass, lifeja ket mass, and the mass penalties asso iated with high yout a elerations for
the inter eptor.
This hapter begins by al ulating the overage of a single inter eptor, the likely operating altitudes for inter eptor satellites, and the number of satellites required for Earth
overage. Next, it explores the fa tors that determine the sizes of the kill vehi les. Based
on that analysis, it examines the optimum numbers of satellites and yout velo ities to
minimize the total mass in orbit for the baseline ase. Then it explores the e e ts of more
realisti assumptions about de ision time and required inter ept times. Finally, the hapter
explores strategies for redu ing the mass of the kill vehi le, whi h is the key determinant of
the total mass of the system.
The hoi e of threat missiles and the times for dete ting a ro ket laun h and generating
a ring solution are identi al to those in Chapter 5. (These are des ribed in Chapter 15 and
Se tion 10.1, respe tively.) However, in ontrast to the analysis of boost-phase defense with
terrestrial-based systems (Chapter 5), the kill-vehi le mass is of primary, not se ondary,
importan e. The interplay between the mass and the range of the kill vehi le is entral
to the analysis of spa e-based boost-phase defense systems. Consequently, the material in
Chapter 14 is essential to the analysis in this hapter.

6.1 Coverage by a Single Inter eptor
For a spa e system in low Earth orbit, there is always a large absentee ratio; that is, most
of the satellites are in the wrong pla e when they are needed, due to the physi s of orbits
and the rotation of Earth. The absentee ratio is governed by the overage a orded by ea h
satellite|the greater the overage, the lower the absentee ratio. The overage of an SBI
is determined by the distan e r yout it an y from the time when it is red to the time it
must inter ept the target missile.
The inter eptor is red at time t0 . In general terms, the volume an inter eptor an
over at a future time tn an be approximated by a sphere with a radius equal to its yout
range r yout , the distan e it an y in the interval tn t0, entered on the position that it
would have o upied at tn if it had not been red from its storage or parking orbit. This is
illustrated in Fig. 6.1. Assuming the inter ept would o ur at an altitude hinter ept , a given
SBI ould inter ept a ro ket that rises through this altitude anywhere within a ir ular area
of radius
q
R = r2yout (horbit hinter ept )2 ;
(6.1)
where horbit is the altitude of the satellite's orbit and hinter ept is the altitude of the inter ept
point. For the times and distan es of on ern, the di eren e between the gravitational for e
felt by the inter eptor on its new path and that on its former path is negligible, so that it
may be assumed one is working in an inertial frame moving with the original orbital velo ity
of the inter eptor.
The inter eptor's yout range depends on its a eleration pro le and terminal velo ity.
Figure 6.2 shows this range as a fun tion of time for inter eptor burnout velo ities of 2,
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Figure 6.1. The overage of a single inter eptor at the height of an inter ept is determined by the
altitude horbit of its orbit and its yout range r yout, the distan e it an travel in the time that is
available to inter ept the target. Here, the inter eptor is red at time t0, and the inter ept o urs
at time t3. The arrowheads are at the inter ept point; R is the inter ept ground range.

4, and 6 km/s, and mean a elerations of 6, 8, and 10 g, assuming burn times of roughly
20 s to 100 s. Both of these parameters are important for yout times in the range of 100 s
to 150 s, whi h are typi al for this appli ation. In any ase, the range will be measured
in hundreds rather than thousands of kilometers, so a large number of inter eptors will be
needed. In addition, the inter eptor will use some of its range in diving down from its
parking altitude to the inter ept altitude, and this e e t must be onsidered in overage
al ulations.
Shorter inter eptor burn times (higher a elerations) were also onsidered but were
found to have mass penalties that more than o set the potential bene t. The basis of this
on lusion is dis ussed in Se tion 6.7.

6.2 Operational Altitudes for SBIs
The optimal basing altitude for a system of SBIs would be a ompromise between being
high enough to minimize the e e ts of atmospheri drag and low enough to rea h the
inter ept point in time. Generally, the desired inter ept altitude would be lower than the
storage altitude of a spa e inter eptor. The target missile typi ally would burn out below an
altitude of 200 km, whi h is far too low for a long-lasting satellite, be ause at that altitude
the atmosphere is dense enough that aerodynami drag would qui kly ause it to spiral into
the lower atmosphere and burn up. To have a lifetime of many years without propulsion, a
satellite must orbit at or above 500 km. To orbit below 500 km for many years, a satellite
would require a propulsion system with suÆ ient propellant to maintain the desired orbit.
The lifetime of a satellite at any altitude is a fun tion of the ballisti oeÆ ient, whi h is
the ratio of the satellite's mass to the produ t of its drag oeÆ ient and its ross-se tional
area normal to its dire tion of motion through the atmosphere. The larger the ballisti
oeÆ ient, the less e e t drag will have on the satellite. For a ompa t, pen il-shaped
inter eptor aligned with the velo ity ve tor, the ballisti oeÆ ient ould be as high as
200 kg/m2 (200-kg mass, 1{m2 frontal area, and assuming a drag oeÆ ient of unity).
Orbital lifetime is also a strong fun tion of the solar y le. At solar maximum, the
upper atmosphere is distended and satellite lifetimes are diminished. We must onsider
this worst ase, be ause solar maxima o ur every 11 years and last for several years. At
solar maximum, the lifetime of a 200-kg/m2 satellite without any propulsion is 3 years at
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Figure 6.2. Flyout range r yout as a fun tion of time, for a range of a elerations and burnout
velo ities. In ea h group of inter eptors having the same burnout velo ity, the three traje tories are,
from top to bottom, for a elerations of 10, 8, and 6 g.

500 km, 9 months at 400 km, 50 days at 300 km, and 1{2 days at 200 km ([77, Fig. 8-4,
p.210℄, [78℄).
Atmospheri drag an be over ome by thrust, however, provided by a ro ket motor on
the satellite. This is an ideal appli ation for a low-thrust, high-spe i -impulse
(Isp ), ion
engine. Given an atmospheri density at solar maximum of 6  10 11 kg=m3 at an altitude
of 300 km [79, p.261℄ and assuming an ion engine with an Isp of 2000 s, a satellite with a
1 m2 frontal area an maintain that altitude for 2.5 years at solar maximum by onsuming
30 kg in ion engine fuel, thereby balan ing the momentum lost to drag with the momentum
provided by the engine. The mean thrust is very small, less than 1 millinewton. Maintaining
altitude for 3 years is long enough to survive a solar maximum, and it is unlikely that an
inter eptor satellite would need to survive more than one maximum.
A bene t of these low altitudes is that the inter eptor would not have to y long distan es
to get down to the inter ept altitude. Another advantage is that inter eptors at these
altitudes would not pose a spa e debris problem when they rea h the end of their servi e
lives; on e their thrust were terminated, they would qui kly re-enter the atmosphere. But
there is a tradeo between the advantages of operating at low altitudes and the weight
penalty in thrusters and fuel needed to maintain orbit, whi h probably pre ludes basing
below 300 km at solar maximum.
Basing at altitudes above 300 km would redu e the mass of the satellite by redu ing the
amount of fuel needed for the ion propulsion. But that may not redu e the total mass-inorbit|parti ularly for spa e-based inter eptors designed to defend against solid-propellant
ICBMs|due to the extra distan e that the inter eptor would have to y to rea h the
inter ept point and hen e the extra propellant that it would need.
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6.3 Cal ulating the Number of Inter eptors for Earth Coverage
There are several ways to estimate the number of SBIs that would be required so that
at least one inter eptor would be in position at all times to engage an ICBM. Perhaps
the simplest approa h is to assume that the satellites are xed above Earth and uniformly
distributed. In that ase, the required number of inter eptors is obtained by dividing the
area to be defended by the area within rea h of a single inter eptor. If we are on erned
with ICBMs laun hed from anywhere between 45Æ N latitude and 45Æ S latitude, the area
of this spheri al shell is:
p h
2 4(R + hinter ept )2 i :
(6.2)
A over =
Earth
2
The radius of the area overed by one inter eptor is given in Eq. 6.1. If the inter eptors
ould be uniformly distributed around Earth, without overlap, a onstellation of N0 =
A over =(a2 ) inter eptors would provide one inter eptor to over any laun h.
In reality, a number of fa tors make N0 a signi ant underestimate of the number of
inter eptors a tually needed, be ause the nature of satellite orbits around a rotating Earth
makes it diÆ ult to provide uniform overage from low-Earth orbit. For any given orbit,
satellite overage will be on entrated at the same latitude as the in lination of the orbit,
leaving the equatorial region underpopulated, as dis ussed in [80℄. (The in lination of an
orbit is the angle that it makes with the equator.) Although that on entration would be
bene ial if the defense needs only to inter ept missiles from a very narrow latitude band,
su h as from North Korea, it makes omplete overage over a wide range of latitudes more
diÆ ult to a hieve.
Sin e any holes in overage are highly undesirable, steps must be taken to address this
problem. For example, a more omplex satellite onstellation ould be engineered having
several rings of satellites that have di erent in linations. This system must be engineered
to provide ontinuous overage without gaps. The solution does not lie in randomizing the
satellite distribution, whi h would leave random gaps in overage that ould only be lled
by deploying a large number of satellites. A fully engineered onstellation, however, goes
beyond the s ope of our study.
Instead, we illustrate the approximate number of satellites that would be needed by
studying the simpler ase of a xed-in lination onstellation designed to defend against
laun hes from anywhere on Earth between the 45th parallels north and south. If we populate
the onstellation with 2  N0 inter eptors, we obtain, on average, at least two inter eptors
within range of an inter ept point at north latitudes between 34Æ (most of Iran) to 45Æ
(North Korea). This overage is suÆ ient to ensure that there would be virtually no gaps
in overage within that band of latitudes, although there is sometimes just one inter eptor
within range, and therefore no redundan y. That same number of inter eptors (2N0 ) ould
provide overage down to 30Æ North latitude and defend the United States against laun hes
from anywhere in Iran, although the han e of a gap in overage would in rease to a few
per ent. This result omes from a satellite system simulation done by the Study Group that
in ludes basi orbital and rotational e e ts. The satellites are in several orbital rings, but
all are at an in lination of 45Æ . For a xed number of satellites, the overage is relatively
insensitive to the exa t partition between the number of satellites in a ring and the number
of rings. There is a small advantage to having more satellites in ea h ring instead of more
rings. The number of satellites would have to be doubled again to provide overage down
to the equator; in that ase, a multiple-in lination design might be preferred. However,
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Figure 6.3. Range, mass, and required number of hypothesized spa e-based inter eptors with a
yout a eleration of 10 g as a fun tion of yout velo ity for a kill vehi le with a total divert velo ity
apability of 2.5 km/s. The mass does not in lude the garage or \life-ja ket" that would be required
to provide long-term orbital servi es, whi h we assume would in rease the total mass of ea h satellite
by roughly 50 per ent. The required number of inter eptors is for at least one inter eptor (and an
average of two) to be able to inter ept a solid-propellant ICBM 5 s before burnout|the baseline
ase.

be ause most threats from the three ountries of greatest on ern to the United States
would be inter epted within the approximately 30-degree to 45-degree North latitude band,
we use this simple onstellation design, populated with 2N0 satellites, for a preliminary
estimate of onstellation size.
This number of inter eptors, 2N0 , is shown as a fun tion of yout velo ity in Fig. 6.3
for kill vehi les with 2.5 km/s divert velo ities against solid-propellant ICBMs like ICBM
model S1. Our overage al ulation in ludes the additional range needed to y down from
the storage orbits at 300 km to inter epts at altitudes of 200 km; an inter eptor with
a yout range less than 100 km would be useless, be ause it ould not even rea h the
inter ept altitude.
The yout range of an inter eptor is determined by its yout velo ity and yout time.
The yout velo ity is a fun tion of the inter eptor design, as dis ussed in the previous
se tion. The yout time is determined by the ICBM, the dete tion and tra king time
required of the spa e-based early-warning sensors, and the geography of the engagement.
The Study Group onstru ted a baseline ase for the purposes of illustration that assumes:
1. The target missile is a solid-propellant ICBM similar to model S1.
2. The inter eptor is red 15 s after the ICBM rises above 7 km (zero de ision time),
whi h is 45 s after the ICBM is laun hed.
3. The inter ept o urs 5 s before the ICBM burns out.
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The rst assumption is learly optimisti be ause it does not take a ount of the e e ts
of geography on the required inter ept time. For example, defending Fairbanks, Alaska,
from North Korea would require that ICBM S1 be inter epted no later than 137 s before
burnout, or 28 s earlier than assumed in our baseline ase (see Chapter 5). The se ond
assumption| ring 15 s after the missile rises to 7 km|is most ertainly optimisti . It is
the same as the zero-de ision-time ase dis ussed in Chapter 5. The nal assumption|that
the system is designed to ounter solid-propellant ballisti missiles|is arguably pessimisti ,
be ause every state that has ICBMs today started with liquid-propellant missiles. If the
system were designed to ounter only liquid-propellant ICBMs, the inter eptors would have
onsiderably longer yout times and the onstellation size ould be redu ed signi antly.
Given the time that it will take to deploy an SBI system, however, su h an assumption may
be reasonable to avoid the risk of the system's be oming obsolete shortly after it is deployed
(see Chapter 3).
The result of those three assumptions is that the SBIs would have 120 s of yout time in
the baseline ase (an ICBM boost phase of 170 s, an inter eptor ring time of 45 s, and an
inter ept that o urs 5 s before burnout). The rest of the analysis in this hapter is based
on those assumptions (the baseline ase) unless expli itly stated otherwise.
The downward-sloping urve in Fig. 6.3 indi ates the number of inter eptors that would
be suÆ ient to over any point in spa e and time in the region between approximately 30
and 45 degrees North latitude with an average of two inter eptors and a minimum of one.
For our baseline ase of v yout  4 km/s, about 1600 orbiting inter eptors would be needed.
This number would be inadequate, however, if the atta ker laun hed several ICBMs
nearly simultaneously from the same lo ation; they would qui kly deplete the one or two
inter eptors in the onstellation that would be lose enough to inter ept them. Other fa tors
that might drive up the size of the onstellation are dis ussed in Se tion 6.6.
The numbers of inter eptors that we estimate would be required is signi antly higher
than other authors have estimated be ause of the more onservative assumptions in our
baseline ase regarding warning and dete tion time, duration of the boost phase, and a eleration and yout velo ity of the inter eptor [81, 82, 83℄.

6.4 Sizing the SBI Satellite: Kill Vehi le, Inter eptor, and Life
Ja ket
For a given performan e, SBIs an be smaller than their terrestrial-based relatives be ause
they are already at high altitude and are not subje t to aerodynami drag or gravity drop
as they y out to their targets. The penalty for over oming drag and gravity has already
been paid by the ro ket that put them in orbit. Furthermore, the ro ket nozzle on the
inter eptor an be tuned for a single external pressure (i.e., zero) for optimal performan e,
and no aerodynami stru ture, su h as a shroud, is needed.
On the other hand, a spa e-based inter eptor would need life-support and stationkeeping systems during its multiyear lifetime on orbit that terrestrial-based inter eptors
do not. Life-support systems are needed to keep the satellite fun tioning. They in lude
solar panels for power, ommuni ation links, and radiation shielding. Station-keeping systems in lude thrusters to maintain orbit and an attitude ontrol system. They ould be
built into the inter eptor itself, although it is more likely that they would be provided by an
external stru ture, a \garage" or \life ja ket," to redu e the mass that has to be a elerated
from storage orbit to inter ept.
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This se tion examines the sizing requirements for ea h of the three omponents for SBI
satellites in turn: the kill vehi le, the inter eptor ro ket, and the life ja ket.
6.4.1 Sizing the kill vehi le

Based on the analysis in Chapter 12, we estimate that the high losing velo ities asso iated
with inter epting ICBMs from spa e would require the kill vehi les to have a total divert
velo ity of 2.5 km/s, a total inter eptor lag of less than less 0.1 s, and an a eleration
apability during the endgame of 15 g. Using the same te hnology that we assumed for
the terrestrial-based inter eptors (based on te hnology that would be deployable within ten
years or so), a kill vehi le that meets those requirements would have a wet mass of 136 kg,
as dis ussed in Chapter 14. (The wet mass of a kill vehi le is its inert or dry mass plus the
mass of its propellant.) That kill-vehi le mass is based on urrent te hnology, extrapolated
forward somewhat in the areas of sensors and avioni s to a hieve more apability and lower
mass. Sin e kill-vehi le mass drives the size of ea h inter eptor and the total mass of
the onstellation, several possible approa hes for redu ing kill-vehi le mass are explored in
Se tion 6.9.
It should be re ognized that kill-vehi le mass is a strong fun tion of the divert requirement, whi h we have estimated to rst-order a ura y in this study. More agile ICBMs,
whi h would drive up the divert requirement, would have a pronoun ed e e t on the required kill-vehi le mass. For example, the thrust of a solid-propellant booster varies in an
unpredi table way by as mu h as 10 per ent as it burns, for a number of reasons. These
variations are not knowable until after the inter eptor booster has burned out. The killvehi le would have to ompensate for this variation as it ies out, orre ting the estimated
time of the inter ept by adjusting its losing velo ity. These adjustments would require
velo ity orre tions along the line of sight, in addition to the divert velo ities al ulated
here. Liquid-propellant ICBMs would present the same problem; they ould easily throttle
their thrust up or down by 10 per ent as a ountermeasure.
6.4.2 Sizing the inter eptor

The size of the inter eptor is determined by the yout speed and a eleration required of it
and the mass of the kill vehi le that it must propel. Figure 6.3 shows the range and mass
of the hypothesized inter eptor with a 2.5 km/s divert apability as a fun tion of yout
velo ity, whi h is ontrolled by fuel loading. Note that the masses in this gure are for
the inter eptors only and do not in lude the lifeja ket. We onsider one- and two- stage
boosters for yout (two and three stages total, ounting the kill vehi le). For a singlestage ro ket, our masses are based on the assumption that the tankage and motors total 16
per ent of the propellant mass, plus an additional 5 per ent of the payload. (The payload
in ludes the wet kill vehi le for a one-stage yout system; it in ludes the wet kill vehi le
plus the yout upper stage for the rst stage of the two-stage yout system). The Isp of the
yout system is taken to be 300 s. Those numbers are onsistent with urrent pra ti e for
spa e-laun hed solid-propellant systems. The numbers for a two-stage ro ket are based on
the same assumption, plus the assumption that the staging time and the mass of interstage
stru tures are negligible.
For simpli ity, the al ulations of yout range assume that the inter eptor has 120 s to
rea h the target, based on the 170-se ond duration boost phases of solid-propellant ICBMs
S1 and S2, a 45-se ond delay between target and inter eptor laun h, and the arbitrary
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assumption that the inter eptor must hit the target at least 5 s before burnout. This
assumption turns out to be very optimisti be ause, in reality, the inter eptor would have
to hit the target earlier to defend the United States. It is more optimisti than the values
assumed in our analysis of geographi s enarios in Chapter 5. More-realisti s enarios that
take geography into a ount are dis ussed below in Se tion 6.6. If the inter eptor ould
be red earlier or the target missile burns longer, the overage that ould be provided by
ea h inter eptor would in rease. Conversely, ring delays longer than the optimisti 45 s
assumed here would de rease the overage, as would any requirements to hit the booster
sooner, before it ould give its warheads or munitions the velo ity needed to rea h the
United States.
A ording to Fig. 6.3, an inter eptor that ould propel the kill vehi le to a speed of
4 km/s with an a eleration of 10 g would have a mass of 820 kg, in luding the kill vehi le
but not the lifeja ket. As Fig. 6.3 indi ates, there is an advantage to adding a se ond stage
for yout velo ities that are greater than 3 km/s. The mass of a single-stage inter eptor
in reases sharply for yout speeds faster than 4 km/s. Beyond an optimum point (Fig. 6.5),
the mass in rease overwhelms the bene t of in reasing range. The range improvement would
begin to atten out at higher speeds be ause the inter eptor average a eleration has been
limited to 10 g. The 10-g a eleration implies a 30{50 s inter eptor burn time, so most of the
inter eptor's energy is expended early, allowing no reserve for major ourse orre tions late
in its traje tory, su h as a late re- lassi ation of the target traje tory. If the inter eptor
has mistaken a liquid-propellant ICBM for a solid-propellant ICBM, it may overshoot and
be unable to orre t, whi h is similar to what may happen to surfa e-based inter eptors
(see Se tion 5.1.1).
6.4.3 Total mass of an SBI satellite

The inter eptor mass is not the end of the story, however. The total weight of an SBI
satellite also in ludes the \life ja ket" or \garage" that provides the life-support and housekeeping servi es that are ne essary for long-term operations in spa e. Those servi es in lude
ion propulsion and propellant for maintaining orbit, radiation shielding, power, and other
fun tions whose omponents are listed in Table 6.1. When all the subsystems listed in the
table are added, the life ja ket an have a mass nearly as large as the SBI itself. For the
purposes of this analysis, we made what may be an optimisti assumption that the life
ja ket mass would be 50 per ent of the mass of the inter eptor.
6.4.4 The e e ts of divert velo ity requirements on SBI mass

As dis ussed above, we use the 2.5 km/s divert velo ity requirement for the kill vehi le in
our al ulations, the assumption made in generating the two mass urves in Fig. 6.3. Other
hoi es for divert velo ities would a e t the SBI mass signi antly, although the divert
velo ity and a eleration requirements are determined primarily by the target missile and
not the design of the SBI or onstellation. Figure 6.4 shows the total mass for ea h SBI
satellite (inter eptor and life ja ket) as a fun tion of yout and divert-velo ity, assuming a
two-stage inter eptor. The 2.5 km/s divert-velo ity urve in this gure is the same as the
two-stage mass urve in Fig. 6.3. Divert requirements ould be greater than the 2.5 km/s
assumed in this hapter for two reasons: shorter inter eptor burn times or higher losing
velo ities. Inter eptor burn times ould be signi antly shortened if high a eleration motors
are used, as some have proposed to either in rease SBI rea h or to get to a target sooner
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Table 6.1. Components of an SBI Life Ja ket
Solar panel
Radiator
Momentum wheels and ontroller
Horizon/star tra ker sensors
DC to DC onverter
Battery
Hall-e e t ion engine and ontrols
Stru ture and shielding
Attitude ontrol system for momentum dump
Communi ation link and antenna
Mis ellaneous

if geographi realities di tate. However, if the inter eptor burn times are less than 40 s,
the kill-vehi le must respond to guidan e un ertainties and unpredi table variations in the
target's traje tory. (This issue is dis ussed in Se tion 6.7.) Se ond, the higher losing
velo ities that hara terize SBI inter epts ould in rease kill-vehi le divert requirements
relative to ground-based inter eptors if the kill vehi le uses range-limited sensors for the
endgame. In that ase, the kill vehi le would have less time to respond to target maneuvers
and would have to be able to divert farther.
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Figure 6.4. The e e t of yout and divert velo ities on total mass of a single SBI with a two-stage
booster. Total SBI mass in ludes the mass of the lifeja ket, whi h we estimate to be 50 per ent of
the inter eptor mass. The total divert velo ity assumed for the kill vehi le in generating ea h urve
is indi ated next to it.
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Figure 6.5. Total mass of an orbiting onstellation for the baseline ase, in luding lifeja kets, for oneand two-stage SBIs against solid- and liquid-propellant missiles. The SBIs have 10-g a elerations
and arry kill vehi les apable of 2.5-km/s total divert velo ity.

6.5 Optimizing System Mass-in-Orbit
The goal in optimizing a system of on-orbit inter eptors is to provide adequate overage
with a minimum onstellation mass. A tradeo must be made between mass and range
for ea h individual inter eptor, based on the amount of fuel that is loaded into it. (The
other signi ant fa tors that a e t mass|kill-vehi le divert velo ity and a eleration|are
determined largely by the target missile.) The total system mass is very sensitive to the
dry mass of the kill vehi le: a one kilogram in rease in dry mass of the kill vehi le would
in rease the mass of the onstellation by roughly ten tonnes.
To optimize the baseline system's on-orbit mass, we ombined the overage and intereptor mass results presented in Fig. 6.3 and Se tions 6.3 and 6.4. Figure 6.5 shows the
resulting on-orbit onstellation mass for one- and two-stage inter eptors against solid- and
liquid-propellant missiles, assuming 136-kg kill vehi les apable of a elerations of 10 g,
in luding the 50 per ent allowan e for the mass of the lifeja ket. The system mass in reases
steeply at lower values of v yout , where most of the range is used for ying down from the
parking orbit, and in reases steeply at higher values of v yout where the inter eptor mass
in reases faster than the in rease in overage. Against solid-propellant ICBMs, the mass of
the single-stage system has a shallow minimum between 2.5 to 3.5 km/s. For the two-stage
system, the minimum mass is a little lower and stret hes from 2.5 to 5 km/s. The mass savings appear to be worth the ompli ation of in orporating a se ond stage for speeds greater
than 3.5 km/s. Against the liquid-propellant missile, the masses on orbit are smaller and
the minima are atter and wider.
We sele ted a two-stage inter eptor with a yout velo ity of 4 km/s to minimize system
mass for our baseline system, whi h assumes a 2.5-km/s divert kill vehi le apable of 15 g
in the endgame and having total lag in the inter eptor's response of less than 0.1 s. With
that yout velo ity, roughly 1,600 inter eptor satellites at an altitude of 300 km would be
required for two of them, on average, to be in position to inter ept a single solid-propellant
missile (like ICBM S1) laun hed from North Korea, Iraq, or Iran 5 s before its burnout
(see Se tion 6.3). The total mass would be 2000 tonnes. The number of inter eptors
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Figure 6.6. Total mass-in-orbit as a fun tion of divert velo ity and yout velo ity for a two-stage
inter eptor having an a eleration of 10 g. Ea h urve is labeled by the assumed kill-vehi le divert
velo ity.

assumes that the inter eptors ould be red 45 s after the target missile is laun hed (our
zero-de ision-time ase).
If the ring of the inter eptor were delayed by 30 s (our 30-se ond de ision time ase),
the number of inter eptors needed would in rease, and the system mass would more than
double (see Se tion 6.6). The mass of the onstellations suggests that signi ant redu tions
in the mass of the SBI would be ne essary to make su h a system pra ti al. Se tion 6.9
explores ways to redu e kill-vehi le mass.
If the system were designed to ounter only liquid-propellant ICBMs, the inter eptors
would have onsiderably longer yout times and the onstellation size ould be redu ed
signi antly. As an example, if the yout time were in reased from 120 s to 170 s (240 s
ICBM burn, inter eptor laun h 65 s after target missile laun h, zero de ision time, and an
inter ept 5 s before burnout), the on-orbit mass would drop by almost 60 per ent to about
860 tonnes. This redu tion would o ur be ause the inter eptors would have extra time to
y out to the target. Thus, only about 700 inter eptors would be needed, even though the
yout velo ity and size of the inter eptor would remain the same. A more realisti de ision
time of 30 s would boost the on-orbit mass of a system designed to ounter liquid-propellant
missiles by about 60 per ent, i.e., the total on-orbit mass would be 1,400 tonnes.
Changing the required total divert velo ity would also a e t the onstellation mass
signi antly. Figure 6.6 shows the sensitivity of our results to the requirement that the kill
vehi le have a total divert apability of 2.5 km/s. The onstellation mass in reases linearly
with the kill-vehi le mass, in reasing by nearly a fa tor of 2 for kill vehi les with 3 km/s
divert. The total onstellation mass would drop by 30 per ent if the divert requirement
were lowered to 2 km/s and by more than 50 per ent if it were lowered to 1.5 km/s. The
divert velo ity requirements, however, are largely a fun tion of the anti ipated performan e
of the target missile and not the design of the SBI or the SBI onstellation. Divert velo ity
requirements an also be driven by other design onsiderations (see Se tion 6.4.4).
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Table 6.2. Number of Inter eptors as a Fun tion of v yout , De ision
Time, and Geography against Solid-Propellant ICBM S1a
Baseline ase
Defend U.S. from Iran
v yout Zero De ision 30-se ond
Zero De ision 30-se ond
(km/s)
time
delay
time
delay
3
2,800
6,100
3,700
12,400
4
1,600
3,600
2,000
5,700
5
1,100
2,600
1,400
3,700
a

The number of SBIs required to inter ept solid-propellant ICBM S1 as a
fun tion of yout velo ity and de ision time for two di erent ases: the
baseline ase where the ICBM is inter epted 5 s before burnout, and the
ase where it is inter epted 10 s before burnout, whi h is what would be
required to defend the entire United States against an atta k by Iran. In
all ases, the inter eptor has an average yout a eleration of 10 g.

6.6 The E e t of De ision and Inter ept Time on System Mass
As dis ussed above, the baseline system is optimisti for the solid-propellant ase, parti ularly sin e it is built on the assumption that the inter eptor has 120-se onds yout to the
target. This time follows from two entral assumptions: a 45-se ond ring time (the zero
de ision time ase), and inter ept o urs 5 s before burnout.
To illustrate the sensitivity of our results to the 45-se ond ring time, we present the
ase in whi h the inter eptor is laun hed 30 s later (the 30-se ond de ision time ase). For
the example onsidered in Fig. 6.3, a delay of 30 s would signi antly in rease the number
of inter eptors required. Table 6.2 illustrates the e e t of hanging the assumed de ision
time for three di erent yout velo ities. In the baseline ase (4 km/s yout velo ity and
10 g), the required number of inter eptors would more than double, from 1,600 to 3,600.
With a yout speed of 5 km/s, the in rease in the required number of inter eptors to rea h
the target missile after a 30-se ond delay is similar, more than double the zero-delay ase.
The e e t on onstellation mass is the same for ea h yout velo ity be ause it is proportional to the number of satellites (see Table 6.3). The table also reveals that mass is
minimized at yout velo ities around 4 km/s.
The required onstellation size would also in rease if more realisti geographi s enarios
were onsidered, as they were for ground-based inter eptors in Chapter 5. For example,
defending the United States against a solid-propellant ICBM S1 laun hed from Iran would
require the system to inter ept the missile 160 s after laun h, or 10 s before it burned out
(see Chapter 5). This nal inter ept time is 5 s earlier than we have assumed in our baseline
ase for the SBI system and, although it represents only a small de rease in burn time, it
would in rease the number of inter eptors and onstellation mass required by 25 per ent
over the baseline ase (see Tables 6.2 and 6.3).
If the two fa tors are ombined and the inter eptors must inter ept a solid-propellant
ICBM from Iran 160 s after laun h and after a 30-se ond delay, the number of inter eptors
and onstellation mass required would in rease sharply, i.e., 250 per ent higher than the
baseline ase.
Defending Alaska from North Korea ould in rease the size of the onstellation even
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Table 6.3. Mass-in-Orbit as a Fun tion of v yout , De ision Time, and
Geography against Solid-Propellant ICBM S1a
Baseline ase
Defend U.S. from Iran
v yout Zero de ision 30-se ond
Zero de ision 30-se ond
(km/s)
time
delay
time
delay
3
2,200
4,700
2,900
9,700
4
2,000
4,500
2,500
7,000
5
2,300
5,200
2,700
7,500
a

The mass in tonnes of SBIs required to inter ept solid-propellant
ICBM S1 as a fun tion of yout velo ity and de ision time for two di erent
ases: the baseline ase where the ICBM is inter epted 5 s before burnout,
and the ase where it is inter epted 10 s before burnout, whi h is what
would be required to defend the entire United States against an atta k
from Iran. In all ases, the inter eptor has an average yout a eleration
of 10 g.

more than the Iranian ase, be ause the inter ept must o ur before the missile rea hed
suÆ ient speed to deliver the payload to its destination, as dis ussed in Chapter 5. Not
only would the inter ept have to o ur more than 25 s earlier than the baseline ase (more
than doubling the number of inter eptors required), but the inter eptor would have to dive
about 60 km lower to hit the ICBM in time, further in reasing the number of inter eptors
required.
The e e ts of yout velo ity and de ision time on the number of inter eptors and
the mass of the onstellation are similar in the ase of liquid-propellant ICBMs (see Tables 6.4 and 6.5). The biggest di eren e between liquid- and solid-propellant ICBMs is
that the e e t of delay is less pronoun ed for liquid-propellant missiles be ause they burn
for a mu h longer time. Geographi onstraints from more realisti s enarios are also less
pronoun ed for liquid-propellant missiles, be ause they a elerate very rapidly at the end of
their burn. In fa t, there is no di eren e in the number of inter eptors between the baseline
system and defending against liquid-propellant missiles laun hed from Iran|both require
inter ept 5 s before burnout.

6.7 The E e t of High-A eleration Inter eptors on System Mass
Intuitively, one might expe t that redu ing the burn time of the SBI by in reasing the
a eleration of its booster would, for a xed velo ity, redu e the number of SBIs on orbit
and, therefore, the total orbital mass of the system.
Although in reasing a eleration would redu e the number of SBIs needed for overage,
two fa tors thwart the apparent mass savings: 1) a penalty related to divert velo ity requirements that in reases the propulsion requirements of the kill vehi le as burn time is
shortened, and 2) a penalty related to a eleration that in reases stru tural and propulsion
system masses. For the storage altitude (300 km) and SBI yout times used in this analysis
(90 to 120 s), these two fa tors would in rease total orbital mass for inter eptor burn times
less than 30{40 s. In situations where the storage altitude is higher or the inter eptor yout
time is less than we assumed, the minimum onstellation mass would be a hieved with veryhigh-a eleration inter eptors. But the resulting onstellation mass would be more massive
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Table 6.4. Number of Inter eptors as a Fun tion of v yout , De ision
Time, and Geography against Liquid-Propellant ICBM La
Baseline ase
Defend U.S. against Iran
v yout Zero De ision 30-se ond
Zero De ision 30-se ond
(km/s)
time
delay
time
delay
3
1,200
2,100
1,200
2,100
4
700
1,200
700
1,200
5
500
800
500
800
a

The number of SBIs required to inter ept liquid-propellant ICBM L as a
fun tion of yout velo ity and de ision time for two di erent ases: the
baseline ase where the ICBM is inter epted 5 s before burnout, and the
ase where it is inter epted from Iran, whi h is also 5 s before burnout,
to defend the entire United States against an atta k. In all ases, the
inter eptor has an average yout a eleration of 10 g.

Table 6.5. Mass-in-Orbit as a Fun tion of v yout , De ision Time, and
Geography against Liquid-Propellant ICBM La
Baseline ase
Defend U.S. against Iran
v yout Zero de ision 30-se ond
Zero de ision 30-se ond
(km/s)
time
delay
time
delay
3
1,000
1,700
1,000
1,700
4
900
1,500
900
1,500
5
1,000
1,600
1,000
1,600
a

The mass in tonnes of SBIs required to inter ept liquid-propellant
ICBM L as a fun tion of yout velo ity and de ision time for two di erent
ases: the baseline ase where the ICBM is inter epted 5 s before burnout,
and the ase where it is inter epted from Iran, whi h is also 5 s before
burnout, to defend the entire United States against an atta k. In all ases,
the inter eptor has an average yout a eleration of 10 g.
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than the baseline system, be ause high a eleration is not free.
In fa t, if the two penalties were ombined, they would add more to inter eptor mass
than the sum of their parts: the a eleration penalty would be ampli ed by the divert
penalty, whi h would in rease the mass of the kill vehi le and therefore the stru tural loads
that must be handled by the booster stages. For simpli ity we analyzed ea h penalty
separately and did not estimate the ombined e e t. As a result, the magnitude of the
e e t of moving to higher a elerations is likely to be somewhat understated here.
For the analysis in this se tion, we took as the point of departure the baseline ase
des ribed above|a two-stage inter eptor having a yout velo ity of 4 km/s, an a eleration
of 10 g, and a burn time of nearly 40 s that arries a kill vehi le with a total divert velo ity
of 2.5 km/s. The total ight time of the inter eptor is 120 s.
6.7.1 Divert penalty: the e e t of booster burn time on mass

The rst mass penalty results from the inability of the guidan e system on the kill vehi le
to measure and predi t the a eleration of the threat booster with pre ision. As long as the
inter eptor booster is burning, orre tions for threat traje tory updates an be a ommodated with negligible penalty. However, when the SBI booster burns out, any un ertainties
that remain, along with the e e ts of unpredi table variations in threat a eleration after
SBI burnout, must be orre ted by the kill vehi le.
As des ribed in Chapter 10, the limited tra king pre ision, even with an X-band radar,
would result in signi ant un ertainties in the estimate of the threat a eleration. For the
lters that we modeled, this un ertainty does not improve after about 15 s of tra king and
remains on the order of 1 g (see Chapter 12). In addition, the unpredi ted variations in the
threat missile's thrust and drag add to the residual un ertainty and must be mat hed by
kill-vehi le maneuvers after the inter eptor booster burns out. Therefore, if the inter eptor
burns out in 20 s rather than 40 s, the kill vehi le must mat h any unpredi ted a elerations
for 20 additional se onds. For a nominal 1-g variation in a eleration that must be mat hed
by the kill vehi le, an additional 200 m/s in divert velo ity must be delivered. This requires
extra fuel whi h in reases the size of the kill vehi le, in turn in reasing the size of the
inter eptor that is required to rea h the same yout velo ity.
The e e t of varying inter eptor burn time on inter eptor mass, the number of intereptors, and total mass-in-orbit is illustrated in Fig. 6.7 for the 4 km/s, two-stage baseline
ase. Total ight time is assumed to be 120 s for the ase of a solid-propellant missile. As
expe ted, the number of inter eptors required de reases and the mass of the inter eptor
in reases as burn time gets shorter. While the number of SBIs required for overage is
redu ed as SBI burn time is shortened, the in rease in mass per SBI from this e e t more
than o sets the savings for burn times that are less than about 40 s, as the top urve in
Fig. 6.7 shows. For SBI burn times greater than 40 s, the system mass also in reases be ause
the redu tion in inter eptor mass is more than o set by the need for more inter eptors.
This e e t an also be seen learly in Fig. 6.8, whi h shows the total mass-in-orbit for
a set of one- and two-stage inter eptors. The lowest urve is for the 4 km/s, two-stage
inter eptor that we used as our baseline ase. In this ase, the mass-in-orbit is minimized
for a burn time of about 40 s, whi h orresponds to an average a eleration of about 10 g.
For single-stage inter eptors, the mass-in-orbit is minimized for an inter eptor having a
yout velo ity of about 3.5 km/s and a burn time of about 40 s, whi h orresponds to an
average a eleration of about 9 g. Sin e the minimum is shallow for the assumed parameters,
however, minor hanges in the assumptions would ause substantial hanges in the optimum
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Figure 6.7. Variation of the number of inter eptors, mass of an individual SBI, and on-orbit mass
as a fun tion of SBI burn time, in luding the estimated \divert penalty" for a two-stage SBI with a
yout velo ity of 4 km/s.

a eleration but only minor hanges in the mass-in-orbit.
6.7.2 A eleration penalty: the e e t of a eleration on mass

The se ond fa tor that works against higher a eleration is the mass penalty asso iated
with the higher-thrust booster ro ket and the inter-stage stru ture. There are three basi
omponents to a booster's inert mass, whether it has a liquid- or solid-propellant motor.
 The mass of the inter-stage stru ture and release system whi h is a fun tion of the
vehi le mass forward of the inter-stage stru ture and the bu kling loads aused by
both axial and lateral a eleration.
 The dry or inert mass of tankage and the ombustion hamber, or the ro ket pressure
vessel, whi h is a fun tion of the propellant mass and the hamber pressure. For
a given total impulse, greater thrust requires either a higher hamber pressure or a
larger nozzle throat or some ombination of the two. Higher hamber pressure means
heavier hamber walls, whi h would be o set somewhat in the ase of solid-propellant
systems by a redu tion in the thi kness of the ase insulator, whi h would be made
possible by the shorter burn time.
 The mass of the thrust ve tor system and nozzle stru tural sti ness whi h is a fun tion of the thrust or mass ow of the ro ket. The in reased mass ow for higher thrust
requires a heavier nozzle and a more massive thrust-ve tor ontrol me hanism.
To illustrate the ombined e e ts of higher a elerations on these three omponents, we
use an equation of the following form to des ribe these relationships. The inert or dry mass
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Figure 6.8. Mass-on-orbit for a family of one- and two-stage inter eptors arrying the baseline kill
vehi le as a fun tion of SBI burn time, in luding the estimated \divert penalty."

of the stage, Minert, is de ned by C1  f1(upstage mass), whi h represents the inert mass
of the inter-stage stru ture and separation hardware, plus C2  f2(propellant mass), whi h
represents the mass of the basi motor ase and xed nozzle exit one, plus C3  f3(thrust),
whi h represents the movable nozzle joint, nozzle stru tural sti ening for the a tuator loads,
and thrust-ve tor ontrol hardware.
Based on data for existing boosters, the best- t linear relationship for a single-stage
booster was found to be:
Minert = 0:05 Mpayload + 0:087 Mpropellant + 0:0009 F;
(6.3)
where Minert is the boost-stage dry mass in kilograms, Mpayload is the mass in kilograms of
the payload forward of the inter-stage, Mpropellant is the mass of propellant in kilograms,
and F is the ro ket thrust in newtons.
This equation an also be used for two-stage inter eptors, where Mpayload for the rst
stage is the mass of the kill vehi le plus the mass of the se ond stage, and Mpayload for the
se ond stage is the mass of the kill vehi le.
Figure 6.9 plots this equation for average a elerations of 6, 10, and 20 g for a singlestage inter eptor and a kill-vehi le mass of 136 kg, whi h orresponds to our baseline kill
vehi le having a 2.5-km/s divert velo ity apability. This gure also shows the ki k-stage
motor data that were used to generate the best- t equation.
One an debate the oeÆ ients of this equation, but while no data points from existing
ki k stages were found for the 20-g a eleration ase, the equation ts both intuition and
the available data points reasonably well. It should be generally valid for showing trends
for either solid- or liquid-propellant stages and is used to illustrate how the mass of an SBI
an be expe ted to vary with a eleration for a xed yout velo ity.
Figure 6.10 illustrates the sensitivity of the SBI mass to thrust a eleration for a singlestage inter eptor having a yout velo ity of 3.5 km/s. For a given yout velo ity, the
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Figure 6.9. The variation of SBI mass as a fun tion of yout velo ity for di erent a elerations of
an SBI with a 136-kg kill vehi le. The urves represent the results of the best- t equation for ea h
a eleration. The data points used to generate the urves are also indi ated. (Adj. = adjusted)

a eleration and SBI mass in rease as the burn time is shortened. The gure also shows the
number of satellites that would be required, and the resulting mass-in-orbit, as a fun tion
of burn time. Here, the minimum mass-in-orbit o urs for a burn time of about 30 s, whi h
orresponds to an average a eleration of about 12 g. As in Fig. 6.7, the minimum is shallow
for the assumed parameters; thus minor hanges in the assumptions will ause substantial
hanges in the optimum a eleration but only minor hanges in the mass-in-orbit.
Figure 6.11 shows the total mass-in-orbit for a set of one- and two-stage inter eptors and
a ounting for the estimated a eleration penalty. The total mass-in-orbit is minimized at
about the same value for either a one-stage, 3.5-km/s inter eptor with a burn time of 30 s or
the baseline two-stage, 4.0-km/s inter eptor with a burn time of nearly 40 s. Nevertheless,
the minimum is shallow for the assumed parameters; minor hanges in the assumptions
will ause substantial hanges in the optimum a eleration but only minor hanges in the
mass-in-orbit.
6.7.3 Summary

In summary, the mass-in-orbit of an SBI system an be optimized by sele ting the appropriate burn time, yout velo ity, and number of stages. As burn times are shortened or
lengthened from the optimal value, on-orbit mass will rise. This arises from two e e ts: a
\divert penalty" where shorter burn times in rease the number of ourse orre tions that
the kill vehi le would have to make on its own, and an \a eleration penalty" where the
stru tural and ro ket-motor masses in rease. For simpli ity, those penalties are treated
separately here. If they were ombined, the divert penalty would in rease the a eleration
penalty and result in a penalty that would be larger than the sum of the two parts.
The minimum value for a parti ular onstellation is determined by the time that the SBI
has to rea h the target|its yout time. The more yout time that the inter eptor has, the
lower the optimal a eleration tends to be. In the set of ases examined here, yout times
are in the range of 90 to 120 s. For an SBI system designed to inter ept solid-propellant
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Figure 6.10. Variation of the required number of inter eptors, the individual mass of an inter eptor,
and the mass-in-orbit for a one-stage, 3.5-km/s inter eptor as a fun tion of SBI burn time, in luding
the estimated \a eleration penalty."
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Figure 6.11. Mass-on-orbit for a family of one- and two-stage inter eptors arrying the baseline kill
vehi le as a fun tion of SBI burn time, in luding the estimated \a eleration penalty."
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missiles, on-orbit mass is minimized when the burn time is 40 s and the yout velo ity is
4 km/s, whi h orresponds to an a eleration of about 10 g.

6.8 Spa e-Laun h Requirements for SBIs
Pla ing the 2,000-tonne mass of our baseline system into 300-km altitude orbits at an
in lination of 45Æ would require roughly a ve- to tenfold in rease in the U.S. spa e-laun h
apa ity (depending on how it is ounted), if the onstellation were deployed over a threeyear period. Measured in terms of mass pla ed into orbit, it would require a vefold in rease
relative to the U.S. average mass deployed by medium- and heavy-lift ro kets over the sixyear period from 1997 to 2002.1 Measured in terms of the number of laun hes per year,
deploying the baseline onstellation in three years would require a ve- to thirteenfold
in rease, depending on the type of laun her used. If the satellites were deployed on all
medium and heavy laun h vehi les but the Shuttle, they would have to be laun hed at
ve times the rate experien ed over the past six years. If the satellites were deployed only
on medium-laun h vehi les, an eightfold in rease would be ne essary, and at least a tenfold
in rease over urrent rates would be required if the system were deployed on only expendable
heavy-lift vehi les.
This is an enormous number of laun hes by ontemporary or histori al standards. In
terms of spe i laun hers, deploying the baseline onstellation over three years would
require approximately 400 Delta II ro kets, 250 Atlas II/Delta III/Atlas III ro kets, or
100 Spa e Shuttles or Atlas V-Heavy/Delta IV-Heavy ro kets [84, 85, 86℄. If the argo
version of the Spa e Shuttle were ever built, with its nearly 70-tonne apa ity, only about
30 laun hes would be needed to deploy the onstellation [87, p. x℄. To put these numbers
in perspe tive, over the past ve years the United States has laun hed an average of 16
unmanned medium-lift ro kets, 3 heavy-lift ro kets, and 5 Spa e Shuttles ea h year [84℄,
illustrating why mu h of the fo us of SBI resear h to date has been on redu ing kill-vehi le
mass, a subje t that is taken up in the next se tion.
The number of laun hes needed ea h year to maintain the onstellation would be fewer,
but still high by urrent standards. The annual replenishment rate depends on the servi e
lifetime of the satellites. If the servi e lifetime is approximately ve to eight years, system
maintenan e would require about 30{50 Atlas II/Delta III/Atlas III laun hes per year on
average, or 10{20 heavy expendable laun h vehi les or shuttles. For e onomy, inter eptors
would need to be laun hed several at a time, whi h requires an adapter and dispenser
and their asso iated mass. On e in orbit, the inter eptors would be able to maneuver to
distribute themselves within their orbital plane, but would have little exibility to hange
the in lination of their orbits, as this would require a large velo ity hange and onsume
pre ious fuel, suggesting that at least a portion of the replenishment satellites would be
delivered to orbit by medium-lift ro kets.
This se tion has fo used so far on the spa e-laun h requirements for the baseline SBI
This omparison is based on an estimate of the mass that ea h laun her ould have pla ed into a ir ular
orbit with altitude of 300 km and in lination of 45Æ had it been used for that purpose (we refer to this as
equivalent mass) and the average of the a tual number of laun hes (su essful or not) from 1997 through
2002 by ea h laun her type. The average annual equivalent mass deployed over that period was about 140
tonnes, or about 7 per ent of the mass of the required onstellation. This estimate ex ludes the ontributions
of the Spa e Shuttle, be ause a manned system is unlikely to be used to deploy an SBI system|the risks of
manned spa e ight are too high for a mission that ould be done e e tively with expendable laun hers. If
the Spa e Shuttle were in luded, the average annual equivalent mass pla ed in orbit would be 250 tonnes,
or about one-eighth of the total mass of the onstellation.
1
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system, but for the reasons dis ussed in Se tion 6.3, those numbers are probably optimisti .
The e e t of less-optimisti assumptions about de ision time and inter ept times on onstellation size and mass also have been examined (Se tion 6.6). Using those results (see
Table 6.2), one an see that the laun h requirements listed above ould more than double
(system mass in rease from 2000 tonnes to 4500 tonnes) if the zero de ision time assumption
in the baseline ase is relaxed. More realisti assumptions about the e e ts of geography on
inter ept times, su h as those dis ussed in Se tion 6.6, ould easily in rease spa e-laun h
requirements by 50 per ent or more. Those numbers ould be understated by a fa tor of two
or more if the onstellation were sized to re e t more realisti assumptions about de ision
and inter ept times.

6.9 The E e t of Redu ing Kill-Vehi le Mass
The large number of laun hes required to deploy a onstellation of the baseline inter eptors
highlights the strong in entives to redu e system mass. The impa t of kill-vehi le mass
on the total mass of the onstellation is enormous, with a multiplier fa tor of more than
10,000 for the system onsidered here, thanks to the large number of inter eptors needed for
overage and the exponential dependen e of the mass of the inter eptor on yout velo ity.
As a result, ea h kilogram of additional kill-vehi le mass would require that roughly another
10 metri tonnes would have to be pla ed in orbit.
Sin e system mass s ales linearly with the mass of the kill vehi le, new te hnologies
that redu e the kill-vehi le mass an have a strong impa t on the total system mass and
ost. Our baseline estimate of kill-vehi le mass, approximately 140 kg wet for a divert
apability of 2.5 km/s, is based on te hnology anti ipated within the next 10 years, with
some extrapolation in the area of sensors and avioni s to more apability and lower masses
(Chapter 14). With suÆ ient time and investment, however, it may be possible to redu e
subsystem masses well-below our estimates, with the potential for redu ing the kill-vehi le
mass.
To explore the sensitivity of the baseline assumptions to improvements in te hnology,
we examined three possible areas for improvement:
1. Further redu tions in the mass of sensor, pro essing, and other ele troni s systems,
driven by Moore's law and mi rote hnology. We onsider the e e t of a 50 per ent
de rease in the mass of these subsystems.
2. Redu tion in the mass of the divert thrusters, whi h are s aled from urrent te hnology. There may be improvements in materials. There are also possible gains from the
systems approa h. Our baseline assumes a ru iform approa h, with four substantial
thrusters, ea h apable of a elerating the kill vehi le at 15 g in the endgame. If it
is possible to keep the vehi le oriented so that only one thruster is needed to provide
this a eleration in any dire tion, perhaps by imaging the target missile to monitor
its thrust axis and anti ipating its dire tion of possible a eleration, the other three
thrusters might be made smaller. If they an be redu ed to 25 per ent { 33 per ent
of the size of the main thruster, the total divert thruster mass might be redu ed by
50 per ent.
3. Redu tion in tankage mass. Our baseline estimate for the kill vehi le uses urrent
state-of-the-art propellant tanks, with a mass equal to 20 per ent of the mass stored
in them. The tanks are pressurized to about 800 psi and have expulsion devi es to
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Table 6.6. E e t of Possible Mass Redu tion Strategies for Kill Vehi lesa
KV
Mass of
Total
wet mass inte eptor massb Redu tion
Option Des ription
(kg)
(kg)
(tonnes) (per ent)
Baseline
136
820
2,021
n.a.
Sensor Drop sensor and avioni s
mass by 50%
88
531
1,308
35
Ro ket Drop divert motor mass
by 50%
103
621
1,531
24
Tankage Drop tankage mass from
20% of propellant to 10%
100
603
1,486
26
Sensor & Combine sensor and
ro ket
ro ket improvements
66
398
981
51
Sensor & Combine sensor, ro ket,
ro ket & and tankage
tankage
improvements
52
314
773
62
a Baseline assumes a KV wet mass of 136 kg for a 2.5-km/s divert and a 4-km/s yout
velo ity and a 10-g average yout a eleration. Stru ture is assumed to s ale at 10 per ent
of total KV mass.
b Total onstellation mass.
for e out the fuel and oxidizer as eÆ iently as possible. At a small s ale, there are
experimental miniaturized pumps that serve the fun tion of a turbo pump on a large
ro ket engine. While more omplex, this s heme would make possible lower-pressure
tanks. We onsider the possibility of redu ing tank mass by 50 per ent, from 20
per ent of the propellant for our baseline system to 10 per ent.
Table 6.6 shows the leverage that ea h of those te hnology improvements ould provide,
both individually and in ombination. Clearly, if improved te hnologies ould signi antly
redu e the kill-vehi le mass, they ould lead to large redu tions in the total mass-in-orbit.
However, even if possible, the development and maturation of these te hnologies would
require time and money. Moreover, utting the mass of ea h of those three key subsystems
by half (whi h would not be easy) would redu e the wet mass of the kill vehi le by only
about 60 per ent, from a kill-vehi le mass of 136 kg to about 52 kg in the 2.5-km/s-divert
ase.

6.10 The Expense of Operating in Spa e
As dis ussed above, the required mass-in-orbit dominates the design onsiderations for any
spa e system, largely be ause of the very high ost of deploying mass into orbit.
Despite a number of programs aimed at redu ing the ost of spa e transportation, from
the Spa e Shuttle to Orbital S ien e Corporation's Pegasus to NASA's failed X-33, laun h
ost is the single most important onsideration for spa e systems and drives system ostper-unit-mass far beyond omparable ground- and air-based systems. For example, heavy
Delta II (Delta model 2920-H10) laun hes pro ured under NASA's MIDEX program for
laun h in 2007, will ost of order $80M for delivery of 5,800 kg to a 300-km, 28Æ -in lination
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orbit [88℄. These gures yield a laun h ost of $14,000 per kilogram, or $14M per metri
tonne. This is probably an optimisti gure, however; typi al osts have been loser to
$22,000 per kilogram for low-Earth orbits [89, p.20℄. The inter eptors would have to be
pa kaged and laun hed several to a booster to realize this e onomy, as small laun hers su h
as Orbital S ien e Corporation's Pegasus are several times more expensive per unit mass;
their value is exibility, not arrying apa ity.

6.11 Summary
Spa e-based inter eptors are a potentially attra tive option for boost-phase inter ept beause they are not onstrained by geography to being lo ated lose to the target missile.
In addition, the pra ti al limits on their a elerations and velo ities are not onstrained by
the atmosphere and so, in theory, the inter eptors ould have longer rea hes than surfa eand air-based inter eptors.
Those advantages are o set, however, by a number of drawba ks. First, pla ing mass
into orbit is very expensive, on the order of $22,000 per kilogram for low-Earth orbits.
This makes mass the dominant design riterion for spa e-based systems. For example,
mass onstraints limit the ability to exploit the la k of atmosphere to in rease the rea h
of the inter eptors. In fa t, we found that the total mass-in-orbit was minimized when
a elerations and yout velo ities were less than those assumed in almost all of our surfa ebased inter eptors. Se ond, the orbital motion of the satellites and the rotation of Earth
result in requirements for very large numbers of satellites to ensure that at least one would
be lose enough to inter ept a single missile before it a hieved enough velo ity to deliver its
munitions to the United States. This overage requirement, in turn, results in onstellations
with masses that are measured in many hundreds or thousands of tonnes.
In the baseline ase that we examined in this hapter, we minimized total mass at 2,000
tonnes for a system that operated at an altitude of 300 km, with 1,600 inter eptors that
would a elerate at an average of 10 g, add a velo ity of 4 km/s to the kill vehi le, and
have a mass of 820 kg ex lusive of its lifeja ket. The kill vehi le was assumed to have the
same apabilities as the one used on the ground-based inter eptors and had a mass of 136
kg. This system would be apable of inter epting a single solid-propellant ICBM laun hed
from North Korea, Iraq, or Iran 5 s before burnout with at least one (and an average of
two) inter eptors. This 2,000 tonnes is a huge mass to pla e into orbit and would require
a ve- to tenfold in rease in the urrent laun h apa ity of the United States. Defending
against only liquid-propellant ICBMs would ut the number of inter eptors, mass-in-orbit,
and laun h requirements by almost 60 per ent.
Nevertheless, the baseline ase should be onsidered optimisti against solid-propellant
missiles. If more realisti geographi s enarios are onsidered, ICBMs would have to be
inter epted sooner than 5 s before burnout, and the number of inter eptors and total system
mass would in rease. For example, the number of inter eptors and total mass would in rease
by about 25 per ent if the onstellation were designed to defend the United States against
Iran. More realisti de ision times would also in rease onstellation size and mass; a 30se ond delay would more than double the number of satellites and mass-in-orbit. The
system would also be larger if it were designed to defend against ICBMs that were laun hed
nearly simultaneously from points on Earth that were separated by a few tens of kilometers
or less. The e e ts of more realisti s enarios are less-pronoun ed against liquid-propellant
ICBMs, be ause they burn longer and a elerate more rapidly at the end of their burns.
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The expense of pla ing mass in orbit reates signi ant in entives for redu ing the mass
of the kill vehi le, whi h drives the mass of the system. We found, however, that signi ant
redu tions would be possible only if the mass of all three major omponents of a kill vehi le
were redu ed. Even in that ase, a te hni ally hallenging 50 per ent redu tion in all three
omponents would redu e system mass by only about 60 per ent.
Finally, we examined only the issues related to inter eptor yout requirements and mass.
We did not examine the signi ant ommand and ontrol issues related to ontrolling a
system of 1000 or more semi-autonomous satellites.
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7.1 Di eren es Between Laser and Hit-to-Kill Inter epts
Boost-phase inter ept of missiles by dire ted energy and by kill vehi les both seek to disable
the missile before its payload has rea hed a velo ity great enough to rea h a target being
defended. The methods of disabling the missile are di erent. A kill vehi le dire tly strikes
the missile, in i ting severe, almost-instantaneous me hani al damage. The Airborne Laser
is an airborne system onsisting of a high power laser with opti al and tra king systems
that permit it to fo us the laser's energy on a missile. The resulting heating eventually
auses me hani al failure of the missile, although the time required to absorb the requisite
energy may be some se onds.
The damage me hanism itself will depend on the type of missile. Liquid propellant
missiles are relatively thin-walled metal vessels ontaining the fuel, with a sturdy ombustion
hamber from whi h the burning fuel is exhausted. The fuel tanks are pressurized, and if
the temperature of a portion of the tank is raised high enough, the metal softens and the
tank ruptures. This brea h will eventually ause the missile to fail, although the speed and
details of the failure will depend on several variables, su h as the onstru tion materials
and the internal pressure. Alternatively, the damage may ome about be ause of the large
olumn load on the fragile stru ture aused by the missile's a eleration. Heating the wall
of the fuel tank ould ause it to bu kle. If it bu kles, the enter of mass will no longer
be in line with the thrust, and the missile will qui kly tumble and be ome ine e tual. In
neither ase is the heating required to melt the metal. Rather, it is only ne essary to heat
the metal to a temperature at whi h the stru tural integrity is ompromised.
Solid-propellant missiles are of mu h sturdier onstru tion. In this ase, the motor is
an integral part onsisting of a thi k wall, probably of a omposite material, ontaining the
solid propellant. Laser energy absorbed in the wall would damage it so that the side blows
out, disabling the missile.
Be ause the onstru tion of the target missile is unknown, we an only make reasonable estimates of the important parameters. The damage me hanism and estimates of the
S131
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required uen e (energy density delivered to the vi inity of the missile) is dis ussed in Se tion 20.1. For present purposes we assume that a uen e of 32 MJ/m2 is required to disable
liquid-propellant missiles and 240 MJ/m2 for solid-propellant missiles. These values in lude
an estimate of the re e tivity of the missile and an average angle of in iden e.
Another major di eren e between an inter ept by the Airborne Laser and a kill vehi le
is the transit time for delivering the blow. For the ABL, the propagation of the light
takes only a few millise onds, while a kill-vehi le inter eptor may require several minutes
from laun h to impa t. This time delay has important onsequen es in the hoi e of time
at whi h an inter ept by a kill vehi le may be attempted. In parti ular, the inter ept is
almost invariably most favorable at the latest possible inter ept point be ause this gives the
inter eptor the most time to y out. In ontrast, the Airborne Laser an deliver its energy
starting early in the missile's ight, onsiderably expanding the options for its lo ation.

7.2 ABL Engagement Geometry
A major onstraint on an ABL engagement omes from turbulen e-indu ed inhomogeneities
in the atmosphere, whi h ause small variations in the index of refra tion. Over the very
long propagation distan es needed, even very small variations will prevent the beam being
fo used onto a target unless some form of orre tion is applied. Adaptive opti s (AO) are
used to sample the wavefront returning from an image on target and pre-distort the laser
beam to undo the distortion of the atmosphere during the return trip. The ABL uses a
sophisti ated AO system for this purpose. The use of AO and its limitations are dis ussed
in Chapter 19.
Obviously, the less air through whi h the beam must pass, the less e e t its inhomogeneities will have on the fo us of the beam. Sin e the ability of the AO to orre t the laser
beam is limited, it is advantageous for the air raft arrying the ABL to y at the highest
possible altitude. The pra ti al limit is approximately 12 km, the altitude for whi h the
ABL is designed. Similarly, the inter ept should be attempted when the missile is at a high
enough altitude to a hieve good opti al performan e and maximum inter ept range, i.e.,
above about 60 km. See Chapter 21, in parti ular Se tion 21.5, for more details.
7.3 ABL Performan e Parameters
We examined the performan e of the ABL against two illustrative model missiles, the liquidpropellant missile ICBM L and the solid-propellant missile ICBM S2. Various parameters
play a key role in determining the performan e of the ABL. Among them are the beam
power, the missile hardness, and the laser dwell time. In addition, be ause of the interplay
between atmospheri turbulen e and AO performan e, the maximum e e tive range of
the ABL depends on the altitude of the target. Missile hara teristi s, su h as length,
speed, and a eleration, also enter into the al ulation, as dis ussed in Se tion 21.3.2. The
maximum range varies with engagement altitude: it rst in reases with in reasing altitude,
then plateaus, for both lasses of missiles. We use the plateau for the engagements dis ussed.
In summary, the following parameters have been used to hara terize the ABL's performan e. More information on these parameters is presented in the se tions of this study
given in parentheses.
 Beam power = 3 MW (20.1, 21.2).
 Engagement or laser dwell time te = 5 or 20 s; both s enarios are onsidered (21.5).
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Atmospheri turbulen e assumed for the ABL design (19.3, 19.7).
AO performan e (19.4, 19.5).
Target hardness F = 32 MJ/m2 for ICBM L and 240 MJ/m2 for ICBM S2 (20.1).
Optimum target altitude ht for engagement  60 km. This altitude is rea hed by
the threat missile mu h earlier than is useful for KV inter epts (21.5).
 Resulting maximum useful range  600 km for ICBM L and  300 km for ICBM S2
(21.5).
N.B. Be ause the exa t laser power and the target hardness values are lassi ed, we have
had to make estimates based on the best-available publi information. The engagement
time is also lassi ed. The 5-s dwell time is onsistent with publi literature on the Theater
Ballisti Missile Defense, for whi h the ABL is designed; the 20 s time is our estimate of a
maximum useful time.
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The analysis of ABL boost-phase ICBM engagements shares a number of points in
ommon with the analysis of kill-vehi le engagements des ribed in Chapters 4 and 5, but
there are also major di eren es. Points in ommon in lude the assumptions about missiles,
traje tories, ICBM burnout or shutdown time, the times at whi h a missile is rst dete ted
and a ring solution is obtained,1 and geographi onsiderations.
However, in the ase of a kill-vehi le engagement, the basing area is limited by the distan e the inter eptor an travel before the missile releases its warheads or submunitions.
Inter eptor speed and the de ision time are riti al fa tors. For the ABL, speed is not an
issue, and the de ision times available are relatively long; for an ABL, the riti al parameter
is range. Thus the ABL's ying area|the area within whi h the ABL must be stationed
to disable the missile before its munitions or debris an rea h the United States|is fundamentally di erent from a kill-vehi le's basing area.
The ABL an be red any time from early in the ICBM's ight until shortly before the
last safe inter ept time. As summarized in Se tion 21.5.1, for a liquid-propellant ICBM
the earliest time for a useful ABL engagement is 92 s, although a ring solution ould be
available as early as 65 s after laun h. For the solid-propellant ICBM, the ring solution is
available at 45 s after laun h, while the earliest ring time of interest is 82 s.
Range is the dominating fa tor in an ABL engagement. If the ABL is within range, it
an engage the ICBM at will. In this se tion we des ribe how to al ulate the laser ground
range (LGR) and how to use these results to determine the ABL ying area. In the next
se tions these results are used to analyze engagements with North Korea, Iraq, and Iran.
In prin iple, the ABL's dete tion and tra king apabilities ould provide earlier ring solutions. However,
this would provide no important advantage, be ause the rst useful ring time for the ABL o urs well-after
a ring solution is available.
1
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Figure 8.1. Geometry of an ABL inter ept.

As explained above, the hoi e of threat missiles and the times for dete ting a ro ket
laun h and generating a ring solution are identi al to those presented in Chapter 5. The
LGRs that are employed in this hapter are determined by the laser's performan e (Chapter 18), beam propagation (Chapter 19), and the energy requirements for disabling a missile
(Chapter 20). The pro ess by whi h these results are integrated to determine the ground
ranges is des ribed in Chapter 21.

8.1 Geometri al Considerations
Geometry of an ABL inter ept The geometri al quantities involved in an ABL engagement are illustrated in Fig. 8.1, whi h bears many similarities to the diagram for a kill-vehi le
inter ept (see Fig. 5.4). However, the kill-vehi le diagram is essentially stati ; the inter ept
point generally o urs shortly before the missile's burnout. For the ABL, the inter ept an
take pla e anywhere along the traje tory from early in its ight until the last safe inter ept.
Thus, the diagram evolves in time. Furthermore, the missile an move signi antly while
the ABL is ring.
For a kill-vehi le inter eptor, the optimal time to inter ept is generally the last possible
moment before missile burnout (see Se tion 4.2). In su h an inter ept, target ground range
(TGR) is the ground range at shutdown and the inter eptor ground range (IGR) is the
ground range of the inter eptor in the yout time available. The analog of a kill-vehi le
inter eptor ground range (IGR) is the ABL ground range, LGR, whi h varies throughout the
engagement. As des ribed in Se tion 21.5.2, for both liquid- and solid-propellant missiles
the LGR rst in reases as the target as ends to higher altitude and then stays approximately
onstant throughout most of the time of interest.
The rst step in analyzing an ABL engagement is to hoose a sequen e
of points along the traje tory of interest and determine LGR at ea h of these points. The
range depends on the engagement altitude be ause of e e ts of atmospheri propagation
that were previously dis ussed and also for reasons of geometry.2 Figures 21.12 (a) and (b)
ABL Ground range

An important distin tion must be made between the slant range L from thep ABL to the target that
was used in the dis ussion of propagation and ground range of the ABL LGR = L ht , where ht is the
altitude. A high-altitude atta k will use up some of the slant range, redu ing the ground range available.
There is a limit on the altitude angle to whi h the ABL may be dire ted, but an a tual number is not
available in the un lassi ed literature.
2

2

2

2
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show the maximum ABL range in planar geometry of an ABL engaging a liquid-propellant
missile and a solid-propellant missile (ICBM S2) respe tively. It displays altitude vs. range
of the missiles, with arrows to the missile from the ABL laser beam at its altitude of 12 km.
(Fig. 21.12 is analogous to the engagement gures for kill-vehi le inter epts presented in
Se tion 4.5.) These values of the ABL range are illustrative only, be ause of the un ertainties
dis ussed in Se tions 20.1 and 21.2.
For a liquid-propellant ICBM, the largest range is LGR  600 km, whi h o urs for
altitude ht  90 km. For a solid-propellant ICBM, the range for engaging is onsiderably
more limited, be ause of the greater hardness of the booster. The maximum LGR  300 km
o urs for ht  105 km. These values of the ABL range depend on the assumptions about
the ABL performan e that are des ribed in Se tion 7.3.

8.2 Determining the Flying Area
An ABL engagement an o ur from shortly after missile laun h to missile burnout/shutdown.
Consequently, the area within whi h the ABL must y to engage the missile su essfully is
bounded by the LGR at ea h point along the traje tory. This area is alled the ABL ying
area. The pro edure for al ulating the ABL ying area for engaging a missile ying out
on a given azimuth involves the following steps:
 The earliest times for starting the engagement are taken from the analysis in Se tion 21.5. The results are summarized in Fig. 21.9.
 The latest time for ompleting ea h engagement is taken from the analysis presented
in Se tions 5.4 to 5.6.
 A series of points at di erent times along the traje tory, from laun h to burnout or
shutdown, is sele ted. At ea h of these points, the altitude (ht ) and ICBM ground
range (TGR) are found from the traje tory of the missile.
 For ea h point, the maximum slant ranges Lmax for engagements of 5 s and 20 s, are
found from the analysis in Se tion 21.5. The results are summarized in Figs. 21.8
and 21.7, respe tively.
q
 The laser ground range is found at ea h point using LGR = L2max h2t .
 At ea h point, a ying ir le having radius LGR is drawn.
 The boundary of the ying area is then generated by drawing a smooth urve tangential to the ying ir les.
Flying areas generated by these steps are displayed in the next se tions.
8.3 Defending Against Missiles Laun hed from North Korea
This dis ussion of ABL defense against ICBMs laun hed by North Korea is based on the
threats des ribed in Se tion 5.4. Flying areas will be displayed for defense against missiles
on the most stressing traje tory from North Korea, the Boston traje tory to the East Coast.
It is lose to a full-range traje tory with shutdown or burnout at 239 s for ICBM L and
167 s for ICBM S2. For a kill-vehi le inter eptor, the traje tory to Alaska is also stressing
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be ause of the short burn time. The ABL defense of this traje tory is also onsidered. The
shutdown or burnout time is 232 s for ICBM L and 142 s for ICBM S2. Defense of Hawaii
will be treated separately.
As the missile as ends the LGR grows. The basing area expands
in all dire tions and moves out along the ground line of the traje tory. Be ause of the ombination of these e e ts, for the liquid-propellant missile the initial boundary of the ying
area is determined by the missile's position at the 130 s (after laun h) for an engagement
of 5 s duration, and 145 s for an engagement of 20 s duration. For the solid-propellant
missile and a 20-se ond engagement, the orresponding times are 82 s for earliest start of
engagement and 102 s for the boundary. Engagements of 5 s are too short to be useful
against solid-propellant missiles.
The engagement must be ompleted before the ICBM rea hes the last safe inter ept
time. Be ause its speed is greater then, the ICBM an travel a signi ant distan e while the
ABL is being red. During a 20-se ond engagement, the missile travels more than 100 km.
Whether the limit of the ying area is set by the beginning or end of the engagement depends
on whether the missile is moving toward or away from the ABL. For missiles from North
Korea, the ABL atta k is likely to be transverse, in whi h ase the boundary is essentially
stationary.
Figure 8.2 displays the ABL ying areas for liquid- and solid-propellant missiles laun hed
from North Korea for 5- and 20-se ond engagements.

Flying area onstru tion

For the 5-se ond engagement time, the ABL ying area extends
about 100 km into the Yellow Sea and the Sea of Japan.
For the 20-se ond engagement time, the ABL ould be stationed several hundred kilometers from the oast, either over the Yellow Sea or the Sea of Japan. The latter is mu h
more favorable, be ause the laser beam would have a more favorable angle of in iden e on
the missile.
Defense of the Alaska traje tory, Fig. 8.2, upper right, is mu h less onstrained than the
Boston traje tory. For the 5-se ond engagement, the ABL ould be stationed away from
the oast by almost 200 km. For the 20-se ond engagement, more than 300 km of sea room
would be available.

Liquid-propellant missile

Defense against the solid-propellant missile by the ABL does not
seem possible for the Boston traje tory, even for a 20-se ond engagement. For the Alaska
traje tory, the ABL would be for ed to y within 100 km of the North Korean oast.

Solid-propellant missile

The Hawaii traje tory passes almost due east over the Sea of Japan,
whi h makes the missile a very favorable target for boost-phase inter ept. An ABL air raft
stationed over the Sea of Japan ould therefore defend Hawaii against solid-propellant as
well as liquid-propellant missiles.
Defense of Hawaii

8.4 Defending Against Missiles Laun hed from Iraq
This dis ussion of ABL defense against ICBMs laun hed by Iraq is based on the threats
des ribed in Se tion 5.5.

8.4. Defending Against Missiles Laun hed from Iraq

Ala
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Airborne Laser
Liquid ICBM
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Airborne Laser
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Figure 8.2. Illustrative ying areas of the ABL for the assumed performan e apability: defense
against missiles laun hed from North Korea to the United States. (Geographi areas are identi ed
in Fig. 5.7.) The position of the missile at the last han e it an be inter epted su essfully is
indi ated by the \x" on the traje tory line. The shaded region is the ying area for a 5-se ond
engagement; the outer urve is the boundary for a 20-se ond engagement. (left) Traje tory to the
East Coast (Boston); (right) Traje tory toward Alaska. (top) Defense against liquid-propellant
missile ICBM L. (bottom) Defense against the solid-propellant missile ICBM S2 (Only 20-se ond
engagements are shown.) The dotted lines delimit the ying areas for defense of Hawaii for a 5se ond engagement against the liquid-propellant missile and a 20-se ond engagement against the
solid-propellant missile.
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For defense against missiles from Iraq, the ABL ould be stationed to the south, over the Persian Gulf, or northwards, over Turkey. For ABL defense
from the south, the northernmost boundary at laun h is the most stressing. Conversely, for
defense from the north, the southernmost boundary of the last inter ept is the most stressing. Note that this boundary moves northward by more than 100 km during a 20-se ond
engagement.
Flying area onstru tion

The ABL ying areas for defense by one or two ABLs against
the liquid-propellant ICBM L laun hed from Iraq are shown in Fig. 8.3, top. These maps
display the ying areas for defense of the East and West Coasts of the United States, i.e.,
defense of the ontiguous states, and also defense of Hawaii and Alaska, for 5- and 20-se ond
engagements.
For the 5-se ond engagement (top, left), there is no ying area, over friendly ountries
or international waters, for whi h either one or two ABLs ould over the range of azimuths.
For the 20-se ond engagement (top right), the ying area is signi antly larger. A single
ABL stationed in Saudi Arabia within about 200 km of the border with Iraq ould defend
the entire United States. The ying area extends into the Persian Gulf, but an ABL ying
from the Gulf would be oriented toward the tail of the missile as it sped away, making an
ABL defense from that point unfavorable. The ying area also extends into Turkey, though
by less than 100 km. The use of two ABLs would not signi antly improve the possibilities
for defense of the entire United States.
Liquid-propellant missile

Defense against the solid-propellant ICBM S2 laun hed from Iraq
is illustrated in Fig. 8.4, left. There is no possibility for an ABL defense, even for the 20se ond engagement.
Solid-propellant missile

8.5 Defending Against Missiles Laun hed from Iran
This dis ussion of ABL defense against ICBMs laun hed by Iran is based on the threats
des ribed in Se tion 5.6. The range data for defense from Iran are the same as those for
Iraq presented in the previous se tion.
For defense against the liquid-propellant ICBM L laun hed from
Iran, Fig. 8.3, bottom, shows ying areas for defense of the ontiguous states, and also
Hawaii and Alaska, for 5- and 20-se ond engagements.
For a single ABL and a 5-se ond engagement, defense of the ontiguous states might be
possible, but the ABL but would have to be stationed within 200 km of the border of Iran,
over the Caspian Sea or Turkmenistan. Two ABLs, one over the Caspian Sea, and one over
Turkmenistan, within 200 km of the border, would be required to defend the entire United
States.
For a 20-se ond engagement, the entire United States ould be defended by a single
ABL over Turkmenistan, though the ying room would be onstrained to less than 200 km.
Employing two ABLs, one over the Caspian Sea and one over Turkmenistan, would provide
a somewhat more robust defense, approximately 250 km from the Iranian border.
It should be noted that these defense possibilities ould be diminished by moving the
laun hing point further south, although su h a deployment ould make the ICBMs vulnerable to a kill-vehi le boost-phase inter ept from the Persian Gulf (see Fig. 5.16).
Liquid-propellant missile
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Airborne Laser
Liquid ICBM
20-second engagement

Figure 8.3. Illustrative ying areas of the ABL for the assumed performan e apability: defense
against liquid-propellant ICBMs laun hed from Iraq and Iran to the East and West Coasts of the
United States. The dotted line indi ates the boundary to the ying area for defense of Alaska and
Hawaii, whi h are similar. (Geographi areas are identi ed in Fig. 5.12.) The position of the missile
at the last han e it an be inter epted su essfully is indi ated by the \x" on the traje tory line.
Iraq (top); Iran (bottom). Engagements of 5 se onds are shown on the left; 20-se ond engagements
are on the right. Defense by a single ABL requires that it y within the shaded area. Defense by
two ABLs would require that one be in ea h of the oval shaped areas.
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Figure 8.4. Illustrative ying areas of the ABL for the assumed performan e apability: defense
against a solid-propellant missile (ICBM S2) laun hed from Iraq (left) and Iran (right), to the East
and West Coasts of the United States. The boundary for the Alaska and Hawaii traje tories is not
illustrated. The \x" indi ates the point where the boost-phase terminates.

Considering the somewhat onstrained ying areas for defense against the liquid-propellant
ICBM L from Iran, the probable need to employ ABLs in two un onventional lo ations|
the Caspian Sea and Turkmenistan|and the vulnerability of the defense to a shift of the
laun hing area, defense against ICBM L laun hed from Iran should be regarded as problemati al.
The ying area for defense against a solid-propellant ICBM S2
laun hed from Iran is shown in Fig. 8.4, right. The ying area does not extend beyond Iran,
pre luding an ABL-based defense.

Solid-propellant missile

8.6 Dis ussion
The power, beam quality, and tra king apabilities of the ABL are ru ial parameters for
determining the ABL's e e tiveness. Be ause the values assumed are based on estimates
from only publi ly available information, the analysis arries large un ertainties.
If the ABL a hieves its postulated performan e, it would be apable of defending the
entire United States from liquid-propellant ICBM L laun hed by North Korea, assuming
that the ABL ould be deployed about 300 km from the border. For su h a liquid-propellant
missile laun hed by Iraq, defense of the entire United States is not possible, and partial
defense would require basing the ABL over Saudi Arabia. For Iran, partial or full defense
against the liquid-propellant ICBM L is problemati al be ause of the tight onstraints on
the ying area and the need to station the ABL over the Caspian Sea and Turkmenistan.
Defense by the ABL against solid-propellant missiles from North Korea, Iraq, or Iran
does not seem to be possible.

8.7. Controlling Shortfall
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8.7 Controlling Shortfall
To prevent a warhead or debris from an inter ept from falling on populated areas of China,
Russia, Europe, or the North Ameri an ontinent, the missile would have to be disabled
within narrow time windows during the boost phase of the ICBM. The timing and width of
these windows depend on the missile's laun h site, type, and target. As shown in Chapter 5
(Fig. 5.3 [North Korea℄) and [Iraq℄) and Se tion 5.8, these windows are small. To prevent
shortfall on Western Europe by a missile laun hed from the Middle East, the window is
about 10 s for a liquid-propellant missile and 20 s for a solid-propellant missile. Laun hes
from North Korea are a little more omplex be ause of the traje tories. The window ould be
as small as 7 s for a liquid-propellant missile having Dallas as the target. Other traje tories
are less stressful but still serious|17 s to 39 s. A San Fran is o target is an ex eption, in
whi h the ground tra k is over the Pa i O ean.
While the ABL does not have a kill-vehi le's long travel times, it has other drawba ks
with respe t to ontrolling short all. These in lude un ertainties in the missile's hardness
whi h ause the impre ision in when the missile an be disabled during an engagement
whi h an last up to 20 s. Consequently, timing the inter ept to ontrol shortfall would be
diÆ ult.
A further ompli ation arises if several missiles are laun hed at on e, be ause ABL
engagements must be sequential. Even if an ABL ould inter ept one missile within the
window, it is unlikely that a se ond missile ould be inter epted in the window. Multiple
ABLs ould be deployed to defend against a moderate number of multiple laun hes, but we
have not studied this s enario.
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In the debate about missile defense, the essential nature of military on i t|a series of
moves that inevitably generate ountermoves|is sometimes forgotten. Any missile defense
system will ne essarily lead to the reation of ountermeasures that will in turn stimulate
defense solutions to defeat them. In this ontinuum of move and ountermove, the time to
develop the response is a ru ial fa tor. If an e e tive response to a vulnerability annot
be developed before the vulnerability is exploited, the ingenuity or sophisti ation of the
response is irrelevant. There is no sound basis for assuming that either o ense or defense has
a time advantage in responding to the a tions of the other. Dis ussions of ountermeasures
an be ome unrealisti if this onstraint is not kept in mind.
We begin this dis ussion by treating ountermeasures to inter epts by kill vehi les. Later
we turn to ountermeasures to inter epts by the ABL.
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9.1 Countermeasures to Kineti Kill
Proposals for boost-phase defense against ICBMs are in large part motivated by the laim
that it is not vulnerable to the ountermeasures that are alleged to work against mid ourse
and terminal ballisti missile defense systems. Although this laim is essentially orre t,
there are nevertheless powerful ountermeasures against boost-phase defense. The debates
about mid ourse ountermeasures have sometimes be ome mired in arguments about what
is feasible and what is not, parti ularly with respe t to the question of dis riminating
between de oys and real targets. We attempt to avoid this kind of debate by onsidering
only te hniques that have a tually been employed in operational systems over the last 40
years.
Missile defense s hemes require the defender to implement a robust system that will
not be obsolete before it is deployed. The goal is an ar hite ture that is not brittle and
fragile to the appearan e of likely ountermeasures. With that goal in mind, the following
dis ussion presents some ountermeasures that the Study Group believes deserve to be
onsidered seriously and dis usses their impli ations with respe t to the implementation of
a boost-phase inter ept defense system. These ountermeasures fall into three ategories:
1. Compressing the available engagement time.
2. Creating multiple targets, real or false, that must be dealt with.
3. Exhausting the maneuver apability of the inter eptor before it a hieves a hit.
9.1.1 Solid-propellant threat ICBMs

As this report illustrates, the most e e tive and immediate ountermeasure to boost-phase
inter ept system and one that hallenges almost every aspe t of su h a defense is to redu e
the time available to inter ept the missile. As dis ussed in Chapter 3, solid-propellant
te hnology is be oming widely available for pur hase. Within the next 10{15 years, potential
adversaries may be expe ted to possess solid-propellant ICBMs that utilize at least the
equivalent of late-1960s U.S. te hnology and have total burn times of 170{180 s, in ontrast
to the 260 to 300 s burn times of missiles based on the earliest liquid-propellant te hnology.
The engagement analysis of Chapter 5 showed the e e t of solid-propellant threats on
the inter ept requirements: the inter eptor yout velo ities are nearly doubled, to orbital
velo ity or greater. Even faster solid-propellant missiles with even shorter boost phases are
a feasible response to the deployment of a boost-phase defense system and would ompress
further the time available to omplete the engagement.
Se tion 15.1 dis usses solid-propellant ICBM S3 (see Table 15.1), a \fast-burn" variant
of solid-propellant ICBM S1 that has rst and se ond stages with burn times of 50 s ea h
and a third stage with a burn time of 30 s, for a maximum total boost time of 130 s. Like
the other ICBMs we modeled, the range of this fast-burn missile is 12,000 km. Se tion 9.1.5
later in this hapter dis usses a fast-burn solid-propellant ICBM like model S3 but with
multiple third stages that would burn out 130 s after laun h. A boost-phase defense against
fast-burn ICBMs like either of these missiles would be pra ti ally impossible.
9.1.2 Deploying payload during se ond- or third-stage boost

A variety of payload deployment methods have been used on ICBMs over the years. One
that was used on the Polaris A3 and the Russian SS-9 was deployment \on the y"|
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while the booster was still a elerating. This deployment was used with multiple re-entry
vehi les (RVs) to avoid the need for thrust termination and to reate a separated RV impa t
pattern. While energy-wasting maneuvers, su h as generalized energy-management steering
(GEMS), may be used to redu e range, with \on-the- y deployment" it is not ne essary to
do so. Therefore, the defense annot ount on booster burnout as an indi ator of payload
deployment. The impli ation is that the booster must be inter epted before its velo ity
yields a traje tory for the rst RV that ould strike the defended area.
9.1.3 Spoo ng

Tra king sensors an be spoofed (i.e., fooled) using ares and jammers. During an inter eptor's boost-phase, guidan e information is provided by tra king data from o -board sour es,
in luding radar and spa e-based tra king systems.
Radar jamming denies range information. Be ause the boosting target is dete table to
radar as soon as it rises above the horizon, a logi al ountermeasure would be to in lude
in the nal stage of the missile one or more barrage noise jammers. These devi es would
deny range information to the radar, for ing it to tra k in angle only and to rely on triangulation from another sensor to determine range for mid ourse guidan e. The ele tri al
power required for radar jamming is analyzed in Se tion 10.2.8. The power, 10 W, adds no
signi ant burden to the missile laun h, and more powerful jammers ould be employed if
required.
Disruption of the tra king data for any signi ant period, parti ularly if the target is
maneuvering, results in in reased a eleration and velo ity requirements for the inter eptor
to orre t its traje tory. Whether the kill vehi le is lose enough to a quire the target with
its suite of on-board sensors in the homing phase or is dependant on external tra king data
earlier, the result would be signi antly in reased fuel usage. The disruption of tra king is
parti ularly riti al near the endgame, when it ould ause the kill vehi le to exhaust its
fuel supply or ex eed its a eleration apability, thereby missing the target. The e e ts of
tra king un ertainty and laten y are dis ussed in detail in Chapter 12. The ountermeasure
des ribed below employs thrusted de oys arrying radar jammers that would be deployed
in a maneuver designed to obs ure what the real target is doing, as shown in Fig. 9.1.
This boost-phase ountermeasure employs thrusted, spin-stabilized, 20-kg de oys that
are red from ri ed mortar tubes anted out perhaps 15Æ from the missile's se ond- or thirdstage enterline and are mounted around the base of the warhead. They ould be deployed
simultaneously any time after the shroud was ast o . Immediately after the de oys were
eje ted, the missile would exe ute a dog-leg maneuver. Ea h de oy would ontain:
 A low-power jammer having a thermal battery and a orner ube to re e t LIDAR

energy, together weighing about 5 kg.
 A small ro ket motor to a elerate the de oy to mat h the a eleration of the booster
for 20 s, weighing about 10 kg.
 A are or plume-enhan ement inje tant formulated to mimi the opti al signature of
the booster ro ket plume, weighing about 2 kg.

At the same time that the de oys are deployed, the booster a tivates a rotating orner
ube and jammer that are identi al to those on the de oys.
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Figure 9.1. Illustration of on ept of eje ted de oys and jammers. These devi es are deployed in
onjun tion with a dog-leg maneuver.

The laun h tube, jammer and rotating orner ube are estimated to weigh a total of
20 kg. Five su h devi es deployed on a missile having a 1000-kg payload, auses only an
11 per ent loss in the useful payload. The prin iple of this ountermeasure is to obfus ate
the initiation of a signi ant maneuver by the deployment of multiple targets at a time
when a delay in re ognizing the hange in booster a eleration ould ause the inter eptor
to ex eed its remaining a eleration and velo ity-adding apability. This so- alled \hard"
deployment of de oy pa kages during boost has been su essfully used by the United States
sin e the 1960s.
9.1.4 Deliberate traje tory variations by the o ense

With their advan e knowledge of the intended target, the o ense ould program traje tory
variations that would require the inter eptor to onsume additional fuel, limiting its e e tive
range. These maneuvers might be traje tory-shaping maneuvers that are not spe i ally
for evasion but for energy-management, as des ribed in Chapter 15. They ould also be
spe i maneuvers arried out at times that would be most likely to disrupt the inter eptor
guidan e.
Examples of traje tory shaping are illustrated in Fig. 4.4, whi h shows how mu h variation an o ur when the maneuvers are initiated when the shroud is eje ted. These preplanned maneuvers an be employed in onjun tion with the deployment of de oys. Energywasting maneuvers an be dramati , as illustrated in Fig. 15.7. In extreme ases, the nal
stage may a tually thrust ba k toward the laun h point. Finally, y li al maneuvers designed to disrupt the inter ept an be used as dis ussed in Chapter 12.
9.1.5 Short burn boosters with multiple upper stages

Figure 9.2 shows a ountermeasure on ept that employs multiple guided third stages.
This deployment method ould be an adjun t to other ountermeasures, su h as the shortburn booster. In the rst- and se ond-stage solid-propellant missile, ICBM burn times
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Multiple RVs with Separate 3rd Stages
And ACS Modules

Booster 2nd Stage

Figure 9.2. Illustration of on ept of multiple third stages.

are redu ed from 60{65 s ea h to 50 s ea h. When the se ond stage burns out at 100 s,
multiple RVs, ea h with its own guidan e, attitude ontrol and third-stage motor, are
separated from the se ond stage simultaneously. Ea h an y on its own guided traje tory
toward widely separated targets. This early fra tionation redu es the total available boostphase engagement time to less than 70 s, whi h would make any single inter ept virtually
impossible. The defense would be for ed to re multiple inter eptors before it knows if there
are multiple upper stages.
The penalty to the o ense for this approa h is the requirement for multiple sets of
guidan e and ontrol equipment and the volumetri ineÆ ien y of multiple upper stages.
Nevertheless, this approa h is more eÆ ient than the serial-deployment post-boost-vehi le
approa h urrently used on multiple independently targeted re-entry vehi le (MIRV) systems. This type of multiple payload delivery was studied when those systems were devised
in the mid-1960s. However, the mass and volume penalty for multiple guidan e systems
is minimal today, ompared with the guidan e ost and size onstraints when those tradeo s were rst evaluated. It is likely that if non-nu lear boost-phase defense had been of
on ern, the parallel approa h would have been taken even then. However, nu lear ountermeasures were a major on ern for boost-phase defense at the time, and the solution
required radiation hardening of the missiles.
9.1.6 Multiple missile laun hes

If the atta ker laun hed several missiles nearly simultaneously, it would ompli ate the
problem for the boost phase-defense, espe ially for a spa e-based defense where only one or
two SBIs are within range of the threat traje tories. This problem would be exa erbated if
some of the laun hes were theater or ta ti al ballisti missiles (TBMs) used as de oys.
9.1.7 Masking the kill-vehi le aim point

If the goal of the inter ept is to destroy the warhead (rather than to merely disable the
booster), then a number of strategies an be employed to disguise its lo ation. This will be
dis ussed in Chapter 13.
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9.1.8 Atta king the inter eptor system

A lassi ountermeasure to defense systems is \defense suppression", a physi al atta k to
destroy the inter eptor itself or to temporarily disable its dete tion and guidan e sensors.
The former ategory ould in lude atta ks by air or ruise missiles (e.g., widely available
Silkworm-type missiles), atta ks on land- or sea-based inter eptor ships, and surfa e-to-air
missiles (SAM) atta ks on airborne inter eptor platforms. Boost-phase defense, however
based, is more at risk than other systems, be ause it must initiate its engagement no farther
from the point of inter ept than the inter eptor an over within 100{120 s.
9.1.9 Summary of kill-vehi le ountermeasures

We have identi ed a number of ountermeasures to boost-phase inter ept of ICBM missiles.
For the most part, they ould employ a tual te hniques that were imbedded in U.S. and
Russian systems in the 1960s and are in ta ti al ountermeasure systems today. The most
potent ountermeasure would be a faster burning ro ket. It is lear that the growing
availability of solid-propellant ro kets will make the job of a boost-phase inter ept defense
extremely hallenging, or unfeasible.

9.2 Countermeasures to the ABL
The previous dis ussion of ountermeasures dealt with kineti -kill vehi les. The following
material dis usses ountermeasures to the ABL.
Some ountermeasures to a kill-vehi le missile defense, su h as those to onfuse the
dete tion of the ICBM laun h or to shorten the time allowed for de ision to re the defensive
weapon, will do little to degrade the e e tiveness of an ABL defense, be ause the transit
time for the laser beam is so short. However, atta king the ABL itself ould be quite
e e tive. The basing platform will be parti ularly vulnerable to SAMs, whi h have a range
of 250{300 km or to threat ghters. Se tion 9.2.1 dis usses this vulnerability.
Sin e damage to a missile by a laser depends on the energy density absorbed, an adversary may adopt strategies to limit energy absorption. Su h methods are dis ussed in
Se tions 9.2.2{9.2.4. Be ause ABL engagements are sequential, laun hing multiple threat
missiles together would stress the ABL's e e tiveness, as dis ussed in Se tion 9.2.5. Finally,
Se tion 9.2.6 dis usses the possibility of timing missile laun hes to oin ide with high loud
over to hinder the ABL.
9.2.1 Vulnerability of airframe

A major weakness of the ABL is its vulnerability to atta k by enemy air raft or by SAMs.
Es ort ghters ould defend the ABL against enemy air raft; however, the very long times
on station would make su h defense diÆ ult, unless absolute air superiority had been established or some warning me hanism ould s ramble ghters to respond to an atta k on
the ABL.
Siberian Airlines Flight 1812 was a identally shot down on 4 O tober 2001 by a S-200
SAM missile at a range of about 250 km. The maximum range of a S-200 is 250{300 km [90℄.
Countering SAMs would be very diÆ ult [91℄. Su h missiles rely on totally passive means
to a quire and tra k targets. They present no signature before laun h, and after laun h
exhibit only an infrared exhaust plume. An ABL annot outmaneuver a SAM.
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It has been suggested that the ABL ould defend itself against air raft or SAMs using
its laser(s). Air raft approa hing from a 100Æ to 120Æ region (Se tion 21.1) at the rear
of the ABL or at altitude above some unknown limit ould not be engaged by the lasers.
Otherwise, the lasers ould be used, either for dire t damage to the atta king air raft
with the high-energy laser (HEL) or by blinding the pilot with the target-illuminator laser
(TILL). S enarios for the ABL's use of its HEL to engage a SAM have not been studied,
but they would be di erent from ICBM engagements be ause of the geometry, parti ularly
in the low target altitude. Su h use would pla e a demand on the fuel magazine needed for
ICBM inter epts. The me hanism by whi h the laser ould damage the nose of an on oming
SAM is di erent from those for damaging the wall of a missile booster. Another possible
response would be to attempt to disable the SAM's infrared sensors, if it uses them. Either
the TILL or the bea on-illuminating laser (BILL) ould ertainly damage a fo al plane array
if no lters are used to blo k the IR beams. However, if the SAM is guided by ground-based
radar, there would be no sensors to disable. The S-200 is guided by ground radar, and it
may have an a tive seeker for the nal inter ept. Most of the ight is under ommands
from the ground or a semi a tive seeker with illumination only from ground radar [92℄.
In any ase, laun hing SAMs in the same time frame as the ICBM(s) would redu e the
ABL's ability to respond to the ICBM threat.
9.2.2 Spreading the laser heat

By rolling the ICBM body, the laser energy ould be distributed over a wide area, thereby
in reasing the energy required for the laser to damage the missile [93, p. 27, 127℄. The
threat missile's ability to exe ute this roll rate maneuver is determined by the on guration
of its inertial referen e pa kage. If the gyros and a elerometers reside on a three-gimbalstabilized platform, the missile an be rolled without diÆ ulty until the pit h-over angle
rea hes about 45Æ from its laun h verti al, provided the proper roll transformations are
employed. If the instruments are a modern \strapped down" or body-mounted design, or if
a four-gimbal- or attitude-stabilized platform were used, the roll rate ould be maintained
with no pit h onstraint. Within the above onstraints, roll rates of 20Æ to 30Æ per se ond
an be exe uted without a e ting the ight of the missile. Sin e several se onds of energy
deposition are normally required for damage, this roll rate redu es the e e tiveness of a
ontinuous wave ( w) laser by at least the ratio of the diameter of the beam spot width to
the length of the stripe around the missile generated by the roll.
9.2.3 Ablative oating

With some sa ri e in payload apa ity, it is possible to shroud the vulnerable parts of the
ICBM with arbon-bearing or other material that must be ablated by the laser before the
laser energy an be deposited in the missile body. Minuteman ICBMs had 0.6 m (1/4") of
ork installed around the outside of the booster, not as a ountermeasure, but as prote tion
against atmospheri heating during as ent. Su h a oating may have a substantial e e t on
hardening a booster. A ording to [93, p. 125℄ the heat of vaporization of arbon is about
32 kJ/g, and harred ork has very low re e tan e. The density of ork is about 0.25 g/ m3 .
Thus 0.6 m of ork would require an in ident uen e of about 5 kJ/ m2 /0.5 = 100 MJ/m2
(taking into a ount an average angle of in iden e) to vaporize it and expose the missile
body beneath it. Assuming that the material stays inta t and does not ake o before this
amount of energy is deposited, atta king a liquid-propellant booster having su h a oating
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would require about 4 times the uen e shown in Table 20.2 for an unprote ted missile,
substantially hanging an engagement. For omparison, this uen e would be about half
the uen e required for a solid-propellant missile as shown in Table 20.2. Applying su h a
oating to a solid-propellant missile would in rease the uen e requirement by only a fa tor
of about 1.4, so the relative e e t is less than that for liquid-propellant missiles.
Long engagement times aused by the use of ablative oatings or rolling the missile an
substantially ompli ate the defense. The defense's response ould be to redu e the slant
range, with the on omitant penalty of overage and in reased vulnerability to atta king
air raft or SAMs.
9.2.4 Opti al properties

The ABL target a quisition begins with broadband opti al information on the plume, but
it relies on the illumination of the target by the TILL to provide the hardbody hand over
and an image for the tilt orre tions. Similarly, the BILL image is essential for the adaptive
opti s orre tions. If these fun tions are ompromised, the quality of the beam's fo us
(Chapter 19) would be greatly degraded. The engagement strategy lo ates the nose of the
missile and then pla es the BILL on the target to pursue the HEL atta k. A spe ular
re e ting one, or a ylinder, whi h is a degenerate one, is a very stealthy obje t for this
kind of sear h. Apart from imperfe tions of di use re e tion, a one either re e ts light at
an angle given by the angle of the generatrix and the in ident beam or absorbs it. Unless
the generatrix is normal to the in ident light, almost nothing will be seen. Whatever might
be seen ould be onfusing to a system that is expe ting a di use re e tive surfa e. It is not
known quantitatively what would be required to onfuse the system, however. Aluminized
Mylar has a di use re e tivity of the order of 0.1 at the wavelengths of interest [94℄. Highly
polished surfa es ould a hieve lower di use re e tivity. Any su h surfa e would have to
survive the as ent through the atmosphere and the asso iated heating.
9.2.5 Multiple missile laun hes

The simultaneous laun h of multiple missiles ould overwhelm an ABL platform, sin e its
engagements are by ne essity sequential. In su h situations, the engagement time is riti al
in determining how many missiles ould be engaged by a single platform. Multiple ABLs
ould on eivably be deployed to handle a modest number of multiple missile laun hes.
For every air raft on station around the lo k, three to four air raft must be deployed in
the eld, a ording to the present plan for the ABL. We have not examined the problems
inherent to management of a eet of air raft on station.
9.2.6 Laun h timing and loud over

As dis ussed in Se tion 22.2, irrus loud over ould e e tively shield a threat missile from
the ABL beam for a signi ant time. In su h ases, oordinating the missiles laun h with
loud over ould thwart the ABL's defensive a tion. Radar and LIDAR equipment to
measure the loud height [95℄ is ertainly within rea h of a ountry that ould build or buy
an ICBM.

9.2. Countermeasures to the ABL
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Sensors would play essential roles in every phase of operation of a boost-phase antiballisti missile system. They are required to dete t the laun h of large ro kets, to determine
whether they are potentially threatening to the United States, and|if it were de ided to
atta k them|to lo ate and tra k targets with suÆ ient pre ision to allow inter eptors or
lasers to hit and destroy them. This hapter is on erned with identifying sensors that ould
be used for these tasks and analyzing their likely performan e.1 Some types of sensors ould
perform more than one of these tasks.
A wide variety of sensor types and basing lo ations ould potentially be useful for boostphase inter ept systems. Box 10.1 lists a number of possibilities, in the approximate order

The analysis in this hapter provides signal-to-noise ratios, error matri es, and position un ertainties.
Tra king lters that produ e estimates of the target state from this information are des ribed in Chapter 12
and Appendix C.
1
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Box 10.1: Possible Dete tion and Tra king Sensors
Spa e-based passive visible-light sensors
Spa e-based passive infrared (IR) sensors
Spa e-based radars
Airborne radars
Airborne ele tro-opti al sensors
Ship-based radars
Land-based radars
On-board passive ultraviolet sensors
On-board passive short-wavelength IR and/or
medium-wavelength IR sensors
On-board passive long-wavelength IR sensors
On-board radar
LIDAR with an on-board dete tor and
on-board laser illuminator
LIDAR with an on-board dete tor but
an o -board laser illuminator
LIDAR from other platforms
 light dete

tion and ranging

in whi h they ould be used to dete t, identify, and tra k potentially threatening ro kets.
For systems that use inter eptor missiles, the sensors used during the rst phases of an
engagement would likely be general-purpose sensors lo ated far from the target, su h as
sensors on early-warning satellites.2 As the inter eptor losed with the target, dedi ated
sensors that ould provide more pre ise tra king and better dis rimination would need to
be employed, some of whi h would not be arried by the inter eptor or kill vehi le. Su h
\o -board sensors" might in lude ground- or sea-based radars. Other sensors would have to
be arried by the kill vehi le to perform their fun tions adequately. Su h \on-board sensors"
might in lude passive dete tors that would simply image the target or a tive sensors that
would also provide range information.
Given the limited time and resour es available for the Study, we did not attempt an
exhaustive analysis of these possibilities. Instead, we sought to identify a minimal set
of sensors that would enable the various boost-phase systems onsidered to inter ept the
model ICBMs.3 For this purpose, we onsidered a notional system of spa e-based infrared
(IR) sensors for laun h dete tion and early tra king; land-, ship-, and air-based radars
In ontrast to systems that use inter eptor missiles, the Airborne Laser is designed to fun tion either
autonomously, using only the sensors on the Airborne Laser air raft to dete t and tra k ro kets, or as part
of a larger system that would provide data from additional sensors; see Chapter 17.
As dis ussed in Chapter 2, in analyzing boost-phase engagements we assumed the system would have
available at any time only the information gathered by sensors up to that moment. The boost-phase
inter ept system's probability of su ess would depend riti ally on the types, number, and performan e of
the available sensors. In a real system, some redundan y would be desirable, to make the system more robust
in the fa e of unexpe ted target behavior or hara teristi s, as well as failures of individual omponents.
2
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for tra king the target ro ket after it has risen above the radar's horizon; imaging sensors
on board the kill vehi le for tra king the ro ket's plume as the engagement develops; and
LIDAR (light dete tion and ranging) seekers on board the kill vehi le for imaging the
ro ket's hardbody and determining its range toward the end of the homing phase of the
engagement and during the endgame.
Although system integration requirements would likely impose some onstraints on any
boost-phase tra king system, we fo used only on physi al limitations and on ned our
analysis to te hnologies that we judged would be available within the next de ade. Spa ebased visible-light sensors [96℄ or ultraviolet sensors on-board the kill vehi le [97℄ might
have important advantages, but we did not analyze their possible ontributions be ause
there is insuÆ ient information in the open literature to support su h an analysis. We
also did not onsider on-board radar seekers be ause with urrent te hnology, a radar with
the long-range apability needed would be substantially heavier than a LIDAR with this
apability.
The model ICBMs des ribed in Chapter 15 were used to estimate the plume luminosities
and radar ross se tions of various types of missiles. These ICBM models, the model intereptors des ribed in Chapter 16, and the engagement traje tories des ribed in Chapter 4
were used to determine the earliest times various types of sensors ould be brought to bear
on the target. The e e ts of sensor viewing angles were also examined.
The analysis presented in this hapter supports the simulations of illustrative engagements des ribed in Chapters 4, 5, and Appendix C. The apabilities of the sensors that
initially dete t the laun h of potentially threatening ro kets and provide early information
on their traje tories de ne the engagement timelines des ribed in Chapters 2, 4, and 5. The
apabilities of the sensors used to guide inter eptors until their kill vehi les are laun hed
and then guide the kill vehi les to the target are at the heart of the engagement analysis
des ribed in Chapter 12 and Appendix C.
We begin by analyzing the apabilities of urrent and prospe tive spa e-based sensors
for dete ting and tra king ICBM exhaust plumes. Next we onsider the missile-tra king
apabilities of a variety of land-based, ship-based, and airborne radars. We then analyze
the likely near-term performan e of passive IR and a tive LIDAR seekers on the kill vehi le.
We on lude by summarizing our results.

10.1 Spa e-Based Dete tion and Tra king
The hot exhaust plumes of long-range ballisti missiles are powerful sour es of IR radiation [98℄. This radiation an be seen from spa e, and IR sensors in high orbits an provide
broad-area overage of Earth. These onsiderations make spa e-based IR sensing a very
useful te hnique for dete ting and tra king ICBMs during their boost phase. In this se tion
we rst summarize the phenomenology of ICBM exhaust plumes relevant to dete ting and
tra king them with spa e-based IR sensors. We then dis uss the apabilities of the existing Defense Support Program (DSP) satellite system for supporting a boost-phase defense
system and the apabilities that a modern follow-on system ould have.
10.1.1 Plume emission spe tra and luminosities

A ro ket's bright exhaust plume is its prin ipal signature. Exhaust plumes radiate strongly
in the IR region of the ele tromagneti spe trum, as illustrated by Fig. 10.1, whi h shows
IR spe tra of the emission from the exhaust plume of a large ro ket burning hydrazine fuels
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Figure 10.1. Illustrative spe tra of the IR emission from the exhaust plume of a ro ket burning
hydrazine fuels in a ground test. The times indi ated are the times after ignition. These spe tra
are similar to the spe trum of the so- alled \intrinsi " or \va uum" ore. Ex ept for ro kets at
extremely high altitudes, the spe trum of the intrinsi ore seen from spa e would be altered be ause
of absorption by the intervening atmosphere. Figure 4.11 from Ref. [98℄. Used with permission.
Copyright by The Aerospa e Corporation.

in a ground test. Typi ally, a substantial fra tion of the total luminosity4 is radiated in a
short-wavelength IR (SWIR) peak at about 2.5{3.0 m. A similar fra tion is radiated in a
medium-wavelength (MWIR) peak at about 4{5 m. (As seen from spa e, this peak has a
\not h" aused by absorption by old atmospheri gases between 4.21 and 4.5 m). These
peaks in the spe trum are produ ed by the emission bands of ombustion produ ts, su h as
H2 O and CO2. Spe tra of the plumes produ ed by hydrazine-fueled ro kets in ight would
be qualitatively similar to the spe tra shown, but the luminosity would depend on the size
of the ro ket and the stage of ight.
Ro kets burning hydro arbon fuels would produ e arbon soot. Continuum emission
from the soot would add to the peaks produ ed by mole ular emission but would also
in rease the ontinuum emission between them. So would the ontinuum emission from the
aluminum oxide parti les in the plumes of solid-propellant ro kets.
The properties of an ICBM's exhaust plume vary greatly as it rises through the atmosphere [98℄. This variation a e ts the apabilities of spa e-based tra king systems. The
hara teristi variation with altitude of the IR luminosity of an ICBM exhaust plume is
shown s hemati ally in Fig. 10.2.5 The IR emission is initially aused by mixing of omThis report uses the radiation terminology standard in the physi s literature: the power radiated in
all dire tions and in all wavebands is alled the luminosity ; the power radiated in all dire tions within a
pres ribed bandpass is the in-band luminosity ; the power per unit area and solid angle is the intensity ; and
the power per unit solid angle, area, and wavelength or frequen y is the spe tral intensity. In the literature
on erned with ro ket exhaust plume emission, the power per unit solid angle is the intensity ; the power
per unit solid angle and wavelength is the spe tral intensity ; the power per unit area and solid angle within
a pres ribed bandpass is the in-band radian e ; and the power per unit area, solid angle, and wavelength is
the radian e.
See Figs. 14.3, 14.4, 14.19{14.23, and 5.2 of [98℄.
4
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Figure 10.2. Sket h of the hara teristi variation with altitude of the luminosity per unit solid
angle of ro ket exhaust plumes. The urve is intended to give only a qualitative impression of the
typi al dependen e of the luminosity on altitude and does not represent the plume luminosity of
any parti ular ro ket. Note the peak at low altitudes, the \trough" at  50{70 km, and the partial
re overy at high altitudes. There is a break in the urve when the rst stage stops burning and the
se ond stage ignites.

bustion produ ts, su h as H2 and CO, with atmospheri gases and their hemi al rea tion
with atmospheri O2 (\afterburning"). As the ro ket rises, the plume's apparent luminosity rst in reases as it expands in size and the atmospheri absorption between it and the
spa e-based dete tor de reases. The luminosity of a ro ket's plume peaks at an altitude of
about 30 km, where it an ex eed 1 MW sr 1 for an ICBM.
As the ro ket ontinues to rise and a elerate, the in reasing expansion and ooling of
its hot exhaust gases, their de reasing bulk velo ity relative to the atmosphere, and the
redu tion in available oxygen auses afterburning to de line pre ipitously. As a result the
plume's luminosity falls steeply to a minimum value at  50{70 km (the \trough region").
This de line is often exa erbated by burnout of the rst stage, followed by ignition of the
se ond stage, whi h typi ally has a mu h smaller thrust and hen e produ es a plume with
a mu h smaller luminosity. The luminosity of the plume in the trough region is dominated
by emission from the exhaust near the ro ket nozzle, whi h depends on the pressure there
and the nature of the parti ulates in the exhaust (e.g., soot parti les in the exhaust from
liquid-propellant ro kets and Al2O3 parti les in the exhaust from solid-propellant ro kets).
As the ro ket ontinues to a elerate, the bulk velo ity of its exhaust gases relative to
the atmosphere in reases again, ausing the plume's IR luminosity to in rease again be ause
of temperature re overy and resumption of hemi al rea tions (\enhan ement"). The latter
pro esses depend strongly on the velo ity vs. altitude pro le of the ro ket. The IR luminosity of the plume ontinues to in rease, but when the size s ales of the pro esses ausing
this enhan ement begin to ex eed the dimensions of a sensor pixel, the plume's apparent
luminosity again falls. At this point, the total luminosity of the plume is given approximately by summing the signals in the reporting dete tors. Eventually the signals from
the plume-atmosphere intera tion fall below the noise-equivalent ux of the dete tors. The
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ultimate minimum signal that remains omes from the altitude-invariant emission produ ed
by the exhaust produ ts as they expand into the low-pressure environment (the \intrinsi "
or \va uum" ore).
Although a wide range of data is available on the plume emission of U.S. ro kets, in luding both liquid- and solid-propellant missiles, to our knowledge there is no su h database
for the ro kets of ountries of on ern. Moreover, none of these ountries has yet tested an
ICBM. Caution should therefore be exer ised when attempting to hara terize the plumes
of hypotheti al missiles that may pose a threat to the United States at some future date by
extrapolating from past measurements of U.S. ro kets. However, measurements of the exhaust plumes of some early U.S. ro ket designs, su h as the Titan, may be useful if ountries
of on ern take a similar path in developing liquid-propellant ICBMs.
10.1.2 Capabilities of the DSP system

The DSP system has provided the United States with early warning of missile laun hes
sin e 1970, using satellites in geosyn hronous Earth orbit (GEO). A program is underway
to repla e the DSP system with a more modern satellite-based missile warning and tra king
system. However, some authors (see, e.g., [97℄) have argued that the DSP system would be
adequate to support boost-phase inter ept systems. Also, re ent te hni al problems may
delay deployment of the more modern system [99℄. Consequently, in this se tion we analyze
brie y the ability of the DSP system to serve as the laun h dete tion and initial tra king
system for a boost-phase inter ept system. The apabilities that a modern spa e-based
missile warning and tra king system ould have are dis ussed in the next se tion.
DSP resolution The general hara teristi s of the DSP satellites and system are des ribed
in [100℄. Ea h satellite has a rotating teles ope with a linear array of 6000 dete tors in the
fo al plane. The teles ope of ea h satellite s ans the whole disk of the Earth visible to it
and a narrow annular region above the horizon on e every 10 s. The pre ision with whi h
the DSP system an lo ate a missile's plume is determined by the footprints of the pixels
in its satellites' sensor arrays. The number of dete tors in ea h array suggests that the
footprint of ea h pixel at Earth's surfa e is about 1 km per side. Typi ally at least three
DSP satellites are in operation at any given time, at di erent longitudes around Earth's
equator, so at least two an view a target. Stereo, three-dimensional tra king of missile
plumes is possible if data from more than one DSP satellite are ombined (\fused").
Although the DSP system annot tra k an ICBM with the pre ision and sampling rate
that would be required to guide a kill vehi le to hit the ICBM during its boost phase, the
system an warn of ro ket laun hes and ould ue ground- and ship-based radars or sensors
on board the kill vehi le to the position of a rising ro ket. This early-warning apability
would relieve the latter sensors from having to perform broad-area sear hes to a quire the
ro ket, allowing them to be made smaller and lighter.

The earliest moment at whi h the
laun h of a large ro ket ould be on rmed and the dire tion of its ight estimated is of
great importan e for boost-phase inter ept systems, be ause it is the earliest moment that
inter eptors ould be red. For the DSP system, early dete tion and tra king of a large
ro ket is limited by three fa tors: loud over, absorption of the radiation from the exhaust
plume by water vapor in the atmosphere in the IR band to whi h the DSP sensors are
tuned, and the low rate at whi h it s ans Earth's disk.
Laun h dete tion and initial tra king using DSP
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Figure 10.3. Probability that the opti al path length of loud over over sea, land, and oastal areas
at mid-latitudes ex eeds a given value as a fun tion of loud opti al thi kness. The three probability
distributions are almost indistinguishable on the s ale of this plot. Figure 33 from Ref. [101℄. Used
with permission.

The probability that the loud over ex eeds a given opti al depth (the thi kness of the
loud in units of the mean distan e a photon travels before s attering) is shown in Fig. 10.3.
There is a 20 per ent han e of louds having an opti al depth greater than 10 o urring
at mid-latitudes at any given time. However, many louds are low-lying, so the han e of
seeing signi antly below 10 km is high. The average loud top height when louds exist
(about 50 per ent of the time) is 4.7 km over land world-wide [102℄. A ording to Rossow
and S hi er [103℄, \ loudiness on Earth an be des ribed as a persistent . ..ba kground of
opti ally thin louds . .. , together with a rare, highly variable omponent of pre ipitating
louds that are very sparse and intermittent in o urren e (total amount < 0:1)". While a
detailed dis ussion of loud limatology is beyond the s ope of this study, we on lude that
dense louds are suÆ iently rare above 7 km and that they would rarely be the main fa tor
preventing DSP from dete ting a large ro ket by the time it rea hes this altitude.
The SWIR passband of the DSP dete tors is deliberately tuned to the strong 2.7{
2.9 m absorption band of H2O, shown in the entral panel of Fig. 10.4, so that emission
in this band from near Earth's surfa e is strongly attenuated by the water vapor in the
atmosphere, redu ing the ba kground lutter that would otherwise interfere with dete tion
and identi ation of ro ket plumes. As shown in Fig. 10.5, the lower ba kground lutter seen
from spa e in this passband omes from the sunlight s attered by high-altitude louds and
bright solar glints from the o eans and other surfa e features, whi h are partially transmitted
though the atmosphere and ontribute to the ba kground. Although the emission from the
hot H2O and CO2 mole ules in ro ket exhaust plumes extends over a broader wavelength
range than the absorption by the old mole ules in the atmosphere, the signal from exhaust
plumes is severely attenuated (by design) in this passband, until the ro kets rise above most
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Figure 10.4. Transmission of Earth's atmosphere from ground to spa e (lower urve) and from 10km altitude to spa e (upper urve) as a fun tion of wavelength in the 1{10 m region for a typi al
mid-latitude atmosphere. Note the strong H2 O absorption band at 2.7{2.9 m and the windows at
2.2{2.4 and 3.5{4 m. Moderate resolution atmospheri transmission ode (MODTRAN) al ulation
ourtesy of William Clodius.

of the atmospheri water vapor. This attenuation o urs whether or not louds are present.
We estimate that the DSP system would be able to dete t emission from the exhaust plume
of a large ro ket by the time the ro ket rea hed an altitude of 10 km.6
Unless the defense is ertain a potentially threatening ro ket is a relatively slowly a elerating liquid-propellant missile, it would have to treat it as a more rapidly a elerating
solid-propellant missile to assure suÆ ient time for inter eptors to rea h it. Our solidpropellant ICBM models S1 and S2 rea h an altitude of 10 km about 35 s after they are
laun hed. At this point, they are also about 11 km downrange of the laun h point. We
estimate that three separate dete tions by a DSP sensor array would be needed to on rm,
by its motion, that the SWIR sour e produ ed by either of these model ICBMs were the
exhaust plume of a large ro ket and to estimate its traje tory well enough to onstru t a
ring solution. Thus, on e the DSP system has dete ted a ro ket exhaust plume, 30 more
se onds, plus additional time for pro essing and ommuni ations, would be needed to onstru t a ring solution. We therefore estimate that the earliest time a ring solution ould
reliably be onstru ted using DSP data on solid-propellant ICBMs similar to the ones we

By dete tion, we mean that the ro ket's plume would reate a bright pixel. Additional data would be
needed to de lare that the signal were oming from the exhaust plume of a large ro ket
6
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Figure 10.5. Comparison of the IR spe tral luminosity of a representative missile plume at an altitude
of 20 km with the equivalent intensity of Earth's atmosphere, louds, and terrain in a 1 km  1 km
pixel footprint, as viewed from spa e. After Fig. 3.8 in Ref. [98℄. Used with permission. Copyright
by The Aerospa e Corporation.

modeled is 65 s after laun h. A bene t of this delay is that it would give the defense a good
han e of seeing rst-stage burnout and se ond-stage ignition, if the target were indeed a
solid-propellant ICBM.
Our liquid-propellant ICBM model rea hes an altitude of 10 km about 50 s after it is
laun hed. At this point it is only 5 km downrange and is moving mu h more slowly than the
solid-propellant ICBMs are at this altitude. We therefore estimate that ve or six separate
dete tions would probably be needed to on rm that the SWIR sour e produ ed by ICBMs
like this model is the exhaust plume of a large ro ket and to estimate its traje tory well
enough to onstru t a ring solution. We therefore estimate that the earliest time a ring
solution ould reliably be onstru ted using DSP data on liquid-propellant ICBMs like the
one we modeled is 80 s after laun h.
The analysis in the next se tion shows that a ring solution ould probably be onstru ted onsiderably earlier using data from a modern spa e-based missile warning and
tra king system.
On e inter eptors are red, they must be supplied updates on the developing traje tory of the target ro ket and on their own ight toward the
predi ted inter ept point. The tra king data supplied by the DSP system are likely to be
inadequate for two reasons. First, the 1-km pre ision and 0.1-Hz rate with whi h the DSP
system samples the traje tories of the target and inter eptor are probably inadequate to
Subsequent tra king using DSP
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guide the inter eptor eÆ iently. Se ond, the DSP sensors may not be able to see the ro ket's
exhaust plume with suÆ ient signal-to-noise ratio when the ro ket is in the trough region.
We have not arried out a detailed analysis of the e e ts of DSP's 0.1-Hz sampling rate and
of the trough, but we expe t they would in rease signi antly the required velo ity- hange
apability of the kill vehi le and its booster, whi h would in turn in rease the weight of
the kill vehi le and the booster. A \seeker" on the kill vehi le would not help, be ause it
ould not begin tra king the plume until the kill vehi le has rea hed the altitude ( 100 km)
where atmospheri fri tion is suÆ iently low that the seeker window ould open and the
seeker ould begin operating (see Se tion 10.3.1). The latter points are illustrated by onsidering engagements of the three ICBM models presented in Chapter 15 by the 6.5-km/s
and 10-km/s inter eptors presented in Chapter 16.
If the target is a rapidly-rising solid-propellant ICBM, like models S1 or S2, and the
only available spa e-based tra king system is the DSP then, as dis ussed above, inter eptors
probably ould not be red until about 65 s after the ICBM were laun hed. These ICBMs
would drop their rst stages 60{65 s after laun h, would enter the trough region at about
80 s, and would emerge at about 95 s. If the kill vehi le were lofted by either the 6.5-km/s
or the 10-km/s inter eptors and its seeker began operating at an altitude of 100 km, the
seeker would open about 65 s after the inter eptors were laun hed, about 130 s after the
ICBM laun h. By this time, these ICBMs would have already passed through the trough
region.
If instead the target is a slowly-rising liquid-propellant ICBM, like model L, inter eptors
probably ould not be red until about 80 s after the ICBM laun h. This ICBM would enter
the trough region about 115 s after laun h, would drop its rst stage at 120 s, and would
emerge from the trough at about 135 s. If the kill vehi le were lofted by either the 6.5-km/s
or the 10-km/s inter eptors and its seeker began operating at an altitude of 100 km, the
seeker would open about 65 s after the inter eptors were laun hed, or about 145 s after the
ICBM laun h. By this time, ICBM model L would also have passed through the trough
region.
We on lude that although the DSP system ould provide laun h dete tion and initial
tra king, its sampling rate would be too low to support eÆ ient ommand guidan e of
boost-phase inter eptors. The DSP system likely would have to be supplemented by an
o -board sensor with a mu h higher sampling rate, su h as a radar, to enable eÆ ient
ommand guidan e.
10.1.3 Capabilities of a modern spa e-based sensor system|the NSBS

As noted in the previous se tion, the DSP system is expe ted to be repla ed by a more
modern satellite-based missile warning and tra king system. The system the United States
is urrently developing is alled the Spa e-Based Infrared System{High (SBIRS-High). This
system will onsist of a onstellation of satellites, with some in GEO and some in Molniya
orbits, whi h are highly e entri having the apogee (and hen e long residen e time) above
the northern hemisphere of Earth. A system with the potential apabilities of SBIRS-High
ould make a riti al ontribution to the fun tioning any boost-phase inter ept system. The
rst six satellites of this system are urrently s heduled to be in pla e by 2008 [104℄, although
re ent te hni al problems may delay their deployment, as noted previously. Nevertheless,
the initial omplement of satellites is likely to be deployed within the next ten years. We
therefore investigated the apabilities su h a system ould have.
Details of the anti ipated performan e of SBIRS-High are not available in the open
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literature. We therefore analyzed the potential performan e of a generi spa e-based IR
sensor system that uses urrent te hnology and ould be elded with a reasonable investment
of resour es and the ontribution su h a system ould make to boost-phase inter ept. For
on iseness, we shall refer to this notional spa e-based system as the \NSBS".
The NSBS we onsidered onsists of a onstellation of satellites in geosynhronous orbits having 30- m-diameter aperture teles opes that image the visible disk of
Earth and near-Earth spa e. The IR dete tors would be ooled, but the opti s need not
be. The full-Earth fo al plane is partially populated by arrays of IR dete tors (see, e.g.,
Ref. [105℄). Currently, 320  256 arrays of HgCdTe (MCT) dete tors having frame rates of
30 Hz or greater are ommer ially available [106℄. Quantum eÆ ien ies are approximately
80 per ent, well depths are approximately 106 ele trons, readout noise is 250 ele trons,
and the pixel pit h is 30 m.
Extrapolating forward in time, a 512  512 format  3  105 -pixel array with 20-m pixel
pit h should be available shortly [105℄. We assume that the fo al plane of our hypotheti al
spa e-based teles ope is populated with 24 of these arrays, whi h together would over
approximately 1/24 of Earth's visible disk. By stepping to a fresh part of Earth's disk after
ea h 33-ms frame, the whole disk ould be s anned in less than 1 s. Although the di ra tion
limit of the NSBS in the SWIR would be less than 0.5 km at Earth's surfa e, we hoose
pixels with a proje ted size of 1 km  1 km (at nadir) to obtain a manageable pixel number
and data rate. To mat h a 20 m  20 m pixel to a 1 km  1 km footprint requires a nal
fo al ratio of f=2:8 for our 30- m aperture.7 This system would not be di ra tion-limited.
NSBS sensors

For a sour e with an SWIR luminosity of 6 kW sr 1, omparable to the
plume luminosity of a small ro ket early in ight, the NSBS would olle t 7  104 ele trons
during ea h 33-ms frame, in the pixel that is on the sour e, lling the well to less than
10 per ent of its depth. The plume signal would ompete with noise in the dete tor, the
dete tor dark urrent, and thermal emission from the opti s, baes, and dewar window. The
dete tor dark urrent de reases exponentially with de reasing temperature. Extrapolating
from Fig. 2.3 of Ref. [106℄, we estimate that for an MCT dete tor having a uto at 3.0 m
and a pixel pit h of 20 m, the dete tor dark urrent an be redu ed to 104 ounts per pixel
per 33-ms frame by ooling the dete tor to 150 K, whi h is possible using a thermoele tri
ooler. We estimate the thermal ba kground by assuming a 20 per ent emissivity for the
f=2:8 opti al path, whi h is onservative and in ludes some allowan e for warm bae edges
that intrude into the otherwise old opti al path. This gives 2:6  104 ele trons during ea h
33-ms frame. For su h a dete tor, the plume signal ex eeds the instrumental ba kground
and is more than 300 times the statisti al (shot noise) variations in these ba kgrounds,
whi h is 160 ele trons per frame. When the weather is lear or only low louds are present,
the signal of a plume having a luminosity of 6 kW sr 1 in the SWIR would greatly ex eed
the ba kgrounds themselves. The limiting sensitivity of the NSBS would therefore be set
not by noise but by lutter in the SWIR ba kground, espe ially from irrus louds at high
altitudes.
NSBS sensitivity

The performan e of this system is limited by the number of dete tors and the pixel format of ea h
dete tor. By in reasing these, we ould approa h a proje ted pixel size of 0.5 km (< 0:25 km 1 position
un ertainty) and an update rate of tens of hertz. However, we have limited our design to the stated apability
to maintain a reasonable fo al-plane-array size and data volume. Although the aperture ould be in reased
beyond 30 m in a medium-sized satellite, with a on omitant improvement in its di ra tion limit, it would
be diÆ ult to build a dete tor array large enough to utilize this resolution over a signi ant part of Earth.
7
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Figure 10.6. Single-pixel false alarm probability as a fun tion of threshold luminosity for the IR
s anner onsidered, when viewing the stressing ba kground s ene. The lower urve shows that the
probability 1of ex eeding the threshold when no signal is present is approximately 10 4 per pixel for
a 6 kW sr threshold and a 1.8 km  1.8 km-pixel footprint. The upper urve shows that at this
threshold, the false-alarm probability is about 1,000 times higher for a 3.6 km  3.6 km footprint.
From Ref. [107℄. Used with permission. Copyright by The Aerospa e Corporation.

A global loud model developed by the Aerospa e Corporation [107℄ indi ates that irrus
louds above 10 km o ur 20 per ent to 30 per ent of the time over northeast Asia in
summer; they are not far from the top of the water vapor layer and hen e appear as bright
spots when viewed from spa e. These louds produ e a omplex ba kground, and the
limiting sensitivity in the SWIR is therefore a ompli ated fun tion of limatology, loud
stru ture, and atmospheri radiative transport. The expe ted sensitivity of the postulated
NSBS annot be determined by an analysis simple enough to be within the s ope of our
study. We therefore rely on the work of Lawrie and Lomheim [107℄, who have shown that
for a given false-positive rate (the probability that any given pixel will yield a false alarm in
one s an), the minimum dete table ux is a fun tion of the size of the pixel footprint (see
Fig. 10.6). For a 1:8  1:8 km footprint, setting the threshold at 6 kW sr 1 yields a singlepixel false-alarm rate of 10 4 , whi h drops to 10 6 for a threshold of about 8 kW sr 1. If the
proje ted area of ea h pixel is in reased by a fa tor of four, to 3:6  3:6 km, the luminosity
threshold for a onstant false alarm rate also in reases by a fa tor of four. We on lude that
the NSBS dete tors, whi h have pixels with footprints of 1  1 km, ould dete t sour es
with luminosities as low as 6 kW sr 1 with some margin of safety. We estimatep that the
1 un ertainty in the position of the ro ket would be less than 300 m ( 1 km/ 12) for a
sampling rate of 1 Hz. By using multiple satellites to view the target, it should be possible
to determine its position in all three dimensions with this pre ision. The pre ision of the
position measurements and the sampling rate ould both be improved by adding a se ond,
high-resolution slewing teles ope to the system, but su h a teles ope would not be able to
tra k multiple laun hes at widely separated lo ations.
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As noted previously, the earliest
moment at whi h the laun h of a large ro ket ould be on rmed and the dire tion of its
ight estimated is of great importan e for boost-phase inter ept systems, be ause this is the
earliest moment inter eptors ould be red. If all its sensors were tuned to the 2.7{2.9-m
H2 O absorption band, the NSBS would give up the possibility of seeing the ro ket sooner
in favor of lower and more predi table ba kgrounds. There are windows in the IR, su h as
those at 2.2{2.4 m and 3.5{4 m (see Fig. 10.4), in whi h a spa e-based sensor ould see to
the ground at the ost of introdu ing ground lutter as a new sour e of ba kground. If the
problem of dete ting the plume of a large ro ket in the presen e of ground lutter an be
solved, loud over would determine the lowest altitude at whi h missiles an be dete ted.
By this, we mean thi k (opti al depths greater than a few) louds that would strongly
attenuate the signal of the ro ket exhaust plume, not the opti ally thin but nevertheless
bright louds that ause spurious glints in the SWIR.
Consistent with the optimisti approa h adopted in this study, we assume the problem
of dete ting the plume of a large ro ket in the presen e of ground lutter an be solved,
and that loud over would then be the fa tor limiting early dete tion of large ro kets.
Based on the onsideration of loud over presented in Se tion 10.1.2, we adopt 7 km as
the altitude at whi h the NSBS would reliably dete t radiation from the exhaust plume
of a large ro ket.8 Additional data would be needed to de lare that the signal emanates
from the exhaust plume of a large ro ket, and still more data would be needed to estimate
the ro ket's traje tory pre isely enough to permit onstru tion of a ring solution for the
inter eptors.
We assumed that the azimuth of the ro ket's urrent velo ity is a better indi ator of its
future traje tory than the azimuth of its average velo ity sin e laun h. We then estimated
in two ways the time required to gather enough data to onstru t a ring solution. First, we
estimated that by the time the ro ket plume had moved ten pixels from the point at whi h
its IR signal was rst dete ted, the urrent azimuth of its traje tory ould be determined
pre isely enough to re inter eptors. Se ond, we used tuned polynomial tra king lters to
estimate the pre ision with whi h the azimuth of the target ould be estimated to within
7Æ from target positions measured on e a se ond with a 1 un ertainty of < 300 m. Both
approa hes gave approximately the same results.
As noted previously, our solid-propellant ICBM models S1 and S2 require 30 s to rea h
an altitude of 7 km. At that time, they are about 7 km downrange from the laun h point.
We believe that using a system like NSBS, the traje tories of ICBMs like these ould be
estimated with suÆ ient pre ision to onstru t a ring solution about 15 s later, when they
have rea hed an altitude of 16 km and are about 20 km downrange. We therefore adopt
45 s after laun h as the earliest time a ring solution ould reliably be onstru ted. The
rst stages of ICBMs like these would still be burning at this time, so the defense would
not have any staging events to help identify the type the ro ket.
Our liquid-propellant ICBM model rea hes an altitude of 7 km and is about 3 km
downrange 45 s after it is laun hed. We estimate that using a system like NSBS, the
traje tories of ICBMs like this one ould be estimated with suÆ ient pre ision to onstru t
a ring solution about 20 s later, when the missiles have rea hed an altitude of 16 km and are
about 11 km downrange. We therefore adopt 65 s after laun h as the earliest time a ring
solution ould reliably be onstru ted|55 s before the rst stage of our liquid-propellant
Laun h dete tion and missile tra king using NSBS

We again emphasize that by \dete tion" we mean that the plume would produ e a bright pixel. Further
data would be needed to de lare the existen e of a large ro ket in powered ight.
8
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ICBM model burns out.
Tra king ro kets through the trough It is possible that low-luminosity plumes might be
lost as they move into the trough region, where their luminosity ould be ome as low as
 3 kW sr 1 in the SWIR. This potential problem is ameliorated by the fa t that a mu h
larger per-pixel false alarm rate an be a epted on e a missile's tra k has been established,
be ause the number of pixels of interest drops from the number in the entire eld to the
few pixels where the ro ket plume might reasonably next appear. Various signal-pro essing
te hniques, su h as frame-to-frame subtra tion, ould help to a hieve this sensitivity.
If a detailed analysis shows that there is a sensitivity problem for missiles within the
trough region, the NSBS ould employ a se ond teles ope having a single high-resolution
array that slews to tra k the ro ket exhaust plume ontinuously. In this ase, the system
ould provide position updates with a 30-Hz or greater frame rate, and lutter ould be
redu ed further by using the full di ra tion resolution of the teles ope. For a 30- m slewing
sensor, the 0.5-km di ra tion limit in the SWIR should redu e the lutter signal by a
further fa tor of 4, ompared with the postulated survey instrument on NSBS. This 30m teles ope would be mounted on the same platform as the surveillan e system dis ussed
above and independently pointed by a two-axis pointing system. Be ause the mass of su h
a teles ope would in rease at least with the square of its aperture, and its moment of inertia
would in rease at least with the ube of its aperture, if the size of su h an instrument were
in reased signi antly, its pointing motion ould seriously perturb the attitude of the main
spa e raft. We therefore sele ted 30 m as a reasonable estimate of a feasible aperture.

10.1.4 Summary of spa e-based dete tion and tra king

From the analysis in this se tion, we rea hed the following on lusions.
We on lude that the DSP ould reliably dete t ro kets by the time
they rea h an altitude of 10 km, whi h o urs 35 s after the laun h of our solid-propellant
ICBM models S1 and S2 and 52 s after the laun h of our liquid-propellant ICBM model.
We shall assume that a ring solution ould be onstru ted using DSP data no earlier than
65 s after the laun h of solid-propellant ICBMs like models S1 and S2 and 65 s after the
laun h of liquid-propellant ICBMs like model L. We emphasize that our assumption that
inter eptors ould be red this early represents a very optimisti bounding ase.
Although the DSP system ould lo ate the exhaust plume of an ICBM in three dimensions with a 1-un ertainty of 1 km on e every 10 s until the ro ket entered the trough
region, this sampling rate would be too low to support eÆ ient ommand guidan e of boostphase inter eptors. Consequently the DSP system likely would have to be supplemented by
an o -board sensor with a mu h higher sampling rate, su h as a radar, to enable eÆ ient
ommand guidan e.
DSP apabilities

In ontrast to DSP apabilities, we on lude that a modern spa e-based laun h-dete tion and missile-tra king system ould reliably dete t ro kets
by the time they rea h an altitude of 7 km, whi h o urs 30 s after the laun h of our solidpropellant ICBM models S1 and S2 and 45 s after the laun h of our liquid-propellant ICBM
model. We on lude further that a ring solution ould be onstru ted using data from a
modern spa e-based tra king system no earlier than 45 s after the laun h of solid-propellant
ICBMs (like models S1 and S2) and 65 s after the laun h of liquid-propellant ICBMs (like

Modern spa e-based apabilities
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model L). Again, our assumption that inter eptors ould be red this early represents a
very optimisti bounding ase.
Also in ontrast to DSP, a modern spa e-based laun h-dete tion and missile-tra king
system ould lo ate the exhaust plumes of large ro kets in three dimensions with a 1un ertainty of < 300 m on e a se ond, suÆ ient to support ommand guidan e of inter eptors during their yout.

10.2 Radar Tra king
Ground-, sea-, or air-based radars ould be used to supplement spa e-based IR sensors for
dete ting and tra king missiles in their boost phase, thus providing additional information
and reating a more robust system. Radar an dete t a missile as soon as it as ends above
the radar's horizon and, like spa e-based IR sensors, an provide tra king information on
both the missile and the inter eptor. The radar's sensitivity and a ura y depend on the
transmitted power, the ross se tion for re e tion, the antenna properties, and propagation
e e ts. In the following se tions, we analyze the performan e that radars would need
to support boost-phase inter ept for ICBMs and evaluate the ability of several urrently
operational radars to meet these requirements. We also onsider the apabilities of enhan ed
versions of several existing systems. We assume that other sensors are used for target
designation, so the radar does not have to perform a wide-area sear h.
10.2.1 The power-aperture produ t required for a sear h

For a radar station to dete t the laun h of a missile within a given volume, the produ t
of its average radiated power Pav and the e e tive re eiving aperture Ar must satisfy the
sear h radar equation
4 sRm4 kTsDLs ;
(10.1)
Pav Ar =
ts F 4
where s is the solid angle to be sear hed, Rm is the maximum sear h range in meters, k is
Boltzmann's onstant in J/K, Ts is the system noise temperature in K, D is the dete tability
fa tor (the signal-to-noise power ratio required for dete tion), Ls is the total sear h loss, ts
is the sear h frame time in se onds,  is the radar ross se tion (RCS) of the target in m2,
and F is the pattern-propagation fa tor for the path. These quantities have the following
interpretations.
This solid angle is de ned as the produ t of the azimuth se tor
the maximum and minimum elevation angles, m and o, i.e.,
For a narrow beam above the horizon, s  Am e, where e
is the elevation beam width. We assume that the sear h frame time ts is short enough,
and the dete tion probability Pd high enough, that the target will be dete ted before it has
passed through the elevation beam width.

Solid angle of sear h s .
width Am and the sines of
sin 0).
s = Am (sin m

In the ase of dete tion early in the boost-phase, the range an be taken as
the distan e from the available radar site (often o-lo ated with the inter eptor battery) to
the target laun h site, sin e the range to the target will hange only slightly between laun h
and the required time of dete tion.
Range Rm .
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This temperature is set by the re eiver noise gure and
the ontributions by the atmosphere and the surfa e, as seen by the antenna. A value of
500 K may be assumed for a low-noise re eiver when the antenna beam grazes the surfa e.
System noise temperature Ts .

This fa tor must be set to provide a suÆ iently high umulative
probability of dete tion P before the target passes through the beam. Typi ally, with a
phased-array radar that an s an at an arbitrarily high rate, two s ans will be made during
the time of target passage. If the probability of dete ting on a single s an is Pd = 0:9, then
P = 1 (1 Pd )2 = 0:99. This requires D = 20:9 = +13:2 dB on a steady target. For
u tuating targets, a u tuation loss Lf must be in luded as a omponent of the sear h
loss Ls.
Dete tability fa tor D.

Sear h loss Ls.

This fa tor will be evaluated for ea h radar ase dis ussed below.

This time will be determined by the verti al velo ity pro le of the
target and the range, as will be dis ussed later.
Sear h frame time ts.

Radar ross se tion of the target .

following se tion.

The RCS of various ICBMs are dis ussed in the

This fa tor depends on the surfa e and the beam width
and elevation angle, but may be assumed unity for a narrow beam elevated to pla e its
lower edge above the horizon.
Pattern-propagation fa tor F .

10.2.2 Estimated radar ross se tions for illustrative ICBMs

The ountries of on ern in this study have neither tested nor deployed any ICBMs. The
detailed hara teristi s of the ICBMs they may deploy at some time in the future are
therefore unknown. Consequently it is not possible to evaluate the radar requirements for
a boost-phase defense system using detailed models. However, a review of available theory
and data shows that, with rare ex eptions, dete tion would o ur when the aspe t angle of
the missile is some tens of degrees away from beam aspe t. In these intermediate se tors, a
missile's RCS depends on the shape of the nose one and on small features in the missile's
shape (e.g., the edges of the booster or engine stru ture, the presen e or absen e of ns or
antennas, et .), rather than on the regular s attering from ylindri al or oni al surfa es.
We have hosen to estimate the sizes of the radar ross se tions that may be en ountered
and illustrate possible variations with aspe t using the RCS of the Chinese DF-5 and the
U.S. Minuteman III missile. We have used the average RCS of these missiles at the relevant
aspe ts to estimate the radar performan e requirements needed to support boot-phase inter ept systems. Outlines of these two ICBMs are shown in Fig. 10.7. The liquid-propellant
DF-5 appears to have a slightly rounded tip on a oni al nose one, and a ylindri al twostage booster. The small irregularities along the missile will dominate the RCS in most of
the forward hemisphere, whereas s attering from the motors will set the level in the tail
hemisphere. A peak in the RCS will appear when the missile is viewed normal to its oni al
nose surfa e. The solid-propellant Minuteman III has an ogive nose one atta hed to a
ylindri al third stage that has the same radius as the se ond stage. A oni al transition
onne ts the se ond stage to the rst stage, whi h has a larger radius. The ogive surfa e
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Figure 10.7. Outlines of the two ICBMs used to illustrate missile radar ross se tions and analyze
radar performan e requirements. See [108, 109℄.

generates a plateau in the RCS just forward of the beam-aspe t peak, tending to mask the
peak aused by the oni al transition se tion.
Our estimates of the average RCS of the DF-5 and Minuteman III for S-band radars are
shown in Fig. 10.8, as a fun tion of aspe t angle (from nose aspe t). In both ases, the RCS
tends toward onstant levels, subje t to lo al u tuations, when the missiles are viewed
from the nose and tail hemispheres, whi h are determined by the nose one shape and the
irregularities visible to the radar. In general, the RCS is larger in the rear hemisphere, where
the motor is ne essarily exposed. In the nose hemisphere, the RCS during se ond-stage
boost is just greater than 0.1 m2 for both targets. The RCS of the DF-5 is dominated by
irregular features, whereas the RCS of the Minuteman III is dominated by the rounded nose
tip. Su h details annot be predi ted in advan e for future enemy missiles. Consequently,
arbitrary assumptions must be made about the average RCS. We shall assume that the
S-band RCS is generally between 0.1 m2 and 1 m2 in the nose hemisphere and between
1 m2 and 5 m2 in the tail hemisphere. In all ases, the RCS tends to de rease as stages are
dis arded.
The ability of a radar system to dete t and tra k a missile during its boost phase
depends on the missile's traje tory. The main purpose of the analysis in this hapter is to
support the simulations of boost-phase engagements of the slowly rising liquid-propellant
ICBM model L and the faster-rising solid-propellant ICBM models S1 and S2, des ribed in
Chapter 12 and Appendix C. The properties of the traje tories of these ICBMs that are
important for sear hes by radars were omputed using the yout traje tories des ribed in
Chapter 15. Their average RCS at the relevant aspe ts was estimated as just des ribed.
The traje tory properties relevant to sear hes by land- and ship-based radars are listed in
Table 10.1.
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Figure 10.8. Estimated average S-band radar ross se tions of the liquid-propellant ICBM model L
(left) and the solid-propellant ICBM models S1 and S2 (right) as fun tions of aspe t angle from the
nose. (The s ale is logarithmi : dBsm = 10 log10(radar ross se tion / 1 m2 )

Table 10.1. ICBM Traje tory Parameters for Land- and Ship-Based Radars
Parameter
Liquid Solids
Stando distan e from radar site to missile laun h site (km)
800 1,000
Time from laun h to radar horizon (s)
106
87
Maximum horizon range from radar (km)
747 887
Verti al velo ity at horizon (km/s)
0.8
1.3
Pit h angle at horizon (deg from horizontal)
28
23
Aspe t angle at horizon (deg from nose)
34
31
Elevation rate at horizon (rad/s)
0.0011 0.0015
The elevation rates and s an times for the radars we onsidered were omputed as
des ribed in Appendix C from the yout traje tories des ribed in Chapter 15. The urvature
of Earth blo ks distant ground- and ship-based radars from seeing missiles early enough to
a e t the de ision to laun h inter eptors, but these radars ould provide tra king data later
in the missile's boost phase and hen e ould potentially ontribute to ommand guidan e
of the inter eptor during its boost phase and to the initial phase of the kill vehi le's ight.
A forward-based phased-array airborne radar ould provide laun h dete tion as well as
tra king data.
10.2.3 Land-based radars

The THAAD radar The THAAD multifun tion X-band radar is designed for use in the
Theater High-Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) system. This U.S. Army ground-based radar
is an air-transportable system intended for both sear h and re ontrol. Its performan e
has been demonstrated over the past several years at White Sands Missile Range. It is
analyzed here as the re ontrol element in a possible boost-phase missile defense system,
where it would re eive target designation data from an external sour e. This analysis is
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Table 10.2. Theater High-Altitude Area Defense
(THAAD) Radar Chara teristi sa
Parameter
Value
Operating Frequen y
9.5 GHz
Wavelength
3.2 m
Physi al aperture area
9.2 m2
E e tive aperture area
6 m2
Number of a tive elements
25,344
Re eiving gain (with weighting)
76,000
Azimuth beam width
0:6Æ
Elevation beam width
0:8Æ
S an se tor
90Æ
Sear h solid angle (one line)
0.011 sr
Module peak power
10 W
Module average power
2.1 W
Total average power
54 kW
Power-aperture produ t
324 kWm2
Noise temperatureb
500 K
Equipment loss (beam enter)
2.8 dB
Extra loss in sear h
7.2 dB
5.5 dB
Atmospheri lossb;
b
Total sear h loss
15.5 dB
a See [110℄ and [111℄.
b At 0.5Æ elevation for 90Æ s an se tor. Additional loss
may apply to longer dwells in small se tors.
For lear-air onditions.
based on open-sour e literature and open-sour e information briefed to the Study Group.
The estimated performan e hara teristi s of the THAAD radar are listed in Table 10.2.
As shown in Table 10.3, the THAAD radar, with a power-aperture produ t of 324 kWm2 ,
meets the requirement for dete tion at the horizon of the slower liquid-propellant ICBM
Table 10.3. THAAD Performan e Requirements for ICBM Sear hes
Parameter
Liquid Solids
Target nose-aspe t RCS at horizon (m2)
0.45 0.094
Time in THAAD elevation beam width (s)
9.0
6.0
Allowable sear h frame time for two s ans on the targets (s) 4.5
3.0
2
Required power-aperture produ t (kW m )
53
602
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model at a stando distan e of 800 km and is within 2.7 dB for dete tion of the faster solidpropellant ICBM models at a stando distan e of 1,000 km, under lear-air onditions.
The THAAD radar is lose to meeting the requirements for
dete ting and tra king the liquid- and solid-propellant ICBM models at stando distan es
of 800{1,000 km. It is therefore reasonable to postulate that a minor enhan ement, either
through use of higher module average power or a slightly larger aperture, would support
horizon dete tion from a radar o-lo ated with the maximum-range inter eptor laun her.
The enhan ed radar would presumably remain air-transportable. Allowing for non- lear air
onditions, e.g., intervening rain between the radar and the target, would require several
more de ibels. Su h enhan ed apability ould be a omplished by a doubling of aperture
area and number of modules whi h might require larger air raft for transportation.
An enhan ed THAAD radar

10.2.4 Shipboard radars

The AN/SPY-1B (Aegis) radar is a referen e point for shipboard anti-ballisti missile
(ABM) radars. Its estimated performan e hara teristi s are listed in Table 10.4. We estimated the performan e needed to sear h for and tra k the liquid-propellant model ICBM
at a stando distan e of 800 km from the ICBM laun h site and the solid-propellant models
at a stando distan e of 1,000 km. The relevant ICBM traje tory parameters are listed in
Table 10.1. The AN/SPY-1B performan e requirements are listed in Table 10.5.
Assuming that the entire resour es of the radar are available for a horizon sear h, the
available 700-kW m2 power-aperture produ t of AN/SPY-1B, a multi-fun tion radar of the
U.S. Aegis system, is adequate to provide horizon dete tion at the maximum inter eptor
stando distan e for the slower liquid-propellant ICBM and for the faster solid-propellant
ICBMs. To meet the requirement for the solid-propellant ICBMs and provide some margin
for operational exibility, an enhan ed Aegis radar with a 3- to 6-dB in rease in the poweraperture produ t ould be used.
10.2.5 Airborne radars

The AWACS AN/APY-2 airborne radar The existing AWACS AN/APY-2 airborne Sband radar provides a baseline for onsidering laun h dete tion and tra king of missiles by
airborne radars. Table 10.6 lists the estimated performan e hara teristi s of this radar,
and Table 10.7 shows the requirements for dete ting the liquid-propellant ICBM model at
the horizon for a stando distan e from the air raft to the missile laun h site of 800 km
and the solid-propellant ICBM models for a stando distan e of 1,000 km. The RCS seen
by AWACS di ers slightly from that by the Aegis be ause the missile attitude and aspe t
angle di er for the horizon as seen from the elevated radar.
The AWACS s ans a full 360Æ in azimuth and has an elevation beam width of 5Æ , making
its sear h solid angle 13 times greater than that of the AN/SPY-1B, even if the latter were
to s an a 90Æ se tor. Consequently, the power-aperture requirements for dete tion at the
horizon at the maximum inter eptor stando distan e are unreasonable. We therefore
omputed the performan e requirements for a more realisti stando distan e of 300 km
from the air raft to the target missile's laun h site. The radar would provide overage to the
surfa e and would therefore see ground lutter, in luding moving surfa e vehi les. Thus a
Doppler reje tion not h would have to be applied to reje t targets moving at radial velo ities
less than about 40 m/s. The resulting delays in target dete tion and the minimum altitudes
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Table 10.4. AN/SPY-1B Radar Chara teristi sa
Parameter
Value
Operating Frequen y
3.3 GHz
Wavelength
9.1 m
Physi al aperture area
12 m2
E e tive aperture area
12 m2
Number of a tive elements
5,600
Re eiving gain (with weighting)
14,000
Azimuth beam width
1:6Æ
Elevation beam width
1:5Æ
S an se tor
90Æ
Sear h solid angle (one line)
0.020 sr
Total average power
58 kW
Power-aperture produ t
700 kW m2
Noise temperatureb
500 K
Equipment loss (beam enter)
2.8 dB
Extra loss in sear h
7.2 dB
Atmospheri lossb;
3.2 dB
b
Total sear h loss
13.2 dB
a See [112℄.
b At 0.5Æ elevation.
For lear-air onditions.
Table 10.5. AN/SPY-1B Performan e Requirements for ICBM Sear hes
Parameter
Liquid Solids
Target nose-aspe t RCS at horizon (m2)
0.48 0.1
Time in Aegis elevation beam width (s)
16
11
Allowable sear h frame time for two s ans on the targets (s) 8
5.5
2
Required power-aperture produ e (kW m )
58
708

for dete tion would be as shown in Table 10.8. Additional delay averaging ts=2 = 6s would
result from the slow s an rate, but dete tion ould be early enough to provide the initial
warning, and subsequent tra king in range and azimuth ould support an inter eptor laun h
de ision. Only oarse elevation data would be available from this radar. Consequently,
it ould not support ommand guidan e of the inter eptor or kill vehi le. The radar's
performan e is more than 10 dB below the minimum performan e to dete t and tra k the
rapidly a elerating solid-propellant ICBM models.
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Table 10.6. AN/APY-2 Radar Chara teristi s
Parameter
Value
Operating Frequen y
3.3 GHz
Wavelength
9.1 m
Physi al aperture area
6 m2
E e tive aperture area
3.3 m2
Re eiving gain (with weighting)
5,000
Azimuth beam width
1:0Æ
Elevation beam width
5:0Æ
S an se tor
360Æ
Sear h solid angle (one line)
0.55 sr
Total average power
30 kW
Power-aperture produ t
100 kW m2
Noise temperaturea
650 K
Equipment loss (beam enter)
9.0 dB
Extra loss in sear h
5.0 dB
a;b
Atmospheri loss
3.2 dB
a
Total sear h loss
17.2 dB
a For 0.5Æ elevation.
b For lear-air onditions.
Table 10.7. AN/APY-2 Performan e Requirements for ICBM Sear hes
Parameter
Liquid Solids
Stando distan e (km)
800 1,000
Target nose-aspe t RCS at horizon (m2)
0.59
0.1
Elevation rate at horizon (rad/s)
0.0005 0.0009
Time in AWACS elevation beam width (s)
63
48
Sear h frame time ( xed) (s)
12
12
2
Required power-aperture produ t (kW m )
25,000 480,000
The performan e hara teristi s of a postulated S-band
phased-array AWACS radar are shown in Table 10.9. The major advantages of the array
are the larger aperture, the ability to hold the s an se tor within 90Æ  1:6Æ , to perform the
s an at any required rate, and to provide subsequent tra king data in all three oordinates.
The required power-aperture produ ts for the two ICBM models as they rise above the
horizon at their maximum stando distan es are shown in Table 10.10. The performan e
needed to dete t and tra k the slower-rising liquid-propellant ICBM at a stando distan e of
800 km is well within the postulated 1,100 kW m2. Even at a stando distan e of 1,400 km,
the radar would still have a 3-dB performan e margin.
The postulated phased-array AWACS would be apable of dete ting the liquid-propellant
A phased-array AWACS radar
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Table 10.8. AN/APY-2 Performan e Requirements for Sear hes at 300 km
Parameter
Liquid Solid
Time from laun h to minimum radial velo ity (s)
18
4
Target altitude for minimum radial velo ity (km)
1.1 0.1
Verti al velo ity at that altitude (km/s)
0.11 0.05
Pit h angle at that altitude (deg from nose)
72
45
Aspe t angle at that altitude (deg from nose)
72
43
2
Target nose-aspe t RCS at horizon (m )
1.6 0.1
Time in AWACS elevation beam width (s)
87
60
Sear h frame time ( xed) (s)
12
12
Required power-aperture produ t (kW m2)
77 2000
Table 10.9. A Phased-Array AWACS Radar
Parameter
Value
Operating Frequen y
3.3 GHz
Wavelength
9.1 m
Physi al aperture area
35 m2
E e tive aperture area
21 m2
Number of a tive elements
10,000
Re eiving gain (with weighting)
32,000
Azimuth beam width
0:57Æ
Elevation beam width
1:6Æ
S an se tor
90Æ
Sear h solid angle (one line)
0.022 sr
Module peak power
10 W
Module average power
2.1 W
Total average power
50 kW
Power-aperture produ t
1100 kW m2
Noise temperaturea
650 K
Equipment loss (beam enter)
2.8 dB
Extra loss in sear h
7.0 dB
a;b
Atmospheri loss
3.2 dB
Total sear h lossa
13.0 dB
a At 0.5Æ elevation for 90Æ s an se tor. Additional loss
may apply to longer dwells in small se tor.
b For lear-air onditions.
ICBM model L from an air raft at a stando distan e of 800 km, and the solid-propellant
ICBM models S1 and S2 at a stando distan e of 1,000 km. It is therefore worthwhile to
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Table 10.10. Phased-Array AWACS Performan e Requirements for ICBM Sear hes
Parameter
Liquid Solids
Target nose-aspe t RCS at horizon (m2)
0.59 0.1
Elevation rate at horizon (rad/s)
0.0005 0.0009
Time in AWACS elevation beam width (s)
37
20
Allowable sear h frame time for two s ans on the targets (s)
18.5
10
2
Required power-aperture produ t (kW m )
22
793
determine the times after target laun h and the altitudes at whi h these dete tions would
o ur.
 Liquid-propellant ICBM
At a stando distan e of 800 km, dete tion would be ome possible when the liquidpropellant ICBM model rea hed an altitude of 11 km, 55 s after laun h. The phasedarray AWACS radar therefore ould not ontribute to warning of the laun h of this
missile if an IR sensor system like the NSBS des ribed in Se tion 10.1.3 were available,
be ause the NSBS would provide a laun h warning about 50 s after the laun h. If,
however, only the DSP satellites were available, the phased-array AWACS ould
provide the laun h warning, be ause the DSP system likely ould not do so until
10{20 s later.
The phased-array AWACS radar ould make only a marginal ontribution to de iding
whether to re inter eptors, if the ring do trine were to re as soon as a ring
solution ould be onstru ted and if a system like the NSBS were available. A ring
solution ould probably be onstru ted using only NSBS data about 65 s after the
missile were laun hed. If, however, only the DSP satellites were available or the ring
do trine was to wait to re inter eptors until some time after a ring solution were
rst obtained, the phased-array AWACS radar ould ontribute to the de ision to
re.
At stando distan es shorter than 800 km, the phased-array AWACS radar ould by
itself provide laun h dete tion and the tra king data needed to de ide whether to
laun h an inter eptor.
 Solid-propellant ICBMs
At a stando distan e of 1,000 km, dete tion would be ome possible when the solidpropellant ICBM models rea hed an altitude of 29 km, 55 s after laun h. The phasedarray AWACS radar therefore ould not ontribute to warning of the laun h of these
missiles if an IR sensor system like the NSBS, des ribed in Se tion 10.1.3, were
available, be ause the NSBS would provide a laun h warning about 35 s after the
laun h. Even the DSP satellites would likely be able to provide a laun h warning by
about 50 s after laun h.
The phased-array AWACS radar ould not ontribute signi antly to de iding whether
to re inter eptors, if the ring do trine were to re as soon as a ring solution ould
be onstru ted and a system like the NSBS were available. A ring solution ould
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probably be onstru ted using only NSBS data about 45 s after solid-propellant missiles like these were laun hed. If, however, only the DSP satellites were available
or the ring do trine was to wait to re inter eptors until some time after a ring
solution were rst obtained, the phased-array AWACS radar ould potentially ontribute to the de ision to re. If the phased-array AWACS radar ould be stationed
somewhat loser to the missile laun h site, it ould ontribute to the de ision whether
to re inter eptors. At stando distan es of 750 km or less, dete tion would o ur
early enough to support an inter eptor laun h de ision.
The above onsiderations of performan e of a phased-array AWACS system are based
on a postulated system. However su h a system is not likely to be available within
the ten-year time horizon of this study and hen e we do not onsider su h a system
in our ndings.
10.2.6 Sour es of error in inter eptor guidan e using radars

Radar tra king an be initiated after the target has been dete ted
by the radar operating in a sear h mode, or after it has been dete ted by an external sensor
if the target is above the radar horizon. In the latter ase, a tra king radar or phased array
need s an only a small solid angle to a quire the target, whi h extends the a quisition range
beyond the range that would apply if a larger se tor had to be sear hed. For ommand
guidan e of an inter eptor in an engagement in whi h both the target and the inter eptor are
tra ked by the radar, many error omponents an be negle ted be ause they are orrelated
between the two tra ks, and hen e will not a e t their relative position and the ability of
the radar to support target a quisition by the on-board seeker. The remaining errors to be
estimated are as follows.
Radar tra king errors

Thermal noise

For an adequate single-pulse signal-to-noise ratio (S=N > 4) this error is
t =


p 3

(10.2)
2(S=N )n ;
where 3 is the half-power beam width, km  1:5 is the monopulse error slope onstant,
and n is the number of pulses integrated in the tra king loop time onstant. Errors for data
points separated by more than this onstant will be un orrelated.
km

Flu tuating target noise This additional noise omponent results from the use of singlepulse normalization of the monopulse error signal on a u tuating target [113, p. 412℄. It
an be approximated by the relationship
f

= 2(S=N3+ 5)1:5 :

(10.3)

Errors for data points separated by more than the time onstant will be un orrelated. There
may be signal pro essing te hniques that would permit this error omponent to be redu ed,
espe ially if the tra king of a single target is allo ated most of the radar's resour es (average
power and time), as has been assumed here. However, if the resour es allo ated to tra king
a given target are less than about 50 per ent of the total, the errors al ulated here are
optimisti .
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The digital ontrol of phase shifters with m-bit quantization introdu es an angle error [114, p. 197℄
1:12
q = m p 3 ;
(10.4)
2 nT
where T is the number of phase-shifting elements in the array. The single-pulse varian e
of errors un orrelated at ea h new beam-steering ommand is redu ed by n, the number of
beam positions during the tra king-loop time onstant.
Phase quantizing noise

In elevation tra king of a target at angle t within a few beam widths of the
horizon, surfa e re e tions introdu e a multipath error [113, p. 526℄, whi h an be approximated by
0:02e
m =
(10.5)
(t =e)2 ; t > e=4 ;
where e is the half-power beam width in elevation. Below e=4, the tra k be omes indeterminate and no spe i error an be de ned. This error will be orrelated over periods
measured in se onds, and hen e annot be redu ed by smoothing over intervals useful in
guidan e appli ations.
Multipath

A bias error in elevation due to tropospheri refra tion an be
orre ted using a measured value of refra tivity at the radar site. A residual error of 5
per ent of the original bias an be expe ted, approximated by [113, p. 306℄
Tropospheri refra tion

p = Ns

ot t



ht 

ht + 11

rad  0:313 ot t



ht 

ht + 11

mr;

(10.6)

where Ns is the surfa e refra tivity in N -units and ht is the target altitude in km.
Tropospheri u tuation Random inhomogeneities in the troposphere will ause slow u tuations in the measured angle of arrival in both oordinates, approximated by [113, p. 369℄
p
0
:44  10 3 Ra
 =
;
(10.7)
o

h1a=4

where Ra is the length of the tropospheri path and ha is the verti al extent of the antenna
aperture, both measured in meters.
These six error omponents are un orrelated; the total elevation error is the square
root of the sum of squares of these errors. Four of these omponents will similarly add to
determine the total azimuth error.
10.2.7 Error analysis for sele ted radar systems

Using the THAAD radar parameters given in Tables 10.1 and 10.2, the angle
tra king errors for the target liquid-propellant and solid-propellant ICBM models have been
al ulated with the results shown in Fig. 10.9. The in reased error for the liquid-propellant
ICBM model at t = 120 s is aused by the redu tion in its RCS when its rst stage is
dis arded.
THAAD
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Figure 10.9. THAAD tra king errors vs. time for the liquid-propellant ICBM model (left) and the
solid-propellant ICBM models (right).
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Figure 10.10. Aegis tra king errors vs. time for the liquid-propellant ICBM model (left) and the
solid-propellant ICBM models (right).

Using the AN/SPY-1B parameters given in Tables 10.4 and 10.5, the angle
tra king errors for the liquid- and solid-propellant ICBM models were omputed for a 1se ond tra king loop time onstant, with the results shown in Fig. 10.10.

AN/SPY-1B

Using the parameters given in Tables 10.9 and 10.10, the
angle tra king errors for the slow-burn and fast-burn targets have been al ulated, also for
1-se ond tra king loop time onstant, with the results shown in Fig. 10.11. In all ases, the
large initial noise errors are aused by the low signal-to-noise ratio entering into Eqs. 10.2
and 10.3, whereas the large initial elevation bias are aused by multipath propagation and
the un orre ted portion of tropospheri refra tion.

AWACS Phased array radar

10.2.8 Countermeasures to radar tra king

All of the ICBMs onsidered here would be dete table to any of the radars dis ussed when
the missiles rise above the horizon; hen e a logi al ountermeasure would be to in lude in
the nal stage of the missile one or more barrage noise jammers. Su h jammers would deny
range information to the radar, for ing it to tra k in angle only and to rely on triangulation
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Figure 10.11. AWACS phased array radar tra king errors vs. time for the liquid-propellant ICBM
model (left) and the solid-propellant ICBM models (right).

with another sensor to determine the range for ommand guidan e of the inter eptor during
its yout.
The intent of the barrage jammer is to raise the noise level in the radar re eiver high
enough to prevent dete tion of the e ho signal. Sin e the required signal-to-noise ratio for
radar dete tion is normally about a fa tor of 100, i.e., +20 dB, introdu tion of broadband
noise jamming at a level 20 dB above the re eiver noise would be suÆ ient to prevent
dete tion of the e ho signal. The equation for jamming power density in the radar re eiver
is
J0 = (Pj Gj =Bj )  (Ar =4Rj2 ) ;
(10.8)
where Pj is the jammer power, Gj is the jammer antenna gain toward the radar, Bj is the
jammer noise bandwidth, Ar is the radar re eiving aperture, and Rj is the range of the
jammer from the radar. It is assumed that the radar beam is pointed dire tly toward the
jammer, and losses are negle ted.
Consider a small jammer pa kage with the following hara teristi s: Pj = 10 W; Gj =
10; and Bj = 300 MHz.
When operating against the Aegis AN/SPY-1B, with Ar = 9 m2 from a range Rj =
740 km, the jamming density would be J0 = 4:36  10 19 W=Hz = 183:5 dB(W=Hz) ompared with a noise level N0 = kTs = (1:38  10 23 W=Hz K)  500 K = 6:9  10 21 W=Hz =
201:6 dB(W=Hz). The jamming-to-noise ratio for this ase is a fa tor of 63, i.e., +18 dB,
preventing e ho dete tion.
If a greater margin of performan e were onsidered ne essary, the low jammer power
of 10 W ould readily be in reased without pla ing a burden on the jammer installation.
The 10-dB antenna gain ould be obtained with a simple avity antenna, ush-mounted
on the surfa e of the nal stage and overing a se tor 90Æ in azimuth by 45Æ in elevation.
This ta ti would obviate the ne essity of knowing the radar's lo ation, while the use of the
300-MHz barrage entered on the known frequen y band of the Aegis radar would eliminate
the need for any spe ial intelligen e about the radar's frequen y or waveform. Sin e the
antenna aperture of the Aegis radar is well known, su h a jammer ould be designed with
high on den e.
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10.2.9 Forward-based radar

All of the radar systems dis ussed in Se tions 10.2.3{10.2.5 have signi ant limitations
unless they an be pla ed within a range of 300 km from all potential ICBM laun h sites.
Be ause Iran has a large land area, it ould laun h missiles from sites many hundreds
of kilometers inside its borders. Even radars positioned lose to Irans borders would be
blo ked from seeing missiles laun hed from su h sites by the horizon until well after they
ould be dete ted and tra ked by spa e-based dete tion and tra king systems, diminishing
the radars usefulness. In ontrast, North Korea has a relatively small land area and borders
international waters. We therefore fo used on the possible ontribution that radars deployed
near North Korea ould ontribute to early dete tion and tra king of missiles. The losest
that radars ould be stationed to all possible laun h sites in North Korea and be onsistent
with the requirement that they be at least 100 km from hostile territory is about 300 km.
Examination of tables in Se tions 10.2.3{10.2.5, plus onsideration of noise and multipath
e e ts, shows that radars at this distan e would not signi antly advan e the time at whi h
an ICBM laun h ould be tra ked reliably relative to tra king by a spa e-based system.

10.3 Sensors on the Kill Vehi le
Using passive ultraviolet (UV), short-wavelength infrared (SWIR), or medium-wavelength
infrared (MWIR) sensors on the kill vehi le to tra k the exhaust plume of the target missile
ould supplement tra king by spa e-based sensors during the initial y-out of the inter eptor
and kill vehi le and ould supplement or perhaps even repla e radar tra king, on e the kill
vehi le has rea hed suÆ ient altitude for these sensors to operate (see [97, 115℄). The IR
emission of a ro ket exhaust plume is more easily dete ted by a sensor on the kill vehi le
than by the same sensor on a satellite in GEO be ause even at the largest stando distan e
of interest (1,000 km), the kill vehi le is still 40 times loser to the target than a satellite in
GEO. The IR ux at the kill vehi le is therefore 1600 times greater than at the satellite.
As it loses on its target, the kill vehi le must shift from homing on the plume to
homing on the ro ket body (or the warhead, if the intent is to destroy the warhead).
This shift is alled the plume-to-hardbody handover problem. For ICBMs laun hed by
the states of on ern for this study, knowledge of the hara teristi s of the ICBM and of
the phenomenology of its plume may well be inadequate to allow the kill vehi le to home
reliably on the ro ket body using only images of the plume to determine the orre t aim
point. One alternative would be to use long-wavelength infrared (LWIR) sensors on board
the kill vehi le to dete t and image the ro ket body's thermal emission. The radiation
would have to be dete ted in the presen e of the ba kground LWIR emission from the
plume. Another alternative would be to use a tive sensing by the kill vehi le to lo ate the
ro ket body. Possibilities in lude an opti al illuminator, as suggested by Postol [116, 117℄,
or a LIDAR system. An advantage of LIDAR is that it would provide range as well as angle
information.
The approa h we took in analyzing engagements for this study was to analyze a minimal
set of sensors that ould reasonably be expe ted to support su essful inter epts by the
boost-phase inter ept systems that we onsidered, rather than to attempt an analysis of
all possibilities. We rst dis uss the general phenomenology of ro ket exhaust plumes at
the high altitudes relevant for kill-vehi le homing and the stru ture of high-altitude plume
emission in the MWIR and SWIR. To illustrate the potential ontribution of passive sensing
by dete tors on the kill vehi le, we analyze a system that uses an SWIR seeker ued initially
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by a spa e-based laun h warning and tra king system like DSP or a follow-on system like the
NSBS des ribed in Se tion 10.1. We show that an on-board SWIR seeker ould measure
the brightness distribution of the plume with a pre ision adequate to allow handover to
another, shorter-range system designed to resolve and tra k the ro ket hardbody from a
range of 100 km until inter ept.
Medium-wavelength infrared sensors may have advantages over SWIR sensors. In parti ular, at high altitudes the intensity of the MWIR emission diminishes uniformly from the
nozzle exit plane, fa ilitating lo ation of the ro ket body. Ultraviolet sensors may also have
advantages (see Chapter 12 of Ref. [98℄), but the performan e of UV sensors is more diÆult to analyze using only open-sour e information. We have hosen to onsider an SWIR
sensor on the kill vehi le be ause su h a sensor is simpler and, as we show below, appears
adequate to allow an on-board LIDAR to lo ate the ro ket body. In pra ti e, a suite of
UV, MWIR, and SWIR sensors would probably be more robust, espe ially if the kill vehi le
must onfront a variety of plume spe tra and stru tures with little advan e information.
To illustrate the potential ontribution of a tive sensing by the kill vehi le, we analyze
a LIDAR system. In ontrast to a passive imaging system or a laser illuminator, a LIDAR
ould in prin iple provide pre ise range information, allowing the ro ket body to be tra ked
in three dimensions, whi h would have important advantages during the endgame of the
inter ept. As shown in Chapter 12, having range information is ru ial for su ess during
the endgame.
10.3.1 A notional infrared seeker on the kill vehi le

We onsider now dete tion and tra king of the plume by a ooled SWIR sensor on-board
the kill vehi le. We assume the sensor will be overed during laun h and the attempt to
a quire the target's plume will begin on e the inter eptor rea hes a suÆ ient altitude that
the seeker's window an be opened and it an begin operating. (The atmosphere must be
thin enough so that aerodynami heating and the resulting radiation will not overwhelm the
sensor and its ooling system.) A seeker of the type we have analyzed ould begin operating
when the kill vehi le rea hes an altitude of about 100 km.
Plume stru ture at high altitudes As noted in Se tion 10.1, the total luminosity of a
ro ket exhaust plume rst in reases as the ro ket exits the trough region and then de reases
steadily as the ro ket ontinues to rise, falling to an almost onstant \intrinsi " or \va uum"
level at very high altitudes. Although exhaust plumes broaden at high altitudes, they
have a bright entral region extending downstream from the nozzle. This ore omponent
dominates the emission in the MWIR, is strongest at the exit of the ro ket nozzle, and
de reases uniformly away from it. This phenomenology ould be used to lo ate the ro ket
body using an MWIR sensor. For ICBM se ond stages, the MWIR luminosity of the ore
is 1 kW/sr even for a ro ket with a thrust of 104 N, similar to those used in ICBM se ond
stages. Radiative de-ex itation of CO2 rotational levels ontributes a major part of the ore
emission in the MWIR. The rotational temperature of the CO2 is low, and onsequently the
spe tral distribution of the CO2 emission is quite narrow, fa ilitating reje tion of non- ore
ba kground using a sensor with a bandpass tuned to this band.
The SWIR luminosity of exhaust plumes omes both from the ore region and from H2O
emission in the enhan ement region where the hot plume gases mix and rea t with atmospheri oxygen. Hen e the SWIR emission omes from a broader region and is strongest
downstream from the ro ket nozzle, as evident in Fig. 10.12, whi h shows the measured spa-
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Figure 10.12. Contours of onstant SWIR spe tral radian e (W m 2 ster 1m 1) in the exhaust
plume of a Titan IIIC at an altitude of 110 km, ying with a slight angle of atta k, and viewed at
an aspe t of about 130Æ from the nose with a fairly oarse ( 100 m) spatial resolution. The general
spatial stru ture is more or less typi al of exhaust plumes at high altitude. The peak in the intensity
is about 100 m behind the ro ket nozzle. Figure 14.8 of Ref. [98℄. See also Figs. 14.19{14.23 of
Ref. [98℄. Used with permission. Copyright by The Aerospa e Corporation.

tial stru ture of the exhaust plume of a Titan IIIC on a spa e-laun h traje tory at an altitude
of about 110 km. (See also the omputed ontours shown in Fig. 5.9 of Ref. [98℄.) Although
the lo ation of the ro ket nozzle is not pre isely known, the strongest emission appears to
ome from a region with a spatial extent of about 100 m some 100{200 m downstream from
the nozzle. The spe tral luminosity of the hot gas within the 10 3 W m 2 sr 1 m 1
spe tral intensity ontour appears to be about 300 kW sr 1 m 1.
In pra ti e, the stru ture and luminosity of the plume depends strongly on the missile's
thrust and angle of atta k, the nozzle expansion ratio, and the type of propellant used. For
large (thrust  105 N) liquid-propellant ro kets, the spe tral luminosity of the intrinsi ore
at 2.7 m is typi ally  104 W sr 1 m 1, omparable to the spe tral luminosity at 4.3 m
(see Fig. 5.22 of Ref. [98℄). For smaller (thrust  104 N) liquid-propellant ro ket motors,
similar to those used in ICBM se ond stages, the spe tral luminosity of the ore at 2.7 m
is typi ally  102 W sr 1 m 1, about one tenth the spe tral luminosity at 4.3 m. The
situation is ompli ated further, be ause the brightest emission sometimes omes from the
sho kwave in front of the ro ket.
Although imaging the plume in the MWIR has some advantages, we hose to analyze
an SWIR sensor be ause it is simpler than an MWIR sensor and appears adequate to allow
a LIDAR on the kill vehi le to lo ate the ro ket body. For the purposes of this analysis, we
assumed the SWIR luminosity of the gas within 50 m of the brightness peak is 1 kW sr 1.
The key enabling te hnology for an SWIR seeker on the kill
vehi le is IR sensor arrays of the type dis ussed in Se tion 10.1.2 in onne tion with our
notional spa e-based IR missile dete tion and tra king system. Here we adopt the same
A notional SWIR seeker
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512  512 format HgCdTe (MCT) arrays dis ussed there. Frames ould be read out at
video rates (30 Hz) or faster. We assume a quantum eÆ ien y of approximately 80 per ent,
well depths of about 106 ele trons, readout noise of about 250 ele trons, and a 20-m pixel
pit h. As dis ussed further below, the dark ount an be made negligible by ooling the
dete tor.
In the present analysis we on entrate on the 2.7{3.0-m H2 O emission band in the
SWIR and postulate a teles ope with a 10- m-diameter aperture, whi h would have a
di ra tion limit of about 3  10 5 rad, equivalent to 20 m at a range of 700 km. We
assume the opti al path has a throughput of 80 per ent and the dete tor has a quantum
eÆ ien y of 70 per ent. With a fo al ratio of f=7, the dete tor pit h is well mat hed to
the di ra tion limit. Ea h pixel then orresponds to 20 m at 700 km. With a 512  512
array, the eld of view would be almost 10 km at that range. Sin e we expe t uing from
the spa e-based IR alert system with a positional pre ision better than 1 km, the IR sensor
on the kill vehi le should be able to nd the target's plume immediately, with no need to
sear h for it in a s anning mode.
The signal that would be produ ed in our hypotheti al
on-board seeker by an ICBM plume is substantial. At a range of 700 km, the signal produ ed
by a luminosity of 1 kW sr 1 is  108 ele trons per se ond. Even when the ro ket is in
the trough, the SWIR luminosity of its exhaust plume would ex eed 1 kW sr 1 and ould
therefore be dete ted easily by the on-board SWIR sensor des ribed above. As dis ussed
earlier, the diameter of the peak in the plume emission is expe ted to be about 100{200 m;
hen e, at a range of 700 km most of the signal is spread over a 4  4 pixel pat h of the
fo al plane array. For a 30-Hz frame rate, the signal in ea h pixel would be about 2  105
ele trons per frame, whi h is a substantial fra tion of the well depth but will not over ll
the well. The shot noise in the signal is larger than the readout noise of the dete tor. As
the range de reases, the ux in ea h pixel will remain onstant, but the plume will spread
over an ever larger number of pixels.
The ba kground would in lude the dete tor dark urrent and thermal emission from
the opti s, baes, and dewar window. The dark ount varies as exp( 1=T ) and ould be
suppressed to an a eptable level by ooling the dete tor. Extrapolating from Fig. 2.3 of
Ref. [106℄ and assuming a 3-m uto and 2-m pixel pit h, we estimate that the dark
urrent ould be redu ed to 104 ounts per pixel per 33-ms frame by ooling the dete tor to
150 K. Thermal emission from a room temperature obje t, su h as the inter eptor, is small
in the 2.7{3.0-m band; only about 7  10 5 of the total emission from a 300-K bla kbody is
within this band. Assuming a 20 per ent emissivity for the opti al train outside the dewar,
whi h is onservative and makes some allowan e for bae edges that an be seen by the
dete tor, the thermal ba kground would ontribute 4  103 ele trons per 33-ms frame per
pixel, 50 times less than the plume signal at 700 km.
Another possible sour e of ba kground is emission from Earth, in luding s attered sunlight and thermal emission. When viewed from high altitudes, both are small in the 2.7{
3.0 m water-vapor absorption band. S attered sunlight is minimal be ause the atmosphere
is strongly absorbing in this band, whereas thermal emission is suppressed be ause the only
emission visible at high altitudes is that from regions where the air temperature is mu h less
than 300 K. The strongest ba kgrounds are from loud tops, whi h have a smaller absorption path to spa e, and bright solar glints from the o eans. Both ba kgrounds ontribute
 10 5 W m 2 sr 1. At high altitudes, a ground- or sea-based inter eptor would usually
Plume signal and ba kgrounds
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be looking upward or at least horizontally at the target's plume, whi h would then appear
against the dark ba kground of spa e. Emission from Earth is obviously not dire tly relevant for su h an engagement geometry, although some small fra tion of it ould be s attered
into the opti al path. However, even in the worst ase of an inter eptor that nds itself
looking downward at the target against a ba kground of loud tops, the ba kground would
be less than 2  104 ele trons per 33-ms frame, 10 times less than the signal produ ed by
the plume per pixel. The shot noise ontributed by variations in the ba kground would be
smaller still.
When the seeker is looking away from the Earth's disk, there is a possibility that sunlight
ould enter the opti al path, ausing a lens are. However, unless the Sun is dire tly behind
the target missile, the missile's plume would produ e enough signal in the seeker that it
should be able to dete t the plume against su h a are.
We on lude that even for a plume with an SWIR luminosity as low as 1 kW sr 1, the
signal in our hypotheti al kill-vehi le seeker would be well above anti ipated ba kgrounds
and learly dete table. The sensor array, and hen e the eld of view, ould be made large
enough that the seeker would be able to a quire the plume using uing information provided by the spa e-based IR or surfa e-based radar missile dete tion and tra king systems
dis ussed previously in this hapter.
Lo ating the ro ket body A su essful inter ept requires that the kill vehi le home on the
missile body or warhead as it approa hes the missile. The pre ision with whi h the position
of the ro ket body ould be lo ated by an on-board passive IR sensor is determined by
the shape and stru ture of the plume and what advan e knowledge the defense has of the
relationship of the ro ket body to this stru ture. Various algorithms have been developed to
determine the position of the ro ket body using measurements of plume stru ture. Generally
one looks for the ro ket at the narrower end of the plume. The diameter of the brightest
part of the plume is less than 100 m in the SWIR, even at high altitudes (see [98, Fig. 7.10℄).
Hen e we expe t that on-board passive IR sensing ould determine the proje ted position
of the ro ket body to within a region 100 m in diameter, and we have therefore assumed
that su h sensing ould provide in- ight target updates during the yout of the inter eptor
and kill vehi le with an un ertainty (1) of 25 m. Another sensor, su h as an LWIR passive
imager or a LIDAR system, would be required to allow the kill vehi le to home on the
missile body or warhead at lose range.

As soon as the inter eptor emerges from the atmosphere and the over of the
seeker is opened, the on-board passive IR sensor should be able to a quire the exhaust plume
as a high signal-to-ba kground, multiple-pixel sour e. As the kill vehi le loses on the target,
the plume would expand in the sensor's eld of view, but even at 100 km, the shortest range
at whi h the passive IR sensor would be required to tra k the plume, the plume's bright
entral peak would still t within the sensor's eld of view. We judge that the position
of the ro ket body ould be estimated to within 100 m. At this point, tra king ould be
handed over to a shorter-range hardbody dete tor, su h as an LWIR passive imager or a
LIDAR. In the following se tion we des ribe a notional LIDAR system that ould perform
this task. It has a 100-m eld of view and ould therefore nd the ro ket body in the eld
spe i ed by the long-range passive IR sensor just des ribed. If ne essary, the LIDAR's eld
of regard ould be expanded by having it sear h an area on the sky that is 2  2 or 3  3
times its eld of view. This expanded sear h probably would not be ne essary, be ause the
Summary
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positional un ertainty of less than 100 m provided by the passive SWIR seeker should allow
the LIDAR to be pointed a urately enough that the ro ket body would be well within its
eld of view when the kill vehi le is 100 km from the missile.
We on lude from this analysis that a passive SWIR sensor on the kill vehi le ould
dete t and tra k the plume from a range of at least 700 km and estimate the lo ation of
the hard body to within 100 m (1) when it is 100 km from the missile.
10.3.2 A notional LIDAR seeker on the kill vehi le

As it loses on the target, the kill vehi le must shift from homing on the plume to homing on
the ro ket body. In ontrast to the plume, the ro ket body is relatively ool and produ es
only dim thermal emission that is diÆ ult to see in the vi inity of the very bright emission
produ ed by the hot plume. One way to ir umvent this problem is to use a laser illuminator
and an a tive opti al sensor, as suggested by Postol [116, 117℄. Alternatively, a LIDAR ould
provide range as well as angle information, allowing the ro ket body to be tra ked in three
dimensions. This approa h would have important advantages during the endgame of the
inter ept, when the \time to go" is an important onsideration in guiding and ontrolling
the kill vehi le to a hieve inter ept.
A possible LIDAR system Using LIDAR to tra k a ro ket body or warhead when it is near
or within the ro ket's exhaust plume is not a well understood or do umented te hnique.
The performan e that ould be a hieved depends on a variety of fa tors, in luding whether
the ro ket uses liquid or solid propellants and the parti ulate ontent of the plume (soot
and alumina parti les). In the present analysis, we ignore these potentially important issues
and examine the best performan e that ould be a hieved by a notional LIDAR system for
tra king the ro ket hard body.
Unlike radar, a LIDAR system is almost always photon-statisti s limited. The ount
rate dN=dt returned from a LIDAR target is approximately
(10.9)
dN=dt  (Plaser =h )( Atarget =Aillum)(A olle t =R2 ) ;
where the pre ise ount rate depends on the angular distribution of the light s attered from
the surfa e of the target, Plaser is the radiated power of the laser, Atarget is the ross-se tional
area of the illuminated target, is the target's albedo, Aillum is the ross-se tional area of
the outgoing laser beam at the range of the target, R is the range from the LIDAR to the
target,  and A olle t are the eÆ ien y and area of the olle ting opti s, and  is the quantum
eÆ ien y of the dete tor (see Fig. 10.13). The range from the illuminating sour e to the
target enters only via the area Aillum of the illuminating spot. If the size of this spot an
be adjusted to keep Atarget =Aillum approximately onstant, the return from the target will
s ale as R 2 rather than as R 4 , in ontrast to the s aling usually en ountered with radar
systems. Creating a narrow laser beam and adjusting its width is not diÆ ult in prin iple,
be ause of the short wavelength of the radiation and the orrespondingly small di ra tion
angle.
The available laser power is typi ally modest, be ause the wallplug eÆ ien y of spa equali ed lasers is small. Table 10.11 lists the eÆ ien ies and output powers of some re ently
own or planned spa e laser systems. These low eÆ ien ies mean that for a small intereptor, the output laser power is likely to be no more than tens of watts. One way to
over ome this obsta le is to use a high-eÆ ien y ( 50-per ent) laser diode, rather than a
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Figure 10.13. The geometry involved in dete ting and tra king a ro ket body using a LIDAR system
on the kill vehi le.

Table 10.11. Chara teristi s of Spa e Lasers

Laser
EÆ ien y
Mars Observer Laser Altimeter (1.06 m, 40 mJ, 10 pps) [120, 121℄
3%
Vegetation Canopy Laser (1.06 m, 15 mJ, 10{240 pps) [122℄
6%
Fibertek proposal for improved 1.06-m laser [123℄
10%
Nd:YAG slaba (1.06 m, 808-nm diode pump, 100 W)
6%
a
Yb ber (1.03{1.10 m, 100 W)
6%{8%
a S. Cameron, Sandia National Laboratory, private ommuni ation.
low-duty- y le pulsed laser. However, the ranging system would then have to demodulate a
time- oded illumination pattern, rather than a simpler low-duty- y le pulse train, be ause
laser diodes are eÆ ient only when used in a quasi- w mode. If a modulated signal an
be used, output powers of up to hundreds of watts may be possible. High-eÆ ien y laser
diodes have been developed with output in the 808-nm region (see, e.g., Ref. [118, 119℄).
A photon- ounting system is preferred be ause the very limited number of photons available ne essitates high dete tion eÆ ien y and the need to preserve the time stru ture of the
return signal to orrelate it with the transmitted signal. One option would be an intensi ed
mi ro- hannel plate with a photon- ounting readout. The readout ould be a multi-anode
array [124℄ or a entroiding anode [125℄. The dete tor eÆ ien y would be determined by the
photo athode [126, Fig. 4.33℄. The time resolution ould be a few nanose onds or less. Dete tor resolutions of 1 k  1 k are possible using non-pixelized, entroiding readout systems.
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Another option would be to use an array of avalan he photodiodes (APDs) [127℄. Vasile
et al. [128℄ des ribe a 6  14 array with a readout time resolution of about 0.25 ns. These
devi es must be reset after a pixel triggers on a photon. Passive quen hing s hemes allow
ea h pixel to ount at rates of several tens of kilohertz; a tive s hemes an be mu h faster.
Hamamatsu [124℄ o er an existing 4  8 array. Quantum eÆ ien ies are those hara teristi
of the sili on material and, like harge- oupled devi es (CCDs), are high; the quantum eÆien y of the Hamamatsu devi e is greater than 70 per ent from 400 to 900 nm and peaks
at 85 per ent. Larger APD arrays are under development.
We base our analysis on the \Ballisti Missile Defense" laser, of unknown eÆ ien y,
advertised by Fibertek, In . [123℄. This laser has an output of 355 mJ per pulse with a
100-Hz repetition rate at the 1.06-m fundamental of Nd:YAG and is onverted eÆ iently
to 230 mJ of 0.532-m frequen y-doubled radiation at the same repetition rate. The net
signal is similar for the two options, as the photon loss from 0.532 m to 1.06 m is made
up by the better response of photoemissive dete tors at the shorter wavelength.
Table 10.12. Return Signal from a Notional LIDARa
Parameter
Value
Opti s eÆ ien y 
70%
b
Dete tor quantum eÆ ien y 
30%
Laser spot diameter
100 m
Assumed ro ket length
10 m
Assumed ro ket diameter
1m

Re eiver aperture A olle t
(15
m)2
4
Target albedo
0.1
Count rate at 1,000 km
9.23 s 1
Required pointing a ura y at 1,000 kmd
20 rad
Count rate at 100 km
923 s 1
d
Required pointing a ura y at 100 km
200 rad
a With 23 watts average power at 0.532 m.
b Photoele tri , Generation III photo athode.
Typi al of spa e debris.
d 20% of the beam.
Several on lusions are evident from Table 10.12. Photons are at a
premium, and the ount rate an disappear altogether. At a range of 1,000 km, there is
essentially no usable signal if a 10-Hz update rate is required. Also, the return signal is a
strong fun tion of the illuminating beam size. There is simply too little power to illuminate
a large volume of spa e. Instead, the LIDAR must be ued onto the hardbody or warhead,
either by an on-board IR system su h as that des ribed in the previous se tion or an external
radar or IR sensor. For a laser illumination pattern that is only 100 m a ross at a range
of 100 km (10 3 rad), the laser must be pointed with a pre ision that is a small fra tion
(typi ally 20%) of the size of the illuminated spot. However, at ranges of 100 km or less
there appears to be a robust signal at a 10-Hz frame rate, with some range information
Basi performan e
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available out to 200{300 km at a redu ed update rate. By optimizing the system, it might
be possible to use it robustly at these ranges.
As a ountermeasure, the adversary ould either paint the missile bla k or make it highly
re e tive. However, \bla k" oatings still have a nite re e tivity. Note that the dazzlingly
bright moon has an albedo of just 7%, whi h is similar to har oal. Flat bla k \lampbla k"
paint typi ally re e ts 3{4%, while fragile opti al oatings su h as Parson's Bla k still re e t
about 1.2% in the red and near infrared [129℄. These ountermeasures would degrade the
ount rate of the LIDAR proportionately, but would not pre lude dete tion and lo ation of
the target. Be ause of this possibility, we do not ount on a hieving ranges greater than
100 km in our engagement simulations, whi h are des ribed in Chapter 12 and Appendix C.
Given a return signal, the LIDAR should be able to lo ate the hardbody in all three
oordinates to a pre ision x / N 1=2 , where N is the number of ounts dete ted in an
update time. (This result assumes that the image is spatially resolved.) The error terms
we are averaging out in lude (1) the digitization error inherent to a pixelized dete tor,
(2) the opti al blur of the olle tion opti s, limited at best to the di ra tion blur of the
aperture, and (3) the random distribution of return photons along the ro ket body. If
we assume a large format dete tor, su h as the remote ultra-low light imaging (RULLI)
delay-line instrument developed at Los Alamos [125℄, the digitization error ould be made
negligible. We an bound the ontribution of the third error term by ignoring all edges
and boundaries that ontribute high spatial frequen y information and onsidering only
statisti al variations in the entroid of the return photons. In this ase,
(10.10)
x = (1=N )[(R=2:35)2 + L2=12℄1=2 ;
where L is the extent of the hardbody along the axis in question and  is the di ra tion
blur (FWHM) of the olle ting opti s. For the system des ribed in Table 10.12, the varian e
in the entroid of the target is dominated by the geometri al size of the target (the se ond
term on the right-hand side of Eq. [10.10℄) rather than the di ra tion blur of the system.
In this geometri ase, the pre ision with whi h the entroid an be determined is limited
largely by photon statisti s and varies from 3 m  0.3 m at a range of 10 km to 30 m
 3.4 m at 100 km. Here we have assumed that the radius of the illuminating spot an
be held xed at 100 m, independent of the range; otherwise, the photon statisti s would
improve even more steeply as the range is redu ed.
More information ould be obtained from the edges of the target, whi h may be essential
if there are perturbations, su h as non-uniformity of the illumination or the missile albedo,
spe ular re e tions, or ountermeasures that provide spurious returns, su h as orner ubes
or laser bea ons. By imaging the target, some of these problems ould be eliminated. With
a 15- m aperture, the di ra tion limit for 0.532-m illumination at 100-km range is 0.35 m.
This di ra tion resolution ould be adequately sampled throughout a 100-m illumination
area, given a dete tor with a format of 512  512 or more pixels.
We an estimate the information ontained in the edges by onsidering a simple re tangular target. The un ertainty in determining the lo ation of the edge along a given axis
is approximately the distan e between the edge and the dete ted photon that is losest to
the edge. The spa ing of the losest photon is approximately L=N and de reases linearly
with the photon ount rate dete ted. In the ase des ribed in Table 10.12, it should be
possible to determine the edge to within approximately 0.1 m and 0.01 m, respe tively, for
the long and short axes. While this estimate is admittedly rough, it suggests that edge
dete tion would indeed provide more pre ise information than would the entroid of the
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overall return. Therefore, even if the entroid were perturbed by systemati e e ts, the
position errors that we have estimated are safe upper limits.
Sophisti ated signal pro essing may be required to referen e the individual dete ted
photons to the moving frame of the target. However, this is not ruled out in prin iple,
be ause the LIDAR dete tor re ords the four-dimensional (x, y, z, and t) lo ation of ea h
photon returned, with a very high pre ision in t.
The ounting statisti s of a LIDAR system like the one dis ussed here ould
be improved in several ways. The illuminating spot ould be tightened, perhaps by using
feedba k from the target lo ation obtained in the initial dete tion. The laser power and-or
the dete tion aperture ould be in reased. This might be diÆ ult for a monostati sensor
on a lightweight kill vehi le, but might be possible for a bistati LIDAR system in whi h
the laser is moved to a separate, larger platform. Keeping the laser beam tight enough to
illuminate only the target from a great distan e, su h as from geosyn hronous orbit, would
require only a modest opti ; generating the absolute pointing information needed to guide
the beam would be a more diÆ ult problem. In any ase, it appears unlikely that the range
of a LIDAR system based on near-term te hnology ould be extended to 1,000 km.
Dis ussion

Figure 10.14. The plume from a liquid-propellant Delta laun her. Earth is learly visible. It would
be transparent to LIDAR interrogation. Courtesy NASA/JPL-Calte h.

An important issue is whether a LIDAR would fail to penetrate to the target be ause of
s attering or absorption of the plume. This is not an issue for liquid-propellant ro kets and
illumination in the visible, as an be seen in Fig. 10.14, whi h shows the high-altitude plume
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Figure 10.15. The plume from a solid-propellant Pegasus ro ket, just after rst-stage separation.
The plume might be suÆ iently opaque to have some e e t on LIDAR interrogation. Courtesy of
Orbital S ien es Corporation.

produ ed by the Delta Laun her during laun h of the Mars Odyssey mission. Earth an be
seen learly through the plume in this photo taken by a amera on board the spa e raft.
In ontrast, the plume produ ed by a solid-propellant ro ket, like that shown in Fig. 10.15,
might interfere with the operation of a LIDAR. Alumina parti les in the plume would not
only produ e the bright ba kground radiation seen in Fig. 10.15, they ould also absorb the
interrogating light beam. To understand better the possible magnitude of this e e t, we
perform a simpli ed analysis.
In this analysis, we take the parameters of the third-stage motor of our solid-propellant
ICBM model S2 (propellant mass 900 kg, burn time 40 s, nozzle velo ity 2.7 km/s) and
assume that the alumina parti le properties are the same as reported in Ref. [130℄ for the
Spa e Shuttle's solid-ro ket motors. For those motors, 7.6 per ent of the fuel mass appears
as alumina parti les, whi h an be modeled as an equal mix (by mass) of parti les with
radii of 3.08 m, 2.18 m, 1.70 m, 1.26 m, and 0.78 m, with densities ranging from 1.80
to 2.84 g/ m3 , respe tively. For a 0.532-m interrogator, these parti les are signi antly
larger than the laser wavelength, and we therefore approximate their attenuation ross
se tions by their geometri ross se tions. For a given mass ux, the attenuation depends
on the angular spread of the alumina exhaust. For a full-width divergen e of 30 degrees,
the opti al depth looking dire tly up the plume would be 0.36. Although signi ant, this
attenuation is small enough that laser dete tion of the hardbody at any aspe t angle is still
assured. Of ourse, most of the time the LIDAR's line of sight would lie entirely outside
the alumina plume, and absorption by the plume would be negligible.
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Based on these results we on lude that a LIDAR system with a 10-Hz update
rate on board the kill vehi le ould dete t and tra k the ro ket body as soon as the kill
vehi le were within 100 km of the target booster and ould lo ate the position of an aim
point on the target within 0.5 m (1).
Summary

10.4 Appli ations of Missile Dete tion and Tra king
Based on the analysis in Se tion 10.1, we shall make the following assumptions in onstru ting illustrative engagement timelines (see Chs. 2, 4 and 5) and simulating engagements
(Chapter 12 and Appendix C).
Based on the analysis des ribed in Se tion 10.1, we shall assume that
the DSP satellite system ould:
 Reliably dete t large ro kets by the time they rea h an altitude of 10 km, whi h
o urs 35 s after the laun h of our solid-propellant ICBM models S1 and S2 and 52 s
after the laun h of our liquid-propellant ICBM model.
 Enable onstru tion of a ring solution 65 s after the laun h of solid-propellant ICBM
models S1 and S2 and 80 s after the laun h of our liquid-propellant ICBM model. We
emphasize that our assumption that inter eptors ould be red this early represents
a very optimisti bounding ase.
 Lo ate the exhaust plumes of large ro kets in three dimensions to within a 1 km
pixel on e every 10 s until the ro kets enter the trough region. The DSP sampling
rate is too low to enable eÆ ient ommand guidan e. Thus DSP likely would have to
be supplemented by a mu h higher sample rate o -board sensor, su h as a radar, to
enable eÆ ient ommand guidan e of the inter eptors, unless the limited apability
for defending against only the long-burning liquid-propellant ICBMs is the obje tive.

Capabilities of DSP

Based on the analysis des ribed in Se tion 10.1, we shall assume that a modern spa e-based laun h dete tion and tra king system
with the potential apabilities of SBIRS-High ould:
 Reliably dete t large ro kets by the time they rea h an altitude of 7 km, whi h o urs
30 s after laun h for solid-propellant ICBM models S1 and S2 and 45 s after laun h
for our liquid-propellant ICBM model.
 Enable onstru tion of a ring solution 45 s after laun h for solid-propellant ICBM
models S1 and S2 and 65 s after laun h for our liquid-propellant ICBM model. Again,
our assumption that inter eptors ould be red this early represents a very optimisti
bounding ase.
 Lo ate the exhaust plumes of large ro kets in three dimensions with a 1-un ertainty
of < 300 m on e per se ond, whi h would be adequate to support ommand guidan e
of inter eptors during their yout.
In Chapter 5, we showed that the earlier laun h warning and more pre ise missile tra king
that ould be provided by a system like SBIRS-High would be riti al to the e e tiveness
of any boost-phase inter ept system.
Capabilities of a modern spa e-based system
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Prompt typing of missiles and their traje tories is a omplex
issue that depends on the range of possible ro kets and missiles that ould be laun hed
from a given site and many other fa tors, in luding what prior knowledge the defense has
of the ICBM and spa e-laun h systems available to the ountries of on ern and whether
the intelligen e assets available to the defense provide information that a missile atta k or
spa e laun h is about to o ur in advan e of the laun h.
Substantially more tra king data, and hen e more time, would generally be needed to
type a ro ket than to estimate its initial traje tory, espe ially if|as the Rumsfeld Commission [131℄ and re ent reports by the U.S. Intelligen e Community [132, 133, 134, 135, 136℄
has argued|the missile being laun hed may have been tested only a few times or even not
at all. With the spa e-based IR systems dis ussed above, the defense would know only the
time at whi h it is able to on rm the existen e of a large ro ket in powered ight, not
when the ro ket was laun hed, so the time it took the ro ket to rea h the altitude at whi h
it is rst dete ted would not be available to help hara terize the ro ket.
The most primitive type of traje tory for inje ting a satellite into orbit is dire t as ent
with oasting. In this approa h, the boost phase of the spa e laun h is similar to the boost
phase of a ballisti missile [137℄. The payload then oasts until the apex of its ballisti
traje tory is rea hed, at whi h point upper stages are ignited to provide the additional
impulse needed for orbital insertion. This approa h was used by the United States to
laun h its Vanguard and Explorer satellites, and it might well be used by a ountry with
an immature ro ket program to laun h its rst satellites.
Given the wide variety of traje tories that are possible for spa e laun hes, TBM laun hes,
and ICBM atta ks, determining with on den e that a large ro ket is an atta king ICBM
and not a TBM or a ro ket laun hing a satellite would take so long that waiting to re
inter eptors would make it impossible to inter ept an ICBM. Hen e inter eptors would
have to be red whenever a large ro ket in powered ight is dete ted, without waiting until
the nature of the ro ket or its traje tory ould be established.
Missile and traje tory typing

Based on the analysis des ribed in Se tion 10.2, we onlude that:
 The sea-based, land-based, and airborne radar systems expe ted to be available
within the ten-year time horizon of this study would not be able to dete t and
tra k liquid- or solid-propellant ICBMs like models L, S1, and S2 mu h earlier than
a modern spa e-based infrared dete tion and tra king system unless they ould be
positioned within 300 km of the missile laun h site. Su h positioning would not be
possible for all potential laun h sites within North Korea or Iran unless radar systems
were based loser than 100 km to hostile territory, ontrary to the ground rules of
this study.
 The AN/APY-2 (AWACS) radar ould dete t and identify as a missile a liquidpropellant ICBM like model L from a stando distan e of approximately 300 km
early enough to provide initial warning of a missile laun h and subsequent tra king
in range and azimuth adequate to support a de ision to re inter eptors. But it ould
not support ommand guidan e of inter eptors during the rst 20 s of their ight,
when the ICBM would be too low to be tra ked reliably by spa e-based infrared
sensors, be ause the AWACS radar ould not provide suÆ iently a urate elevation
data. Even at this small stando distan e, the performan e of the AWACS radar

Radar dete tion and tra king
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would be inadequate to support ring inter eptors against solid-propellant ICBMs
like models S1 and S2.
 The AN/SPY-1B (Aegis) radars ould support boost-phase inter ept from the maximum inter eptor stando distan es onsidered (800 km for the liquid-propellant
ICBM model and 1000 km for the solid-propellant ICBM models). However, dete tion o urs too late to support initial warning of an ICBM laun h or to ontribute to
the de ision to re inter eptors. At these stando distan es, the Aegis radar ould
support ommand guidan e of inter eptors during their yout. Aegis radar tra king
errors ex eed 2 mr at elevation angles less than 1.5 above the horizon and approa h
about 0.4 mr (1 mr for the solid-propellant target) as the target nears the inter ept
point.
 The existing THAAD radar ould support ICBM target dete tion at the 800-km maximum inter eptor stando distan e onsidered in Chapter 4 for the liquid-propellant
ICBM model and (marginally) at the 1000-km maximum stando distan e onsidered for the solid-propellant ICBM models. However, dete tion o urs too late to
support initial warning of an ICBM laun h or to ontribute to the de ision to re
inter eptors. A THAAD radar at these stando distan es ould support ommand
guidan e of inter eptors during their yout. THAAD radar tra king errors ex eed
1 mr at elevation angles less than 1 degree above the horizon but approa h or drop
below 0.2 mr (0.4 mr for the solid-propellant ICBM models) as the target nears the
inter ept point.
 The phased-array AWACS radar postulated in Se tion 10.2 ould dete t ICBMs at
stando distan es greater than 800 km and provide initial warning of an ICBM
laun h, data to support the de ision whether to re inter eptors, and ommand
guidan e of inter eptors during their yout. The tra king errors would ex eed 1.5
mr for elevation angles less than 2 degrees but would de line to about 0.3 mr (0.5
mr for the solid-propellant ICBM models) as the target nears the inter ept point.
All the radars dis ussed in this hapter ould a hieve earlier dete tions and provide the
initial warning of an ICBM laun h if they ould be sited within 300 km of potential missile
laun h sites.
Based on the analysis of kill vehi le seekers des ribed in Se tion 10.3,
we on lude that:
 A passive SWIR seeker on the kill vehi le ould dete t and tra k the missile plume at
a range of 700 km and ould estimate the lo ation of the ro ket hardbody to within
100 m (1) at a range of 100 km.
 A LIDAR seeker on-board the kill vehi le ould dete t and tra k the hardbody as
soon as it is within 100 km of the target with a 10-Hz update rate and ould lo ate
the position of the aim point on the target within 0.5 m (1).
Kill vehi le seekers

The analysis in this hapter of passive SWIR tra king of
the ro ket's exhaust plume and LIDAR tra king of the ro ket's hardbody by sensor systems
on-board the kill vehi le is intended to illustrate how this might be done. Our analysis
Plume-to-hardbody handover
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shows that te hnologies are available that ould in prin iple satisfying the tra king requirements needed for the kill vehi le to tra k and hit an ICBM in powered ight (Chapter 12).
We emphasize, however, that realisti modeling, testing, and evaluation as well as more
extensive analysis would be needed to show that handing over from tra king the plume to
tra king the hardbody with the pre ision required an be a hieved reliably for the range of
engagement geometries and operational onditions that a kill vehi le ould en ounter in an
a tual engagement. In addition to SWIR and LIDAR sensors, MWIR, opti al, and other
sensors may need to be onsidered.
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The kill vehi le is the nal stage of the inter eptor. It must supply enough propulsive divert
apability to orre t any remaining errors after its booster has burned out and to tra k the
remaining unpredi table a eleration of the target. Initially, the kill vehi le is guided by
signals from either radar or IR tra kers or both, but its on-board passive and a tive sensors
take in reasing ontrol as it approa hes the target, and it operates autonomously. Thus,
the kill vehi le has to meet stringent demands for propulsion, sensing, and ontrol. It must
also meet stringent demands on mass be ause of the large multipli ative fa tor that the
kill-vehi le mass has on the overall size of the inter eptor missile.
This hapter provides ba kground on kill-vehi le design on epts. It reviews the evolution of kineti energy kill vehi les, des ribes the three basi types of kill vehi les and their
use in boost-phase inter ept systems, and introdu es lethality me hanisms. Finally the killvehi le requirements for boost-phase inter ept are dis ussed. The kill-vehi le on epts and
requirements presented here are used in Chapters 12 and 14, whi h illustrate the e e t of
those requirements on kill-vehi le size. Lethality measures are dis ussed in Chapter 13.

11.1 Ba kground: The Evolution of Kill Vehi les
Homing stages of inter eptors having a ura y suÆ ient to a hieve a ollision have evolved
during the last 30 years. Key te hnology milestones were the initial development of small
eÆ ient IR fo al-plane arrays for mid- and long-wavelength dete tion, lightweight teles opes
having ooled opti s, miniaturized ryogeni ooling units to redu e the internal thermal
noise of these devi es, small inertial measuring units, and small but powerful signal and
data pro essing devi es. Examples of dire t-hit exoatmospheri kill vehi les are the Homing
Overlay Experiment (HOE) [138℄, HIT (a spinning kill vehi le used in the 1970s and 1980s),
Miniature Homing Vehi le (MHV), Exoatmospheri Reentry Inter ept System (ERIS) [139℄,
S203
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the Light Exo-Atmospheri Proje tile (LEAP), and the Exoatmospheri Kill Vehi le (EKV)
urrently being tested for mid ourse national missile defense (NMD).
Following losely on the development of the new exoatmospheri inter ept te hnologies,
similar apabilities were developed for inter ept within the atmosphere. Major developments
in lude window materials for mid-wave IR sensors, small radio frequen y (RF) seekers,
and innovative vehi le ontrol methods. Examples of endoatmospheri inter eptors in lude
the Flexible Light Weight Agile Guided Experiment (FLAGE) and the Extended Range
Inter eptor (ERINT), whi h is now the Patriot PAC 3 missile.
In addition, hybrid methods have been developed that are apable of inter ept both
in the upper atmosphere and exoatmospheri ally. These were primarily designed to work
against theater ballisti s missiles. Examples in lude: High-Endoatmospheri Defense Inter eptor (HEDI), the Army's Theater High-Altitude Area Defense (THAAD), and the
Advan ed Inter eptor Te hnology (AIT) inter eptor. The rst two of these have own in
ight tests; the last one has not.
With one notable ex eption, the engagement of boosters apable of striking the United
States ne essarily takes pla e above the atmosphere, during the se ond or third stage of
boosted ight. The ex eption is the ase of medium-range ballisti missiles (MRBMs)
laun hed from o shore near the oasts of the United States, whi h burn out before leaving
the atmosphere. Inter eptors that ould disable ICBMs during their boost phase using
dire t impa t|regardless of how they are based|are likely to use the same general type
of kill vehi le on gurations that are being developed for mid ourse defense, though with
some notable di eren es that will be des ribed in the following dis ussion.
Several key elements are essential for the fun tioning of the homing kill vehi le for
mid ourse or boost-phase inter ept:
 An on-board sensor that an a quire and tra k a target at a range that allows the
kill vehi le enough a tion time to handle the remaining un ertainties in the predi ted
inter ept point.
 An on-board inertial measurement apability to provide information on the kill vehi le's lo ation with respe t to the target, before target a quisition.
 An on-board pro essing apability to pro ess the information from both of these sensing subsystems, as well as data ommuni ated from o -board sour es, and onvert
them into ommanded a tions.
 An on-board re eiving ommuni ation link and, if possible, also a transmitting link.
 Enough propulsion apability to respond to the ommanded a tions needed to drive
the threat traje tory predi tion un ertainty volume to zero in less than the time remaining to losest approa h. This in ludes ro ket engines, attitude ontrol thrusters,
propellant, tanks for the propellant and the means to expel the fuel at a pressure
ompatible with the ro ket engines.
 The batteries, power supplies, wiring, and stru ture to support all of the foregoing
elements.

11.2 Three Kill-Vehi le Con gurations
Three exoatmospheri hit-to-kill vehi le on gurations have been developed and su essfully
demonstrated for mid ourse and high terminal inter ept during the last 30 years. All three
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use some form of proportional navigation (see Fig. 11.1 and the dis ussion in Se tion 12.2),
whi h works on the prin iple of adding velo ity normal to the line of sight to drive its rate
of hange toward zero. As sailors and aviators know, if their boat or air raft is losing on
an obje t whose bearing is not hanging, a ollision is imminent. In the ase of an inter ept,
the losing velo ity is initially determined by the motion of the target and the booster that
laun hed the homing stage (i.e., the kill vehi le) on a nominal ollision ourse.
During the homing phase, the kill vehi le an employ a variety of types of thrust ontrol:
proportional or simple on-o thrusters, pulse-width modulated on-o thrusters, multiple
xed-pulse solid ro kets, or, in the extreme, even a ontinuous burning thruster.
One kill vehi le on guration is the single
axial thrusting system in whi h the sensor is gimbaled. During divert maneuvers, the
sensor's line of sight (LOS) is initially oriented perpendi ular to the vehi le thrust axis.
Overshooting would require the homing vehi le to rotate 180Æ about the line of sight to
reverse the dire tion of thrust, but this an be avoided by employing a dead band in the
thrust ommand. A variation of this on guration is to turn the vehi le to thrust along the
line of sight toward the target while maintaining the seeker stable on the target with the
gimbal torquers. Pit h and yaw are then used to generate a eleration normal to the line
of sight.
This type of endgame steering derives from air-to-air missiles and is known as Sine Alpha
steering. An advantage of this te hnique is that it an be a omplished with a single large
axial thruster for both divert and homing, yet it an tra k a target that a elerates in any
dire tion. The sensor is always slaved to the target line of sight through the gimbal system.
A disadvantage is that on e the vehi le turns to a elerate along the line of sight, the energy
remaining is onsumed primarily to in rease the losing velo ity, whi h is wasteful.
In the ase of mid ourse inter ept, the energy penalty of Sine Alpha steering is not as
severe as might be expe ted be ause the maneuver begins at a point with a xed time to
the inter ept, and the a eleration of the target is determined primarily by gravity. Thus
the amount of propellant needed during the remainder of the engagement is the same,
no matter what the target does. The rst mid ourse hit-to-kill inter ept was done by
Single axial thruster: Sine Alpha steering
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Figure 11.1. Line-of-sight behavior in inter epts: illustration of the prin iple of proportional navigation.
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Figure 11.2. Homing Overlay Experiment [138℄

the Homing Overlay Experiment (HOE) in 1984 (see Fig. 11.2). For boost-phase defense,
however, the target a eleration is unpredi table, and large inter eptor a elerations in any
dire tion may be required. Be ause the response time of the kill vehi le is onstrained by the
time that it takes to turn the vehi le, Sine Alpha steering is not desirable for boost-phase
defense.
Figure 11.3 illustrates a possible design of an exoatmospheri kill vehi le.

Figure 11.3. Kill-vehi le designed by Raytheon for use in a mid ourse inter ept system. Inset:
Inter eptor ro ket designed by Boeing. (Illustration by John Ma Neill.)

To minimize size and weight, the se ond and more popular approa h for mid ourse defense is the ru iform divert thruster on guration. In this approa h, the body-mounted sensor has a line of sight along the vehi le's roll axis. Four
divert thrusters are mounted perpendi ular to the roll axis of the kill vehi le in a plane at
the enter of gravity so that they form an `X'. The thrusters are used to maneuver normal
Cru iform on guration
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to the line of sight. Small thrusters mounted on the axis at the end opposite the sensor provide pit h, yaw, and roll attitude ontrol. This on guration requires that the expendable
weights are both distributed and maintained so that the enter of gravity of the kill vehi le
does not move as propulsion fuel is expended.
The Exoatmospheri Reentry Inter ept System (ERIS) shown in Fig. 11.4 rst su essfully demonstrated a mid ourse inter ept with the ru iform on guration in 1991, using a
fully fueled kill vehi le weighing about 150 kg. (The mass of the kill vehi le when it is fully
loaded with fuel is sometimes referred to as the wet mass.) More re ently, smaller versions
of this on guration have been used by LEAP and the EKV urrently being developed for
mid ourse missile defense.

Figure 11.4. Artist's on eption of a lethality enhan ement devi e on the ERIS experiment. Courtesy
of LDM Asso iates.

In our view, the ru iform on guration (or some variant) is likely to be the preferred
kill-vehi le design approa h for boost-phase defense be ause the predi ted inter ept point is
onstantly moving around be ause of the tra king noise and unanti ipated target maneuvers
that hara terize the boost phase. To ope with su h a target, a eleration must be applied
qui kly to the kill vehi le in any dire tion normal to the line of sight to orre t for its rapid
hanges. Potential target maneuvers will drive the a eleration required of the kill vehi le
in the endgame to almost an order of magnitude greater than that needed for mid ourse
inter ept.
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The third on guration, originally alled \HIT," is a spinning
kill vehi le|elegantly simple in prin iple but onstrained by its simpli ity. It was popular in
the 1970s and early 1980s and was own in the USAF's air-laun hed anti-satellite (ASAT)
weapon demonstration. This on guration, oriented and spun up prior to its deployment,
used a body-mounted sensor having S-shaped line dete tors that s anned the oni al eld
of view at a rate determined by the spin velo ity. Tiny solid-pulse motors around the
periphery were red at the time needed to impart a xed V pulse in the desired dire tion
to redu e the LOS rate. Be ause this on ept had inherently limited dis rimination and
divert ability, it lost favor as inertial measurement units shrank in size and weight, allowing
the ru iform on guration, with its inherent versatility, to be as small.

The spinning kill vehi le

11.3 Endoatmospheri Kill Vehi les
High endoatmospheri kill vehi les have followed the same general on guration trends as
exoatmospheri kill vehi les but, be ause they operate in Earth's atmosphere, they require
aerodynami ontrols and a shape and thermal prote tion similar to those for a re-entry
vehi le. Although designed for a mu h lower-velo ity and dynami pressure regime than
ballisti missile inter ept, the AIM 9 Sidewinder provides an example of the single axial
thrust on guration that ies along the line of sight using steering similar to Sine Alpha.
The THAAD and Advan ed Inter eptor Te hnology (AIT) kill vehi les are designed
for both high endo- and exoatmospheri inter epts. These kill vehi les use the ru iform
on guration for divert thrusters. The thrusters are ported through a omposite heat shield
that provides a neutrally stable aerodynami on guration. When in the atmosphere, small
attitude- ontrol thrusters are used to generate trim angle of atta k for aerodynami divert,
and also to maintain the desired orientation during ight outside the atmosphere. The
divert thrusters are used both inside and outside the atmosphere. The homing sensor looks
out a window in the side of the fore-body and is steerable over limited angles. The vehi le
is rolled to point its seeker in the plane des ribed by the velo ity ve tors of the inter eptor
and the target. Limited roll-and-yaw angular freedom of the line of sight with respe t to the
vehi le is provided by movable mirrors within the opti s of the sensor itself or by gimbaling
the sensor.
11.4 Kill Me hanisms Other than Body-to-Body Hit
A number of other on epts for destroying the target have been developed over the years
(see Chapter 13). Some of them, su h as the Israeli Arrow missile, use a fragmentation
warhead to relieve the endgame guidan e and a eleration requirements. This approa h
is an outgrowth of anti-air raft defense and is driven by the belief that it would be easier
than a dire t hit, parti ularly under the high dynami pressure environment within the
atmosphere. Fragmentation warheads typi ally eje t their fragments in a radial pattern
normal to the inter eptor's roll axis. The disadvantage is that their weight is signi ant.
Also, they usually require predi tive fusing|typi ally a radar or opti al double- one fuse.
Other options generally known as \kill enhan ement devi es" have been developed for
exoatmospheri kill vehi les. The basi on ept is to in rease the ross se tion of the kill
vehi le around the seeker with a lightweight array of masses to handle any small misses|
without the need for fusing. The HOE kill vehi le shown in Fig. 11.2 had su h an array
based on unfurlable antenna te hnology that was deployed several se onds before inter ept.
The ERIS kill vehi le shown in Fig. 11.4 used a similar but mu h lighter devi e, employing
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an in atable tubular frame that supported a thin membrane. It was also deployed based
on estimated time-to-go.
Equipped with kill-enhan ement me hanisms, both of these inter eptors a hieved bodyto-body hits during their su essful ight tests. ERIS also in orporated the apability for
sele ting the aim point on the target. As a result, the on den e in dire t hit-to-kill was
in reased, but no ght data about the lethality of those devi es was obtained.
Lethality an also be enhan ed in some appli ations by supplementing a hit-to-kill kill
vehi le with deployable rods to in rease the lethal radius. The issue of lethality for boostphase inter ept is dis ussed further in Chapter 13.

11.5 Key Requirements for Boost-Phase Kineti Kill Above the
Atmosphere
Boost-phase inter ept imposes requirements on the kill vehi le that signi antly ex eed
those for mid ourse inter ept for two prin ipal reasons. First, the inter ept must o ur
on a mu h tighter timeline, onstrained on one end by when the threat is dete ted and in
tra k and on the other end by when the threat booster rea hes the velo ity required for its
munitions' rea hing targets being defended. Consequently, losing velo ities for boost-phase
defense are typi ally 40{50 per ent higher than for mid ourse defense. Se ond, the target
is a elerating, whi h makes predi ting the inter ept point diÆ ult. Predi tion is further
ompli ated be ause the a eleration hanges rapidly, and there is un ertainty about its
magnitude and dire tion.
The net result of those requirements is that the kill vehi les for boost-phase defense
must have higher a elerations, more total divert velo ity, and faster response times than
those that have been designed or built for mid ourse, all of whi h in rease kill-vehi le
weight. The demands of boost-phase inter ept also require di erent guidan e laws than are
usually applied to the mid ourse guidan e problem. These issues are examined in detail in
Chapter 12.
In both mid ourse and boost-phase
inter epts, the kill vehi le is boosted into a nominal traje tory that will inter ept the target
at the desired inter ept point, if events o ur in a ordan e with the predi tive model. In
mid ourse inter epts, this predi tion is straightforward be ause the only for es a ting on
the target are gravity and whatever limited maneuver apability exists on the payload. The
nominal inter ept point an be predi ted a urately based on urrent or re ent observation
of position and velo ity. By and large, the amount of propellant in the kill vehi le is
determined by the un ertainty that exists at the time of hand-o from external sensors
that tra ked the target, and the time to go before point of losest approa h (POCA). The
guidan e s heme used is one of the many variants of proportional navigation, and a urate
knowledge of the time to go is not an important issue in the a ura y of a hit. The rangeto-go estimate at any time may simply be the di eren e between the estimated target state
ve tor provided to the kill vehi le and the vehi le's knowledge of its own state ve tor, based
on its inertial measurement system or external tra king data.
Mid ourse inter ept with proportional navigation

By omparison, during
the boost phase, the target is a elerating be ause of propulsive thrust as well as gravity.
The a eleration varies be ause the thrust varies with the burn rate, and the mass varies
Boost-phase inter ept with augmented proportional navigation
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with the fuel onsumed. The proportional navigation approa h to mid ourse inter ept
must be modi ed to take into a ount the estimated future a eleration of the target. This
approa h is alled augmented proportional navigation and is dis ussed by Zar han [140℄.
He points out that the predi tive term does not have to be very a urate; it is possible to
use merely the last measured a eleration for the future estimate be ause the noise in the
tra king requires a large V apability in any ase. Augmented proportional navigation is
modi ed somewhat and applied to the boost-phase problem in Chapter 12.
On e out of the atmosphere, signi ant unpredi table target maneuvering an o ur.
Consequently, the propellant that is required on board the kill vehi le is a fun tion not
only of the un ertainty in the estimate of the target traje tory at any time, but also of the
maneuver variations from the proje ted future traje tory. To a good approximation, any
variation in a eleration from the predi tion must be mat hed one-for-one by the kill-vehi le
propulsion system. Ex ept for y li al tra king noise, any sensed a eleration must either
be paid for at that time or paid for later at a mu h higher pri e. The diÆ ulty, of ourse,
is dis erning whi h is noise and whi h is a real hange in a eleration.
If the kill vehi le has an a eleration advantage, it might be argued that the augmented
navigation gain should be hosen to ause the kill vehi le to \get out ahead" of target
maneuvers, with the potential for saving fuel by allowing the target to \ at h up" later.
If the target feints or reverses eld, however, the propulsive requirements to re over are
greater than if the kill vehi le simply mat hed target's a eleration hanges.
Chapter 10 analyzed the tra king a ura y and Chapter 12 will analyze in depth guidan e and ontrol issues for boost-phase hit-to-kill vehi les. Both hapters provide the basis
for the sizing de isions made in Chapter 14.

11.6 Summary
The United States has a 30-year history of designing and developing hit-to-kill inter eptors
for mid ourse defense. However, none have been built or tested for boost-phase inter ept.
Inter epting missiles in their boost phases pla es additional requirements on the kill vehi le,
parti ularly on its ability to respond to rapid hanges in the a eleration of the target. Those
additional requirements tend to in rease the weight of the kill vehi le and the size of the
inter eptor. We on lude that inter eptor a elerations in any dire tion will be required. In
onsequen e, be ause the response time of the kill vehi le would be onstrained by the time
that it takes to turn the vehi le, Sine Alpha steering is not desirable for exoatmospheri
boost-phase defense.
Chapter 12 examines the requirements on the kill vehi le for hitting a boosting target.
Chapter 14 then analyzes the e e t that those requirements would have on the size of the kill
vehi le, whi h a e t the nal sizes of the surfa e-based inter eptors presented in Chapter 16
and spa e-based inter eptors presented in Chapter 6.
Referen es for Chapter 11
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This hapter ontinues the se ond half of our analysis of boost-phase engagements using
kineti -energy weapons (Chapter 2). In the rst half, whi h ended with Chapter 5, we
explored the way in whi h the hara teristi s of the target missile and the performan e of
the inter eptor determine the areas in whi h inter eptors ould be based and the missile
laun h area that a single inter eptor battery ould over. For this exploration, we simply
assumed that the performan e of the o -board and on-board tra king sensors and the kill
vehi le were adequate to a hieve an inter ept. In the se ond half of our analysis of boostphase engagements using kineti -energy weapons, we investigate the sensor and kill-vehi le
performan e that would be needed to ensure that engagements have a high probability of
being su essful, despite the unpredi tably of the target a eleration and maneuvering.
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The required performan e of the sensors and kill vehi les was studied by rst modeling
the errors expe ted in tra king large ro kets using spa e-based IR sensors, surfa e- and
air-based radars, and passive IR and a tive LIDAR sensors on the kill vehi le, based on the
analysis of these sensors in Chapter 10. Using these error models, a variety of engagements
were simulated numeri ally, to explore the dependen e of the required total kill-vehi le
velo ity hange on the pre ision of the o -board missile-tra king sensors and the dependen e of the nal miss distan e on the pre ision of the on-board homing sensors, the losing
velo ity, and the kill vehi le's performan e. The model of the kill vehi le in luded the
guidan e algorithm used, the laten y in the kill-vehi le response to the a elerations ommanded by the guidan e system, and its maximum a eleration. The e e ts of illustrative
traje tory-shaping and evasive maneuvers by the target missile were studied. Performan e
requirements for the o -board sensors and the kill vehi le were estimated by requiring the
miss distan e, de ned as the losest approa h of the kill vehi le to the aimpoint on the
target ro ket, to be small enough to ensure a ollision of the kill vehi le with the ro ket
body.
Our analysis of the required performan e of the sensors, inter eptor, and kill vehi le is
des ribed here and in Appendix C. The results of this analysis are used in Chapter 14 to
assess how soon the needed te hnology is likely to be available, to determine the required
mass of the kill vehi le, and to ompute the masses and dimensions of the booster sta ks
that would be needed to a elerate the kill vehi le to the burnout velo ities assumed in
Chapters 4 and 5.
Se tion 12.1 provides an overview of how we determined the required performan e of the
sensors, inter eptor, and kill vehi le. It outlines the three phases of kill-vehi le ight, the key
requirements for su ess in ea h phase, and the methodology we followed in our analysis.
Se tion 12.2 des ribes several standard inter eptor guidan e laws, their advantages and
disadvantages for inter epting a missile in powered ight, and the hybrid guidan e s heme
that we used. In Se tion 12.3, we des ribe how we estimated the total velo ity- hange
apability the kill vehi le must have to rea h the endgame of the engagement. Finally,
in Se tion 12.4, we dis uss the endgame, how we modeled it, the two illustrative evasive
maneuvers we onsidered (lunges and jinking), and our estimates of the sensor and killvehi le performan e required to a hieve a miss distan e of  0:5 m with high probability.

12.1 Overview of the Analysis
Before going into the details of the quantitative analysis, we rst review the prin ipal phases
of the ight of the inter eptor and kill vehi le, summarize qualitatively the performan e
requirements for a hieving inter ept, and des ribe the methodology used in the analysis.
The a ronyms used in this hapter are de ned in Box 12.1.
12.1.1 Phases of ight

The ight of the inter eptor and kill vehi le may be divided into four phases (Chapter 2):
(1) inter eptor boost, (2) kill-vehi le divert, (3) kill-vehi le homing, and (4) the endgame.
As a help in understanding the material in this hapter, we brie y review the hara teristi s
of these phases.1
1

Di erent de nitions of the various phases are used by di erent authors; see for example [141, 142℄.
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Box 12.1: A ronyms Used in This Chapter
APN Augmented proportional navigation
IP Inter ept point (a tual)
LOS Line of sight
PG Predi tive guidan e
PN Proportional navigation
ZEM Zero e ort miss
Before an inter eptor an be laun hed, the target missile must be dete ted, identi ed as a potentially threatening ro ket, and tra ked long enough to determine
its gross hara teristi s and its general dire tion of ight (the azimuth of its traje tory
would probably have to be determined to within about 10Æ ). Spa e-based sensors would
be used unless ground-, sea-, or air-based radars or other sensors ould be positioned lose
enough to the missile laun h site that their sightlines to the missile early in its ight would
not be blo ked by the urvature of Earth.
On e a suÆ iently a urate target tra k has been onstru ted, whi h would likely take
10{15 s after dete tion using the planned SBIRS-High early warning system, or longer using
a less apable system, a ring solution is omputed and used to initialize the inter eptor.2
As part of this pro ess, the inter eptor is told the predi ted inter ept point and an estimate
of the path required to pla e the kill vehi le on a traje tory to this point so that it arrives
simultaneously with the target.
During its powered ight, the inter eptor re eives frequent updates on its position relative to the target from o -board tra king sensors, su h as spa e-based dete tors or surfa ebased radars, that are tra king the target. During this period the inter eptor an orre t
its heading and ight path angle via hanges in its orientation. As long as these hanges
are small, they do not signi antly redu e the distan e and velo ity at whi h the nal stage
of the inter eptor burns out. When the inter eptor's nal stage burns out, the kill vehi le
is on a ballisti traje tory that takes it to the inter ept point predi ted just before burnout.

Inter eptor boost

In this phase, the kill vehi le relies on o -board tra king sensors. To eÆiently orre t for predi tion errors and target maneuvers that o urred during its initial
oast, the kill vehi le starts making guidan e orre tions as soon as its shroud is eje ted
and its propulsion system an begin to operate. The velo ity hange required to make these
orre tions is alled the divert velo ity. We in lude this velo ity hange in the total velo ity
hange Vtot made by the kill vehi le.3

Initial divert

Homing Assuming that the engagement develops as the defense intends, the kill vehi le
will eventually approa h the target lose enough to a quire and tra k it with more pre ise

When louds are present, we assume the target will not be dete ted until it rises above the louds; see
Chapter 10.
In this report we use the term divert velo ity to refer to the integral of the absolute magnitude of the
kill-vehi le's a eleration from the time its propulsion system begins to operate until it begins to use its own
sensors for guidan e. We use the term umulative velo ity hange, denoted V (t), to refer to the integral
of the absolute magnitude of the kill-vehi le's a eleration from the time its propulsion system begins to
operate until time t. The total velo ity- hange apability V that the kill vehi le must have to a hieve
an inter ept is an important performan e requirement.
2

3

tot
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on-board sensors. The homing phase begins when the kill vehi le begins to rely on its onboard sensors. During this phase, the kill vehi le ontinues to make guidan e orre tions to
ompensate for sensor errors and maneuvers by the target, although not ne essarily using
the same algorithm at all times. We in lude the additional velo ity hanges made during
this phase in the total velo ity hange Vtot made by the kill vehi le.
The nal few se onds of the homing phase is alled the endgame. During this
phase, the su ess of the attempted inter ept depends more riti ally on the responsiveness
and maximum a eleration of the kill vehi le, as well as on the ontinued availability of
suÆ iently pre ise and timely information on the target's hanging traje tory.
Endgame

12.1.2 Requirements for inter ept

The performan e required of the kill vehi le to hit the target depends on the phase of its
ight.
The kill vehi le must have suÆ iently pre ise information on
the time evolution of the target's urrent and probable future state (position, velo ity, and
a eleration) and enough total velo ity- hange apability (Vtot ) and a eleration to rea h
a \basket" in position and velo ity spa e small enough to begin the endgame.

Initial divert and homing

The kill vehi le must have suÆ iently pre ise and timely information on the
target's urrent and probable future state and suÆ ient responsiveness and a eleration to
hit the target.
Consideration of the initial divert and homing phases leads to a relationship between the
pre ision and sampling rates of the o -board and on-board sensors used to tra k the target
during these phases and the total velo ity hange apability Vtot needed by the kill vehi le.
Consideration of the endgame leads to requirements on the tra king pre ision and update
rate provided by the kill vehi le's seeker, the a ura y and laten y of the tra king and
guidan e systems, the dynami al responsiveness of the kill vehi le, and the kill vehi le's
maximum a eleration. These fa tors determine the kill vehi le's design and minimum
weight, whi h in turn determines the size and weight of the inter eptor needed to boost the
kill vehi le to the required velo ity.
Endgame

12.1.3 Methodology

As noted in Chapter 2, the standard approa h for determining the performan e requirements
for a omplex system su h as a boost-phase inter ept system is to develop detailed omputer
models that simulate all the pro esses involved, in luding measurement errors. By running
many simulations having di erent parameter hoi es, the behavior of the system an be
hara terized statisti ally. Then, given a goal, the system performan e that would be needed
to a hieve the goal an be determined. The Study Group la ked the time and resour es
needed to arry out su h a omprehensive analysis of boost-phase inter ept. Instead, the
Group simulated several representative engagements in some detail. The results of these
simulations were then used to study the sensitivity of the out ome to the performan e of
various omponents and to estimate the performan e that would be needed to a hieve a high
probability of inter ept. The simulations dis ussed in this report are listed in Table 12.1.
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Table 12.1. ICBM Engagements Simulated in the Study
Lo ation in the Report
ICBM Model
Inter eptor (Vbo )
This hapter
S2
I-4 (6.5 km/s)
Appendix C, Se tion C.2
L
I-2 (5 km/s)
Appendix C, Se tion C.1
S1
I-5 (10 km/s)
This hapter des ribes our investigation of the initial divert, homing, and endgame
phases of the kill vehi le's ight for engagements of the solid-propellant ICBM model S2
by the 6.5-km/s inter eptor model I-4. One purpose of these simulations was to explore
the dependen e of the out ome of the engagement on the pre ision of the o -board and
on-board tra king sensors, the laten y in the kill vehi le's information about the target
missile, the guidan e algorithm used, the kill vehi le's dynami al response, and the kill
vehi le's maximum a eleration. Another purpose was to evaluate the e e ts of several
ICBM maneuvers that would stress the apabilities of the kill vehi le. We expe t the kill
vehi le performan e that would be needed to inter ept the liquid-propellant ICBM model or
other solid-propellant ICBMs would be similar to the performan e needed in the engagement
we studied. One of the most important performan e hara teristi s of a kill vehi le is the
total hange Vtot that it an make in its velo ity.
The target maneuvers we investigated are reasonable for an atta king ICBM and would
not be parti ularly diÆ ult to implement. The maneuvers onsidered during the initial
divert and homing phases were a sudden in rease or de rease in the target missile's angle
of atta k4 by 15Æ and a swit hba k maneuver in whi h the target swit hed from a positive
to a negative angle of atta k. Maneuvers like these might be performed either to shape the
missile's traje tory or to try to evade an anti ipated kill vehi le. The maneuvers onsidered
during the endgame were a single 8 g lunge exe uted during the last few se onds before
the predi ted inter ept time and a sinusoidal modulation of the a eleration that would
produ e a shtail-like motion of the missile during the last few se onds before the predi ted
inter ept. An ICBM would exe ute these maneuvers only as an attempt to evade the kill
vehi le.
We nd that the distribution of miss distan es is generally dominated by systemati
errors, making it easy to bound the miss distan e with high on den e. After exploring the
problem, we hose to deem the performan e of a kill vehi le adequate if it missed its aim
point by 0.5 m or less in all the simulations we performed. For omparison, the nal stages
of the model ICBMs onsidered in the present Study have radii ranging from 1.5 m for the
liquid-propellant model to 0.75 m for the two solid-propellant models. We have generally
taken an optimisti view of what an be a hieved and have negle ted some sour es of
error that would in rease the required performan e of the kill vehi le. The performan e
requirements reported here are therefore minimum requirements.
Appendix C des ribes our investigation of the yout of the inter eptor and the initial diIn this report, a ro ket's angle of atta k is de ned as the angle between its enterline and its velo ity
ve tor. It is positive if the proje tion of the enterline is above the proje tion of the velo ity ve tor. Ex ept
during short time intervals when a ro ket is being rotated, its thrust ve tor is parallel to its enterline.
Hen e the dire tion of motion of a ro ket that is maintaining a nonzero angle of atta k is hanging (see
Appendix B).
4
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vert and homing phases of kill-vehi le ight for an engagement of the liquid-propellant ICBM
model L by the 5-km/s inter eptor model I-2 and an engagement of solid-propellant ICBM
model S1 by the 10-km/s inter eptor model I-5. These simulations were run to evaluate the
performan e of the inter eptor and kill vehi le if operated under ommand guidan e, using
tra king data supplied by the notional spa e-based IR sensor system and the surfa e-based
radar des ribed in Chapter 10. Various tra king lters were explored. These simulations
showed that appropriately designed Kalman lters ould provide adequate pre ision and
maintain tra king through staging events.
The results des ribed here and in Appendix C are for planar engagements. We do not
expe t the Vtot required to be signi antly less for out-of-plane engagements than for
planar engagements. It ould be more, be ause of the greater hanges in the a eleration of
the target perpendi ular to the line of sight that are possible for out-of-plane engagements.
Preliminary Monte Carlo al ulations of the Vtot required for both planar and out-of-plane
engagements without target maneuvers do not show mu h di eren e [143℄.
We did not onsider the additional demands that would be pla ed on the kill vehi le if
the defense is required to time the inter ept to o ur within the narrow window needed to
avoid ausing possibly live warheads to fall on third ountries (see Chapter 5). This problem
is beyond the s ope of the Study. Nor did we onsider the e e ts of the ountermeasures
des ribed in Chapter 9 that might delay the kill vehi le's awareness of a target maneuver,
thereby in reasing the velo ity hange apability it must have.

12.2 Guidan e Laws
At any given time, even with omplete and perfe t urrent information, the defense an
predi t the future traje tory of the target missile only approximately, be ause the defense
does not know what the target will do in the future. A guidan e s heme is therefore needed.
Su h a s heme uses updated information on the position and motion of the target to issue
instru tions to the inter eptor's propulsion and steering me hanisms that will steer the
inter eptor toward the target5 . The guidan e s heme used a e ts the sensor pre ision, the
Vtot , and the maximum a eleration required to a hieve a given miss distan e. Here we
dis uss the behavior and limitations of several di erent guidan e s hemes when applied to
the present problem6.
We rst dis uss the e e tiveness of three ommonly used algorithms for guiding an
inter eptor attempting to hit an a elerating target. These algorithms are proportional
navigation, augmented proportional navigation, and predi tive guidan e. Ea h has numerous variants, but their main features are distin t. Next we dis uss the appli ability of these
algorithms to the ICBM inter ept problem. For our simulations, we adopted the hybrid
s heme outlined at the end of this se tion.
Several basi on epts are important for understanding the following dis ussion. The
line of sight (LOS) is the imaginary line onne ting the inter eptor and the target. The
LOS angle  is the angle between the LOS and a xed referen e dire tion. The length of the
LOS (the instantaneous separation between the inter eptor and the target) is the range to
the target or simply the range, denoted Rt. The losing velo ity V between the inter eptor
For on iseness, in this se tion we use `inter eptor' to refer either to the inter eptor missile with the kill
vehi le atta hed or to the kill vehi le after it separates from the inter eptor, whi hever is relevant.
For a tutorial on the guidan e and ontrol issues involved in ballisti missile defense, see [142℄. The
problem of estimating and predi ting ballisti missile traje tories using data from sensors is dis ussed in [144℄.
For detailed analyses of the problem of missile guidan e and ontrol, see [141, 145℄.
5

6
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Box 12.2: Symbols Used in This Chapter

Angle of the line of sight (LOS)
_
LOS rate (a tual)
^_ LOS rate (estimated)
Xt Target position (a tual)
X^ t Target position (estimated)
Vt
Target velo ity (a tual)
V^t
Target velo ity (estimated)
at
Target a eleration (a tual)
a^t
Target a eleration (estimated)
Xi Inter eptor position (a tual)
Vi
Inter eptor velo ity (a tual)
ai
Inter eptor a eleration (a tual)
a
Inter eptor a eleration ( ommanded)
V
Inter eptor-target losing velo ity
^V Estimated losing velo ity
N 0 Proportional navigation guidan e gain
tgo Time to go to losest approa h
tgo;0 Initial time to go
Vt Cumulative target velo ity hange
Vi Cumulative inter eptor velo ity hange
and the target is R_ t. The miss distan e dm hara terizes the a ura y of the inter ept. It
is the losest approa h of the inter eptor to the aimpoint on the target. The time to go tgo
is time remaining until losest approa h. The most important symbols used in this hapter
are de ned in Box 12.2.
12.2.1 Proportional navigation

In proportional navigation (PN), the basi guidan e signal is the time derivative _ , whi h
is alled the line-of-sight rate. Knowledge of the range and the time to go are not required.
Thus, PN an be implemented using an angle-only sensor on board the kill vehi le, whi h
is a great advantage in many appli ations.
The ommanded a eleration a of the kill vehi le is normal to the LOS and proportional
to both _ and V , with negative feedba k to drive the rate to zero [141, pp.27{28℄. If the
losing velo ity is positive, i.e., the inter eptor is approa hing the target, an un hanging
LOS angle implies that the kill vehi le is on a ollision ourse with the target. The inter ept
time (or the time of losest approa h if the kill vehi le misses the target) is not ontrolled
and is largely determined by the initial separation between the kill vehi le and the target
and their initial velo ities.
Although the PN guidan e law was not derived with target a eleration as a fundamental onsideration, with perfe t information, a onstant losing velo ity, and unlimited
inter eptor a eleration and velo ity hange apability, PN will drive the miss distan e
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aused by an initial heading error or a onstant target a eleration to zero. For an initial
heading error and-or a onstant target a eleration normal to the LOS, the time history
of the zero-e e t miss, (ZEM)7 , the ommanded a eleration a , and the umulative divert
velo ity V an all be expressed in losed form. For the onstant target a eleration ase,
the equations for the ommanded a eleration and the umulative velo ity hange are
a
at

and

2

N0 4
1
0

=N 2

tgo
tgo;0

!N 0 2 3
5

(12.1)

0

Vi;P N = N N0 1 Vt :
(12.2)
The symbols are de ned in Box 12.2. For this ase, the velo ity hange apability needed
by the inter eptor ex eeds the total velo ity hange of the target. For example, for N 0 = 4
the ratio is 4/3.
For target a elerations and heading errors small enough that the guidan e system is
operating in the linear regime, PN will always drive the miss distan e to zero at the time
of inter ept. This is true not only for a onstant a eleration, but also for a time-varying
one, as may be seen by approximating a time-varying a eleration by a sequen e of onstant
a elerations. If the target does not a elerate, and the terminal ontroller is linear with a
performan e index quadrati in the state variables and the ontrol e ort, PN with N 0 = 3
an be shown to be the optimal linear ontrol law [146, pp. 154{155℄.
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Figure 12.1. Blo k diagram of an idealized proportional navigation s heme for a two-dimensional
engagement, formulated in terms of the zero e ort miss (ZEM). See Box 12.2 for de nitions of the
symbols used.

Figure 12.1 shows a blo k diagram of an idealized PN s heme for a two-dimensional
engagement. The s heme is idealized in the sense that sensor error is not in luded (^_ is
equated to _ ), and the inter eptor's a tual a eleration is equated to the a eleration ommanded by the guidan e system, i.e., ontrol system lags and the dynami s of the kill vehi le
have been negle ted. Proportional navigation an be expressed in various mathemati ally
equivalent forms, depending on the dynami al variables used. The form shown here is formulated in terms of the ZEM; note that in this formulation the equation for the ZEM is
rst-order in time. Only the LOS rate and an estimate of the losing velo ity are required
to ompute the ommanded a eleration a of the kill vehi le.8
The zero-e ort miss is the distan e by whi h the inter eptor would miss the target if the target ontinued
on its present ourse with its present speed and the inter eptor made no further orre tive maneuvers.
Although t appears expli itly in Fig. 12.1, it is not needed to implement the guidan e s heme and
enters only through the LOS rate; see [141℄.
7
8

go
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The loop gain is tgo  (1=V t2go)  N 0 V^ = (N 0=tgo )(V^ =V ), where N 0 is the proportional
navigation guidan e gain, sometimes alled the e e tive navigation ratio, and V^ is the
losing velo ity estimated by the guidan e system. The losed-loop performan e is relatively
insensitive to small hanges in the loop gain, provided it is about 3 or more divided by the
time to go in se onds. Be ause the loop gain is proportional to the ratio of the estimated
losing velo ity to the true losing velo ity, errors of 10 per ent or so in the estimated
losing velo ity have little e e t. Hen e, estimates of the losing velo ity based on simulated
engagements or a priori knowledge are often used.
Numeri al simulations using nite-di eren e implementations of the equations represented by the blo k diagram in Fig. 12.1 reprodu e the losed-form results for onstant
target a eleration mentioned above but an also be used to al ulate the ommanded response produ ed by arbitrary target a elerations. With appropriate modi ations, su h
simulations an be used to evaluate the e e ts of limits to the inter eptor's ability to a elerate and lags in its response.
ZEM
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Figure 12.2. Example of the time evolution of an engagement in whi h a kill vehi le using proportional navigation with a gain of 6 attempts to hit a target with a time-varying a eleration. Shown
are the time histories of the zero-e ort miss in meters (left-hand s ale), the target's a eleration at
and the inter eptor's ommanded a eleration a normal to the line of sight in m/s2 (right-hand
s ale), and the umulative ommanded velo ity hange V of the inter eptor in m/s (left-hand
s ale). In this example, the kill vehi le hits the target at the end of the engagement, as indi ated
by the vanishing of the zero-e ort miss. By then, V has grown to 2.2 km/s.

Figure 12.2 shows the simulated behavior of a kill vehi le using the idealized PN s heme
as it attempts to inter ept a target that is a elerating in a ompli ated way. In spite of
the omplex response, the ZEM is driven to zero with no time to go, implying a dire t
hit. In this example, the umulative velo ity hange omputed by integrating the absolute
value of the a eleration is 2.2 km/s. For omparison, the integral of the absolute value of
target a eleration is 2.3 km/s. Depending on the target a eleration history, the kill-vehi le
umulative velo ity may be either more or less than the integral of the absolute value of
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the target a eleration. For a high value of the PN gain, the kill vehi le and target total
velo ities tend to be nearly equal, as in this example.
To improve the performan e of the guidan e system when onfronting an a elerating
target, an augmented proportional guidan e law an be onsidered.
12.2.2 Augmented proportional navigation

For a target with a onstant a eleration, augmented proportional navigation (APN) feeds
the target a eleration forward to the inter eptor with a gain of N 0=2, as shown in the
blo k diagram in Fig. 12.3 [141, p.145℄. For onstant target a eleration, the losed-form
equations for the ommanded a eleration and the umulative velo ity hange are
a
at

and

N0

= 2

tgo
tgo;0

!N 0 2

(12.3)

0

Vi;AP N = 2(NN0 1) Vt :
The symbols are de ned in Box 12.2.
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Figure 12.3. Blo k diagram of an idealized augmented proportional navigation s heme. See Box 12.2
for de nitions of the symbols used.

In ontrast to PN, for APN the total hange in the inter eptor's velo ity an a tually
be less than the total hange in the target's velo ity. For example, for N 0 = 4, the ratio is
2/3. For this or any value of N 0 , the total hange in the inter eptor's velo ity using APN is
half of that for PN. To a hieve this redu tion, the guidan e system initially ommands an
a eleration greater than the target's a eleration|in essen e in ating the ZEM. To derive
a signi ant bene t from using APN requires some knowledge of the target's a eleration. In
general, the target's a eleration annot be estimated a urately enough using only angle
measurements made by imaging sensors on the inter eptor; usually range information is
used. The range information ould be supplied either by o -board passive sensors or by
on-board a tive sensors.
Even in the noise-free ase, it is not always possible to assure that the inter eptor's total
velo ity hange will be less than the target's total velo ity hange. For example, if the target
exe utes ertain swit hing maneuvers, APN an ause the total hange in the inter eptor's
velo ity to ex eed the total hange in the target's velo ity. However, if the inter eptor
an mat h the target's a eleration normal to the LOS, the inter eptor and target velo ity
hanges will be equal. A eleration mat hing an therefore minimize the maximum total
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velo ity hange required if maneuvers are unpredi table and arbitrary. As an aside, in a
two-sided \game-theoreti optimal inter ept," zero-miss distan e an be guaranteed if the
pursuer is more maneuverable than the target. However, when the relative maneuverability
approa hes unity, the APN guidan e law approa hes PN guidan e with an in nite gain,
whi h for es a eleration mat hing [147, pp. 2{3℄.
12.2.3 Predi tive guidan e

Predi tive guidan e (PG) assumes that the guidan e system has some knowledge of the
future motion of the target and uses this knowledge to help predi t the inter ept point.
PG is parti ularly e e tive if the target's a eleration is onstant, but it an also be useful
if the target's a eleration is hanging, provided the inter eptor has some knowledge of
the target's future a eleration pro le. For example, a missile traje tory template or the
traje tory of a model of the missile with some onstraints on steering an be used. For
the boost-phase inter ept problem, predi tive guidan e would involve predi ting the target
missile's traje tory and using this information to ompute a predi ted inter ept point. The
inter eptor's nominal traje tory would also be proje ted forward and the ZEM al ulated.
At ea h orre tive step, the inter eptor would be steered to null the omponent of the ZEM
normal to the LOS. For reasonably well- hara terized ballisti targets and targets with
relatively small unpredi table maneuvers, PG an be highly e e tive [148℄.
For targets that make larger unpredi table maneuvers, su h as maneuvering re-entry
vehi les, a manageable set of predi tions an be onsidered, parti ularly when there are
onstraints on the target missile, su h as rea hing a spe i target area. However, all
predi tion s hemes are hallenged when|as in the boost-phase inter ept problem|the
area to be defended is large, the intended target is unknown, knowledge of the performan e
hara teristi s of the target missile may be poor, and the target intentionally maneuvers.
12.2.4 The guidan e s heme used here

Be ause the behavior of an ICBM in powered ight is diÆ ult to predi t, we de ided to
make minimal a priori assumptions about the hara teristi s and behavior of the target.
The target's a eleration, velo ity, and position are estimated initially from measurements
by o -board sensors (see Chapter 10). The inter eptor's state was assumed to be known
perfe tly, relative to other un ertainties in the problem. The inter eptor was guided using
PN, augmented by mat hing, the target's a eleration normal to the LOS. A PN gain of 3
and an APN gain of 2 were used. A blo k diagram of this s heme is shown in Fig. 12.4.
This \hybrid" s heme is motivated by the dis ussion of APN and a eleration mat hing
in Se tion 12.2.2. The APN gain of 2 produ es a eleration mat hing and the PN gain of 3
provides a relatively low-gain feedba k orre tion for errors. Some variations were studied,
but none that we onsidered appeared to perform as well overall. Sin e this exploration was
by no means omprehensive, we annot pre lude the possibility that a signi antly superior
guidan e s heme ould be found.
An important point is that the nal boost stages of ICBMs produ e signi ant axial
a elerations. Hen e the simple lassi al equations for PN and APN, whi h assume a
onstant losing velo ity, do not stri tly apply. For the equations to be a urate, the
additional velo ity that is gained by the target before the inter ept must be mu h less than
the losing velo ity [149℄. Generally this does not o ur until the endgame.
Setting aside these issues, the hybrid PN/APN guidan e s heme shown in Fig. 12.4 was
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Figure 12.4. Blo k diagram of the guidan e s heme used in simulating the engagements dis ussed
in this hapter, ex ept in the endgame, where a di erent s heme was used. The variables estimated
by the tra king and guidan e algorithm are indi ated by arets. See Box 12.2 for de nitions of the
symbols used.

used to simulate a variety of engagements in whi h the target a elerated and maneuvered
as an ICBM would be expe ted to do. The sensor errors, the laten y in pro essing target
information, the kill vehi le's dynami al behavior, and the lag in its response to guidan e
ommands were modeled in the simulations, as des ribed in the relevant se tions below.
Ea h simulation yielded the kill vehi le's traje tory, a eleration pro le, and total velo ity
hange. The simulations were used to explore the kill-vehi le performan e needed to drive
the miss distan e down to a level (a fra tion of a kilometer) at whi h the endgame ould
be started. In the endgame, a di erent guidan e law and a ner resolution were used to
ompute miss distan es with the entimeter pre ision that is ne essary to determine whether
the kill vehi le su essfully hits the target.

12.3 Required Velo ity Change Capability
This se tion summarizes the results of the simulations used to estimate the total velo ityhange apability Vtot that the kill vehi le would need to have a high probability of
inter epting a target ICBM. The approa h used in the Study is illustrated by the following
illustrative engagement.
12.3.1 Engagement and tra king model

Most of our exploration of the Vtot needed for inter ept onsidered
planar engagements of solid-propellant ICBM model S2, whi h has a 170-se ond boost
phase, by a kill vehi le boosted and deployed by inter eptor model I-4, whi h has a 40Engagement model
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se ond boost phase and a burnout velo ity of 6.5 km/s.9 Unless otherwise noted, all times
given are relative to the time the target ICBM was laun hed.
In the engagements simulated here, the inter eptor was red at 45 s from a stando
distan e su h that it would inter ept the target ICBM at about 155 s, 15 s before the
ICBM's nal stage would have burned out. The inter eptor was assumed to have a heading
error of no more than 20 km when it burned out at 85 s. The kill vehi le's shroud was eje ted
when the inter eptor rea hed an altitude of 85 km. At this altitude, whi h the inter eptor
rea hed at 100 s, the dynami pressure is low enough for the kill vehi le to begin to operate.
On e deployed, the kill vehi le was assumed to begin steering itself using measurements of
the target's position provided initially by o -board sensors and later by on-board sensors.
The losing velo ity for this engagement is about 10 km/s.10
As des ribed in Chapter 10, the laun h of a large ro ket would rst be
dete ted by spa e-based IR sensors, unless surfa e- or air-based radars ould be positioned
lose enough to the missile laun h site that their sightlines to the missile early in its ight
would not be blo ked by the urvature of Earth. The pre ision of the information on the
target's position that ould be provided by modern spa e-based IR sensors was estimated
to be about 300 m (1) in all three dire tions with a 1-Hz rate. This level of a ura y
orresponds to a uniform distribution of errors over a pixel with a 1 km  1 km footprint
on Earth's surfa e (see Se tion 10.1.3).
On e it has risen high enough, the target ro ket ould also be tra ked by distant surfa eor air-based radars (see Chapter 10). Although a radar ould measure the target ro ket's
range mu h more pre isely than a spa e-based IR system, if the ro ket were above the radar's
horizon and the radar were not being jammed (but see Chapter 9), there are engagement
geometries for whi h any of the three dire tions ould be riti al. We estimate that radars
ould measure the position of target ICBMs with an un ertainty of 300 m in ea h dire tion.
The plume of a large ro ket ould be dete ted by a passive IR sensor on board the
kill vehi le as soon as the kill vehi le rea hed suÆ ient altitude for su h a sensor to open
and operate (Chapter 10). Measurements of the plume by su h a sensor ould in prin iple
be used to determine the position of the ro ket body to within about 100 m in the two
dire tions normal to the LOS at a frame rate of 30 Hz or even greater, provided the plume
and its relationship to the position of the ro ket body are understood well enough for the
relevant engagement geometry. However, a passive IR sensor would not be able to provide
range information pre ise enough to be useful.
When the kill vehi le is lose enough to the target, a tive on-board sensing te hniques
an provide information on the position of the target in all three dimensions. For example,
the on-board LIDAR seeker analyzed in Chapter 10 an provide pre ise measurements of the
range and in reasingly pre ise measurements of the position of the ro ket body normal to the
LOS at a frame rate of 1 Hz or even greater, on e the range were 250 km or less. Although
Tra king sensors

As noted at the beginning of this hapter, Appendix C also des ribes simulated engagements of liquidpropellant ICBM model L by the 5-km/s inter eptor I-2 and engagements of the solid-propellant ICBM
model S1 by the 10-km/s inter eptor I-5.
The losing velo ity for these same ICBM and inter eptor models would be less for non-planar engagements, e.g., about 7 km/s for an inter eptor traje tory nearly normal to the plane of the ICBM traje tory.
We fo used on engagements in whi h the traje tories of the target and inter eptor are essentially planar and
in approximately the same plane be ause this is the simplest ase. As explained in Se tion 12.1.3, we do not
expe t the required velo ity hange apability to be qualitatively di erent for non-planar engagements.
9
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the LIDAR frame rate ould be in reased as the target range de reases, we assumed a 1-Hz
rate until the endgame.
In studying the Vtot required to inter ept an ICBM, we used target-position
update rates and un ertainties representative of the performan e of the o -board and onboard sensors dis ussed above. O -board measurements of the target's position were assumed to be provided by modern spa e-based IR sensors on two early-warning satellites
operating in stereo mode. The un ertainty in the position of the target provided by su h
spa e-based sensors would be independent of the target's range from the kill vehi le. After
some initial exploration of the impli ations of other values, most of the simulations were
arried out assuming that spa e-based IR sensors would measure the position of the target
at a 1-Hz rate with an un ertainty of about 300 m (1) in all three dire tions from the time
the kill vehi le began operating until the range to the target be ame less than 250 km.11 We
assumed that on e the kill vehi le had losed to within 250 km of the target, a LIDAR on
board the kill vehi le would measure the position of the target with an un ertainty of about
30 m (1) in all three dire tions at a frame rate of 1 Hz. For simpli ity, we assumed that
the un ertainties in the position measurements made by the LIDAR were also independent
of the range to the target, ex ept in the endgame (see below).
Sensor data

Estimating the relevant aspe ts of the target's state (in
this ase its position, velo ity, and a eleration) ould be done using a Kalman lter12 or
in several other ways. Our simplifying assumption that the un ertainties in the measured
positions of the target ro ket are independent of the ro ket's range from the kill vehi le
makes the un ertainties independent of time. We therefore used xed-length, se ond-order
polynomial lters [151℄, tuned to the measurement error, sampling rate, and target dynami s.
For simpli ity, we used only the data from the o -board sensor from the time the kill
vehi le began operating 55 s after the inter eptor was red (100 s after the target missile was
laun hed) until the range to the target be ame less than 250 km, 85 s after the inter eptor
was red (130 s after the target missile was laun hed).13 A lter length of 15 s was used for
these data. On e the range to the target be ame less than 250 km, we used only the data
from the sensor onboard the kill vehi le. A lter length of 6 s was used for these data.
The estimates of the target's state supplied by the lters are un ertain both be ause of
measurement noise and be ause of deviations of the target's a eleration from the onstant
value assumed by the polynomial lters. The 1 un ertainties in estimates of the target's
position, velo ity, and a eleration indu ed by measurement noise are listed in Table 12.2.
The un ertainties aused by the deviations of the target from a onstant a eleration pro le
are roughly the same size. For example, a onstant jerk of 1 m/s3 introdu es an 8-m/s2
error in the estimated a eleration of the target for measurements with 300-m resolution
and a 3-m/s2 error for measurements with 30-m resolution.
Estimating the target's state

If a follow-on spa e-based IR sensor system is not available and DSP data had to be used, the update
rate would be 0.1 Hz, whi h would in rease the V required for inter ept. As noted earlier, radars ould be
used to measure the position of the target ro ket with pre isions and update rates similar to those provided
by modern spa e-based IR sensors if they ould be lo ated lose enough to the ICBM's laun h point.
For an introdu tion to Kalman ltering, see [150℄.
Estimation of the state of the target by fusing and ltering o -board data from modern spa e-based IR
sensors and a surfa e-based radar is illustrated in Appendix C.
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Table 12.2. Un ertainties in Estimates of the State of the Target ICBMa
Un ertainty (1)
O -Board Sensorsb On-Board Sensor
Position un ertainty (m)
200
25
Velo ity un ertainty (m/s)
60
20
A eleration un ertainty (m/s2)
8
6

a Indu ed by errors in the measured position of the target during the ight of the kill vehi le.
b Representative of modern IR sensors on two early-warning satellites operating in stereo mode

and providing measurements of the target's position with a 300-m (1) un ertainty in all three
dire tions at a 1-Hz update rate.
Representative of a LIDAR seeker providing measurements of the target's position with a
30-m (1) un ertainty in all three dire tions at a 1-Hz frame rate. The endgame was treated
separately.
12.3.2 Estimating Vtot requirements

Figure 12.5 shows the a tual a eleration pro le of the target missile during its boost phase
and the a eleration estimates provided by the lter used in the simulations.14 In the left
panel, the sensor noise has been set to zero to show the basi e e t of the polynomial lter.
The two staging events are learly evident. The sensor noise makes these events less obvious,
as the right panel shows. The e e t of the noise diminishes only modestly at 130 s, when
the guidan e algorithm starts using the far more a urate on-board sensor data, be ause at
this point the lter length is redu ed from 15 s to 6 s to make it more responsive to target
maneuvers.
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Figure 12.5. Illustration of estimates of target a eleration using polynomial lters, with the sensor
noise turned o (left) and with sensor noise in luded (right). Shown are the horizontal and verti al
a elerations aH and aV and the orresponding estimates a^H and a^V provided by the lter. The
a eleration drops sharply at ea h of the two staging events whi h o ur at 60 s and 120 s. After
ea h event, the a eleration estimates deviate from the a tual a eleration but re over after a time
omparable to the lter length (15 s before 130 s and 6 s afterward). The sensor noise was assumed
to be 300 m (1) before 130 s and 30 m afterward.
Redu ing the delay in estimating the hange in target a eleration after staging events or step target
maneuvers is a subje t of a tive resear h. Somewhat superior results are ited in [152℄; we did not explore
these methods to determine their generality and robustness.
14
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To determine the kill-vehi le Vtot required to assure inter ept, Monte Carlo runs of
100 samples ea h were performed for a range of o -board sensor resolutions to determine
the average Vtot and the 90th-per entile point in the distribution of the required Vtot
rst, by the nominal target dynami s and sensor noise, and se ond, by these and evasive
maneuvers by the target. Two simple maneuvers were onsidered: a sudden in rease in
the angle of atta k of the target missile by 15Æ or a sudden de rease by the same angle.
Maneuvers like these ould be exe uted either to adjust the traje tory of the ICBM or to
attempt to exhaust the velo ity- hange apability of the kill vehi le.
In order to investigate the most stressing onsequen es of su h maneuvers, we assumed
they were initiated at 86 s. This timing is disadvantageous for the defense be ause the kill
vehi le is unable to maneuver from the time the nal stage of the inter eptor burns out
at 86 s until its shroud is eje ted at 100 s. By hanging its angle of atta k at 86 s, the
target missile will follow a traje tory di erent from the one expe ted by the defense when
the inter eptor burned out. Be ause the kill vehi le is temporarily unable to maneuver,
it annot ompensate immediately for the hange in the target's traje tory and therefore
ontinues in what is now the wrong dire tion. On e the kill vehi le an maneuver, whi h in
this situation is 14 se onds after the hange in target traje tory, it now has a larger possible
heading error to orre t for than in the ase of no evasive maneuver. Furthermore, until the
ICBM burns out, the target an ontinue to a elerate in the new dire tion, or make further
evasive hanges in its dire tion of a eleration; the V required to have high on den e of
ompensating for these later hanges is the dominant fa tor in the total V budget.
Figure 12.6 shows the traje tories of the target ICBM and inter eptor in the rangealtitude plane for a simulated engagement in whi h the se ond stage of the ICBM in reases
its angle of atta k by 15Æ when the nal boost stage of the inter eptor burns out at 86 s. The
kill vehi le begins to steer toward the ICBM's se ond stage at 100 s. In this simulation, the
kill vehi le's losest approa h to the ICBM's nal stage o urs at about 157 s. In Fig. 12.6
the missile and kill vehi le traje tories have been extended to 160 s. On the s ale shown,
the rossing of the target and kill vehi le traje tories and their slight upward urvatures
near the rossing are learly evident.
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Figure 12.6. Left: Overview of the engagement of ICBM model S2 by inter eptor model I-4 analyzed
in the text, showing the traje tories of the ICBM (left) and inter eptor (right) in the range-altitude
plane. In this engagement the inter eptor is laun hed 45 s after the ICBM, rises to get above the
densest part of the atmosphere, and then pit hes over toward the anti ipated inter ept point. It
burns out 86 s after the laun h of the ICBM. When the inter eptor burns out, the se ond stage of
the ICBM in reases its angle of atta k by 15Æ. The kill vehi le begins to steer toward the ICBM
at 100 s and its traje tory interse ts that of the ICBM at 157 s. Right panel: Detail of the nal
100 km of the engagement, showing that the inter ept was su essful. The dots along ea h traje tory
show the positions of the target and inter eptor at 1-se ond intervals. Both traje tories have been
extended to 160 s. Note that there are exa tly three dots on ea h traje tory after they ross.
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Additional simulations were performed to study the velo ity- hange apability required
to deal with \swit hba k" maneuvers by the target, in whi h it suddenly hanges its angle
of atta k from a positive value to a negative value or vi e versa. Using simulations, we investigated the dependen e of the velo ity hange apability required to ompensate for su h
maneuvers as a fun tion of the time the maneuver was performed. Finally, we investigated
the dependen e of the required velo ity- hange apability on the losing velo ity between
the kill vehi le and the target.
Various aspe ts of the kill vehi le's behavior during the simulated engagements are
shown in the next few gures to give some insight into the behavior of the guidan e s heme
and the e e ts of the lter dynami s and measurement noise.
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Figure 12.7. Left-hand panel: Verti al (dominant) omponent aV of the kill vehi le's a eleration
with (top urve) and without (bottom urve) sensor noise in luded. Although the two urves show
the same overall trends, it is lear that the sensor noise indu es signi ant u tuations in the
a eleration ommanded by the guidan e s heme. Right-hand panel: Cumulative kill-vehi le velo ity
hange with (top urve) and without (bottom urve) sensor noise in luded, as a fun tion of time sin e
the laun h of the target missile. The sensor noise in reases the required velo ity hange apability
by about 150 m/s.

The left-hand panel of Fig. 12.7 shows the verti al omponent of the kill vehi le's a eleration when the sensor noise listed in Table 12.2 is in luded (top urve) and when it is
not (bottom urve). The verti al omponent of the a eleration is the dominant omponent
be ause the LOS to the target is nearly horizontal. Although the two a eleration urves
have the same overall trend, the sensor noise reates signi ant u tuations in the a eleration ommanded by the guidan e s heme, in reasing the umulative velo ity hange that
is needed.
The in rease in the umulative velo ity hange during the engagement aused by the
sensor noise is shown in the right-hand panel of Fig. 12.7. Noise at the level assumed
in reases the Vtot required by about 150 m/s relative to the noise-free ase. If the missile
did not maneuver and the hanges in its a eleration were modest, the a eleration sign
reversals indu ed by the sensor noise would make a signi ant ontribution to the small
Vtot required. If, however, the missile is expe ted to exe ute maneuvers like the angleof-atta k hanges dis ussed earlier, the kill vehi le must have a mu h larger Vtot to rea h
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the endgame, as shown below.
To determine the Vtot required to assure inter ept, Monte Carlo runs of 100 samples
ea h were performed for a range of o -board sensor resolutions to determine the average
Vtot required and the 90th-per entile point in the distribution of the required Vtot produ ed by sensor measurement errors for two illustrative evasive maneuvers by the target.
Figure 12.8 shows the 90th per entile Vtot as a fun tion of the resolution of the o -board
sensor, for no target maneuvers and for an in rease or a de rease in the missile's angle of
atta k by 15Æ at 86 s.
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Figure 12.8. Total kill-vehi le velo ity hange required to rea h the endgame as a fun tion of the
un ertainty in the measurements of the target's position, when the target does not maneuver (the
urve labeled = 0Æ) and when the target makes the two angle-of-atta k maneuvers (the urves
labeled = 15Æ and = +15Æ).

Figure 12.8 shows that the Vtot required is fairly insensitive to the un ertainty in the
measured position of the target for un ertainties less than about 500 m. When the target
does not maneuver, an in rease in the sensor error from zero to 500 m in reases the Vtot
required from about 0.6 km/s to about 1 km/s. If, however, the target makes either of the
angle-of- atta k maneuvers des ribed above, the Vtot required in reases to 1.8{2.0 km/s.
Simulations showed that a swit hba k maneuver near the worst possible time in reased the
required kill-vehi le Vtot by less than 5 per ent. To be robust, a boost-phase inter ept
system would have to be able to su essfully omplete the inter ept attempt in the fa e of
these and other feasible maneuvers.
The bulk of the kill-vehi le V analysis was for a kill vehi le laun hed by an inter eptor
having a burnout velo ity of 6.5 km/s against an ICBM target. The losing velo ity for
this engagement is about 10 km/s. Figure 12.8 shows that for engagements having losing
velo ities of this order, the Vtot required is at least 2 km/s, if a small margin is in luded
to allow the kill vehi le to orre t initial aiming errors.
We also performed a small number of simulations of engagements having the same
geometry but higher losing velo ities, up to 16 km/s. These simulations suggest that the
Vtot required would be slightly greater for engagements in whi h the losing velo ity is
signi antly higher than 10 km/s. We estimate that for kill vehi les laun hed by surfa ebased inter eptors having burnout velo ities between 6.5 km/s and 10 km/s, the Vtot
required would be between 2 km/s and 2.5 km/s. For spa e-based inter eptors, whi h ould
have losing velo ities in ex ess of 15 km/s, the Vtot required ould be as high as 2.5 km/s.
These estimates of the total V required for engagements at high losing velo ities are
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based on a small number of simulations. Further analyti al work or ontrolled numeri al
omparisons would be required to draw de nitive on lusions about the e e t of the losing
velo ity on the total V required. However, the following preliminary dis ussion may be
useful (see also [142, p. 109℄).
For simpli ity, suppose that the time at whi h the engagement is initiated is determined
by external fa tors unrelated to the inter eptor's burnout velo ity or its stando distan e.
For the simple ase of PN or APN guidan e, a onstant-velo ity, inverse-traje tory engagement15 , and noise-free measurements of the LOS rate and the target's a eleration, the
total V required is independent of the losing velo ity. The e e t of the losing velo ity
on the LOS rate is an elled by its e e t on the feedba k gain (assuming the estimate of
the losing velo ity is reasonably a urate). The target a eleration normal to the LOS is
also independent of the losing velo ity. However, when sensor measurement errors are inluded, these errors may depend on the range to the target. If so, they will have a di erent
time history. For example, an on-board passive IR sensor or laser ranger having a xed
maximum range would be able to begin operation only at a later time if the losing velo ity
is higher. Thus the in uen e of lter dynami s lags and the noise-indu ed estimation errors
will be greater during a portion of the kill vehi le's ight, whi h will in rease the total
V required. Also, for spa e-based inter eptors (and even for higher velo ity surfa e-based
inter eptors) the engagement geometry would be di erent, thus hanging the omponent of
the target's a eleration normal to the LOS, whi h will also reate di eren es in the total
V required.
12.3.3 Summary of Vtot requirements

The results presented in this se tion show that in reasing the pre ision of the o -board or
on-board sensors would not signi antly redu e the total V apability that the kill vehi le
must have. The reason is that the largest ontributions to the total V requirement ome
from the ir umstan es that (1) the defensive system is unlikely to have full knowledge
of the hara teristi s of ICBMs deployed (perhaps with little or no testing) by ountries
with emerging missile programs; (2) the intended target of su h an ICBM is unlikely to
be known; and (3) an ICBM is an a elerating, maneuvering target having an inherently
unpredi table traje tory.
Our nding that the kill vehi le must have a total V apability of at least 2.0{2.5 km/s
to rea h the endgame is the most signi ant result obtained from our engagement simulations, be ause this requirement is one of the most important fa tors that determine the
minimum size and mass of the kill vehi le.

12.4 The Endgame
As dis ussed in the introdu tion to this hapter, the purpose of our endgame analysis was to
estimate the seeker, guidan e and ontrol system, and propulsion system performan e that
would be needed to assure that the kill vehi le would have a high probability of hitting the
target missile. The major guidan e requirement is suÆ iently pre ise and timely information
on the target's state and, if possible, some estimate of its likely future behavior. In addition,
the kill vehi le must have suÆ ient a eleration and a eleration responsiveness to maneuver
to hit the target. This se tion examines these requirements quantitatively.
An inverse-traje tory engagement is an engagement in whi h the velo ity ve tor of the inter eptor is
antiparallel to the velo ity ve tor of the target.
15
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The greatest hallenge during the endgame is oping with maneuvers by the target. As
dis ussed earlier, the target may maneuver to manage its energy, shape its traje tory, or for
other reasons, even if it is not attempting to evade a defense. If the atta ker knows there is a
defensive system, the missile may be programmed to perform maneuvers designed to ause
the kill vehi le to miss. The maneuvers onsidered here are thought to be reasonable and
likely to be within the apabilities of ICBMs that ould be deployed by ountries that have
emerging missile programs, but they would not be performed if the atta ker thought there
was no han e of an inter ept attempt. We took the ability to ope with these maneuvers
to be a requirement for any boost-phase system, be ause they would not be diÆ ult to
implement. Moreover, although the parti ular maneuvers onsidered here were studied as
examples of maneuvers intended to evade the kill vehi le, oping with energy-management
maneuvers ould make similar demands on the performan e of the kill vehi le.
Be ause of the limited time and resour es available for this study, we studied only two
types of maneuvers during the endgame. Following Zar han [141, p.104℄, we onsidered
(1) a sudden \lunge" maneuver exe uted within the last 5 s before the predi ted time of
inter ept and (2) a ontinuous \jinking" maneuver during the last 5 s. For a lunge to be
e e tive, the missile must exe ute the maneuver near the worst possible moment for the
defense. If the atta king missile lunges too early or too late, the lunge will not in rease the
miss distan e signi antly. For a jinking maneuver, the hallenge is to a hieve suÆ ient
amplitude and bandwidth.
The kill-vehi le performan e required to ope with these maneuvers was explored by a
series of endgame simulations. Before reporting the results, we rst des ribe the model of
the endgame used and the parameter values adopted. We then dis uss some illustrative
examples. Finally, we summarize our results. The analysis assumes that by the end of the
initial divert and homing phases of the engagement, the kill vehi le is within a small enough
\basket" in position and velo ity spa e to begin the endgame.
La king spe i dimensions of either the target missile or the kill vehi le, we adopted
the goal of keeping the miss distan e to 0.5 m or less in all ten Monte Carlo runs performed.
A 0.2-m-diameter kill vehi le that is able to aim at the enterline of 1-m-diameter booster
and has a high probability of a miss distan e of 0.5 m or less would almost ertainly ollide
with the missile.16
12.4.1 Endgame model

To estimate the likely miss distan e in the fa e of various target maneuvers, we used a
one-dimensional model of the endgame (only target a elerations normal to the LOS were
onsidered). The model has the following features:
 A PN guidan e law was used for the kill vehi le. Various navigation gain fa tors

were explored.
 The laten y in the kill vehi le's information about the target's urrent state and its
predi tions of the target's future state was modeled using a se ond-order Kalman
lter to estimate the ZEM and LOS angle from measurements of the LOS angle with
sensor noise in luded. The amplitude of the sensor noise was assumed to be onstant.

For omparison, the nal stages of the model ICBMs we onsidered have diameters ranging from 3 m
for the liquid-propellant model to 1.5 m for solid-propellant models.
16
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 The delay in the kill vehi le's dynami al response was modeled as a fth-order lag

with ve equal time onstants.17
 The dynami s of the engagement were modeled as a se ond-order pro ess with the
ZEM and the LOS to the target as the two state variables.
 The maximum a eleration that ould be provided by the kill vehi le's propulsion
system was modeled by imposing a xed upper limit on the a eleration that ould
be ommanded by the guidan e system.
The following assumptions were made in designing the Kalman lter. The LOS angle is
measured at a rate of 100 Hz with a standard deviation of 100=p12 rad (the standard
deviation of a zero-mean uniform distribution having a width of 100 rad). The target's
range as a fun tion of time is known pre isely,18 allowing distan es normal to the LOS to
be omputed dire tly from the measured LOS angle. For LOS-angle measurements having
a onstant un ertainty, the response time of the Kalman lter be omes shorter as the time
to go de reases. The time to go was omputed using the distan e to the target and the
estimated losing velo ity. The standard deviation of the unpredi table target a eleration
was assumed to be 2 g with a orrelation time of 1 s. These assumptions determine the
Kalman lter gains. In simulations of the endgame, we omputed the response of this lter
to the deterministi inputs aused by the two types of target maneuvers studied.
A series of simulations like the ones des ribed here showed that a 15-g a eleration is
adequate to assure a miss distan e of 0.5 m or less for losing velo ities less than or about
14 km/s. An a eleration of 15 g was thought to be reasonable for a boost-phase kill vehi le.
A few exploratory simulations of engagements with the higher losing velo ities that would
be en ountered in engagements of ICBMs by very fast, surfa e-based inter eptors or by
spa e-based inter eptors indi ated that a elerations of 17{18 g may be needed to ensure
inter ept at the higher losing velo ities produ ed by these inter eptors. More simulations
would be needed to establish the a eleration requirements for su h high losing velo ities.
The a eleration of the kill vehi le was limited to 15 g or less for the endgame simulations
des ribed here.
12.4.2 Lunge maneuver

As an example of a lunge maneuver, onsider an 8 g step in the a eleration of the target
missile normal to the LOS initiated sometime during the last 5 s before the predi ted time
of the inter ept. This is the largest a eleration that the nal stages of the model ICBMs
onsidered in the Study ould reasonably produ e 15 s before they burn out. The target
missile might make a smaller step in its a eleration as an energy-management maneuver,
but a step this large would be made only as an evasive maneuver.
In our simulations of the endgame for this maneuver, we used proportional navigation
with a guidan e gain of 6 applied to the estimated LOS rate derived from the estimated

Low-order transfer fun tions for inter eptor lag an be an elled out if the parameters are known and
there are no saturation e e ts. However, a tual inter eptor dynami s are higher-order, and the e e t on
miss is onsiderably greater for the same overall lag. Can ellation is problemati for higher-order dynami
lags in the presen e of saturation e e ts and parameter un ertainties. To be onservative, we assumed a
high-order lag model and did not attempt to an el out or phase ompensate its e e ts.
As shown in Chapter 10, a LIDAR on board the kill vehi le ould in prin iple measure the range with
high pre ision.
17
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ZEM. The total lag in the response of the inter eptor to a eleration ommands was set
to 0.1 s in the simulations des ribed here. This relatively high gain redu es the maximum
kill-vehi le a eleration demands. Although a high gain also tends to in rease the e e ts of
the sensor noise, in the endgames analyzed the noise was low enough relative to the other
fa tors to be a eptable.
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Figure 12.9. Guidan e signal and kill-vehi le response to an 8-g lunge maneuver by the target missile
0.9 s before the predi ted inter ept time, in the absen e of sensor noise. Left panel: ZEM and ZEM
error, de ned as the di eren e between the ZEM and the estimated ZEM, as a fun tion of the
estimated time to go, whi h de reases from left to right. Right panel: Commanded and a tual kill
vehi le a elerations as a fun tion of the estimated time to go, showing the e e t of the 100-ms lag
in the response of the kill vehi le.

Figure 12.9 shows a simulated endgame beginning 5 s before the predi ted inter ept time.
The sensor noise has been set to zero so the lter and kill-vehi le a eleration responses
an be seen learly. The ZEM and ZEM estimation error were set to zero at the beginning
of the endgame and remain at zero (for the noise-free ase) until the target exe utes an
8 g step maneuver with 0.9 s to go. The left-hand panel shows the evolution of the ZEM
and the ZEM error (de ned as the di eren e between the ZEM and the estimated ZEM)
during the endgame. The lag of the estimated ZEM aused by the lter response is very
apparent. Although it is a few hundredths of a se ond initially, it rapidly de reases as the
kill vehi le approa hes the target. In this simulation, the kill vehi le missed its aimpoint by
about 0.7 m, as shown by the 0.7 m ZEM at zero time to go. As the kill vehi le approa hes
the target, the ZEM error de reases almost to zero, showing that the miss was not a result
of the nal error in estimating the ZEM.
In ontrast to the lter lag, whi h de reases rapidly as the kill vehi le approa hes the
target, the lag in the kill vehi le's dynami al response to a eleration ommands is independent of the time to go. The e e ts of the lags and the limited a eleration of the kill vehi le
an be seen learly in the right-hand panel of Fig. 12.9. The lter and kill-vehi le dynami al
lags and the kill vehi le's nite maximum a eleration all ontributed to the 0.7 m miss.
Figure 12.10 shows how the noise-free miss distan e aused by an 8-g lunge of the target
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Figure 12.10. The miss distan e produ ed by the 8-g lunge maneuver by the target missile as a
fun tion of the time that the missile exe utes the maneuver, negle ting sensor noise. If the maneuver
is made with more than 1 s to go, it has a negligible e e t on the miss distan e, whereas if it is made
in the last 0.8 s, the kill vehi le will miss the target.

missile depends on the time at whi h the missile exe utes the maneuver. If the lunge o urs
more than a se ond before the time of inter ept, the noise-free miss distan e is only 0.19 m.
The miss distan e be omes una eptable only if the lunge o urs when the time to go is less
than 0.8 s. It is unlikely that an atta ker ould time the maneuver this pre isely, be ause
it would be diÆ ult to know the defender's planned engagement time to better than a few
se onds. If the magnitude of the lunge is less than 8 g, the window of vulnerability would
be narrower still.
In luding the sensor noise does not alter this on lusion. The simulation shown in
Fig. 12.11 is the same as that shown in Fig. 12.9, ex ept that the lunge o urs with 1 s to
go and the sensor noise is in luded. The e e ts of the sensor noise are pronoun ed during
the rst few se onds of the simulation but diminish rapidly as the kill vehi le approa hes
the target. In this simulation, the kill vehi le missed the aimpoint by 0.21 m, hardly
di erent from the noise-free miss distan e of 0.19 meters for an 8-g lunge with 1 s to go.
The on lusion that the e e t of sensor noise is small in this ase is further supported by
Fig. 12.11, whi h shows a bar hart of the miss distan es obtained in ten simulations of the
8-g lunge with 1 s to go, with sensor noise in luded. All the miss distan es are between 0.15
and 0.25 meters.
12.4.3 Jinking maneuver

In ontrast to a lunge, whi h is made at a single instant, a jinking maneuver is a periodi
maneuver exe uted over an extended time interval that is intended to span the period during
whi h an inter ept attempt ould o ur. The goal is to reate kill-vehi le maneuverability
requirements that periodi ally ex eed the performan e of the kill vehi le, thereby reating
a sequen e of intervals during whi h the kill vehi le would be unable to lose on the target
with suÆ ient pre ision to hit it.
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Figure 12.11. Simulation of the endgame for an 8-g lunge by the target missile one se ond before the
predi ted inter ept time with sensor noise in luded. Left panel: ZEM and ZEM error as a fun tion
of the time to go, whi h de reases from left to right. Right panel: Bar hart of the miss distan es
for 10 simulations of the endgame, showing the variation in the miss distan e produ ed by the noise
in the LOS angle measurements.

Zar han [141, p.106℄ onsiders both square-wave and sinusoidal target a elerations. On
average, the miss distan es are similar for a eleration waveforms of the same amplitude,
although the miss distan es for the square wave are a little greater than for the sinusoidal
wave. A square-wave a eleration would be more diÆ ult for the missile to a hieve. We
therefore onsidered sinusoidal target a elerations in our study of the e e ts of jinking
maneuvers. The other assumptions and model parameters were the same as for the analysis
of lunges.
Figure 12.12 shows the a eleration of a target missile performing a 1-Hz, 2-g jinking
maneuver and the response of the kill vehi le, with and without sensor noise. In the absen e
of sensor noise, the error made in estimating the ZEM de reases steadily during the 5 s
before the predi ted inter ept time. With no time to go, the ZEM error is less than 0.01 m.
However, this redu tion o urs so late that the lag in the response of the kill vehi le and
the limits on its ability to a elerate prevent it from redu ing the miss distan e to su h a
small value. Instead, the nal miss distan e is 0.36 m. Simulations of jinking maneuvers
having di erent frequen ies showed that the miss distan e grows with in reasing frequen y
and that the highest frequen y for whi h the miss distan e is less than 0.5 m is about 1 Hz.
For a 1.3-Hz jinking maneuver, the miss distan e is 0.8 m.
As with a target lunge, sensor noise of the magnitude assumed in the simulations has
only a small e e t on the response of the kill vehi le to jinking by the target during the
endgame. Figure 12.12 shows that the behavior of the ZEM and ZEM error with sensor noise
is very similar to the behavior with no noise. In this example, the sensor noise in reased
the nal miss distan e by about 20 per ent, to 0.44 meters.
12.4.4 Summary of endgame requirements

For the lunge and jinking evasion maneuvers that were investigated, a kill vehi le that has
a maximum a eleration of 15 g and a response lag of 0.1 s or less is adequate to a hieve a
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Figure 12.12. Target a eleration and response of the kill vehi le to a 1-Hz, 2 g target jinking maneuver without
(left) and with (right) the sensor noise in luded. Shown are the target's a eleration
at in m/s2 and the ZEM and ZEM error in meters as a fun tion of the time to go.

miss distan e of no more than 0.5 m with high probability. This on lusion assumes that
the terminal sensor errors are no greater than the assumed uniform distribution of 100 rad
and that there are highly a urate range measurements from the LIDAR.

12.5 Summary of Requirements for Hitting the Target
The major results obtained in the pre eding analysis an be divided into the total velo ity
hange apability that is required and the performan e requirements for the endgame.
12.5.1

Vtot requirements

The major result of the simulations des ribed in this hapter|the total kill-vehi le V
required to a hieve an inter ept|is summarized in Fig. 12.8. For losing velo ities of about
10 km/s, our results show that a total V of at least 2 km/s is required. For engagements at
the higher losing velo ities that would be produ ed by very fast surfa e-based inter eptors,
we estimate that the required total V would be between 2 km/s and 2.5 km/s. For spa ebased inter eptors, whi h would have losing velo ities of 15 km/s or more, the required
total V ould be as high as 2.5 km/s.
12.5.2 Endgame requirements

To hit the target within about 0.5 m of the intended aim point requires a kill vehi le with a
maximum a eleration of at least 15 g, a total kill-vehi le response lag of 0.10 s or less, and
a seeker having an angular measurement error of 30 rad or less (1) and a 100-Hz update
rate.
These requirements are presented as adequate for only the guidan e laws that were
adopted for the parti ular problem. For example, APN might redu e somewhat our 15 g
a eleration result, but its response to swit hba k maneuvers and jinking maneuvers ould
be ounterprodu tive and would have to be studied. Moreover, results in [153, Table 1℄ show
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very little advantage for APN vs. PN. Only optimal guidan e or phase lead estimators show
large improvements (and this was for a known single-time- onstant lag). As explained in
footnote 16, we onservatively assumed that our ve-time- onstant lag ould not be phase
ompensated. Redu ing the kill-vehi le response lag to, say, 0.05 s ould help somewhat,
but su h a requirement ould be te hnologi ally stressing in itself. Moreover, our kill vehi le
with its 15 g endgame apability has only about a 7 g a eleration apability early in its
operation, when it is mu h heavier. This apability approximately mat hes the required
a eleration apability at that time. Unexpe ted maneuvers are inherent in ballisti missile
ight and are even more likely to o ur with target missiles that may have been tested only
on e, if at all. Therefore, a robust guidan e system is highly desirable.
We emphasize that these requirements do not re e t the additional demands that would
likely be pla ed on the kill vehi le if a de ision is made to attempt to time the inter ept
within the narrow window that would be required to avoid ausing possibly live warheads
to fall on third ountries. Analyzing this issue (either te hni ally or politi ally) is outside
the s ope of the urrent Study. The analysis presented here also did not onsider the e e ts
of ountermeasures (Chapter 9) that would delay dete tion of an unexpe ted a eleration,
thereby in reasing the V requirement.
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There are two possible targets in a boost-phase inter ept. The rst is the threat missile
booster. Disabling the booster so that its thrust terminates is the primary goal for an
inter ept. All the possibilities for defending the United States dis ussed in Chapter 5 are
based on the premise that the inter ept auses the missile's thrust to ease at the moment
of impa t.
A se ond possible target is the warhead itself, whi h is mu h smaller than the missile
(the relative sizes an be seen in Fig. 16.6). Destroying the warhead|\warhead kill"|is
not essential for defending the United States|hitting the booster is suÆ ient. However,
warhead kill would be a great advantage with respe t to the problem of not harming other
nations by ausing live munitions to fall on them. As dis ussed in Se tion 5.8, timing an
inter ept to prevent munitions from falling on other ountries presents a formidable problem
and may not be possible. If warhead kill ould be assured, this problem would be eliminated.
This hapter examines the assumption about an inter ept more arefully and points out
the large gaps in our understanding of the entire problem of lethality. In short, it nds that
if a kill vehi le hits a booster, the energy of the ollision is so great that the booster would
likely be disabled or destroyed, although the thrust may not be terminated instantly in all
ases. However, destroying the booster may not disable or destroy the warhead, whi h is
only loosely oupled. Therefore a live warhead from a missile that has been \su essfully"
inter epted may well detonate when or before it hits the ground.
This hapter also nds that destroying a warhead an be made even more diÆ ult beause the \sweet spot" or vulnerable area that the kill vehi le must hit to ensure destru tion
may be quite small, parti ularly in the ase of submunitions. Moreover, the warhead may
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be diÆ ult to nd if its lo ation on the missile is obs ured by a large shroud. This hapter
dis usses the ases where it might be useful to destroy the warhead and some te hniques
for in reasing the lethality of the kill vehi le against warheads.
Overall, our ability to predi t how e e tively a boost-phase inter ept (BPI) kill vehi le
will disable a booster or warhead is seriously limited by the absen e of data from a tual
tests. No one has tried to inter ept a booster in spa e before, nor has anyone demonstrated
in ight the lethality of a kill vehi le against a warhead with submunitions or a warhead
that has been hidden. These issues would need to be explored through a robust testing
program. The dearth of ight test data must be addressed before informed de isions an
be made about the e e tiveness of boost-phase inter ept systems.

13.1 Damage Caused by Collision with a Booster
The kineti destru tion of kill-vehi le-to-solid-body hit has been demonstrated in several
ight tests, starting with the Homing Overlay Experiment(HOE)in 1984 [154℄ and ontinuing through three su essful tests of the National Missile Defense mid ourse system in
the last few years. In those tests, a kill vehi le hit a solid body simulating a unitary warhead, and the energy of the ollision pulverized both obje ts. The same basi physi s that
governed kill vehi le ollision with a solid body govern the ollision of a kill-vehi le and a
booster.
As dis ussed in Chapter 12, sensor and guidan e and ontrol te hnology that will be
available within the next de ade are suÆ ient for a BPI kill vehi le to a hieve a miss
distan e1 against an a elerating target of 0.5 m (rms), to be ompared with typi al threat
missile diameters of a meter or more (see Fig. 16.6). Thus, hitting a point on the missile
that will disable the powered ro ket is possible in prin iple.
During the impa t of a kineti -energy kill vehi le with a target, the energy of the ollision
is deposited in the target and kill vehi le primarily in the form of hydrodynami impulse.
This auses failure of typi al missile stru tures by impulse loading and thermal energy that
manifests itself in vaporizing material from target and kill vehi le [155, 156℄. In the pro ess,
radiant energy is released a ross a broad spe trum. A deposition of approximately 5kJ= m2
on impa t is onsidered to be a typi al damage threshold. A modest kill-vehi le payload
mass of 5 kg that strikes at a losing velo ity of 4 km/s would deliver 40 MJ. Even if this
were distributed over an area of 1 m diameter, it would be enough to destroy the target.
In reality, for reasons des ribed in Chapter 12, the ontemplated systems have killvehi le masses of perhaps 50 kg at the time of inter ept and losing velo ities of 10 km/s or
greater. At su h velo ities, the ollision would generate kineti energy almost 60 times the
nominal damage threshold. However, su h extra energy might indeed be required to e e t
warhead kill, espe ially in the ase of warheads arrying submunitions.
Nevertheless, the results of a ollision between an inter eptor kill vehi le and a booster
are not well understood. Unlike the unitary warhead, the missile stru ture is not solid but
has empty po kets, parti ularly liquid-propelled missiles. Although the energy al ulations
suggest that there would be more than enough energy to destroy the booster, the spe i
details of the ollision may matter and di er from the idealized s enario enough that thrust
would not be terminated ompletely or immediately. Un ertainty in when thrust would
be terminated ould require inter epting the missile sooner to prevent it from rea hing the
United States. It would also seriously ompli ate strategies for pre isely timing the inter ept
1

De ned as the losest approa h of the kill vehi le to its aimpoint on the target ro ket.
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to avoid having the warhead from the missile damage other ountries. There is little, if any,
ight-test data today that would help answer these questions.
Despite the energy released by the ollision of the kill vehi le with the booster, it is not lear that the warhead would be disabled or
destroyed or that su h damage would be observable. Warheads are usually oupled loosely
to their missiles, often with a few explosive bolts or squibs. Long experien e with missile
tests and spa e laun hes, where the booster exploded or was intentionally destroyed by the
range safety oÆ er, suggest that a violent explosion of the booster may not damage the
warhead. Therefore, destru tion of the booster does not mean destru tion of the warhead.
Moreover, it would be diÆ ult, if not impossible, in many ases to verify that the
warhead has been disabled by this indire t me hanism. Up lose, it may look ne from the
outside even to the expert eye, and less-than- atastrophi damage would almost ertainly
be invisible to the long-range sensors that are tra king it for the defense. In sum, booster
kill is an unreliable means for destroying the warhead. If destroying the warhead is required,
a dire t atta k on it would produ e better results.
Damaging the warhead by striking the booster

13.2 Warhead Destru tion
As dis ussed in Chapter 5, the ability to destroy the warhead does not hange the timeline
for a su essful inter ept: as long as the missile's propulsion is terminated in time to prevent
it from entering a ballisti traje tory that would arry it to the United States, it is not
essential that the warhead be destroyed. Thus, if one regards boost-phase inter ept solely
from the point of view of defending the United States, warhead kill is not a fundamental
issue: whether or not the warhead is destroyed, if the inter ept is su essful no munitions
would rea h the United States.
Nevertheless, there are reasons for attempting to destroy the warhead, primarily to
redu e the risk that a boost-phase inter ept by the United States ould pose to other nations.
As dis ussed in Chapter 5, it may be una eptable for the United States to deploy a boostphase inter ept system that ould ause a live nu lear warhead or hemi al or biologi al
submunitions to strike another nation. Chapter 5 presents strategies for preventing debris
from falling on other nations that involve timing the inter ept in a narrow time window
(5 s to 10 s) so that the warhead would fall in the o ean, but that goal is hallenging and
in some situations might not be a hievable, given that the basi timing un ertainties in
missile's traje tory are of the same order. The ability to destroy an atta king missile's
munitions with high probability ould alleviate those on erns.
13.2.1 Types of warheads

A warhead an omprise a nu lear weapon, unitary loads of hemi al or biologi al agents, or
dozens to hundreds of bomblets ontaining hemi al or biologi al agents. A missile an also
arry several large unitary warheads. The warheads and submunitions ould be deployed
from the booster within se onds of burnout, or even before burnout.
13.2.2 Te hni al hallenges for destroying the warhead

The physi s of high-speed ollisions and the results of ight tests of mid ourse inter eptors
show that if a unitary warhead is hit, it is likely to be destroyed. To su eed in boost
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phase, however, the defense would have to a omplish four tasks: nd the warhead, hit the
warhead, destroy any submunitions, and verify destru tion.
First, the defense must nd the warhead on the missile. This task
is usually quite straightforward|the warhead is atta hed to the leading end of the missile.
But as Fig. 16.6 shows, the warhead's exa t lo ation may not be obvious. For stru tural
and mass distribution reasons, the threat missile designer would prefer to aÆx the warhead
to the forward end of the nal stage motor. However, the designer ould in lude a shroud
that disguises that lo ation by a meter or more. For the relatively small kill vehi le with a
diameter of 50 m or less des ribed in Chapter 14, missing the warhead by a meter would
ause the inter ept to fail. If the missile is delivering a payload of submunitions, the designer
ould distribute them around the outside of the missile body. A number of te hniques for
enhan ing the kill vehi le's radius of destru tion will be dis ussed below.
Finding the warhead

Hitting the warhead Aiming the kill vehi le to destroy the warhead is similar to aiming
to destroy the missile, ex ept that the sweet spot (optimal impa t area) for destroying
the warhead an be mu h smaller than the area for disabling the booster. Thus, greater
a ura y would be needed in the kill vehi le (miss distan es of 10 m to 20 m rather than
50 m), whi h pla es more stringent demands on the homing algorithms, responsiveness of
the divert and attitude ontrol system of the kill vehi le, and a eleration apability.
Attempting to destroy the warhead introdu es additional hallenges. Even assuming
that the properties of the missile are known, whi h is unlikely to be the ase, the sweet
spot for a warhead's destru tion would depend upon its spe i design. Dealing with this
problem would in rease the omplexity of the logi and pro essing required for a boost-phase
kill vehi le, ompared with one designed to hit the booster.

The hallenge of destroying the warhead is greater if it is an
assembly of lightly pa ked submunitions. Su h an assembly is not a homogeneous stru ture and, onsequently, the transmission of the hydrodynami sho k that is so e e tive in
hardbody-to-hardbody ollisions be omes less eÆ ient. This result has been shown quantitatively in many experiments [156℄. There has been progress in understanding these
pro esses and simulating them quantitatively, parti ularly at the lower losing velo ities of
a few kilometers per se ond hara teristi of theater ballisti missile engagements. However,
this te hni al issue needs more exploration.

Destroying submunitions

Verifying warhead destru tion Unless the inter ept results in obliteration of the warhead,
it will be diÆ ult to verify that the inter ept has been su essful and that live warheads
will not land in other ountries. Verifying the destru tion of submunitions would be even
more diÆ ult. Verifying the destru tion of the warhead or submunitions is an important
issue for a layered defense. To ensure that warheads do not land on other ountries, a
mid ourse defense ould engage any warheads that survive the boost-phase layer. To avoid
wasting inter eptors, the mid ourse system must know whi h warheads have been destroyed.
Moreover, the mid ourse system must be able to handle the unpredi table debris that the
boost-phase layer may reate (see the next se tion).
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13.3 E e ts of In omplete Warhead Kill on Other Layers of a
Defense
Boost-phase defenses annot be viewed in isolation from other layers of the defense system,
should they exist. For example, the demands pla ed on a boost-phase defense would be
less severe if a mid ourse system were able to engage warheads that survived boost-phase
engagement. Similarly, the boost-phase layer an redu e the demands on the mid ourse
defense if it an destroy missiles or damage them before they an deploy ountermeasures
against the mid ourse defense. But, as previously mentioned, ollisions in the boost phase
ould present problems for other layers of the defense. A mid ourse system would fa e a
greater hallenge in identifying the warhead if it were surrounded by debris reated during
the ollision with a boost-phase inter eptor, or if the ollision aused the warhead to tumble
or spin in ways that the mid ourse defense had not anti ipated. If the boost-phase-inter ept
resulted in a target that in luded the warhead still atta hed to part of the booster, the
mid ourse system might have trouble identifying and destroying the warhead, parti ularly
if the tankage{warhead assembly were tumbling.
These onsiderations do not imply that the goal of destroying the warhead rather than
the booster is not worthwhile, but that the omplexities that a boost-phase system might
reate for other layers must be arefully examined and a ounted for in the design of ea h
of the layers.
13.4 Enhan ing the Lethality of the Kill Vehi le
Be ause of the potential diÆ ulties in nding the warhead and hitting the sweet spot with
a standard kill vehi le, it may be desirable to signi antly in rease the radius of destru tion of the kineti kill vehi le. A primary advantage of in reasing lethality is that doing
so ould improve the han es of verifying destru tion (parti ularly of submunitions) and
thereby redu e the load on the mid ourse layer (if there is one). One approa h, employed
in the Homing Overlay Experiment [154℄, is an umbrella-like devi e to enhan e lethality
(see Fig. 11.2). A similar idea was used in the Exo-atmospheri Reentry Vehi le Inter eptor
System (ERIS) experiment shown in Fig. 13.1 [157, 158℄.
In the ERIS test, a lm of some plasti material, su h as Mylar was stret hed on a frame
that was in ated shortly before impa t. In the ases of interest here, the diameter of su h
a stru ture might be approximately two meters. For a Mylar lm 0.67-mm-thi k moving at
a losing velo ity of 10 km/s, the kineti energy delivered per square entimeter of target
surfa e is about 5 kJ, suÆ ient to ause severe damage in its own right as noted above. In
both of these ases, however, destru tion was a hieved by dire t body-to-body impa t, so
the e e tiveness of lethality enhan ements in ight tests remains to be demonstrated.
Other lethality enhan ement approa hes have been proposed to in rease lethal radius
or lethality against submunitions, in luding the release of many rods from the kill vehi le
prior to impa t [156℄. While these might be e e tive against a target in ballisti ight where
the traje tory is predi table, the situation in boost phase is made mu h more stressful by
the maneuvering target, where the fusing problem is ompli ated. In fa t, deploying any
me hani al devi e in a kill vehi le that ould be undergoing transverse a elerations of as
mu h as 15 g up to the time of impa t has yet to be demonstrated.
The mass of any lethality enhan ement devi e would also be a riti al fa tor in the design
of the kill vehi le. Be ause the kill vehi le must be able to maneuver rapidly and undergo
large a eleration to the moment of impa t, its mass is a riti al design parameter. The
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Figure 13.1. Artist's on eption of a lethality enhan ement devi e on the ERIS experiment. (Courtesy of LDM Asso iates)

additional mass of a lethality enhan ement devi e ould signi antly in rease the overall
size of the inter eptor. Thus, the tradeo between the mass of a lethality-enhan ement
devi e against the performan e of the kill vehi le would need to be arefully evaluated,
parti ularly in deployment modes where size or mass is onstrained, su h as spa e-based
inter eptors or missiles deployed on air raft or in the Aegis verti al laun h system on ships.

13.5 Summary of Con lusions
We draw the following on lusions about destroying the booster and the warhead.
13.5.1 Booster destru tion

1. The impa t of a kill vehi le with a booster would have more than enough energy to
disable or destroy the booster and terminate thrust, although perhaps not immediately, depending on the design of the missile and the spe i s of the inter ept.
2. Destru tion of the booster does not assure that the warhead has been disabled or
destroyed, be ause it is usually loosely oupled to the missile.

13.5. Summary of Con lusions
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13.5.2 Warhead destru tion

1. Capability for destroying the warhead (in ontrast to merely terminating the thrust
of the target missile's booster) does not provide additional time for the inter ept to
take pla e to defend the nation. In either ase, the missile must be inter epted before
it rst a hieves the range to rea h the United States. (In terms of its traje tory, the
inter ept must o ur before the missile rea hes the inter ept points des ribed in
Chapter 5.) Thus, the ability to destroy the warhead does not simplify the problem
of a hieving a su essful inter ept.
2. As dis ussed in Se tion 5.8, to avoid ausing live munitions to fall on other nations,
the target missile's thrust must be terminated in a very narrow time window. Our
assessment is that, in the fa e of the probable un ertainties in a boost-phase engagement, in many situations it would be extremely diÆ ult, if possible at all, to a hieve
this timing. In the absen e of su h a timing apability, high on den e of warhead
destru tion would be needed to ensure that a hieving an inter ept would not ause
harm to other nations.
3. If boost-phase inter ept is one tier of a layered defense system, then the destru tion of
a warhead in the boost-phase would have to be on rmed with high reliability to avoid
unne essary ring of additional defenders in subsequent layers. This need be omes
even more urgent if several missiles are laun hed in a short time window, whi h
is a likely s enario. Con rming warhead destru tion in the boost-phase with high
reliability appears to be a hallenging problem be ause of the diÆ ulty of identifying
the warhead fragments among the debris of the inter ept.
4. If warhead destru tion in the boost-phase annot be on rmed with high reliability,
in a layered defense, inter epting the warhead in mid ourse ould be made more
diÆ ult by the problem of dete ting it among the debris of the inter ept, whi h
would follow the same general traje tory. Consequently, unless a reliable warhead
kill assessment is possible and the mid ourse defense is robust enough to handle
unpredi table targets lusters and target behavior, inter ept during boost phase may
in some ases be detrimental to the mid ourse defense.
5. We on lude that be ause of the wide variability of predi tive models of booster kill
and submunition payloads for ICBM engagement onditions, the only reliable way to
determine the lethality of kineti -energy inter eptors in boost-phase defense against
di erent types of missiles and warheads would be to ondu t a tual inter epts as
part of a development program.
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The size and mass of the kill vehi le have a profound e e t on the size of the inter eptor.
In the ase of volume or weight limited inter eptors deployed from air raft or Verti al Lun h
System (VLS) tubes on ships, the kill-vehi le mass determines inter eptor yout speed. The
yout speed in turn determines how lose the inter eptor must be based to the inter ept
point to rea h the ICBM in time to disable it. In the ase of spa e-based inter eptors, the
kill-vehi le mass is riti al be ause it determines the amount of inter eptor and support
system mass that must initially be pla ed into orbit. Sin e deploying mass into orbit is very
expensive (more than $22,000/kg), mass-in-orbit is a riti al parameter for spa e-based
systems.
This hapter develops models of a notional kineti -energy kill vehi le for BPI that are
based on extrapolating te hnologies that are well into development and likely to be mature
enough to be in luded in a BPI system that is deployed within a de ade. Using the killvehi le performan e riteria that are developed in Chapter 12, the model kill vehi les are
sized to illustrate the approximate masses of BPI kill vehi les for di erent divert requirements. The results of this analysis are used to size the inter eptors presented in Chapter 16
and the spa e-based inter eptors dis ussed in Chapter 6.
The philosophy behind the sizing model was to use te hnologies that either exist today
or are reasonable extensions of urrent te hnologies. Care was taken to in lude all of the
omponents that would be ne essary for a kill vehi le to fun tion (not just the entral omponents). Care was also taken to adjust the key propulsion omponents (nozzles, thrusters,
and tanks) to meet the large divert velo ities and a elerations required for a boost-phase
kill vehi le. As su h, the estimates of kill-vehi le mass for BPI developed here are signi antly greater than some have estimated previously, [159, 160℄ although less than would be
possible with te hnologies that ould be deployed today.
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14.1 Performan e Requirements for Boost-Phase Kill Vehi les
The ight of the kill vehi le may be thought of in three distin t phases after it separates
from its booster:
 The initial divert phase, when the kill vehi le is maneuvering based on information
about the target's behavior from external (o -board) sensors, before its own sensors
have a quired the target.
 The homing phase, whi h begins when the kill vehi le's on-board sensors have a quired and designated the target to be hit and the kill vehi le no longer depends on
external data.
 The endgame, the last few se onds of the homing phase when the maneuvering limits,
time lags, and sensor a ura y of the kill vehi le determine the miss distan e.
Ea h of the three phases establishes requirements for the kill vehi le and a e ts its
on guration. A ording to the analysis done in Chapter 12, the rst two phases generate
the requirements for total divert impulse and the minimum a eleration on the kill vehi le.
Those requirements are driven by un ertainties reated by sensor noise and target maneuvers. For the losing velo ities that hara terize surfa e-based inter eptors engaging ICBMs,
the required total hange in velo ity is 2 km/s (see Se tion 12.4). For the higher losing
velo ities asso iated with spa e-based inter eptors, the required total hange in velo ity is
expe ted to be at least 2.5 km/s.
The total velo ity hange that is required of a kill vehi le a e ts its design in two ways:
it drives the amount of propellant that is needed and thus the size of the propellant tanks
that are required to store that propellant.
The nal phase, the endgame, determines the requirements for maximum a eleration
and the system response hara teristi s. Se tion 12.4 estimates that to have a high probability of a hieving a miss distan e of 50 m or less against an ICBM, the BPI kill vehi le
would need to a elerate by as mu h as 15 g with a response lag of 0.1 s or less during the
endgame (the last 10 s or so before inter ept). In our view, a 0.1-s response lag should be
a hievable with modern guidan e and ontrol systems and thrusters, and would not have
a signi ant e e t on kill vehi le size. However, meeting the high a eleration requirement
in the last 10 s would have a signi ant e e t on the size of the four divert thrusters|they
must be large enough to provide the needed impulse when the kill vehi le has about 15
per ent of its propellant remaining in the tank. The larger divert thrusters in rease the
dry weight of the kill vehi le, whi h, in turn in reases the amount of propellant required.
When the divert thrusters are sized to provide 15 g during the endgame, they an also provide about 8 g with a full load of propellant, whi h meets the early minimum a eleration
requirement to keep up with target maneuvers.
Together, these requirements establish the inputs for the sizing analysis that follows.
14.2 Natural and Indu ed Environmental Considerations
In addition to the sho k, vibration, and a eleration environmental requirements asso iated
with powered ight, the kill-vehi le design must take other fa tors into a ount. First, onsideration must be given to sun and Earth shine and their e e ts on the design of the opti al
systems. Careful o -axis reje tion is required in the design. Depending on the time of day,
there are ex lusion regions for engagements where the kill vehi le's homing sensor annot be
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pointed. We did not attempt to estimate those environmental onsiderations expli itly, but
they must be onsidered in designing a real kill vehi le and in a tual engagement geometries.
Nu lear detonation One e e t that we did take into a ount in our kill-vehi le design was
the radiation environment that would be reated by the detonation of a nu lear weapon
in spa e. Su h an event ould happen either as a ountermeasure or if the warhead were
designed to detonate if it were hit by an inter eptor.
A nu lear weapon detonated anywhere in Earth's magneti eld would result in ele trons
be oming trapped, os illating from pole to pole along the magneti eld lines. The ele trons
would qui kly equilibrate around Earth and persist long after the burst [161℄. Both spa eand terrestrial-based exoatmospheri inter eptors operate at altitudes where the density
of ele trons would be signi ant. (Inter epts would o ur at 150{200 km altitudes for
surfa e- or spa e-based kill vehi les, and the SBIs would probably be maintained at orbital
altitudes between 300{500 km.) A kill vehi le would therefore be bombarded by high-speed
ele trons that would be aptured by its metal stru ture, emitting gamma photons in the
pro ess. Dete tor arrays designed to measure very-low-energy photon ux would see these
high-energy events as a huge spike, with a re overy time that depends on the material
and volume of the dete tors. If proper are is taken in design, the e e t does not ause
permanent damage. However, it would reate repetitive upset events whi h, depending
on the re overy time, ould be frequent enough to prevent the dete tor array from getting
useful data. To prevent this from being a potential ountermeasure, high Z shielding around
the fo al plane is re ommended to redu e the gamma ux. An arbitrary 1 kg of tungsten
has been provided for in the kill-vehi le sizing model used in this study.

14.3 Design Con ept for a Notional Kill Vehi le
To examine sizing issues, the Study Group reated a notional kill vehi le. It in ludes ve
major omponents: the sensor suite, divert and altitude ontrol system (DACS), avioni s,
the basi stru ture, and propellant and propellant storage vessels (tankage). Other omponents in lude a battery, an inertial measurement unit (IMU), ordnan e initiation, and
radiation shielding for the fo al plane array.
The sensor suite in ludes passive IR and visible sensors to tra k the target and its plume
during initial divert and homing, and a LIDAR to provide high-quality range, velo ity, and
spatial measurements during homing and the endgame (see Chapter 10). As dis ussed
in Chapter 11, the divert system uses the ru iform on guration for the thrusters: four
equally sized thrusters arranged in an `X' perpendi ular to the roll axis of the vehi le.
Ea h thruster must be large enough to provide the maximum a eleration required of the
kill vehi le during the endgame. Figure 14.1 shows the notional kill vehi le design that
was used to size the stru ture and tank on guration needed to handle the 50 g boost
a eleration and kill vehi le dynami requirements.
14.4 Final Kill-Vehi le Sizing
The sizing model for kill vehi les used in this study is based on analysis from several
di erent sour es. Table 14.1 shows the weight breakdowns for four di erent BPI kill vehi les
apable of divert velo ities of 2 km/s and a elerations of 15 g|the requirements that were
estimated for inter epting an ICBM target with a 6.5-km/s inter eptor ( losing velo ities
of 10{14 km/s). All four of the kill vehi les use the ru iform on guration for the divert
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Figure 14.1. Assumed KV stru ture. The shaded areas indi ate the Kevlar/epoxy frame.

thrusters. The rst olumn lists the omponents that we believe would be required to build
a working BPI kill vehi le. The se ond olumn shows the mass breakdown of a notional kill
vehi le that ould be built using omponents from existing omponents or well-established
te hnologies.
The third olumn shows the weight breakdowns for a light weight, notional spa e-based
design for the Advan ed Te hnology Kill Vehi le (ATKV) [160℄ from a Lawren e Livermore National Laboratory presentation to the panel. This design would redu e weight from
urrent te hnology by using miniaturized omponents that were ight-tested on the Clementine te hnology demonstration satellite. It also in ludes some prototype omponents that
are still in development, but we assume that given suÆ ient funding, development ould
be ompleted with suÆ ient for deployment within about a de ade. The ATKV remains
largely a on eptual design at this point; it has not been built or ight-tested.
14.4.1 Surfa e-based baseline kill vehi le

From the weight estimates for the urrent te hnology kill vehi le and ATKV (whi h, with
some ex eptions, were found to be reasonably onsistent if modest improvements to avioni s
pa kaging te hnology are assumed), it is possible to proje t omponent sizes in luding
sensors, avioni s, batteries, and omparable stru tural weight that make up the non-varying
part of the dry weight of the kill vehi le. When ombined with the ne essary propellant to
generate 2 km/s of divert thrust, the result is the \surfa e-based baseline kill vehi le" shown
in the fourth olumn, whi h was used in sizing the inter eptors modeled in Chapter 16.
The surfa e-based baseline kill vehi le is patterned largely on the notional ATKV design,
but it has been adjusted in several important ways to re e t our judgment about what would
be needed to operate in the hallenging boost-phase environment. It di ers from the ATKV
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Table 14.1. Properties of a surfa e-based kill vehi le. Total divert: 2 km/s.
KV Segment or Subassy

Divert and Attitude Control System (DACS)
Pressure regulator
Divert Thrusters
ACS Trusters
Valve drivers
Manifold
Subtotal, DACS

Existing
Technology
KV
(kg)

Included
17.15
1.50
included
included
18.65

LLNL
SpaceBased
ATKV
(kg)

SurfaceBased
Baseline KV
(kg)

SpaceBased
Baseline
KV
(kg)

2.00
3.00
included
included
included
5.00

0.50
10.09
1.01
included
included
11.60

0.50
9.77
0.98
included
included
11.24

Seeker (less IMU)

4.90

7.00

7.00

7.00

Contingency for shielding for focal plane
array
IMU (Inertial measurement unit)
Avionics

1.50
11.50

1.00
8.00

1.00
1.00
8.00

1.00
1.00
8.00

Separation system
Ordnance inititiate lines
KV primary battery

0.50
0.25
1.90

1.80

0.50
0.25
1.80

1.80

22.80

3.50
34.65

3.50
33.54

47.00
5.0%
2.35
3.0%
1.41

45.50
5.0%
2.28
3.0%
1.37

KV basic structure & installation hardware
Subtotal, KV dry weight less tankage
Propellant
Useful Fuel and Oxidizer
ACS & press fraction of useful fuel
ACS & pressurization fuel 5%
Unusable Propellant fraction
Unusable Propellant
Subtotal, Propellant

5.00
44.20

60.10
5.0%
3.01

27.10
n/a
n/a

1.80
63.11

27.10

49.35

47.78

12.62

3.12

9.68

9.37

119.93

53.02

93.68

90.69

∆V check
Isp of propellent (sec)
Isp (effective) after ACS & press.
∆V from the rocket equation (check)
∆V desired (input)

300
285
1999
2000

300
285
1999
2000

300
285
2002
2000

300
285
2002
2000

Endgame acceleration calculation
KV Mass with 15% fuel remaining
Thrust for15g's @ 15% fuel load(Newtons)
G's at full fuel load

66.29
9744
8.29

29.98
4407
8.48

51.73
7604
8.28

50.08
7362
8.28

Tankage

Total, KV wet

Notes
KV sized for closing velocities of 10-14 km/sec. Total time of KV
operation 120 sec. Assumes 4 divert thrusters in cruciform
configuration, sized to deliver 15 g in last 10 sec. LLNL example
uses fixed thruster mass regardless of divert requirements; baseline
KV corrects for this by adjusting divert thruster mass for 15 g
using Wilkening scaling factors. ACS impulse assumed to be 5% of
divert impulse.

Includes LIDAR and passive IR and visible sensors. Used Clementine
sensor suite masses
See Natural and Induced Environment section
Avionics include: guidance/control computer,tactical
communications transponder, KV electronic safe arm, FTS antenna
(non-tactical), FTS battery, command destruct receiver, signal
conditioner/submux, X-band antennas, X-band transmit module,
power divider/hybrid coupler, J-box, control module, logic module,
tactical signal and power distribution
Separation system and ordnance initiation lines not include on spacebased KV systems
Estimate based on other programs
Kevlar epoxy composite structure used for hign axial and lateral
accelerations;propellant tanks used as load carrying structure

Useful propellant needed to produce a total ∆V of 2000 m/sec
Added ACS fuel @5% of divert
Propellant trapped in system assumed to be 3% of total
Total propellant includes useful propellant and ACS propellant, of
which the amount shown as unusable is trapped in the system.
To calculate tankage mass, LLNL uses 0.115*propellant mass, which
is based on a pumped DACS and lower pressure tanks. We assume
conventional high pressure tanks with mass 0.2*propellant mass
Total KV wet mass includes the dry mass, propellant mass , and
tankage mass

To account for ACS/pressure fuel used but not effective for thrust

Used to estimate thruster size

design primarily in its treatment of the divert and altitude ontrol systems (DACS) and the
mass of the tankage. One of the prin ipal sour es that we used for those adjustments was a
series of physi s- and histori ally based s aling relationships developed by Dean Wilkening
in a study that examines airborne BPI options for both ta ti al and ICBM engagements
and validates those s aling relationships with hardware examples [162℄.
Six adjustments were made to the xed dry weights estimated for the ATKV:
 The size of the divert thrusters was s aled using Wilkening's s aling relationships for
the thrust levels needed to produ e 15 g a elerations in the last 10 s of the endgame
(assumed here to be when 15 per ent of the propellant remains), as des ribed in
Chapter 12.
 A 20 per ent ratio of tank weight to propellant weight was used to re e t urrent state-of-the-art pressurization, instead of 11.5 per ent in the ATKV design.
The ATKV's smaller ratio re e ts a pumped approa h to feeding propellant to the
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thrusters, whi h, if su essful, would redu e the requirement to pressurize the fuel
and result in simpler, more lightweight tanks. We used the onventional approa h
be ause the sizes required for the kill vehi les onsidered here for BPI are mu h larger
than the very small prototype systems that have been demonstrated to date for the
pumped system. The 20 per ent ratio used here was ross- he ked using Wilkening's
s aling relationships.
 So that the kill vehi le ould operate at high axial and lateral loads, 3.5 kg of om-

posite stru ture was added. The fuel tanks were also used as load- arrying stru ture.

 Shielding (1 kg) for the sensor fo al plane assembly was added to redu e the ux of

trapped ele tron-indu ed radiation noise from a nu lear detonation.

 Weight was added to the terrestrial-based kill vehi le for separation hardware and

ordnan e that remains with the kill vehi le after separation from the booster. It is
not required for the spa e-based kill vehi le be ause that hardware is in luded in the
mass fra tion of the spa e-based inter eptor boost stage.

Using those estimates for dry mass, we determined the wet mass of the kill vehi le by
al ulating, via the ro ket equation, the propellant needed to provide enough divert thrust,
with an allowan e of 3 per ent for unusable propellant. The propellant used for the altitude
ontrol system (ACS), whi h onsumes propellant but does not ontribute to divert thrust,
was a ounted for by using a slightly redu ed ISP (285 s) (ISP is the spe i impulse of
the propellant) in the ro ket equation instead of the a tual ISP of the fuel (300 s). This
5-per ent redu tion in e e tive ISP is onsistent with the design assumption that the ACS
impulse required would be 5 per ent of the divert impulse.
For the surfa e-based baseline kill vehi le to be apable of a 2-km/s divert, our model
yields a total wet mass of about 90 kg (see Table 14.1). If the divert-thrust requirement
is in reased to 2.5 km/s, the wet mass of the surfa e-based kill vehi le in reases to 140 kg
(see Table 14.2).
The wet masses of these kill vehi les are greater than the Exoatmospheri Kill Vehi le
(EKV) planned for the mid ourse system. That kill vehi le is reported to have a wet mass
of about 55 kg [161℄, ompared to the 90-kg wet mass of the BPI kill vehi le having a
2-km/s divert apability. The dry mass of the EKV is a tually greater than for the BPI
kill vehi les estimated here. With 9{14 kg of propellant [163℄, the dry mass of the EKV is
about 40 kg, ompared with 35 kg for the BPI kill vehi le. The di eren e is in propellant,
with the BPI kill vehi le requiring signi antly more propellant (47 kg) to generate 2 km/s
of divert propulsion. By omparison, the EKV divert requirement is well below 1 km/s.
Using the relationships from the tables and adjusting divert thruster size to maintain
15-g maneuver apability with 15 per ent of fuel remaining, vehi les were sized for four total
V ases: 1500-, 2000-, 2500-, and 3000-m/s apability. Table 14.3 shows the results for
surfa e-based kill vehi les. The limited Monte Carlo analysis ondu ted during the Study
indi ated that a 90 per ent probable total divert V requirement for losing velo ities of
10 km/s is about 2 km/s (see Se tion 12.3). At the 16-km/s losing velo ities that would
be en ountered by spa e-based inter eptors against ICBMs, the divert requirement may be
2.5 km/s or higher.
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Table 14.2. Properties of terrestrial- and spa e-based kill vehi les. Total divert: 2.5 km/s.
KV Segment or Subassy

Divert and Attitude Control System (DACS)
Pressure regulator
Divert Thrusters
ACS Trusters
Valve drivers
Manifold
Subtotal, DACS

Existing
Technology
KV
(kg)

Included
17.15
1.50
included
included
18.65

LLNL
SpaceBased
ATKV
(kg)

SurfaceBased
Baseline KV
(kg)

SpaceBased
Baseline
KV
(kg)

2.00
3.00
included
included
included
5.00

0.50
13.17
1.32
included
included
14.99

0.50
12.75
1.28
included
included
14.53

Seeker (less IMU)

4.90

7.00

7.00

7.00

Contingency for shielding for focal plane
array
IMU (Inertial measurement unit)
Avionics

1.50
11.50

1.00
8.00

1.00
1.00
8.00

1.00
1.00
8.00

Separation system
Ordnance inititiate lines
KV primary battery

0.50
0.25
1.90

1.80

0.50
0.25
1.80

1.80

22.80

3.50
38.04

3.50
36.83

81.20
5.0%
4.06
3.0%
2.44

78.60
5.0%
3.93
3.0%
2.36

KV basic structure & installation hardware
Subtotal, KV dry weight less tankage
Propellant
Useful Fuel and Oxidizer
ACS & press fraction of useful fuel
ACS & pressurization fuel 5%
Unusable Propellant fraction
Unusable Propellant
Subtotal, Total Propellant

Tankage

Total, KV wet
∆V check
Isp of propellent (sec)
Isp (effective) after ACS & press.
∆V from the rocket equation (check)
∆V desired (input)

Endgame acceleration calculation
KV Mass with 15% fuel remaining
Thrust for15g's @ 15% fuel load(Newtons)
G's at full fuel load

5.00
44.20

95.00
5.0%
4.75

39.60
n/a
n/a

2.85
99.75

39.60

85.26

82.53

19.95

4.55

16.73

16.19

163.90

66.95

140.03

135.55

300
285
2499
2500

300
285
2500
2500

300
285
2500
2500

300
285
2500
2500

79.11
11630
7.24

33.29
4894
7.46

67.56
9931
7.24

65.40
9614
7.24

Notes
KV sized for closing velocities of 10-14 km/sec. Total time of KV
operation 120 sec. Assumes 4 divert thrusters in cruciform
configuration, sized to deliver 15 g in last 10 sec. LLNL example
uses fixed thruster mass regardless of divert requirements; baseline
KV corrects for this by adjusting divert thruster mass for 15 g
using Wilkening scaling factors. ACS impulse assumed to be 5% of
divert impulse.

Includes LIDAR and passive IR and visible sensors. Used Clementine
sensor suite masses
See Natural and Induced Environment section
Avionics include: guidance/control computer,tactical
communications transponder, KV electronic safe arm, FTS antenna
(non-tactical), FTS battery, command destruct receiver, signal
conditioner/submux, X-band antennas, X-band transmit module,
power divider/hybrid coupler, J-box, control module, logic module,
tactical signal and power distribution
Separation system and ordnance initiation lines not include on spacebased KV systems
Estimate based on other programs
Kevlar epoxy composite structure used for hign axial and lateral
accelerations;propellant tanks used as load carrying structure

Useful propellant needed to produce a total ∆V of 2500 m/sec
Added ACS fuel @5% of divert
Propellant trapped in system assumed to be 3% of total
Total propellant includes useful propellant and ACS propellant, of
which the amount shown as unusable is trapped in the system.
To calculate tankage mass, LLNL uses 0.115*propellant mass, which
is based on a pumped DACS and lower pressure tanks. We assume
conventional high pressure tanks with mass 0.2*propellant mass at
completion
Total KV wet mass includes the dry mass, propellant mass , and
tankage mass

To account for ACS/pressure fuel used but not effective for thrust

Used to estimate thruster size

Table 14.3. Surfa e-based kill vehi les.
Divert V Kill vehi le
(m/s) wet mass (kg)
1500
67
2000
94
2500
140
3000
240
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14.4.2 Spa e-based kill vehi le

In addition to estimating the mass of a surfa e-based kill vehi le, we estimated the mass
of a spa e-based kill vehi le (see olumn 5 of Table 14.2), whi h is a little lighter be ause
it does not in lude separation hardware. In addition to the kill vehi le mass indi ated
in the table, the spa e-based kill vehi le would be mounted on a booster that provides
its initial yout velo ity, and the whole inter eptor would be housed in an orbital garage
or lifeja ket. The lifeja ket would prote t the inter eptor from the spa e environment and
provide essential station-keeping and life-support fun tions that would allow the inter eptor
to remain in spa e for years. In addition to the prote tive stru ture and shielding, the life
ja ket would in lude solar panels, a battery, and a d -to-d onverter to olle t and store
energy; radiators to ool the satellite; momentum wheels, ontrollers, and horizon- and
star-tra ker sensors for station keeping; an ACS for dumping momentum from the wheels;
a Hall e e t ion engine and ontrols for maintaining altitude; a ommuni ations link and
antenna; and other mis ellaneous equipment. The size of the spa e-based inter eptors and
lifeja kets is dis ussed further in Chapter 6.
14.4.3 Kill-vehi le ki k stages

In sizing our kill vehi les, we onsidered only single-stage kill vehi les. Two-stage kill
vehi les have been suggested to redu e the over all mass of both mid ourse and boost-phase
kineti kill vehi les. Adding a stage would entail the addition of a \ki k" motor or stage
to the kill vehi le to perform a post boost initial divert using either external tra king data
or on-board sensor data taken before the ki k motor is red. There are several reasons
to onsider this approa h. For example, it might allow the adaptation of an existing kill
vehi le design by providing additional divert apability without resizing existing tankage
and thrusters. For a new design, a ki k stage ould be used for the initial large divert to
remove the signi ant target traje tory error that will inevitably a rue during inter eptor
boost. The ki k stage would be jettisoned before ontinuing kill-vehi le operations.
The advantage of this approa h would be lower kill-vehi le tankage and thruster sizes to
meet the endgame requirements presented in Chapter 12. The advantages must be weighed
against the added mass and omplexity of the additional interstage stru ture, separation
me hanism, and thrust ve tor ontrol omponents. This trade-o may be favorable for
mid ourse inter eptors, where on e the kill-stage sensors have established a target traje tory,
the future target motion is very predi table, and a `blind' divert an be used.
For boost-phase defense, however, the target ontinues to a elerate unpredi tably. Unless the kill vehi le's on-board sensor is gimbaled or has an internal steering mirror having
more than 90Æ of angular freedom with its asso iated weight penalty, an axial-thrust ki k
stage will not allow the kill vehi le to look at or tra k the target during ki k-stage burn.
The kill vehi le must then rely on external tra k data during that burn, whi h introdu es
larger a eleration un ertainties that must then be removed by the nal kill vehi le stage.
Whether we gimbal the sensor or rely on external tra k data, we in ur a weight penalty that
erodes the gain that a rues from a ki k stage; we therefore did not in lude a ki k stage in
our baseline design.
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Any analyti al study of the potential feasibility and performan e of various BPI systems
must begin by developing omputer models of the various types of ballisti missiles that
these systems might fa e. Of greatest on ern is the possible eventual deployment of interontinental ballisti missiles (ICBMs) by ountries that have ballisti -missile development
programs but urrently do not have friendly relations with the United States. None of these
ountries are believed to have tested or deployed long-range missiles that ould threaten
the territory of the United States, and the likelihood, timing, and hara ter of any future
ICBM threat from these ountries is un ertain (see Chapter 3). Development and deployment of a BPI missile defense system would be a major investment and would probably
take a de ade or more to omplete. The Study Group therefore onsidered a spe trum of
ICBMs that might be a quired or developed and deployed by ountries of on ern during
the next 10{15 years, in luding ICBMs that might be developed or a quired and elded in
response to prospe tive or a tual deployment of BPI missile defense system by the United
States.
Current estimates by the U.S. intelligen e ommunity (see Chapter 3) suggest that the
rst ICBMs that might be deployed by ountries of on ern would be liquid-propellant
missiles. Although the rst ICBMs deployed would probably have shorter ranges, it is
estimated that missiles with ranges of 12,000 km ould be deployed within the next de ade
or so. Deployment of solid-propellant ICBMs would be a natural response to a boostphase missile defense system, be ause solid-propellant ICBMs burn out sooner than liquidpropellant ICBMs, redu ing the time available to inter ept them. The U.S. intelligen e
ommunity estimates that ountries of on ern ould deploy solid-propellant ICBMs within
the next de ade, if they were able to a quire solid-propellant missiles or te hnology from
ountries with more advan ed missile programs. The intelligen e ommunity and others
have ited numerous examples of the transfer of solid-propellant te hnology to ountries of
on ern.1
1

Chapter 3 des ribes the hara teristi s of di erent types of ballisti missiles and dis usses urrent as-
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The studies of BPI that have been published previously in the open literature [164, 165℄
onsidered primarily models of liquid-propellant ICBMs with very long boost phases, su h
as the Titan II, whi h had a total boost time of about 330 s [166, pp. 456{458℄. Su h a long
boost phase redu es signi antly the performan e requirements for a boost-phase missile
defense system. Liquid-propellant ICBM-te hnology now available to ountries of on ern
typi ally have total boost times of 250 s or less, and solid-propellant ICBMs based on 1960s
te hnology ould be expe ted to have total boost times of 170 to 180 s. For these reasons the
Study Group developed omputer models of solid-propellant ICBMs based on 40-year-old,
rst-generation solid-propellant te hnology, as well as liquid-propellant ICBMs similar to
those rst deployed by the Soviets in the early 1960s and by the Chinese in the early 1980s,
to explore the potential ability of BPI systems to defend against a spe trum of possible
missiles. For the missiles that were modeled in detail, the Study Group hara terized their
stage-by-stage properties, burn times, the sequen e of events during their ight, and their
possible traje tories.
To redu e the number of ICBMs onstru ted and engagements analyzed, the Study
Group fo used on ICBMs with ranges of 12,000 km (6,400 nauti al miles). The Study
Group also onstru ted two medium-range ballisti missile (MRBM) models to investigate
the possible relevan e of BPI of shorter-range missiles laun hed from platforms positioned
o the oasts of the United States. The basi properties of these missiles are listed in
Tables 15.1 and 15.2. The model ballisti missiles and traje tories des ribed in this hapter
are used throughout the rest of the Study. The meanings of the most important symbols
used in this hapter are listed in Box 15.1. Some are de ned below. De nitions and
dis ussions of all of them may be found in Appendix B.

15.1 ICBM Models
The Study Group onstru ted three primary ICBM models: one liquid-propellant and two
solid-propellant missiles. All have maximum nal velo ities of about 7.2 km/s and maximum ranges of about 12,000 km (6,400 nauti al miles). The liquid-propellant model is
based on the Chinese DF-5 missile and has a maximum total boost time of 240 s. The two
solid-propellant models are typi al of rst-generation U.S. and Soviet long-range ICBMs.
As single-warhead designs, they are based on solid propulsion te hnology that is 40 years
old. Both have maximum total boost times of 170 s, but they have di erent staging ratios, to test the sensitivity of defense performan e requirements to di eren es in ICBM
a eleration pro les. The Study Group also onstru ted a fast-burn solid-propellant ICBM
having a maximum total boost time of 130 s and a maximum range of 12,000 km, to explore
the impa t of fast-burn ICBMs on defense performan e requirements. The ICBM models
used are based on generi but plausible performan e hara teristi s drawn from the open
literature (see, e.g., [167, 168℄). Where details about foreign missiles were unavailable, the
models were based on older U.S. te hnology.
The mass properties and performan e hara teristi s of ICBM models L, S1, and S2
are listed in Tables 15.3{15.5. The meanings of and symbols for the relevant masses are
as follows. The mass fra tion of a given stage is mp=(mp + minert), where minert is the
inert mass of the stage and mp is the mass of the propellant that will be onsumed during
that stage of boost. The inert mass of a stage in ludes its propulsion hardware, fuel tanks,
thrust ve tor ontrols, asso iated power supplies and interstage stru ture, as well as the
sessments of potential ballisti missile threats to the territory of the United States.
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Table 15.1. Model ICBMs Considered in the Studya
Name Propellant Boost Time (s)b Remarks
L Liquid
240
Intermediate between the SS-11 and DF-5
L2 Liquid
300
Similar to the U.S. Titan II ICBM
S1 Solid
170
Based on 40-year-old, rst-generation te hnology
S2 Solid
170
Based on 40-year-old, rst-generation te hnology
S3 Solid
130
Illustrates the hallenge of a fast-burn ICBM
a Liquid-propellant ICBMs have two stages; solid-propellant ICBMs have three stages. All
models have nominal ranges of 12,000 km.
b Total duration of the boost phase.
Large, heavy missile; onsidered but not analyzed in detail.
Table 15.2. Single-Stage Model MRBMs Considered in the Study
Name Propellant Boost Time (s)a Range (km) Remarks
M1 Liquid
95
1300 Similar to the No Dong
M2 Solid
65
600 Similar to the Chinese M-9 & Shahab-3
a Total duration of the boost phase.
mass of any propellant that is unburned when the stage shuts down or burns out. On e
a given stage has shut down or burned out, its inert mass is dropped, leaving the initial
mass of the subsequent stage. The initial mass minitial of a stage in ludes the mass that
will be dis arded, minert, its nal mass m nal , the mass of the shroud mshroud if it is eje ted
while that stage is in powered ight, and the mass of the propellant that will be onsumed
during that stage of boost, i.e., minitial = minert + m nal + mshroud + mp. The nal mass
of a given stage in ludes its inert mass and the initial mass of the subsequent stage. The
nal mass of the nal stage in ludes its inert mass, guidan e and navigation equipment,
Box 15.1: Symbols Used in This Chapter
Flight-path angle relative to lo al horizontal
Isp
Spe i impulse of the propellant
It
Impulse of the propellant
minitial Initial mass of the missile stage
m nal Mass of the missile stage at burnout
minert Inert mass of the missile stage
V
Total velo ity hange
mp
Mass of the propellant in the missile stage
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Table 15.3. Chara teristi s of Liquid-Propellant ICBM La
Attribute
Unitsb Stage 2 Stage 1 Totals
Diameter
meters
3.00
3.00
Mass fra tion
|
0.90
0.90
minitial
tonne
41.5
201 201
m nal
tonne
6.39
57.4
minert
tonne
3.86
15.9
mp
tonne
35
143
Isp
se onds
282
275
Thrust (average) kN
810 3226
Burn time
se onds
120
120 240
It
MN-s
96
385
V added (ideal) km/s
5.16
3.38 8.54
V added (a tual) km/s
4.78
2.48 7.26

a Nominal

range: 12,000 km; payload mass mpayload = 2; 545 kg;
shroud mass mshroud = 66 kg; shroud eje t o urs at 146 s, 26 s
into se ond-stage burn.
b Units: MN-s = Meganewton-se onds, kN = kilonewtons, 1 tonne
= 1,000 kg.
Cumulative from left to right.

Table 15.4. Chara teristi s of Solid-Propellant ICBM S1a
Attribute
Unitsb Stage 3 Stage 2 Stage 1 Totals
Diameter
meters
1.50
1.85
1.85
Mass fra tion
0.90
0.90
0.90
minitial
tonne
1.93
8.81
41.1 41.1
m nal
tonne
1.02
2.61
12.0
minert
tonne
0.10
0.68
3.2
mp
tonne
0.91
6.12
29.0
Isp
se onds
277
275
265
Thrust (average) kN
62
254 1160
Burn time
se onds
40
65
65 170
It
MN-s
2.4
16.5
75.4
V added (ideal) km/s
1.73
3.27
3.21 8.21
V added (a tual) km/s
1.60
2.96
2.64 7.20

a Nominal

range: 12,000 km; payload mass mp = 918 kg; shroud mass
= 66 kg; shroud eje t o urs at 102 s, 28 s before the se ond stage
burns out.
b Units: MN-s = Meganewton-se onds, kN = kilonewtons, 1 tonne = 1,000 kg.
Cumulative from left to right.
mshroud
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Table 15.5. Chara teristi s of Solid-Propellant ICBM S2a
Attribute
Unitsb Stage 3 Stage 2 Stage 1 Totals
Diameter
meters
1.50
1.50
1.50
Mass fra tion
0.90
0.90
0.90
minitial
tonne
4.37 12.80
43.1 43.1
m nal
tonne
1.37
5.21
15.8
minert
tonne
0.33
0.84
3.0
mp
tonne
3.00
7.55
27.3
Isp
se onds
277
275
265
Thrust (average) kN
163
340 1183
Burn time
se onds
50
60
60 170
Total impulse
MN-s
8.1
20.3
70.7
V added (ideal) km/s
3.15
2.42
2.61 8.17
V added (a tual) km/s
2.97
2.15
2.11 7.22

a Nominal

range: 12,000 km; payload mass mp = 1,040 kg; shroud mass
t o urs at 103 s, 17 s before se ond stage burns

mshroud = 51 kg; shroud eje

out.
b Units: MN-s = Meganewton-se onds, kN = kilonewtons, 1 tonne = 1,000 kg.
Cumulative from left to right.

and the mass mpayload of the payload. The total impulse It is the time integral of the
thrust T and is therefore equal to the produ t of the total burn time and the time-averaged
thrust. The spe i impulse Isp = T=m_ pgs, where m_ p is the propellant ow rate and gs
is the a eleration of gravity at sea level, is a standard measure of the performan e of a
propulsion system. For further dis ussion of these quantities, see Appendix B and [168℄.
We turn now to a brief des ription of the prin ipal ICBM models onsidered in the
Study.
Liquid-propellant ICBM model L

The ICBM model L is based roughly on the large Chinese DF-5 missile, whi h is a twostage, liquid-propellant missile having a range that is reported to be between 12,000 km
and 13,000 km [167℄ and a maximum total burn time estimated to be between 230 s and
255 s [166, 169℄. A missile similar to the DF-5 was onstru ted be ause su h a missile ould
be built using te hnology that is more than 20 years old|old enough to be a essible to
ountries that are urrently developing their rst long-range missiles. Model L is a twostage, 12,000-km-range missile with rst- and se ond-stage burn times of 120 s ea h. The
physi al hara teristi s of this model are listed in Table 15.3.
It has been reported (see Chapter 3) that the Taepo Dong 2 missile urrently under
development by North Korea will have a range of about 6000 km and burn for about 200 s.
In reasing its range by adding a third stage or making the rst two stages larger would
in rease its burn time to something lose to that of the DF-5.
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Solid-propellant ICBM model S1

The ICBM model S1 has three stages and a maximum total boost time of 170 s. The rst
two stages burn for 65 s ea h, whereas the third stage burns for 40 s. Staging ratios were
not optimized. The vehi le is assumed to have a payload shroud that is eje ted when the
dynami pressure be omes less than 0.5 psf (pounds per square foot), whi h o urs at 102 s
after laun h for its maximum-range traje tory. The physi al hara teristi s of this model
are listed in Table 15.4.
Solid-propellant ICBM model S2

Di erent staging ratios an have a profound e e t on the performan e requirements for
a boost-phase defense. The ICBM model S2 was reated after it was noti ed that the
a eleration urve of the nal stage of the DF-5{type ICBM model L be omes very steep as
it approa hes burnout, making its range highly sensitive to the time at whi h its thrust is
terminated. In ontrast, ICBM model S1 has a relatively low-a eleration third stage and
its range is therefore mu h less sensitive to the time at whi h its thrust is terminated. To
ensure that the results of the Study were not biased by a parti ular hoi e of booster-staging
ratios, ICBM model S2 was designed so that its range would depend more sensitively on
the time at whi h its thrust was terminated during third-stage burn.
Like ICBM model S1, model S2 is a three-stage missile having a maximum total boost
time of 170 s and a maximum velo ity of 7.2 km/s, but it has di erent staging ratios. Its rst
and se ond stages burn for 60 s ea h, whereas its third stage burns for 50 s. Staging ratios
were not optimized. The vehi le is assumed to have a payload shroud that is eje ted when
the dynami pressure be omes less than 0.5 psf, whi h o urs at 103 s for its maximum-range
traje tory. The physi al hara teristi s of ICBM model S2 are listed in Table 15.5.
Solid-propellant ICBM model S3

In addition to the three ICBM models des ribed above, a variant of solid-propellant ICBM
S1 having redu ed burn times for ea h stage was used as a variation to examine the e e t
of a short-burn missile, often suggested as a ountermeasure to boost-phase inter ept. The
rst- and se ond-stage burn times were redu ed from 65 s to 50 s ea h, and the third-stage
burn time was redu ed from 40 s to 30 s, for a maximum total boost time of 130 s. Like
the other ICBMs that we modeled, the range of this fast-burn missile is 12,000 km. Its
impli ations are dis ussed in Chapter 9.

15.2 ICBM Traje tories
The signi an e of traje tory variations

To be su essful, a BPI system that uses inter eptor missiles must perform two basi tasks.
First, it must be able to get inter eptors to atta king missiles soon enough to prevent them
from giving their munitions velo ities that would arry them to the United States. This
task is analyzed in Chapters 4 and 5. Se ond, on e they are lose to the target missile,
the system's inter eptors must be able to maneuver to hit and disable or destroy it. This
task is analyzed in Chapters 12 and 13. One of the most important fa tors determining the
system performan e required to a hieve these tasks is the spe trum of possible boost-phase
traje tories that atta king missiles may y. The defense may not know in advan e the
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type and performan e hara teristi s of the missiles available to the atta ker and almost
ertainly will not know in advan e the traje tories atta king missiles are going to follow.
Consequently, the defensive system must be apable of rea hing and hitting in time any
missiles available to the atta ker, ying on any traje tories of whi h they are apable.2
The spe trum of possible atta king missile traje tories de nes the potential inter ept
volume, whi h is the lo us in time and spa e of the inter ept points that the defense system's
inter eptors might have to rea h to prevent the atta ker's missiles from giving munitions a
velo ity that would arry them to the United States. In order to determine the potential
inter ept volume, the defense must have at least some information about the types and
performan e hara teristi s of all the missiles that might be available to the atta ker.
Countries of on ern for this study may or may not have tested the missiles used in an
atta k (see Chapter 3). Consequently, the defense may not know in advan e the relevant
hara teristi s of all the ICBMs that may be laun hed against the United States by a given
ountry, or even whether they use liquid or solid propellants. Su h un ertainties in rease
the potential inter ept volume the defense must be able to over.
In addition to the un ertainties introdu ed by the defense's la k of omplete information on the hara teristi s of potentially threatening missiles, further un ertainties are
introdu ed by the defense's la k of knowledge of the parti ular traje tory a given atta king
missile has been programmed to y. A missile atta king a target with a range signi antly
less than its maximum range ould y any of a broad spe trum of boost-phase traje tories.
Even if the missile's maximum range is not mu h greater than the range to the target, the
variety of possible traje tories is signi ant.
The traje tories own may be designed to atta k a parti ular target or to evade the
defense. Examples in lude traje tories that are lofted or depressed relative to the maximumrange traje tory, traje tories that have single or multiple verti al or lateral deviations su h
as dog-legs, and traje tories that in lude energy-expending maneuvers to hit a parti ular
target3 . All su h possibilities must be onsidered in determining the inter ept volume the
defense must over.
The spe trum of boost-phase traje tories that atta king missiles may y is also important in determining the minimum kill-vehi le performan e required to have a high probability of hitting them. Be ause the defense does not know whi h of the many possible
boost-phase traje tories a given atta king missile has been programmed to y, it must
observe the position of the missile as a fun tion of time, estimate its state (position, velo ity, and a eleration), use a guidan e law that predi ts, either expli itly or impli itly,
One of the ways in whi h this study di ers from studies published previously in the open literature is
that it onsiders a full spe trum of feasible traje tories and maneuvers and does not assume that the defense
knows in advan e the traje tory the atta king missile will follow.
Every missile has a so- alled \maximum-range" traje tory, whi h is the traje tory for whi h the impa t
point of the payload is farthest from the laun h site. The shape of a missile's maximum range traje tory
depends on the missile's shape, stru ture, a eleration pro le, and payload mass (see Appendix B). For
ta ti al reasons, an atta ker may program a missile to y a traje tory that is higher (\lofted") or lower
(\depressed") than the missile's maximum range. As shown below, the range penalty for deviating from the
maximum-range traje tory by a modest amount is small. \Dog-legs" are maneuvers in whi h the missile
starts out in one dire tion and then veers o in another, making it diÆ ult for the defense to anti ipate the
intended missile traje tory. The missile may maneuver in the verti al dire tion, remaining in the plane of its
previous traje tory, in the horizontal dire tion, or in an arbitrary dire tion. Energy-expending maneuvers
redu e the nal velo ity of the missile by ausing the missile to make ex ursions around the traje tory to the
target. Solid-propellant missiles in powered ight an and sometimes do rotate and y nearly nose-ba kward
at very high altitude where atmospheri fri tion is unimportant, to enable them to burn all their propellant
and still hit a target at less than their maximum range.
2

3
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the future position of the missile, and guide the kill vehi le so that it hits the missile.
The performan e of the kill vehi le's sensors, guidan e and ontrol system, and propulsion
system that is required to have a high probability of hitting the missile depends on the
spe trum of traje tories and maneuvers the missile may exe ute.4 Verti al or lateral deviations may be programmed into the missile's ight to obfus ate the missile's ight path
and intended target, to evade the kill vehi le, or simply to manage the missile's propulsive
energy. Energy-management maneuvers ould in lude in-plane and out-of-plane dog-legs
or the generalized energy management maneuvers (GEMS) that are used on modern U.S.
solid-propellant missiles to avoid having to terminate the thrust of the solid ro ket motor.5
Evasive maneuvers ould in lude dog-legs, lunges, or jinking maneuvers. (These are des ribed in Chapter 12). They ould be employed alone or in on ert with de oys to exhaust
the kill vehi le's propellant or in rease the probability that it will miss its target. Most
of these maneuvers, su h as lofting or dog-legs, ould be exe uted by any missile, whether
liquid- or solid-propellant. Other maneuvers, su h as GEMS, ould be exe uted only by
solid-propellant missiles.
To understand the impli ations of boost-phase traje tory variations for the performan e
of BPI systems, we investigated a variety of traje tories and maneuvers.
Traje tories used in the Study

The traje tories used in the Study were omputed as des ribed in Appendix B. Several
omputer programs were used to ompute missile and inter eptor traje tories. They were
validated by omparing their results for sele ted ases and by he king sele ted runs against
the results given by a six-degree-of-freedom omputer ode at Sandia National Laboratories
that has been arefully validated over years of use in ro ket design. Most of our analysis
is based on al ulations of planar missile and inter eptor traje tories over a spheri al, nonrotating Earth. These an be used to analyze out-of-plane engagements (engagements in
whi h the missile and inter eptor traje tory planes do not oin ide), as shown in Chapter 4.
In addition to lofted and depressed traje tories, we also simulated a variety of planar missile
traje tories produ ed by hanging the missile's ight path angle after the payload shroud
was eje ted. A few non-planar, dog-leg traje tories were also simulated. These al ulations
on rmed that the e e t on a missile's range of moderate out-of-plane maneuvers, su h as
dog-legs, an be estimated by analyzing similar in-plane maneuvers. We also simulated a
generalized energy-management (GEMS) maneuver. The results of these simulations are
des ribed in this hapter. In addition, we simulated separately a variety of smaller-s ale
in-plane maneuvers as part of our analysis of the homing phase of boost-phase engagements.
These maneuvers in luded traje tory hanges produ ed by a sudden in rease or de rease
in the missile's angle of atta k, swit hba k maneuvers in whi h the target swit hed from a
positive to a negative angle of atta k, sudden lunges, and shtail-like jinking maneuvers intended to evade the kill vehi le. The results of these simulations are des ribed in Chapter 12
and Appendix C.
We note that even if the defense knew exa tly the hara teristi s of the atta king missiles and the
traje tories they have been programmed to y, the inter ept points would still be un ertain be ause the a tual
traje tories own by the missiles would be a e ted by unpredi table variations in propellant formulation,
winds aloft, and other fa tors.
Terminating the thrust of a solid-propellant ro ket before all the propellant is expended is hallenging; it
involves blowing a hole in the missile ase, whi h an be diÆ ult to ontrol. By omparison, liquid-propellant
ro ket motors an easily be throttled ba k by redu ing the ow of propellant to the ombustion hamber.
4

5
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15.2.1 Maximum-range and lofted traje tories
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Figure 15.1. Maximum-range boost-phase traje tory of liquid-propellant ICBM model L in the
altitude-range plane. The rst- and se ond-stage boost-phase traje tories are shown respe tively
by the heavy and light lines. Inset: A eleration pro les of the two stages. The a eleration of the
se ond stage rea hes 12 g before it burns out.

The nominal maximum-range traje tory of liquid-propellant ICBM model L and the
a eleration time history of its two stages are shown in Fig. 15.1. The traje tories during
rst- and se ond-stage boost are indi ated by the heavy and light lines, respe tively. The
se ond stage ignites 120 s after laun h, the payload shroud is eje ted at 146 s, and the se ond
stage burns out at 240 s. Be ause of the low ight-path angle of the missile's maximumrange traje tory and the high a eleration of its se ond stage during the last half of its
burn, di eren es of a few se onds in the time at whi h the se ond stage burns out or has its
thrust terminated and small hanges in its ight-path angle have a very large e e t on the
missile's range. For example, terminating the thrust of the se ond stage 15 s before normal
burnout would redu e the missile's range by more than 50 per ent. Lofting the missile's
traje tory would redu e this time sensitivity slightly.
The nominal maximum-range traje tory of solid-propellant ICBM model S1 and the
a eleration time history of its three stages are shown in Fig. 15.2. Also shown is the lofted
traje tory produ ed by in reasing the initial ight-path angle (measured relative to the lo al
horizontal) from 19Æ to 27Æ . The traje tories during rst-, se ond- and third-stage boost
are indi ated by the heavy, light, and dotted lines, respe tively. The se ond stage ignites
65 s after laun h, and the shroud is eje ted at 102 s. The third stage ignites at 130 s and
burns out at 170 s.
The nominal maximum-range traje tory of solid-propellant ICBM model S2 and the
a eleration time history of its three stages are shown in Fig. 15.3. As in Fig. 15.2, the
lofted traje tory was produ ed by in reasing the initial ight path angle from 19Æ to 27Æ .
The traje tories during rst-, se ond-, and third-stage boost are indi ated by the heavy,
light, and dotted lines, respe tively. For this model, the se ond stage ignites at 60 s and
the shroud is eje ted at 103 s. The third stage ignites at 120 s and burns out at 170 s.
Figure 15.4 shows missile altitude as a fun tion of range for the maximum-range boost-
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Figure 15.2. Maximum-range and lofted boost-phase traje tories of solid-propellant ICBM model S1
in the altitude-range plane. The traje tories during rst-, se ond- and third-stage boost are indiated by the heavy, light, and dotted lines, respe tively. The ight-path angle measured from the
lo al horizontal is 19Æ for the maximum-range traje tory and 27Æ for the lofted traje tory. Inset:
A eleration pro les of the three stages.
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Figure 15.3. Maximum-range and lofted boost-phase traje tories of solid-propellant ICBM model S2
plotted in the altitude-range plane. As in Fig. 15.2, the traje tories during rst-, se ond-, and thirdstage boost are indi ated by the heavy, Ælight, and dotted lines, respe tively. The ight-path
angle
measured from the lo al horizontal is 19 for the maximum-range traje tory and 27Æ for the lofted
traje tory. Inset: A eleration pro les of the three stages.
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Figure 15.4. Comparison of the missile's altitude as a fun tion of its range for the maximum-range
boost-phase traje tories of the three primary ICBM models. (The numbers in parentheses indi ate
burn times.)

phase traje tories of the three primary ICBM models. Be ause of its lower a eleration and
longer burn time, a liquid-propellant ICBM similar to model L experien es more gravity
drop than a solid-propellant missile with the same range. As a result, its altitude during
se ond-stage ight is lower and its entire traje tory is atter (the ight-path angle of ICBM
model L is 11.5Æ at burnout, whereas the ight path angles of solid-propellant models S1
and S2 are 19Æ at burnout).
Figure 15.5 shows elapsed time as a fun tion of range for the maximum-range boostphase traje tories of the three primary ICBM models. The solid-propellant ICBMs burn out
loser to their laun h site and mu h more qui kly than the liquid-propellant ICBM. This
makes them more diÆ ult to inter ept during their boost phase and drives a BPI system
to use faster inter eptors and base them loser to potential ICBM laun h sites.
15.2.2 Other traje tories

An almost in nite variety of maneuvers is possible for an ICBM atta king a target that is at
a range less than the missile's maximum range. In hoosing whi h maneuvers to onsider,
we used pra ti al onsiderations to ir ums ribe the possibilities. First, with the ex eption
of GEMS maneuvers and dog-leg maneuvers of ICBMs laun hed from North Korea against
targets in Alaska, no maneuvers were onsidered that would redu e the ICBM's range by
more than 1500 km from its maximum. Se ond, no planned maneuvers were onsidered
that would in rease the stru tural loading or heating of the missile. A ordingly, all major
maneuvers were initiated only after the shroud was eje ted, whi h was assumed to be done
on e the dynami pressure fell below 0.5 psf. Finally, limits were pla ed on transient or
os illatory a elerations by assuming an outer ontrol loop orner frequen y of 2 Hz or less
and a thrust-ve tor- ontrol orner frequen y of about 20 Hz.
An ICBM atta king a target that is loser than its maximum range an be programmed to follow a wide variety of traje tories, espe ially after it has
limbed above the atmosphere. The range penalty for small deviations from the missile's

Traje tory-shaping maneuvers
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Figure 15.5. Comparison of time after laun h as a fun tion of range for the maximum-range boostphase traje tories of the three primary ICBM models. (The numbers in parentheses indi ate burn
times.)

maximum-range traje tory is se ond-order in the deviation and is therefore relatively small.
Figure 15.6 illustrates the variety of planar traje tories that are possible for solid-propellant
ICBM model S1 by lofting it slightly at laun h or by hanging its ight-path angle after
shroud eje t. Traje tory variations like these are also possible for liquid-propellant ICBM
model L and solid-propellant ICBM model S2. The ases shown are as follows:
1. The nominal maximum-range traje tory for ICBM model S1. The missile was
laun hed with an initial ight-path angle of 81.5Æ and ondu ted a gravity turn6
from laun h through shroud eje t, whi h o urred during se ond-stage ight, 102 s
after the missile was laun hed.
2. The traje tory produ ed by lofting the missile so that its ight-path angle at burnout
is 27.5Æ . The range of the missile (when all of its propulsive energy is used) is
shortened by 1,000 km, relative to its nominal maximum range.
3. The traje tory produ ed by laun hing the missile as in Case 1 but in reasing its angle
of atta k by 20Æ from shroud eje t through se ond-stage burnout.
4. The traje tory produ ed by laun hing the missile as in Case 1 but in reasing its angle
of atta k by 10Æ from shroud eje t through third-stage burnout.
5. The traje tory produ ed by laun hing the missile as in Case 1 but de reasing its
angle of atta k by 15Æ from shroud eje t through se ond-stage burnout.
None of these traje tory variations redu e the missile's range by more than 1,500 km
(12 per ent). Out-of-plane deviations by similar distan es redu e the range by a similar
amount, as on rmed by omputing several out-of-plane traje tories. Thus, the missile an
If the thrust ve tor of a ro ket having a ight-path angle less than 90Æ is kept aligned with its velo ity
ve tor, gravity will ause its ight path angle to de rease gradually, i.e., the missile will gradually turn
toward horizontal ight; this e e t is alled a \gravity turn."
6
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Figure 15.6. Examples of the variety of planar traje tories that are possible for solid-propellant
ICBM model S1 by lofting it slightly at laun h or by hanging its ight path angle after shroud
eje t. (The numbers are keys for the text.) The large-s ale traje tory variations shown redu e the
range of the missile by at most 12% of its maximum range. Out-of-plane deviations by similar
distan es redu e the range by a similar amount. Traje tory variations like these are also possible for
liquid-propellant ICBM model L and solid-propellant ICBM model S2, with similar range penalties.
The volume in spa e that these traje tories span illustrates the volume that inter eptors must be
able to over to ensure that a boost-phase inter ept is possible.

easily vary its azimuth by 10Æ before ut-o with little loss of range. Traje tory-shaping
maneuvers like these are routinely performed by some U.S. missiles.
Figure 15.6 shows the large-s ale traje tory variations that are possible for a given range
penalty span an approximately oni al volume in spa e entered on the maximum-range
traje tory. The diameter of the one at the missile's burnout point an be 120{150 km if
a 10 per ent redu tion in the missile's range is a eptable, or as large as 250 km if a 50
per ent redu tion in the missile's range is a eptable. The latter would still allow any of
the model missiles used in the Study to rea h targets anywhere in Alaska from laun h sites
in North Korea. The kill vehi les of a BPI system must be able to rea h points anywhere
in this volume within the time available to ensure that an inter ept is possible (to a tually
a hieve inter ept, the kill vehi le must then hit the missile).
Generalized energy-management steering (GEMS) maneuvers may be performed late in a solid-propellant ICBM's boost phase in lieu of thrust
termination to redu e the missile's e e tive range, allowing it to hit a target loser than
its maximum range. Figure 15.7 shows an example of a GEMS maneuver performed to
redu e the impa t range of ICBM model S2, whi h has a third stage similar to that of the
Minuteman I. In su h a maneuver, the enterline of the missile may deviate from its ight
path by up to 120Æ . The need to ope with maneuvers like this, whi h are quite typi al for
solid-propellant missiles that have no thrust termination, in reases signi antly the performan e requirements for the guidan e and ontrol systems, and also the propulsion systems,
Energy-management maneuvers
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Figure 15.7. Illustrative GEMS maneuver for solid-propellant ICBM S2 third stage.
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Figure 15.8. Components of the a eleration of the third stage of ICBM model S2 along the x, y,
and z axes during an illustrative GEMS maneuver.

of the kill vehi le.
During a GEMS maneuver, the time-varying thrust ve tor an be assumed to be approximately oaxial with the enterline of the vehi le. The vehi le's attitude is de ned by
its Euler angles, whi h are shown as fun tions of time in Fig. 15.7 for an illustrative GEMS
maneuver. We express the thrust ve tor, whi h varies in both magnitude and dire tion, by
spe ifying its Cartesian omponents as fun tions of time in the referen e frame of the missile
at laun h. We hoose the z axis in the verti al dire tion, the x axis along the proje tion
of the ring dire tion into the horizontal plane, and the y axis perpendi ular to the x z
( ring) plane. For the example shown, the ring dire tion is about 25Æ east of north. Using
the thrust a eleration of the third-stage of ICBM model S2 to x the magnitude of the
missile's a eleration and the Euler angles shown in Fig. 15.7 to determine its omponents
along the x, y, and z axes, we obtain the results shown in Fig. 15.8. This GEMS maneuver
redu ed the velo ity of the third stage of ICBM S2 along its ight path by 970 m/s, dereasing its impa t range from 12,000 km to 6,280 km. The latter is the range from North
Korea to just south of the southern boundary of Alaska, so a GEMS maneuver similar to
this one would be appropriate for an ICBM laun hed from North Korea against targets in
Alaska.
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Sin e the defense does not know the ICBM's intended target or how its maneuver will
unfold, to be sure of hitting the ICBM, the kill vehi le must mat h or ex eed the ICBM's
unpredi ted a eleration normal to the line-of-sight from the inter eptor to the ICBM at
every moment.7 Hen e the inter eptor must expend propellant, regardless of the dire tion
of the ICBM's a eleration. To be sure of hitting the ICBM, the kill vehi le must hange
its velo ity by an amount equal to the integral of the absolute magnitude of the ICBM's
unanti ipated a eleration normal to the line-of-sight.
For the GEMS maneuver shown in Figs. 15.7 and 15.8, an inter eptor approa hing the
ICBM from a dire tion approximately perpendi ular to the ICBM's traje tory plane would
have to be able to hange its velo ity by about 1,200 m/s in order to be ertain of hitting
the missile, assuming that the state of the target ICBM an be determined instantly and
exa tly and that the kill vehi le an hange its a eleration instantly to mat h that of the
ICBM. In reality, errors and lags in estimating the state of the target and the laten y in
the kill vehi le's dynami al response must also be onsidered in determining the required
performan e of the kill vehi le.
Impli ations for boost-phase inter ept systems The results presented in this se tion
illustrate the large unpredi tability in performan e of an atta king ICBM that in reases the
potential inter ept volume that the defensive system must be prepared to over. Figures 15.4
and 15.5 show that the burnout altitude and range of liquid-propellant ICBM L di er from
those of solid-propellant ICBM S2 by more than 50 km and more than 100 km, respe tively.
Even the burnout ranges of the two solid-propellant ICBM models di er by more than 50 km.
The boost phases of the solid-propellant missiles are 70 s shorter than the boost phase of
the liquid-propellant missile.
The traje tory variations and maneuvers that were simulated show that even if the
performan e hara teristi s of the atta king ICBM are known pre isely, the defense's la k
of knowledge of the traje tory the missile has been programmed to y in reases the required
performan e of the inter eptor and kill vehi le be ause they o ur after the inter eptor has
been red and has ompleted its boost. Figure 15.6 shows that the large s ale traje tory
variations possible for a 10-per ent redu tion in the missile's range ll an approximately
oni al volume having a diameter at the burnout point of 120{150 km; for a 50-per ent
redu tion in the missile's range, the diameter an be as large as 250 km. The latter redu tion
in range would still allow any of the model missiles used in the Study to atta k targets
anywhere in Alaska from laun h sites in North Korea.
The traje tory variations shown in Fig. 15.6 unders ore another important point about
the design of a BPI system: there is a downside to using inter eptors having very short
boost times or ommitting them early. As long as the inter eptor is in its boost phase,
it an ompensate for deviations of the ICBM's traje tory from the traje tory expe ted
when the inter eptor was red with little additional expenditure of propellant, provided the
inter eptor re eives nearly ontinuous updates about the target missile's position from o board sensors, su h as spa e-based IR dete tors or radars. However, on e the inter eptor's
nal boost stage burns out, whi h o urs 85{105 s after the laun h of the target ICBM for
an inter eptor with a 40-s boost phase red 45{65 s after the ICBM was laun hed, the kill
vehi le must use its own propulsion to ompensate for any unpredi ted maneuvers by the
ICBM.

As dis ussed in Chapter 12, a eleration-mat hing minimizes the total velo ity hange the kill vehi le
must be able to a hieve if the target's maneuvers are unpredi table and arbitrary.
7
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For example, if the ICBM initiates a 15Æ out-of-plane dog-leg beginning immediately
after it eje ts its shroud and ontinuing until its third stage has burned out, the kill vehi le
would have to hange its velo ity by about 840 m/s to ompensate, assuming that the kill
vehi le has perfe t knowledge of the target's a eleration without any time lag. In reality,
the total velo ity hange required will be larger, be ause of random and systemati errors
and delays in estimating the state (position, velo ity, and a eleration) of the target and
laten y in the dynami al response of the kill vehi le to ommanded a elerations.
Our simulation of a GEMS maneuver showed that the kill vehi le would have to be able
to hange its velo ity by about 1,200 m/s to be ertain of hitting the missile, assuming
that the state of the target ICBM an be determined instantly and exa tly and that the
kill vehi le an hange its a eleration instantly to mat h that of the ICBM. As with the
dog-leg maneuver, the total velo ity hange required will be larger, be ause of the errors
and delays in estimating the target's state and laten y in the dynami al response of the kill
vehi le to ommanded a elerations.
We emphasize that the ICBM traje tory variations and maneuvers dis ussed here are
merely examples of a broad spe trum of possible maneuvers. An ICBM ould exe ute any
one of these maneuvers or a ombination of them, but ould not exe ute more than one of
the extreme examples without redu ing its impa t range to signi antly less than 6,000 km.
The kill-vehi le performan e required to inter ept an ICBM exe uting maneuvers like
these is analyzed quantitatively in Chapter 12. The resulting performan e requirements
are then used in Chapter 14 to determine the required sizes and masses of kill vehi les for
boost-phase inter ept.

15.3 Models of Medium-Range Ballisti Missiles
To explore the issues asso iated with BPI of shorter-range missiles laun hed o the oast
of the United States, the Study Group onstru ted two models of medium-range theater
ballisti missiles:
1. A 1300-km, single-stage, liquid-propellant missile having a 95-se ond burn time,
having hara teristi s similar to those that have been reported [170℄ for Shahab-3,
No Dong, and Ghauri missiles. We denote this model M1.
2. A 600-km, single-stage, solid-propellant missile having a 65-se ond burn time, having
hara teristi s roughly similar to the solid-propellant Chinese M-9. We denote this
model M2.
The maximum-range traje tories of these models are shown in Fig. 15.9 and their physi al hara teristi s are summarized in Tables 15.6 and 15.7.
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Figure 15.9. Maximum-range traje tories of the two medium-range missile models listed in Tables 15.6 and 15.7. M1 has a range of 1,300 km and burn time of 95 s; M2 has a range of 600 km
and a burn time of 65 s.

Table 15.6. Chara teristi s of 1300-km M1a
Attribute
Units Stage 1
Mass fra tion
0.85
Isp
s
265
It
MN-s
35.5
tonne
13.6
Wp
minert
tonne
2.4
minitial
tonne
17.1
m nal
tonne
3.4
V added (ideal)
km/s
4.17
V added (a tual) km/s
3.22
Burn time
s
95
Thrust (average)
kN
374
Diameter
m
1.85
a
Payload: 975 kg; shroud mass: 66 kg;
eje ted after burnout.
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Table 15.7. Chara teristi s of 600-km M2a
Attribute
Units Stage 1
Mass fra tion
0.85
Isp
s
265
It
MN-s
17.7
Wp
tonne
6.8
minert
tonne
1.2
minitial
tonne
9.1
m nal
tonne
2.26
V added (ideal)
km/s
2.84
V added (a tual) km/s
2.20
Burn time
s
65
Thrust (average)
kN
273
Diameter
m
1.0
a Payload: 2,176 kg; shroud mass: 66 kg;
eje ted after burnout.
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No inter eptors suitable for use in a boost-phase defense exist today. Consequently,
to analyze boost-phase engagements, the Study Group had to reate omputer models
of inter eptors. Two sets of inter eptors were reated: inter eptors in the rst set were
un onstrained in size, whereas those in the se ond set were onstrained to t an existing
laun h system. The inter eptors were hosen to span the range of performan e relevant
to the BPI problem and to explore a variety of issues, in luding the ability of inter eptors
having di erent yout velo ities and a elerations to engage the model target missiles in
the suite developed in Chapter 15.
The model inter eptors developed here are employed throughout Part A of this report
and in the engagement simulations in Appendix C. The inter eptor's traje tories were
omputed as des ribed in Appendix B.

16.1 Analyti al Approa h
A set of notional dynami models for inter eptors were developed to de ne plausible yout
hara teristi s for a variety of s enarios of interest. As a rst step, a rough estimate of
the inter eptor performan e required to rea h the target during its boost phase may be
obtained using a kinemati equation for Ri, the distan e the inter eptor must y to rea h a
desired nominal inter ept point on the boost-phase traje tory of the target missile, namely
1
Ri = at2b + Vbo (ti tb ) ;
(16.1)
2
where a is the nominal mean a eleration of the inter eptor, tb is the total duration of the
inter eptor's boost phase, Vbo is the inter eptor's burnout velo ity, and ti is the desired
S277
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inter ept time measured from time at whi h the inter eptor was laun hed. The time available to inter ept the target missile is the burn time the target missile needs to a hieve the
velo ity required to deliver its payload to the nearest defended area, less the interval from
time the missile was laun hed to the time the inter eptor was red.
Equation (16.1) presumes the inter eptor's a eleration is onstant during its boost
phase, whereas the a tual a eleration of an inter eptor varies ontinuously during its yout
be ause of variations in its thrust, the de reasing mass of the propellant, staging events, the
hanging dynami pressure, and traje tory shaping, as well as the e e t of gravity. Therefore, to ompute an inter eptor's traje tory a urately, the time history of the inter eptor's
ight to the inter ept point must be arefully modeled. To a ount for these omplex fa tors,
notional inter eptors were initially de ned using rough estimates of the required kill-vehi le
mass and then ying them out on a variety of traje tories through a standard atmosphere
and the entral gravitational eld of a spheri al model Earth. These initial studies were
used to establish the \ yout fan" or eld of re needed to engage the target ICBMs during
their boost-phases. Like the target missile traje tories used in the Study, the inter eptor
traje tories were validated by omparing sample traje tories with traje tories omputed by
Sandia National Laboratories using odes that have been arefully validated during years of
use. The results of the Sandia simulations mat hed the Study Group's results very losely.
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Figure 16.1. Fan of planar yout traje tories omputed for the notional 6.7-km/s inter eptor I-3,
whi h has a 75-se ond boost phase.

Figure 16.1 illustrates one set of traje tories that evolved from the analysis of a two-stage
inter eptor having a 6.7-km/s verti al burnout velo ity (Vbo ) and a total burn time of 75 s.
The radial lines are spe i yout traje tories, and the ir umferential urves are ontours
of onstant time after the time of inter eptor laun h. This inter eptor also has a burnout
velo ity of about 6.4 km/s on typi al shallow inter ept traje tories. It was hosen to ompare
with results of prior analyses using an inter eptor of similar performan e [171, 172℄. The
physi al and performan e hara teristi s of this inter eptor are summarized in Table 16.1.
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Table 16.1. Chara teristi s of the 6.7-km/s Inter eptor I-3a
Attribute
Unitsb Stage 2 Stage 1
Totals
Mass fra tion
0.85
0.85
Isp
s
270
265
It
MN s
4.82
27.3
Wp
tonne
1.82
10.5
minert
tonne
0.32
1.85
minitial
tonne
2.25 14.60
14.60
m nal
tonne
0.43
4.10
V added (ideal) km/s
4.37
3.31
7.67
V added (a tual) km/s
4.05
2.61
6.66
Burn time
s
40
35
75
Thrust (average) kN
121
781
Diameter(average) m
1.0
1.2

a Kill vehi le mass 91 kg; shroud mass 22 kg; eje t after burnout.
b Units: MN s = Meganewton s, kN = kilonewton; tonne = 1000 kg.

Cumulative from left to right.

The initial inter eptor models were onstru ted without regard to size or laun h platform
onstraints, a reasonable assumption for ground-based inter eptors or inter eptors based on
large ships. Inter eptors having di erent burn times and burnout velo ities Vbo were onsidered to understand the impli ations of burn time, yout velo ity, and a eleration pro les
for the BPI problem. The rst step in that pro ess was to size several inter eptors with an
initial set of mass properties, stage on guration, thrust, and aerodynami hara teristi s,
to meet a range of performan e riteria. The inter eptors were then used to analyze engagements and establish kill-vehi le sizing requirements. The kill vehi le masses that resulted
from that analysis (Chapter 14) were then used to develop the nal mass properties of the
inter eptors.

16.2 Models of Un onstrained Inter eptors
The un onstrained inter eptor models had burnout velo ities ranging from 6.5 km/s to
10 km/s (verti al). Spe i ally, these inter eptors in luded:
1. Inter eptor I-3: a 6.7-km/s, two-stage booster having a 75-se ond burn time and a
large kill vehi le apable of a total velo ity hange (V) of 2 km/s for divert and
homing.1
2. Inter eptor I-4: a 6.5-km/s, three-stage booster having a 40-se ond burn time and
the same kill vehi le as I-3. This model represents a missile that burns out very
qui kly.
3. Inter eptor I-5: a 10-km/s, three-stage booster having a 45-se ond burn time and
a larger kill vehi le having a divert velo ity of 2.5 km/s to a ount for the higher
losing velo ities asso iated with this faster inter eptor.
Throughout the Report we refer to the integral of the absolute magnitude of the kill vehi le's a eleration
from the time it is deployed until the end of the engagement as the total velo ity hange V (see Chapter 12).
1
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Figure 16.2. Notional pro les of the inter eptor models used in the Study; the dimensions are
in meters. These drawings are intended only to represent the approximate physi al sizes of the
inter eptors that were modeled; they do not represent a tual missiles. Inter eptor models I-2, I-4,
and I-5 were used in the analysis.

The notional dimensions of the three un onstrained inter eptor models are shown in Fig. 16.2.
The apability of an inter eptor is sometimes des ribed by the ideal velo ity from the
ro ket equation, but this does not a ount for aerodynami drag e e ts or gravity and
an overstate a tual performan e by 20 per ent or more. In this study, we hose to de ne
inter eptors by their burnout velo ity when red verti ally from the surfa e of Earth through
the atmosphere, a better standard for omparing the a tual y-out performan e of di erent
inter eptors.
In the early phase of the engagement analysis, it was found that the 75-se ond a eleration time of the 6.7-km/s inter eptor I-3 limited its range to su h an extent that it was
not useful in most engagements, parti ularly against solid-propellant ICBMs. The 6.5-km/s
inter eptor I-4, whi h has a boost time of 40 s, was found to be mu h more e e tive than
inter eptor I-3. The basi physi al and performan e hara teristi s of inter eptor I-4 are
listed in Table 16.2. Figure 16.3 shows a yout fan of planar traje tories and the a eleration
pro le al ulated for inter eptor I-4.
Engagement analyses done by the Study Group indi ated that in some ases very fast
inter eptors were needed to rea h the target in time. Those ases either required large
stando distan es for geographi reasons or required early inter epts and short engagement
times. The fastest inter eptor onsidered in this study was the 10-km/s inter eptor I-5,
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Table 16.2. Chara teristi s of the 6.5-km/s Inter eptor I-4a
Attribute
Unitsb Stage 2 Stage 1
Totals
Mass fra tion
0.83
0.83
Isp
s
280
270
It
MN s
3.5
33.8
Wp
tonne
1.28 12.73
minert
tonne
0.26
2.55
minitial
tonne
1.63 16.91
16.91
m nal
tonne
0.36
4.18
V added (ideal) km/s
4.19
3.71
7.90
V added (a tual) km/s
3.56
2.94
6.50
Burn time
s
15
25
40
Thrust (average) kN
234 1350
Diameter (average) m
1.2
1.4

a Kill vehi le mass 91 kg; shroud mass 9.1 kg; eje t after burnout.
b Units: MN s = Meganewton s, kN = kilonewton; tonne = 1000 kg.

Cumulative from left to right.
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Figure 16.3. A yout fan of planar traje tories and the a eleration pro le omputed for the
6.5-km/s inter eptor I-4.
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whi h has a 45-se ond burn time. The basi physi al and performan e hara teristi s of
this inter eptor are listed in Table 16.3. Figure 16.4 shows a yout fan of planar traje tories
and the a eleration pro le al ulated for inter eptor I-5.
Table 16.3. Chara teristi s of the 10-km/s Inter eptor I-5a
Attribute
Unitsb Stage 3 Stage 2 Stage 1 Totals
Mass fra tion
0.90
0.85
0.85
Isp
s
280
280
270
It
MN s
1.9
13.7 132.6
Wp
tonne
0.68
5.00
50.0
minert
tonne
0.08
0.88
8.80
minitial
tonne
0.92
6.80 65.60 65.60
m nal
tonne
0.24
1.80 15.60
V added (ideal) km/s
3.71
3.65
3.81 11.18
V added (a tual) km/s
3.38
3.24
3.38 10.00
Burn time
s
15
15
15
45
Thrust (average) kN
125
917 8840
Diameter (average) m
1.32
1.50
2.20
a Kill vehi le mass 136 kg. Shroud mass 27 kg; eje t after burnout.
b Units: MN s = Meganewton s, kN = kilonewton, tonne = 1000 kg.

Cumulative from left to right.

Although building su h a fast inter eptor may be possible within the next 10 years, it
would be te hni ally hallenging. The inter eptor would have a mass of 66 tonnes, whi h is
as heavy as an ICBM, and yet must rea h a speed 50 per ent faster than an ICBM in only
one-quarter of the time. Su h a missile has never been built.
Any ro ket moving faster than about 7 km/s would have the range of an ICBM and ould
therefore be mistaken for an ICBM. Inter eptor I-2 is slower than this, and there would be
no danger of su h a mistake. However, Inter eptor I-4 (6.5 km/s) and I-5 (10 km/s) ould
be mistaken for an ICBM. The inter eptor traje tories from North Korea are generally to
the northwest, and head a ross China to Russia. Thus, an inter eptor red in defense runs
the risk of inadvertently triggering a retaliatory a tion by another ountry. This s enario
is of parti ular on ern for defense of missiles from North Korea, where the inter eptors
would be on traje tories headed for China and Russia. While boost-phase inter eptors y
a at traje tory, even a 4000-km-range would be a threat to most of eastern Russia and all
of China, so even a 5-km/s inter eptor ould be a problem.

16.3 Models of Constrained Inter eptors
The Study Group also developed models of three inter eptors onstrained in volume and-or
mass so that they ould be based on ships or air raft. Those models in lude:
1. Inter eptor I-1: A 1.7-km/s, two-stage inter eptor having a dual-thrust se ond stage
that is similar to the existing Standard Missile SM-2, urrently deployed on U. S.
Navy Aegis ruisers and destroyers. While mu h too slow to inter ept ICBMs, this
inter eptor ould be used to inter ept theater-range missiles laun hed from ships o
U.S. oasts, provided that the Aegis ship ould be lo ated lose to the missile laun h
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Figure 16.4. A yout fan of planar traje tories and the a eleration pro le omputed for the 10-km/s
inter eptor I-5.

platform. There would be no kill vehi le on this inter eptor; instead, it would use
the blast-fragmentation warhead on the Standard Missile SM-2.
2. Inter eptor I-2: A 5-km/s, three-stage inter eptor having a 21-in h diameter that
would ll the entire volume of the verti al-laun h-system (VLS) tubes in Aegis ships.
It would arry the same 2-km/s kill vehi le as inter eptors I-3 and I-4. This missile
would have a laun h mass of about 2,200 kg. Note that it would be a new missile
and not a modi ation of the existing Standard Missile SM-2, urrently deployed on
U.S. Navy ruisers and destroyers.
3. An air-laun hed inter eptor onstrained for bomber arriage with a gross weight of
about 2,000 kg, similar to the size and weight of an Air-Laun hed Cruise Missile
(ALCM) that is arried by B-52H bombers [173℄. This inter eptor would arry the
same 2-km/s kill vehi le as inter eptor I-2. Due to time onstraints, we did not
develop a detailed model of this missile. However, it would be only slightly smaller
than the 5-km/s VLS model (I-2) and would have about the same apabilities (the
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smaller size would be ompensated by its being laun hed at an altitude of about
13 km where the atmosphere is thinner and the drag is less). Therefore, we used I-2
as a surrogate for the range apabilities of the ALCM-sized inter eptor.
Inter eptor I-2 was an important inter eptor in our analysis be ause it ould be deployed
in a VLS tube on Aegis ships|a basing mode ommonly suggested for BPI. In our view, an
inter eptor similar to I-2 would be the most apable inter eptor that ould be deployed on
an Aegis ship without making signi ant modi ations to the ship. The basi physi al and
performan e hara teristi s of this inter eptor are listed in Table 16.4. Figure 16.5 shows a
yout fan of planar traje tories and the a eleration pro le al ulated for inter eptor I-2.
Table 16.4. Chara teristi s of the VLS 5-km/s Inter eptor I-2a
Attribute
Unitsb Stage 3 Stage 2 Stage 1 Totals
Mass fra tion
0.80
0.90
0.67
Isp
s
270
265
256
It
MN s
0.24
3.21
1.14
Wp
tonne 0.091
1.23
0.45
minert
tonne 0.023 0.137 0.224
minitial
tonne
0.21
1.58
2.26 2.26
m nal
tonne
0.11
0.35
1.81
V added (ideal) km/s
1.56
3.98
0.57 6.10
V added (a tual) km/s
1.22
3.32
0.49 5.02
Burn time
s
20
20
6.5 46.5
Thrust (average) kN
12
160
176
Diameter
m
0.53
0.53
0.53
a Kill vehi le mass 91 kg; shroud mass 9.1 kg; eje t after burnout.
b Units: MN s = Meganewton s, kN = kilonewton, tonne = 1000 kg.

Cumulative from left to right.

16.4 Summary of Inter eptor Models
The ve inter eptors des ribed in this hapter are entral to the analysis in the remainder
of this Report. Table 16.5 ompares them. Most of the analysis in the Report fo uses
on inter eptor models I-2, I-4, and I-5. Inter eptor I-3, whi h has a 75-se ond burn time,
a elerates too slowly to be very useful against ICBMs. Inter eptor I-1 ould be used only to
defend the United States against medium-range ballisti missiles (MRBMs) laun hed from
forward-based platforms su h as ships. An airborne inter eptor would have a performan e
similar to inter eptor I-2, whi h is approximately the size of an ALCM.
Table 16.5. Inter eptor Models Used in the Study
Burnout
Lifto Mass Number of
Model Velo ity (km/s) Boost Time (s) (tonne)
Stages
I-1
1.7
47
1.57
2
I-2
5.0
47
2.26
3
I-3
6.7
75
14.60
2
I-4
6.5
40
16.91
2
I-5
10.0
45
65.60
3
Note: Burnout velo ity is that for a verti al traje tory.
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Figure 16.5. A yout fan of planar traje tories and the a eleration pro le omputed for the 5-km/s
inter eptor I-2.

Figure 16.6 ompares the sizes of the ve model inter eptors to other missiles that
have been built in the past. Noti e that the faster (6.5-km/s to 10-km/s) inter eptors are
omparable in size to most ICBMs, or even larger. Inter eptors I-2 and I-3 are about half
the weight of the Minuteman III; I-5 is twi e as heavy as the Minuteman III and about
10 per ent heavier than the Trident II. All are heavier than the Spartan inter eptor used
in the ground-based antiballisti missile (ABM) system the United States deployed near
Grand Forks, North Dakota in the early 1970s.

16.5 Inter eptor Basing Options
We on lude our dis ussion of inter eptors for boost-phase defense by ommenting brie y
on some of the options for deploying them. These in lude basing on land, on ships at sea,
and on air raft. Basing inter eptors in spa e would involve quite di erent onsiderations;
dis ussion of this option is therefore given in Chapter 6. The dis ussion here fo uses hie y
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Figure 16.6. Comparison of model inter eptors with various existing missiles. The lifto mass of
ea h inter eptor or missile in tonnes (1 tn =1000 kg) is listed beneath the name of the inter eptor
or missile.

on inter eptors for defending against ICBMs, but we dis uss brie y some deployment options for inter eptors intended to defend the United States against MRBMs laun hed from
platforms o the oasts of the United States.
Although ommand, ontrol, and ommuni ations are vitally important, they are outside
the s ope of the Study and are not dis ussed.
16.5.1 Land basing

It an be assumed that 6.5-km/s inter eptors like I-4 ould be air-transported and deployed
with eld army units. Transporter-ere tor-laun her vehi les for land-basing of missiles in
this lass should be feasible and should not require advan e onstru tion of spe ial sites
or laun hing pads. Inter eptor I-5 may be road-transportable, but its mass is 66 tonnes
(73 tons), more than twi e the mass of a Minuteman III, and its diameter is three m. It
ould not be transported readily by air and might require xed laun h pads or silos. (See
Fig. 16.2).
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16.5.2 Sea basing

Basing boost-phase inter eptors on sea-going vessels would o er some potential advantages
over land-based systems, but would also impose some limitations. An ar hetype for a seabased boost-phase system is the Aegis system, whi h is urrently deployed on many ruisers
and destroyers in the U.S. eet. These ships have the normal omplement of ombat systems,
in luding systems for laun hing Tomahawk ruise missiles as well as Standard Missiles,
whi h are designed primarily to defend the eet against unmanned air-breathing threats
(often alled ruise missiles). The Standard Missile SM-2 blo k 4A was designed to engage
short-range ta ti al ballisti missiles (SRBMs) reentering the atmosphere as well as ruise
missiles. However, its produ tion was re ently an elled. Another variant, the SM-3, is in
the early stages of prototype development and is intended to provide \theater-wide" defense
against MRBMs.
The Aegis VLS an laun h only missiles having diameters of 21 in hes or less. Our
analysis indi ates that given a apable kill vehi le with the ne essary on-board sensors,
a eleration, and V apability, an inter eptor like model I-2, whi h has a burnout velo ity
of 5 km/se , is the largest that ould be laun hed using the VLS. It is possible the system
ould be modi ed to take a slightly larger, and hen e faster, inter eptor.
The Aegis system ontains three additional organi omponents: a apable, large,
phased-array radar (the SPY-1), whi h is losely integrated into the ship's superstru ture;
a weapon battle-management and re- ontrol system apable of engaging multiple targets
simultaneously; and the ommuni ations suite required for tying into a larger, integrated
defense stru ture within the theater of ombat.
The 6.5-km/s inter eptor I-4 would be the size of a Polaris A3 missile, too large to
be laun hed by the VLS. Hen e, if this inter eptor were to be deployed on ships, a new
laun hing system must be developed.
There is some pra ti al limit to the size of an inter eptor that ould be arried aboard
ships other than Aegis platforms. With steam-eje t laun h, missiles su h as the 74-in hdiameter, 70,000-lb. Poseidon C3 missile were laun hed from tubes on the USS Observation Island in the late 1960s. Trident submarines arry 24 missiles weighing more than
120,000 lbs. ea h and having a diameter of nearly 90 in hes. For purposes of omparison,
the model I-5-10 km/s inter eptor has a diameter of 127 in hes and weighs 144,000 lbs. (see
Fig. 16.2). To a ommodate su h a missile, a ship larger than the existing Aegis would be
needed|perhaps a new ship or a onverted argo ship|as well as a new laun h system.
The primary bene ts of using submarines as the inter eptor laun hers are that they
would be relatively diÆ ult to dete t and ould laun h their inter eptors in very poor
weather and sea onditions. However, a wide-band ommuni ation link between the radar
and the ship laun hing the inter eptor would be essential. A submarine would therefore
have to have an exposed wide-band antenna, whi h would ompromise its stealthiness.
The advantages of sea basing in lude the ability to move inter eptors to riti al lo ations almost anywhere in the world when a on i t arises. In addition, su h a defensive
system ould remain on-station at su h lo ations inde nitely, taking advantage of the rew
infrastru ture, replenishment, and prote tion of the host vessel and its asso iated battle
group.
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16.5.3 Air basing

Previous studies of airborne BPIs have assumed that inter eptors having burnout velo ities
of 4 km/s to 5 km/s ould be based on air raft, su h as the B-52 [174, 175, 176℄. At the
same time this study has been underway, Dean Wilkening at Stanford University has been
spe i ally studying airborne boost-phase solutions and briefed our Study Group on his
interim results [177℄.
There are three issues that must be re ognized with air-based ICBM BPIs|enduran e,
payload limits, and self defense. In similar air operations involving maintaining one air raft
ontinuously on station, typi ally ve to six air raft plus some tankers are required. Hen e
the operational ost of maintaining an air-based defense is quite high. In planning an airbased BPI system, the vulnerability of inter eptor- arrying air raft to long-range surfa eto-air missiles (SAMS) would have to be onsidered.
The SA-5 (Russian S-200) SAM system has been operational sin e the mid-1960s, has
been exported to hostile nations, and remains operational today. It an inter ept large
air raft operating at high altitudes out to distan es of 200 km or more from the SAM
site. More modern SA-12 (Russian S-300V) SAMs have omparable range apability oupled with mobility that would permit surprise deployments. There is a possible ele troni
ountermeasure (ECM) defense against these long-range SAMs, but the risk involved in
stationing large air raft within 200 km of hostile territory would probably prevent su h operation for long periods. In addition, the vulnerability of su h air raft to air-to-air missiles
delivered by enemy ghters would require ontinuous prote tion by U.S. ombat air patrols
or long-range SAMs based within 50 to 100 km of the BPI air raft, negating most of the
potential basing advantage. Inter eptors having velo ities in ex ess of 5 km/s appear to be
too large to be deployed on air raft.
While having a radar at altitudes of 10{13 km o ers some viewing advantages, the size
of the radar required to a quire these targets at ranges of 800 km is prohibitive for most
air raft.
For these reasons, and the fa t that another study was fo using on that approa h, we
did not explore air-based solutions expli itly, but rather treated it generi ally.
16.5.4 Deployment for defense against SRBMs and MRBMs

If there is an ideal appli ation of boost-phase defense in the near term, it is defending against
SRBMs or MRBMs laun hed from vessels positioned o U.S. oasts2 . Engagements of a
typi al SRBM and a typi al MRBM laun hed from ships at sea are analyzed in Se tion 5.7.1.
There it is shown that the SRBMs and MRBMs ould be engaged by inter eptor I-1, whi h
is similar to the U.S. Navy's existing SM-2. This inter eptor would have to be stationed
within approximately 40 km of the vessel laun hing the ballisti missile.
During the Cold War, the U.S. Navy maintained a large and e e tive wide-area surveillan e of surfa e vessels as well as submarines in U.S. oastal waters. The assets used for this
purpose, su h as the P-3 Orion patrol air raft and the U.S. Underwater Sound Surveillan e
System (SOSUS), still exist. Suspe t or unidenti ed vessels ould be shadowed by Aegis
ships, whi h might be able to inter ept SRBMs or MRBMs during their boost phase, before
they ould deploy submunitions. It is unlikely that any un oordinated preparation for or
a tual laun h of a ro ket from waters near the U.S. ould have a pea eful purpose. It is also
Medium-range ballisti missiles en ompass the missiles that, in a military ontext, are sometimes alled
\theater" or \ta ti al" ballisti missiles.
2
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unlikely that su h a laun h would involve many ships. Su h laun hes ould therefore be
engaged immediately with pre-delegated authority, thus avoiding three of the most serious
hallenges fa ing most BPI systems|being lose enough to the target laun h site to be
able to inter ept the missile during its boost phase, having the de ision time required between the time a potentially threatening ro ket is dete ted to the time inter eptors must be
red, and avoiding shortfall of the missile's munitions on friendly territory. With adequate
surveillan e, it an be assumed that an Aegis ship ould be stationed in-shore of the suspe t
ship.
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Chapter 17
Overview of the Airborne Laser Analysis

Chapter 7 in Part A des ribed the fundamentals of ABL engagements and Chapter 8 presented on lusions on the overage the ABL ould o er for boost-phase ICBM defense
against North Korea, Iraq, and Iran. We turn now to the te hni al onsiderations involved
in employing the ABL in a boost-phase defense system.
Basing lasers on satellites was an option dis ussed some years ago in the ontext of
the Strategi Defense Initiative (SDI), but this te hnology is not onsidered to be available
within our time frame. The only laser te hnology that ould reasonably be hoped to be ready
for deployment within the 10-year time frame of this report is the ABL, whi h is urrently
being developed. The high-power laser of the ABL would be arried by a modi ed Boeing
747. As a onsequen e of laun hing the laser beam from an air raft in the atmosphere, the
propagation of the beam through the atmosphere is a major issue.
As was shown in Chapter 5, the time available for a kill-vehi le inter ept is very short,
espe ially if the 30-s de ision time is imposed before laun hing the inter eptors. This
ompressed time line for es the defense into using very high speed inter eptors to rea h the
target in time. The ultimate extension of this trend is travel at the speed of light, whi h a
laser beam does.
The ABL is designed from the beginning to be a boost-phase-defense weapon, although
its design mission is for use against theater missiles having relatively short range, ompared
with the long range of ICBMs. Nevertheless, the same prin iples apply for theater missile
defense as for boost-phase defense against ICBMs. We shall see that be ause of the higher
burnout altitude of ICBMs ompared with theater missiles, inter epting ICBMs with a laser
is in some ways easier than inter epting theater missiles.
We have adopted the ABL hardware as best we an determine, subje t to the limits of
lassi ation, as the basis of our analysis. No major modi ations are onsidered. As a
onsequen e of lassi ation issues, some important parameters are unknown, su h as the
laser power and the amount of energy required to be delivered to disable a missile. We
make what we onsider to be reasonable estimates and show the sensitivity to hanges in
these estimates. In ases of doubt, we have taken an optimisti view and given the ABL
the bene t of the doubt. We ompute the range from the ABL to the missile at whi h
the ABL ould be e e tive against both liquid- and solid-propellant boosters. As expe ted,
the \speed-of-light" weapon is insensitive to the laun h delay de ision time that stressed
the kill-vehi le performan e, as shown in Se tion 5.1.2. Nevertheless, the e e tive range is
not as great as one would desire, but it is omparable to that of the various kill vehi les,
depending on the ir umstan es.
Our dis ussion of the ABL starts with Chapter 18, whi h provides an overview of the
ABL hardware, the airframe, the lasers on board, and the assumed performan e. ChapS293
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ter 19 des ribes the issues related to propagating the laser beam long distan es through
the atmosphere and fo using it on the target. Doing this requires a sophisti ated adaptive
opti s (AO) system to ompensate for the atmospheri distortions, and this is des ribed
in Se tion 19.4. Although the ABL has not yet been eld-tested, small-s ale experiments
have been done to validate the spe i ations and the performan e of the AO system. These
are des ribed in Se tion 19.5, and the results are used as the basis for the expe ted ABL
performan e used in our al ulations. Se tion 19.7 summarizes the limits of AO parameters
and engagement time to whi h all al ulations are subje t.
The damage me hanism for a kill vehi le is simple: The physi al impa t deposits a very
large amount of energy on the target in a very short time (less than a millise ond). If
impa t is a hieved, severe damage to the target is assured. Delivery of suÆ ient energy to
the target by a laser, however, is more omplex. A time measured in se onds is required,
and the amount of energy delivered to the target required to assure destru tion depends on
many things, su h as the di erent me hani al and opti al absorption properties of liquidvs. solid-propellant boosters. Solid-propellant boosters require mu h more energy density
( uen e) delivered by the laser. Se tion 20.1 des ribes how we estimated the uen e required. Se tion 20.2 dis usses the problem of assessing whether and when an engagement
is su essful.
Se tion 21.1 des ribes the sequen e of events of a laser atta k, from the initial observation
of the target through the delivery of the high-energy laser (HEL) beam onto the target. The
opti al engagement itself is omplex, oddly enough be ause of the nite speed of light. The
AO system needed to fo us the beam onto the target after traversal of a long air path
depends on re eiving an image of the target at the ABL, and then returning the HEL
along the same air path (ideally) to the missile. During this round trip time for light over
hundreds of km (a few millise onds) the target, moving at several km/s, will have moved
a few meters. Hitting the target at the sele ted spot imposes serious onstraints on the
engagement, as des ribed in Se tions 21.3 and 21.4.
The results of the analysis in terms of the e e tive range of the ABL against liquid- and
solid-propellant missiles are given in Se tion 21.5. This analysis folds in the target ight
pro le (altitude, speed, and a eleration vs. time) with the missile hardness ( uen e required
for destru tion), the laser power, and the performan e and limitations of the AO system
to ompute the maximum range vs. inter ept altitude. The altitude is a key parameter,
be ause it plays a major role in the amount of atmospheri turbulen e with whi h the ABL
must ontend. Figure 21.7 shows this relationship for both kinds of ICBMs. In broad terms,
we estimate that liquid-propellant missiles ould be inter epted at distan es up to about
600 km from the ABL, but solid-propellant missiles ould be inter epted only at about
300 km.
Be ause there are substantial un ertainties in basi parameters, su h as the laser power,
the beam quality, the atmospheri turbulen e, the minimum uen e required to disable a
booster, and the e e t of aim point on AO performan e, we did a sensitivity analysis for
these variables, whi h is presented in 21.5.2. We nd that our on lusions on useful range
are robust with respe t to reasonable hanges. For example, de reasing the laser power by
a fa tor of 2 or, alternatively, doubling the uen e required, redu es the e e tive range by
only 15{20 per ent. It is important to note that this sensitivity analysis applies to the ICBM
inter epts we studied; it may not apply to the TBM ase for whi h the ABL is designed.
Chapter 22 des ribes how the ABL might be deployed in the eld. Se tion 22.2 dis usses
possible problems aused by high-altitude irrus louds, whi h ould disrupt the laser beam.
Se tion 22.3 brie y treats the appli ation of the ABL to the defense of the United States from
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missiles laun hed from ships o its oasts. This dis ussion is analogous to the dis ussion of
Se tion 5.7.1 for kill vehi les.
All the analysis was done without taking into a ount ountermeasures that might be
taken to redu e the e e tiveness of the ABL. One e e tive ountermeasure would be to
destroy the whole airframe with air raft or surfa e-to-air missiles (SAMs), as is dis ussed
in Se tion 9.2.1. Other measures that redu e the energy density absorbed by the target
are dis ussed in Se tions 9.2.2{9.2.4. Ea h ABL airframe an, of ne essity, engage only one
target at a time, and multiple targets must be engaged sequentially. As a onsequen e,
multiple ABLs may be needed to defend against multiple simultaneous missile laun hes, as
dis ussed in Se tion 9.2.5. The defense would require three or four ABLs to be deployed in
the region for every ABL on station around the lo k.
Finally, Appendix D provides referen e material and additional detail for topi s treated
in Chapters 18{22. This material is provided for the reader wishing more detailed information, parti ularly with respe t to AO systems.

Chapter 18
Te hnology of the Airborne Laser
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This hapter des ribes the ABL hardware as it has been designed for use in theater
missile defense. The subsequent hapters use the same hardware without modi ation as
a basis to examine the ABL's apability for use against ICBMs. Here we give a general
des ription of the airframe, the lasers, other major systems that it arries, and some of their
parameters.
The ABL will use a high-power hemi al oxygen-iodine laser (COIL) as a dire tedenergy-beam weapon to disable missiles during their boost phase. The COIL laser belongs
to a lass of lasers that are driven by exothermi hemi al rea tions. The hemistry and
typi al operating parameters of a COIL are des ribed in Se tion 18.2. The laser beam
energy delivered during a several-se ond engagement onto a spot on the missile will ause
heating and a redu tion in material strength of the missile's \skin." Be ause of internal
fuel tank pressure and stru tural stress in the missile during boost-phase a eleration, the
missile skin may then rupture, resulting in destru tion of the missile or termination of
a eleration.
The atmosphere in whi h the COIL operates is a nonuniform medium, and its turbulen e
would normally seriously degrade the fo us of the laser beam as it travels the long distan e
through the atmosphere, mu h like the distortion of images seen lose to the surfa e of
a long, hot, paved road. The ABL uses an advan ed system of adaptive opti s (AO) to
measure the distortion and then adjust the high-energy-laser (HEL) beam to fo us it on
the target. To do this, two other lasers are used to illuminate the target, whose image is
then transmitted to the ABL for this orre tion.

18.1 Overview of the Airborne Laser
The ABL uses a modi ed 747-400 freighter air raft ruising at an altitude of about 12 km
as the platform for a omplex system of opti al devi es that will target threat missiles with
laser beams fo used to tens of entimeters at distan es up to several hundred kilometers
(see Fig. 18.1). The ABL is to have a apability of ring tens of shots against threat missiles
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and an extended operation period (based on refueling). It ould be deployed singly to a
threat area or in on ert with other theater defense resour es [178℄.
CO2 Active Ranger System

Yb-Yag Track Illuminator Laser
Nd-Yag Beacon Illuminator Laser
COIL High Energy Laser

Figure 18.1. S hemati drawing of ABL engagement, showing the four laser beams onto
the target. From top to bottom these are: (a) the CO2 laser for range, (b) the Yb-YAG
tra k illuminator laser (TILL), ( ) the Nd-YAG bea on illuminator laser (BILL), and (d)
the COIL high-energy laser (HEL). Reprodu ed with permission from [183℄.
There are four major sub-systems on the air raft:
 The w ( ontinuous wave) high-power COIL laser weapon.
 The beam ontrol assembly, whi h aligns and transports multiple laser beams through
the air raft and provides AO systems to ompensate for atmospheri distortion of
the laser beams.
 The battle management and ommuni ations, ommand, ontrol, and intelligen e
system, whi h provides engagement and re ontrol.
 The nose-mounted, gimbaled turret assembly, whi h an be rotated to aim sensors
and laser beams in horizontal and verti al planes, so as to lo ate, tra k, and target
missiles.
The initial Program De nition and Risk Redu tion phase of the ABL program in ludes
6 COIL modules in series in the air raft, while the Engineering and Manufa turing Development phase plans for 14 laser modules. Multiple-gain modules are used to provide higher
output power than onventional COIL systems.
While operation of the ABL COIL with both extremely high output power and good
beam quality is ru ial to the ABL's ability to deliver signi ant energy to the surfa e of
a missile at relevant target distan es, we have not found any referen e to measured beam
power and beam quality of the ABL COIL in the available literature. Lethality-based
requirements for COIL power and beam quality are dis ussed in subsequent hapters.
Additional high-power lasers in the ABL are used for missile tra king and AO ompensation for atmospheri distortion. A kW-power-level Yb-YAG tra king illuminator laser
(TILL) provides illumination of the tip of the threat missile; return light from this sharpedged feature is used for a tra king sensor and the rst stage (tilt) of AO beam orre tions.
A kW-power-level Nd-YAG bea on illuminating laser (BILL) provides an illuminated spot
on the missile; return light from this spot is used in higher-order (phase) AO orre tions
of atmospheri distortion for the w COIL laser. Both the TILL and BILL are pulsed at
5 kHz.
The beam- ontrol system and transport of the three main laser beams within the air raft
is based on a ommon-path{ ommon-mode approa h. A shared set of opti al omponents
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and a ounter-propagating alignment laser are used for alignment, targeting, fo using, and
beam ompensation, as well as sensing and ontrol fun tions. This shared-aperture design
o ers advantages in tra king, jitter, and alignment ontrol. Deformable and rapid-steering
mirrors provide high-bandwidth (500-Hz) beam lean-up and atmospheri ompensation
and pointing. Signi ant demands on mirror and oating quality to handle high power
loading [179℄ appear to be a hievable. Alignment and pointing at the level of 100 nanorad
is sought to keep the COIL fo used on the missile. This is a hallenging requirement, sin e
a 747 air raft frame an experien e signi ant relative motion front-to-rear during ight.
An a tive alignment system is planned [180℄.
The ABL may be initially ued to a missile laun h by IR sear h and tra k sensors lo ated
on the airplane, or by satellite or radar dete tion systems. An a tive ranging system uses
a laser illuminator mounted on top of the airplane to provide early position oordinates of
the missile. Subsequent engagement and re ontrol steps, in luding IR-based oarse and
ne plume tra king, pla ement of the TILL, BILL, and COIL laser beams on the missile,
and AO ompensation of atmospheri distortions are dis ussed in Chapter 21.
The nose of the air raft holds the approximately 6,000-kg turret assembly that arries a
1.7-m-diameter window [181℄ and a 1.5-m-diameter fo using teles ope mirror. The gimbaled
mirror assembly points the three, nearly o-propagating laser beams toward the missile in a
hemispheri al eld-of-regard, whi h is entered on the air raft ight path and whi h extends
ba k towards the wings. The turret window transmits the TILL, BILL, and COIL lasers,
as well as the images of the missile plume and the opti al signals for the AO ompensation
system. The window must be onstru ted to minimize air turbulen e and distortion for the
opti al signals.
These are design goals for the HEL:
 Beam power of several megawatts. The a tual power spe i ation is lassi ed, but
we assume 3 MW for the purposes of this report.
 Beam quality: 1.2 times di ra tion limit.

18.2 Des ription of COIL
The COIL was rst demonstrated at the Air For e Weapons Laboratory in 1977. Chemi al oxygen-iodine lasers are urrently being developed in several ountries for a range of
appli ations, in luding industrial uses, for reasons whi h in lude their high w power at relatively low ost and suitable wavelength for ber opti s and intera tion with materials. An
example of demonstrated high-power (30 kW), was the RotoCOIL, whi h had an aperture
of about 40 m2 and a gain length of 54 m [182℄.
The primary hemi al rea tions in the ABL COIL are:
(18.1)
Cl2(g) + H2 O2(l) + 2KOH(l) ! O2(a1 ) + 2KCl + 2H2 O
O2(a1 ) + I2 ! O2(X3 ) + I2 (v)
(18.2)
O2(a1 ) + I2 (v) ! O2(X3 ) + 2I(2 P3=2 )
(18.3)
O2(a1 ) + I(2 P3=2 ) ! O2 (X3 ) + I(2P1=2 )
(18.4)
I(2P1=2 ) + h ! I(2 P3=2 ) + 2h ( = 1:315 m)
(18.5)
Rea tion 18.1 involves a multi-step pro ess for the produ tion of ex ited-state O2(a1 ). In
an ABL-COIL gain module, basi hydrogen-peroxide BHP, a mixture of hydrogen peroxide,
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potassium hydroxide,1 and water, is sprayed through holes in an inje tor plate, forming
a droplet eld [183℄. A helium- hlorine gas mixture is for ed through this droplet eld,
and the resulting rea tions yield O2(a1 ) and hlorine as dissolved salt. Remaining BHP
is re y led, water vapor is removed, and waste heat and gases are exhausted beneath the
airplane through a titanium exhaust system. Ex ited O2(a1 ) is relatively long-lived in the
absen e of ollisions, and it is transported to the next rea tion region by helium gas ow.
The He-O2 (a1 ) mixture is a elerated through a supersoni nozzle and I2 mole ules
are inje ted into the ow. In Eqs. 18.2{18.3, ex ited O2 (a1 ) disso iates an iodine mole ule,
forming atoms in the ground state through a multi-step ollision pro ess. It is estimated
that several O2(a1 ) ex ited-state mole ules are e e tively removed in the disso iation of
an I2 mole ule, a pro ess that probably pro eeds through vibrationally ex ited I2(v).
In Eq. 18.4, the ground-state iodine atoms are ex ited to the spin-orbit split state
I(2 P1=2) by resonant energy transfer from the ex ited O2(a1 ). Large-diameter opti s, situated transverse to the rea ting ow and pla ed out of the rea tion zone, form a resonator
avity stru ture that provides opti al feedba k, beam-power build up, and output oupling
of laser power to the ABL beam ontrol systems and ultimately to the target missile. The
COIL lases at a wavelength of 1.315 m (Eq. 18.5). The ross se tion for stimulated emission on the I(2P1=2 !2 P3=2 ) laser transition is about 10 17 m2 [184, p. 330℄. Typi al gain
in a COIL devi e is about 1%/ m [185℄ and a typi al saturation intensity is 10 kW/ m2 [184,
p. 334℄. A laser system having an aperture of 25 m and suÆ ient gain length and appropriate mirror re e tivity should therefore be apable of generating multi-megawatt output
power. Large aperture lasers of this type typi ally operate with unstable resonator mirror
stru tures, allowing good spatial-mode overlap with the gain region and a relatively highquality (transverse mode quality) output beam. In the ABL, an ar hite ture that uses up
to 14 separate laser gain modules is planned. Figure 18.2 shows the layout of the HEL
omponents.
Chemi als are typi ally onsumed in the hemi al rea tions at a rate of about 100 kg
per 10 MJ of energy produ ed by a COIL [184, p. 321℄.

18.3 Chronology of the Airborne Laser
The Air For e laun hed the ABL program in FY 1994. It followed the Airborne Laser
Laboratory (ALL) weapons program of the 1970s and early 1980s whi h used a CO2 laser
system. In 1996, the Program De nition and Risk Redu tion (PDRR) phase ontra t was
awarded to Team-ABL (Boeing, TRW, and Lo kheed Martin).
Milestones of the ABL e ort in luded a Preliminary Design Review (1998), Authority
to Pro eed-1 (1998); System-Level Criti al Design Review (2000); and delivery of the rst
air raft, YAL-1A, (2001). Flight tests against a representative TBM in boost phase are
planned in 2004. Following su essful demonstration of missile destru tion, the Engineering
and Manufa turing Development (EMD) phase is planned to begin in the middle of this
de ade. The PDRR phase in ludes 6 COIL-laser modules for ea h air raft, while the EMD
phase plans 14 laser modules. Produ tion is planned for seven air raft. Initial operational
apability ould be elded by 2008{10; a date for full operational apability has not yet
been determined [178℄.
Funding and program management for the ABL was transferred to the Ballisti Missile
Defense OÆ e (BMDO) in 2001. In 2002, this oÆ e was renamed the Missile Defense

In pra ti e a mixture of alkaline hydroxides, LiOH, KOH, and NaOH, are used instead of simply KOH,
but for simpli ity, this dis ussion uses only KOH.
1
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Figure 18.2. Elements of the High Energy Laser. S hemati diagram of laser (left); illustration of
laser gain module (right). Reprodu ed with permission from [183℄.

Agen y.

18.4 Airborne Laser Performan e
Be ause the measured performan e of the laser is lassi ed, little information is available
to evaluate how nearly the ABL approa hes its design goals. From published information,
two areas deserve attention:
 A re ent GAO report [186℄ states that the present laser with 6 modules weighs 180,000
pounds (82 tonnes), ompared with the design ight weight of 175,000 pounds (79
tonnes) for the full laser of 14 modules. Ea h module weighs about 6,000 pounds
(2.7 tonnes). Unless or until this weight problem is solved, the power output is likely
to be less than half of the design power.
 It has been reported by GAO [187℄ that the laser modules have a hieved power
output ex eeding the design requirements. However, these tests were performed
using a stable resonator rather than the unstable resonator that is alled for in the
design. A later GAO report [186℄ states that the laser modules have not yet been
tested with an unstable resonator. The unstable resonator is important to a hieve
the high spatial mode quality and for eÆ ient extra tion of energy from the laser
medium.
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This hapter lays the groundwork for understanding the requirements for an e e tive
laser weapon to fun tion in the atmosphere. Se tion 19.1 dis usses the basi opti s of
propagation in the absen e of atmospheri disturban e. Se tion 19.2 gives an overview
of atmospheri e e ts and brie y des ribes measures used to des ribe the disturban es.
Se tion 19.3 hara terizes the atmosphere in the framework of a widely used model. Se tions 19.4 and 19.5 dis uss the use and parameters of adaptive opti s (AO) along with
ben hmark experiments to test the AO design. Finally, Se tion 19.7 des ribes the parameters of the engagement \envelope" ompatible with the ABL design presented in Chapter 18.
The symbols used in this hapter are summarized on page S310.
We assume that the ABL an deliver the laser beams meeting its spe i ations. However,
the atmosphere is not perfe tly homogeneous, whi h a e ts the size of the spot on the
missile that is illuminated by the laser beam. The beam power and spot size are ru ial
parameters for delivering the uen e (MJ/m2 ) required to ause the requisite damage to
disable the target. Thus, propagation of those beams through the atmosphere requires
parti ular attention, and we have analyzed this problem in some depth. This hapter
provides an overview, and details for the interested reader are given in Appendix D.

19.1 Va uum Propagation
For a total power P , an ideal di ra tion-limited laser beam of diameter D and wavelength
, fo used on a target at a distan e L, will deliver an irradian e I , the power per unit area,
as a fun tion of transverse oordinates r and  of
  D 2  2J1 (rD=(L)) 2
I (r; ) =
P;
(19.1)
4 L
rD=(L)
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where J1 is the Bessel fun tion of order 1.
A real ABL laser beam will not have an exa tly uniform pro le, and there will probably
be a \hole" in the enter as part of the opti al design. The entral hole has a minimal
e e t.1 There will be some imperfe tions in the beam quality, too.2 A measure of opti al
performan e of a system is the Strehl ratio SR, whi h is the ratio of the peak irradian e
delivered divided by the same quantity for a di ra tion-limited system.

19.2 Atmospheri E e ts
Even very small variations of the index of refra tion n of the atmosphere an signi antly
redu e the Strehl ratio, be ause the path length is so long. These variations ome about
be ause of small u tuations in the lo al temperature, whi h in turn ause variations in the
density, and thus the index of refra tion.
The simplest manifestation of phase variations is a \tilt" of the beam. (\Tilt" refers to
the rst moments in transverse angle oordinates around the x and y axes.) The tilt auses
the beam spot to move rapidly about its entral point|the primary problem ground-based
astronomers have with getting a good image. Any resear h-grade teles ope oming lose to
the di ra tion limit must do something to avoid this problem. Adaptive opti s have been
developed to over ome this problem, as well as some of the higher-order distortions (see
Appendix D.3). Corre ting for atmospheri e e ts for the ABL is more diÆ ult than for
astronomi al teles opes be ause the laser beam travels through the atmosphere obliquely,
giving it a mu h longer atmospheri path than for astronomi al viewing. This is dis ussed
in Se tion 19.4.
The variation of the index of refra tion is a statisti al problem. Kolmogorov [188℄
developed a model of the atmosphere used in many analyses. The parameter Cn2 is a lo al
measure of the turbulen e, and values of Cn2 vary with time, altitude, and atmospheri
onditions. The ABL ies at an altitude  12 km, above the worst atmospheri turbulen e
and above most loud over. Chara teristi ally, Cn2  5  10 18 m 2=3 at an altitude of
12 km, but it an u tuate by an order of magnitude above or below this value with even
small hanges of altitude.
Maxwell's equations for the beam propagation are solved in the Rytov approximation
(see D.1), whi h is valid for low turbulen e. For many al ulations, integrals of Cn2 are
omputed along the path of propagation z with weighting fa tors depending on z. The
following quantities are of primary interest. Appendix D provides additional details.
 r0 (see Eq. D.6), the Fried parameter, is a measure of the transverse hara teristi
oheren e length for an engagement. For typi al ABL engagements, it ranges from
0.26 m at low altitudes to 0.8 m at high altitudes.
 t xy (see Eq. D.7) is the rms tilt angle of a beam aused by turbulen e, and it is
the dominant ause of beam spot spreading on target without AO. For omparison,
the ore of a di ra tion-limited intensity pro le is similar to a Gaussian having a
standard deviation  = 0.45 =D. The rms tilt a hieves this value for r0  D, whi h
is not rea hed, even for the highest altitude engagements.
In Eq. 19.1, D is repla ed by D d , where d is the diameter of the entral hole,  0.3 m, ompared
to D = 1.5 m.
The beam shape is an o tagon, not a ir le. It is not lear if the orners are lipped. In addition, the
intensity pro le a ross the aperture may not be uniform.
1

2

2

2

2
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 '2 is the spatial varian e of the phase of the beam aused by turbulen e. Phase-

orre tion AO seek to minimize this quantity (see Eqs. D.8, D.10, D.27, D.29,
and D.32).
 R2 (see Eq. D.12), the Rytov varian e, is the spatial varian e of the log amplitude
of the ele tri eld. It is the most widely used single measure of turbulen e for
an engagement. The region of validity of the Rytov approximation is essentially
R2  0.5 np2 .(3)
 0 (see Eq. D.28), the isoplanati angle, is a measure of how rapidly the phase
variations hange with angle away from the enter of view be ause the beam passes
through a di erent part of the atmosphere. Stated di erently, it is a measure of the
eld angle over whi h the AO an be e e tive.
For large phase varian es, e.g. before the appli ation of AO, the Strehl ratio is given by
an asymptoti series [189, p. 164℄
SR



 2

r0
D

0:6159



 5
 7
r0 3
r
r
+
0
:05 0 + 0:00661 0 : : : (r0 =D < 1) :
D
D
D

(19.2)

This expression is appli able for engagements of interest and sets a lower bound for the
atmospheri part of the Strehl ratio without AO. This limit on SR ranges from 0.02 to 0.2,
depending on the engagement geometry. For small varian es, e.g. in low turbulen e or after
appli ation of AO, the Strehl ratio is given approximately by [189, p. 46℄
SR  exp( R2 '2 ) :
(19.3)
This relation is alled the extended Mare hal limit, and it underestimates the Strehl ratio;
(see Se tion D.5.3). After AO, '2 is used in Eq. 19.3 as appropriate for the degree of
orre tion a hieved.

19.3 Chara terization of Turbulen e
Corre tly hara terizing the turbulen e with whi h the ABL must ontend is riti al. The
rst question is how values of Cn2 vary with lo ale, season of year, and day to day. What
fra tion of the time would the turbulen e be low enough for the ABL to perform its mission
if alled upon?
A standard model of atmospheri turbulen e is alled \Clear-1" [190℄. The ABL spe iation is that it must fun tion properly despite turbulen e as intense as twi e this model.
The model is based on smoothed thermal measurements made with balloons. The model
assumes that the Cn2 depends only on altitude, and in parti ular it is independent of time
and geographi al lo ation. There is a broad plateau of Cn2  (0:5 1:0)  10 17 m 2=3 for
altitudes between 10 and 17 km. Values fall rapidly at greater altitudes (see Appendix D.2).
There has been some ontroversy regarding Cn2 . Measurements of Cn2 have been made
using opti al methods [191℄, thermal methods [192, 193℄, and radar methods [192, 194℄. The
onsisten y among various measurements is not very good. At least part of the dis repan y
results from the natural variations of Cn2 itself; its values are not expe ted to be stati
in time. Geographi al variations are also expe ted [195℄. Two General A ounting OÆ e
(GAO) reports [196, 197℄ and the United States Air For e (USAF) S ienti Advisory
3

The unit np = neper is used to emphasize the use of natural log instead of ommon log.
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Board [198℄ ommented on this dis repan y and re ommended that opti al measurements
be the primary referen e. The GAO report [197℄ is riti al of the state of the knowledge
of turbulen e in theaters of interest. More measurements have been made using balloons,
radar, and stellar s intillometers [199℄ in southern Asia and the Middle East, but the results
have not been published [200℄. As we shall see in Se tion 21.5.2, whether the standard
Cn2 = 2 \Clear 1 Night" or 4 as advo ated by some riti s is used makes no qualitative
di eren e for the engagements of interest to this study, be ause of the high engagement
altitudes.
It should be noted that although the normal ABL operating altitude of 12 km is above
most of the turbulen e (whi h de reases rapidly above the tropopause), the altitude of the
tropopause varies with season and lo ation. Greater turbulen e and high-altitude irrus
louds may sometimes present problems (see Se tion 22.2).
An interesting phenomenon is that of large-s ale waves that are reated in the atmosphere as air masses ow a ross mountains [201℄. These waves may reate unusually intense
turbulen e even at high altitudes. It is not known to what extent, if any, this e e t ould
in uen e ABL engagements.

19.4 Adaptive Opti s
Although astronomers rst suggested the use of AO [202℄, its rst use was for military
appli ations in the mid 1970s and early 1980s.4 Astronomers now use AO to ompensate
for the image broadening due to atmospheri turbulen e. Deformable mirrors are used in
onjun tion with a referen e signal (guide or referen e star, either real or arti ial) to largely
ompensate errors, with impressive results. For example, the Ke k teles ope's adaptive
opti s system a hieved a Strehl ratio of 0.30 at =1.65 m ompared to an un orre ted
Strehl ratio of 0.006 [204℄.
Adaptive opti s are essential to the ABL program. However, for a number of reasons
AO is more diÆ ult to implement for the ABL than for astronomi al appli ations. Here are
some of the AO hallenges for ABL and how they di er from the astronomi al ase:
1. Astronomy deals with opti al paths through the atmosphere not far from the zenith
(of the order of 15 km). The ABL deals with a slant range through the atmosphere
of the order of 100 km to 300 km.
2. The ABL requires a very high bandwidth AO operation. Astronomi al AO systems
run at a losed-loop bandwidth of 10{100 Hz, whereas the ABL's AO system requires
a losed-loop bandwidth of 500 Hz. This bandwidth requirement is more demanding
than has been a hieved on ground-based teles opes to date.
3. The isoplanati angle 0 is a measure of the hara teristi angle over whi h the AO
orre tions hange. A separation of the \guide star" (bea on) from the target by an
angle larger than the isoplanati angle substantially degrades AO performan e. The
isoplanati angle is mu h smaller for the ABL than for astronomi al appli ations.
It an be between 1 to 10 times the di ra tion limit angle for the ABL, depending
on the engagement. For near-infrared 8{10 m teles opes, the isoplanati angle an
be several hundred times the di ra tion limit. This di eren e arises be ause most
of the turbulen e is distributed near the ground for the astronomi al ase, but it is
distributed over a mu h longer length for the ABL.
4

A ni e histori al a ount of the development of AO may be found in Ref. [203, p. 16 et seq.℄.
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4. Be ause of the long ight path from the ABL to target and ba k, there is a signi ant
delay just from the propagation time of light between re eiving an image to orre t
with AO and delivering the beam on target. In this time, the ABL and the target
move, and the atmosphere may have hanged. This is another form of anisoplanatism.
5. For the ABL, atmospheri turbulen e auses large u tuations in the intensity of the
beam, whi h is alled s intillation. The ABL program does phase-only orre tions
for the wavefront. With the large e e t of s intillation, the suÆ ien y of phase-only
AO ould be an issue.
6. Although astronomi al teles opes su er from vibrations due to wind-shake and other
drivers, the ABL has airframe exure and vibration that are of onsiderably larger
amplitude and that may be of higher frequen y as well.

19.5 Ben hmarking Adaptive Opti s Hardware and Algorithms
Several s aled test beds have been set up to simulate the s aled ABL onditions. Those
simulations hose the wavelengths of the lasers, the size of the opti s, the length of propagation, and the turbulen e so that four dimensionless parameters mat h that of a hara teristi
ABL TBM engagement [205℄:
 Fresnel number D2=(L) = 6.34,5
 D=r0 = 5.86,
 0=(=D) = 0.65, and
 R2 = 0.49 np2.
Using su h test beds, the performan e of the AO an be tested quantitatively.
The MIT Lin oln Lab built the ABL Firepond fa ility in hilly terrain to test AO over a
range of 5.4 km. By hoosing the data during a alm period shortly before sunset, turbulen e
representing appropriate ABL parameters ould be obtained. A mo k missile, a ylinder
having a pointed end, served as the opti al target. Beam splitters at the target analyzed
the beams in ident on the target. Two major results are reported [206, 207, 208, 209℄ from
these measurements:
 Tra king error (tilt) due to s intillation and spe kle on the target ould be substantially redu ed by the use of multiple, in oherent target illuminator (TILL) lasers.
This is parti ularly important to ontrol tilt jitter in the dire tion along the missile.
 The Strehl ratio ould be improved by a fa tor as great as 4 by the AO, a hieving
SR as large as 0.15 for R2 = 0.5 np2 for a nearly ideal laser sour e. This is the worst
ase for the ABL design envelope. The Strehl ratio will be better for engagements
having lower values of R2 .
The ABL Advan ed Con epts Testbed (ABL ACT) at the White Sands Missile Range
is also a fa ility s aled to ABL parameters, like Firepond, but the range is 51 km. In this
ase the laser was xed as in Firepond, but the target was arried on the side of an airplane.
The target provided a \ ooperative bea on," i.e., a laser diode, instead of the un ooperative
5

From the Fresnel number, one an dedu e L = 270 km. For simpli ity this report uses 300 km.
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re e ted image of a mo k missile. Results from this test stand [210℄ report the ability of
the AO to improve the Strehl ratio and entroid jitter by fa tors of about 4.
The Lo kheed Martin Sunnyvale \Brassboard" is another very powerful experimental
simulator s aled to ABL parameters [205, 211℄. It is of laboratory dimensions, having a range
of only 16 m. It is also parti ularly elegant, in that it an \make an atmosphere to order"
by means of 7 rotating phase s reens in the opti al path. The AO losely follows the ABL
design, and the simulator employs 80 per ent to 90 per ent of the ABL beam ontrol system
hardware. There are four target-illuminator and four bea on-laser sub-beams. Brassboard's
performan e has been ben hmarked against the ABL ACE and Firepond. In addition to
the turbulen e orre tion issues, Brassboard also deals with the motion of the air raft.
Sin e pointing a ura y is ru ial and the ight of the air raft itself wanders and jitters
by mu h more than allowed, orre tion is ne essary. The Brassboard in ludes an inertial
referen e transfer unit (IRTU) providing inputs to the steering mirrors. Two major results
are reported from these experiments:
 Firepond results are reprodu ed, SR  0.15 for R2  0.5 np2.
 Results of propagation ode are reprodu ed.
Another s aled laboratory with a \made-to-order" atmosphere using rotating phase
s reens similar to the Brassboard is the Advan ed Con epts Laboratory (ACL) at MIT's
Lin oln Lab. This set-up has a range of 10 to 28 m with 7 rotating phase s reens. Its
feedba k loop has a bandwidth of 2.5 Hz, whi h s ales to the ABL's design value of 500 Hz.
Unfortunately, only results for R2  0.25 np2, or in a few ases 0.34 np2, are presented.
Reported results are: [212℄
 Results of the propagation ode are reprodu ed.
 The tilt jitter perpendi ular to the missile axis is about the same as from a point
sour e, but the jitter along the axis is 2 to 3 times as large, largely due to s intillation.
 The main loss of Strehl ratio omes from tra king (tilt) errors.
 Extended bea on spot sizes have only a modest deleterious e e t on the performan e
of the AO.
It is worth noting that none of these simulations an properly test e e ts involving
propagation delay be ause of the short baseline (20 m to a few kilometers) ompared with
hundreds of kilometers in the a tual ABL system. This issue will arise in subsequent
dis ussion. In prin iple the results should not hange, but part of the AO algorithm is not
tested.
There are reports that a test fa ility has demonstrated pointing orre tion for the air raft
at the level of 100 nrad [213℄ and [214, p. 4℄, but the reports have too few details to
evaluate. Sin e no tests in an air raft are yet possible, this test must be some sort of s aled
measurement of the degree to whi h a feedba k system ould a ommodate some assumed
exing, vibration, and wandering of the air raft.
In summary, making the ABL beam propagation work to the spe i ations stated will
be a te hni al hallenge, but we see no intrinsi reason these goals annot be rea hed if
adequate resear h and engineering resour es are given to the proje t. In parti ular, if the
engagement altitudes are appropriately hosen, slant ranges of 300 to 600 km against ICBMs
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should be a hievable.6 We shall assume that a Strehl ratio  0.13 an be a hieved for an
ideal laser in engagements. It an be substantially better for high-altitude engagements
where the turbulen e is less. A large un ertainty is the engagement time, whi h depends
on the hardness of the threat missile. See Se tion 20.1.

19.6 Other Issues
A potential on ern is the o urren e of unusually high-altitude irrus louds. See Se tion 22.2 for more information.
Other issues have been raised, su h as
1. The adaptive opti s do a phase orre tion, but no amplitude orre tion.
2. Bran h points in the phase of the wavefront o ur at zeros of the amplitude.
3. Chromati anisoplanatism due to the di eren e of wavelengths of the TILL, BILL,
and HEL.
4. Nonlinear phenomena.
5. Aerosol s attering.
None of these is seen as a serious problem; see Appendix D.6 for dis ussion.
19.7 Engagement Envelope
We de ne engagement requirements in these terms, making an arbitrary hoi e that the
engagement time te  20 s:
 Turbulen e  2 Clear-1 Night,
 R2  0.5 np2,
 r0  0.26 m,
 t  1.8 (=D),
 0  0:65 (=D),
 te  20 s.
The limits on the parameters r0, t , and 0 (see Appendix D.1 and D.4) are limits set by
atmospheri turbulen e and the ability to do AO orre tions. The limit on te is one of
pra ti ality. If the engagement time is too long, the target kinemati s an hange, su h as
staging or burnout. In addition, the fuel magazine is limited, and the ABL needs to have
the apability of multiple shots.
Further analysis of the problem of beam propagation is presented in Appendix D. We
turn now to examining the e e t of the laser beam on a missile.
This statement does not ne essarily apply to the theater defense role in whi h the burnout altitude of
a short range missile may be low enough to interfere with the minimum engagement altitude requirement.
6
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Box 19.1: Symbols Used in This Chapter
laser power (Se tion 19.1)
beam dire tor mirror diameter (Se tion 19.1)
wavelength (Se tion 19.1)
distan e from laser to target (Se tion 19.1)
irradian e (power per unit area) (Se tion 19.1)
lo al measure of turbulen e (Eq. 19.2)
Fried parameter (Eq. D.6)
rms tilt angle of laser beam, due to turbulen e (Eq. D.7)
opti al varian e of phase, due to turbulen e (Eq. D.16 )
Rytov varian e (Eq. D.12)
isoplanati angle (Se tions 19.2, D.4.1 )
Strehl ratio (Eq. 19.2)
dwell time of laser beam on target (Se tion 19.7)
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The ABL was designed for theater missile defense. For that purpose, it must engage
a variety of missiles, from relatively short-range S uds to longer-range missiles su h as the
Taepo Dong 1. See Table 20.1 for a summary of the hara teristi s of both theater missiles
and ICBMs [215, 216, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221℄.
In some ways, inter epting ICBMs is less diÆ ult than inter epting theater missiles. The
time line is longer and the burnout altitude is greater. The short time line for a S ud B is
very stressing, but the longer-range missiles are mu h less troublesome. Be ause the amount
of turbulen e de reases at high altitude, a higher burnout altitude redu es the degradation
of laser performan e by atmospheri turbulen e.
Se tion 20.1 of this hapter des ribes the requirements for destroying missiles using a
laser beam. Estimates for the energy density ( uen e) required to disable both liquidand solid-propellant missiles are given. It is important to know when and if an engagement
attempt resulted in a su essful inter ept, and issues related to this veri ation are dis ussed
in Se tion 20.2.
Table 20.1. Summary of Missile Properties
Name
Range tabo hbbo
(km) (s) (km)
S ud B
300 60 31
No Dong
1000 95 69
Taepo Dong 1
3000 165 150
Titan II
12000 320 360
Liquid-propellant ICBM 12000 240 175
Solid-propellant ICBM 12000 170 200
a Time at burnout.
b Altitude at burnout.
Models de ned in Se tion 15.1.
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20.1 E e ts of Laser Beams on Boosters and Warheads
We begin by using available information for the ABL in theater missile defense as an introdu tion. Unfortunately, there appears to be no de nitive publi statement of a theater
missile defense engagement for the ABL that ould be used to estimate performan e of the
ABL. Putting together information from various sour es, however, provides a onsistent
s enario of a slant range L  300 km and an engagement time te  5 s. The exa t laser
power is lassi ed, but publi statements give it as \multi-MW"; we assume P = 3MW.
This report deals with ICBM engagements, and as an atta k on a liquid-propellant missile
requires delivering a uen e to the target of the order of 1kJ= m2 = 10MJ=m2 . For a
wavelength  = 1:315 m and a beam-dire tor diameter D = 1:5 m, the hara teristi size
of the beam spot at the target for a di ra tion-limited opti al system is of the order of
L=D. The irradian e I0 , the entral power density on the target, would be (see Eq. 19.1)
I0

 2
D
 4 L
P

2
300
km
 34 L
MW/m2 :

(20.1)
(20.2)

A real system will not be di ra tion-limited, and the best peak power density the system
an deliver is
I = I0  SR ;
(20.3)
where SR is the Strehl ratio. The ABL design goal is for a beam quality of 1.2 \times
di ra tion limited,"[222℄ whi h translates into a Strehl ratio of SR = 1=1:22 = 0:69.1 The
beam exits the air raft through a turret window, where it en ounters un orre table turbulen e in the thin boundary layer there. An estimate of a Strehl ratio from this turbulen e
alone is 0.8. There are other e e ts asso iated with propagation in the atmosphere that
make SR for the system  0.15 after AO for engagements of interest. The laser beam is
unlikely to hit the missile at a right angle, redu ing the uen e delivered by a fa tor of
os i  0:5 (attitude of booster with respe t to the ABL plus urvature of booster). Thus
an engagement dwell time would be of the order of te  10=(34  0:15  0:5)  4 s.
We turn now to onsideration of the use of the ABL against ICBMs, having a possibly
longer range.
The laser beam spot fo used on the missile may be relatively large. A di ra tion-limited
spot would have a diameter of about L=D, whi h is 0.44 m at a distan e of 500 km. The
real spot size and shape will be larger, a e ted by the opti al performan e of the laser,
and parti ularly by the degree to whi h the AO an ompensate for the deleterious e e ts
of atmospheri turbulen e. Be ause of asymmetri un ompensated jitter, the spot will be
elongated along the axis of the missile, with an aspe t ratio of roughly 1:2 [223℄.
Liquid-propellant boosters are large fuel tanks made of thin metal. Stru turally, the
tanks are under moderate internal pressure for fuel delivery, and they also are under a high
axial ompression load from the a eleration of the whole ro ket. Heating the metal to a
riti al temperature auses the metal to lose its strength and will likely ause the tank to
rupture or the missile to bu kle. Bu kling may well vent the stru k fuel tank, but in any
ase, the enter of mass will be severely a e ted, and the thrust will no longer be in line,
It is not lear what is meant by the spe i ation, in light of the less-than-ideal-parameters, su h as the
shape and intensity pro le (see 19.1). We take 0.69 as an upper limit.
1
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ausing the missile to tumble. The riti al temperature to disable the missile is well below
the melting temperature of the metal. For example, aluminum loses its strength at about
180 Æ C and steel loses its strength at about 480 Æ C [216℄. Relating these temperatures to
the absorbed uen e is ompli ated problem. The air fri tion during as ent through the
atmosphere will have substantially raised the temperature of the missile's metal skin above
the ambient laun h temperature, but the amount of heating depends on many fa tors.
Conve tive or radiative ooling will be small for interesting engagements [224, p. 120℄.
Cooling by the liquid in a tank is not expe ted to be large, be ause the metal will rapidly
rise above the nu leate boiling point of the liquid, forming an insulating layer [224, p. 125℄.
We make a onservative assumption that the starting temperature of the metal is only
20 Æ C. For a wall of 2 mm of Al, rea hing the riti al temperature requires absorbing about
0.8 MJ/m2 . For a wall of 1 mm of steel, about 1.6 MJ/m2 must be absorbed.
It is not known what fra tion of the uen e would be absorbed, but the re e tivity
Re might be as large as 0.9. Note that Re refers to the total re e tivity, i.e., spe ular
plus di use. Perhaps the best measure of this quantity is Re = 1 , where the  is the
emissivity for the metal. Values for  range from 0.05 to 0.2 [225℄, depending on the surfa e
ondition, temperature, and metal (ex epting rusted iron, whi h is mu h higher). The
absorbed uen e F (MJ/m2 ) is given by
F = I0 SR os i (1 Re )te :
(20.4)
Table 20.2. Some Material Properties of Threat Missiles
Property

Materiala
(a) (b) ( ) (d)
Thi kness [mm℄ 2 1 5 6
Fabs [MJ/m2 ℄
0.8 1.6 60 50
F [MJ/m2 ℄b
15 32 240 100
Re
0.9 0.9 0.5 0.0
Density [g/ m3 ℄ 2.7 7.8 2 0.25
Cp [J/( m3 K)℄ 2.4 3.5
T [K℄
160 460
Q [kJ/g℄
6 32
a
Materials: (a) aluminum, (b) steel,
( ) omposite, (d) ork.
b h os  i = 0:5
i
Table 20.2 summarizes the material properties relevant to atta king missiles. Fabs is
the uen e that must be absorbed, and F = Fabs =[(1 Re)h os ii℄ is the in ident uen e
required be ause of re e tivity and the average osine of the angle of in iden e h os ii = 0:5.
It should be noted that the material thi knesses given in the table are only rough estimates,
but thi knesses for real missiles are not likely to be smaller than those presented in the
table. Thus, the values for the uen e required are lower bounds.
Atta king a solid-propellant missile is more diÆ ult and omplex be ause of its stru ture.
The body is a very strong pressure vessel, and the primary load is a hoop stress rather than
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a ompressive one. The amount of energy required to damage the wall is mu h higher than
for the liquid-propellant missile, be ause the omposite stru ture is mu h thi ker and mu h
energy must be expended to melt or vaporize the resin binder. On e suÆ ient energy is
delivered to the wall, it is more likely to blow out than to bu kle the whole stru ture. There
are substantial un ertainties in the uen e required to damage the omposite stru ture [224,
p. 126℄. The riti al uen e per unit mass Q for berglass omposite ranges from 6 kJ/g
at lower irradian e to 15 kJ/g at higher irradian e, with a rather sharp transition at about
10 MW/m2 . For a typi al engagement Q = 6 kJ/g. The re e tivity is not likely to ex eed
0.5 [224, p. 126℄. A booster wall is about 1- m thi k, and if half the thi kness is damaged
over the large area of the beam spot, it probably will blow out. Taking a density of about
2 g/ m3 and a thi kness of 0.5 m means an absorbed uen e of 6 kJ/ m2 (60 MJ/m2) is
required.
The uen e required to disable either a liquid- or solid-propellant missile will depend on
details of the onstru tion at the aim point of the laser. For example, sti ening members
of a liquid-propellant missile would be mu h more resistant to atta k than the values in
Table 20.2 indi ate. As a onsequen e, some are may be needed in sele ting the aim point
for the atta k, based on the type of missile. For the purposes of this study, we take the
required in ident uen e, F to be 32 MJ/m2 for a liquid-propellant missile and 240 MJ/m2
for a solid-propellant missile (Table 20.2, Columns (b) and ( )).
With the uen e available from the ABL, atta king a warhead hardened for re-entry
through the atmosphere (as opposed to atta king the missile) is simply not feasible, by a
large fa tor.

20.2 Kill Assessment
Kill assessment plays an important role, not only to determine if an engagement were
su essful, but also to know when the engagement an be terminated and the HEL turned
o or dire ted to another target. The latter is parti ularly important in the ase of multiplethreat missile laun hes. Preventing waste of laser fuel is also important, sin e the magazine
(fuel runtime) is limited.
The impa t of a kill vehi le on a target has a very lear signature. In ontrast, the e e t
of the HEL on the target may be subtle. The simplest ase is when a liquid-propellant
missile su ers atastrophi bu kling, whi h will lead, at minimum, to a drasti hange in
the traje tory of the missile and probably tumbling, be ause the thrust is no longer along
the enter of mass. Bu kling any stage of the missile, even one not under power, would
probably have similar atastrophi e e ts. Rupture of the fuel tank will be a less lear ut
indi ation of su essful engagement, sin e some time may be required for the motor to loose
thrust.
For the solid-propellant missile, a blowout on the side of the missile will hange the
opti al signature and perhaps also indu e tumbling. In the absen e of tumbling, the signature of a su essful engagement will most likely be marked hange in the a eleration of
the missile and the opti al hara ter of the exhaust, aused by gases exiting from the side
of the missile. We have not tried to estimate the diÆ ulty of su h observations.

20.2. Kill Assessment
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Engaging missiles with a laser is quite di erent from engaging them with kineti kill
vehi les. The laser beam propagates to the target at the speed of light, i.e., in a few
millise onds, in ontrast to the two or three minutes required for a kill vehi le to inter ept
the target missile. On the other hand, on e a kill vehi le rea hes the target, the damage
is done almost instantaneously, whereas the laser must fo us its beam on the target for a
minimum of several se onds to deliver enough energy density ( uen e) to damage it.
This hapter is devoted to the issue of engaging targets in realisti geographi s enarios.
Se tion 21.1 des ribes the sequen e of events leading up to the delivery of an ABL beam onto
the target, and Se tion 21.2 summarizes the parameters and assumptions made to omplete
the opti al engagement. Some quantities an only be roughly estimated. For example, the
laser power of the ABL is lassi ed, and we an make only a reasonable assumption for it.
Similarly, there is substantial un ertainty in the uen e required to destroy a missile, even
if its type (i.e., liquid- or solid-propellant) is known to the defense.
Even though the laser beam travels at the speed of light, propagation delay time plays
an essential role in arrying out an inter ept. Se tion 21.3 des ribes the opti al engagement
and its relation to the requirements of adaptive opti s (AO). Various limiting ases are
S319
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Box 21.1: A ronyms Used in This Chapter
AO adaptive opti s
BILL bea on illuminator laser
FOV eld of view
HEL high energy laser
IRST infrared sear h and tra k sensor
IRTU inertial referen e transfer unit
TILL tra king illuminator laser
des ribed in Se tion 21.4 to illustrate the e e t of di erent onstraints on the useful range
of the laser.
Se tion 21.5 des ribes the various fa tors that a e t the range of the ABL and gives values for the range in various types of engagements. It in ludes a dis ussion of the sensitivity
of the e e tive range to the parameters assumed for the engagement. Generally speaking,
the results are robust to moderate variations.
Be ause some key performan e parameters of the ABL are not known, it is not possible to
make a detailed analysis of the ABL's apabilities in given defense s enarios. Nevertheless,
the prin iples of su h an analysis may be illustrated by onsidering defense possibilities
under a set of given assumptions.

21.1 Engagement Steps
The term engagement is used here in the same sense as in the kill-vehi le analysis of Chapter 5|an engagement is the sequen e of events from rst dete tion of a missile through
the ring of the inter eptor. However, the term is also used to des ribe the a quisition of
the target by the ABL and the a tual ABL ring. For instan e, a \20-se ond engagement"
des ribes an engagement in whi h the dwell time (the time during whi h the ABL delivers
its uen e to the missile) is 20 s. The sense in whi h engagement is used will be lear from
the ontext.
The ABL is on eived as an autonomous weapon, yet it is also meant to be integrated
into an overall family of theater-missile defense systems [226℄. It will loiter above the loud
level (near 12-km altitude) with an air speed of about 600 mph and a 24-hour overage
time of potential missile laun h sites, based on multiple-air raft deployment and a refueling
option (Se tion 22.1).
Numerous a ronyms are used in this se tion, and Box 21.1 summarizes the most ommon. Symbols used in this hapter are summarized in page S336.
When a threat missile is laun hed, the ABL may be ued by IR-satellite dete tion of
missile exhaust, by externally based radar, or by multiple IR sear h and tra k (IRST)
sensors lo ated on the ABL. These surveillan e sensors provide wide-angle overage and
dete t IR radiation from a missile's booster plume. This ue may appear only after the
missile breaks through the loud layer, or earlier if there are no louds. An a tive ranging
system (ARS), whi h uses a CO2 10.6-m laser illuminator in a pod on top of the airplane,
then provides position oordinates of the missile.
Information from the wide eld-of-view (FOV) IRST sensors allows the turret-based
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teles ope, lo ated in the nose of the air raft, to slew towards the missile. The teles ope will
be used to olle t both plume light and laser-ba ks attered light, and to point and fo us
both sensing and high-energy lasers. The aim-points of the teles ope are ontained in an
angle of about 240Æ in the ight plane (nearly wing-tip to wing-tip) [227℄ and an unspe i ed
angle in altitude, entered on the ight path.
A hando is then made to the turret's IR o-boresighted a quisition sensor, a mediumFOV IR-sensing array that enters the missile plume in the ABL teles ope's FOV. Tra king
algorithms apture the target and dire t the turret to follow the missile traje tory.
The missile plume then is dete ted by the IR-sensing, narrower-FOV plume tra ker,
whi h looks through the teles ope opti s. The plume tra ker stabilizes the image of the
plume, establishes the tra k, and points a tra king illuminator laser (TILL) at the hardbody
of the missile.
The TILL beam is \walked" up the missile to illuminate the tip for the rst stage of beam
orre tion. The TILL is a solid-state, 1.030-m, multi-kW laser that is diode-pumped at a
5-kHz repetition rate. Multiple beams (probably four) are reated with several-nanose ond
opti al path-length delays to reate in oheren e of the light, and the multiple beams propagate through di erent air olumns to redu e the deleterious e e ts of s intillation and
spe kle in the re e tion from the nose of the missile that is observed by the small-FOV ne
tra ker array.
Return light from the TILL-illuminated missile nose provides edge-feature information
to the ne tra ker sensor, whi h stabilizes the image of the illuminated hardbody. The rst
step in AO orre tions (tilt) is done on the TILL beams using the edge of the missile nose.
Control is transferred to tra king algorithms in a handover to the ne tra king system, to
determine aim points for the bea on illuminating laser (BILL) and the hemi al oxygeniodine laser (COIL) high-energy laser (HEL) at appropriate lo ations on the missile. The
lo ations of these aim points are important in maximizing the vulnerability of the threat
missile to the energy deposited by the HEL beam, but their lo ations are onstrained by
limitations of the AO system.
The BILL provides an illuminated spot that is used as a bea on to orre t for atmospheri distortion. The BILL is a diode-pumped, solid-state, 5-kHz and kW-level laser
operating at 1.064 m. Again, multiple time-delayed beams redu e oheren e e e ts, as in
the ase of the TILL.
Light from the TILL and BILL illumination a ts as a bea on or guide star for orre ting
atmospheri distortion; return light samples the atmosphere between the missile and the
ABL. A wavefront sensor analyzes distortions of this returned light, whi h have resulted
from propagation through the atmosphere, on a pulse-by-pulse basis at 5 kHz. This information is provided at a rate of 500 Hz to a fast steering mirror and two multiple-element
deformable mirrors: one for fo us and one for higher-order terms. These mirrors pla e the
onjugate of the distortions on the outgoing HEL beam. To minimize the phase errors, the
HEL beam attempts to return in an air olumn as lose as possible to that by whi h the
illumination arrived. The pre-distortion of the outgoing HEL beam auses it to arrive more
highly fo used on target, as the phase distortion is \undone" by the atmosphere.
The TILL-illuminated nose image provides tilt information, and the BILL image provides the higher-order AO orre tions for the HEL. Neither the TILL nor the BILL beams
are orre ted to ompensate for atmospheri distortions. The HEL's separate fast-steering
and deformable mirrors thus allow ompensation for atmospheri phase distortion as the
HEL beam propagates towards the missile, providing an improved fo us and smaller spot
size for the HEL. Additional deformable and fast steering mirrors pre- ompensate the HEL
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beam for any intrinsi phase distortions originating within the high-power laser path in the
ABL.
An inertial referen e transfer unit (IRTU), employing a 0.83-m laser system and a
suite of dete tors, allows for alignment through the opti al train and along the length of
the air raft. Target oordinates are provided to the IRTU to de ne the line-of-sight (LOS)
toward the target missile. Alignment and pointing at the level of 100 nrad are anti ipated
to keep the HEL fo used on the missile.
The time from missile laun h to initial dete tion is 45 s for ICBM L and 30 s for ICBM S2
(see Se tion 10.1.4). It is laimed that the pro ess of tra king ontrol, from target dete tion
to the handover to the ne tra ker, nominally takes less than 10 s [226℄. Depending on
the type of missile, boost-phase engagement opportunities will end within several minutes
after laun h, following missile thrust termination at altitudes and ranges up to several
hundred kilometers. It is laimed that the ABL ould engage from 20 to 40 missiles [228℄,
sequentially, before requiring refueling of the HEL.
The beam ontrol design is based on a ommon-path| ommon-mode approa h [229℄
whi h provides a shared set of opti al omponents for alignment, targeting, ompensation,
and high-power laser beams, as well as sensing and ontrol fun tions for opti al omponents
in the beam path. This shared-aperture design o ers advantages in tra king, jitter, and
alignment ontrol and redu es the omplexity and weight of the opti s.
The above hara terization of the design and fun tion of the ABL is based on available
publi literature. It is onsequently relatively fragmentary and limited in s ope. However,
it is lear that there are signi ant hallenges for the ABL program, as pointed out in re ent
reviews, in luding Refs. [227℄, [228℄, [230℄, [231℄, [232℄, and [233℄.
These hallenges in lude demonstration of simultaneous performan e in a variety of
areas, in luding laser output power, beam quality, AO ompensation of atmospheri distortion under realisti onditions, lethality on appropriate threat missiles, and integration of
all systems.

21.2 Parameter Choi es and Constraints
Many variables enter into omputing possible engagements, and there are substantial unertainties in some of these quantities.
 We have had to make an arbitrary hoi e of the HEL power of 3 MW, be ause the
design power is lassi ed. The only publi statement is \multi-MW" for all 14 gain
modules and > 1 MW for 6 modules. We shall show the sensitivity of su essful
performan e of the ABL to this assumption.
 We assume that the laser beam quality of 1.2 times di ra tion limited an be
a hieved. We shall show the sensitivity to this assumption.
 The uen e requirements to disable the missile (see Table 20.2) are only reasonable
estimates. The thi kness and re e tivity of the walls of the target missiles are unknown, and the pre ise damage me hanism is un ertain. Measurements of lethality
riteria, parti ularly for solid-propellant missiles, are lassi ed, if they exist. We
shall show the sensitivity to this assumption.
 Countermeasures that may in rease the uen e requirement have not been taken into
a ount.
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Figure 21.1. Estimated Strehl ratio vs. R2 a hievable for adaptive opti s.

 The turbulen e of the atmosphere is a fundamental variable (see Se tion 19.2) that

the AO is designed to handle. We assume that the Strehl ratios in the presen e of
turbulent air that were a hieved in the ben hmarking experiments ([234℄, [235℄) an
be a hieved in a tual onditions. Most of the engagements of interest to this study
take pla e at higher altitudes than the theater missile defense s enarios for whi h the
ABL is designed. Turbulen e e e ts be ome less important at our higher engagement
altitudes. We shall show the sensitivity to this assumption.

 We assume maximum engagement dwell times te of 20 s and 5 s to explore sensitivity

to the hoi e of time.

 The purpose of the al ulations presented herein is to provide a s ale, not pre ise

numbers.

In light of these un ertainties, we have tried to explore the possible apability of the ABL
for inter epting ICBMs. In ase of a question, we have made an optimisti assumption.
Computing engagement times requires ombining uen e requirements from Table 20.2
with the geometri al information ht (altitude of the target) and L (slant range from ABL
to target), that determine the laser propagation hara teristi s. The irradian e delivered
to the target is taken from Eq. 20.3. The system Strehl ratio is omputed using Eq. D.56,
with SR laser = 0.69, SR window = 0.8, SR AO , the estimated Strehl ratio a hievable by
the AO, and SR aniso, the anisoplanati ontribution. The best estimate of SR AO without
anisoplanatism is from the experimental measurements of Firepond [234℄ and Brassboard
[235℄. The experimental points were smoothed, and the result is shown in Figure 21.1.
The anisoplanati ontribution to the Strehl ratio SR aniso is omputed in the extended
Mare hal approximation.
There may be una ounted AO short omings, su h as un orre ted residual tilts, whi h
ould lower the Strehl ratio. For la k of any quantitative information, we make the optimisti assumption of ignoring su h losses. The resulting Strehl ratio for the system varies
from 0.1 to 0.5 for engagements of interest, depending on the geometry.
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21.3 Opti al Engagement

21.3.1 Propagation delay

The opti al engagement is ompli ated by several fa tors. First, opti al onstraints set
by the atmospheri turbulen e, motion of the ABL and the target, and propagation delay
of the laser beam from the ABL to the target, impose limits. Se ond, onsiderations of
missile vulnerability may limit the lo ation on the missile's surfa e where the HEL beam
should be dire ted, imposing other restri tions. The opti al onstraints and missile vulnerability onstraints may on i t, requiring ompromises. This se tion dis usses the opti al
onstraints.
The simplest opti al onstraints are set by the limits of the AO's ability to orre t for
turbulen e. The ABL design parameters (see Se tion 19.5) are R2  0:5, and 0  0:65=D.
These are of interest mainly for low-altitude engagements.
Engaging ICBMs is more e e tive for high altitudes, be ause of greater maximum,
slant range. Here, optimizing the Strehl ratio means minimizing anisoplanati e e ts. The
isoplanati length at the missile, 0L, ranges from 0.2 m for low-altitude engagements to 3
m or more at high altitudes. Minimizing the anisoplanati phase orruption means trying
to use the same olumn of air for the HEL return that the arriving \guide star" image used.
Be ause the target is moving and the propagation delay is signi ant, the HEL spot will
strike a di erent pla e on the target than that from whi h the guide star image left.
This propagation delay o set, Æp = 2Lv= , an be large. For example, an engagement
at a range of L = 300 km has a roundtrip time delay of 2 ms. At an altitude of 30 km,
a liquid-propellant missile is moving at about 1.5 km/s, and a solid-propellant missile is
moving at about 2 km/s. Thus, Æp = 3 m to 4 m. For an engagement at 500 km and
an altitude of 50 km, the missiles are moving at about 2 km/s and 3 km/s, respe tively,
orresponding to Æp = 6.7 m to 10 m. The propagation delay o set is orrespondingly larger
at even higher altitudes, when the missile speed is greater. As subsequent dis ussion shows,
su h large o sets an limit the range of an engagement.
Re all that the tilt orre tion for the HEL uses the nose image for the bea on and
the higher-order orre tions for the HEL use the BILL image. Although the BILL is not
AO- ompensated and su ers jitter on the target, the orthogonality of the Zernike fun tions
allows the higher-order terms to be separated from the tilt. Both the TILL and BILL images
are sampled at a rate of 5 kHz on a pulse-by-pulse basis. For ea h pulse, the BILL image
is substantially smaller than the time-averaged, tilt-smeared image. (See Se tion D.4.3 for
a dis ussion of the bea on size).
The opti al engagement is somewhat omplex, and Figure 21.2 illustrates the situation.
The target is a distan e L from the ABL and moving at a speed v.
 The TILL illuminates the nose at point N, and the image is used for the tilt orre tion.
δB
N

δe
B
δp = 2Lv/c

δd
4

1

δt
2 3

δ

Figure 21.2. S hemati of steps of an opti al engagement.
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 Point B is the BILL image. Sin e AO is not used for the outgoing BILL beam, it

an be pla ed anywhere desired on the target.
 Point 1, a distan e Æp = 2Lv= from the nose, is tilt-isoplanati with the nose image
be ause of propagation delay.
Point 1 an be higher-order isoplanati , as well as tilt-isoplanati , by pla ing the BILL
at the nose, i.e., ÆB = 0 (or alternatively by using the nose image itself). Point 1 is opti ally
the ideal atta k point, but it may be unfavorable from a missile vulnerability standpoint.
It is important to have some freedom of hoi e in the aim point for two reasons. First,
some parts of the missile are more vulnerable than others. Se ond, the e e t of hitting a
part of a booster that is not yet burning, su h a later stage, may be very diÆ ult to assess,
depending on the kill me hanism.
It is relatively easy to hoose an aim point (Point 2) farther down the missile than
Point 1, but doing so introdu es tilt anisoplanatism. As dis ussed in Se tion D.4.4, the
hara teristi angle for tilt anisoplanatism is t0  30 . One an, however, extend beyond
this by exploiting the separation of the ABL's tilt orre ting mirrors from the higherorder AO mirrors to make Point 2 tilt isoplanati with N. This is done by introdu ing a
programmed delay  = Æd =v between the re eipt of the nose image and the ommand to
the tilt mirror.1 The ost of doing so is to introdu e a delay anisoplanatism aused by the
motion of the air raft during the delay  . Delay anisoplanatism is dis ussed in Se tion D.4.5.
Apart from the anisoplanatism introdu ed by the delay, Point 2 an be made both tilt- and
higher-order isoplanati by hoosing ÆB = Æd .
The above hoi e of  is not optimal, be ause a Point 3 an be hosen with some mixture
of delay anisoplanatism and tilt anisoplanatism, having a smaller total phase varian e,
'2 tot (Æ) = '2 tilt (Æ Æd ) + '2 del (Æd );
(21.1)
for a given total o set Æ. As dis ussed in Se tion D.4.4, the tilt phase varian e an be
redu ed, parti ularly for low-altitude engagements. By hoosing ÆB = Æ, there is no higherorder anisoplanati ontribution.
A more diÆ ult ase is pla ing the beam at Point 4, whi h is ne essarily anisoplanati
in both tilt and higher order, sin e the BILL image annot be pla ed farther upstream than
the nose and  annot be negative. The phase varian e is given by Eq. D.29 with the normal
0 , with orre tion for piston removal (see Se tion D.3).
The result is that there is mu h freedom to pla e the HEL spot farther down the missile
than Point 1, but mu h less freedom to move towards the nose from Point 1.
21.3.2 Target aim point

Lethality onsiderations may favor some areas of the target, depending on the type and
onstru tion of the target missile. Typing the missile will be important in hoosing an appropriate point to atta k. This information an be obtained, to some degree, by observation
of the a eleration of the target.
Some parts of a missile an be espe ially resistant to opti al atta k. For example,
stru tural members or the ombustion hamber will be mu h more resistant than the walls
of the tanks of a liquid-propellant booster. The interfa e between stages is also likely to
It is not known if this method is used in the ABL design; su h details of the opti al engagement do not
appear in the publi literature.
1
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be rather robust against atta k. Similarly, if the kill me hanism assumes olumn ollapse,
the atta k must be dire ted to an area under large olumn loading, not an area near the
nose. Alternatively, if the kill me hanism relies on vessel rupture, the e e ts of atta king
a stage that is not yet burning will be diÆ ult to assess, sin e there will be little e e t on
the traje tory at that time.

21.4 Limiting Cases
There are several limiting ases that are useful to analyze to understand the behavior of
the maximum range Lmax a hievable for engagements. These are propagation delay and
the length of the missile, propagation delay and the a eleration of the missile, and an
engagement without using AO.
A su essful engagement must deliver an in ident uen e, F of about 32 MJ/m2 for
liquid-propellant missiles and 240 MJ/m2 for solid-propellant missiles (see Se tion 20.1) .
Z te
F =
dtI0 SR (t);
(21.2)
0
where SR(t) is the total Strehl ratio for all e e ts, I0 is taken from Eq. 20.2, and SR is
determined as des ribed in Se tion 21.2.
21.4.1 Missile length

From the pre eding dis ussion, we see that the propagation delay and AO requirements
pla e some limits on the aim point. Obviously, if propagation delay pla es Point 1 beyond
the end of the missile (or, more properly, the vulnerable point farthest from the nose) large
anisoplanati errors2 annot be avoided with respe t to Point 1. Propagation delay e e ts
an rapidly degrade the Strehl ratio. In simple terms, a limiting ase is Æp = lm = 2Lmaxv= ,
where lm is the missile length (or the last vulnerable point). Going beyond this limit
introdu es anisoplanati phase varian e. The real limit o urs when the Strehl ratio is
degraded enough that the required uen e an no longer be a hieved during a maximum
a eptable engagement time te.
Note that although this dis ussion on entrates on the missile length, in fa t the limitation on range is aused by propagation delay, ompared with the length of the missile
divided by the missile speed. For this dis ussion, it is more onvenient to talk in terms of a
length limit, be ause the aim point must be hosen, and the length hanges dis ontinuously
during staging events. The speed of the missile is pres ribed by the ne essity to deliver its
payload to a given target.
21.4.2 Missile a eleration

Another onstraint arises from the a eleration a of the missile, ausing Æp to hange with
time t during the engagement,
at
Æv
(21.3)
Æ(Æp (t)) = 2L = 2L :
If the aim point is 3, i.e., beyond Point 1, ompensating for this movement is possible with
little penalty. An atta k on Point 4, however, annot be ompensated, and the anisoplanatism will in rease during the total engagement time te.
2

All Zernike modes ex ept piston (see App. D.3).
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We onsider the ase in whi h Æe = 0 at t = 0. As time progresses, an angular o set s
develops, and in the extended Mare hal approximation, the ontribution to the Strehl ratio
SR will be
Æ(Æp ) 2at
s =
=
(21.4)
L
SR

=

=

"

#

5=3
exp  0s
"  5=3 #
exp  t
0
2a


(21.5)
(21.6)

(21.7)
=
where  is the phase-varian e redu tion fa tor for piston removal de ned in Eq. D.30. It
varies from 1 for very small s to about 0.5 during the engagement. The hara teristi time
 ranges from as little as 5 s to as mu h as 30 s for engagements of interest. A onsequen e
is that the uen e delivered is not linear during the engagement time unless te   .


21.4.3 Engagement without AO

Be ause the hoi e of aim point may require very large anisoplanatism, there will be a point
where AO produ es a smaller Strehl ratio than not using AO, sin e the AO phase varian e
saturates at twi e the un ompensated value (see App. D.4). Turning o the AO results in
a Strehl ratio given by Eq. 19.2.
21.4.4 Illustrative examples of AO limits

Figure 21.3 illustrates the e e t of AO limits for the ase of a liquid-propellant missile and
a dwell time of 20 s; the next se tion provides spe i information on inter ept parameters.
The gure shows the maximum slant range Lmax for an inter ept vs. the altitude ht of the
target at inter ept.
Line (a) shows what would happen if there were no atmospheri turbulen e, or alternatively if the AO worked perfe tly and the target did not move. Line (a) thus represents the
upper bound of the range for a given laser. The de rease of range at low ht is aused by
the urvature of Earth. The subsequent lines in lude turbulen e for 2 Clear-1 Night. Line
(b) assumes that the length and a eleration limits do not apply, or, alternatively, that the
target does not move. This line annot rea h line (a) at large ht be ause the ABL itself is
still in the atmosphere. Line ( ) applies the a eleration limit, but not the length limit. The
kink at ht = 55 km is a result of the hange in a eleration at staging for model ICBM L.
Line (d) applies the length limit, but not the a eleration limit. The kink at ht = 90 km
results from Æp ex eeding the length of the missile. Line (e) applies all the limits for a real
engagement. Line (f) represents the ase where no AO is used at all, and thus the lower
bound of the range for a given laser and the assumed 2 Clear-1 Night turbulen e. The
di eren e between line (e) and line (f) shows the improvement from the planned AO. We
note in passing that be ause of the un orre table anisoplanatism, the range of the laser
above the kink at ht = 90 km in line (e) would hardly hange if the AO performed ideally,
rather than the assumed performan e.
As we shall see, the useful range against a solid-propellant missile is substantially less
than that for a liquid-propellant missile. As a result, the above limits manifest themselves
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Figure 21.3. E e t on maximum slant range by applying various limits to the opti al engagement
of a liquid-propellant missile vs. altitude of the target.

in di erent ways. Figure 21.4 shows the equivalent information for the solid-propellant
ICBM-S2. Note in parti ular that the maximum range for no turbulen e is only a little
longer than what an be a hieved in a real engagement, be ause the Strehl ratio a hievable
at high altitude is large.
As an a ademi point, it is interesting to note that the propagation-delay AO limitations
shown in Figures 21.3 and 21.4 ould in prin iple be over ome if a point-ahead bea on
were available. That is to say, if an arti ial bea on ould be provided, su h as is used
now in astronomy where no natural guide star is available within the isoplanati pat h, or
more importantly, for delivering a light beam to a satellite. See Refs. [236, p.216 et seq.℄
for an overview of arti ial bea ons using Rayleigh ba ks attering (relatively low-altitude
atmosphere) and ba ks attering from the mesospheri sodium layer (altitude about 90 km)
and [237℄ for use of the mesospheri sodium layer for orre ting a beam to a satellite. On e
the traje tory of the missile is available, with the velo ity and an estimate of its a eleration,
an arti ial bea on ould be pla ed ahead of the missile to be in syn hronism with the
propagation delay of the HEL. Su h a te hnique ould substantially enhan e the useful
range of the ABL against a liquid-propellant missile [ urve (b) vs. urve (e) of Figure 21.3℄,
but it would do little to help against a solid-propellant missile. We have not attempted to
analyze what would be required te hni ally to realize a useful point-ahead bea on for the
ABL nor how e e tive an implementation might be in over oming the propagation delay
limitation. From publi do uments, this apability does not appear to be in luded in the
ABL design.
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Figure 21.4. E e t on maximum slant range by applying various limits to the opti al engagement
of a solid-propellant missile vs. altitude of the target.

21.5 Missile Inter epts
Engagements of both liquid- and solid-propellant missiles have been modeled where the
maximum slant range Lmax has been omputed for whi h the requisite riti al uen e F
an be delivered in a given engagement time te. Various s enarios to a hieve this goal were
explored. Of primary interest are the engagements using the standard parameters, su h as
laser power, for two di erent engagement times, 20 s and 5 s. The 20-se ond engagement
time is viewed as a pra ti al, although somewhat arbitrary, upper limit. The 5-se ond
engagement was hosen to study the sensitivity of Lmax to the engagement time.
The liquid-propellant missile (ICBM L) is me hani ally modeled after a DF-5 to de ne
the vulnerable dimensions. The vulnerable length is 29 m for the whole missile and 12 m
for the se ond stage alone. First-stage separation o urs 120 s after laun h at an altitude
of about 55 km. Burnout of the se ond stage o urs 240 s after laun h at an altitude of
about 183 km.
Similarly, the solid-propellant missile (ICBM S2) is me hani ally modeled after a Minuteman III. The total length is 17 m; the se ond and third stages together are 10 m; and
the third stage is 6 m. First-stage separation o urs 60 s after laun h at an altitude of
about 29 km; se ond-stage separation o urs at 120 s at about 105 km, and the third stage
burns out at 170 s and about 199 km.
For both missiles, the ight pro les of a eleration, speed, and altitude were used, as
shown in Figures 21.5 and 21.6. Figures 21.7 and 21.8 show the limitations on Lmax for laser
powers of 1.5 MW, 3 MW, and 6 MW for engagements times of te = 20 s and 5 s respe tively.
In varying degrees, eviden e of the limiting ases previously dis ussed are apparent.
 For the liquid-propellant missile at ht = 55 km and the solid-propellant missile at
ht = 29 km, a \jump" o urs as a result of the de rease of a eleration during staging
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Figure 21.5. A eleration vs. altitude for liquid-propellant ICBM L (solid line) and solid-propellant
ICBM S2 (dashed line).

(Se tion 21.4.2).
 The length \limit" (Se tion 21.4.1) an be seen at ht  90 km (te = 20 s) or 110 km
(te = 5 s) for the liquid- propellant missile and ht  105 km for the solid-propellant
missile, but for di erent reasons. For the liquid ase, the anisoplanatism due to the
length o urs gradually as Æp moves o the end of the missile. For the solid ase,
staging suddenly redu es the missile's length.
 The de rease of Lmax with speed (altitude) due to the length is visible for the 5-s
liquid-propellant missile engagement. For other ases, the ability to engage with
little or no AO washes out the length limit at higher altitudes.
 The lines marked a and b in Figures 21.7 and 21.8 show respe tively 0 = 0.65
=D and R2 = 0:5np2 . The ABL is designed to fun tion in the region below both
these urves. These limitations on Lmax are important primarily for low-altitude
engagements.
The natural parameter for des ribing ABL performan e is the altitude ht , but the timesin e-laun h of the missile is the important parameter for understanding the time line.
Figure 21.9 shows ht vs. t for both the liquid-propellant ICBM L and the solid-propellant
ICBM S2. The verti al lines (a), (b), and ( ) show riti al times and their relation to ht .
For example, a useful engagement of the liquid-propellant missile an begin at 92 s at whi h
ht is 30 km and, from Figure 21.8, the useful range of the ABL would be about 320 km.
The useful range is more than 500 km for t > 125 s.
21.5.1 Useful slant range

The maximum distan e for disabling a missile depends on the engagement time, te, i.e.,
the dwell time of the engagement during whi h the laser delivers energy to the missile. In
rough terms, liquid-propellant missiles an be inter epted at a slant range of about 600 km
for te = 20 s and 450 km for te = 5 s. Solid-propellant missiles an be inter epted at about
300 km for te = 20 s and 180 km for te = 5 s.
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Figure 21.6. Speed versus altitude for liquid-propellant ICBM L (solid line) and solid-propellant
ICBM S2 (dashed line).
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Figure 21.7. Engagement of liquid- and solid-propellant ICBMs for te = 20 s, in whi h the laser
power is 6MW, 3MW, and 1.5MW. The upper three urves orrespond to values for Lmax for the
liquid-propellant ICBM L and the lower three orrespond to values for Lmax
for solid-propellant
ICBM S2. The lines marked a and b show respe tively 0 = 0:65=D and R2 = 0:5 np2; see text.
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Figure 21.8. Engagement of liquid- and solid-propellant ICBMs for te = 5 s, in whi h the laser power
is 6 MW, 3MW, and 1.5MW. The upper three urves are for the liquid-propellant ICBM L and
the lower three are for the solid-propellant ICBM S2. The lines marked a and b show respe tively
0 = 0:65=D and R2 = 0:5 np2 ; see text.
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Figure 21.9. Altitude ht vs. time t sin e laun h for the solid-propellant ICBM S2 (dashed line) and
the liquid-propellant ICBM L (solid line). (a) The missile is dete ted (at 45s for the liquid and at
30s for solid). (b) Earliest useful engagement. ( ) Beginning of long-range performan e plateau; see
Figure 21.7.
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The slant range for 20-s engagements is only moderately larger than for 5 s. The
di eren e is mu h less than the naive estimate for va uum propagation Lmax / pte, be ause
the relation between the uen e and te is non-linear (Se tion 21.4.2), and the irradian e
does not de rease as 1=L2 be ause of the un orre ted beam spreading aused by turbulen e.
Inter epting solid-propellant missiles is substantially more diÆ ult than liquid-propellant
missiles for two reasons. The most obvious reason is the greater hardness of the missile body,
a fa tor of 8 in F required. In addition, the solid-propellant missiles are substantially
shorter, ausing in reased anisoplanatism from the length.
21.5.2 Parameter sensitivity

Several assumptions have been made in the hoi e of engagement parameters. In this se tion
we examine the sensitivity to those assumptions.
The nominal laser power was assumed to be 3 MW and the nominal riti al uen e
for inter epts was assumed to be 32 MJ/m2 for liquid-propellant missiles and 240 MJ/m2
for solid-propellant missiles. Figures 21.7 and 21.8 show Lmax vs. ht for te = 20 s and 5 s
respe tively. In the gures, the laser power has been varied from 3 MW up to 6 MW and
down to 1.5 MW. Alternatively, these variations an be interpreted as varying the riti al
uen e down and up by a fa tor of 2 with respe t to the nominal values. The results are
shown to be relatively insensitive to fa tor-of-2 hanges. In parti ular, for fa tor-of-2 power
variations, Lmax hanges by 10 per ent to 15 per ent for liquid-propellant missiles and
te = 20 s, and 20 per ent for te = 5 s. For solid-propellant missiles, the variation is
20 per ent for te = 20 s and 30 per ent for te = 5 s. In rough terms, Lmax s ales with
the power as P s, where s ranges from 0.15 to 0.3 for the liquid-propellant missile and 0.25
to 0.3 for the solid-propellant missile. This behavior an be far from the naive s aling for
va uum propagation for whi h s = 0:5. One onsequen e of this slow variation of Lmax
with P is that the e e tiveness of the defense is de reased less than one might expe t if the
laser power is less than expe ted or the targets are somewhat harder than assumed. On the
other hand, the same behavior means that it is diÆ ult to hange the e e tive range very
mu h by in reasing the laser power. For example, in reasing the beam power from 3 MW to
30 MW and using the same algorithm for omputing the range in reases the range only from
about 600 km to about 750 km for the liquid-propellant missile and from about 300 km to
about 550 km for the solid-propellant missile. Even if su h a power were available, thermal
blooming may prevent its e e tive utilization (App. D.6.2).
The nominal beam quality of the laser is 1.2 times di ra tion limited. Cal ulations were
done assuming 1.4 and 1.6 times di ra tion limited to test the sensitivity to this parameter.
The loss of range is small. For the ase of 1.6 times di ra tion limited, the loss of range for
the liquid-propellant missile is only 4 per ent for te = 20 s and 15 per ent for te = 5 s. For
solid-propellant missiles the loss is 12 per ent for te = 20 s and 20 per ent for te = 5 s. For
1.4 times di ra tion limited, the fra tional loss of range is about half the above. The very
low sensitivity for the liquid-propellant missile and te = 20 s is be ause of the relatively low
Strehl ratio, whi h is dominated by fa tors other than the laser. For the other ases, the
loss of Strehl ratio is similar to a loss of roughly a fa tor of 1.5 in power for the 1.6 times
di ra tion limited ase, and orrespondingly less for 1.4 times di ra tion limited.
A similar set of al ulations was done in whi h the turbulen e was varied from the
nominal 2 \Clear-1 Night" to 1 and 4. The hange in Lmax was less than that shown
in Figures 21.7 and 21.8 for a fa tor-of-2 variation of the laser power, sometimes mu h less.
The reason for the modest variation is that for the engagements of interest, whi h o ur at
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Figure 21.10. Engagement of liquid- (upper lines) and solid-propellant missile (lower lines) boosters
for te = 20 s, in whi h the nominal length of the missile was used (solid line), and an aim point 3 m
shorter than the length was used (dashed line).

high altitude, the Strehl ratios a hieved are relatively high, so the e e t of turbulen e is
modest.
Finally, Figures 21.10 and 21.11 show how sensitive the engagements are to the assumption made of the optimum engagement, i.e., an engagement as lose to isoplanati as
permitted by the length of the target. If, for example, the aim point needed to be 3-m
shorter than the target, additional anisoplanatism may be introdu ed, depending on the
range. The gures show the e e t of a 3-m hange. The e e t is signi ant, but not large.
21.5.3 Staging limits

Staging events will probably be avoided. Unless one relies on the bu kling failure mode of
the missile, hitting a stage that is about to burn out is not fruitful. Also, there is an abrupt
hange of kinemati s, and some time will be required to reestablish an a eleration pro le
to keep the beam on target. Finally, kill assessment may be diÆ ult during the staging
event.
21.5.4 Engagement range

The possible ying areas for the ABL have a somewhat di erent hara ter from the equivalent basing areas for boost-phase defense utilizing terrestrial-based inter eptors. The useful
range depends on the engagement altitude, both for atmospheri propagation reasons, previously dis ussed, as well as geometri reasons. An important distin tion must be made
between the slant range L (ABL
q to target) used in the ABL propagation dis ussion and the
laser ground range, LGR = L2 h2t . A high-altitude atta k will use up some of the slant
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Figure 21.11. Engagement of liquid- (upper lines) and solid-propellant (lower lines) missiles for
= 5 s, in whi h the nominal length of the missile was used (solid line), and an aim point 3 m
shorter than the length was used (dashed line).
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Figure 21.12. Typi al engagement geometries for a liquid-propellant missile, ICBM L, (top) and a
solid-propellant missile, ICBM S2, bottom, for a planar (maximum stando distan e) engagement.
The missile altitude and ground range are shown by the urve rising from the lower left. The arrows
show the path of the ABL beam from its 12-km altitude at various distan es to the missile. The
ABL ground range (LGR) is the proje tion of the arrow on the horizontal axis. There are large
un ertainties in the ABL range; the values are illustrative only.
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Box 21.2: Symbols Used in This Chapter
Strehl ratio (Eq. 19.2)
Rytov varian e (Eq. D.12)
dwell time of laser beam on target (Se tion 20.1)
distan e along missile (Fig. 21.2)
speed of target (Se tion 21.3.1)
distan e from laser to target (Se tion 19.1)
phase varian e (Eq. 21.1)
uen e (energy per unit area) (Se tion 20.1)
a eleration of target (Se tion 21.3)
isoplanati angle (Se tions 19.2, D.4.1 )
hara teristi time for de rease of Strehl ratio (Eq. 21.7)
phase redu tion fa tor (Eqs. D.30, D.42)
normalized varian e (Eqs. D.31, D.43)
altitude of target (21.4.4)

range, redu ing the ground range available. There is a limit on the altitude angle to whi h
the ABL may be dire ted, but a number is not available.
Figure 21.12 (a) and (b) show the maximum ABL range in planar geometry of an ABL
engaging a liquid-propellant missile and a solid-propellant missile (ICBM S2), respe tively.
These are analogous to the engagement gures for kill vehi le inter epts of Se tion 4.5,
showing the altitude vs. range of the missiles with arrows for the ABL laser beam from its
altitude of 12 km to the missile. The values of the ABL range are illustrative only, be ause
of the large un ertainties dis ussed.
For a liquid-propellant missile, the largest value of LGR  600 km is for ht = 90 km at
a stando range (ground distan e from ABL to missile laun h point) of about 750 km. The
largest stando range is about 1050 km for ht = 175 km and LGR  550 km.
The range for engaging a solid-propellant missile is onsiderably more limited, be ause
of the greater hardness of the missile's body. The maximum value of LGR  300 km o urs
for ht = 105 km and a stando range of about 500 km, just before the se ond stage burns
out. The largest stando range is about 650 km for ht = 180 km and LGR  300 km.
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This hapter dis usses how ABLs might be deployed in the eld. Se tion 22.1 dis usses
the ight pattern and overage. Se tion 22.2 takes note of possible limitations aused by
high-altitude irrus louds. Finally, Se tion 22.3 brie y dis usses the use of the ABL against
MRBMs laun hed from ships o the oast of the United States.

22.1 Parameters of Operations
The ABL is housed in a modi ed Boeing 747 that patrols at an altitude of about 12 km to
minimize the e e ts of the atmospheri turbulen e between the ABL and the target. The
ABL an dire t its beam by varying the polar and roll angles of the turret; pit h angle with
respe t the LOF must be a hieved by means of the polar and roll angles. The beam an
be dire ted anywhere in a fan-like pattern extending about 120Æ in polar angle on either
side of the LOF (Se tion 21.1). The available roll angle range is not published in the open
literature. A limitation of this angle an seriously restri t some engagements, parti ularly
in the near forward dire tion.1
The optimum path that the air raft ies depends on the geometri al extent and disposition of the bases of the threat missiles. Most dis ussions assume two air raft ying
together in a losed loop at some stando distan e from the potential missile laun h sites.
The hoi e of stando distan e would be set by the area in whi h the threat to the air raft
is low. A gure \8" loop, oriented with the long side fa ing the threat, allows the air raft to
make a turn-around at the ends, su h that it never fa es away from the threat area. With
appropriate phasing of the two air raft, at least one air raft will have the threat ahead or
to the side of its ight path at all times. The size of the ight pattern will depend on the
geometri al extent of the threat area, but the minimum size is set by the air raft turning
radius, about 25 km. The air raft an stay on station for long periods of time by using
in- ight refueling, whi h requires des ent to lower altitudes. The ABL plan is to have seven
For example, a target dire tly ahead in bearing, but higher than the ABL will require rotating the turret
to a 90Æ roll angle.
1
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air raft to be able to provide two air raft in the air at all times. The strategy for managing
the ight operation is not treated in this study.
Just as for kill vehi le inter eptors, tail- hase inter epts by the ABL are unfavorable,
but for di erent reasons. It is futile for the ABL to dire t its laser beam against the ro ket
nozzle; the beam must strike the side of the missile. A grazing in iden e on the side results
in redu ed uen e onto the surfa e. A one with half angle of 11Æ from the missile axis
would limit the uen e on target to about 20 per ent that of normal in iden e. The riteria
in Se tion 20.1 have assumed 50 per ent for this fa tor. A more subtle limitation is the
loss of a well-de ned feature, su h as the missile nose, for the AO ompensation. The nose
itself may be obs ured by an angle as large as 45Æ depending on missile geometry, although
the visible shoulder hiding the nose may serve the role. This has not been studied. Finally,
the exhaust gases of the ro ket motor are violently turbulent, and it is possible that this
ould stress the AO system. A mitigating fa tor is that the sour e of the turbulent medium
is relatively near the target, so its e e t is redu ed. This possible problem has not been
studied.
The fuels used by the COIL are not exoti (Se tion 18.2), but they are pre ious to
the mission. The amount of fuel arried ( alled the magazine) allows a run time of only
100 s to 200 s [238℄. Depending on the engagement time and the number of engagements a
single air raft must exe ute, this asset must be used arefully. A magazine of 100 s with an
engagement time of 5 s would allow up to 20 engagements, but an engagement time of 20 s
would allow only 5 engagements. For two air raft, the total number of engagements ould
be doubled.
Prote ting the ABL from atta k onstitutes a major hallenge to its deployment. The
ABL is vulnerable to atta k from the ground by surfa e-to-air missiles, and also to air raft
atta k. This issue is treated in greater detail in Chapter 9.2.

22.2 Operating Altitude and Cloud Cover
A high operating altitude for the ABL is ne essary to minimize the e e ts of atmospheri
turbulen e and to be above as mu h loud over as possible. Cirrus louds between the ABL
and the target would be a serious problem, be ause the s attering of the beam would be
so severe as to make a su essful engagement impossible. The ABL annot \burn through"
the louds.
Sub-visual and thin irrus louds o ur quite frequently, from 40 per ent to 70 per ent
of the time [239℄ in mid latitudes. The altitude of these louds varies with latitude and
season, with the highest altitudes o urring in low latitudes and in summer. The mean
altitude is at about 80 per ent of the tropopause, whi h varies from 18 km at the equator
to 8 km at the poles. It is estimated [239℄ that su h louds exist above 12 km 50 per ent
of the time, and above 15 km 10 per ent of the time. The nominal altitude of the ABL is
12 km. It is not known what the eiling for the fully loaded ABL would be, but 15 km may
be lose to the limit. Commer ial 747 operating eilings are variously reported from 12.4 to
13.6 km (41,000 to 45,000 feet). Thus, there ould be a problem with the fra tion of time
the ABL is available for engagements.
22.3 ABL Defense Against Short-Range Missiles
The dis ussion has on entrated on the use of the ABL against ICBMs. The threat of TBMs
and MRBMs laun hed from ships o the US oast is an identi ed problem; see Se tion 5.7.1.
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These ases have not been analyzed in detail, but low-altitude engagements at lose range
and very high irradian e, and therefore short engagement times, are possible.
Figure 5.18 shows the traje tories of MRBMs M1 and M2, in luding time ti s. From
this and the information in Fig. 21.8, the useful ABL engagement ranges may be estimated.
Figure 21.8 stri tly applies to the ICBMs whose ight hara teristi s enter into the detailed
ABL performan e, but it should be a reasonable approximation to the performan e against
MRBMs. The M1 presents a more stressing time line than M2, be ause the total boost time
is only 65 s, and the missile burns out at an altitude of only 50 km. For an engagement time
of 5 s, a liquid-propellant M1 ould be engaged at a range up to 150 km when it rea hed an
altitude of 20 km, 35 s after laun h, or a range ex eeding 200 km on e it rose above 30 km,
44 s after laun h. As with the ship-borne ase, the shortfall problem has not been analyzed
if the missile target is well inland.
Su h a mission would likely not subje t the ABL to atta k from enemy air raft, but ships
ould arry surfa e-to-air missiles whi h ould be a threat. The primary problem is likely to
be logisti al support. As with ship-borne kill vehi le oastal defense (Se tion 5.7.1), ueing
information would be required to know whi h ships might be threatening. A disadvantage
of the ABL with respe t to a ship-borne inter eptor is that the ABL ould not take out a
ship that had already laun hed a missile and thus prevent any more laun hes.
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This appendix provides ba kground information that is important for understanding the
Report. Se tion A.1 explains how ballisti missiles are ategorized by range and propellant.
These ategories are used throughout the Report. Se tion A.2 des ribes the phases of the
ight of a ballisti missile. This information is needed to understand the role of the boost
phase in the overall ight of su h a missile, and the relation of a boost-phase missile defense
to defenses that aim to destroy missiles or warheads in the mid ourse or terminal phases
of ight. It also provides ontext for the des riptions of missile traje tories presented in
Chapters 15 and 5 and the dis ussions of the deployment of warheads and penetration aids
in Chapters 5, 13, and 9.

A.1 Classes of Ballisti Missiles
Ballisti missiles an be lassi ed by range, although the boundaries are not rigid, and by
the type of propellant used.
A.1.1 Short- and medium-range ballisti missile (SRBMs and MRBMs)

The United States de nes missiles with ranges of less than 1,000 km as short-range ballisti
missiles (SRBMs) and those with ranges between 1,000 and 3,000 km as medium-range
ballisti missiles (MRBMs) [240℄. SRBMs typi ally have only a single booster stage.
Although SRBMs and MRBMs are usually intended for ta ti al appli ations in a military
ampaign and are therefore sometimes alled ta ti al or theater ballisti missiles (TBMs),
they ould be used to atta k the territory of the United States and therefore an also be
S343
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onsidered as potential strategi weapons. In the present Study, we ategorize missiles by
their physi al hara teristi s, su h as their range, rather than by the presumed intent of
the entity deploying them, whi h may be unknown and ould hange on short noti e.
The Russian S ud B is an example of a widely available SRBM. Its weight at laun h is
about 6,000 kg, and it an deliver a 1,000-kg payload to a range of 300 km [241℄.
If laun hed from a ship or other sea platform positioned within range of U.S. oastal
regions, SRBMs and MRBMs ould atta k the territory of the United States.
A.1.2 Intermediate-range ballisti missiles (IRBMs)

The United States de nes missiles with ranges between 3,000 and 5,500 km as intermediaterange ballisti missiles (IRBMs) [240℄. These missiles usually have two or more booster
stages.
Intermediate-range ballisti missiles an be employed for strategi as well as ta ti al
military purposes. With additional stages added, some IRBMs ould be used to laun h
ommuni ations, surveillan e, or s ienti satellites.
The North Korean No Dong-1 is an example of an IRBM. It an deliver its 1,200-kg
payload to a range of 1,500 km. Its laun h weight is 16,250 kg [241, 242℄.
A.1.3 Inter ontinental ballisti missiles (ICBMs)

The United States de nes missiles with ranges greater than 5,500 km as inter ontinental
ballisti missiles (ICBMs) [240℄. They an deliver warheads to large areas of Earth from a
single laun h site. Some authors subdivide the ICBM ategory into limited-range ICBMs,
whi h have ranges less than 8,000 km, and full-range ICBMs, whi h have ranges greater
than 8,000 km.
There are two fundamentally di erent types of ballisti missiles: liquid-propellantICBMs
typi ally have two stages and relatively long boost phases, whereas solid-propellant ICBMs
typi ally have three stages and mu h shorter boost phases. The Soviet SS-11 is an example
of an early, liquid-propellant full-range ICBM. It had a total burn time of 267 s and ould
deliver an 800-kg payload to a range of 11,000 to 12,000 km. The Chinese DF-5 deployed in
the 1980s is also a liquid-propellant full-range ICBM. It has a total burn time of 231 s [241℄
and an deliver a 3,000-kg payload to a range of 12,000 km [243℄. The Russian RT-2PM
Topol (SS-25) is an example of a modern, solid-propellant, full-range ICBM. Similar in size
to the U.S. Minuteman, it has three stages, probably has a total burn time of less than
200 s, and an deliver its approximately 1,000-kg payload to a range of 13,000 km [244℄.
Most liquid-propellant missiles have tankage that is pressurized only to the extent needed
to feed fuel and oxidizer to turbo pumps, whi h in turn feed the ombustion hambers of
the ro ket engines. A ordingly, the stru tural design of the stages is usually determined
by a eleration and bending loads asso iated with ontrolling ight in the atmosphere. To
minimize the stru ture weights, the optimum a eleration pro les for these missiles tend
to be lower, with orrespondingly longer burn times, than a solid-propellant missile having
equal performan e. These missiles are generally large, like the Titan II or the Russian SS-18
whi h burn for more than 300 s, or the Chinese DF-5, whi h reportedly burns between 220 s
and 250 s. The North Korean Taepo Dong 2 ICBM is also reported to burn for about 250 s.
The relatively low tankage weight for liquid boosters usually results in an optimum design
having two stages to a hieve ranges in ex ess of 12,000 km.
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Long-range ballisti missiles using solid propellant require the propellant tanks to serve
as the ombustion hamber; as a result, those vessels are designed for hamber pressures
on the order of 600 psi or more. The stru tures that result are inherently mu h stronger
with respe t to bu kling and bending and are therefore apable of higher a eleration and
aerodynami loads. Be ause of the density of their propellant and the la k of a fuel and
oxidizer expulsion system, these missiles are generally smaller than a liquid system with
similar performan e, and usually optimize at three stages with mu h shorter burn times
than their liquid ounterparts for the same maximum ranges.
On e out of the atmosphere, either type of missile an exe ute maneuvers to shape
the traje tory at the expense of range, but liquid-propellant missiles are somewhat more
onstrained in this regard than solid boosters due to stru tural limits and propellant slosh.
Without these limitations, solid- propellant missiles an make more radi al maneuvers.
Faster-burning solid-propellant ICBMs are a natural ountermeasure to any boost-phase
defense. Inter ontinental-range ballisti missiles based on rst-generation (1960s) solidpropellant te hnology typi ally have total boost phases of 160 s to 180 s, 50 s to 100 s
shorter than early liquid propellant ICBMs. However, these ICBMs were not designed to
ope with boost-phase defenses. Studies performed in the mid-1980s [245, Se tion 2.3.3℄
suggested that with the solid-propellant te hnology then available, solid-propellant ICBMs
having mu h shorter burn times that would burn out at altitudes of 80 to 100 km appeared
feasible. There appeared to be no physi al barriers to a hieving su h performan e; the only
issues were engineering tradeo s. These studies also showed that the payload mass penalty
for burning out this qui kly would be relatively small. Even ICBMs having total burn times
of 130 s would be mu h more hallenging to a boost-phase defense than any of the model
ICBMs onsidered in this study.

A.2 Phases of Ballisti Missile Flight
All ballisti missiles that rise above the sensible atmosphere (i.e., above about 100 km) have
three stages of ight: boost, mid ourse, and re-entry1 . Missiles that deploy their payload
from a \post-boost vehi le" (PBV) after the boost phase has ended are onsidered to have
a fourth phase of ight alled the post-boost phase. This se tion provides a brief dis ussion
of the phases of ballisti missile ight and their relevan e to missile defense (see also [246℄).
A.2.1 Boost phase

The boost phase of a missile begins when it is laun hed and lasts until the ro ket motor
of the missile's nal stage is shut down or burns out. Depending on the missile, this stage
an last 2 to 5 minutes. During the early part of its boost phase, the missile is moving
relatively slowly, but toward the end it is moving at a speed of 7 km/s or even faster. An
atta king missile will typi ally exe ute a series of maneuvers during its boost phase to shape
its traje tory so that its munitions rea h their intended target or to evade any boost-phase
defense (see Chapters 15 and 5).
The boost phases of ICBMs typi ally end at altitudes of 170{200 km, high above Earth's
atmosphere (the sensible atmosphere is generally onsidered to be negligible for our purposes
Some authors use the term \as ent phase" to refer to the rst half of the mid ourse phase, i.e., from the
time the missile's nal stage is shut down or burns out until the warheads rea h the highest points of their
traje tories (their apogees). Others use the term \as ent phase" to refer to the boost phase as well as the
rst half of the mid ourse phase.
1
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at about 100 km). On e a missile's boost phase ends, its nal stage ontinues on a ballisti
traje tory, a ted on primarily by gravity.
A boost-phase inter ept (BPI) defense must inter ept and disable ICBMs during the few
minutes their ro ket motors are burning. To a omplish this, ro ket inter eptors must be
based lose enough to rea h and disable the missiles before they have rea hed a velo ity that
will allow their payload to strike a defended area. As they approa h the missile, boost-phase
inter eptors must shift from homing on the bright plume of the ro ket motor to homing on
the missile body, and thus must be able to hit and disable the missile as it maneuvers. A
missile defense system that an disable missiles laun hed from a parti ular laun h site an,
in prin iple, defend the entire United States from atta k by missiles laun hed from that
site.
A.2.2 Payload deployment

The payload of a missile in ludes its munitions and any devi es to aid in penetrating a missile
defense (\penetration aids"). The munitions may onsist of one or more hemi al explosive
warheads, nu lear warheads, or hemi al or biologi al munitions. To disperse hemi al or
biologi al agents over a wide area, a missile may deploy dozens or even hundreds of small
bomblets alled \submunitions."
The omponents of an ICBM's warhead, or \payload", ould be deployed in several ways
(see Chapters 15 and 9). One way is to release the payload after the missile's propellant has
been exhausted or its thrust has been terminated, but while the attitude of the nal boost
stage is still under ontrol. In this ase, the payload is separated \softly." If the payload is
a warhead, then the warhead may be reoriented and spin-stabilized so that its traje tory
during re-entry is more predi table. Sometimes a vernier adjustment to the warhead's
velo ity is made during the pro ess, and the warhead is further separated from the spent
nal stage.
Of parti ular signi an e for boost-phase defenses, warheads and penetration aids ould
be deployed while the nal stage is still in powered ight. Histori ally, multiple re-entry
vehi les (MRVs) were sequentially eje ted from the a elerating booster. For example, the
nal stage of the Soviet SS-9 Mod 2 liquid-propellant ICBM deployed three re-entry vehi les
(RVs) as it ontinued to burn. The nal stage of the U.S. Polaris A3 solid-propellant ICBM
deployed both RVs and ountermeasures while in powered ight. The small eje t motors
of the RVs had four nozzles that were anted to impart the desired spin to ea h RV while
a elerating the RV to velo ities relative to the booster of about a hundred meters per
se ond. In both ases the guidan e and ontrol system remained on the nal stage and
ontinued to guide it; the RVs la ked their own guidan e and propulsion systems. Using
the mu h smaller and heaper inertial measurement systems and Global Positioning System
(GPS) re eivers that are widely available today, multiple RVs, ea h with its own propulsion
and guidan e, ould be deployed sequentially or in parallel at any time during nal-stage
boost, as long as enter-of-gravity symmetry is preserved.
Munitions and penetration aids ould also be deployed from a \post-boost vehi le"
(PBV) or \bus" [245, Se tion 2.3.4℄. A PBV arries the primary missile guidan e system
and has its own ontrol and propulsion systems. It separates from the missile's nal stage
after the nal stage has been shut down or burns out and then exe utes a series of maneuvers
to sequentially deploy RVs and penetration aids having di erent release onditions to atta k
di erent targets. Su h RVs are alled \multiple independently targeted re-entry vehi les"
(MIRVs). The period from the time the PBV has separated from the nal stage until it has
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deployed all its warheads and penetration aids is onsidered a fourth phase of ight, alled
the post-boost phase.
The MIRV systems of both the United States and the former Soviet Union were somewhat ineÆ ient from a propulsion and volumetri standpoint, but they allowed a single
large and expensive unit having guidan e and ontrol and propulsion systems to target all
the RVs. With te hnology that is widely available today, RVs having their own individual
guidan e and propulsion systems ould be deployed in parallel simply and heaply. Systems
of this type (\multiple third stages") were evaluated in the 1960s during preliminary studies
of the feasibility of MIRV systems and were found to be as good in terms of weight and
volume eÆ ien y as a bus-type system. The prin ipal drawba k at that time was the omplexity and ost of multiple guidan e systems that had to be a essible for maintenan e.
This onstraint would no longer be a fa tor.
Deploying munitions during the powered ight of the nal stage is a natural ountermeasure to boost-phase defense of any kind. When determining the time available to a hieve
inter ept, a boost-phase defense must assume that the missile's warheads ould be deployed
during the powered ight of the nal stage, as well as after the nal stage has been shut
down or has burned out. No matter how a missile's munitions are deployed, the only way
the defense an be ertain of inter epting the missile before it has deployed its munitions is
to inter ept it before it has a hieved a velo ity that would arry them to the defended area.
A.2.3 Mid ourse phase

The mid ourse phase begins on e the missile's nal stage or PBV has eased ring and
ends when the missile's munitions begin to reenter Earth's atmosphere. This is the longest
phase of the ight of a long-range missile and may last 20 minutes or longer for a full-range
ICBM.
During the mid ourse phase the missile's nal stage, its munitions, and|if present|the
PBV and any penetration aids fall along ballisti traje tories under the in uen e of gravity
(aerodynami for es are negligible). These obje ts, alled the \threat loud," as end toward
their apogees during the rst half of the mid ourse phase and then des end toward Earth
during the latter half.
The omponents of the threat loud an be tra ked by radars or other sensors during
the mid ourse phase. With suÆ ient tra king information, their future positions an be
predi ted a urately. Be ause all the omponents of the threat loud, in luding penetration
aids su h as de oys, remain lose to one another during the mid ourse phase, a mid ourse
inter ept system must be able to over ome any ountermeasures and dis riminate between
warheads and de oys to inter ept and disable the warheads. Corre tly identifying warheads
and de oys is alled the dis rimination problem. A single missile defense site supplied with
long-range mid ourse inter eptors ould in prin iple defend a large geographi area against
missiles oming from a range of dire tions.
A.2.4 Terminal phase

The terminal phase of ight begins when the missile's warheads reenter Earth's atmosphere
and ends when they detonate or strike Earth's surfa e. This phase lasts less than a minute
for strategi warheads, whi h an enter the atmosphere at speeds of about 7 km/s, and
depending on their aerodynami hara teristi s (ballisti oeÆ ient), an impa t at 1 to
3 km/s. Warheads an be designed to maneuver during their terminal phase using aero-
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dynami for es. Their motion is also a e ted by winds in the upper atmosphere and near
Earth's surfa e.
Sin e aerodynami drag auses less-dense obje ts to fall through the atmosphere more
slowly than warheads, lightweight de oys and ountermeasures are rendered ine e tive during the terminal phase. A missile defense designed to inter ept warheads during the terminal
phase ould defend a limited area against atta k by missiles laun hed from anywhere in the
world.
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Using inter eptor missiles to inter ept atta king missiles during their boost phases involves
hitting ro kets in powered ight with other ro kets in powered ight. Analyzing su h
engagements requires omputation of the yout traje tories of both the atta king missiles
and the inter eptors. The purpose of this appendix is to explain how the ro ket traje tories
used in the Study were omputed.
A variety of di erent omputer odes were used to ompute the traje tories needed.
These odes were validated by omparing their results with one another and with results of
omputer al ulations arried out at Sandia National Laboratories using traje tory odes
that have been validated over many years of use. Illustrative missile and inter eptor yout
traje tories are presented in Chapters 15 and 16, respe tively. Suites of traje tory al ulations are used to analyze engagements in Chapters 4 and 5 and to analyze the problem of
managing the shortfall of debris and munitions in Chapter 5.
Se tion B.1 dis usses the for es that a t on a ro ket in powered ight and des ribes how
they were treated in omputing the traje tories used in the Study. Se tion B.2.1 des ribes
how traje tories were omputed by rst displaying an illustrative set of di erential equations
des ribing the as ent of a ro ket through the atmosphere and then dis ussing the approximations typi ally adopted in solving su h sets of equations. Many of the physi al quantities
and variables relevant to traje tory al ulations are de ned in this se tion. Se tion B.3
derives some simple s aling relations that are ited or used in various hapters. Se tion B.4
dis usses brie y the traje tories of ICBMs and inter eptor missiles for boost-phase defense.
Some of the omments and remarks in this se tion may help readers unfamiliar with ro kets
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understand better some of the material in Chapters 15, 16, 4, and 5. Introdu tions to ro ket
ight may be found in the re ent monographs by GriÆn and Fren h [247℄ and Sutton and
Biblarz [248℄.

B.1 For es
The prin ipal for es that a t on a ro ket during its as ent through Earth's atmosphere are
the thrust generated by its motor, the gravitational attra tion of Earth, and|when the
ro ket is within the atmosphere|the aerodynami lift and drag that it experien es.1
B.1.1 Thrust

A ro ket propulsion system a elerates the ro ket by burning propellant (fuel and oxidizer)
in a ombustion hamber and then allowing the burned propellant to es ape as hot gas
through one or more nozzles. The total for e produ ed by the exhaust is the thrust of the
ro ket motor. Its magnitude is [247, x5.1℄
T = m_ pve + [pe pa (h)℄Ae :
(B.1)
The rst term on the right-hand side of Eq. (B.1) is the momentum thrust and the se ond
is the pressure thrust. The momentum thrust is the produ t of the propellant mass ow
rate m_ p and the average velo ity ve of the ro ket exhaust relative to the vehi le at the exit
plane of the ro ket nozzle. The pressure thrust is the produ t of the di eren e between
pe , the pressure of the hot exhaust gas at the exit plane, and pa , the ambient atmospheri
pressure at the altitude h of the ro ket, and the ross-se tional area Ae of the nozzle exit.
The performan e of a ro ket propulsion system is usually hara terized by its spe i
impulse Isp, whi h is the thrust it generates per unit weight (at sea level) of propellant
expended, i.e.,
Isp  T=m_ p gs :
(B.2)
Here gs is the a eleration of gravity at mean sea level. Spe i impulse Isp has units of
se onds in both the metri and English Engineering systems.
A ro ket motor's Isp depends on the ambient pressure as well as its intrinsi properties
( ompare Eqs. [B.1℄ and [B.2℄). As a ro ket rises through Earth's atmosphere, the ambient
pressure de reases, ausing the thrust and spe i impulse of its motor to in rease. The
thrust of a motor an be 10 per ent-15 per ent greater at high altitudes than at sea level [248,
Fig. 2{2℄. The sea-level Isp's of modern hemi al ro kets range from about 200s to about
400 s [248, Table 2{1℄.
Another measure of the performan e of a ro ket motor is its thrust-to-weight ratio
T=mgs . This measure is parti ularly relevant to appli ations, su h as spa e-based inter eptors, where low weight and high a eleration are very desirable.
The magnitude of the thrust generated by a liquid-propellant motor an be adjusted
by ontrolling the ow of propellants into the ombustion hamber. Although there is
a performan e penalty for throttling the engine in this way, it is generally small [248,
x3.8℄. The thrust of a liquid-propellant motor an be terminated by shutting o the ow
of propellants to the ombustion hamber or simply allowing the motor to burn out when
the propellant tanks be ome empty. In ontrast, in a solid-propellant ro ket motor, the
We did not study the rotational dynami s of the ro ket body, i.e., the torques that would ause the
ro ket to rotate about any of its three axes, and the ro ket's response to these torques.
1
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propellant ontainer is also the ombustion hamber. Consequently, on e the motor is
started it will burn until the propellant is exhausted (\burnout"). The thrust of a solidpropellant motor an be pre-programmed to some extent by the design of the propellant, and
it an also be adjusted by using exhaust de e tor devi es in the nozzle, but this approa h
is not typi al. The thrust of su h a motor an be terminated before burnout by opening
thrust termination ports arranged to allow hot gases and other burning produ ts to es ape
without giving the ro ket any net impulse.
The dire tion of the thrust of a ro ket motor an be varied by, for example, gimbaling
the motors, using thrust de e tor plates, or deforming the exhaust nozzle.
B.1.2 Gravity

The e e t of gravity on a ro ket (or any other mass) is given by the a eleration of gravity,
g(h) = gs [rs =(rs + h)℄2 :
(B.3)
Here gs is again the a eleration of gravity at sea level, rs is the radius of mean sea level
as measured from Earth's enter and h is the altitude of the ro ket above sea level. This
expression negle ts the nonspheri al shape of Earth and its seas and the gravitational e e ts
of geographi al features.
B.1.3 Aerodynami for es

The most important aerodynami for es a ting on a missile rising through the atmosphere
are lift and drag. The lift for e
(B.4)
L = 12 a V 0 2ACl ( ; M; Re)
a ts perpendi ular to the ro ket's ight path, whereas the drag for e
D = 21 a V 0 2ACd ( ; M; Re)
(B.5)
a ts parallel to the ro ket's ight path, opposing the motion of the ro ket through the
atmosphere. Here a is the lo al mass density of the atmosphere, V 0 is the speed of the
ro ket relative to the atmosphere, A is a referen e area usually related to a ross-se tional
area of the ro ket body, and Cd and Cl are the oeÆ ients of lift and drag. Both oeÆ ients
depend on the ro ket's angle of atta k , de ned as the angle between its enterline and its
velo ity ve tor. The angle of atta k is positive if the proje tion of the enterline is above
the proje tion of the velo ity ve tor. The oeÆ ients also depend on the ro ket's Ma h
number M  V 0= s , where s is the lo al speed of sound, the Reynolds number Re, and the
hoi e of referen e area A.
For small angles of atta k ( < 10Æ ), Cd is generally less than 0.5 at subsoni speeds but
in reases sharply by a fa tor of about 2 to 3 when M rea hes about 1, and then de lines
steadily as M in reases further. In ontrast, Cl is roughly independent of M for M less
than about 1.5, but then de lines steadily with in reasing M . Both Cd and Cl in rease with
in reasing for modest values of . The aerodynami for es, espe ially the drag, are also
a e ted by the ow and pressure distribution of the ro ket exhaust gases, whi h tend to
in rease the drag at subsoni speeds and de rease it at supersoni speeds [248, Chapter 18℄.
In omputing missile traje tories for the Study, tabulated lift and drag oeÆ ients for similar
missiles, or ts of simple analyti al expressions to su h tables, were used.
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B.2 Computing Traje tories
Equivalent equations des ribing the as ent of a ro ket through the atmosphere an be
formulated in terms of di erent physi al variables, with ertain formulations being more
onvenient for some appli ations than others. The full traje tory equations may also be
approximated in di erent ways, depending on the aspe ts of the as ent that are of most
interest. During the Study, several omputer odes using di erent formulations of the as ent
equations, di erent approximations, and di erent methods of solution were employed to
ompute missile traje tories for di erent purposes. Rather than des ribing all the di erent
approa hes and odes that were used, we present here a single formulation that illustrates
most of the features of interest.
All the omputer odes that were used were validated by omparing their results with
those of other odes developed independently and employing di erent algorithms. The
odes used to ompute ICBM and inter eptor traje tories were also validated by omparing
their results with the results produ ed by omputer odes at Sandia National Laboratories
that have been validated over many years of use.
B.2.1 Illustrative equations

The following equations of motion des ribe the as ent of a ro ket from the surfa e of a
rotating planet in three dimensions relative to Earth (see [249, xIV℄):
d
V os os
=
(B.6)
dt
r os 
d
= V os sin
(B.7)
dt
dh
dt
dV
dt
d
dt
d
dt
dm
dt
dmp
dt

r

= V sin
= m1 [T os( + Æ) D mg sin ℄
+ r!2 os  [ os  sin sin  os sin ℄
1 f[T sin( + Æ) + L℄ os  mg os g + V os
= mV
r
2

+ 2! os os + r!V os  [ os  os + sin  sin sin ℄
= mV 1 os [T sin( + Æ) + L℄sin  Vr tan  os os
2
+ 2![ os  tan sin sin  ℄ V r!os os  sin  os

=
=

dmp
dt
T
:
gs Isp

(B.8)
(B.9)
(B.10)
(B.11)
(B.12)
(B.13)

The variables in these equations are de ned in Box B.1. In this formulation, the angle of
atta k , thrust gimbal angle Æ, and velo ity roll angle  are ontrol variables, i.e., they
must be spe i ed fun tions of the ro ket's position during its as ent.
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Box B.1: Symbols Used in This Appendix
Longitude
Latitude
Altitude above mean sea level
Distan e from the enter of Earth
Rotational angular velo ity of Earth
Speed relative to Earth
Speed relative to the atmosphere
Flight-path angle relative to lo al horizontal
Heading angle relative to lo al West
Total vehi le mass
Propellant mass
Propellant mass ow rate
Cross-se tional area of the nozzle exit
Ro ket exhaust pressure at nozzle exit
Average exhaust velo ity at nozzle exit
Spe i impulse
Thrust
Aerodynami lift for e
Aerodynami drag for e
Ma h number
Aerodynami lift oeÆ ient
Aerodynami drag oeÆ ient
Reynolds number
Ambient atmospheri density
Ambient atmospheri pressure
Angle of atta k
Thrust gimbal angle
Velo ity roll angle
A eleration of gravity at sea level
A eleration of gravity at the vehi le's altitude

B.2.2 Solving the traje tory equations

The missile as ent traje tories used in the Study were omputed by solving a variety of
traje tory equations equivalent to Eqs. (B.6){(B.13), in various approximations. The missile
and inter eptor traje tories shown in Chapters 15 and 16 are planar, i.e., the ro ket follows
a path that lies entirely in a single two-dimensional plane (the traje tories of the target
missile and inter eptor missile need not be in the same plane). However, some examples
of nonplanar traje tories are shown in Chapter 5, to illustrate possible large-s ale evasive
maneuvers by the atta ker.
The lo al traje tories of ICBMs ying out of North Korea shown in Chapter 5 in lude
the e e ts of Earth's rotation, be ause for these traje tories, the rotation of Earth is signifi ant for assessing the importan e of geographi onstraints on inter eptor basing. Earth's
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rotation was negle ted in plotting the lo al traje tories of ICBMs laun hed from Iraq and
Iran and in plotting all global traje tories, in luding those from North Korea to the United
States, be ause its e e ts would not alter any on lusions derived from these traje tories.
In traje tory omputations, the thrust given by Eq. (B.1) an usually be modeled using
the simpler expression
T = Tva pa (h)Ae ;
(B.14)
where Tva  m_ pve + peAe, the thrust of the motor in va uum, is treated as a onstant.
With appropriate initial onditions, equations similar to Eqs. (B.6){(B.13) an be used
to ompute the traje tories of spa e-based inter eptors when boosted out of orbit. In this
ase, aerodynami for es an generally be negle ted.

B.3 Simple S aling Relations
A simple, one-dimensional analysis is possible when a ro ket is operating in a gravity-free
va uum environment and its thrust is always in the same dire tion. This analysis yields
several useful s aling relations and insights that remain approximately true more for more
general onditions.
In the absen e of gravity and aerodynami for es, onservation of momentum yields
m(dV=dt) = T ;
(B.15)
where m(t) is the total mass of the vehi le at time t. The thrust T may be rewritten as
T = m_ p veq ;
(B.16)
where m_ p is the propellant mass ow rate and veq  ve + [pe pa(h)℄Ae is the so- alled
equivalent velo ity (see Eq. B.1). It is the velo ity with whi h old propellant would have
to be eje ted to provide a thrust equal to that provided by the ro ket motor. Expulsion
of propellant redu es the total mass of the vehi le by the same amount [see Eq. B.12℄, so
T = (dm=dt)veq and hen e
m(dV=dt) = veq (dm=dt) :
(B.17)
Equation (B.17) is the standard ro ket equation. If the ro ket's initial mass and speed are
mi and Vi , the thrust is always in the dire tion of motion, and if veq remains onstant as
the ro ket a elerates, its speed at time t will be
V (t) = Vi + veq ln[mi =m(t)℄ :
(B.18)
The hange V (t)  V (t) Vi in the ro ket's speed is
V (t) = veq ln[mi=m(t)℄ :
(B.19)
The maximum value of V that a ro ket an a hieve under the ideal onditions assumed
in deriving Eq. (B.19) is
V (ideal) = veq ln(MR) :
(B.20)
Here MR  mi=mf is the ro ket's mass ratio during its ight, where mf is the its nal
mass after its motor is shut down or burns out. The nal mass in ludes the mass of all
omponents other than useful propellant, in luding any unburned propellant as well as the
propulsion hardware, fuel tanks, power supplies, guidan e system, navigational equipment,
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and payload. Obviously V (ideal) is greater when a ro ket's propellant mass is a larger
fra tion of its initial mass. A ro ket's useful propellant mass is denoted mp. If no shroud
or other equipment is eje ted during ight, mp = mi mf . The ratio mp=mi = 1 mf =mi
is alled the propellant mass fra tion. For values of mp=mi near unity, V (ideal) in reases
rapidly with in reasing mp=mi , whi h puts a high premium on minimizing the mass of a
ro ket's tanks, motors, unexpended propellant, and other deadweight.
The \ideal" velo ity hange V (ideal) is an upper bound on the speed that a missile
rising from Earth's surfa e an a hieve and is sometimes used as a measure of the missile's
performan e. The a tual speed that the missile an a hieve is less than V (ideal) be ause
of the retarding e e ts of gravity and aerodynami drag. The redu tions in the ro ket's nal
speed aused by these two e e ts are sometimes referred to as \gravity losses" and \drag
losses," respe tively, and denoted V g and V d . They depend on the ro ket's ight path
and atmospheri onditions. For long-range ro kets, the drag loss is typi ally 5 per ent to
20 per ent of the nal velo ity [248, x4.2℄. Gravity losses are a fun tion of boost time and
are greater the longer the boost time. Rather than hara terize the performan e of a missile
by V (ideal)  V max, we have preferred to use its speed at burnout on its maximum
range traje tory (see below), whi h we all its \a tual" velo ity hange V (a tual) (see
Chapter 15), whi h is a more a urate indi ator of the velo ity that the missile will a hieve
at burnout when ying traje tories of interest in the Study.
The on ept of a maximum attainable hange in the velo ity of a ro ket is useful in
analyzing the ability of an inter eptor to rea h a target missile during the latter's boost
phase. Equation (B.20) an be rewritten as mi = mf exp(V (ideal)=veq ), whi h shows that
the required laun h mass of an inter eptor with a given propulsion system and propellant
mass fra tion in reases exponentially with the velo ity hange V that is required to a hieve
inter ept.
For a given propellant mass fra tion, the nal V of a ro ket an be in reased by
subdividing it into stages and dropping o ea h stage as its propellant is exhausted. If a
ro ket is subdivided into n stages and ea h stage has the same mass ratio (an unrealisti
assumption), V is in reased by a fa tor of n. In reality, a ro ket's nal speed in reases
more slowly than this with ea h additional stage. Moreover, additional stages introdu e
additional ompli ations and tend to de rease the overall reliability of the system. In
pra ti e, longer-range ro kets generally have two or three stages, whereas shorter-range
ro kets have one or two stages. The propellant tanks of solid-propellant ro kets, whi h also
serve as ombustion hambers, must be more robust and hen e are generally more massive
than those of liquid-propellant ro kets. As a result, long-range solid-propellant ro kets often
optimize at three stages, whereas liquid-propellant ro kets often optimize at two stages.
The weight of a multi-stage ro ket at lifto is approximately proportional to the weight
of its payload, even though the mass of the payload is typi ally a very small fra tion of the
ro ket's lifto mass [248, x4.7℄. Hen e the weight of the booster(s) required to a elerate
a given homing kill vehi le to a given velo ity is approximately proportional to the kill
vehi le's mass.

B.4 Dis ussion
B.4.1 Missile traje tories

The range of a parti ular ballisti missile depends on the mass of the payload it is arrying;
any missile an in prin iple deliver a lighter warhead to a more distant target. Thus, to
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be useful, a statement of the range of a missile must a ompanied by a statement of the
payload mass assumed.2
For stru tural reasons, missiles are almost always laun hed nearly verti ally, and on e
o the ground begin to turn toward the target by making small, very brief adjustments of
the thrust gimbal angle Æ. On e their ight path angle is less than 90Æ , gravity will ause
the missile to ontinue to turn toward the target, even if its thrust ve tor is aligned with
its velo ity ve tor; this phenomenon is alled a gravity turn.
Every missile has a so- alled maximum-range traje tory, whi h is the traje tory for
whi h the impa t point of the payload is farthest from the laun h site, with e e ts of gravity
and aerodynami for es in luded. The shape of a missile's maximum range traje tory
therefore depends on its shape and stru ture and its a eleration pro le.
The range penalty for deviating by modest amounts from a missile's maximum-range
traje tory is small, and hen e it may be advantageous for an atta ker to program the missile
to y a traje tory that is higher (\lofted") or lower (\depressed") than the maximum-range
traje tory, for ta ti al reasons.
Altitude vs. range and time vs. range plots are shown in Chapter 15 for a variety of
lofted and depressed traje tories, as well as for the maximum-range traje tories of the
missile models used in the Study.
B.4.2 Inter eptor traje tories

To inter ept ICBMs during their boost phase, inter eptor missiles must have high a elerations and high burnout velo ities so that they an rea h the target missile as qui kly
as possible. A two-stage inter eptor may be ne essary (as explained above, if there are
two stages, the rst stage an be dropped after its propellant has been onsumed, redu ing
the inert mass of the missile's nal stage and in reasing its burnout velo ity). There are
pra ti al limits to the a elerations and nal velo ities of inter eptor missiles.
High-a eleration, exoatmospheri inter eptors rea h mu h higher velo ities early in
their ight than do ICBMs. Consequently, if they are laun hed from Earth's surfa e, they
are usually programmed to y a ight path that is di erent from the typi al ight paths
of ICBMs: they initially rise more nearly verti ally to get out of the denser part of the
atmosphere as qui kly as possible and then pit h over and a elerate toward the predi ted
inter ept point. Typi al altitude vs. range and time vs. range plots are shown in Chapter 16
for the model inter eptors used in the Study.
If the losing velo ity between an inter eptor or kill vehi le and the target is high and, as
in boost-phase inter ept appli ations, the target is maneuvering, the inter eptor may have
to be apable of large a elerations perpendi ular as well parallel to its existing ight path.
In prin iple, these a elerations ould be a hieved using a single motor, if the inter eptor
were agile enough and ould be rotated in any dire tion without losing its ability to tra k
the target. However, it is usually more pra ti al to allow the inter eptor to remain oriented
more or less in the same dire tion to fa ilitate tra king the target and to use side thrusters as
well as an axial thruster to a hieve inter ept. Side thrusters are often alled divert thrusters,
be ause they divert the vehi le's ight from its urrent dire tion. However, from a more
In pra ti e, the payload of a missile usually annot be altered signi antly without adjusting its design
or ight pro le. For example, hanging the mass of the payload will a e t the enter of mass of the missile
and may a e t its aerodynami stability. De reasing the payload mass of a missile will in rease its nominal
range but, other things being equal, will also in rease the a eleration and aerodynami loads experien ed
by the missile during its boost phase, whi h it may or may not be able to withstand.
2
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general point of view, any thrust provides divert apability, in that it will ause the ight
path of the vehi le to depart from the ballisti traje tory that it would otherwise follow. If
the target maneuvers so that it will arrive at the originally predi ted inter ept point earlier
than expe ted, axial thrust may be as important as lateral thrust in a hieving inter ept. All
thrusters must be positioned so that the for es they apply are dire ted through the enter
of mass of the inter eptor or kill vehi le to avoid ausing it to spin.
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The boost-phase inter ept is a omplex problem that in ludes target missile, inter eptor,
spa e sensor system, surfa e-based sensor system (e.g., radar), kill vehi le, and its suite of
on-board sensors. Detailed algorithms for the tra king of the target missile and the inter eptor and the guidan e and ontrol s hemes used by the inter eptor and kill vehi le must also
be in luded in the modeling. Using assumptions on the error models for the di erent sensors
and statisti al variations for the di erent systems (ro ket motors, aerodynami s, a tuator
responses, et .), Monte Carlo simulations an be arried out to obtain the miss-distan e
distribution of the inter ept.
The Study broke the analysis into several parts and worked them somewhat independently of ea h other. (The general approa h of the analyses is des ribed in detail in Chapter 2.) In short, a set of possible target missiles was rst identi ed and traje tories were
generated for ea h of them (Chapter 15). Then a set of surfa e-based inter eptors and
their yout apabilities were onstru ted to ounter these target missiles, based on three
geographi s enarios (Chapter 16). These inter eptor traje tories were used to analyze the
areas of overage that ea h ould provide (Chapter 5).
Spa e sensor measurement error models and surfa e-based radar error models were derived (Chapter 10), so that they ould be used to drive the tra king Kalman lter (to be
des ribed in this Appendix). Using the results of this error analysis, the kill-vehi le inter ept problem was modeled with guidan e algorithms, a tuator dynami s, time delays,
kill-vehi le divert apabilities, and homing sensor errors (Chapter 12). The output from
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those simulations was the divert velo ity required along with miss distan e as a fun tion of
these parameters.
This Appendix des ribes simulation results for two missile{inter eptor engagements.
The rst engagement dis ussed in this Appendix is between the ICBM model S1 (referred
to as ICBM S1 hereafter) and the 10-km/s inter eptor. The se ond engagement is between
the ICBM model L (referred to as ICBM L hereafter) and the 5-km/s inter eptor. These
two engagements were hosen to illustrate the features of a faster-burning solid-propellant
missile (the ICBM S1) and a slow-burning liquid-propellant missile (the ICBM L). For these
two missiles, an aggressive 10-km/s inter eptor is needed for the ICBM S1 missile, while a
more feasible 5-km/s inter eptor is suÆ ient for the ICBM L missile.
Chapter 15 des ribes three target missiles and their traje tories that were generated by
the Study Group. They are the ICBM L, ICBM S1, and ICBM S2 missiles, and their mass
properties and hara teristi s are given in Tables 15.3, 15.4, and 15.5, respe tively. Threedegree-of-freedom (3-DOF) simulations were used to generate these traje tories. These
traje tories losely mat hed the ones generated by Sandia National Laboratories, on rming
the method of generating missile traje tories used in this Report.
In Chapter 16, three inter eptors and their traje tories are dis ussed in detail. They are
the 10 km/s, 6.5 km/s, and 5 km/s inter eptors. The mass properties and hara teristi s
of the inter eptors are given in Tables 16.1, 16.2, and 16.3.
The ICBM-S1 engagement is presented rst, followed by the ICBM-L engagement in
a separate se tion. For ea h of the two engagements, we rst dis uss the missile and inter eptor traje tories, then the a ura y of tra king the missile using di erent sensors.
Measurement errors of andidate spa e IR sensors, surfa e radars, and kill-vehi le IR sensors are dis ussed. These measurement errors are added to the true states to generate
measurements that are used to drive the Kalman lter. Di erent sensitivity runs are made
and the tra king performan e is ompared to assess the robustness of the Kalman lter.

C.1 Engagement of ICBM S1 and the 10-km/s Inter eptor I-5
In this se tion, we examine the engagement of the faster-burning solid-propellant missile
ICBM S1 and the aggressive 10-km/s inter eptor, I-5.
C.1.1 Missile and inter eptor traje tories

Figure C.1 shows this engagement. The inter ept at 21 s before the missile's burnout is
hosen for analysis in this se tion. The traje tory being analyzed is labeled as \ " in the
plot, having an angle of atta k of 30Æ for the third stage. Note that if an angle of atta k
of 45Æ were used for the third stage, depi ted by traje tory \d", the inter ept ould take
pla e more than 40 s before missile burnout.
The spa e sensor is assumed to be able to dete t the missile when it breaks loud over
at an altitude of 7 km (29 s after laun h of the ICBM S1). Note that this assumption might
be slightly optimisti as loud over ould be as high as 10 km.
When the inter eptor is laun hed 59 s after the target missile is laun hed, the spa e
sensor has tra ked the target missile for 30 s (59 s 29 s). The surfa e-based radar will
not be able to a quire the missile until 95 s after it is laun hed, after it lears the horizon
(but reliable measurements will not be available until t = 99 s). Therefore, it is important
to analyze the ability of the spa e-based sensor to tra k the missile when the radar is
not yet available. (Spa e-based sensor and tra king radars are dis ussed in Chapter 10.
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Figure C.1. (top) Engagement of the target missile ICBM S1 (on the left) by multiple 10-km/s
inter eptors (on the right). The time ti ks on the trajeÆ toriesÆ are 10Æ s apart. Inter
eptor traje tories
labeled a, b, , and d have angles of atta k of 10 , 20 , 30 , and 45Æ, respe tively, during
third-stage burn. The inter eptors are laun hed 59 s after the target missile is laun hed, whi h is
t=0 for the inter eptors. (bottom) Detail of the engagement. The inter eptor traje tory is traje tory
\ " in the top plot.
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Figure C.2. (a) Downrange and verti al velo ities of the ICBM S1 target missile. (b) Downrange
and verti al a elerations of the ICBM S1 target missile.

A tual missile tra king using spa e sensors and radar is des ribed in the next se tion.)
The inter eptor burns out after 45 s (104 s after target laun h) and rea hes an altitude of
100 km 9 s later at t = 54 s. About two se onds later, the ICBM S1 also rea hes the 100-km
altitude. The 100 km altitude is signi ant to both the missile and inter eptor be ause the
shrouds for both normally ome o at about 80- to 100-km altitude, and ountermeasures
ould be deployed or maneuvers initiated by the target missile and on-board sensors ould
be used by the kill vehi le along with divert maneuvers after this point.
After rea hing 100-km altitude at about the same time, the inter eptor gains altitude at
about the same rate as the missile, but gains downrange distan e at about twi e the rate.
The two vehi les inter ept at t = 149 s, 21 s before missile burnout.
For referen e, the velo ity and a eleration pro les of the ICBM S1 target missile are
shown in Fig. C.2, and those for the 10-km/s inter eptor are shown in Fig. C.3.
The question of typing the target missile based on early traje tory information is often
raised. Figure C.4 (a) shows that although the ICBM L has a more verti al traje tory
pro le near loud- over altitude (7 km), it eventually has a atter traje tory above 100 km,
shown in Fig. C.4 (b). This example shows that it is diÆ ult to predi t the overall traje tory
based on early traje tory-pro le information.
C.1.2 Measurement models

Before going into the formulation of the Kalman lter for this engagement, we will rst
dis uss the measurements and their error hara teristi s.
C.1.2.1 Spa e-based IR sensor measurement errors

Based on the analyses of spa e-based IR sensors (see Chapter 10), we an ount on 500-m
1- position errors in the dire tion perpendi ular to the sensing dire tion. We assume that
three satellites are at equal intervals in geostationary orbits. With any two sensors, we
should have 500-m 1- in all three axes.
In the simulations, white Gaussian noise with  = 500 m is added to the true missile
positions (in all three axes, although the traje tory is in the downrange-altitude plane) to
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Figure C.3. (a) Downrange and verti al velo ities of the 10-km/s inter eptor. (b) Downrange and
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Figure C.5. Estimated average S-band radar ross se tions of the liquid-propellant ICBM model L
(left) and the solid-propellant ICBM model S1 (right), as fun tions of aspe t angle from the nose.

generate the spa e IR measurements. This generated measurement sequen e is then used
as one of the measurement inputs to the Kalman lter.
C.1.2.2 Surfa e radar measurement errors

Radar a quisition For operations based 1000 km or less from the target laun hing site, the
existing Aegis AN/SPY-1B radar is adequate for a quiring and tra king the ICBM target as
modeled for this study. The parameters of this radar, as used to provide ommand guidan e
data for the inter eptor's mid ourse guidan e phase, were given in Se tion 10.2. The radar
is noti ed by a spa e-based IR system and sear hes a small volume just above the horizon,
at the predi ted time of appearan e of the target, lo king onto and then tra king the target
until inter ept. It also re eives data on laun h and traje tory of the inter eptor, tra king
it using a transponder.

The designation error of the target relative to
the radar position has been onservatively assumed to be 5 km rms. At the 890-km horizon
range of the target, this designation error orresponds to an azimuth a ura y az = 5:6 mr,
and with an added allowan e for possible azimuth hange during the a quisition pro ess,
the radar should s an about four beamwidths at an elevation just above the horizon.
Sour e and a ura y of designation data

The RCS model for this target is based on an outline drawing of the
Minuteman III, and the RCS during rst and se ond stages is shown in Fig. C.5, (right).
The aspe t angle from the nose is near 30Æ during a quisition, in reasing gradually toward
50Æ near the end of powered ight. In this se tor, the signi ant ontributions are from the
rounded nose one tip and the irregularities and edges assumed to s atter into the forward
hemisphere, totaling 0.045 m2 from the nal stage and 0.055 m2 from the se ond-stage
booster. A value  = 0:10 m2 = 10 dBsm applies during the riti al period of radar
operation.
Target ross se tion

The target appears above the horizon at t = 87 s with
an elevation rate of 2.1 mr/s. It spends 11 s within the 26-mr elevation beamwidth of
Signal-to-noise ratio at horizon
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Figure C.6. Signal-to-noise ratio for a quisition and tra king Aegis radar. ICBM L (left) and ICBM
S1 (right).

the radar. The single-pulse, beam- enter signal-to-noise ratio at the horizon +5.9 dB after
allowan e for tropospheri loss of 3.8 dB (in luding the tropospheri lens loss).
A quisition is a hieved by devoting essentially all radar resour es over an 11-s period to a quisition of this target, using multiple-pulse integration.
The resulting integrated signal-to-noise ratio for a 6-s integration time, allowing for two su h
attempts during passage of the target through the beam, is shown in Fig. C.6 (right). That
pro ess leads to dete tion of the target with high probability before it leaves the elevation
beam at t = 99 s, with a probable time allo ation of about 7 s for dete tion at t = 94 s.
During this 7-s period, the radar would reserve minimal resour es for tra king other targets
and outgoing inter eptors, but would not be able to sear h for targets other than the single
one being designated by the spa e-based IR system.
Probability of a quisition

On e the radar has a quired the target, tra king an
begin. It has been assumed that the radar will allo ate 12 per ent of its time and power
resour es to tra king an ICBM target, providing ten pulses per se ond with the signal-tonoise ratio shown in Fig. C.6 (right). The sour es of error and equations for al ulating
them were given in Se tion 10.2. The rms magnitude of errors has been al ulated on the
basis of averages over a smoothing time of 1 s. Error omponents that are independent from
pulse to pulse, and hen e from ea h 1-s sample to the next, are de ned as noise, while those
that remain orrelated over several se onds are de ned as bias. The latter are generally not
subje t to redu tion by smoothing in a tra king lter, but neither are they onstant over
su h long periods that they make no ontribution to errors in velo ity and a eleration.
These noise and bias error omponents for elevation and azimuth tra king data are shown
in Fig. C.7. Errors in range are negligible, amounting to a few meters rms.
Radar tra king error al ulations
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Figure C.7. Aegis tra king errors vs. time for the liquid-propellant ICBM model (left) and the
solid-propellant ICBM models (right).
C.1.2.3 KV IR sensor measurement errors

For the kill-vehi le-based IR sensors, the errors will be ompletely dominated by our ability
to dis riminate the hardbody from the plume. We are estimating that we an do this within
a 100-m box, or 30-m 1- a ura y in the azimuth and elevation dire tions, independent of
range, from 100 to 1000 km.
C.1.3 Tra king Kalman lter

In this se tion, the missile tra king problem using spa e IR sensors, surfa e radar, and
the kill-vehi le IR sensor is analyzed. A Kalman lter is used to estimate the \states" of
the missile [250, 251℄ i.e., its three positions, velo ities, and a elerations. The tra king
problem begins when the missile breaks loud over at 7-km altitude, t = 29 s, at whi h
time only spa e-based IR measurements are available. As the radar a quires the missile
after t = 99 s, the Kalman lter will use both spa e IR and radar measurements. As the
shroud omes o the inter eptor, at t = 113 s, the kill-vehi le IR sensor begins operating,
and its measurements will also be used. The tra king will ontinue until the inter eptor
enters its endgame, when the kill vehi le uses its on-board sensors for guidan e.
The dis rete extended Kalman lter equations are
x(k + 1) = x(k) + w(k)
y(k) = Hx(k) + u(k);

(C.1)
(C.2)

where x is the state ve tor, y is the measurement ve tor,  is the state transition matrix,
H is the measurement matrix, w is the pro ess noise, and u is the measurement noise. The
normal onventions for measurement ve tor and measurement noise are z and v, respe tively, but to avoid onfusion with the variables used for altitude (z) and velo ity (v), y
and u are used here[250, 251℄.
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C.1.3.1 System model

Sin e the missile positions, velo ities, and a elerations are needed for the guidan e of the
inter eptor, the nine states of the lter are

x
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where d, , and z are the downrange, rossrange, and altitude positions, vd , v , vz are the
downrange, rossrange, and altitude velo ities, and ad , a , az are the downrange, rossrange,
and altitude a elerations, respe tively. The state transition matrix is
2
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6
6
6
6
6
 = 666
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where t is the sample time. The pro ess noise w is a way to a ount for the ina urate
modeling of the true system dynami s. Sin e  is for a onstant-a eleration missile, that
is,
ad (k + 1)
a (k + 1)
az (k + 1)

=
=
=

ad (k)
a (k )
az (k);

pro ess noise must be added to these three a eleration states to tra k an a elerating
missile. The amount of noise that is needed depends on how fast the a eleration is hanging
and the sample time of the lter. For a sample time of 1 s, a standard deviation of 5 m/s2 is
hosen for the pro ess noise for the a eleration states. The pro ess noise ovarian e matrix
is given by
Q = Diag

h

0 0 0 0 0 0 (5 m/s2)2 (5 m/s2 )2 (5 m/s2)2

i

:
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C.1.3.2 Measurement models

The ve tor of measurement fun tions in this formulation is given by
2
6
6
6
6
6
h = 666
6
6
6
6
4

ds
s

zs
r


v

zv

3
7
7
7
7
7
7
7;
7
7
7
7
7
5

where ds, s, and zs are the downrange (m), rossrange (m), and altitude (m) positions
measured by the spa e IR sensor (where the subs ript s stands for spa e), r, , and  are
the range (m), azimuth angle (mrad), and elevation angle (mrad) measured by the surfa e
radar, and v and zv are the rossrange (m) and altitude (m) positions measured by the
kill-vehi le IR sensor (where the subs ript v stands for vehi le), respe tively. Note that the
measurements are arranged in the order in whi h they be ome available, i.e., spa e IR, radar,
then kill-vehi le IR. Thus the measurement ve tor simply in reases in size without having
to rearrange the ve tor omponents. The angles are kept in milliradians to avoid numeri al
problems asso iated with the huge dynami range of the measurement-error ovarian e
matrix, R, whi h is given below.
The measurement matrix of the extended Kalman lter is obtained by taking the derivatives of the measurement fun tions with respe t to the states,
H = ddhx :
The omponents of h are
ds = d
s =
zs = zp
r = d2 + 2 + z 2
 = 1000tan 1
d
z
1
 = 1000sin p 2 2 2
d + +z
v =
zv = z:
Carrying out the di erentiations, we get
H11
H22
H33
H41

= dddds = 1
= 1
= 1
dr p
= dd
= d2 +d 2 + z2
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dr p
= d2 + 2 + z2
d
z
dr p
=
2
dz
d + 2 + z2
d
= 1000 d2 + 2
dd
d
d
=
1000
2
d
d + 2
d
=0
dz
d
= 1000 (d2 + 2 + zdz2)pd2 +
dd
d
zp
=
1000
2
2
2
d
(dp + + z ) d2 +
d
d2 + 2
=
1000
2
dz
d + 2 + z2

H42

=

H43

=

H51

H61

=
=
=
=

H62

=

H63
H72
H83

=
= 1
= 1:

H52
H53
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2
2

All the other elements of H are zeros.
The spa e IR sensor errors, as dis ussed in Se tion C.1.2.1, have standard deviations
of 500 m in all three axes. The radar range errors, as dis ussed in Se tion C.1.2.2, are on
the order of a few meters rms, so a somewhat onservative standard deviation of 10 m is
used. The radar azimuth and elevation-angle measurement errors have a noise omponent
(random) and a bias omponent ( orrelated). Using the time-varying statisti s for the noise
and bias omponents, plotted in Fig. C.7, some sample sequen es of angle-measurement
errors for the ICBM S1 target are shown in Fig. C.8. The bias omponents are generated
with the half-power point at 0.05 Hz using the time-varying standard deviations. Note
that the noise omponents are on the order of 10 times larger than the bias omponents
and that the elevation bias errors are larger than the azimuth bias errors. The kill-vehi le
IR sensor errors, as dis ussed in Se tion C.1.2.3, have standard deviations of 30 m in the
downrange and rossrange dire tions. Putting all these statisti s together, the time-varying
measurement-error ovarian e matrix is given by
h

R(k) = Diag (500 m)2 (500 m)2 (500 m)2 (10 m)2
i
2 (k) 2 (k) (30 m)2 (30 m)2 ;

(C.3)

where  (k) and (k), in milliradians, are the time-varying standard deviations of the noise
omponents of the azimuth and elevation-angle measurement errors, respe tively. The bias
omponents of the angle measurements are not modeled in the lter, resulting in a lter
that is slightly more optimisti . Note that if  (k) and (k) were in radians instead of
milliradians, the dynami range of R would be in reased by six orders of magnitude. Huge
dynami range results in poor numeri al stability when the inverse of su h a matrix is taken,
whi h is part of the Kalman lter equations (see Eq. C.6 below).
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Figure C.8. (a) Sample sequen e of the noise (random) omponent of the radar azimuth measurement
errors. (b) Sample sequen e of the bias ( orrelated) omponent of the radar azimuth measurement
errors. ( ) Sample sequen e of the noise (random) omponent of the radar elevation measurement
errors. (d) Sample sequen e of the bias ( orrelated) omponent of the radar elevation measurement
errors.
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C.1.3.3 Kalman lter update equations

With all the ne essary omponents of the Kalman lter de ned above, the time-propagation
equations (from measurement k 1 to measurement k) are given by
x^ k ( ) = k 1x^ k 1(+)
(C.4)
T
Pk ( ) = k 1Pk 1 (+)k 1 + Qk 1;
(C.5)
where the x^ denotes the estimate of x, ( ) and (+) indi ate before and after the measurement, respe tively, and P is the state ovarian e matrix. Note that the time indi es k 1
and k are written as subs ripts so that (+) and ( ) an be used. The measurement-update
equations are given by
h
i
Kk = Pk ( )HTk Hk Pk ( )HTk + Rk 1
(C.6)
x^ k (+) = x^ k ( ) + Kk [yk h(^xk ( ))℄
(C.7)
(C.8)
Pk (+) = [I Kk Hk ℄Pk ( );
where K is the Kalman gain, y is the a tual measurement ve tor, and h(^xk ( )) is the
measurement ve tor fun tion omputed using x^ k ( ). The initial values for x^ and P needed
to start the lter are
x^ 0 = E(x(0))
(C.9)
h
i
T
P0 = E (x(0) x^ 0)(x(0) x^ 0 ) :
(C.10)
C.1.4 Traje tory state estimation

With the Kalman lter formulation and the measurement errors des ribed above, the simulation is arried out as follows. The spa e IR measurements are available to the lter after
t = 29 s (when the missile lears loud over), and the radar measurements are available
after t = 99 s (when the missile lears the horizon). Infrared measurements are available
to the kill vehi le after t = 113 s (when the shroud omes o at 100-km altitude). As more
measurements are in orporated, the matri es R, H, and y are adjusted in size to take on
the additional measurements.
Three ases are presented below to assess the performan e of the lter under di erent
onditions. In the baseline ase, the initial state estimates are set to the true states. In the
poor-initial-estimates ase, the initial state estimates are set su h that their errors are two
times the standard deviations in the state ovarian e matrix, P. This ase shows how well
the lter an handle poor initial state estimates (whi h o urs when the spa e IR or surfa e
radar give poorer-than-expe ted initial states of the missile). In the large-measurementerrors ase, the errors used to reate the measurements for the simulation are twi e those
given in the measurement-error ovarian e matrix, R (in addition to the large initial state
estimate errors). This ase shows how well the lter an handle measurement errors that
are larger than expe ted.
C.1.4.1 Baseline ase

In the baseline ase, the initial state estimates and the initial ovarian e matrix are
x^ (+) = true missile states
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Table C.1. Summary of state-estimate un ertainties (1- values) for the di erent sensors
used during the target-tra king problem.
spa e IR + radar
spa e IR spa e IR + radar + kill vehi le IR
lter un ertainty (1-) values at t = 98 s
112 s
168 s
downrange position (m)
296
33
13
rossrange position (m)
296
286
24
altitude (m)
296
284
24
downrange velo ity (m/s)
81
13
11
rossrange velo ity (m/s)
81
79
18
altitude velo ity (m/s)
81
79
18
downrange a eleration (m/s2 )
15
8
8
2
rossrange a eleration (m/s )
15
15
10
altitude a eleration (m/s2 )
15
15
10
h

P(+) = Diag (1000 m)2 (1000 m)2 (1000 m)2 (100 m/s)2 (100 m/s)2
i
(100 m/s)2 (10 m/s2)2 (10 m/s2)2 (10 m/s2)2 :
The measurements feeding the simulation are reated by adding un orrelated noises to
the true measurements. These un orrelated noises are normally distributed with standard
deviations oming from the R matrix (Eq. C.3). The only orrelated noises ome from
the bias omponents of the radar's azimuth and elevation measurements. However, these
orrelated errors are mu h smaller than the un orrelated ones (see Fig. C.8). Therefore,
other than the un orrelated azimuth- and elevation-angle errors, the measurement model
mat hes the measurements feeding the lter. We expe t the best performan e from the
lter in this ase.
Shown in Figs. C.9 and C.10 are the errors in the lter's position, velo ity, and a eleration estimates, along with their orresponding standard deviations from the lter ovarian e
matrix, plotted as + and one-standard-deviation (1-) envelopes. If the lter were tuned
properly, that is, not overly optimisti or pessimisti , the 1- values should be good estimates of the un ertainties (or true errors) in the lter state estimates. The true errors should
be inside the 1- envelopes most the time, but ould be outside o asionally. Figures C.9
and C.10 show that the lter is tuned properly. Table C.1 summarizes the state-estimate
un ertainties (1- values) for the di erent sensors used during the target-tra king problem.
When the lter starts to pro ess its rst measurements at t = 29 s, the 1- error
estimates of the position states drop qui kly from the initial values of 1000 m to around
300 m. This drop is reasonable, as the lter is told that the spa e IR sensor an measure
the positions in all three axes to 500-m a ura y. However, the un ertainties of the velo ity
state estimates improve only from 100 m/s to around 80 m/s using the spa e IR sensor
alone. In fa t, with the spa e IR sensor only, the un ertainties of the a eleration state
estimates a tually grow from 10 m/s2 to more than 15 m/s2 (see Fig. C.10). One reason
for this growth is the pro ess noise of 5 m/s2 (standard deviation) adds to the a eleration
states, whi h keeps their varian es from diminishing too qui kly. The other reason is that
the spa e IR sensor measurements are not a urate enough to improve the a eleration state
estimates.
When the radar measurements are available from t = 99 s, the downrange position un-
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Figure C.9. (a), (b), ( ) Baseline ase: Downrange, rossrange, and altitude position errors and
lter's estimates of 1- values. (d), (e), (f) Downrange, rossrange, and altitude velo ity errors and
lter's estimates of 1- values.
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Figure C.10. (a), (b), ( ) Baseline ase: Downrange, rossrange, and altitude a eleration errors and
lter's estimates of 1- values.
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ertainty improves dramati ally to around 30 m (Fig. C.9 (a)). This improvement is due to
the a urate range measurements, whi h are mainly in the downrange dire tion. However,
the rossrange position and the altitude estimates do not improve, be ause these dire tions are dominated by the azimuth noise and elevation noise of the radar, whi h still have
standard deviations of more than 2 mr during this part of the traje tory. At a downrange
distan e of 800 km, the azimuth and elevation un ertainties translate roughly to 1600 m
of measurement error in rossrange and altitude positions. Therefore, the spa e IR sensor
is still providing better measurements. Similarly for the velo ity estimates, the downrange
velo ity estimates improve from around 80 m/s to 13 m/s, but the un ertainties of the
rossrange and verti al velo ity estimates stay around 80 m/s. The downrange a eleration estimates improve to around 8 m/s2 , while the rossrange and verti al a eleration
un ertainties remain near 15 m/s2 .
When the kill-vehi le IR measurements ome on at t = 113 s, the downrange positionestimate un ertainty improves to 13 m (the s ale of the plot does not show this level of
detail), and the rossrange position and altitude un ertainties both improve to 24 m. Again
this behavior is reasonable, as the standard deviation of the kill-vehi le IR measurement
errors is 30 m. The downrange velo ity estimates further improve to 11 m/s. The rossrange
and verti al velo ity un ertainties de rease from around 80 m/s to 18 m/s. The downrange
a eleration un ertainty does not see any further improvement sin e the kill-vehi le IR does
not provide range information. Both the rossrange and altitude a eleration estimates
improve to 10 m/s2.
It should be pointed out that the target missile stages at 65 s and 130 s (see Fig. C.2).
The e e ts are that the downrange a eleration hanges signi antly, from about 8 g to 2 g
and from about 9 g to 3 g for the two stagings, respe tively. The errors in the downrange
a eleration estimates (see Fig. C.10 (a)) during these two times (greater than 40 m/s2 and
120 m/s2 at the two staging times, respe tively) are mu h larger than the lter's predi tion.
This dis repan y is to be expe ted, sin e the lter is set up with a onstant-a eleration
model and the missile is a elerating. However, be ause of the 5-m/s2 (standard deviation)
pro ess noise added to the a eleration states, the lter is able to tra k the huge hanges
in a eleration during staging. Note that the downrange velo ity state also sees errors on
the order of 200 m/s. The verti al a eleration hanges are less dramati (from about 3 g
to 0 g and from about 2 g to 0 g, respe tively), but the e e ts on the verti al a eleration
estimates at 65 and 130 s are also obvious (Fig. C.10 ( )). Sin e we are working with a planar
traje tory, the staging events do not a e t the rossrange a eleration (Fig. C.10 (b)). (With
these observations, we ould redu e the pro ess noise on the altitude a eleration state, and
perhaps even set it to zero for the rossrange a eleration state, to further improve the lter's
performan e if we wished. However, sin e our goal here is to demonstrate the simulation
pro edures, we did not try to optimize the lter's performan e any further.) The ability
to tra k an a elerating target through staging is a on ern within the missile-tra king
ommunity. However, in this example, given our assumptions, the lter is able to tra k the
missile through the two staging events.
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C.1.4.2 Poor-initial-estimates ase

In this ase, the initial state estimates are set so that their errors are two times the standard
deviations in the state ovarian e matrix,
2
2000 m 3
6
2000 m 777
6
6
6 2000 m 7
6
7
6 200 m/s 7
6
x^ (+) = true missile states 66 200 m/s 777 ;
6 200 m/s 7
6
7
6
2 7
20
m/s
6
7
6
7
4 20 m/s2 5
20 m/s2
and the initial ovarian e matrix is the same as the one in the baseline ase,
h
P(+) = Diag (1000 m)2 (1000 m)2 (1000 m)2 (100 m/s)2 (100 m/s)2
i
(100 m/s)2 (10 m/s2)2 (10 m/s2)2 (10 m/s2)2 :
Figures C.11 and C.12 show that even with the large errors in the initial-state estimates
when the lter is started, the lter is still able to onverge to the orre t state estimates.
On e the initial-error transients are gone, the lter has similar performan e as in the baseline
ase.
C.1.4.3 Large-measurement-errors ase

In this ase, the poor initial-state estimates from the previous ase are kept. In addition, the
standard deviations (from the R matrix) used to generate the measurements are doubled,
but the lter still uses the same R. (The bias omponents of the radar azimuth and
elevation measurements are also doubled.) This ase simulates the s enario in whi h the
measurement errors are a tually larger than expe ted. Besides setting up a dynami s model
that represents the state dynami s orre tly, the level at whi h R truly represents the
measurement errors is the most important fa tor that determines the lter performan e. If
the R values are set too low, the lter would trust the measurements too mu h whi h ould
lead to lter instability (state estimates diverge). If the R values are set too high, the lter
would not trust the measurement enough and it ould take a long time to onverge to the
orre t state estimates. It would also have diÆ ulties in tra king transients, su h as the
staging events.
Figures C.13 and C.14 show that although the state estimates have larger errors than
the other two ases and the state estimate errors are outside the 1- envelopes mu h more
often, the lter still provides orre t estimates. Again, the staging e e ts are apparent
in the downrange a eleration and downrange velo ity state estimates. Even with mismat hed measurement error model (by 100 per ent), the lter is able to tra k through the
two staging events, indi ating that the lter is fairly robust.
C.1.4.4 Tra king with two radars

When radar jamming is deployed, the range measurements may be assumed to be invalid,
and two or more radars must be used to provide angle-only measurements. A Kalman lter
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Figure C.11. (a), (b), ( ) Poor-initial-estimates ase: Downrange, rossrange, and altitude position
errors and lter's estimates of 1- values. (d), (e), (f) Downrange, rossrange, and altitude velo ity
errors and lter's estimates of 1- values. Note the poor downrange velo ity estimates in (d) during
staging events at t = 65 s and t = 130 s.
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Figure C.12. (a), (b), ( ) Poor-initial-estimates ase: Downrange, rossrange, and altitude a eleration errors and the lter's estimates of 1- values. Note the poor downrange a eleration estimates
in (a) during staging events at t = 65 s and t = 130 s.
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Figure C.13. (a), (b), ( ) Large-measurement-errors ase: Downrange, rossrange, and altitude
position errors and lter's estimates of 1- values. (d), (e), (f) Downrange, rossrange, and altitude
velo ity errors and lter's estimates of 1- values.
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Figure C.14. (a), (b), ( ) Large-measurement-errors ase: Downrange, rossrange, and altitude
a eleration errors and lter's estimates of 1- values.
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is formulated in whi h two radars are separated by 1000 km, whi h is also the distan e
between the missile and inter eptor laun h sites. Although the look angles from these
two radars are di erent from the single radar at the inter eptor laun h site, the same
error models for the azimuth and elevation measurements are used. The results show that
insigni ant degradation in state estimates o urs when angle-only measurements are used
from two radars, when ompared with range and two-angle measurements from one radar.
C.1.5 Engagement summary

In this se tion, we examined the engagement between the faster-burning solid-propellant
missile (ICBM S1) and an aggressive 10-km/s inter eptor. After looking at the traje tories
for the missile and inter eptor, the measurement models for the spa e IR, surfa e radar,
and kill-vehi le IR were dis ussed. A Kalman lter was formulated to estimate the missile's position, velo ity, and a eleration. Three sensitivity ases were studied to evaluate
the robustness of lter performan e. With zero error for the initial state estimates and
measurement error models mat hing the a tual measurements, the lter performed very
well, providing state estimates that are onsistent with the measurement errors. With large
errors for the initial state estimates (twi e the values given in the state ovarian e matrix),
the lter essentially gave the same kind of estimates as the previous ase after a few measurements were pro essed. In the third ase, the measurement errors were twi e as large
as those given to the lter. Although the estimate errors are larger, and the ovarian e
matrix is somewhat optimisti about its estimates (estimate errors are larger than the 1-
values), the state estimates are still a eptable. In all three ases, the lter was able to tra k
through two staging events, a on ern shared by many experts in this area. These ases
indi ate that based on the assumptions outlined in this se tion, the traje tory estimation
problem is solvable.

C.2 Engagement of ICBM L and the 5-km/s Inter eptor I-5
In this se tion, the engagement of the slower liquid-propellant ICBM L and the 5-km/s
inter eptor I-5 is examined.
C.2.1 Missile and inter eptor traje tories

Figure C.15 shows the engagement between the ICBM L target missile and three 5-km/s
inter eptors. (The time marks on the traje tories indi ate times sin e laun h.) The three
inter eptor traje tories are labeled (0, 30), (30, 30), and (45, 60). They denote the angles of
atta k used during the third stage of the inter eptors (between 36 and 56 s after inter eptor
laun h). For example, (0, 30) means that the angle of atta k is 0Æ from t =36 to t =46 s
and is 30Æ from t =46 s to t =56 s. The (45, 60) designation means 45Æ for 10 s and
60Æ for another 10 s. All three inter eptors are laun hed having a 55Æ laun h angle. The
ICBM L has a burnout time of 240 s. The two laun h points are 800 km apart ( ompared
with 1000 km for the ICBM S1 ase).
Instead of maximizing the time between missile burnout and time of inter ept as we did
for the ICBM S1-engagement (be ause the solid-propellant missile has a shorter burn time),
we try to maximize the allowable inter eptor laun h delay in this ase, a hieving a 115-s
laun h delay. (The laun h delay for the ICBM S1 engagement is 59 s.) The inter eptor
that inter epts the missile 16 s before the missile's burnout is hosen for the analysis in
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Figure C.15. (top) Engagement between the target missile ICBM L and three 5-km/s inter eptors.
(bottom) Details of the engagement. The inter eptor traje tory is the same as inter eptor traje tory
(30,30) in the top plot.

this se tion. This is the inter eptor laun hed with 30Æ angle of atta k for the entire third
stage, denoted by (30, 30) in Fig. C.15. If the (45, 60) inter eptor were used, the inter ept
ould take pla e 33 s before missile burnout, but it would give an inter eptor-laun h delay
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Figure C.16. (a) Downrange and verti al velo ities of the ICBM L target missile. (b) Downrange
and verti al a elerations of the ICBM L target missile.
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Figure C.17. (a) Downrange and verti al velo ities of the 5-km/s inter eptor. (b) Downrange and
verti al a elerations of the 5-km/s inter eptor.

of only 72 s.
Details of the ICBM L missile and the hosen 5-km/s inter eptor traje tories are shown
in Fig. C.15. The missile rea hes an altitude of 7 km after 44 s into ight, at whi h time
the spa e IR ould see the missile. The inter eptor is laun hed at t =115 s and around the
same time the surfa e radar starts to a quire the missile, but reliable radar measurements
are not available until after t = 125 s. The inter eptor rea hes 100-km altitude 68 s after
laun h, whi h means the kill-vehi le IR sensor ould see the missile about 183 s (115 + 68 s)
into the ICBM L's ight.
The velo ities and a elerations for both the ICBM L and the inter eptor are shown in
Figs. C.16 and C.17, respe tively.
C.2.2 Measurement models

The same error models from the ICBM S1 engagement are used here. However, sin e the
radar-tra king range is di erent in this engagement (800 km vs. 1000 km) and the radar
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ross se tion of the ICBM L is di erent from the ICBM S1, di erent radar measurement
errors are used. These are dis ussed in the se tions below.
C.2.2.1 Spa e-based and kill-vehi le IR sensor measurement errors

We assume that the spa e IR and kill-vehi le IR measurement errors are the same, although
the IR signatures of the solid- and liquid-propellant missile are di erent. The spa e IR
measurements are assumed to have 500-m 1- errors in all three axes. The kill-vehi le IR
is assumed to have 30-m 1- a ura y in the azimuth and elevation dire tions.
C.2.2.2 Surfa e radar measurement errors
Radar a quisition For operations based 800 km from the target laun

hing site, the existing
Aegis AN/SPY-1B radar is adequate for a quisition and tra king of the ICBM targets
modeled for this study. The parameters of this radar, as used to provide ommand guidan e
data for the inter eptor's mid ourse guidan e phase, were given in Se tion 10.2 (shipboard
radar for boost-phase dete tion and tra king). The radar is noti ed by a spa e-based
IR system and sear hes a small volume just above the horizon, at the predi ted time of
appearan e of the target, lo king onto and then tra king the target until inter ept. It also
re eives data on laun h and traje tory of the inter eptor, tra king it using a transponder.
The designation error of the target relative
to the radar position has been onservatively assumed to be 5 km rms. At the 747-km
horizon range of the target, this designation error orresponds to an azimuth a ura y
az = 6:8 mr, whi h for a high probability of a quisition requires overage of an azimuth
se tor Am = 5az = 34 mr. This is slightly larger than the azimuth beamwidth, so only a
small s an is required and the radar a quires the target in one of two beams just above the
horizon.
Sour e and a ura y of designation data

The RCS model for this target is based on an outline drawing of
the ICBM L, and the RCS during the two stages of propulsion is shown in Fig. C.5, (left).
The aspe t angle from the nose is near 30Æ during a quisition, in reasing gradually toward
60Æ near the end of powered ight. In this se tor, the signi ant ontributions are from
the rounded nose one tip and the irregularities and edges assumed to s atter into the
forward hemisphere, totaling 0.17 m2 from the nal stage and 0.31 m2 from the se ondstage booster. A value  = 0:48m2 = 3.1 dBsm applies during the initial a quisition
period, but the transition to the se ond boost stage results in a redu tion in RCS soon after
a quisition, with a onstant  = 0:17m2 = 8 dBsm for the remainder of radar operation.
Target ross se tion

The target appears above the horizon at t = 106 s with
an elevation rate of 1.3 mr/s. It spends 20 s within the 26-mr elevation beamwidth of the
radar. The single-pulse, beam- enter signal-to-noise ratio at the horizon is al ulated to be
+14.4 dB after allowan e for tropospheri loss of 5 dB (in luding the tropospheri lens loss).
Signal-to-noise ratio at horizon

Be ause the radar s an annot be planned on the basis of a target RCS larger than 0.1 m during the initial attempt at a quisition, the s an is designed
to devote essentially all radar resour es over a 16 s period to a quisition of the target, using
Probability of a quisition

2
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multiple-pulse integration. The resulting integrated signal-to-noise ratio for a 8-s integration time, allowing for two su h attempts during passage of the target through the beam, is
shown in Fig. C.6. That pro ess leads to dete tion of the target with high probability during
the rst s an, with a probable time allo ation of half a s an period, or 4 s, for dete tion at
t = 110 s. During this 4-s period, the radar would reserve minimal resour es for tra king
other targets and outgoing inter eptors, but would not be able to sear h for targets other
than the single one being designated by the spa e-based IR system.
Radar tra king error al ulations On e the radar has a quired the target, tra king an
begin. It has been assumed that the radar will allo ate 12 per ent of its time and power
resour es to tra king an ICBM target, providing ten pulses per se ond with the signal-tonoise ratio shown in Fig. C.6. The sour es of error and equations for al ulating them were
given in Se tion 10.2. The rms magnitude of errors has been al ulated on the basis of
averages over a smoothing time of 1 s. Error omponents that are independent from pulse
to pulse, and hen e from ea h 1-s sample to the next, are de ned as noise, while those that
remain orrelated over several se onds are de ned as bias. The latter are generally not
subje t to redu tion by smoothing in a tra king lter, but neither are they onstant over
su h long periods that they make no ontribution to errors in velo ity and a eleration.
These noise and bias error omponents for elevation and azimuth tra king data are shown
in Fig. C.7 (left). The large initial error in elevation is the result of multipath signals, but
this omponent drops rapidly as the target rises above one beamwidth in elevation. Errors
in range are negligible, amounting to a few meters rms.

C.2.3 Traje tory state estimation

The same Kalman lter formulation developed in Se tion C.1.3 is used for this engagement. The time-varying measurement-error ovarian e matrix, initial ovarian e matrix,
and initial state estimates are
h
R(k) = Diag (500 m)2 (500 m)2 (500 m)2 (10 m)2
i
2 (k) 2 (k) (30 m)2 (30 m)2
h
P(+) = Diag (1000 m)2 (1000 m)2 (1000 m)2 (100 m/s)2 (100 m/s)2
i
(100 m/s)2 (10 m/s2)2 (10 m/s2)2 (10 m/s2)2
2
2000 m 3
6
2000 m 777
6
6
2000 m 77
6
6
6
200
m/s 77
6
6
x^ (+) = true missile states 6 200 m/s 77 :
6
200 m/s 777
6
6
20 m/s2 77
6
6
4 20 m/s2 5
20 m/s2
The spa e IR measurements are available to the lter after t = 44 s (after the missile rea hes
7-km altitude). Solid radar measurements are available after t =125 s. The kill-vehi le IR
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measurements are available after t = 183 s (after the inter eptor shroud omes o at 100-km
altitude).
Figures C.18 and C.19 show that the errors in the lter's position, velo ity, and a eleration estimates are very similar to the results for the ICBM S1 ase. The estimate errors
are well predi ted by the ovarian e matrix, as the errors are within the 1- envelopes most
of the time, indi ating that the lter is tuned well. The large errors in the initial state
estimates, although twi e that of the initial ovarian e matrix values, are qui kly redu ed
after a few measurements are pro essed. The staging at t =120 s auses large errors in the
downrange and altitude a eleration state estimates, but the lter is able to tra k through
the event and maintain small estimation errors thereafter.
C.2.4 Engagement summary

The slower-burning ICBM L missile allowed a longer inter eptor laun h delay than the
faster-burning solid-propellant missile (115 s ompared with 59 s). With the hosen intereptors (10-km/s and 5-km/s), the times between missile burnout and time of inter ept are
about the same for both ases, 21 s for the ICBM S1 and 16 s for the ICBM L. Using the
same Kalman lter formulation and same measurement models (ex ept for the radar errors,
sin e tra king ranges and radar ross se tions are di erent for the two missiles), similar
missile state estimates were obtained for the ICBM L missile. The ICBM L had one staging
at t =120 s, and the lter was able to tra k through the event without diÆ ulty. Therefore,
as expe ted, the state estimation problem is also solvable for the slower missile, based on
our assumptions.
Using xed-length polynomial lters instead of Kalman lters, estimate un ertainties
very similar to the ones obtained in this Appendix were obtained in Chapter 12. Two
simple maneuvers, a sudden in rease or de rease in the angle of atta k of the target missile
by 15Æ , were assumed for the target missile to stress the kill vehi le's V apabilities. Using
Monte Carlo simulations, the required total V was determined to be at least 2.0 km/s
to 2.5 km/s. This total V required is the most signi ant result from the engagement
simulations.
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Figure C.18. (a), (b), ( ) Downrange, rossrange, and altitude position errors and lter's estimates
of 1- values. (d), (e), (f) Downrange, rossrange, and altitude velo ity errors and lter's estimates
of 1- values.
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Figure C.19. (a), (b), ( ) Downrange, rossrange, and altitude a eleration errors and lter's estimates of 1- values.
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This appendix provides details for many topi s tou hed on in the body of Part D of this
report. It assumes knowledge of Chapter 19 on beam propagation as an introdu tion.
Se tions D.1 and D.2 des ribe the opti al properties of a turbulent atmosphere. Se tion D.3 de nes a standard de omposition of opti al aberrations in terms of Zernike modes.
An extensive development of anisoplanati e e ts appears in Se tion D.4. These results are
used heavily in the analysis of Chapter 21 on engagements.
Throughout the analysis, it is ne essary to ombine various sour es of degradation of
beam intensity on the target aused by opti al distortions. Se tion D.5 dis usses this issue.
Finally, a number of minor issues are dis ussed in Se tion D.6. A list of symbols used
in this appendix an be found on page S412.
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D.1 Atmospheri E e ts
The variation of the index of refra tion is essentially a statisti al problem. Kolmogorov [252℄
developed a model of the atmosphere starting with a stru ture fun tion Dn(z; r),
Dn(z; r) = < [n(z + r) n(z)℄2 > :
(D.1)
The stru ture fun tion measures how rapidly the index of refra tion n varies with r about
a point z. The dire tion of propagation is along z. The bra kets indi ate an ensemble
average. If the atmosphere is lo ally homogeneous and isotropi , then Dn will depend only
on the magnitudes z = jzj and r = jrj,
Dn(z; r) = Cn2 (z) r2=3 :
(D.2)
The r2=3 dependen e arises essentially for dimensional reasons [253, p. 21℄, and Cn2 (z) is
a lo al measure of the turbulen e itself. Values of Cn2 vary with time and vary greatly for
di erent altitudes and atmospheri onditions.
The ABL ies at an altitude of  12 km, above the worst of the turbulen e and above
most loud over. Chara teristi ally, Cn2  5  10 18 m 2=3 at an altitude of 12 km, but
it an vary by an order of magnitude above or below this value within small hanges of
altitude [254℄.
Almost all the work in adaptive opti s (AO) is done in the Rytov approximation
[253, p.30℄, in whi h the propagating ele tri eld E(r; t) is expressed as
(D.3)
E(r; t) = E0(r; t)exp((r)) ;
where E0 is the unperturbed ele tri eld in a uniform medium. The propagation equations
are satis ed by a s alar , and the equations are solved by a perturbation al ulation in
terms of the small variation Æn. The Rytov approximation uses only the rst order,
1 =  + i' :
(D.4)
The variable  is the log-amplitude variation, and ' is the phase variation from the unperturbed eld. Many of the results are stated in terms of varian es of these quantities, either
with or without AO orre tions. In the dis ussion, integrals will be made along the path of
propagation, taken along the z dire tion over a slant range L. The Rytov approximation
should be good provided
k2

Z

L

0

Cn2 (z )z 5=6 dz <
2 ;
k=


1

(D.5)

although in some ases the range of validity is greater.
A result of this statisti al model is that the hara teristi size of the beam is r0, the
Fried parameter [255℄, [253, p. 61℄,1 whi h is a measure of the global turbulen e, being
integrated along the entire path of propagation.
r0
1

"

= 0:423

k2

Z

L

0

C2

n

(z)(1

The form used by Sasiela assumes a target at in nity.

z 5=3
) dz
L

# 3=5

:

(D.6)
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For a low-altitude engagement, r0 is about 0.26 m, whi h is mu h smaller than D. For highaltitude engagements r0 may be as large as 0.8 m, still smaller than D. This expression,
along with all future dis ussion, unless otherwise noted, assumes that Dn is in the \inertial
region," l0  r  L0, where l0 is the \inner s ale," and L0 is the \outer s ale." The value of
l0 is of the order of 1 mm near the ground and 10 mm at the tropopause [256, p. 48℄, [257,
p. 81℄. The value of L0 is somewhat ontroversial; [256, p. 49℄ states that it is of the order
of 0:2 the height above the ground or 100 m, whi hever is smaller. See referen e [257, p.
81℄ for further dis ussion.
The rms tilt angle2 is given by [253, p. 63℄
 5=6
 0:427 rD D (ea h axis) :

(D.7)
For most engagements, the rms tilt angle is substantially larger than the di ra tion limit,
for whi h the rms of the ore is  0:45=D. For large D, the phase varian e with piston
removed (see subsequent dis ussion in Se tion D.3) is [253, p. 65℄
t x;y

0



5=3

D
:
(D.8)
pr = 1:033
r0
Outer s ale e e ts redu e this value somewhat; see [253, p. 114℄. The phase varian e for
tilt only (both axes) is [253, p. 64℄
'2

2

' t

= 0:899



Note that '2 with both piston and tilt removed,

D 5=3
:
r0



(D.9)

D 5=3
;
r0

= 0:134
(D.10)
is only about 13 per ent of the piston-removed varian e, so tilt is the largest ontribution.
One of the most ommonly used parameters to hara terize the global turbulen e is the
Rytov varian e, whi h is the varian e of the amplitude of the ele tri eld () in the limit
of an in nite aperture,
R2 = 2 1
(D.11)
 
5=6
ZL
= 0:5631 k7=6  0 Cn2 (z) z 1 Lz
dz :
(D.12)
This expression is quite similar to the left side of Eq. D.5. The validity of the Rytov
approximation is essentially the same as requiring R2 < 0.5 np2;3 the ABL is designed to
work in this region.
For large phase varian es, e.g. before the appli ation of AO, the Strehl ratio is given by
an asymptoti series [253, p. 164℄
2

' ptr

SR





r0 2
D

0:6159



 5
 7
r0 3
r
r
+
0
:05 0 + 0:00661 0 : : : (r0 =D < 1) :
D
D
D

(D.13)

The singularity for D ! 0 omes about from negle ting the inner s ale. This not a on ern here.
See [253, p. 118℄ for a dis ussion.
The Rytov varian e R is dimensionless, but sometimes expressed as having units np to emphasize the
use of a natural log rather than a ommon log.
2

3

2

2
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This expression is appli able to engagements of interest and sets a lower bound for the
atmospheri part of the Strehl ratio without AO. This limit ranges from 0.02 to 0.2,
depending on the engagement geometry. For small varian es, e.g. in low turbulen e or after
appli ation of AO, the Strehl ratio is given approximately in the extended Mare hal limit
by [253, p. 46℄
SR  exp( R2 '2 ) :
(D.14)
After AO, Eq. D.14 applies, where '2 is appropriate for the degree of orre tion a hieved.

D.2 Chara terization of Cn2
A standard model of turbulen e is alled \Clear-1" [258℄. The ABL spe i ation is that it
must fun tion for turbulen e as intense as twi e this model. The model assumes that Cn2
depends only on altitude, and in parti ular that it is independent of time and geographi al
lo ation. Figure D.1 shows Cn2 vs. altitude.
Be ause turbulen e de reases at higher altitudes, the e e t of turbulen e an be redu ed
by making the engagement at higher altitudes. Figure D.2 shows R2 vs. engagement altitude
for ve di erent target ranges, 100 km to 500 km. The line at R2 = 0:5 np2 is the maximum
value ontemplated for ABL operations. Note, for example, that for L = 300 km, the
engagement altitude needs to be above about 30 km, and for L = 500 km, at an altitude
above 50 km.
Figure D.3 shows r0 vs. engagement altitude for ve di erent target ranges, 100 to
500 km. The line at r0 = 0:26 m is the minimum value ontemplated.
Figure D.4 shows t xy vs. engagement altitude for ve di erent target ranges, 100 to
500 km. The line at 1.8 =D is the upper limit for engagements, and the line at 0.45 =D
represents the jitter, whi h is about the same as di ra tion-limited spreading.
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Figure D.2. Rytov varian e R2 vs. target altitude ht for ranges, from bottom to top, L = 100, 200,
300, 400, and 500 km. The dotted horizontal line represents the maximum value ontemplated for
the ABL operations.
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Figure D.3. Fried parameter r0 vs. target altitude ht for ranges, from top to bottom, L = 100,
200, 300, 400, and 500 km. The dotted horizontal line is the minimum value onsidered for ABL
operations.
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Figure D.4. Root mean square tilt angle t xy vs. target altitude ht for ranges, from bottom to top,
L = 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500 km. The upper dotted horizontal line represents the upper limit for
engagements. The lower dotted horizontal line represents the rms size of a di ra tion limited beam.

Another useful measure of the turbulen e is the isoplanati angle 0; (see Se tion D.4 for
dis ussion). Figure D.5 shows 0 vs. engagement altitude for ve di erent target ranges, 100
to 500 km. The line at 0 = 0:65 is the minimum value ontemplated for ABL operations.
Note, for example, that for L = 300 km, the engagement altitude must to be above about
30 km, and for L = 500 km, at an altitude above 50 km.

D.3 Chara terizing the Wavefront Aberrations
Conventional AO usually involves orre ting the phase of the wavefront at the entran e to
an astronomi al teles ope or the exit of the ABL mirror (or equivalent). To do this, it is
onvenient to de ompose the phase as a fun tion of position into modes. One ommonly
used de omposition is in terms of Zernike fun tions, Zj (r; ) [259, 260, 253, 257℄. These are
orthonormal fun tions in normalized radius r (0  r  1) and angle  at the pupil of the
laser/teles ope. They are fun tions of indi es radial order n, and azimuthal order m, and
are ommonly referred to in terms of a single sequential index j . They satisfy the following
orthogonality ondition.
Z 2 Z 1
0

0

Zj (r; )Zk (r; )rdrd

=

Æjk :

(D.15)

The rst few fun tions with des riptions are shown in Table D.1.
In astronomy, the biggest atmospheri e e t is wavefront tilt, whi h auses the image to
move; see Eq. D.7. For astronomy, good seeing will have r0  0.1 m at  = 0.5 m, or r0 
0.42 m at  = 1.65 m. Thus, for the Ke k teles ope (D = 10 m  = 1.65 m) t  6=D.
For the ABL at a low-altitude engagement, r0  0.26 m and t = 1:8=D. Corre ting for
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Figure D.5. Isoplanati angle 0 vs. target altitude ht for ranges, from top to bottom, L = 100, 200,
300, 400, and 500 km. The dotted horizontal line represents the minimum value ontemplated for
the ABL operations.

a tilt is the easiest orre tion, and it may be done with a tilting at mirror before using a
deformable mirror for the higher-order modes.

D.4 Anisoplanati E e ts
There are limits on how well the AO an orre t for phase distortions. One su h limit is
when the path traversed by the bea on beam does not exa tly oin ide with the return path
of the high-energy laser (HEL) beam. The starting point for omputing the phase varian e
is this relation ([261℄ and [253, p. 72, 130℄):
Z

Z

2

= 0:2073k2 0 dzCn2 (z) d11=3  FZ (x)  2[1 os(dz os )℄ (D.16)
x = Dz =2
where  is the two-dimensional transverse wave number des ribing the spatial frequen y
of the turbulen e for whi h a Kolmogorov spe trum  11=3 is used,  is the azimuthal
oordinate for the wave number, dz (z) is the distan e between the paths, Dz (z) is the beam
diameter, with Dz = D(1 z=L) for a beam fo used4 at z = L, and FZ (x) is a Zernike
moment extra tion lter. The integral on  may be done using
1 Z 2 d os(n)eiz os 
Jn (z ) =
(D.17)
2 0
'2

L

Note that this expression is only an approximation, sin e in pra ti e the beam annot be fo used to a
point, for several reasons. Be ause of this, the a tual z-dependen e of Dz is omplex, parti ularly near the
target. Fortunately, for the present work the \fo us" is in a region of low turbulen e, and the small value of
Cn will redu e the in uen e of the non-ideal beam spreading.
4

2
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Table D.1. Zernike Fun tions Zj (r; )
pFun tion Des ription

j n m

1
2
3
4
5
6

0
1
1
2
2
2

0
1
1
0
2
2

1
2r os 
2pr sin 
2
p3(22r 1)
p6r2 sin2
6r os 2

Piston
Tip
Tilt
Defo us
Astigmatism
Astigmatism

Z 2
= 21 0 d os(z os  + n) ;
where Jn(z) are the ordinary Bessel fun tions. Then the generi form be omes

2

'

= 2:605

k2

Z

L

0

Z

dzC 2

n

(z) 

L

Z1
d
0

8=3

FZ (x)[1 J0 (dz )℄

(D.18)
(D.19)

= 2:914k2 0 dzCn2 (z)d5z=3 AF (a)
(D.20)
Z1
2:605
dy
(D.21)
AF (a) =
2:914 0 y8=3 FZ (ay)[1 J0(y)℄
y = dz
a = Dz =(2dz ) :
The hoi e of the fa tor 2.605/2.914 is su h that AF (a) be omes 1 in the ase FZ (x) = 1
(i.e., independent of a), orresponding to a epting all Zernike modes.
The general form of a lter to sele t all Zernike modes of order n, i.e., the sum on m, is

2
Jn+1 (x) 2
2
F (x) = (n + 1)
:
(D.22)
n

Spe ial ases are [253, p. 49℄

x



2
J1 (x) 2
Fpiston =
(D.23)
x
Fpr = 1 Fpiston
(D.24)

2
4J2 (x) ;
Ftilt =
(D.25)
x
where Fpr is Piston Removed, whi h is a ase often of interest, and Ftilt refers to both
axes, not just one. The Piston Removed lter Fpr has the property that for the purpose of
integration Fpr ! 1 when Dz =dz ! 1, meaning that the in nite aperture limit orresponds
to taking all modes; alternatively, the piston omponent vanishes in this limit.5 Figure D.6
shows these lter fun tions. Note the di erent wave number sensitivity for the various

Note: The vanishing of the piston omponent applies in this dis ussion of anisoplanatism be ause the
term [1 J (dz )℄ suppresses the low wave number ontributions. It does not apply to the ase of un orre ted
phase
varian e, where the low wave number dominan e makes the piston omponent diverge be ause of the
 = from the spe trum.
5

0

8 3
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Figure D.6. Filter fun tions, (a) Anisoplanatism [1
and (e) Higher Order (beyond Tilt).

10
x

15

J0(x)℄ (b) Piston, (

20

) Tilt, (d) Piston Removed,

lters. \Piston" is a low pass lter, passing only the lowest spatial frequen ies, starting at
0. \Tilt" is a bandpass lter having upper and lower uto s. Higher-order modes move
the band to higher and higher frequen ies. \Piston Removed" is a high pass lter; \Higher
Order" is a high-pass lter that uts o at a higher frequen y than \Piston Removed." See
lines (d) and (e) of Fig. D.6.
Figure D.7 shows in dimensionless form the equivalent of d5z=3 AF (a) vs. dz in Eq. D.20
for the phase varian e ontributions of Zernike modes (a) Piston Removed, (b) Tilt, and
( ) Higher Order (n > 1). Note in parti ular the di erent dependen e on dz . For small dz ,
the tilt ontribution is proportional to d2z , while the others are proportional to dz5=3 . See
Se tion D.4.4 for further dis ussion of this dependen e.
The in nite aperture limit leads to simple results, be ause AF = 1, parti ularly when
dz (z ) depends on a multipli ative number hara terizing the e e t. For example, an angular anisoplanatism has dz = z, and  is the multipli ative number. Mu h of the literature
on entrates on expressions in the in nite aperture limit be ause of the simpli ity. The
reader is autioned that although the result is simple, it is not ne essarily a very a urate
representation of the physi ally interesting piston removed mode, unless the anisoplanatism
is very small, often not the ase for ABL appli ations. The simple form overestimates the
true piston removed phase varian e by roughly a fa tor of 2 in many ases of interest. Taken
to extremes, the simple forms diverge for large anisoplanatism, but the orre t expression
will saturate at twi e the un ompensated piston removed phase varian e, Eq. D.8, sin e the
AO result be omes the di eren e of two un orrelated varian es. One an see this mathemati ally from Eq. D.16. It is identi al to the equation used (not shown) to derive Eq. D.8
for the un orre ted, piston removed phase varian e, if the fa tor 2[1 os(dz os )℄ is
repla ed by 1. When dz be omes large, the osine term os illates to zero, leaving just 2.
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Figure D.7. Contributions to the anisoplanati integrand of Eq. D.21 for (a) Piston Removed, (b)
Tilt, and ( ) Higher Order (beyond Tilt).

For any given Zernike mode, the AO orre ted phase varian e will saturate at twi e the
un orre ted varian e for the same mode.
D.4.1 Angle o set

The phase varian e for an angular o set after AO orre tion is given by Eq. D.20, where
61, 73, 174℄,

dz = z [253, p.

'2



= 2:914k2 5=3
=

0 5=3



 5=3
0

= 2:914k2

Z

L

0

Cn2 (z )z 5=3 dz

(D.26)
(D.27)

Z

L

0

Cn2 (z )z 5=3 dz ;

(D.28)

where 0 is the isoplanati angle.
From Eq. D.27, if the aim point is displa ed by a distan e ds along the missile away
from the ideal, a phase varian e [261℄
'2

d

=



ds 5=3
L0

(D.29)

results.
Equations D.26 and D.27 are simple, but in pra ti al appli ations for the ABL they lead
to a substantial overestimate of the phase varian e. They work reasonably well only for small
phase varian e, where the piston removed varian e is about the same as the total varian e;
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Figure D.8. Varian e redu tion fa tor  vs. normalized varian e  for piston removed mode; see
Eqs. D.30 and D.31.

only piston removed is physi ally interesting. For large displa ement, the varian e must
saturate at twi e that of Eq. D.8. The expression in Eq. D.20 in prin iple is ompli ated,
depending on 0 and details of the turbulen e pro le and not having a simple s aling with
angle. In pra ti e, a reasonable approximation exists for a s aling relation of , the ratio of
the phase varian e for piston removed to the phase varian e for all modes (Eq. D.27), as a
fun tion of , the ratio of the total varian e to the total un orre ted varian e (Eq. D.8),



2

' pr
= (=
0 )5=3
(=0)5=3 :
= 1:033(
D=r )5=3
0

(D.30)
(D.31)

It turns out that the relationship between  and  is nearly independent of the engagement
parameters, as was pointed out in Refs. [261, 262℄, although expressed in slightly di erent
form. Figure D.8 shows this relation. Sin e the - relationship s aling is only approximate and depends on details of the engagement (ht and L) the line is an average over
engagements of interest, but the di eren es are small ( < 10 per ent). Thus, the piston
removed varian e may be estimated using the simple equation D.27 and multiplying it by
 determined from . Chara teristi ally, the piston removed varian e is half or less that of
the total varian e.
D.4.2 Feedba k bandwidth and ABL and target motion

The motion of the ABL and missile through the atmosphere auses the air path through
whi h the beams travel to hange with time. This variation puts requirements on the
feedba k bandwidth for the AO orre tions. We onsider a model of an e e tive wind speed
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Figure D.9. '2 BW for nf = 1 vs. target altitude ht for ranges, from bottom to top, L = 100, 200,
300, 400, and 500 km.
w, whi h transports the turbulent atmosphere through the image path or beam path. With
respe t to the ground, w is linear in the propagation distan e z and varies as a ve tor from
200 m/s horizontally at the ABL to 1.5 km/s to 7 km/s in the dire tion of missile ight at
the lo ation of the missile. This e e tive wind determines how rapidly the feedba k must
respond.
The feedba k 3-dB bandwidth of fB = 500 Hz leads to a phase varian e (all modes) for
a bandpass lter of order nf [263℄, [253, p. 71℄, [262℄,
'2

BW

3=5

fG

Kf

=



fG 5=3
fB
Z

L

= Kf 0 Cn2 w5=3 dz
0:051
= n sin(5
=6nf )
f
= 0:102 (nf = 1)
= 0:0196 (nf ! 1) :
k2

(D.32)
(D.33)
(D.34)

Figure D.9 shows the piston removed '2 BW for nf = 1 as a fun tion of altitude for various
ranges.6 The piston removed varian e is smaller than the result of Eq. D.32 by a fa tor of
about 2.
The feedba k lter used for the ABL does not appear in the literature. A value nf = 2 lter would redu e
by nearly a fa tor of 4, lowering ' BW by a fa tor of 10. Higher-order lters make little additional
improvement.
6

Kf

2
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D.4.3 Extended bea on

An extended bea on leads to another form of anisoplanatism. The outgoing bea on illuminator laser (BILL) is not AO- ompensated, and its spot on the target will be larger than
optimum; however, the extended nature is relatively benign. The result for a uniform irular bea on [261℄ is the same as Eq. D.29, with ds repla ed by  0:1  dspot, where dspot
is the diameter of the bea on spot. Be ause the BILL is pulsed, the beam spot for ea h
pulse will be mu h smaller than the time average of an un orre ted beam moving be ause
of tilt jitter. Se tion D.5.1 dis usses the spot for a \short exposure" and on ludes that the
FWHM will be, at worst, about 2  =D for a low-altitude engagement and will be about
1  =D for high-altitude engagements.
For a low-altitude engagement, ht = 30 km, L = 300 km, and 0  0:9=D. For
the bea on FWHM = 2  =D, the resulting piston removed phase varian e will be less
than 0.07, resulting in less than a 7 per ent loss of the Strehl ratio.7 For a high altitude
engagement, ht = 50 km, L = 500 km, 0  8=D, and the bea on FWHM = 1  =D; the
piston removed phase varian e is less than 10 3 , for a negligible loss of Strehl ratio.
More serious is the s intillation that may a ompany su h a bea on. This intensity
modulation an degrade AO performan e. The tilt orre tion along the missile is degraded
by a fa tor of the order of 2 to 3 [264℄.
D.4.4 Tilt

The anisoplanati phase varian e for any Zernike mode may be omputed from Eq. D.19
using the appropriate mode lter Fn from Eq. D.22. The lter Fn (x) sele ts ertain
ranges of frequen ies x  n. Consider rst the ase whi h orresponds to jdz j  1 and
jDz =(2ndz )j  1,8 and expand 1 J0 (y)  y2 =4. Then
2
:605 Z 1 d
Id =
(D.35)
2:914 0 Z 8=3  Fz (Dz =2)[1 J0 (dz )℄
605 d2z 1 d Fz (Dz =2) :
(D.36)
 22::914
4 0 2=3

Spe ializing to the ase of tilt, Fn = Ftilt = (4J2 (x)=x)2 , and for an angular o set  making
dz = z
Id

Equation D.19 be omes
'2

tilt



Dz

Z

d2z
0
Dz1=3
ZL
2
0:688k2 2 0 dzCn2 z1=3
Dz
 2

t0

 0:688k2


2 2

 0:2291  1z=3 :
L

dzCn2

(D.37)
(D.38)
(D.39)
(D.40)

The e e tive value of D may be less than 1.5 m be ause of aperture sharing to make separate beams to
minimize the s intillation on the target; see Se tion 21.1. No information is available to quantify how mu h
the phase varian e would be in reased be ause of this.
In pra ti e, Dz =(2ndz ) > 1 is not a bad approximation.
7
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2

= 0:688 Dk1=3

Z

L

z2
:
z=L)1=3

(D.41)
(1
The expression for the hara teristi angle t0 is similar to the expression for 0, having a
di erent multipli ative fa tor and slightly di erent z weighting of Cn2 . A tual omputations
show that for the engagements onsidered, t0 =0 = 2.7 to 3.0, depending only slightly on
the slant range or engagement altitude.
Instead of the small anisoplanatism ase, the opposite extreme dz  1 makes J0 ! 0
and the phase varian e saturates, be oming independent of  at twi e the un orre ted tilt
varian e of Eq. D.10.
It is worth noting that the d2z dependen e of the small anisoplanati behavior of the tilt
mode is not spe i to this mode. Higher modes simply be ome in reasingly restri tive of
the region of appli ability, and the sum of all modes hanges to d5=3 dependen e.
Equation D.40 is an approximation to Eq. D.20 for small angles. An argument similar to
that used to extra t the phase varian e for piston removed anisoplanatism an be made to
extend the result of Eq. D.40 to ompute the large-angle-tilt anisoplanatism. In parti ular,
the ratio  of the orre t tilt phase varian e to the approximate result of Eq. D.40 is related
to the ratio  of the approximate varian e to the total un ompensated varian e
t02




0

dzCn2

2

' tilt
= (=
2
t0 )
(=t0)2 :
= 1:033(
D=r )5=3

0

(D.42)
(D.43)

Again, this relationship depends only slightly on the details of the engagement parameters.
Figure D.10 shows the orre tion fa tor averaged over hara teristi engagements. The
orre t tilt phase varian e is obtained by using the result of Eq. D.40 multiplied by , whi h
is determined from the orresponding value of .
D.4.5 Time delay

In Se tion 21.3.1, a method is dis ussed to redu e the tilt anisoplanatism by introdu ing a
delay between the re eipt of the nose image and the ommand to the outgoing tilt mirror.
This se tion quanti es the tilt anisoplanatism aused by this delay  = Æd =v, where Æd is
the desired o set down the missile, and v is the speed of the missile.
Using Eq. D.19, the phase varian e an be omputed for dz = w(z) , where w is the
e e tive wind speed as a fun tion of z. Sin e the opti al engagement attempts to use the
same air olumn for the return beam as that taken by the nose image, w(z) = w0(1 z=L),
where w0 is the speed of the ABL through the air. The desired phase varian e is obtained
by using an appropriate lter fun tion.
The ase usually treated in the literature is FZ = 1, i.e., all modes, whi h results in
2

' 

= 2:914

k2

Z

L

0

dzCn2 d5z=3

= 2:914k2 (w0  )5=3


= 6:89 wr00
where use has been made of Eq. D.6.

5=3

;

Z

L

0

dzCn2 (1 z=L)5=3

(D.44)
(D.45)
(D.46)
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Figure D.10. Varian e orre tion fa tor  vs. normalized varian e  for tilt mode; see Eqs. D.42
and D.43.

Of interest here is the varian e for tilt only. Using Eq. D.38, we obtain
(
w0 )2 Z L
(1 z=L)2
2
2
'  tilt = 0:688k 1=3  dzCn2
D
(1 z=L)1=3
0

2  1=3
;
= 1:58 wr0  rD0
0

(D.47)
(D.48)

again using Eq. D.6. For most engagements, espe ially low-altitude ones, the ratio of the
result of Eq. D.40 to Eq. D.48 for the same o set Æd at the missile, i.e.,  = Æd =L and
 = Æd =v, is large, meaning that the use of the delay an signi antly redu e the tilt
varian e.

D.5 Strehl Ratio Details
D.5.1 Beam shape and partial AO ompensation

The Strehl ratio SR is given by Eq. D.14 for small phase varian es and by Eq. D.13 for
large phase varian es. Sometimes SR is simply related to the beam shape, and sometimes
it is not. This se tion examines the relationship.
The ore of the di ra tion-limited intensity pro le (Eq. 19.1) an be approximated by
a Gaussian with a standard deviation 0 ,
IG ( ;

1

2+ 2

) = 22 e 
0
0 = 0:45=D :

2 2
0

(D.49)
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For present purposes, a Cartesian oordinate system is more onvenient, in whi h = x=L
and = y=L. We investigate how this pro le hanges when the system is not di ra tion
limited be ause of in omplete AO ompensation. Referen es [253, p. 155 , and 269 ℄ and
[257, p. 115 ℄ dis uss this issue in more depth.
Un ompensated (or partially ompensated) tilt rapidly moves the entroid of the beam
spot. If the only AO error were tilt, then the response would be (in this approximation)
the onvolution of Eq. D.49 with a Green's fun tion derived from Eq. D.7 for single-axis
tilt, whi h is Gaussian
u
v
1
tx
ty
G( ; ; u; v) =
;
(D.50)
2tx ty e
where we allow di erent single-axis tilt for the x and y axes. Sin e the onvolution of two
Gaussians is another Gaussian (in ea h dimension), with a new varian e being the sum of
the omponent varian es, omputing the new beam pro le is easy.
1 e x y
It ( ; ) =
(D.51)
2x y
2
x2 = 02 + tx
y2 = 02 + ty2 :
The Strehl ratio in this approximation then be omes
(

2 2

2
2 2

SR

2
 0 :
x y

)2

(

2 2

)2

2

2 2

(D.52)

Referen e [253, p. 168℄ analyzes the ase tx = ty = t using
1 
SR 
(D.53)

2
t
1 + p2 =D
(to whi h Eq. D.52 redu es) and says that this approximation is asymptoti ally orre t for
very small t or very large t . For intermediate values, it overestimates the orre t Strehl
ratio by  10 per ent.
The behavior of the beam shape for un orre ted higher-order errors an be di erent.
This is of interest if the tilt is well orre ted or irrelevant, su h as the image of a single
pulse from the BILL (or \short exposure" in astronomy). Referen e [253, p. 271℄ dis usses
the former ase, in parti ular for anisoplanatism. The result is that for small angular anisoplanatism, the beam power on axis de reases without substantial hange in the ore beam
width. The lost power is distributed into a large halo. As the degree of anisoplanatism
in reases from zero, the beam intensity at an angle   0:85=D remains approximately
onstant at a value of 10 per ent of the entral di ra tion-limited value. For larger anisoplanatism, the ore disappears, and only a roughly Gaussian halo remains.
Referen e [257, p. 93℄ dis usses the short exposure resolution, i.e., spot size, as a fun tion
of r0=D. The beam size is shown to follow the di ra tion-limited value for r0 =D  1, then
broadens to about twi e the di ra tion limit for r0 =D = 0.2, eventually approa hing the
un ompensated size as r0=D de reases. Our ases of interest are 0.26 m  r0  0.8 m, or
0.17  r0=D  0.53, so the ore width will be between 1 and 2 times the di ra tion-limited
width.
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D.5.2 Combining Strehl ratios

There are many di erent sour es of degradation of the Strehl ratio, and it is not lear how
to best estimate the aggregate e e t, apart from dire t measurements. A ommonly used
pra ti e, with no parti ular justi ation, is to simply take the produ t of the Strehl ratios,
Y
SR =
Si :
(D.54)
i=1;N

In reality, what should be done is to make a onvolution of all of the point spread fun tions
in luding phase orrelations for ea h of the e e ts. In pra ti e, the point spread fun tions
are not well known, but their phase varian es an be al ulated, from whi h a Strehl ratio
may be estimated.
Se tion D.5.1 dis usses the beam pro le and asso iated Strehl ratio for di erent ases of
partial AO orre tion. Residual tilt errors are expe ted to be a substantial ontribution to
the loss of ABL AO performan e. Su h errors are expe ted to produ e Gaussian smearing
of the beam spot, although perhaps asymmetri in orthogonal dire tions. The Strehl ratio
for one symmetri ontribution, S1, is given by Eq. D.52 for 1 = x = y , resulting in
S1

=

02

+ 12 :
Suppose another su h ontribution S2 has the same form with 2. The ombined Strehl
ratio of the two is
SR 1 = 1 + (S1 1 1) + (S2 1 1) ;
(D.55)
whi h generalizes for N ontributions to
X
SR 1 = 1 +
(Si 1 1) :
(D.56)
02

i=1;N

Note that Eqs. D.56 and D.54 give similar results if all the Strehl ratios are near 1, but the
results an be quite di erent otherwise.
Although Eq. D.55 was derived assuming symmetri distributions, numeri ally it gives
a result lose to Eq. D.52, even for rather asymmetri ases. It is expe ted that the ABL
tilt errors are about twi e as large along the missile axis as a ross it, for whi h the error
made by the use of Eq. D.55 is very small.
On the other hand, un orre ted anisoplanati errors have a di erent behavior. For
small anisoplanati errors, a narrow ore is preserved whose peak simply de reases with
in reasing anisoplanatism, but whose width stays onstant. Combining su h ases might be
more reasonably done with Eq. D.54. At large anisoplanatism, however, the ore disappears,
and the pro le simply broadens, suggesting the use of Eq. D.56.
An example of the omplexity of ombining ontributions to the Strehl ratio is dis ussed
in [253, p. 180℄, whi h ombines three di erent anisoplanati errors. The result is that there
is no unambiguous rule-of-thumb method for ombining Strehl ratios be ause of orrelations
between the various ontributions. Equation D.54 may substantially underestimate the true
Strehl ratio, or even overestimate it, depending on the orrelations between the sour es of
the phase varian e. This referen e does not examine Eq. D.56, but from the information
provided, the same on lusion may be rea hed for this form, although the extreme deviations
are smaller.
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Referen e [264℄ used Eq. D.55 and ompared al ulations to measurements made with
the Advan ed Con epts Laboratory. This form represented the measurements well, but
Eq. D.54 did not do as well. We have hosen to use Eq. D.56 throughout in the interest of
simpli ity and the apparent agreement with measurements.
D.5.3 Strehl ratio beyond the Mare hal limit

The simple form for the Strehl ratio given in the extended Mare hal limit by Eq. 19.3
or D.14 an substantially underestimate the Strehl ratio for many ases of interest for the
ABL. Referen e [253, p.168 et seq.℄ dis usses this, in whi h the phase ontribution to the
Strehl ratio with anisoplanatism is given by
SR  exp( '2 ) 
h
i
1 + 0:9736E + 0:5133E 2 + 0:2009E 3 +0:06970E 4 + 0:02744E 5 ; (D.57)
where E depends on the anisoplanatism in the form of moments similar to, but di erent
from, those used for
2 . In its dependen e on the anisoplanati parameter, su h as the
 '6=5
angle o set, E / '2 , and the proportionality onstant may not be small ompared
to 1. The reader is dire ted to this referen e for further dis ussion of this topi for angular
and time-delay anisoplanatism.

D.6 Minor Issues

D.6.1 Phase only orre tion

The ABL AO system does only phase orre tion, and at this time there are no implemented
methods available to do amplitude orre tions. Proposals exist to do amplitude orre tion [265, 266℄. Not doing an amplitude orre tion degrades the Strehl ratio by a fa tor
of about exp( R2 ), whi h is signi ant, but not intolerable, sin e R2  0.5 np2 for ABL
engagements. S intillation in and of itself does not hange the engagement. The hot and
old spots move rapidly within the engagement time, averaging out.
D.6.2 Thermal blooming

Thermal blooming was a major on ern for the ground-based w lasers onsidered for
the Strategi Defense Initiative, but it is of very little on ern for the ABL. The phenomenon [256℄ is a non-linear e e t that arises from the absorption of a small part of the
beam energy by the atmosphere. This auses the air to heat up, and in turn, the index
of refra tion is redu ed in a non-uniform fashion. Be ause of the variation of the index of
refra tion indu ed a ross the beam pro le, the propagation is disturbed from that o urring
in a homogeneous medium. Absorption at  = 1:315 m is very small, and the amount
of absorption de reases rapidly with altitude with respe t to the value at ground level. In
addition, for the ABL the e e t is greatly mitigated by the motion of the air raft arrying
the laser, be ause a fresh olumn of air is onstantly being swept into the beam line. The
ex eption o urs for very forward engagements, i.e., along the line of ight of the air raft.
In this ase, the motion does little to bring fresh air into the beam path.
The method used to estimate the e e t is adapted from Ref. [256℄. Equation D.58
des ribes the heat ow
Cpw  rT + k r2 T
I=0;
(D.58)
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where  is the density of air, Cp is the heat apa ity at onstant pressure, w is the e e tive
wind velo ity oming from the motion of the ABL and the slewing of the beam as it
follows the target, T is the temperature, k is the thermal ondu tivity, is the absorption
oeÆ ient per unit length, and I (r) is the beam intensity. For the ABL, the heat transport
by the e e tive wind greatly ex eeds the transport by ondu tion. Take the wind to be in
the x dire tion. Then
T
= I:
(D.59)
Cp w
x
Changes in temperature ause hanges in air density, whi h in turn ause hanges in the
index of refra tion.
(n 1) =  = T
(D.60)
n 1

T
dn
= n 1:
(D.61)
dT

T

Gradients in n ause de e tions of the light a ording to the eikonal equation
d2 r 1
= r n:
n ?

dz 2

(D.62)

Approximating n by 1 and ombining Eqs. D.59 and D.62 we have
d2 x
dz 2

=
=

n dn T
=
x dT x
dn I
:
dT Cp w

(D.63)

Integrating Eq. D.63 depends on the intensity pro le, whi h in turn an hange with z
be ause of fo using as well as the thermal blooming itself.
Referen e [256℄ quotes a result for a Gaussian beam having a 1=e radius a. It ites the
ratio of the intensity at the target with blooming to that without blooming as
I (Bloom)
= 1 +1B 2
(D.64)
I (no Bloom)
B = B0 IB :
(D.65)
Taking this form and allowing , T , a, and w to vary along the path ((1=)(dn=dT ) is
onstant)
B0

=

IB

=

2
dn0
0P L
dT 40 Cpw0 a30
2 Z L a0 dz  Z z a20w0 (z0 )T0 dz0 ;
L2 0 a(z )
0 a2 (z 0 )w(z 0 ) 0 T (z 0 )

(D.66)
(D.67)

where the subs ript 0 refers to the value of the parameter at the ABL, i.e., z = 0, L is
the distan e from the ABL to the target, and P is the total power. By onstru tion, if
none of the variables in Eq. D.67 depended on z, then IB = 1. In fa t IB  1 for a high
engagement be ause falls rapidly for altitudes above 22 km; in addition w in reases with
z . The hanges of a and T along the path are not large where is large.
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Values for the extin tion oeÆ ient (whi h is larger than the absorption oeÆ ient
be ause of s attering) vs. altitude for   1:02 m are available from Ref. [267℄. They fall
from 6  10 4 km 1 at 6 km to about 3  10 4 km 1 at h = 10 km, followed by a plateau
of about 2 to 1 10 4 km 1 from 12 to 22 km. Above 22 km, they fall rapidly.
Consider B0 for a hara teristi engagement. We ignore the s attering omponent ontained in the extin tion oeÆ ient and use it for . Use these values of the parameters:
 T0 = 50C = 223 K
 Cp = 1:0 J/(g K)
 P = 3 MW
 w0 = 0:2 km/s
 L = 500 km
 (1=)(dn=dT ) = 1:0  10 3 m3 =(g K )
 0 = 2  10 4 km 1
 a0 = 0:75 m
This gives B0 = 0:14, whi h is a pessimisti limit, be ause the true beam pro le is more
nearly uniform than Gaussian, resulting in lower gradients.
A simple estimate of IB an be made for a high-altitude engagement. Suppose = 0
for ha  h  h , and 0 elsewhere, where ha = 12 km is the altitude of the ABL, and
h = 22 km is a uto altitude for . Let tan e be the tangent of the engagement-altitude
angle. Then the inner integral of Eq. D.67 will saturate at L  (h ha )= tan e. Then
2
IB  2 LL
L
 2(Lhtan ha ) :
(D.68)
e
For the ase onsidered, and a target altitude of ht = 100 km, tan e  0:2 and IB  0:2.
The produ t B = B0IB  0:029, whi h in Eq. D.64 results in a negligible e e t for thermal
blooming. A low-altitude engagement, ht = 30 km and L = 300 km gives B0 = 0:05,
IB  1, and B  0:05. This also results in negligible blooming. Stated di erently, the beam
power is at least an order of magnitude below that whi h ould begin to raise on ern for
engagements of interest.
From this dis ussion, it is lear that the dead region in the very forward region for whi h
thermal blooming ould be a on ern is very small, sin e the e e tive wind would s ale as
the omponent transverse to the beam.
D.6.3 Bran h points

The phase information is typi ally re onstru ted from wavefront sensor data using a leastsquares approa h, whi h may not represent the true phase. A hara teristi of the strong
turbulen e with whi h the ABL must ontend is that the phase may not be smooth; it may
have dis ontinuities or bran h points [268, 255, 269, 270℄. When the intensity vanishes,
e.g. be ause of s intillation, the phase is unde ned. Experimental phase onjugation of
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dis ontinuous wavefronts annot be done by means of a ontinuous fa eplate mirror. This
e e t has been taken into a ount in the Firepond, Brassboard and ACL measurements. It
seems that the problem looks worse at rst sight than it really is. The number of bran h
points in reases not quite linearly with R2 [268℄, but they appear to ome in positivenegative pairs whi h are lose together, so that they tend to an el [271℄. More elaborate
wavefront re onstru tion te hniques ould result in a signi ant improvement in Strehl ratio,
as large as a fa tor of 2 [272℄.
D.6.4 Chromati anisoplanatism

Be ause the wavelengths of the BILL, TILL, and HEL are di erent, an error may be introdu ed in the AO applied to the HEL beam. This is a hromati anisoplanatism that has
not been analyzed here, but it is expe ted to be a small e e t. See [253, p. 177℄.
D.6.5 Ionization

Ionization and stimulated Raman s attering [273, p. 108℄ were issues for pulsed lasers
onsidered in the Strategi Defense Initiative in the mid-1980s. These non-linear e e ts
arise from the peak power. The w nature of the ABL laser simpli es things greatly. In
parti ular, these non-linear e e ts are not an issue be ause of the relatively low peak power
densities ompared to pulsed lasers of similar or even lower average power.
D.6.6 Aerosols

A ontroversy arose at a SPIE meeting in April 2001 [274℄ and subsequent news overage [275℄ over the possibility that aerosols in the atmosphere, even at the ABL altitude,
ould have a deleterious e e t on ABL performan e. This laim appears to be at varian e
with other observations of aerosol on entrations [276, 267℄, and there appear to be some
internal in onsisten ies as well. We do not regard aerosols to be a signi ant problem.
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Box D.1: Symbols Used in This Appendix
Kolmogarov stru ture fun tion (Eq. D.1)
lo al measure of turbulen e (Se tion 19.2)
wavelength (Se tion 19.1)
Fried parameter (Eq. D.6)
rms tilt angle of laser beam, due to turbulen e (Eq. D.7)
opti al varian e of phase, due to turbulen e (Eq. D.16)
Strehl ratio (Eq. 19.2)
Rytov varian e (Eq. D.12)
diameter of laser beam at distan e z from laser (Se tion D.4)
dwell time of laser beam on target (Se tion 20.1)
distan e from laser to target (Se tion 19.1)
speed of target (21.3.1)
distan e along missile (Fig. 21.2)
phase varian e (Eq. 21.1)
uen e (energy per unit area) (Se tion 20.1)
Zernike moment extra tion lter (Eq. D.22)
a eleration of target ( Se tion 21.3)
isoplanati angle (Se tions 19.2, D.4.1 )
phase redu tion fa tor (Eqs. D.30, D.42)
density of air (Se tion D.6.2, only)
normalized varian e (Eqs. D.31 and D.43)
hara teristi time for de rease of Strehl ratio (Eq. 21.7)
altitude of target (21.4.4)
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Glossaries

A ronyms
AAM air-to-air missile
ABL The Airborne Laser System
ABM anti-ballisti missile
ACS attitude ontrol system
AIT Advan ed Inter eptor Te hnology
ALCM air-laun hed ruise missile
ALEXIS Los Alamos R&D satellite
ALL Airborne Laser Laboratory
AN/APY-2 air surveillan e radar used in the urrent E-3 AWACS air raft
AN/SPY-1B multifun tion radar of the U.S. Aegis system
AO adaptive opti s
APD avalan he photodiode
APN augmented proportional navigation
APS Ameri an Physi al So iety
ARS a tive ranging system
ASAT a weapon designed to destroy satellites in spa e
ATKV Advan ed Te hnology Kill Vehi le, Livermore Laboratory on eptual design
AWACS airborne warning and ommand system
BHP basi hydrogen peroxide
BILL bea on illuminating laser
BMD ballisti missile defense
BMDO Ballisti Missile Defense OÆ e (now Missile Defense Agen y)
BPI boost-phase inter ept
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CCD harge- oupled devi e
COIL hemi al oxygen-iodine laser
w ontinuous wave
DACS divert and attitude ontrol system
DF-5 a Chinese liquid-propellant ICBM
DSP Defense Support Program, missile laun h warning satellite
ECM ele troni ountermeasure
EELV evolved expendable laun h vehi le (USAF term)
EKV exoatmospheri kill vehi le
ERINT/PAC3 Extended Range Inter eptor of Patriot Advan ed Capability-3 system
ERIS Exoatmospheri Reentry Inter ept System
FLAGE Flexible Light-weight Agile Guided Experiment
FOV eld of view
GAO General A ounting OÆ e
GEMS generalized energy-management steering
GEO geosyn hronous Earth orbit
GIP Ground inter ept point, i.e., the point on Earth's surfa e verti ally below the inter ept
point
GPS Global Positioning System
HEDI High Endoatmospheri Defense Inter eptor
HEL high energy laser
HIT spinning kill vehi le prototyped and tested in the 1970s
HKV homing kill vehi le (alternative: KV)
HOE Homing Overlay Experiment
I-1 the rst of two onstrained inter eptor models used in this study; similar to the Standard Missile SM-2
I-2 the se ond of two onstrained inter eptor models used in this study, hara teristi s of
whi h are listed in Table 16.4
I-3 the rst of three inter eptor models used in this study, hara teristi s of whi h are
listed in Table 16.1
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I-4 the se ond of three inter eptor models used in this study, hara teristi s of whi h are
listed in Table 16.2
I-5 the third of three inter eptor models used in this study, hara teristi s of whi h are
listed in Table 16.3
ICBM inter ontinental ballisti missile
ICBM model L the liquid-propellant missile model used in this study, hara teristi s of
whi h are listed in Table 15.3; similar to the Chinese DF-5
ICBM model S1 the rst of two solid-propellant missile models used in this study, hara teristi s of whi h are listed in Table 15.4
ICBM model S2 the se ond of two solid-propellant missile models used in this study,
hara teristi s of whi h are listed in Table 15.5
IFUs in- ight updates
IGR inter eptor ground range, ground distan e from ring point to inter ept point
IMU inertial measurement unit
IOC initial operational apability
IP inter ept point of KV with threat missile
IR infrared
IRBM intermediate-range ballisti missile
IRST infrared sear h and tra k
IRTU inertial-referen e transfer unit
ISP spe i impulse of propellant
KEW kineti -energy weapon
KV kill vehi le, the last stage of an inter eptor with guidan e and maneuvering apability
for homing in on and hitting the missile
KKV kineti kill vehi le, synonymous with KV
LEAP Lightweight Exoatmospheri Proje tile
LEO low-Earth orbit
LIDAR light dete tion and ranging
LLNL Lawren e Livermore National Laboratory
LOF line of ight
LOS line of sight
LWIR long-wavelength infrared
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M-1 same as missile model TBM-1
M-2 same as missile model TBM-2
MCT mer ury admium telluride
MHV Miniature Homing Vehi le
MIRV multiple independently targeted re-entry vehi le
MRBM medium-range ballisti missile
MWIR medium-wavelength infrared
NIE National Intelligen e Estimate
NK North Korea
NMD National Missile Defense
NSBS Notional spa e-based sensor system
PDRR program de nition and risk redu tion
PG predi tive guidan e
PN proportional navigation
POCA point of losest approa h
RCS radar ross se tion
RF radio frequen y
rms root mean square
RULLI remote ultra low light imaging
RV re-entry vehi le
S-200 Russian long-range SAM system; also referred to as SA-5
SA-5 Russian long-range SAM system
SA-12 Russian long-range SAM system
SAM surfa e-to-air missile
S-band the radar band 2.7 to 3.3 GHz
SBIRS spa e-based infrared system
SBIs spa e-based kineti energy inter eptors
SLBM submarine laun hed ballisti missile
SLV spa e-laun h vehi le
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SM standard missile
SPIE International So iety of Opti al Engineers
SPY-1B Aegis radar ( omplete designation: AN/SPY-1B)
SS-18 largest ICBM in former Soviet inventory redited with arrying 10 RVs
SWIR short wavelength infrared
TBM theater or ta ti al ballisti missile (short range)
TBM-1 the rst of two medium-range ballisti missiles models used in this study, hara teristi s of whi h are listed in Table 15.6
TBM-2 the se ond of two medium-range ballisti missiles models used in this study, hara teristi s of whi h are listed in Table 15.7
TGR threat missile ground range, ground distan e from laun hing point to inter ept point
THAAD Theater High-Altitude Area Defense system
TILL target illuminator laser
TLP threat missile laun h point
USAF United States Air For e
UV ultraviolet
VLS verti al laun h system used on Aegis ships
X-band the radar band from 8.5 to 10.7 GHz
YAG yttrium-aluminum-garnet (laser material)
ZEM zero e ort miss, distan e of kill vehi le miss if guidan e eases
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Te hni al Terms
angle of atta k the angle between a vehi le's enterline and its velo ity ve tor
barrage noise jammer a jammer in whi h random noise is emitted over the expe ted
tuning range of the vi tim radar
basket the volume (relative to the target position) within whi h the kill vehi le must
lie (1) for its seeker to a quire the target or (2) for the endgame to be initiated
su essfully
boost phase the initial phase of a missile's ight during whi h its ro ket motors are burning
losing velo ity the rate of hange of range between the kill vehi le and the target ro ket
loud opti al depth loud thi kness in units of the mean free path for photon s attering
ommand guidan e guidan e of the inter eptor by a ommand link from an external
station using external information about the traje tories of the target and inter eptor
uto time the time at whi h a ro ket's thrust is terminated
de ision time The time interval between the moment an a eptable ring solution is rst
obtained and the moment the rst inter eptor is red; see also maximum de ision
time
divert apability the ability of an inter eptor or kill vehi le to hange its velo ity to rea h
a di erent inter ept point, usually in response to a hange in the target's traje tory
divert velo ity the absolute magnitude of the total hange in speed and dire tion of the
upper stage of an inter eptor from its original aim point
dry mass the mass of the kill vehi le ex lusive of its fuel
endgame the nal few se onds of homing
engagement a sequen e of events in whi h a target ro ket is dete ted and tra ked and an
attempt is made to inter ept it; see inter ept
endoatmospheri inside the atmosphere, typi ally at an altitude below 100 km
exoatmospheri outside the atmosphere, typi ally used to refer to altitudes greater than
80 to 100 km.
ring time as used here, the time between laun h of the target ro ket and ring of the
inter eptor
ight path angle angle of a ro ket's velo ity ve tor from the lo al horizontal
yout fan a map of inter eptor yout possibilities and limits showing possible traje tories
from the inter eptor's base or station and ontours of onstant time from the time
of laun h; also referred to as yout hara teristi s
ground inter ept point (GIP) point on the ground dire tly below the inter ept point
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hardbody the me hani al stru ture of a ro ket, as distin t from its exhaust plume
homing the phase of kill vehi le guidan e in whi h on-board sensors ontinually observe
the target and guide the kill vehi le to an inter ept
inter eptor ground range (IGR) distan e from inter eptor ring point to ground interept point
impa t range the distan e around Earth's surfa e from a missile's laun h site to the loation where its payload strikes the ground; see also range
in-band luminosity as used here, power radiated in all dire tions within a pres ribed
bandpass (referring to IR)
in-band radian e as used here, power per unit area and solid angle within a pres ribed
bandpass (referring to IR)
intensity as used here, power per unit area and solid angle
inter ept the portion of an engagement in whi h the inter eptor attempts to damage or
destroy the target
inter eptor basing area the area within inter eptor ground range of the inter ept points
for su essfully defending a parti ular area against a parti ular missile
inter ept point (a) the lo ation in spa e where an inter eptor will attempt to inter ept
the target; (b) the lo ation in spa e where an inter eptor su eeds in inter epting
the target
inter ontinental ballisti missiles (ICBMs) missiles with a range of more than 5,500 km
intermediate-range ballisti missiles (IRBMs) missiles with a range of 3,000 to 5,500 km
intrinsi ore the altitude-invariant emission from a ro ket exhaust plume produ ed by
the exhaust produ ts as they expand into a low-pressure environment; also alled the
va uum ore
irradian e power per unit area
isoplanati angle a measure of how rapidly the AO phase orre tions hange with angle
from the enter of view be ause the beam passes through a di erent portion of the
atmosphere
jinking maneuver a periodi (square-wave or sinusoidal) a eleration of a target missile
Kalman lter a re ursive algorithm that omputes the onditional mean and ovarian e
of the probability distribution of the state of a linear sto hasti system with pro ess
noise and measurement noise that are both un orrelated and Gaussian
kill vehi le the last stage of an inter eptor with guidan e and maneuvering apability for
homing on and hitting the target ro ket
laten y the time delay of the target state estimate formed in the tra king system and the
a tual target state
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line of ight as used here, the instantaneous dire tion of ight of an Airborne Laser airraft
line of sight (LOS) line of sight between (1) a kill vehi le and its target or (2) a sensor
and its target
line-of-sight angle the angle between a kill vehi le's line of sight and a xed referen e
dire tion
luminosity power radiated in all dire tions in all wavebands
lunge maneuver an abrupt step in a eleration of the target missile, de ned here as being
normal to the kill vehi le's line of sight
mass fra tion ratio of propellant mass to total propulsion system mass
maximum de ision time The time interval between the moment an a eptable ring
solution is rst obtained and the last moment an inter eptor ould be red and still
a hieve inter ept early enough to prevent munitions from falling on the defended
area; see also de ision time
medium-range ballisti missiles (MRBMs) missiles with a range of 1,000 to 3,000 km
mid ourse phase the phase of a long-range missile's ight when it has risen above the
atmosphere and begins to deploy its munitions or penetration aids; the mid ourse
phase ends when the missile's munitions re-enter the atmosphere
Minuteman U.S. solid-propellant ICBM with three models, range 13,000 km
miss distan e the losest approa h of the kill vehi le to the aimpoint on the target ro ket
MODTRAN a moderate-resolution atmospheri transmission ode developed by the Air
For e Resear h Laboratory
No Dong North Korean medium-range ballisti missile
penetration aid any ountermeasure designed to help a warhead penetrate defenses
Pegasus an air-laun hed spa e vehi le developed by Orbital S ien es Corporation
plume see ro ket exhaust plume
Poseidon a lass of U.S. nu lear-submarine-laun hed ballisti missiles
predi ted inter ept point the lo ation in spa e where an inter eptor is expe ted to inter ept the target
radian e as used here, power per unit area, solid angle, and wavelength
range (a) the distan e around Earth's surfa e from a missile's laun h site to the lo ation
where it's payload strikes the ground; (b) the distan e between a sensor (or kill
vehi le) and its target
ro ket exhaust plume the loud of hot, hemi ally a tive gas eje ted from the nozzle of
a ro ket motor
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shortfall impa t of a missile's payload at a range short of its target aused by premature termination of its thrust, possibly ausing live nu lear, hemi al, or biologi al
munitions or debris to strike the United States or ountries friendly to the United
States
short-range ballisti missiles (SRBMs) missiles with a range less than 1,000 km
shroud an aerodynami stru ture that prote ts the payload of a missile while it is as ending
through the atmosphere
sine alpha steering a homing system in whi h a single axial thruster is used on the kill
vehi le and the kill vehi le's a eleration normal to the line of sight is ontrolled by
the angle of the thrust axis relative to the losing velo ity ve tor
slant range distan e from ABL to target (as distin t from ground range)
spe i impulse the ratio of thrust to propellant mass ow
spe tral intensity power per unit area, solid angle, and wavelength or frequen y
staging ratio ratio of propulsion stage mass to the mass of su essive propulsion stages
of a multi-stage ro ket
stando distan e distan e between the laun h site of a target missile and lo ation where
a defensive inter eptor or tra king sensor is based or stationed
Strehl ratio ratio of the peak irradian e delivered by a parti ular laser to the peak irradian e delivered by a di ra tion-limited system with the same power
su essful engagement an engagement in whi h the target missile is inter epted and
disabled or destroyed before it an in i t damage on the defended area
su essful inter ept an inter ept that disables or destroys the target missile before it an
in i t damage on the defended area
swit hba k maneuver an abrupt reversal of a missile's angle of atta k
terminal phase the nal phase of a missile's ight; it begins when its munitions re-enter
the atmosphere and ends when they detonate or strike the ground
terrestrial inter eptor land-, sea-, or air-based inter eptor
thermal blooming transverse growth of a laser beam's size resulting from heating by the
beam of the air through whi h the beam passes
threat missile ground range (TGR) distan e around Earth's surfa e from a missile's
laun h site to the ground inter ept point
time-to-go the time remaining before the losest approa h of the inter eptor to the target
ro ket
tn abbreviation for tonne (metri ton)
tonne metri ton= 1; 000 kg
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total velo ity hange V the integral of the absolute magnitude of the kill vehi le's
a eleration from the time it is deployed to the end of an engagement
Trident (a) a lass of U.S. ballisti missile submarine; (b) the lass of U.S. nu learsubmarine-laun hed ballisti missiles arried by Trident submarines
trough region the altitude interval during the rise of a ro ket laun hed from near the
surfa e of Earth during whi h the IR emission from its exhaust plume is relatively
low
va uum ore the altitude-invariant emission from a ro ket exhaust plume produ ed by
the exhaust produ ts as they expand into a low-pressure environment; also alled
the intrinsi ore
wallplug eÆ ien y the ratio of useful power delivered by a laser to the total input power
wet mass the mass of the kill vehi le when fully loaded with fuel.

